
Coone~/, Phil

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hutzler, Mary [MARY.HUTZLER@eia.doe.gov]
Wednesday, January 07, 2004 4:23 PM
Cooney, Phil
Some graphs

ghg03_re~_pres
en~onwtal...

Can you look at these and let me know if they are what you are looking for?
These are US graphs only. I will get you the others shortly.

<<ghg03_report_presentation_wtalkpoints-ppt>>
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From: Holbrook, William F.
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2004 10:06 AM

To: Pedno, Dana M.; Cooney, Phil; Connaughton, James; Peel, Kenneth L.; Hannegan, Bryan J.;
Onley, Kameran L.; Anderson, David R.; Fiddelke, Debbie S.

Subject: FWS quietly working on carbon capture projects in wildlife refuges (Land Letter)

Update for Thursday
January 8, 2004

LAND MANAGEMENT

FWS quietly working on carbon capture projects in wildlife refuges

Brian Stempeck, Land Letter reporter

Although climate change mitigation is typically the domain of the Energy and Agriculture departments, for the past
several years officials at the Fish and Wildlife Service have been stepping up their involvement, partnering with
private companies to launch carbon sequestration projects in national wildlife refuges.

"We have a lot of lands within existing refuges that were unforested that we had plans to reforest," said Lee
Andrews, FWS state field office supervisor for Kentucky and the former Southeast regional carbon sequestration
coordinator. ’~/Ve weren’t able to do those immediately."

At the same time, Andrews explained, several industry groups and private corporations were looking to prepare
for the eventual possibility of a carbon cap-and-trade system and were willing to reforest FWS lands in exchange
for future carbon credits.

’q’hey’re responsible for credit-related activities," Andrews said. "We still have discretion to do what we feel is
necessary for forest and wildlife management."

Reforestation projects tend to be several hundred acres in size, Andrews said, and there will often be several
sequestration projects per refuge. Keith Taniguchi, current coordinator of the carbon program for the Southeast
regional office, said there are currently a half-dozen significantly sized projects, mostly in wildlife refuges. During
the past five years, FWS officials have restored more than 60,000 acres of fish and wildlife habitat via
partnerships with private companies, Taniguchi said.

Most of the FWS sequestration partnerships take place in the Southeast, Taniguchi said, with many projects in
the lower Mississippi region in Arkansas, Louisiana and Mississippi. Recently, more projects have been started
farther east, in Flodda, Georgia and North Carolina, he said.

American Electric Power, the Conservation Fund and FWS have worked cooperatively on one of the agency’s
largest sequestration projects, adjacent to the Catahoula National Wildlife Refuge in Louisiana. The partnership
has planted more than 3 million hardwood trees in the region, which the Interior Department calls "a major haven
for migratory birds." FWS says the project, which is helping restore 18,000 acres next to the refuge, could capture
as much as 5 million tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the form of biomass.

In another major project, Entergy Corp. donated 600 acres of fallow agricultural land along northwest Louisiana’s
Red River to create the first tract of land for the nation’s newest wildlife refuge, the 50,000-acre Red River
National Wildlife Refuge. Trees planted on the land will trap 275,000 tons of CO2 over the next 70 years and the
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trees will not be harvested during the life of the project (Land Letter, Sept. 5, 2002).

There is no formal program or dedicated funding for FVVS’s carbon capture efforts, which began about three years
ago, necessitating the public-private partnerships. In lieu of a formal organization, the projects are typically
administered through existing agency divisions such as migratory bird management, the national wildlife refuge
system or through federal-state programs.

’~Ne don’t have any budget assigned to terrestrial carbon sequestration," Taniguchi said. "3"hat’s where the
partnership is of vital importance to us."

But the agency is "fully integrated" with other federal agencies such as DOE and USDA to help develop
guidelines for carbon sequestration, including reporting and measurement standards, Andrews said.

The Agriculture Department has stepped up its efforts regarding terrestrial carbon sequestration recently as well.
Last summer, Secretary Ann Veneman announced that farmers who manage their lands to maximize the amount
of carbon stored in soil and crops will get credit for those techniques when they apply for some federal programs.

Veneman said USDA will consider the amount of ~arbon stored on a landowner’s property when the department
evaluates applicants for the Environmental Quality Incentives Program, the Conservation Reserve Program and
the Forest Land Enhancement Program. USDA estimates that the amount of carbon sequestered by crops and
trees is about 154 million metric tons of carbon per year - more than the total emissions of greenhouse gases by
agricultural and forestry activities (Land Letter, June 12, 2003).
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Coone~/, Phil

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Tuesday,Kruger’Dina@epamail’epa’g°Vjanuary 20, 2004 4:05 PM                         q -[ ¢1i{/ (--
adele.morris@do.treaslgov; arthur.rypinski@hq.doe.gov; .vmg.lml~epamal.~pa.gov;
Godwin.Dave@epamail.epa.gov; Ottinger.Deborah@epamail.epa.gov;
Scheehle.Elizabeth@epamail.epa.gov; igoklany@ios.doi.gov;
Mangino.Joseph@epamail.epa.gov; kbarrett@usaid.gov; KBICKEL@mailoce.Dce.usda.gov;
linda.moodie@noaa.gov; mitchell.baer@hq.doe.gov; Anastas, Paul T.; Patel- i
weynandTO@state.gov; paul.mcardle@eia.doe.gov; perry.lindstrom@eia.doe~gov;
Saile.Sharon@epamail.epa.gov; Wirth,Tom@epamail.epa.gov; william.breed(~hq.doe.gov;
Hannegan, Bryan J.; Halpem, David; Camille.Mittelholtz@ost.dot.gov; valdezp~2@state.gov;
Hanle.Lisa@epamail.epa.gov
reifsnyderda@state.gov; richard.moss@pnl.gov; watsonhl@state.gov;
WHOHENST@mailoce.oce.usda.gov; Cooney, Phil
Near Final Authors List - IPCC Guidelines

us-matrlx-4,xls (60
KB)

Everyone°

Regards & thanks for your help with this effort,
Dina

(See attached file: us-matrix-4.xls)

Dina Kruger
Chief, Non-C02 Gases
USEPA

202-343-9039 (phone)
202-343-2208 (fax)

& Sequestration Branch

000970
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Rapidly growing
~ Announced Feb 2002

11 Charter Partners

- January 2004

54 Partners
~ 20 Partners have announced aggressive greenhouse

gas reduction goals

2004 poised to be another strong year

CLIMATE’~
LEADERS~
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Combined U.S. revenues equal 6% of U.S.
GDP

Diverse representation across business

The 20 targets avoid 7.5 MMTCE
~ over sector-wide business as usual improvement efforts

,-, equivalent to the ghg emissions of five million cars.

CLIMATE~
LEADERS~
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3M pledges to reduce total U.S. greenhouse gas ern~slons by 30 percent from 2002
to 2007
Ameri~~ pledges to reduce total U.S. greenhouse gas ern~s~lons
by 4% below ~n average 1998-2001 base year by 2006.
~~. pledges to reduc~ total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions by 5% ~
2OO0 to 20~0.
a.~t~_~ " t~~_~.~ pledges to reduce total globa~ greenhouse gas
emissions by ~0% from 2002 to 2008.
.~~ ptedges to reduce ~al greenhouse gas emissions
by 10% for ~1 of their North American ~dlit~es from 2000 to 2005.
I_~t_e~r_n~n~al pa.pe~r pledges to reduce total U~. greenhouse gas emissions by
15% from 2000 to 20~0.
John_~n~_h_n~_~ pledges to reduce total U~. greenhouse gas emissions by
14% from 2001 to 2010.
~ ThO~Q~_~L~_S~ In_~D.~. p[~ck~ ~ reduce ~al U,~. greenhouse gas

GLIMATE~

Automotive and Heavy Machinery
~ 3 Partners

Petroleum
~ 1 Partner

Energy Producers
~ 8 Partners

Diversified Manufacturing
; 5 Partners

Retail
~ 4 Partners

Healthcare/Pharmaceutical
~ 4 Partners

Also
~ aerospace, cement, consumer products, forest products, specialty

gas~s, transportation and disposal, wo6d products

CLIMATE
LEADERS~

3
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many prospects

10 Additional Announced Goals
Enhanced focus on Quality Data Management

, maintain program integrity

Other Highlights
Partner meeting -- June 04

CLI MATE
LE~I)ERS~

~ ~ER~O=~

(~)TARGET
CLI MATE
LEADERS~E~
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Fwd EPW AL GORE.tXt
From: Catanzaro, Michael (EPW) [Scott. Rayder@noaa.gov] on behalf of
Scott Rayder [Scott. Rayder@noaa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, 3anuary 13, 2004 8:00 PM
To: Matt Englehart; Lisa Camooso; Jordan St. John; Hopkins, Robert;
Perino, Dana M.; Cooney, Phil
subject: EFwd: EPW: AL GORE]

FYI

Original Message
Subject: EPW: AL GORE
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 2004 17:40:56 -0500
From: "Catanzaro, Michael (EPW)" <Michael_Catanzaro@epw.senate.gov>
To: "Catanzaro, Michael (EPW)" <Michael_Catanzaro@epw.senate.gov>

On Thursday, former vice President Al Gore, in a speech sponsored by MoveOn.Org,
will attack President Bush’s record on the environment.
undoubtedly, Gore’s speech will be a bilious, thoughtless reiteration of the
threadbare charges, most exhaustively craf,t, ed by radi,c, al environme,n, tal groups,
leveled against the Administration: it is orwellian,’ it has the worst
environmental record in history," it is "censoring science for political ends," etc.
In other words, it will be an exemplary, Gore.-like exercise in factless, baseless

demagoguery of the worst kind.

The following are some of the expected lines of attack from Mr. Gore:

GORE: President Bush recklessly walked away from the Kyoto Protocol, and because of
the lack of u.s. involvement, effectively put the international treaty on life
support.

FACT: First, EVEN HOWARD DEAN, AS HE ANNOUNCED LAST WEEK, OPPOSES KYOTO.

second, EVEN THE WASHINGTON POST EDITORIAL PAGE THINKS KYOTO IS A BAD IDEA, AND THAT
PRESIDENT BUSH MADE THE RIGHT DECISION BY REJECTING IT:
"The Bush administration may have been right to abandon the treaty, given its
unrealistic targets and its failure to include developing nations such as China."
[December 5, 2003]

Third, a bit of history: Mr. Gore never submitted Kyoto to the U.S.
Senate, probably because he knew the treaty could never overcome the 95 to 0 vote on
the Byrd-Hagel resolution that rejected KyOtOo The Senate spoke again last october,
when the McCain-Lieberman bill-a bill that resembles Kyoto in many key
respects-failed by a vote of 55 to 43.
simply put, even if President Bush supported Kyoto, it would never be ratified by
the u.s. senate.

Further, much of the failure to commence Kyoto was placed squarely on the Europeans.
AS the vancouver Sun reported on April 9, 2001:

"European intransigence, and not u.s. President George W. Bush, is behin~the
’fallen down’ Kyoto accord on reducing greenhouse gases, [canadian] Environment
Minister David Anderson said Thursday. ’This Kyoto (deal) had fallen down, had
ceased to functioning e~ectively in November..oNothing that Mr. Bush has done since
has altered that fact..

The Europeans, before President Bush came into office, pointed fingers at each
other, as the BBC reported on November 26, 2000: "[British] Deputy Prime Minister
John Prescott has blamed the French for the failure of the global warming summit to
agree on curbing greenhouse gas emissions." Prescott "attacked European colleagues
for fai~ing to back a deal on emissions which he had brokered with the united
states.

The Europeans are now valiantly pressing ahead, pushing for reductions that,
according to the EU Environment Ministry, they cannot, and will not, achieve. All

Page 1
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Fwd EPW AL GORE.txt
but two EU countries will meet their Kyoto targets..
And now Canada, which ratified Kyoto last year, is expressing serious doubts that
they can achieve their targets by 2010. Prime Minister Paul Martin, according to
the Canadian Business Journal, points out that no clear framework exists to ensure
that canada meets its goal of cutting annual emissions by 240-million tons by 2010.
Not to mention Russia, which has lambasted the treaty’s scientific basis and its
negative impact on the Russian economy.

So even now, in the face of overwhelming evidence of Kyoto’s utter failure, Mr. Gore
thinks this is a good idea?

GORE: We should be very afraid of global warming because, as the IPCC says,
temperatures could increase by as much as 10 degrees F by 2100, unleashing a torrent
of extreme weather events that pose catastrophic consequences fo~ generatlons to
come.

FACT: The IPCC’s work has been systematically dismantled over the pas’t year.
Pursuant to a new study undermining the IPCC’s temperature assumptions, the
Economist accused the UN body of "dangerous incompetence."

AS the Economist wrote: "Disaggregated projections published by the IPCC say
that-even in the lowest-emisslon scenarios-growth in poor countries will be so fast
that by the end of the century Americans will be poorer on average than south
Africans, Algerians, Argentines, Libyans, Turks, and North Koreans. Mr. Castles and
Mr. Henderson can hardly be alone in finding that odd."

Dr. James Hansen of NASA recently threw cold water on extreme temperature scenarios.
"Future global warming can be predicted much more accurately then is generally
realized .o. we predict additional warming in the next 50 years of 0.75 °c,,[plus or
minus] 0.25°c, a warming rate of 0~15°c [plus or minus] 0.05°c per decade. This
warming rate is approximately 4 times less than the lurid top figure widely
trumpeted by the IPCC, and, indeed, not a cause of concern.

GORE: The white House is ignoring the science of climate change, as there is a very
clear consensus in the scientific community, reflected by the 2001 NAS study
requested by the Administration, that man-made emissions are largely to blame for
global warming.

FACT: Gore will most likely cite the now infamous line from the report’s
summary: "Temperatures are, in fact, rising. The changes observed over the last
several decades are likely mostly due to human activities, but we cannot rule out
that a significant part of these changes is also a reflection of natural
variability."

To cite this is misleading and disingenuous, for on page 1 of the report the
uncertainty surrounding climate change and global warming becomes
clear: "Because there is considerable uncertainty in current understanding of how
the climate system varies naturally and reacts to emissions of greenhouse gases and
aerosols, current estimates of the magnitude of future warming should be~regarded as
tentative and subject to future adjustments upward or downward."

The report states further: "A causal linkage between the buildup of greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere and the observed climate changes during the 20th century cannot be
unequivocally established."

GORE: The white House censored and suppressed climate change science from the EPA’s
"State of the Environment Report" for political ends..

FACT: This is nonsense. Nothing was censored. The report includes references to
the Administration’s 10-year strategic plan on climate change policy--which,
incidentally, was crafted pursuant to a 2001 National Academy of Sciences study on
climate change--and a statutorily
required document called "Our changing Planet."

Page 2
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Question: how can there be suppression of climate change when the Administration has
put out hundreds of pages of documents on climate change research, including the
climate Action Report, released last summer?

GORE: A recent study in Nature shows that global warming, clearly a man-made
phenomenon, will cause thousands of species to go extinct by 2050.

FACT: Iain Murray of the competitive Enterprise Institute penned a devastating
critique of this study. Here’s an excerpt: "[Researchers] have extrapolated to all
species a model that looked at only 1,103 species in certain areas (243 of those
species were South African proteaceae, a family of evergreen shrubs and trees). For
one thing, we don’t know how many species there are-estlmates vary from 2 million to
80 million-and have only documented 1.6 million. However, assuming the
14 million figure widely used in the press reports is anywhere near accurate, the
sample size is a mere 0.008 percent of the total species population of the planet,
with certain species vastly over-represented (there are only 1,000 species of
protea~eae on the planet). All the researchers have demonstrated is that, if their
model Is correct, certain species in certain habitats will run a risk of
extinction."

GORE: President Bushis recklessly rolling back environmental protections in the
clean Air Act to pay back his corporate
contributors. In December, he announced yet another rollback of
reductions for mercury.

FACT: Greg Easterbrook, a senior editor with The New Republic, put it this way last

Question: did Gore, or former President Clinton, ever propose a 70 percent reduction
in NOx, SO2, and mercury? No.

Did Gore, or former President Clinton, ever go forward with regulations to reduce
off-road d~esel" emissions?" No. NRDC. called,, President Bush’s proposal to reduce
diesel emissions from off-road vehicles the biggest public health step since lead
was removed from gasoline more than two decades ago." Accordina to the washinaton
.Post, an NRDC official referred to the emissions plan as ".the b~ggest health advance
in a generation."

HOW about anything like President Bush’s Interstate Transport Rule, largely modeled
on clear skies, to reduce NOx and SO2 by 70 percent by 2018? No.

Did Gore, or former President Clinton, ever address mercury emissions?
No. In fact, the clinton Administration did nothing until, of all dates, December
15, 2000, two days after Gore conceded the election, on that day, after doing
nothing for 8 years, EPA miraculously announced a
settlement agreement with NRDC to regulate mercury. The Bush
Administration went forward with a regulation that will reduce mercury emissions,
using a proven market-based approach, by nearly 70 percent by 2018.

what about New Source Review? Yes, Carol Browner’s ~ffA crafted a proposal in 1996 to
reform it, but never followed through. President Bush did.

GORE: The Administration, at the behest of the white House, lied to New Yorkers
about air quality after September 11.

FACT: On this issue, the New York Times editorial pag~ said it best, dismissing the
.entire controversy as "retrospective nitpicking." The Times, no friend of the Bush
Administration, also agrees with the most recent scientific findings about air
quality since September 11" "The broader public faced little or no risk from

Page 3
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breathing the outdoor air
once the initial cloud settled."

The EPA IG report, the source of the controversy, was unequivocal about the
Administration’s intentions: "In regard to the monitoring data, we found no evidence
t.hat E.PA attempted to conceal data results from the publlc." In a September 4 NBC
interwew with EPA IG Nikki Tinsley, Lisa Myers reported that Tinsley "stopped short
of accusing anyone of lying
or of knowingly providing false information." And EPA IG staff told
aides from the Senate EPW Committee that there was no conspiracy or attempt to
suppress information.

Page 4
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From: Holbrook, William F.
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2004 11:53 AM
To: ’paul_georgia@rpc.senate.gov’
Subject: Hello
Paul:

Phil Cooney here at CEQ gave me your name and asked me to forward you our most recent fact sheet on climate
change (please see below, along with the link). I have also attached the "year-end review" issue of our CEQ E-
Notes electronic newsletter. This is basically a synopsis of our largest 2003 environmental accomplishments.

Hope you find these materials helpful.

I’d look forward to meeting you at some point - perhaps lunch in the near future. I used to work for Sen. Hank
Brown from Colorado in the mid-1990’s, and more recently before coming over here to be deputy director for
communications, the RNC.

My phone number is 456-6293. Also, if you have any reports on our issues you would like share from RPC, I’d
very much appreciate receiving those.

Thanks.

Bill Holbrook

http://www,~hitehouse:govlnews/releases/2OO3/Ogl2OO3~Qg~o-4._ht_ml

Climate Change Fact Sheet

¯ THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION’S ACTIONS ON GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
o "I’ve asked my advisors to consider approaches to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, including

those that tap the power of markets, help realize, the promise of technology and ensure the widest-
possible global participation .... Our actions should be measured as we learn more from science and
build on it. Our approach must be flexible to adjust to new information and take advantage of new

, technology. We must always act to ensure continued economic growth and prosperity for our
citizens and for citizens throughout the world." --- President Bush (6/11/01 )

¯ The Bush Administration has delivered on the President’s commitment with a comprehensive,
innovative program of domestic and international initiatives:

¯ National Goal to Reduce Emissions Growth: In February 2002, President Bush committed the United
States to a comprehensive strategy to reduce the greenhouse gas intensity of the American economy (how
much we emit per unit of economic activity) by 18 percent over the next 10 years. Meeting this commitment
will prevent more than 500 million metric tons of carbon-equivalent emissions through 2012.

¯ Large Budget Increases for Global Climate Change: President Bush’s FY ’04 budget sought a 15
percent increase in funding for climate change-related programs, bringing total U.S. Government spending
this year to $4.3 billion. If enacted, it will be the highest level ever. In addition, substantial funding for
conservation programs under the 2002 Farm Bill will significantly increase the amount of carbon storage
from agriculture.

¯ Tax Incentives for Renewable Energy and Hybrid and Fuel-Cell Vehicles: The President’s FY ’04
budget proposes tax incentives totaling $4.2 billion through FY ’08 to spur the use of clean, renewable
energy and energy efficient technologies. Consistent with the President’s National Energy Policy, the tax
incentives include credits for the purchase of hybrid and fuel-cell vehicles, residential solar heating
systems, energy produced from landfill gas, electricity produced from alternative energy sources such as
wind and biomass, and combined heat and power systems.

¯ Cabinet Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration: President Bush has
created an interagency, cabinet-level committee, co-chaired by the Secretaries of Commerce and Energy,
to coordinate and prioritize Federal research on global climate science and advanced energy technologies.
This Committee develops policy recommendations for the President and oversees the sub-cabinet
interagency programs on climate science and energy technologies.
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Federal Energy and Carbon Sequestration Programs: FY ’04 budget request includes $1.7
billion to fund Federal technology research, development, and deployment activities. Major new
initiatives for FY ’04 and beyond include:

¯ Hydrogen Energy. President Bush launched his Hydrogen Fuel Initiative in t~is year’s State
of the Union address. The goal is to work closely with the private sector to accelerate our
transition to a hydrogen economy, both on the technology of hydrogen fuel ceils and a fueling
infrastructure. The President’s Hydrogen Fuel Initiative and the FreedomCAR Partnership
launched last year will provide $1.7 billion over the next 5 years to develop hydrogen-
powered fuel cells, a hydrogen infrastructure, and advanced automobile technologies,
allowing for commercialization by 2020. The United States will pursue international
cooperation to affect a more rapid, coordinated advance for this technology that could lead to
the reduction of air pollutants and a significant reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the
transportation sector worldwide. For more information on this initiative, please visit
http://www.whitehouse.gov/ceq~gen-fuels, html.

¯ "FutureGen" -- Coal-Fired, Zero-Emissions Electricity Generation. In February 2003,
President Bush announced that the United States would sponsor, with international and
private-sector partners, a $1 billion, 10-year demonstration project to create the world’s first
coal-based, zero-emissions electricity and hydrogen power plant. This project is designed to
dramatically reduce air pollution and capture and store greenhouse gas emissions. This
initiative is part of an international Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum, chaired by the
Secretary of Energy, to work cooperatively with our global partners--including developing
countries--on research, development and deployment of carbon sequestration technologies in
the next decade. In June 2003, the inaugural Forum meeting was held in Virginia, and
attended by representatives of Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Colombia, India, Italy, Japan,
Mexico, Norway, Russian Federation, the United Kingdom, and the European Commission.
These global partners signed the first international charter setting the framework for
international cooperation in research and development. For more information, please visit
h_tt_p:llwww.fe.doe.govlprogramslpo_w_e_rsystems/futuregenl.

¯ Fusion Energy. January 2003, President Bush committed the United States to participate in
the largest and most technologically sophisticated research project in the world to harness
the promise of fusion energy, the same form of energy that powers the sun. If successful, this
$5 billion, internationally supported research project will advance progress toward producing
clean, renewable, commercially available fusion energy by the middle of the century.
Participating countries include the United Kingdom, Russia, Japan, China, and Canada. To
read the President’s statement, please visit
http :llwww.whitehouse. govlne__w_ slrel_easesl2003/01120030130-18, html.

Federal Climate Change Science Program (CCSP): Includes $1.7 billion in FY ’04 budget request
to fund Federal, multi-agency research program, with $185 million requested for the Climate Change
Research Initiative in FY ’04.

¯ 10-year Federal Strategic Research Plan Released. The Interagency U. S. Climate
Change Science Program proposed a 10-Year Strategic Plan in November 2002,
accompanied by a 1300-person workshop, with representatives from over 35 countries. The
final, comprehensive plan was released in July 2003 by Secretary Abraham and Secretary
Evans, as well as White House Office of Science and Technology Policy Director Marburger.
The document describes a strategy for developing knowledge of variability and’change in
climate and related environmental and human systems, and for encouraging the application
of this knowledge. Secretary Evans also announced a $103 million, two-year Federal initiative
to accelerate the deployment of new global observation technologies, focused on oceans,
atmospheric aerosols, and the natural carbon cycle. To read the plan, ~ : ~se visit
http :llwww.climatescience. qovlLibrapy lstratplan2OO31default.htm.

¯ U.S. Hosts Inaugural Earth Observation Summit. The first-ever Earth Observation Summit
was held July 31,2003 to generate strong, international support to link thousands of
individual technological assets into a coordinated, sustained, and comprehensive global
Earth observation system. The purpose of the system is to provide the tools needed to
substantially improve our ability to identify and address critical environmental, economic, and
societal concerns. More than 30 countries and 20 international organizations participated in
the Summit. Participants adopted a Summit Declaration recognizing the need to support
development of a comprehensive, coordinated Earth observation system. For more
information, please visit _h_ttp://www, climatescience.gov/Library/observation-summit2003.htm.
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¯ Fuel Economy Increase for Light Trucks: On April 1,2003, the Bush Administration finalized regulations
requiring an increase in the fuel economy of light trucks for Model Years 2005 - 2007, the first such
increase since 1996. The increase from 20.7 miles per gallon to 22.2 miles per gallon by 2007 more than
doubles the increase in the standard that occurred between Model Years 1986 and 1996, when it
increased from 20.0 miles per gallon to 20.7 miles per gallon. The new standards are projected to result in
savings of approximately 3.6 billion gallons of gasoline over the lifetime of these trucks with the
corresponding avoidance of 31 million metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions.

o Voluntary Greenhouse Gas Reduction Initiatives with Business and Industry: The Federal
government administers nearly 60 different voluntary programs on energy efficiency, agricultural
practices, and greenhouse gas reductions. Major initiatives announced by the Bush Administration
include:

o "Climate VISION" Partnership. In February 2003, President Bush announced that twelve major
industrial sectors and the membership of the Business Roundtable have committed to work with four
of his cabinet agencies (DOE, EPA, DOT, and USDA) to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the
next decade. Participating industries included America’s electric utilities; petroleum refiners and
natural gas producers; automobile, iron and steel, chemical and magnesium manufacturers; forest
and paper producers; railroads; and the cement, mining, aluminum and semiconductor industries.
To read the President’s statement, please visit
http :l/www. whitehouse, govlnews/releases12003/O2120030212, html.

o Climate Leaders. Announced by EPA Administrator Whitman in February 2002, Climate Leaders is
an EPA partnership encouraging individual companies to develop long-term, comprehensive climate
change strategies. Under this program, partners set corporate-wide GHG reduction goals and
inventory their emissions to measure progress. Over 35 major companies are now participating,
including General Motors, Alcoa, BP, Pfizer, Staples, International Paper, IBM, Miller Brewing,
Eastman Kodak, and Target. For more information, please visit http:llwww.epa.govlclimateleaders/.

o Voluntary Registry for Reporting GHG Reductions. Responding to President Bush’s February
2002 charge, the Secretaries of Energy, Commerce, and Agriculture, and the EPA Administrator
provided the President with their initial r.ecommendations for enhancing and improving the DOE’s
greenhouse gas emissions reduction registry. The improvements are intended to enhance the
accuracy, reliability, and verifiability of greenhouse gas reductions measurements. As part of the
2002 public comment process, DOE hosted workshops in Houston, Washington, San Francisco,
and Chicago. Final guidelines are anticipated in early 2004.

o Targeted Incentives for Greenhouse Gas Sequestration. On June 6, 2003, Agriculture Secretary
Veneman announced that, for the first time, consideration will be given to management practices
that store carbon and reduce emissions of greenhouse gases in setting priorities and implementing
USDA’s forest and agriculture conservation programs, such as the Environmental Quality Incentives
Program and Conservation Reserve Program. USDA would provide.financial incentives, technical
assistance, demonstrations, pilot programs, education, and capacity building, along with
measurements to assess the success of these efforts. For more information, please visit
http:llwww.usda.govlnewslreleasesl200310610194.htm.

¯ International Outreach:
o International Cooperation. The U.S. is engaged in extensive international efforts on climate, both

through multilateral and bilateral activities. Multilaterally, the U.S. is by far the largest funder of the
activities of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, and leads R & D projects through the Generation IV International Forum, which is
developing the next-generation nuclear systems to produce electricity and hydrogen for
transportation use without emitting greenhouse gas emissions. Bilaterally, the U.S. has developed a
number of agreements with major international partners to pursue research on global climate
change and deploy climate observation systems, collaborate on energy and sequestration
technologies, and explore methodologies for monitoring and measuring GHG emissions. Since June
2001, the United States has engaged in bilateral partnerships with Australia, Canada, China, seven
Central American countries (Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and
Panama), the European Union, India, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, Republic of Korea, the Russian
Federation and South Africa on issues ranging from climate change science to energy and
sequestration technologies to policy approaches.

o Global Environmental Facility (GEF). As part of a $2.2 billion international replenishment
agreement, the Bush Administration has pledged $500 million to the GEF over the next 4 years to
help developing countries address environmental problems, including global climate change. The
GEF is the financial mechanism under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
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Change and the United States’ contribution is the largest of any country. This commitment, which
will fund technology transfer and capacity building in developing countries, represents a 16 percent
increase over the U.S. contribution in the previous replenishment.

o United States Agency for International Development. The Administration intends to spend at
least $175 million in FY ’04 for all USAID climate change programs including those that fund the
transfer of advanced technologies to developing countries, including cleaner, more efficient energy
technologies, technologies to make manufacturing and agriculture more productive and efficient,
and programs to foster responsible forestry practices.

o President’s Initiative Against Illegal Logging. On July 28, 2003, Secretary of State Powell
launched the President’s Initiative Against Illegal Logging, developed with the objective of assisting
developing coun. tries in their efforts to combat illegal logging, including the sale and export of
illegally harvested timber, and in fighting corruption in the forest sector. The initiative represents the
most comprehensive strategy undertaken by any nation to address this critical sustainable
development challenge, and reinforces the U.S. leadership role in taking action to counter the
problem and preserve forest resources that store carbon. For more information, please visit
http :l /www.state. (]ovlrlp~rs/~3s12003122843. htm.

o Tropical Forest Conservation. In FY ’04, the Bush Administration will direct $50 million for tropical
forest conservation. These funds will provide the resources needed to pursue additional "debt-for-
nature" projects under the Tropical Forest Conservation Act and contribute to the Congo Basin
Forest Partnership launched by Secretaryof State Powell and then-EPA Administrator Whitman in
September 2002 to preserve eleven key landscapes in Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, and the Republic of the Congo. To
view the fact sheet, please visit http:llwww.state.govl_g!oes/rlslfs12003122973.htm.
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Utility/DOE working agreement/MOU Page 1 of 1

Cooney, Phil

From: Dobriansky, Larisa [Larisa.Dobriansky@hq.doe.gov]

Sent: Monday, February 02, 2004 7:05 PM

To: Cooney, Phil

Subject: Utility/DOE working agreement/MOU

Here are the materials to date. We welcome your reactions and guidance on this.

<<GCC Climate VISION MOU Between DOE and Utilities.doc>> <<GCC Climate VISION MOU
Attachment.doc>> <<GCC Climate VISION MOU Utilities Incentives overview.doc>> This attachment on policy
issues and incentives is what the Power Partners would like to include inthe MOU.

<<GCC Climate VISION MOU DOE and Utilities Action Memo for Review.doc>>    This is the entire package.

2/3/2004
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From:
Sent:
To:

Cc."

Subject:

Importance:

Conover, David
Thursday, February 05, 2004 12~2 PM
Booher, Patrick; Braitsch, Jay;, Stmnos, John; DeLorenzo, Ralph; Trottler, Paul; John Beale
(John Beale); Hratch SemerJian (Hratch Semerjian); William Hohenstein; ~ Keamey,
Hadan Watson; James Andrews; James Mahoney; Linda Lawson; Margaret Leinen; Mary

............
Kevin Hurst (Kevin Hurst); Hannegan, B~an J., Card, Robert; Garrnan. uav~,

~ob Malay); O~na Kruger .(O~_.a r~uger);
MEarcus); John Stamos (Jonn ~amos); Mar~
Action Request - Revising CCTP R&D Inventory

High

To:
Agency Representatives to the Climate Change Technology Program (FOR ACTION)

Marcus Peacock, Associate Director, Office of Management and Budget

David Conover, Director, Climate Change Technology Program

Copies:

Subject:

Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology (FOR
n,~OmC~AT~ON)
Update of Interagency Inventory and Budgets for Climate Change Technology Programs

As you know, in 2003 CCTP, OMB, CEQ and OSTP developed new criteria for d~ermining which research,
development, demonsmafion and deployment ~ctivities should be classified as climate change technology
RDD&D, Using these criteria, CCTP member agencies have submitted inventory reports for use by the CCTP
in our bas¢lining activities.
The purpose of this memo is to ask you to rerme your inventory reports to accomplish several goals:

/

ia
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David.Conover~,hq.d0e-eo~- Pleas¢ contact David Conover at (202) 586-3994 if you have any qu~4ms.

14 2003.doc ... FY01-O5 ~ F... FYOI-O5 update... FYOI-04 Ez~4ar...
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Coone~’, Phil

From’:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Watson, Harlan L (OES) [WatsonHL@state.gov]
Tuesday, February 10, 2004 2:23 PM
Reifsnyder, Dan A (OES); Talley, Trigg (OES); Turekian, Vaughan C
Cooney, Phil; Peel, Kenneth L.
EPA PowerPoint on the 2002 US GHG Inventory

1-29-04.EPA
~rie~ngon2002U..

FYI--Attached is a PowerPoint prepared by EPA on the 2002 US
that will be out for public review in a couple of weeks. Note that 2002
still below 2000.

GHG Inventory
emissions are
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AMERICAN FOREST & PAPER ASSOCIATION
Office of the President

February 11, 2004

The Honorable Ann M. Veneman
Secretary, Department of Agriculture
1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20250

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary of Energy
Forrestal Building
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

The Honorable Michael Leavitt
Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency
Ariel Rios Federal Building
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004

The Honorable James L. Connaughton
Chairman, Council on Environmental Quality
730 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530

Dear Secretaries Veneman and Abraham, Administrator Leavitt, and Chairman Connaughton:

The members of the American Forest & Paper Association (AF&PA) are pleased to affirm their
commitment to the President’s initiative to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. During 2003, we have
carefully analyzed our commitment and are fully confident that we can reduce our greenhouse gas
emissions intensity by 12 percent by 2012 relative to 2000 (as stated in our initial letter dated January
21, 2003). By committing to support the Administration’s objectives, we hope to make a substantial
contribution toward achieving President Bush’s national goal by 2012. Furthermore, with appropriate
policies, incentives, and reductions in regulatory barriers, we might be able to achieve even greater
reductions.

We believe that our success will depend in part on the Administration’s efforts to manage the
activities of all government agencies, especially with respect to the promulgation of regulatory
requirements that may result in increases in greenhouse gas emissions. Our ability to meet or exceed the
commitment also will naturally depend on the measurement and accounting methods and
implementation guidelines that are being developed. We very much want to work with the
Administration and others in establishing methodologies and guidelines applicable to recycling and
forest and product sequestration. We continue to strongly encourage the Administration to address
regulatory requirements where the negative climate impacts outweigh any environmental benefits.

In addition, governmental policies and incentives will play a large part in determining whether
voluntary targets, such as the 12 percent intensity goal will be the minirnnm or whether we make much
greater strides. We would welcome the opportunity to work with the federal government to identify
both barriers and opportunities for achieving greater carbon reductions.

We plan to achieve the reductions through actions to enhance sequestration in managed forests
and products, development, and implementation of improved technologies, improved energy efficiency,

1111 Nineteenth Street, NW, Suite 800 t Washington, DC 20036 t 202 463-2700 Fax:. 202 463-2040
America’s Forest & Paper People®--Improving Tomorrow’s Environment Today*
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February 11, 2004
Page 2

and increased use of renewable energy and fiber recovery. Furthermore, our commitment assumes
continued access to the grid, success in commercializing technologies under development, and
recognition of forest and product sequestration as well as biomass fuel. Our commitment does not
include any emissions that may result from new regulatory requirements.

Our specific plans for reductions include improvements from programs such as:

Technology Improvement: Agenda 2020, a research partnership with DOE - aimed at
developing energy efficient technology - is producing promising technologies. One project with great
potential for reducing CO2 emissions is biomass gasification. It is estimated that biomass gasification, if
fully developed and adopted, could make the U.S. forest products industry energy self-sufficient and a
generator of surplus power created from renewable resources.

Energy Efficiency: The industry will continue to derive over half of its energy requirements
from renewable energy or biofuels and to seek opportunities for additional improvements. We recover
energy from our waste stream by utilizing residual biomass as a primary energy source for our
manufacturing processes. Moreover, the forest products industry leads all other manufacturing sectors
in onsite electricity generation, meeting more than half of our own energy needs through highly efficient
co-generation processes. At many mills, self-generated electricity goes beyond serving onsite
production needs by providing supplemental electricity to the surrounding electric power grid.

Fiber Recovery: AF&PA members support aggressive fiber recovery goals. In 2003, AF&PA
announced a new paper recovery goal of 55 percent of all paper consumed in the U.S. by 2012. AF&PA
expects that achieving the recovery rate of 55 percent will lead to corresponding reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions by reducing emissions from landfills. This recovery goal will be supported
through partnerships with EPA, Keep America Beautiful, CarrAmedca, and others.

Forest Sequestration: The nation’s forests remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and store
it for long periods of time, and correct management of forests is central to climate policy. AF&PA’s
Sustainable Forestry Initiative® Program - or SFI~ - is the largest sustainable forestry program in the
world. Under the program, forestlands are managed according to rigorous standards for protecting soil
and water resources, contributing to biological diversity, conserving unique features and aesthetic
values, and enhancing forest productivity.

Product Sequestration: A portion of the carbon that trees remove from the atmosphere remains
fixed in wood and paper products. The harvesting and manufactunng of forest products essentially
transfers carbon from the forest to the product pool. The carbon contained in these products continues to
be sequestered from the atmosphere, and in some cases - such as building materials - products remain in
use for very long periods of time. As worldwide demand for forest products increases, the amount of
carbon stored in the product pool increases thus withholding carbon from the atmosphere and offsetting
greenhouse gas emissions.
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Again, we look forward to working with you and your respective organizations to further
develop frameworks that will bring about mutually beneficial results.

With kindest personal regards, I remain,

W. Henson Moore
President and Chief Executive Officer
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INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP    __.-..~----v--~---

CLIMATECHANGE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGYMeeting #04=1

Wednesday, Febru~ !1, 2004, 2:00 to 4:00 PM
Department of ~ Conference room (#5851)

, Program funding

FY04/05 priorities

- NASA perspective

odman,
Commerce
AIi Patrinos, DOE
Acting

NASA

3:30-3:50

3:50 - 3:55

¯

Agricultur P
¯ Sequestration guidelines
¯ FarmBill implementation

,date
Discussion of policy implications of recent events
Review of key dates and issues for CY04

o Voluntary programs annev Feb 11
o Climate strategy annev. Feb 14

o NEP annev, May
bill

eross c-ts                " 1  ;n°v ’DOZftmding and C.~..~ e’~LF Gen IV, ITER)
te in initiatives !,trrx~, .... ~__ .^.;~ra "onUpda ......: ....a initiatives una¢" ~ ......

la ~
FY04/03 pnonu~ ..... )OE

Voluntary Programs Asst Attain,

Review of draft guidelines and finalization schedule Holmstead, EPA

Review of registry public comments following release of draft
guidelines
VoluntarY programs update (Climate VisinWDOE, Climate AG

State

¯
Review of key events and activities for CY04

o Bonn Renewable Energy Coal, June 1-4

¯ IPCC 4~ Assessment plan
¯ Other international developments DOE

C 1-’~’i~-~p Items                            "
. Discussion of meeting plan for the year
¯ Discussion of inviting guest presentations

~.,.0 r~lans and schedule contingency
Next meenng

Next meeting (at Ene__~xgY3 - proposed for Tuesday, April 13

DOE

Page 1
2/12/2004
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U.S. Department of Energy’s
1605(b) Draft General Guidelines

Update

February 2004

President’ s February 1~.=, 2002 Directive

1. Established U.S Goal to reduce GHG intensity by 18% by 2012.

?..Directed Improvements to DOE’s GHG Voluntary Emissions
Registry.

T̄he Registry was established Section 1605(b) of the Energy
Policy Act of 1992 and currently about 220 reporters
provide data on emissions and emissions reductions.

3.Sought recommendations on protecting real reductions against
future climate policy and on giving transferable credits.

4.Challenged businesses to take action (Climate VISION, Climate
Leaders).
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Actions to Date

¯Issued a public Notice of Inquiry, May 2002.

Slve ~nteragency staff level and policy level consultations¯ Ledexten " " . ¯ ¯ " d November 26,to draft General Guldehnes, which were publ=she
2003.

¯Established website to distribute information and receive comments.

¯Held seven public workshops (DOE hosted 5, USDA hosted 2).

¯Interagency groups developing Technical Guidelines for reductions
and inventories.

¯EIA developing reporting forms and instructions.

¯Met and continue to meet with numerous stakeholder groups.

’llmeline

¯ General Guidelines in public review until February 17, 2004.

¯ Review comments, revise General Guidelines - with Deputy level
input - February to March, 2004.

nical Guidelines (3 parts: Core Reporting¯
t~ftuiTreer~h;nts; Calculating GHG Reductions;GHG Inventories)-
January to April, 2004.

¯ Issue revised General Guidelines and Technical Guidelines. for
combined review in late Spring/early Summer, 2004.

¯ EIA initiates OMB process and public comment period for revised

forms and instructions, Summer - Fall, 2004.

¯ Initiate revised program In early 2005.
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Key Features of proposed Revisions

1.
Create a more credible registry. DOE is creating an improved registry
for emissions and reductions that can support trading and future policy.

2. Emphasize entity-wide inventories and reductions. Entities may

the rovide entity-wide emissions dat~ and can
register reductions if.. Y P~ ......... =.~.~ omission reductions after 2002.
demonstrate they aCnleVeO ellu~y-w=uo ~

ti    rticlpation. Those without significant
ncoura e small en ty p~. .... II enti -wide reports,3. eEmissionsg may register reoucuons w=thout filing fu ty

under special circumstances.
even if not regislering reductions. Entities may

4. Encourage repo.rting ¯ ¯ havin to prov=de an’ons and reductions w=thout . g ¯
elect to report em.tssl _           ntitv-wide emissions.entity-wide inventory and account for e _

e res onsibllity GHG report. Companies are
5. Enhance ¢orporat. . !.P’ ....... i .... I but rn~v report at a subsidiary

encouraged to rep..ort at the nlg~.u~ ~,vo
or affiliate level. High-level off’~al should certify reports. Independent
verification is encouraged, but not required.

]anuatv 2004 WorkshoP

JanUary 12, 2004, Washington, D.C.

180 attendees representing wide range of stakeholder groups,
include power generation, manufacturers, renewables, waste
management, forestry, environmental groups;

DOE, USDA, EPA, CEQ participated: EIA, State attended.

Reviewed entity definition, program structure, inventories,
reductions, and certification issues.

Overall response was quite positive In terms of breath and depth of
issues covered.

3
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January 2004 WorkshoP: Stakeholder Issues

1.Entity Boundaries. Many want more restrictive definition of "entity" tO avoid sub-
entity reporting. Others want DOE to maintain or enhance flexibility in the definition
of entities.

2.International Emissions and Reductions. Many want to report and register
international emissions and reductions. For some, this means emissions and
reductions from all non U.S. operations; for others it mean registering overseas
"projects" as offsets to U.S. emissions

r to 2002. Many support registering reductions achieved pdor to3. ReducUons Prlo . ¯ rovlso is thin revised
2002 as long as they meet the revised critena. For many, the p
criteria must be more project-friendly.

ts Man want to register reductions generated b.y "projectp." in4.Treatment of Pro[ .e~ ... . Y .......... I,,,,,,~ ’as\. Prolect reouctions ra=se
lieu of corporate reoucuons (ancvor r, orp~=~ ,--~,,,on ,    -,
threshold and calculation issues.

5."Credits". Several participants objected to the lack of any reference to transferable
credits; some want "registered reductions* to be directly linked to "transferable
credits"; others support lack of reference to transferable credits. Most wanted
decidion to be explicitly stated and explained.

Stdve for accuracy, transparency, consistency, completeness.

¯ Balance rigor with practicality; stringency with flexibility.

¯ Recognize entities that contribute to the President’s goal of reducing the
emissions intensity of the U.S. economy;,

¯ Encourage repoders- partioulafly those with large emissions- to
provide a more 8ccurate, consistent, and complete record of emissions
and emission reductions.

¯ Create a central program for recording achle.veme_.n.ts a.ss.ociat.ed wi_thj
voluntary emission reduction programs, such as L;umate Leaoers ana
Climate VISION.

4
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USDA Climate Change Activities. Status Report
William Hohenstein

Director, Global Change Program Office

and Forestry

Ch__~pter/Secti_on

Chapter 3: Greenhouse Gas
Inventories

Section H. Agxieultural
Emissions and Sequestration

Lead USDA Agency: NRCS

Wednesday, February 11, 2004, 2:00 to 4:00 PM

USDA Responsibilities in Developing 1605(b) Accounting Rules and Guidelines for Agriculture

Status

Drafting group preparing
initial draft based on.DOE
format. preparing separate
appendices with default
coefficients and
measurement protocols.

Schedule

Initial draft section and appendices by
mid/late-February.

Two rounds of interagency review in
late February and March.

Send to OMB for formal OIRA review
in April 1, 2004.

Chapter 3: Greenhouse Gas
Inventories

Section I. Forestry Emissions
and Sequestration

Lead USDA Agency: Forest
Service

Chapter 2: Calculating
Greenhouse Gas Reductions

Section E. Reductions for
Small Emitters

Section F. Project Specific
Reductions

Section G. Offsets

Chapter 2: Calculating
Greenhouse Gas Reductions

Section I. Reductions from
Carbon Storage

Drafting group preparing
initial draft based on DOE
[’ormat. Preparing separate
appendices with default
coefficients and
measurement protocols.

DOE preparing initial
drafts.

USDA will provide input
and comments.

Coordination through staff-
level inter-agency team,
with guidance from
Deputy/Under-Secretaries.

Draft s.ection to be
prepared by USDA based
on DOE outline provided
on 2/1.

Same as for Chapter 3 Section H

Rough draft February 1.

Continual interagency review and edit
up until April 1..

To OMB April 1, 2004.

Draft section by late February based on
format provided by DOE on 2/1.

Continual interageney review and edit
up until April 1. To OMB April 1, 2004.
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2. USDA Farm Bill Implementatien and Related Activities

Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP)

¯ USDA provided guidance to States to incorporate GHG considerations in setting
EQIP priorities.

¯ USDA developed new Practice Standards for GHG mitigating technologies and
practices, including new standards for:
o Anaerobic digesters; atmospheric resource quality management systems; and

nutrient management planning.

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)

¯ USDA revised the index used to rank bids to include carbon sequestration.
o New index was used in latest CRP sign-up (September 2003); that sign-up

included some continuation and additional enrollments for 2004 and 2005.
¯ USDA latmehed effort to enroll 500,000 acres ofbottomland hardwoods.
¯ USDA will track progress of CRP through a carbon sequestration GPRA measure.
¯ Private sale of carbon, water, or other environmental credits are considered

permissive uses.

Forest Land Enhancement Program (FLEP)

¯ Farm Bill authorized a five-year, $100 million program.
¯ In 2003, $20 million was allocated and distributed to States.
¯ Carbon sequestration was one of six objectives.
¯ OMB has indicated it will not provide funds for 2004 and the future - given

redirection of Forest Service resources to fire fighting and prevention. Future of
program is uncertain.

Biomass Energy and Biobased Products Initiatives

In 2003, Rural Utilities Service made available $200 million to their borrowers
(Rural Electric Cooperatives) in loans and loan guarantees for renewable energy
systems; of that $71.5 million was used.

o The same offer will be extended in 2004
Renewable Energy Systems and Energy Efficiency Improvements, administered
by Rural Business Cooperative Service.

o In 2003, $21 million in awards were made to 113 recipients in 24 States
for renewable energy systems and energy effieiency improvements.

o Proposed regulation establishing the program is expected to be published
in the Federal Register in Spring 2004.

Biomass Research and Development Initiative
o In FY 2003 USDA and DOE issued $23 million in grants.
o FY 2004 roughly the same level of support will be available.
~ FY 2004 RFP issued in December 2003

Memorandum of Understanding with the National Renewable Electric
Cooperative Association.
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~.~ Rapidly growing
~ Announo~l Feb2002

, 1~. Charter: Partners
.~ .January2004.

54Partners
, 20 Partners have announced aggres~ive greenhouse

gas reduction goals

,, .-2004 poised to be, anOther strong. year.
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The 20 targets avoid 7.5 MMTCE

~ equivalent: to the ghg emissions of five million cars.

I~LI MATE

!~ pledges to reduce U~. ~eeflhouse gas en~s~ms bY t8% Per kwh fr°m

~ pledges m reduce U-% greenhouse gas emlsston~ by
23~ per pound ~ product from 2000 m 2005.

~/~ pe~ tun of cemenlJt~o~ product ~rom 200~ to 20~0-
~ T       I       rio pledges to reduce global greenh0use gas

em~ons ~ t6% per dollar of revenue from 200t lu 2006.       CLI MATELEADER~i~
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CLIMATE~

~ 5 Partners
Re~ail

Health~re/PharmaceuUcal
~ 4 Partners

Also
gases, transporl;aUon and dlsposab vwo~ i~ uu~.~
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Other Highlights
~ Partner meeUng -- 3une 04

CLIMATE
LEADERS~I~
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From: Parrish, Jobi A.
Sent: Thursday, February 12, 2004 9:23 AM
To: Cooney, Phil; Rothenberg, Jason; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Perino, Dana M.
Co: Conde, Roberta L.
Subject: 1:15 Today Debrief on NRC CCSP report--follow up to vm I left earlier
1:15 today

Dr. Kathie Olsen will debrief from her meeting on the NRC CCSP report

Office of Science and Technology Policy
1801 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Sixth Floor
Front Conference Room

Thanks,
Jobi

Jobi Parrish
Office of Science & Technology Policy
202-456-6063
FAX 202-456-6021
jparrish@ostp.eop.gov
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PREPUBLICATION COPY

~PLEMENTING

L I MAT.E
AND
G LO B AL
CHANGE
RESEARCH
A REVIEW OF THE FINAL U.S. CLIMATE
SCIENCE PROGRAM STRATEGIC PLAN

CHANGE

ADVANCE COPY
NOT FOR PUBLIC RELEASE BEFORE

Wednesday, February 18, 2004
11:00 a.m. EST

PLEASE CITE AS A REPORT OF THE
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
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IMPLEMENTING

CLIMATE
AND

GLOBAL

CHANGE
RESEARCH

A REVIEW OF THE FINAL U.S. CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE PROGRAM STRATEGIC PLAN

Committee to Review the U.S. Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan

Division on Earth and Life Studies
Division of Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education

Division on Engineering and Physical Sciences

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
OF THE NATIONAl. ACADEMIE.~

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES PRESS
Washington, D.C.
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NOTICE: The project that is the subject of this report was approved by the Governing Board of the National Research Council,
whose members are drawn from the councils of the National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of Engineering, and
the Institute of Medicine. The members of the committee responsible for the report were chosen for their special competences and
with regard for appropriate balance.

This study was supported by Contract No. NASW-01008 between the National Academy of Sciences and NASA/USGCRP. Any
opinions, findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the author(s) and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the organizations or agencies that provided support for the project.
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THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
Advisers to the Nation on Science, Engineering, and Medicine

The National Academy of Sciences is a private, nonprofit, self-perpetuating society of distinguished scholars engaged in
scientific and engineering research, dedicated to the furtherance of science and technology and to their use for the general
welfare. Upon the authority of the charter granted to it by the Congress in 1863, the Academy has a mandate that requires it
to advise the federal government on scientific and technical matters. Dr. Bruce M. Alberts is president of the National
Academy of Sciences.

The National Academy of Engineering was established in 1964, under the charter of the National Academy of Sciences, as
a parallel organization of outstanding engineers. It is autonomous in its administration and in the selection of its members,
sharing with the National Academy of Sciences the responsibility for advising the federal government. The National
Academy of Engineering also sponsors engineering programs aimed at meeting national needs, encourages education and
research, and recognizes the superior achievements of engineers. Dr. Wm. A. Wulf is president of the National Academy of
Engineering.

The Institute of Medicine was established in 1970 by the National Academy of Sciences to secure the services of eminent
members of appropriate professions in the examination of policy matters pertaining to the health of the public. The Institute
acts under the responsibility given to the National Academy of Sciences by its congressional charter to be an adviser to the
federal government and, upon its own initiative, to identify issues of medical care, research, and education. Dr. Harvey V.
Fineberg is president of the Institute of Medicine.
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community of science and technology with the Academy’s purposes of furthering knowledge and advising the federal
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principal operating agency of both the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering in providing
services to the government, the public, and the scientific and engineering communities. The Council is administered jointly
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respectively, of the National Research Council
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Preface

In September 2002, Assistant Secretary of Commerce
for Oceans and Atmosphere James R. Mahoney asked the
National Academies to undertake a fast-track review of the
U.S. Climate Change Science Program’s (CCSP’s) draft
strategic plan for climate and global change studies and the
f’mal strategic plan after it had been revised. In response the
17-member Committee to Review the U.S. Climate Change
Science Program Strategic Plan was formed (see Appendix
B for committee biographies). The committee was given a
two-phase statement of task (see Appendix A for full
statement of task). The committee’s first report, which
reviewed the November 11, 2002, draft strategic plan, was
issued in February 2003 and addressed Phase I of the
committee’s task. This report, which provides an overall
assessment of the revised strategic plan and CCSP’s
strategic planning process, addresses Phase II of the
committee’s task (see Box P-l).

Chapter 1 of this report summarizes the committee’s
overall assessment of the revised strategic plan. Chapters 2
and 3 examine in more detail how those aspects of the draft
plan that were identified in the committee’s first report as
particularly challenging have evolved in the revised plan.
The scientific scope of the plan and decision support
activities that need further development during
implementation are addressed in Chapter 2. The major
management challenges in implementing the plan are
addressed in Chapter 3. The committee responds to the five
questions in the Phase II statement of task (see Box P-l)
and provides recommendations for future planning efforts
in Chapter 4.

The committee held two meetings since the release of-
the revised strategic plan to gather information and prepare
this report. The first meeting was held on August 25-27,
2003~ in Washington, D.C. At this meeting Ghassem Asrar,
Associate Administrator for Earth Science at the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, and Richard
Moss, executive director of the U.S. Global Change
Research Program, presented an overview of the changes to
the strategic plan and how the CCSP addressed the
committee’s major recommendations. Lead authors of
selected chapters of the plan also discussed the changes that
were made to their chapters. We thank Ghassem Asrar and
Richard Moss along with the following individuals who
also participated in this meeting: David Alien, CCSP
Office; Susan Avery, National Oceanic Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and CCSP Office; Louis Brown,
National Science Foundation (NSF); Margarita Conkright,
NOAA and CCSP Office; David Conover, Climate Change
Technology Program; Jay Fein, NSF; Janet Gamble, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA); Susan Herrod
Julius, USEPA; Chester Koblinsky, NASA and CCSP
Office; Kathryn Parker, USEPA; Total PateI-Weynand,
Department of State; Steve Sharer, U.S. Department of
Agriculture; and Caitlin Simpson, NOAA. The committee
held a second meeting in Irvine, California, in October
2003, during which the committee received an update from
James Mahoney and Richard Moss on the status of plan
implementation, and prepared this report. We extend our
gratitude to James Mahoney and Richard Moss for their
support, insights, and openness throughout the study
process.

The committee and staff have worked diligently to
make this report as useful as possible to the CCSP. We wish
the CCSP leadership well as it takes on the challenging task
of implementing this ambitious strategic plan. In the
opinion of many of the committee members the issues
addressed by the CCSP are among the most crucial of those
facing humarddnd in the twenty-first century.

Thomas E. Graedel, Chair
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BOX P-1 Statement of Task for Phase II

In the second phase, the committee will provide an overall assessment of the revised (final) plan, with an emphasis on how
the plan has evolved in response to NRC and other community input. The committee also will address the following
questions related to the processes used to solicit and consider input from the scientific and stakeholder communities
throughout the strategic planning process:

¯ Were the mechanisms for input from the scientific and stakeholder communities throughout the program’s strategic
planning process adequate?

¯ Did the format of the workshop promote the open exchange of ideas and suggestions for improvement?
¯ Was the process used to make decisions on potential changes to the draft plan clearly communicated to workshop

participants and others who submitted comments during the public comment period?
¯ Was this process consistent with generally accepted practices for considering community input during public comment

periods?
¯ What specific improvements should be reflected in future planning efforts for the program?

The results of phase II will be provided in a report to be delivered to the program within 6 months after the revised (f’mal)
plan is published.

viii
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Executive Summary

The U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP)
was established in February 2002 to coordinate climate and
global change research conducted in the United States.
Drawing on information from the U.S. Global Change
Research Program of the previous decade, as well as from
other sources, the CCSP developed a 10-year strategic plan
to guide its activities. The CCSP requested that the National
Academies review both a discussion draft of this strategic
plan, released in November 2002, and a revised version,
released in July 2003 (see Appendix A for statement of
task). The revised strategic plan is reviewed in this report.

The Strategic Plan for the U.S. Climate Change
Science Program articulates a guiding vision, is
appropriately ambitious, and is broad in scope. It
encompasses activities related to areas of long-standing
importance, together with new or enhanced cross-
disciplinary efforts. It appropriately plans for close
integration with the complementary Climate Change
Technology Program. The CCSP has responded
constructively to the National Academies review and other
community input in revising the strategic plan. In fact, the
approaches taken by the CCSP to receive and respond to
comments from a large and broad group of scientists and
stakeholders, including a two-stage independent review of
the plan, set a high standard for government research
programs. As a result, the revised strategic plan is much
improved over its November 2002 draft, and now includes
the elements of a strategic management framework that
could permit it to effectively guide research on climate and
associated global changes over the next decades. Advancing
science on all fronts identified by the program will be of
vital importance to the nation.

Recommendation: The CCSP should implement the
activities described in the strategic plan with urgency.

The revised strategic plan identifies a much broader
scope of activities than has historically been supported
under the auspices of the Global Change Research Program.
To succeed, such an expansion in scope will require a
concomitant expansion in funding. A fully informed
assessment of whether adequate funding is available for the
proposed program was not possible because the CCSP did
not provide the committee with prospective budget
information and because many of the objec~e plan

are too vaguely worded to determine what will constitute
success.-However, th6 present CCSP budget does notq
appear to be capable of supporting all of the activities in the[
strategic plan. While well-established program elements’-
have a track record of funding, the newer or expanded areas
in the strategic plan lack clear budget lines and agency
homes, and are therefore likely to be under supported. The
major expansion in climate modeling and the observing
system that the plan calls for will also require an increase in
funding above current levels. There is no evidence in the
plan or elsewhere of a commitment to provide the necessary
funds for these newer or expanded program elements.
Whatever the budget allocations, the CCSP and~
participating agencies need to start making budget decisionsI
and setting priorities to allow the program to meet the [
ambitious overarching gbals of the plan.             ~

Recommendation: The CCSP and its parent committees
should (1) develop a clear budgetary process linking
tasks to agency and program budgets; (2) secure the
financial resources, for the present and the future, that
will ensure the overall success of the plan; and (3)
Consider new approaches to funding that will enable
new initiatives and the shifting of resources to respond
to the nation’s evolving needs.

Significant hurdles face the CCSP and participating
agencies as they implement the plan. First, meeting all
program goals will require advances in previously
underemphasized but societally relevant elements of the
program. Second, a clearer strategic approach is needed to
achieve the necessary expansion of observation systems and
modeling capabilities. Third, the management structure
proposed by the CCSP is veery complex, will require
significant interagency cooperation, and is essentially
untested. Fourth, given the political sensitivities associated
with chmate and assoclated global change, special measures
may be needed to ensure the scientific independence and
credibility of the program and its products. Finally, the
CCSP needs to evaluate the available capacity within the
community to implement the plan, and address any capacity
gaps that are revealed. The recommendations that follow
identify ways to ensure effective implementation of the
strategic plan.
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2 IMPLEMENTING CLIMATE AND GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH

ENSURING A BALANCED AND
SOCIETALLY RELEVANT PROGRAM

~o
The revised strategic plan addresses much of the

tical science relevant to climate and associated global
ange in a strategic framework that places the research it
poses in the context of national needs. It includes five

overarching goals (see Box ES-1) that are consistent with
the vision, roughly balanced among the areas of emphasis
for the program, and of appropriate scope needed to address
climate and associated global change, The fourth and fifth
goals, in particular, will be crucial in ensuring the societal

,relevance of the program, as they focus on understanding
impacts on ecosystems and human systems as well as
supporting decisions related to prevention and response
options. The committee applauds this emphasis, but finds it
will require significant new efforts in areas that are not
presently well supported by the CCSP. The CCSP should
accelerate efforts in previously underemphasized
program elements, including ecosystems, the water
cycle, human dimensions, economics, impacts,
adaptation, and mitigation, by rapidly strengthening the
science plans and institutional support for these areas.

The plan’s attention to research and decision support
related to the regional and international aspects of climate
and associated global change is particularly welcome. As
these elements are implemented, the program will need to
do a better job of identifying stakeholders and the types of
decisions they need to make. The CCSP should provide the
scientific knowledge and analyses needed to support
national and international policy decisions, including those
aimed at mitigating climate change, as well as local, state,
and regional decisions. Correcting the plan’s continuing"]
systematic weakness with regard to economic analyses will |
be critical, because such analysis is crucial for evaluating ,A

impacts and weighing possible response options. The
purpose of the plan’s proposed synthesis and assessment
products also must be clarified, because it is unclear
whether they either will meet the 1990 Global Change
Research Act requirement for impact assessments or will
satisfy the program’s need to evaluate progress toward
program goals or other management objectives. The CCSP
should further develop its decision support activities,
making sure to meet the needs of local, regional,
national, and international decision makers. The
synthesis and assessment products should be chosen to
explicitly address the range of needs for decision makers
and program management, as well as the broad scope
specified in the Global Change Research Act.

OBSERVATIONS AND MODELING

The plan appropriately calls for major upgrades in
global observing capabilities and for significant advances in
climate modeling. It falls short, however, in providing a7strategy for implementing, sustaining, and evolving an|
observing system necessary to answer the crucial questions|
pertaining to climate and associated global changes that will|
be asked of it over this century. Such a strategy for,"a
observations should be well coordinated with related
international efforts for maximum effectiveness. A strategy
is also needed for meeting the stated modeling goals,
particularly for delivering a wide range of products,
including long-term climate projections, seasonal to
interannual climate predictions, regional climate models,
and projections of societal and ecosystem impacts. The
CCSP Should develop more comprehensive strategies
for implementing and sustaining a global Earth
observing system and for meeting climate modeling
goals.

BOX ES-10verarching CCSP Goals in the Revised Strategic Plan

CCSP Goal 1: Improve knowledge of the Earth’s past and present climate and environment, including its natural variability,
and improve understanding of the causes of observed variability and change.

CCSP Goal 2: Improve quantification of the forces bringing about changes in the Earth’s climate and related systems.

CCSP Goal 3: Reduce uncertainty in projections of how the Earth’s climate and related systems may change in the future.

CCSP Goal 4: Understand the sensitivity and adaptability of different natural and managed ecosystems and human systems
to climate and related global changes.

CCSP Goal 5: Explore the uses and identify the limits of evolving knowledge to manage risks and opportunity related to
climate variability and change
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EXECUTIVE SUMMAR Y

EFFECTIVELY MANAGING THE
PROGRAM

The new management structure described in the
strategic plan is designed to integrate the activities of 13
federal agencies, oversee progress toward implementing the
strategic plan, and integrate research, technology
development, and decision support activities. This structure
engages high-level officials who could ensure that the
program has the necessary resources and could monitor
progress toward program goals. The management structure
also provides an explicit linkage between climate change
science and climate change technology, an important,
heretofore under addressed component of the program. As
the CCSP matures, continual attention should be paid to
clarifying strategic plan priorities derived from the plan
vision, mission, and goals; applying priorities and criteria in
the program selection and budgeting process of the
participating agencies; and defining measurements
(metrics) that can indicate success in achieving goals. The
CCSP should establish and institutionalize effective
management processes that create accountability for
meeting program goals.

The comp..]ex                ture proposed by the
CCSP is essentially unte.sted, however, and thus needs to
remain~o adjustments as program leaders
learn from experience. As the strategic plan is implemented,
the CCSP leadership should adopt an adaptive management
approach for the program as a whole by carefully
monitoring its progress and periodically revisiting and
adjusting the plan, its timelines, and its deliverables to
address any shortcomings. Future strategic planning efforts
should build upon the successes of this first one,
particularly by maintaining the level of transparency and
opportunities for scientist and stakeholder input in the
process. The CCSP should plan for the generation of an
updated strategic plan every three to five years.

MAINTAINING THE SCIENTIFIC
CREDIBILITY OF THE PROGRAM

Involving high-level political leaders in CCSP
management helps to provide the program with the
resources that it requires, but also allows the possibility that
the program’s priorities or scientific results could be
influenced by political considerations. Either the reality or
perception of such influences could serve to discredit the

program unless independent evaluations of the program and
its products are conducted on a regular basis. The CCSP
should establish a mechanism for independent oversight
of the program as a whole in order to maintain its long-
term scientific credibility. This committee still believes
(as in its first report) that establishing a standing advisory
body charged with independent oversight of the entire
program will be more effective than using a number of ad
hoc external advisory mechanisms. Maintaining scientific
credibility is especially important for the s.ynthesis and
assessment products designed to summarize and evaluate
the lmplica-hons of the program s cumulative knowledge for
scientific research and policy formation. The CCSP should~
ensure the credibility of synthesis and assessment [
products by producing them with independent oversight[
and review from the wider scientific and stakeholder I
communities throughout the process.              ~

ADDRESSING CAPACITY NEEDS

The CCSP likely faces shortages in the human and
institutional capacity needed to implement the strategic
plan, especially in new and expanded program areas.
Within the agencies, the capability and inclination to
provide decision support--as opposed to basic scientific
results--may be limited. In particular, preparing and
reviewing the synthesis and assessment products may place
high demands on the scientific community. The CCSP
should carefully assess the needs in capacity implied by
the strategic plan and address any gaps by coordinating
ongoing capacity building efforts at participating
agencies and initiating new programs as needed. Given
the expanded attention to decision support, communication
with stakeholders, and interagency coordination, the
committee sees a much larger role and responsibility being,--7
placed on the CCSP Office. The CCSP Office should be/
appropriately resourced to reflect its expanded roles~

The nation and the global community will be better
prepared to address the challenges of climate and associated
global changes if the CCSP’s vision and overarching goals
are achieved. In this effort, the CCSP represents a transition
from the science-based Global Change Research Program
of the past decade to a program that employs science in the
service of societal objectives. While many opportunities
exist to improve the plan, as discussed in this report, the
major challenge ahead is for vigorous implementation.
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Overall Assessment of the Strategic Plan

The U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP)
was established in February 2002 to coordinate climate and
global change research conducted as part of the U.S. Global
Change Research Program (GCRP) and Climate Change
Research Initiative (CCRI). The interagency CCSP retains
the responsibility for compliance with the requirements of
the Global Change Research Act of 1990, including its
provisions for annual reporting of findings and short-term
plans, scientific reviews by the National Academies,
periodic publication of a 10-year strategic plan for the
program, and assessments of climate change impacts. At the
same time, the U.S. Climate Change Technology Program
(CCTP) was created to coordinate and develop interagency
research efforts focused on developing new technologies
related to climate change and its mitigation. An imp.ortant
initial undertaking of the CCSP was development of a 10-
year strategic plan for global change research. The
discussion draft of the plan, Strategic Plan for the U.S.
Climate Change Science Program (CCSP, 2002), was
released      on      the      CCSP      website
(<htlp://www.climatescience.gov>) on November 11, 2002.
Over 1,000 scientists, agency representatives, and other
stakeholders discussed the plan at a major planning
workshop in Washington, D.C., on December 3-5, 2002.
The CCSP also requested that the National Academies
review both the discussion draft of the strategic plan and a
revised version (see Appendix A for statement of task). In
response, the National Academies formed the Committee to
Review the U.S. CCSP Strategic Plan, which released its
first report reviewing the draft plan in February 2003 (NRC,
2003b). The CCSP responded to the committee’s and other
comments in a revised strategic plan released on July 24,
2003 (CCSP, 2003). This second NRC report represents the
results of the committee’s review of the revised strategic
plan.

The committee finds that the CCSP has responded
constructively to the NRC review and other community
input in revising the strategic plan. The revised strategic
plan is much improved over its November 2002 draft, and
includes the elements of a strategic management framework
for effectively guiding research on climate and associated
global changes over the next decades. The plan articulates a

guiding vision, is appropriately ambitious, and is broad in
scope. It encompasses activities related to areas of
longstanding importance as well as new or enhanced cross
disciplinary efforts. Advancing science on all fronts
identified by the program will be of vital importance to the
nation.

Recommendation: The CCSP should implement the
activities described in the strategic plan with urgency.

ELEMENTS OF A STRATEGIC PLAN

The revised strategic plan explicitly includes most
essential elements of a strategic plan, representing a
substantial improvement. In particular, it now contains
several of the strategic elements identified in this
committee’s review of the draft plan (see Box 1-1), such as
a guiding vision, executable goals, clear timetables, and a
management plan, as well as a statement of the program’s
mission and core approaches (see Box 1-2). The vision and
goals are consistent with statements by President George
W. Bush,~ indicating that the program is responsive to the
national needs that he articulated, and to the NRC report on
climate change science requested by the Administration in
20012 (NRC, 2001). Further, the committee finds that the
CCSP vision and goals are well matched to this program.
The mission and core approaches enhance the strategic
plan, because they clearly state the main types of program
activities necessary to meet the vision and goals.

t For example, "America and the world share this common goal: we must
foster economic growth in ways that protect our environment. We must
encourage growth that will provide a better life for citizens, while
protecting the land, the water, and the air that sustain life. We must also act
in a serious and responsible way, given the scientific uncertainties. While
these uncertainties remain, we can begin now to address the human factors
that contribute to climate change." (George W. Bush, February 14, 2002).
2 "Initial CCSP priorities have developed in response to a report requested
by the Administration by a committee of the National Academies’
National Research Council. The NRC report, Climate Change Science: An
Analysis of Some Key Questions, characterized areas of uncertainty in
scientific knowledge concerning climate change, and identified research
areas that will advance the understanding of climate change.’" (CCSP,
2003, p. 8).
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BOX 1-1

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised strategic plan should articulate a clear, concise vision statement for the program in the context of national
needs. The vision should be specific, ambitious, and apply to the entire CCSP. The plan should translate this vision into a set
of tangible goals, apply an explicit process to establish priorities, and include an effective tnanagement plan.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
The vision, goals, core approaches, prioritization, and management plan for the program are articulated in the revised
strategic plan (See Box 1-2). A new Chapter 2 (Integrating Climate and Global Change Research) has been added, providing
an overview of how the goals constitute a comprehensive, program-wide framework for coordinating interdisciplinary
research activities and observations to focus on key climate and associated global change issues (CCSP, 2003, pp. 11-28).
The revised plan states how priorities were chosen and lists "criteria for prioritization" (see Box 1-2), but does not clearly
explain how the program will apply priorities in the budget process to support newer or expanded research areas, especially if
the program funding remains level.

The five overarching goals are consistent with the
vision (see Box 1-2), are generally balanced among the
areas of emphasis for the program, and encompass the
scope necessary to address climate and associated global
change. The research needs related to ecosystems, human
dimensions, impacts, and adaptation have appropriately
been brought forward in the plan as the fourth overarching
goal. Also, the application of scientific information to
"policymaking and adaptive management" can potentially
support the decisions highlighted in the fifth goal. The
committee notes that objective measures remain to be
established, however, for evaluating the program’s
performance against its five overarching goals.

The alignment of research activities with program
goals has been improved compared with the draft plan in

that "examples of key research activities" are highlighted
for each goal in Chapter 2. However, the plan does not
thoroughly map the five goals to research and other
program activities or identify sufficient activities to meet
the fourth and fifth overarching goals. For example:

¯ Research on impacts and adaptation described in
Chapters 8 and 9 needs to be more strongly linked to
research on climate and land-use change in Chapters 4 and
6, respectively.

¯ Research on impacts and adaptation also needs to
be better linked with near-term syntheses and work with
stakeholders described in Chfipter 11, "Decision Support
Resources Development."

¯ The discussion of the CCSP modeling strategy in
Chapter 10 identifies as priorities the development of model
outputs to inform decision makers and impacts research, but
does not describe actions to facilitate this usage.

¯ The discussion of observing and monitoring in
Chapter 12 devotes only a single paragraph to climate-
related social, economic, and health data.

In general, these new and expanded areas of emphasis,
which will be vital for accomplishing CCSP Goals 4 and 5,
are less developed than the areas addressed by CCSP Goals
1, 2, and 3, and therefore, need to be accelerated. In a more
thoroughly integrated plan, the goals of the program would
dictate which individual research projects would be
supported and how they would be sequenced. During
implementation, these linkages need to be made so that
program gaps can be identified and progress toward
program goals can be assessed.

It is also important that the CCSP have an explicit and
defensible process for prioritization and decision making.
The revised strategic plan describes how initial priorities
were chosen, based in part on the 2001 NRC report Climate
Change Science: An Analysis of Some Key Questions, and
identifies several "Criteria for Prioritization" (see Box 1-2).
The CCSP and participating agencies will need to make
budget decisions and set priorities based on the contribution
of research activities to accomplishment of the overarching
CCSP goals. An explicit approach to priority setting is
required, but is not explained in the CCSP. One reason that
an explicit approach is essential is that the revised strategic
plan expands the scope of the program beyond that of the
GCRP, while providing no new resources. The
prioritization approach should make sure to support
emerging research areas that fit the program objectives even
with little established track record of previous performance.

The revised strategic plan identifies timelines of 0-2
year, 2-4 year, and greater than 4 years for many
deliverables (see Table 1-1). This approach is an important
and essential component of the strategic plan. However,
many of the milestones, products, and payoffs are too
vaguely worded (e.g., many call for "greater
understanding," "improved descriptions," or "updated
trends") to ascertain what will constitute success. For
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OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF THE STRATEGIC PLAN 7

BOX 1-2 CCSP Guiding Vision, Mission, Goals, Core Approaches, and Criteria for Prioritization (CCSP, 2003, pp. 2-8).

CCSP Vision
A nation and the global community empowered with the science-based knowledge to manage the risks and opportunities of
change in the climate and related environmental systems.

CCSP Mission
Facilitate the creation and application of knowledge of the Earth’s global environment through research, observations,
decision support, and communication.

CCSP Goals
CCSP Goal 1: Improve knowledge of the Earth’s past and present climate and environment, including its natural variability,
and improve understanding of the causes of observed variability and change.

CCSP Goal 2." Improve quantification of the forces bringing about changes in the Earth’s climate and related systems.

CCSP Goal 3: Reduce uncertainty in projections of how the Earth’s climate and related systems may change in the future.

CCSP Goal 4: Understand the sensitivity and adaptability of different natural and managed ecosystems and human systems to
climate and related global changes.

CCSP Goal 5." Explore the uses and identify the limits of evolving knowledge to manage risks and opportunity related to
climate variability and change.

CCSP Core Approaches
1. Scientific Research: Plan, sponsor, and conduct research on changes in climate and related systems.
2. Observations: Enhance observations and data management systems to generate a comprehensive set of variables needed for
climate-related research.
3. Decision Support: Develop improved science-based resources to aid decision making.
4. Communications: Communicate results to domestic and international scientific and stakeholder communities, stressing
openness and transparency.

CCSP criteria for Prioritization
1. Scientific or technical quality;
2. Relevance to reducing uncertainties and improving decision support tools in priority areas;
3. Track record of consistently good past performance and identified metrics for evaluation of future progress;
4. Cost and value.

example, does a progress report constitute a milestone of
success on one of these topics? Does a 0-2 year timeline
indicate that work is already underway, and that an update
or a revision to an existing model will be regarded as
satisfactory realization of the milestone? The committee
finds that many of the 0-2 and 2-4 year deliverables are too
short to attain any significant progress on scientific goals
for which work is not already underway. Clear definition of
deliverables is particularly important for research that
addresses challenging unanswered questions or involves
major advances in capabilities, such as the development of
an integrated observing system or upgraded climate models;
it may take longer than 4 years to make significant progress

in these areas. Moving into the implementation phase, the
program should specify the milestones and products more
clearly, while ensuring that associated timelines are
realistic.

CLARITY AND INTEGRATION OF
THE PLAN

This committee identified a lack of clarity about the
relationship between the Global Change Research Program
(GCRP) and the Climate Change Research Initiative
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(CCRI) as one weakness of the draft report (see Box 1-3).
The integration of GCRP and CCRI activities has been
clarified in the revised plan, portraying the CCSP as a
single integrated program combining longer-term research
efforts with shorter-term, targeted decision support and
research foci. This change in the document adds clarity to
the organization of the program.

More generally, in the revised strategic plan, the
critical linkages across program elements are more
precisely delineated; facilitated in large part by the new

Chapter 2, "Integrating Climate and Global Change
Research." The revised plan has a more comprehensive and
well-organized treatment of the CCSP’s strategies for
climate modeling (CCSP Chapter 10) and for observing and
monitoring (CCSP Chapter 12); these are critical
crosscutting activities of the CCSP. As the CCSP moves
forward, the program managers should ensure that
implementation of these research elements is well
coordinated with other parts of the program.

TABLE 1-1 Number of Deliverables from Each Research Element in the CCSP Strategic Plan

Research Element < 2 years 2-4 years > 4 years

Atmospheric composition 0 11 5

Climate variability and change 3 27 5

Water cycle 5 19 14

Land use/Land cover change 13 12 17

Carbon cycle 3 17 22

Ecosystem 2 10 7

Human contributions and responses 3 12 4

TOTAL 29 108 74

BOX 1-3

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised strategic plan should." (I) present clear goals for the CCRI and ensure that its activities are consistent with these
goals; (2) maintain CCRI’s strong emphasis on support for near-term decisions as an ongoing component of the program;
and (3) include an explicit mechanism to link GCRP and CCRI activities.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
The revisions to the plan clarified the relationship between the CCRI and the GCRP. The revised plan makes it clearer that
the CCSP is a single program, in which the longer-term GCRP activities and the near-term higher-priority CCRI activities
share a common vision and set of goals. The revised plan includes a strengthened chapter on Decision Support Resources
Development, which is clearly designed to be ongoing component of the program, not just a near-term activity.

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendatiofi
The CCSP should strengthen the treatment and integration of crosscutting research areas in all substantive chapters. The
revised strategic plan should address the interactions and synergies of climate change with other associated global changes.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
Chapter 2 of the revised plan (Integrating Climate and Global Change Research) outlines "Critical Dependencies" among the
program elements described in Chapters 3-9, with examples of how research and observations in one element will provide
results needed by other elements (CCSP, 2003, pp. 23-25). Crosscutting linkages, interdependencies, and collaborative efforts
across elements are also identified in Chapters 3-9. The revised plan includes improved chapters on observations and
monitoring, data management, and climate modeling, three crosscutting program activities. The revised plan has two new
questions that address the interactions and synergies of climate change with land-use and land-cover change (CCSP, 2003,
pp. 68-69) and with ecosystems (CCSP, 2003, pp. 84-86).
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MOVING FORWARD

Climate and associated global changes are now
recognized as among the most important challenges facing
humankind in the twenty-first century. The challenges
transcend national boundaries, as well as normal decision
making timeframes. Recognizing these verities, 187
nations, including the United States, generated and
subsequently ratified the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change.3 The framework’s
relevance to the present strategic plan is expressed clearly:
"All parties shall promote and cooperate in scientific,
technological, technical, socio-economic, and other
research, systematic observation, and development of data
archives related to the climate system and intended to
further the understanding and reduce or eliminate the
remaining uncertainties regarding the causes, effects,
magnitude, and timing of climate change, and the economic
and social consequences of various response strategies."
The CCSP constitutes the United States’ commitment to
this portion of the Framework challenge. The revised
Strategic Plan for the Climate Change Science Program is
thus of vital importance for the coming decade and beyond.

If the CCSP’s vision and overarching goals for addressing
climate and associated global change are achieved, the
nation and the global community will be better prepared to
manage the impacts of climate and environmental changes
during the twenty-first century, and to make informed
decisions about options to forestall or mitigate some of
these changes.

In the remainder of this report, key aspects of the
s~ategic plan needing improvement are identified. The
committee does not advocate that the CCSP undertake
another major revision to the strategic plan, because the
plan provides a wholly adequate framework for the CCSP
and a major revision would divert resources from the
activities described in the plan. In this context, the
committee has focused on assisting the CCSP in
implementing the revised plan and in managing the
program. Chapter 2 discusses scientific scoping and
decision support efforts that need further development in
the implementation phase. The major management
challenges in implementing the plan are addressed in
Chapter 3. Issues associated with this and future planning
efforts are discussed in Chapter 4.

3 The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change treaty
was signed in 1992 and entered into force in 1994. More information on
the treaty is availabie at <http://unfccc.int>.
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Science Focus and Scope

The Strategic Plan for the U.S. Climate Change
Science Program (CCSP, 2003) is farsighted in calling
attention to several areas that had previously been
underemphasized in the U.S. Global Change Research
Program, specifically, human dimensions, ecosystems, the
water cycle, impacts, adaptation, and mitigation. The plan’s
attention to research and decision support related to the
regional and international aspects of climate and associated
global changes is particularly welcome. The plan’s explicit
linkage of climate change science and climate change
technology is an important, heretofore under addressed
component. This chapter highlights those parts of the plan
where additional attention is needed to refine the objectives
and ensure effective implementation.

ENSURING A BALANCED PROGRAM

In defining Goals 4 and 5, the CCSP proposes a
dramatic enhancement of research and understanding of the
sensitivity and adaptability of human systems and natural
and managed ecosystems, and proposes the development of
greater knowledge in management of the resulting risks and
opportunities. Accomplishing these goals will require
effective and well-resourced research programs addressing
impacts, adaptation, and mitigation strategies. These issues
are covered in the plan’s chapters on ecosystems, human
contributions and responses to environmental change, and
the water cycle (Chapters 8, 9, and 5, respectively), three
aspects of the plan which have improved over the draft (see
Box 2-1). Predictions and assessments at the regional scale,
as yet imperfectly addressed, are particularly important for
these topics. Although at least one product addresses
mitigation strategies (CCSP, 2003, p. 82), the plan’s
overarching goals emphasize adaptation rather than
mitigation.

The science programs presented in Chapters 8, 9, and
5 are at a lesser state of readiness than those found in other
chapters of the plan. All three call for significant new
research in areas that are not presently well supported by
~he CCSP (NRC, 2003b). As in the draft plan, chapters on
ecosystems and human dimensions, although improved,

continue to lack sufficient focus and scientific depth,
perhaps reflecting insufficient input from relevant scientists
and stakeholders before or early in the planning process.
Targeted workshops or working groups should be put in
place to rapidly and significantly strengthen these science
plans. In terms of the CCSP, each of the three topic areas
(ecosystems, human dimensions, and the water cycle) has
functions embedded in several agencies, and lacks clear
leadership, coordination across agencies, and effective
advocates in annual CCSP budget processes.

The committee is concerned that implementation of
previously underemphas.ized research programs, such as
those on ecosystems, human dimensions, and the water
cycle, will lag behind the rest of the plan because they
entail a scientific scope much broader than the one
presently supported by CCSP agency staff and budgets.
Such an outcome would greatly undermine the CCSP’s
ability to make progress against Goals 4 and 5 and therefore
limit its overall success. These program elements should be
rapidly strengthened with adequate institutional support,
improved science plans, targets, and timelines. The
balanced scientific approach that will result is essential to
CCSP’s overall success.

Recommendation: The CCSP should accelerate efforts
in previously underemphasized program elements
including ecosystems, the water cycle, human
dimensions, economics, impacts, adaptation, and
mitigation, by rapidly strengthening the science plans
and institutional support for these areas.

SYNTHESIS AND ASSESSMENT
PRODUCTS

An essential component of any research program is the
periodic synthesis of cumulative knowledge and the
evaluation of the implications of that knowledge for
scientific research and policy formation. In the context of
the CCSP, such syntheses and assessments can serve at
least five functions.
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1. They can define current scientific understanding and
uncertainties, informing future research directions. The
primary audiences for these state-of-science reports are the
CCSP leadership team and the scientific community.

2. They can inform policy decisions related to climate
and associated global changes.

3. They can inform operational management decisions
at spatial and societal scales influenced by climate and
associated global changes, such as the integrated
management of a watershed or the operation of societal
response mechanisms, such as health alerts and water
restrictions.

4. They can be used to evaluate progress toward
program goals and other management objectives. The
primary audiences for these progress evaluations are the
CCSP leadership team and the Interagency Working Group
on Climate Change Science and Technology.

5. They can be used to inform international
assessments, such as the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report.

An additional benefit of conducting assessments is that they
can serve to build and sustain constituencies, educate
stakeholders, and build capacity in affected communities,
while ensuring that communication channels between the
scientific and decision-making communities remain
effective avenues for decision support.

The strategic plan explicitly describes considerable
synthesis and assessment activity. The revised plan calls for
21 synthesis and assessment products to be produced in
either a 0-2 year or a 2-4 year ti:meframe. The CCSP
classified the products as follows (CCSP, 2003, p. 115):
nine of these synthesis and assessment products are
intended to serve as state-of-the-science reports, five are
intended to inform policy decisions, and seven are intended
to inform operational management decisions. There are no
obvious products devoted to evaluating progress toward

program goals, which ihereby handicaps the long-term
management of the CCSP.

The strategic plan (CCSP, 2003, p. 11) also states that
its synthesis and assessment products are intended to fulfill
the requirements for synthesis and assessment contained in
Section 106 of the 1990 Global Change Research Act (see
Appendix C), which specifies that:

On a periodic basis (not less frequently than every 4
years) the Council through the Committee, shall
prepare and submit to the President and the
Congress an assessment which:

1. Integrates, evaluates, and interprets the f’mdings
of the Program and discusses the scientific
uncertainties associated with such findings;

2. Analyzes the effects of global change on the
environment, agriculture, energy production
and use, land and water resources,
transportation, human health and welfare,
human social systems, and biological diversity;

3. Analyzes current trends in global change, both
human-induced and natural, and projects major
trends for the subsequent 25 to 100 years.

All 21 of the synthesis and assessment products in the
strategic plan represent efforts to "integrate, evaluate, and
interpret" the fmdings of the program, and therefore appear
to fall under the first assessment component of the Global
Change Research Act. The committee could not determine
that the proposed products also meet the second and third
requirements of the Act because the descriptions in the plan
are vague in the context of the Global Change Research
Act. Even so, it appears that only seven of the synthesis and
assessment products are related to the effects of global
change. And, some areas specified in the Act, such as

BOX 2-1

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised plan should strengthen its approach to the human, economic, and ecological dimensions of climate and
associated global changes to ensure it supports the research necessary to project and monitor societal and ecosystem
impacts, to design adaptation and mitigation strategies, and to understand the costs and benefits of climate change and
related response options.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
The revised plan identifies "the sensitivity and adaptability of different natural and managed ecosystems and human systems
to climate and related global changes" as its fourth overarching goal, appropriately calling attention to these research areas.
The p!an’s chapters on human contributions and responses to environmental change (Chapter 9) and ecosystems (Chapter 8)
are improved over the draft. Integrated assessment analyses discussed in Chapter 11 (Decision Support Resources
Development) include impacts modeling of the environment as well as socio-economic systems. Other research activities
relevant to economics are only weakly addressed in the plan. Although at least one product addresses mitigation strategies
(CCSP, 2003, p. 82), the plan’s overarching goals emphasize adaptation rather than mitigation.
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analyzing the effects on energy production and use, human
health and welfare, and human social systems, are only
peripherally addressed by this portfolio of products. Not a
single synthesis or assessment product explicitly addresses
the nation’s water supply. Some of the very broadly worded
products, such as "scenario-based analysis of the
climatological, environmental, resource, technological, and
economic implications of different atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases," "risks of abrupt
changes in global climate," and "uses and limitations of
observations, data, forecasts, and other projections in
decision support for selected sectors and regions" could
cover these areas. The synthesis and assessment products
should be more clearly defined, including statements of
intended uses and audience for each product.

The plan also does not make clear how the key
questions and research activities identified in each research
component of the plan relate to the topics chosen for
synthesis and assessment products. In addition, because the
list of synthesis and assessment products were generated
during the brief revision process, the scientific and
stakeholder communities did not have much input in
deciding which of these products would be included in the
plan. As a result, the list of products appears somewhat ad
hoe rather than a coherent portfolio of priority synthesis and
assessment products.

Recommendation: The synthesis and assessment
products should be chosen to explicitly address the
range of needs for decision makers and program
management, as well as the broad scope specified in the
Global Change Research Act.

CCSP synthesis and assessment products must be
credible in order to be useful. The program is developing
detailed guidelines for the preparation of the synthesis and
assessment products, but the committee was unable to

review these guidelines because they were not finalized
when this report was completed. The strategic plan (CCSP,
2003, pp. 111-112) indicates that all of the decision support
activities in the plan will adhere to the following guidelines:

¯ Analyses structured around specific questions;
¯ Early and continuing involvement of stakeholders;
¯ Explicit treatment of uncertainties;
¯ Transparent public review of analysis questions,

methods, and draft results; and
¯ Evaluation of ongoing CCSP analyses and

building on the lessons learned.

The committee believes that these approaches could
contribute to the credibility of the synthesis and assessment
products and also help address the gaps identified above. It
is especially important that CCSP synthesis and assessment
products be independently prepared, or evaluated, by the
science community. This will provide a level of credibility
that reports produced exclusively within the government,.
sometimes fail to achieve. The only previous centralized
assessment effort by the CCSP agencies, the U.S. National
Assessment on the Potential Consequences of Climate
Variability and Change (NAST, 2001), followed these
credibility assurance guidelines. The National Assessment’s
Overview and Foundation reports are important
contributions to understanding the possible consequences of
climate variability and change. The processes of
stakeholder engagement and transparent review of the
National Assessment reports were exemplary (see Box 2-2).

Recommendation: The CCSP should ensure the
credibility of synthesis and assessment products by
producing them with independent oversight and review
from the wider scientific and stakeholder communities
throughout the process.

BOX 2-2

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised strategic plan should build upon the lessons learned in applied climate studies and stakeholder interaction.from
prior environmental and climate assessment activities.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
This recommendation has been embodied in the principal guidelines for the CCSP decision support approach: "Evaluate
ongoing CCSP analyses and build on the lessons learned" (CCSP, 2003, p. 112). The decision support management strategy
also states that the CCSP Office will be responsible for "evaluating, reporting, and communicating results from the decision
support activities" (CCSP, 2003, p. 122). The revised plan still generally overlooks the insights into the assessment process
and the networks of researchers and stakeholders that were developed during the U.S. National Assessment.
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Another concem regarding the synthesis and
assessment products is the magnitude of human resources,
both within the scientific community and for CCSP staff,
needed to coordinate and prepare them. The CCSP has not
yet evaluated the feasibility of producing 21 of these
products in the next 2 - 4 years without unduly impairing
the progress of its research. Many of these products are
significant scientific assessments and will require input and
review by numerous scientists, as was learned during the
U.S. National Assessment process of the late 1990s. In
addition, the synthesis and assessment products will be
generated over the same timeframe as the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth
Assessment Report (AR4). The AR4 lead authors
(including U.S. scientists) will be writing and revising AR4
chapters during 2005 and 2006, with final government
review in early 2007. There is considerable overlap of the
CCSP synthesis and assessment products and the AR4
chapters in terms of content. It is therefore important for the
CCSP to actively coordinate the timeframe and content of
the synthesis and assessment products with the IPCC AR4.
For example, a set of peer-reviewed, authoritative CCSP
products tha.t appear by mid-2005 would likely contribute
substantially to AR4. On the other hand, if the CCSP
products are simply progress reports produced without
involvement of the scientific community and with no
independent review they will add little value to the IPCC
process. Effective coordination with the IPCC could avoid
possible conflicts with the international climate assessment,
improve efficient use of resources,-and could raise the
image and impact of U.S. climate change science.

Recommendation: The CCSP should ensure that the
synthesis and assessment products are produced without
unduly affecting the ability to conduct research and in
coordination with the IPCC assessment.

DECISION SUPPORT

The CCSP has appropriately made decision support an
integral component of the .strategic plan. Chapter 11,
"Decision Support Resources Development," emphasizes
development of methods, tools, and processes for effective
decision support. Effective implementation of the proposed
decision support activities is vital to fulfilling the CCSP’s
vision of providing the regional, national, and global
communities with capabilities for managing the risks and
opportunities of changes in climate and related
environmental systems. This chapter has much more depth
and specificity than did the comparable chapter in the draft
strategic plan (see Box 2-3).

Managing risks and opportunities requires stakeholder
support on a range of scales and across multiple sectors,

which in turn implies an understanding of the decision
context for stakeholders. The revised plan identifies three
categories of decision makers by decision type (se Box 2-
3). As the decision support elements of the program are
implemented, the CCSP will need to do a better job of
identifying stakeholders and the types of decisions they
need to make. This will improve the matching of decision
types with the tools and methods most appropriate to that
type of decision.

The strategic plan stresses the value of open
communication between scientific and stakeholder
communities, mentioning "frequent use of ’draft for
comment’ methods" (CCSP, 2003, p. 7) and "advisory
mechanisms.., including workshops, committees, or NRC
activities" (CCSP, 2003, p. 122). The committee lauds this
aspect of the plan. However, the program needs to specify
more clearly where stakeholder input will enter the process.
The current plan should more effectively build upon a
growing capability within the U.S. climate global change
community to interact with potential users of climate and
global change science, as was demonstrated in the U.S.
National Assessment of the Potential Consequences of
Climate Variability and Change (NAST, 2001). The revised
plan generally overlooks the insights and relationships that
were developed by the National Assessment. For example,
the experience developed in assembling and maintaining
networks of university researchers and stakeholders in
different regions of the country is extraordinarily valuable,
as are the networks themselves. These relationships should
be supported if the CCSP is going to maintain strong
stakeholder involvement. The plan also does not include
areas of research relevant to regional-scale assessments&"
identified as a result of the National Assessment. The
committee reiterates the recommendation from its first
report that the CCSP should "build upon the lessons learned
in applied climate studies and stakeholder interaction from
prior environmental and climate assessment activities."
This deficiency needs to be remedied quickly so that the
program’s decision support activities reflect what the
scientific community now knows, what it can accomplish,
and what users would like to know.

Effective implementation of the plan’s goals requires
focused research to develop decision support resources and
methods, as noted in this committee’s review of the draft
strategic plan.t The revised plan provides several good
illustrations of information and resources that will assist in
decision support, but it does not present a strong research
plan to bolster the development of assessments, adaptive
management, and interactions with stakeholders. The

~ "The draft plan fails to adequately distinguish between research to
develop new decision support tools and understanding on the one hand,
and operational decision support activities, on the other. It then does not
successfully identify state-of-the-art undertakings in both" (NRC, 2003b,
p. 5).
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BOX 2-3

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised strategic plan should better describe how decision support capabilities will be developed and how these efforts
will link with and inform the program’s research to improve understanding of climate and associated global changes.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
The revised plan includes a much improved treatment of decision support in Chapter 11 (Decision Support Resources
Development), which lays out a framework for the types of decision support activities to be undertaken by the program and
how these will help identify decision information needs to guide the evolution of the CCSP science agenda. The decision
support activities proposed are threefold: (1) prepare scientific syntheses and assessments; (2) develop resources to support
adaptive management and planning; and (3) "develop and evaluate methods (scenario evaluations, integrated analyses,
alternative analytical approaches) to support climate change policymaking and demonstrate these methods with case studies"
(CCSP, 2003, p. 111). CCSP’s decision support research should also draw on other well-developed research methods, best
practices, and basic insights from the social and behavioral sciences.

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised strategic plan should identify which categories of decision makers the CCSP serves and describe how the
program will improve two-way communication with them.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
Three categories of decision making have been identified by decision type in Chapter 11 of the revised plan: (1) public
discussion and planning; (2) "operational adaptive management decisions by managers of natural resources and build
infrastructure;" and (3) support for policy formulation (CCSP, 2003, p. 113). Stakeholder interaction is one of the principal
guidelines for the decision support approach. This interaction has been identified for problem identification and framing;
review of analysis questions, methods, and draft results; codevelopment of decision support tools with interdisciplinary
teams; and feedback from experiences with CCSP decision support projects and analyses (CCSP, 2003, p. 122). The chapter
on communications (Chapter 14) in the revised plan better recognizes the importance of interactive communications, though
few details are provided on how the program will improve this type of communication (CCSP, 2003, pp. 152-153).

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The CCSP should encourage participation of those agencies whose research or operational responsibilities would strengthen
the ability of the program to deliver products that serve national needs.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
In Chapter 11 of the revised plan, Objective 2.2, focuses on the need to "promote the transition of resources from research to
operations for sustained use" (CCSP, 2003, pp. 116-117). The revised plan’s chapter on program management mentions the
need to ensure that mission agencies have access to "observations, methods, and information developed through CCSP"
(CCSP, 2003, p. 172). No clear mechanism for engaging mission-oriented agencies is described in either chapter.

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised strategic plan should identify what sources and magnitudes of reductions in key climate change uncertainties are
especially needed and where an improved characterization of uncertainty would benefit decision making, and should use this
information to guide the research program.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
The revised strategic plan does not clearly identify key climate change uncertainties of relevance to decision making, though
some information can be inferred from the overarching program goals and the selection of synthesis and assessment products.
The document does not explicitly link program priorities for research to specific policymaker needs.
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decision support research activities in the plan emphasize
integrated assessment modeling and scenario development.
CCSP’s decision support research should also draw on
other well-developed research methods, best practices, and
basic insights from the social and behavioral sciences.
Employing these approaches will improve the synthesis and
validation of information, the communication of
uncertainty, understanding stakeholder needs and
constraints, and the economics of decision making. These
efforts would include learning how to better explain
uncertainty by defining and communicating its source, its
current magnitude, and the potential for that magnitude to
increase in some areas, as well as the potential for it to be
reduced. The plan retains a pervasive weakness with regard
to economic analyses and economic modeling, although
such approaches could yield powerful results for evaluating
impacts and weighing possible response options. In
addition, regional products and communication systems are
important .aspects of climate and associated global change
that are not yet completely addressed in the strategic plan.

The effective use of the "decision support toolbox" to
be developed and tested within the plan is fully dependent
:upon the transfer of these tools from the research and
developmental domain to the decision-making domain. The
plan recognizes the need to "promote the transition of
research to operations" (CCSP, 2003, p. 116). In the
implementation phase the CCSP should specify the
agencies or programs responsible for this transition, and
describe the involvement of additional mission-oriented
agencies that are not currently participants in the program.
As discussed in this committee’s first report, mission-
oriented agencies--such as the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, water resources and land
management agencies within Department of the Interior and
the Army Corps of Engineers, and the extension and farm
program agencies within U.S. Department of Agriculture--
could be instrumental in making CCSP research results
operational (see Box 2-3). The CCSP should work to
support public-private-academic partnerships that could
facilitate the transfer of research results to operational
applications, borrowing where appropriate from the
successful model used in the provision of weather services
(NRC, 2003a).

The CCSP should move forward aggressively in
creating an effective decision support component of the
program. To address the inherent challenges in this
endeavor, the CCSP should adopt the approach and
procedures outlined in Understanding Risk: Informing
Decisions in a Democratic Society (NRC, 1996). It should
organize a variety of deliberation activities (e.g.,
workshops, focus groups, working panels, citizen advisory
groups) and involve a broad range of stakeholders,
including those from government, industry, academia, users
of decision support tools, and representatives of the public.
The goals of these deliberation activities would be (1) to

expand the range of decision support options being
developed by the program; (2) to match decision support
approaches to the decisions, decision makers, and user
needs; and (3) to capitalize on the practical knowledge of
practitioners, managers, and laypersons.

Recommendation: The CCSP should further develop its
decision support activities, making sure to meet the
needs of local, regional, national, and international
decision makers.

OBSERVATIONS AND MODELS

Two priority components of the CCSP are enhanced
observations and modeling that are relevant to climate and
associated global changes. The plan calls for significant
advances in the capability of climate models to simulate
future climate conditions and their associated regional
impacts, and for major upgrades in the global Earth
observing system. Both of these challenges have a degree of
difficulty that will require systematic, sustained investments
for a minimum of a decade if their full contributions to
climate research and applications are to be realized. As
discussed below, the CCSP needs to develop more
comprehensive strategies for prioritizing and sequencing
these investments to meet the stated goals.

Observations

The strategic plan recognizes the benefits of a robust
and comprehensive observing system to monitor changes in
climate, to support modeling efforts, and to expand
understanding of the climate system (CCSP, 2003, p.237).
For example, the revised plan has an increased emphasis on
the role of paleoclimate observations in providing
information about the long-term context of climate change.
Unfortunately, a comprehensive climate observing system
is not yet in place and the CCSP will have to make a
substantial commitment to support, coordinate, and better
manage its observational activities if it is to attain such a
system (see Box 2-4). The program will have to address the
facts that no one agency now has the lead in climate
observations, some parts of the existing observing system
are in decline, and observational capabilities are only just
being developed in some areas. For example, the quality
and coverage of surface-based atmospheric monitoring
systems have actually declined over the past decade (IPCC,
2001a), and the establishment of the climate observing
system in the ocean has just begun and needs significantly
greater support to be implemented and sustained. Chapter
12, "Observing and Monitoring," identifies many goals for
climate observing that have been previously articulated by
the community and a preliminary strategy for developing
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such a system. The chapter falls short, however, in
providing a comprehensive strategy for implementing and
sustaining such a system.

Improving observational capabilities is a major
challenge that requires the science community to rethink
how to evolve a focused Earth observing system.
Additional short-term investments called for in the plan
(CCSP, 2003, p. 141) can serve as an initial increment
toward achieving the system that will be required in the
next several decades. Establishing and sustaining a truly
robust and comprehensive observation system, however,
will require a significant expansion in activities, and
therefore a longer-term increase in funding above current
levels. For example, many components of the existing
observing system rely on expendable platforms, such as
atmospheric radiosondes and profiling floats deployed in
the ocean, and replacement costs will be ongoing; the cost
of these expendables, as well as associated labor costs, has
played a role in recent decisions to reduce surface-based
observing capabilities. Attaining climate quality
observations will require infrastructure, such as calibration
facilities, to support and document instrumental accuracy,
as well as investments to replace or update obsolete
hardware. Other investments will be needed to establish
new observing capabilities in regions critical for climate
change analysis, such as the Southern Ocean and polar
regions, and to meet the needs for improved assessments
and predictions.

A number of other aspects of the program’s climate
observations strategy need improvement as well. First, the
plan should explicitly build upon the National Polar-

orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System
(NPOESS), which will become the primary space-based
climate observing system for the United States in a few
years. The CCSP should make sure that NPOESS is an
important part of its observations and monitoring strategy.
Second, the program should emphasize the periodic
reanalysis of satellite observations to improve not only the
current climate data records but also past climate data
records. Third, the program should pay more attention to
the use of surface-based and in situ observations of
aerosols, clouds, and surface fluxes in validating satellite
obsdlwations and in providing a robust baseline. Lastly, the
program needs to better integrate itself with the
international context for climate observations, as for
example, coordinated by the international Global Climate
Observing System (GCOS) and now receiving new
attention as a result of the Earth Observing Summit hosted
by the United States in the surnmer of 2003.

In addition to improving climate observations, the
CCSP faces challenges in strengthening monitoring of
societal and ecosystem impacts. For example, the plan’s
chapter on "Human Contributions and Responses to
Environmental Change" does not discuss observational
needs and only a few examples are listed as part of the
chapter on "Observing and Monitoring the Climate System"
in Appendix 12.2 of the revised plan. Indeed, the
integration of biogeochemical, ecosystem, demographic,
land-use, and water-use observations will be critical for
decision support and human impacts data, and is already
integrated into IPCC assessments (e.g., IPCC, 2001b). The
CCSP should carefully consider the detailed nature of its

BOX 2-4

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised strategic plan should better describe a strategic program for achieving an integrated observing system for
detecting and understanding climate variability and change and associated global changes on scales from regional to global.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
The revised plan’s treatment of climate system observing and monitoring is much improved over the draft plan in that it
devotes all of Chapter 12 to describing the CCSP’s goals for climate system observing and monitoring. The plan still falls
short in providing a comprehensive strategy for implementing and sustaining a global climate observing system. This is a
major challenge and will require the program to develop an approach to sequencing investments over many years.

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The global and long-term historical context of climate change and variability should receive greater emphasis in the revised
strategic plan.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
The revised plan has increased the emphasis on the global and long-term context of climate variability and change in the
chapter on this topic. In particular, the plan includes more attention to global modes of variability other than the El Nino
Southern Oscillation (CCSP, 2003, pp. 44-47) and to analyses of the paleoclimate record (CCSP, 2003, pp. 47-48).
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commitment to establish and sustain a global Earth
observing system. Indeed, the program should take the lead
in identifying, securing, and coordinating the investments
necessary to establish, maintain, and evolve the observing
system that will be required to answer the crucial questions
pertaining to clim~~ange that will

Recommendation: The CCSP should develop a mor~x
comprehensive strategy for implementing and}

~g a global climate observing system.    J

BOX 2-5

Modeling

Improving climate models is widely recognized as a
major national and international priority. The strategic plan
appropriately calls for greatly improved climate models
both for "synthesizing observations, theory, and
experimental results to investigate how the Earth system
works and how it is affected by human activities" (CCSP,
2003, p. 101) and for "sustained and timely delivery of
predictive model products that are required for assessments
and other decision support needs" (CCSP, 2003, p. 101).

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The discussion of applied climate moifeling should be revised to better describe how model projections will be incorporated
into the broader suite of decision support activities and to better address the key challenges to attaining the applied climate
modeling goals set forward in the plan.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
The revised plan includes a new chapter articulating the program’s modeling strategy. Applied climate modeling activities are
described in Goal 3 of this chapter, "Coordinate and accelerate climate modeling activities and provide relevant decision
support information on a timely basis" (CCSP, 2003, pp. 108-110). Integrated assessment modeling is also discussed as one
of the tools the program will develop for decision support (CCSP, 2003, pp. 117-120).

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised strategic plan should provide details about how the CCSP will acquire the computing resources necessary to
achieve its goals

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
The revised plan’s Chapter 10 (.Modeling Strategy) states that the CCSP will "provide the computing, data storage and.
retrieval, and software engineering resources required to support a world-class U.S. climate modeling activity" (CCSP, 2003,
p. 106). Priorities under this objective include: "support researchers in developing more comprehensive coupled models,"
"provide researchers at the major modeling centers with access to steadily growing computational resources that increase by a
factor of four each year," coordinate with the Office of Science and Technology Policy’s High-End Computing Revitalization
Task Force, support development of software, and develop and maintain tailored information technology infrastructure.
Based on available budgets for acquiring new computers and the expected rate of improvement in computing technology over
the next five years, the increase in computing capabilities is unlikely.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
The revised plan more fully describes regional climate modeling activities as well as some other activities to support regional
decision making. In Chapter 10 (Modeling Strategy), Objective 1.6 focuses on CCSP efforts to "accelerate the development
of science-based predictive models to provide regional and t’me-scale climate and climate impacts information relevant to
scientific research and decision support applications" (CCSP, 2003, pp. 105-106). Further efforts are needed to ensure that
these models are developed with stakeholder involvement and that they integrate simulations of societal and ecosystem
impacts. The discussion in Chapter 11 (Decisions Support Resource Development) of adaptively managing natural and
human systems affected by climate change (CCSP, 2003, pp. 114-117) also identifies many regional-scale decisions and the
activities CCSP will pursue to help inform these decisions.

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised strategic plan should more fully describe how models and knowledge that support regional decision making and
place-based science will be developed.
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The revised plan includes a new chapter (Chapter 10) in
which climate models are discussed, a substantial
improvement over the scattered treatment of models in the
draft plan. However, to achieve the climate model goals, the
CCSP should develop a strategy for sequencing investments
to address long-term research challenges. The CCSP should
revisit its promise to increase computational resources by a
factor of four each year for five years (see Box 2-5). Based
on available budgets for acquiring new computers and the
expected rate of improvement in computing technology
over the next five years, this increase in computing

involvement to ensure valuable societal use of information
produced by these models. This research and stakeholder
community, along with the necessary infrastructure, is still
in the formative stage. In the future, CCSP should launch
new efforts to develop modeling approaches for projecting
societal and ecosystem impacts and for designing and
evaluating response options.

"’ReCOmmendation: The CCSP should develop a
comprehensive strategy for meeting climate modeling/
goals.

capabilities is unlikely.
For the most part, Chapter 10 presents a strategy for / ~,

producing climate change projections through two
modeling centers, but fails to present a national strategy for /LINKAGES BETWEEN CCSP AND CCTP
the seasonal to interannual climate predictions so important ~!
to many stakeholders. The operational demands, The committee’s review of the draft strategic plan
requirements, and mandate for the National Center for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) are relegated to a
middle-level status and little attention is given to obtaining
and providing the computational resources needed for
multiscale climate prediction. Without a fundamental
change in approach to fully support seasonal to interarmual
climate prediction, the United States will be unsuccessful in
the delivery of climate services.

The continued development and application of regional
climate models will also be essential to the delivery of
climate services. An improved understanding of climate
change and its impacts at the regional scale will require an
enhanced regional climate modeling capability. The last
few years have brought significant improvements in these
capabilities, improvements that are not fully recognized in
the strategic plan. Even so, there are many unresolved
issues about regional climate models. In implementation,
the CCSP should support the development and application
of regional climate models to a greater extent than
described in the revised plan (see Box 2-5). The CCSP
should also support development of a research and
applications infrastructure that enables stakeholder

recommended that the CCSP "assess the scientific
implications of technologies under consideration by the
CCTP and develop realistic emissions scenarios for climate
and associated global changes with these technologies in
mind" (see Box 2-6). The cCSP, in cooperation with the
CCTP, has made commendable efforts to address this
recommendation. In particular, joint activities of the CCSP
and the CCTP to develop improved scenarios of greenhouse
gas emissions are described in the revised plan. Comments
by CCSP and CCTP representatives at the committee’s
August 2003 meeting indicated that efforts are already
yielding benefits in coordinating the two programs.

The committee is concerned, however, that efforts to
coordinate CCSP and CCTP activities are not identified
beyond these scenario development activities. One area that
has been overlooked is the .evaluation of social and
environmental impacts of potential new technologies, such
as land-use requirements for developing bioenergy or the
necessity to divert massive economic resources to develop
the infrastructure to support a hydrogen economy. Another
area for coordination involves research on the extent to
which mitigation or adaptation strategies developed under

BOX 2-6

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The CCSP should assess the scientific implications of technologies under consideration by the CCTP and develop realistic
scenarios for climate change with these technologies in mind. The program management chapter of the revised CCSP
strategic plan should clearly describe mechanisms for coordinating and linking its activities with the technology development
activities of the CCTP.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
The cabinet-based management structure described in the revised plan’s chapter on program management provides executive
direction under which CCSP and CCTP activities will be coordinated. Planning and implementation for activities relevant to
both programs will be coordinated through interagency working groups (CCSP, 2003, pp. 172-174). The plan identifies only
a few specific areas where the CCSP and CCTP will coordinate, focusing primarily on the development of scenarios (CCSP,
2003, pp. 119-120).
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the CCTP might produce climate or other environmental
impacts, such as those that may be associated with large-
scale sequestration of carbon dioxide in geological or
oceanic reservoirs. The CCSP strategic plan does include
research to evaluate "environmental effects of mitigation
options that involve reduction or prevention of greenhouse
gas emissions" (CCSP, 2003, p. 82), which should in turn
be coordinated with CCTP activities. Of particular concern
is the poorly defined role of economic analyses in the
coordination between CCSP and CCTP. Although the need
for economic analyses is identified in Chapter 9, "Human
Contributions and Responses to Environmental Change,"
the plan does not explain how these efforts would be
coordinated with CCTP technology development or with
economic analyses that might be conducted under the

CCTP. The milestones, products, and payoffs relevant to
research in economics are limited in scope, indicating that
the program is not positioned to address these research
needs.

Though these coordination issues may be resolved as
the CCTP completes its strategic planning and as both
programs mature, there remains a risk that critical research
areas m,3.y be overlooked at the interface Of the two
programs, particularly as the science and general
understanding develop in parallel. The CCSP and CCTP
should establish a systematic mechanism for identifying
research areas that require coordination between their two
programs, and develop administrative and fmancial
approaches, as well as external review, for supporting
research activities that fall at their interface.
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Implementing and Managing the Program

The revised strategic plan is a more complete and
articulate presentation of the federal government’s scientific
plan for the U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP).
The plan addresses much of the critical science in a
strategic framework that places the research it proposes in
the context of national needs. The committee is concerned,
however, about some aspects of how the CCSP and
participating agencies propose to implement the plan. In
some cases, the plan does not recognize inherent challenges
on the pathway to implementation. In other cases, the plan
puts forward ambitious goals that exceed currently
available resources, without presenting a strategy for
prioritization that addresses barriers to achieving the stated
research agenda. The management structure proposed by
the CCSP is complex, will require significant interagency
cooperation, and is essentially untested. In this chapter,
such factors that may hinder implementation of the plan are
addressed.

MATURING PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

The new management structure described in the
strategic plan is designed to coordinate the activities of 13
federal agencies, oversee implementation of the strategic
plan, and integrate research, technology development, and
decision support activities. Chapter 16, "Program
Management and Review," provides a broad description of
the roles and responsibilities of the thirteen participating
agencies, briefly describes the complex budgeting and
appropriations    process,    references    management
mechanisms to ensure that data needs are coordinated
across disciplines and research areas, and explains five
management mechanisms in detail.

Despite these improvements to the program
management chapter of the plan, the plan still lacks a
process by which higher levels of management will ensure
that program goals are met. As the program matures,
continual attention .should be paid to refining strategic plan
priorities; applying priorities and criteria in the program
selection and budgeting process of the participating
agencies; and defming measurements (metrics) that can

indicate success in achieving goals. These management
processes should be institutionalized to ensure a lasting
research enterprise. At the same time, the management
structure needs to remain flexible and open to adjustments
as program leaders learn from experience.

Institutionalizing Accountability at All
Leadership Levels

The management structure for the CCSP (see Figure 3-
1) engages high-level officials who could ensure that the
program has the necessary resources and could monitor
progress toward program goals. It involves a CCSP
interagency governing body, chaired by the CCSP director;
an Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science
and Technology to supervise the CCSP and the
complementary Climate Change Technology Program
(CCTP); and above that, a cabinet-level Committee on
Climate Change Science and Technology Integration to link___
both programs into the White House Office of Science and/
Technology Policy. The Interagency Working Group and,..J
the CCSP Program Office will need to work closely
together to ensure effective plan execution. Ultimately,
successful implementation of the CCSP will depend on
whether these high-level management groups can influence
individual agency programs and budgets.

Involving high-level political leaders in CCSP
management helps to provide the program with resources
that it requires, but also allows the possibility that the
program’s priorities of scientific results could be influenced
by political considerations. Either the reality or perception
of such influences could discredit the program unless
independent evaluations of the program and its products are
conducted on a regular basis. In its first report, this
committee recommended that the CCSP establish a
standing advisory body charged with independent oversight
of the entire program The CCSP considered this
recommendation (see Box 3-1), but decided that it would
provide independent program oversight through "a number
of external advisory mechanisms, including periodic overall
program reviews by the NRC or other groups, rather than a
single body" (CCSP, 2003, p. 175). The committee still
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International
Activities

(Including Task Force
on International

Energy Cooperation)

DOS, DOE, USAID
and Other Agencies

Office of the President
Climate Change Policy and

Program Review by NSC, DPC, NEC

lutegration
Chair: Secretary of Commen:e* Vice Chair: Secretary of Energy*

Executive Director:. OSTP Dir~or "

Secretary of State NEC Director           Secretary of Transportation
Secretary of Agriculture NASA Administrator S~cretary of Defense
EPA Adrninislrator Secretary of the Interior +,~ Chairman ¯
OMB Director ’ i: S~cretary of HHS NSF Dir~cto~

I
Interageney Working Group on

Climate Change Science and Technology
Chair: Deputy/Undcr Secretary of Energy*

Vice Chair: Deputy/Under Secretary of Commerce*
Secretary: OSTP Associate Director for Science

Members DS/US Level:
CEQ, DOD, DOI, DOS, DOT, EPA,

HHS, NASA, NEC, NSF, OMB, USDA

I
Climate Change Science Program

Director: Assistant Secretary of Commerce    for
Oceans and Atmosphere

Members: DOC, DOD, DOE, DOI, DOS, DOT, EPA,
HHS, NASA, NSF, OMB, OSTP, Smithsonian, USAID,

USDA

Climate Change Technology Program
Director: Senior-level Appointee, Dcpaffanent of Energy
Members: IX)C, DOD, DOE, DOI, DOS, DOT, EPA,

HHS, NASA, NSF, OMB, OSTP, USAID, USDA

*Chair "and Vice Chair of Committee and Working Group rotate annually

FIGURE 3-1 Climate Science and Technology Management Structure. SOURCE: CCSP. Available online at
<http://www.climatescience.gov>.

BOX 3-1

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The CCSP should establish a standing advisory body charged with independent oversight of the entire program.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
The revised strategic plan includes a section in Chapter 16 (Program Management and Review) on "External Interactions for
Guidance, Evaluation, and Feedback" (CCSP, 2003, p. 175). In this section, the plan states that the CCSP considered this
recommendation to establish a standing advisory body, but chose not to implement it at this time. The plan states: "CCSP
believes that essential program oversight is better provided by the use of a number of external advisory mechanisms,
including periodic overall program reviews by the NRC or other groups, rather than a single body. Additional mechanisms to
seek external scientific input, such as workshops, steering committees, ad hoc working groups, and review boards, will be
employed as needed. CCSP will continue to consider creation of a permanent overall advisory group as program
implementation proceeds." The committee still believes that an independent, standing advisory body for the entire program
would be the most effective way to maintain the long-term scientific credibility of the program.
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believes that an independent, standing advisory body for the
entire program would be the most effective way to maintain
the long-term scientific credibility of the program. Such a
group should include highly respected scientists and other
stakeholders spanning the broad range of topics addressed
by the program. This group would supplement advisory
groups already established for many CCSP program areas.
Whatever mechanism is chosen, the committee believes that
independent program oversight will be essential to
maintaining the long-term credibility of the CCSP.

Recommendation: The CCSP should establish a
mechanism for independent oversight of the program as
a whole in order to maintain its long-term scientific
credibility.

Nearly all of the structural accountability for achieving
the CCSP’s goals appears to reside, in practice at the
program element level. All the strategic plan’s chapters
have clearly identified lead authors and contributors,
providing an important accountability and openness for this
document. This accountability has substantially
strengthened the scientific and programmatic content of the
plan, and sends a message that the U.S. scientific
community is prepared to take on these research challenges
provided the resources are available. The committee notes a
more tenuous level of accountability for implementing
activities to meet the goals of newer initiatives and program
elements. Of greatest concern is the enormous gulf between

the ambitious goals identified in the chapters on decision
support and human dimensions and the likely level of
implementation ascertained from comments by agency
representatives.

The strategic plan states that the responsibility for
ensuring that the program’s five overarching goals are met
falls to the interagency governing body that manages the
CCSP (see Box 3-2). However, the plan is not specific
about the mechanisms it will employ to ens~
o~--erarching CCSP goals are met. Because the goals do not
~r-dw e any rea targe or accomplishment, it is difficult to
ascertain what will be considered success. The description
of accountability at levels above the CCSP is even less
clear. The cabinet-level committee and the Interagency
Working Group should regularly solicit independent plan
evaluation to measure progress toward the program’s goals
and help ensure that overarching program goals are met by
taking steps to clearly link strategic plan priorities and
activities to the vision, mission, and goals of the plan.

To address concerns about program management and
accountability, the committee recommends that the CCSP
clearly codify accountability at all levels of the program. In
particular, the program needs to more clearly identify what
each level of leadership is accountable for, and put
processes in place to ensure that the plan’s five overarching
goals are met. Having these responsibilities clearly laid out
could help ensure that presently under supported activities
move forward and that priority areas are properly
addressed. The responsibilities of the cabinet-level

BOX 3-2

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised strategic plan.should describe the management processes to be used to foster agency cooperation toward
common CCSP goals. The revised plan also should clearly describe the responsibilities of the CCSP leadership.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
Chapter 16 of the revised plan includes a much improved discussion of program management and review. The chapter
describes the cabinet-based management structure, program criteria, principal areas of focus for CCSP agencies, and
responsibilities of the CCSP Office. It is clearly stated in the revised plan that the CCSP interagency governing body, chaired
by the CCSP director, is responsible for coordination of program activities.

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised strategic plan should tnore clearly outline agency responsibilities for implementing the research.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
Box 16-1 of the revised plan describes the principal areas of focus for each CCSP participating agency in general terms
(CCSP, 2003, pp. 170-172). Specific objectives in Chapters 3-13 are not associated with a responsible agency, making it
difficult to link CCSP goals and objectives to programs supported at the individual agencies.
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committee and the Interagency Working Group should
include reviewing the CCSP’s and CCTP’s overarching
goals, ensuring that they meet the nation’s needs and are
complementary, and making sure that the goals are
accomplished. Special attention is needed to identify who is
responsible for addressing the CCSP-CCTP interface and
identifying gap areas of research. Given that addressing
climate change will be a challenge for decades,
implementation of the strategic plan will take place over a
succession of administrations; consequently, the program
should carefully document its management processes.

Recommendation: The CCSP should establish and
institutionalize effective management processes that
create accountability for meeting program goals.

Adaptive Management of the Program

As the strategic plan is implemented, the CCSP
leadership should adopt an adaptive management approach
for the program as a whole by carefully monitoring its
progress and periodically revisiting and adjusting the plan,
its timelines, and its deliverables to address any
shortcomings. This activity will require independent plan
evaluation to measure progress against plan goals,
assessment of stakeholder input and feedback, and a review
of the degree to which the individual program elements are
integrated to form a larger and more useful overall
perspective. One possible unintentional result of failure to
revisit the plan could be that the 21 proposed synthesis and
assessment products would become the default substitutes
for program selection criteria, budgetary decision criteria,
and strategic plan evaluation. Such an unproductive
outcome should be avoided.

The complex management structure proposed by the
CCSP is essentially untested. Coordination among more
than a dozen agencies will be a formidable challenge. The
strategic plan is a research framework that requires
considerable buy-in by the agencies. The plan itself has no
real mandate for command-and-control functions and hence
the success of the program will require a management
approach that enhances coordination, and is collaborative
and adaptive. This is the charge of the Interagency Working
Group and the CCSP Office.

An important core function of the CCSP Office will be
using the strategic plan in making decisions concerning
research investments, priorities, and direction. Because the
program and its strategic plan is expected to evolve over
time, explicit mechanisms are needed to continuously
engage the agencies, the research community, and
stakeholders in order to gauge progress and incorporate new
developments and priorities into the program. This can be
accomplished in many ways, some of which are discussed

in the context of decision support in Chapter 2 of this
report. Whatever mechanism is chosen, constant attention
to the overarching goals and a matching of the results and
deliverables against these goals will be crucial. In the early
years of the CCSP, the use of specific identified products to
evaluate progress against these goals will need to be
explicit and routine. At the same time, the program should
have a mechanism for making revisions to the goals and
outcomes when it is important. Any such process should be
grounded in science and transparently involve the science
community.

The committee recognizes that the challenges for
understanding and responding to climate and associated
global change have both near-term and long-term
management issues. There is a need to make progress early,
but there is also a need for mechanisms that ensure
continuity over time. It is unlikely that all the scientific
questions and policy-relevant problems will be resolved in
the near term, and hence the management of this program
needs to be based on modalities that transcend different
administrations and conditions. This will require
institutionalizing a mature management process that can
adapt and grow as priorities shift. The program should
recognize explicitly those longer-term problems that will
not be resolved in the near term, develop a mechanism for
making the necessary investments today to enable longer-
term payoffs, and create adaptive management mechanisms
that transcend individual administrations, events, or
conditions.

INTERNATIONAL LINKAGES

The plan’s description of international linkages in
Chapter 15 is improved (see Box 3-3), providing an
impressive list of U.S. involvement in international climate
and associated global change research programs. The
chapters on modeling and observations, as well as the final
section of many other chapters, explicitly recognize that
expanded international cooperation is required and list
some specific programs. But the plan is still weak in
identifying explicit opportunities where international
cooperation can enhance or leverage CCSP research, thus
increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the program.
Many of the research programs in the strategic plan will
benefit from strong links to the international community of
climate and associated global change scientists; indeed,
many of the programs require such linkage. To enhance the
strategic aspect of the CCSP, opportunities to build on
bilateral, regional, and international programs that meet
U.S. information needs both in science and decision support
should be identified and reinforced. Among the key reasons
to work more diligently on the international programs is
that efficiency of resource use can be improved.
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BOX 3-3

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised strategic plan should clearly describe how the CCSP will contribute to and benefit from international research
collaborations and assessments.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
Chapter 15 (International Research and Cooperation) of the revised plan provides an impressive list of U.S. involvement in
international climate change research programs. The chapter describes international frameworks established to coordinate
global change research, international assessment activities, bilateral discussions the United States has had with other
countries, international efforts to build observing systems and shared data management, and capacity building in developing
countries. Linkages with the international community are also identified within many of the program chapters. The plan
could be more specific about how the CCSP will contribute to the international efforts and could provide more detail about
how the United States xvould benefit from this involvement.

Two important sets of international linkages should be
strengthened within the program. The first is the need for
international capacity building through collaborations with
developing countries such as those pursued through the
International Geosphere Biosphere Programme (IGBP),
International Human Dimensions Program (IHDP), World
Meteorological Organization (WMO), Inter-American
Institute for Global Change Research (IAI), Asia-Pacific
Network for Global Change Research (APN), and a variety
of bilateral programs. These collaborations can be very
beneficial to U.S. climate change research in that they build
understanding of regions that play key roles in the global
climate system, such as the Amazon or the Asian monsoon
region, and contribute to attempts to establish a global
observing system. The plan includes some discussion of
capacity building in developing countries (CCSP, 2003, p.
167). However, compared to the level of detail provided
about domestic research initiatives, the plan fails to develop
plans or identify resources for such programs.

Second, the CCSP should develop a more detailed
recognition, review, and plan for collaboration with
scientists in regions such as Europe, Japan, Australia, and
China. The plan briefly describes bilateral discussions that
the United States has had with several other nations (CCSP,
2003, p. 160-161). In some cases these international
partners are funding science that greatly enhances or
overlaps with U.S. activities. The International Group of
Funding Agencies (IGFA) provides a venue for
coordination of international .research funding. Climate
modeling in the United Kingdom, Germany, and Japan
provides important comparative and competitive
opportunities for the proposed two-center U.S. modeling
initiative. European Union and national research programs
are fo~cusing considerable resources on questions of climate
impacts, adaptation, mitigation, outreach to stakeholders,
and assessments that can provide research implementation
and funding models for the new U.S. programs. Some of
these programs (e.g., the U.K. Climate Impacts Programme)

focus on interaction with stakeholders and decision support
and provide important lessons that could allow a faster
startup for new U.S. initiatives.

RESOURCES TO IMPLEMENT THE PLAN

Feasibility Analysis

In clearly stating five overarching goals for the CCSP,
the revised strategic plan is a significant improvement over
its draft. However, the strategic plan does not provide
enough information to allow the committee or the
community at large to make a fully informed judgment as to
whether there are sufficient financial and other resources to
meet the program goals. This lack of information on
resource needs coupled with an abundance of vaguely
worded objectives, as discussed in Chapter 1 of this report,
makes it difficult to assess the likelihood that the CCSP will
succeed at reaching its overarching goals. In short, it
appears that the CCSP has not carefully conducted a
feasibility analysis of the activities proposed in the strategic
plan.

The strategic plan would have been more convincing if
the reader were able to draw a line from budgetary inputs
through an implementing agency to final or even interim
products. For example, the most clearly identified
deliverables in the revised plan are the 21 synthesis and
assessment products. As noted elsewhere in this report, the
connection between each of these .synthesis products and
the overarching program goals is not clearly made.
Moreover, it is not clear what these products are envisioned
to encompass. At one extreme, they may simply represent
summaries of the current state of knowledge about the
selected topics. Although it would be feasible to produce
such summaries quickly and at relatively low cost, this
would represent at best a minimal step toward reaching the
plan’s overarching goals. On the other extreme, if these
synthesis products are intended to provide the scientific
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basis for achieving these higher-level goals, then the plan is
unrealistically optimistic in what can be accomplished at
current funding levels in two to four years. The true aim
likely lies somewhere between these extremes, but without
further clarification it is not possible to say whether the
objectives are likely to be achieved.

Recognizing the difficulties of government officials
commenting on future budgets, some indication of the
financial and other resources that will be required to carry
out the program is nonetheless needed. The CCSP has
indicated that these details would be worked out as
implementation of the plan moves forward, but no process
by which this would occur has been proposed. It is
absolutely critical to the success of the plan that such a
process be formalized and initiated as soon as possible and
that it involve scientists and stakeholders from outside the
federal government in both the design and oversight of
research programs. The committee believes that significant
progress toward the plan’s higher-level goals is possible at
reasonable levels of funding and over a reasonable period
of time. However, to ensure that progress is made, it is
necessary to develop specific research programs, conduct
careful feasibility analysis, and provide adequate funding,
institutional, and other support required to achieve the
stated objectives.

Ensuring Adequate Financial Resources

The revised strategic plan identifies a much broader
scope of activities than has histori.cally been supported
under the auspices of the Global Change Research Program
(GCRP). To succeed, such an expansion in scope will
require a concomitant expansion in funding. A fully
informed assessment of whether adequate funding is
available for the proposed program was not possible
because the CCSP did not provide the committee with
prospective budget information and because many of the
objectives in the plan are too vaguely worded to determine
what will constitute success. However, the present budget
for the CCSP does not appear to be capable of supporting
all of the activities identified in the strategic plan. Whereas
well-established program elements have a track record of
funding, newer or expanded areas in the strategic plan lack
clear budget lines and agency homes. The major expansion
in climate modeling and climate observations that the plan
calls for will also require an increase in funding above
current levels. There is no evidence in the plan or elsewhere
of a commitment to provide the necessary funds for these
newer or expanded program elements. Whatever the budget
allocations, the CCSP and participating agencies will need
to start making budget decisions and setting priorities to
allow the program to meet the ambitious overarching goals
of the plan.

The CCSP needs strong leadership and effective
management approaches to address problems in the

distribution of current funding and to develop new funding
as needed. The committee recognizes the major challenges
associated with deciding how to allocate new resources and
shift existing resources across 13 agencies and
congressional jurisdictions. There are at least four
management approaches to funding that could be used to
address these challenges. One approach would be to
designate a single a e~gsp.~ to manage or coordinate the
program. Such an approach would avoid some of the
difficulties in coordinating programs and budget across so
many agencies and congressional jurisdictions. However,
this approach could weaken strong research programs that
are currently managed by other agencies if these programs
felt "disenfranchised" by the lead agency. A second
approach would to--the CCSP Office itself with a
significant amount of funding to be use~l to support ~ew and
crosscutting initiatives and other program priorities. This
would create a strong incentive for agency programs to
coordinate with each other on these initiatives while
leveraging existing programs within individual agencies. A
potential downside to this approach would be that it could
lead to significant reductions in funding in existing
programs unless accompanied by major increases in
funding for the CCSP as a whole. A third approach would
be to require the CCSP agencies to pre~
jo~mt bud~t_ to the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), as was done in the early years of GCRP, and to
empower OMB to recommend changes in funding
allocations across the agencies. This approach would create
incentives for agencies to cooperate in preparing a joint
budget. If not implemented carefully, however, it could put
OMB, rather than the CCSP leadership and others who are
more knowledgeable about climate change science and
technology issues, in a position of making decisions on
programmatic priorities. A fourth approach would be to
have the interagency CCSP make recommen~_.~~ut
funding and program allocations to the Inte~’ilgen~_y
Wbrking (~roup on Climate Change Scie~laC, r,._a~
Tec~rocess described in the strategic
plan. An advantage of this approach is that it allows those
most knowledgeable about the program to make funding
decisions. The division of authority among 13 agencies is
likely to make it difficult to agree on changes in funding
allocation and prioritization, as has been observed
throughout the history of~~.

Recommendation:T~"JE"CSP and its parent com~nittees
should (1) develop (a Clear bu.dge!ary pr_oce~ss/linldng
tasks to agency and,,.program budget~t;.-(-~ secure the
financial resources, foPWao-pr~eng~nd the future, that
will ensure the overall success of the plan; and (3)
consider new approaches to funding that will enable
new initiatives and shifting of resources to respond to
the nation’s evolving needs.
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Capacity Building

In reviewing the draft strategic plan, the committee
recommended that the revised strategic plan "explicitly
address the major requirements in building capacity in
human resources that are implied in the plan" (see Box 3-
4). The revised plan mentions capacity building in the
context of the modeling strategy, decision support, and
international research and cooperation, but does not discuss
capacity needs spanning the entire program. The CCSP
likely faces shortages in the human and institutional
capacity needed to implement the strategic plan, especially
in new and expanded program areas. Of particular concern
is the need for a program to train the next generation of
"adaptation specialists" that can work in sectors most
impacted by climate, such as energy, water management,
agriculture, fisheries, and ecosystems management. To
meet the nation’s needs for innovative solutions to
challenging social problems associated with climate
change, the CCSP should devise ways to support
economists, sociologists, anthropologists, statisticians,

lawyers, policy advisors, communications specialists, and
other social science specialists in climate and adaptation
programs.

Within the agencies, the capability and inclination to
provide decision support--as opposed to basic scientific
results--may be limited. Given the expanded attention to
decision support, communication with stakeholders, and
interagency coordination, the committee sees a much larger
role and responsibility being placed on the CCSP Office.
However, that office may not have the human resources
necessary to meet the strategic plan objectives. As the
provision of decision Support is a central goal of the overall
plan, failure in this area would represent a serious failure of
the overall program.          ~--------~

Recommendation: The CCSP should carefully assess the
needs in capacity implied by the strategic plan and
address any gaps by coordinating ongoing capacity
building efforts at participating agencies and initiating
new programs as needed. The CCSP Office should be
appropriately resourced to reflect its expanded roles.

BOX 3-4

Planning Climate and Global Change Research (NRC, 2003b) Recommendation
The revised strategic plan should explicitly address the major requirements in building capacity in human resources that are
implied in the plan.

Revisions to the CCSP Strategic Plan
Capacity building is mentioned in three chapters of the revised plan: Chapter 10 (Modeling Strategy) states that the CCSP
will "establish graduate, post-doctoral, and visiting scientist programs to cross-train new environmental scientists for
multidisciplinary climate and climate impacts modeling research and applications" (CCSP, 2003, p. 107); Chapter 11
(Decision Support Resources Development) states that "the analyses and development of other decisions support resources
are intended to support the decision-making process and to be capacity-building activities" (CCSP, 2003, p. 112); and
Chapter 15 (International Research and Cooperation) includes a section on CCSP efforts to "build scientific capacity in the
developing world" (CCSP, 2003. p. 167). The plan does not present a discussion of human resources and institutional
capacity needs spanning the entire program. Of particular concern is the capacity needed to achieve goals in new or expanded
areas of the program.
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Strategic Planning

EVALUATION OF THE PLANNING
PROCESS

The draft plan was developed largely by the Climate
Chang Science Program (CCSP) Office and the
participating agencies without involvement of the external
community. As a consequence, and as pointed out in this
committee’s first report, the draft plan was of mixed
scientific quality, with the result that those chapters
drawing upon preexisting expert working groups and
science initiatives (e.g., atmospheric composition and the
carbon cycle) were better developed and more consistent
with the community consensus about priorities than other
chapters in the plan (NRC, 2003b).

Once developed, however, a number of steps were
taken to solicit input on the draft strategic plan. The CCSP
organized a Planning Workshop in December 2002, which
was open to all interested parties. The effort it took to
organize such a large workshop for the discussion of the
draft report was notable and widely appreciated. Comments
on the draft plan were solicited from numerous scientists
and stakeholders, at the workshop, by e-mail, and by other
means. These approaches succeeded in communicating the
thoughts and ideas of hundreds of people; well over 1,000
people attended the workshop and some 900 pages of
written comments were received. In addition, the CCSP
requested and received a detailed report from this
committee. Overall, the mechanisms for gathering and
organizing input relevant to the draft plan were
commendable. In the view of the committee, the approaches
taken by CCSP to receive and respond to comments from a
very large and very broad group of scientists and
stakeholders sets a high standard for all government
research programs related to the development and use of
science and engineering information.

The workshop was structured to elicit a wide variety of
ideas and suggestions for improvement. The agenda
included keynote addresses by many top Administration
and international officials, breakout sessions focused on
individual chapters or crosscutting issues, and plenary
session summaries of the breakout sessions. In each
breakout session, an overview presentation was made by an

agency employee, two to four invitees then presented a
critique of the designated section of the plan, and finally the
session was opened to comments from the audience. The
workshop attendees were able to engage openly in
discussions, to express ideas, and to offer suggestions for
improvement. A message of transparency and openness was
constantly communicated to all participants. The format of
plenary sessions, breakout groups, and breakout group
summaries was generally effective in facilitating the
exchange of ideas at such a large gathering.

There are opportunities for improvements in future
workshops of this type. First, in several sessions, the
balance between presentation and discussion should have
been modified to permit more of the latter. The constrained
schedule for the conference meant that the printed
document dominated the agenda, leaving insufficient time
to discuss questions about the underlying assumptions and
gaps in the program’s intellectual underpinning. Second,
particular efforts should be made to attract stakeholders and
scientists from programs now targeted for. enhancement,
such as decision support. Participation in the workshop was
dominated by agency employees and scientists supported
by federal funding, with significantly smaller attendance by
scientists from previously underemphasized program
elements, the private sector, state and local natural resource
and land-use decision makers, and the environmental
community.

It was clear that the comments elicited were welcomed
and would receive consideration. The process used to make
decisions regarding the comments was not well
communicated. The committee recognizes the difficulty
associated with specifying exactly how comments would be
evaluated, as such activities inevitably involve extensive
discussions among the plan drafters and managers. At the
same time, more ~’ansparency would have been desirable
regarding how comments would be weighed, how
conflicting comments would be resolved and how the
program would respond to suggestions not to be
implemented. For the most part, the CCSP’s revisions to the
strategic plan are quite responsive to comments expressed
at the workshop, in written input, and by this committee.
One notable exception is the fact that the revised plao_ does
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d_ge the substantive and procedural " While many of the activities that are envisioned in the
Jcontributions of the U.S. National Assessment .of thecurrent strategic plan will succeed, some will fail, and

Potential Consequences of Climate Variability and Change /others will achieve their goals more slowly than anticipated.
(NAST, 2001), a major focus of the Global Changej Some agencies will perceive their involvement in the CCSP

~_Res.ea.rch Program (GCRP) in the late ~ to have advanced their missions; others will not. The
~ at the December_2~a~kshowe’~cized how the    science will proceed quickly in some areas and frustratingly

draft strategic plan treated the National Assessment, as did
this committee in its first report (NRC, 2003b). The revised
plan does not reflect an attempt to address these concerns,
and no rationale for this decision has been provided.

As the program moves forward from planning to
implementation, regular opportunities should be provided
for interested parties to comment on the specific details of
the program. The overall plan," and its individual
components, will benefit from review boards, steering
committees, and other structures that can provide external
expert advice to the program’s managers. In fact, at the
committee’s August 2003 meeting, several chapter authors
indicated that they are planning workshops with research
and stakeholder communities to further revise their portions
of the strategic plan and to develop implementation plans.
The committee commends the program managers for
seeking input from expert communities in this manner.
These smaller expert workshops would have been of even
more value if they had taken place before the strategic plan
was prepared and before the large planning workshop.
Increasing the involvement of the decision support
community and various stakeholders is an important way to
improve future planning. This involvement should be given
a high priority in the near term, starting with areas where
there is already a receptive decision-making group, such as
water resource managers.

slowly in others. It is critical that the program management
and the agencies use these experiences in an adaptive way
to adjust their own management practices as they identify
the next series of tasks in a dynamic scientific, budgetary,
and political environment. Embracing adaptive
management for the program as a whole will require
ongoing and rigorous evaluation and redirection. As
discussed in Chapter 2 of this report, to identify which
program elements are succeeding and which are lagging,
the CCSP will need to conduct rigorous independent
program reviews.

The committee believes that one way to ensure that
adaptive learning occurs will be for the CCSP to conduct
future strategic planning exercises, perhaps in collaboration
with relevant international programs. The CCSP should
update the strategic plan every three to five yearS. The
updated strategic plan need not be as extensive as the
current plan; it could instead focus largely on those areas of
the science and the program for which adjustments are
needed, and should spell out what those adjustments are
intended to be. It will be critical that the updated plan be
developed in cooperation with scientific and stakeholder
communities, and that the updated plan identify the
management responsibility and accountability for all the
elements of the program, including its crosscutting
functional components, such as communications and data
management.

THE NEXT GENERATION OF STRATEGIC
PLANNING

The current strategic planning effort of the CCSP has
been impressive. It has identified goals and objectives for
the program, proposed an ambitious series of products that
will shed light on issues perceived to be important for
national decision makers, and stimulated a great amount of
cooperation among the many participating agencies. But, as
the CCSP itself has pointed out, planning and implementing
such an ambitious program is itself something of an
experiment. It is an experiment not only in managing
activities among a diverse group of agencies but also in
trying to produce near-term results and analyses helpful to
decision makers while simultaneously assuring that the
long-term nature of the climate change issue continues to
receive sufficient attention. Even with the substantial
history of the GCRP behind it, continued planning and
management of the CCSP remains a work in progress.

Recommendation: The CCSP should plan for the
generation of an updated strategic plan every three to
five years.

The process of producing the updated plan should
reflect the learning that has accompanied the current CCSP
strategic plan. Any strategic plan is a balance between the
top-down goals of the organization and its bottom-up
capabilities to deliver information and products. The current
plan reflects this tension in the often poor linkage between
the products and milestones identified in the individual
science chapters and the five goals for the overall CCSP.
The updated plan should resolve persisting linkage
problems. This can be done effectively only by engaging
the scientific community responsible for generating
measurements and knowledge in each of the program’s
areas. This engagement should happen early and often, to
provide timely feedback to the CCSP.

Involving the potential users of climate science
(broadly defined) early in the updated strategic planning
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effort will be equally important. Many of the activities
proposed in the current plan could be used to structure such
engagement, and their success will be critical to the overall
success of the CCSP. Engaging users in an open and
transparent way will strengthen the credibility of the plan.
The CCSP should hold open workshops to review users’
needs as a precursor to the development of an updated
strategic plan.

Another improvement to the planning process should
be a greater interaction with the global audience than has
been achieved to date. This interaction should be tooted in
both the science and decision support activities of the
CCSP. By engaging the scientific and user communities in

critical countries, the CCSP could be more effective in
addressing its scientific objectives and in investing
resources.

The CCSP should document and publish its process for
strategic planning and implementation. The CCSP intends
to become a learning .organization, and one of the
characteristics of such organizations is their documentation
of what they have learned. Because documentation typically
leads to institutionalization, the CCSP will be able to learn
effectively from the current process of planning and
implementation, and will be able to demonstrate the
progress that the nation can reasonably expect in the future.
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Appendix A

Statement of Task

An ad hoc committee will conduct an independent review of the U.S. Climate Change Science Program’s strategic plan for
global change and climate change studies, giving attention also to the program’s strategic planning process. This review will
be carried out in two phases.

Phase I

In the first phase, the committee will review the discussion drafi of the plan. The review will address the following questions
about the draft plan as a whole:

¯ Is the plan responsive to the nation’s needs for information on climate change and global change, their potential
implications, and comparisons of the potential effects of different response options?

* Are the goals clear and appropriate?
* Is there an appropriate balance (1) between short-term (2-5 years) and longer-term goals, (2) among substantive

research areas, and (3) between research and non-research activities, such as observations, modeling, and
communicating results?
Are mechanisms for coordinating and integrating issues that involve multiple disciplines and multiple agencies
adequately described?

¯ Does the plan adequately describe the roles of the public, private sector, academia, state/local governments, and
international communities, and linkages among these communities?

¯ Does the written document describing the program effectively communicate with both stakeholders and the
scientific community? Is the question format for driving the research program effective?

The review also will address the following questions for each of the plan’s major topical areas:

¯ Does the plan reflect current scientific and technical understanding?
¯ Are the specific objectives clear and appropriate?
¯ Are expected results and deliverables (and their timelines) realistic given the available resources?

In its review, the committee will consider the scientific and stakeholder community comments at the U.S. Climate Change
Science Program’s workshop and other comments received by the program during the public comment period. If time
permits, the committee also will comment on any significant process issues related to the workshop that could affect how the
program revises the draft plan..

The results of phase I will be provided in a report to be delivered no later than February 28, 2003.

Phase II

In the second phase, the committee will provide an overall assessment of the revised (final) plan, with an emphasis on how
the plan has evolved in response to NRC and other community input. The committee also will address the following
questions related to the processes used to solicit and consider input from the scientific and stakeholder communities
throughout the strategic planning process:
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* Were the mechanisms for input from the scientific and stakeholder communities throughout the program’s strategic
planning process adequate?

¯ Did the format of the workshop promote the open exchange of ideas and suggestions for improvement?
,, Was the process used to make decisions on potential changes to the draft plan clearly communicated to workshop

participants and others who submitted comments during the public comment period?
¯ Was this process consistent with generally accepted practices for considering community input during public

comment periods?
¯ What specific improvements should be reflected in future planning efforts for the program?

The results of phase II will be provided in a report to be delivered to the program within 6 months after the revised (final)
plan is published.
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Committee and Staff Biographies

Dr. Thomas E. Graedel (Chair) is a professor of industrial ecology at Yale University. He earned his Ph.D. in astrophysics
in 1969 from the University of Michigan. His research interests include chemistry and physics of atmospheric gases and
aerosols; effects of atmospheric contaminants on materials and electrical and mechanical equipment; and environmentally
responsible industrial product and process design. His most recent research focuses on studies of the stocks and flows of
materials in the industrialized society, especially in very large cities and in environmentally sensitive regions. This work
explores aspects of resource availability, potential environmental impacts, opportunities for recycling and reuse, and
resources policy initiatives. Dr. Graedel is a member of the NRC Committee on Material Flows Accounting of Natural
Resources, Products, and Residuals and is a member of the National Academy of Engineering.

Dr. Linda Capuano recently retired as the vice president of strategic marketing and business development for Honeywell
Engines & Systems, a $5 billion aerospace business that provides propulsion engines, auxiliary power units, environmental
control systems, engine controls and accessories, as well as electrical power. She was responsible for strategic planning, �-
business, and mergers and acquisitions. Joining AlliedSignal in 1995, Dr. Capuano was the general manager of commercial
air transport auxiliary power unit products. Previously, she was the vice president of operations and business development
and part of the founding team of Conductus, a telecommunications superconductive electronics business in Sunnyvale,
California. Dr. Capuano has also held product management positions in magnetic memory recording at IBM. She served on
the Department of Energy Task Force on Alternative Futures for the DOE National Laboratories and chair of the National
Research Council’s Board on Assessment of NIST Programs. Dr. Capuano holds a B.S. in chemistry from State University of
New York at Stony Brook, a B.S. in chemical engineering and an M.S. in chemistry from the University of Colorado, and an
M.S. in engineering management and Ph.D. in materials science from Stanford University.

Dr. Elizabeth Chornesky is a freelance analyst and research associate at the University of California, Santa Cruz. For more
than a decade, she has worked on integrating science into policies and practices related to the conservation of biological
diversity and management of biological resources. Previously, as the director of stewardship and then director of
conservation research at The Nature Conservancy, Dr. Chomesky oversaw the organization’s multi-million dollar research
programs and led teams of extension scientists specializing in ecological management, monitoring, and restoration. Prior to
that, she was a project director and analyst at the U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment, working on national
assessments related to invasive species and pesticide alternatives. Her early career was as a research scientist in marine
ecology and systematics at the Smithsonian Institution and Lehigh University. Dr. Chornesky has consulted for the National
Commission on Science for Sustainable Forestry, the Union of Concerned Scientists, and the Wallace Institute for Alternative
Agriculture. She also serves on several national committees, most recently a visioning initiative of the Ecological Society of
America’s Governing Board and the NRC Committee on Opportunities in Agriculture. Dr. Chornesky holds a B.A. from
Cornell University and a Ph.D..from the University of Texas at Austin.

Ms. Mary A. Gade is a parmer in the environmental practice group in the law firm of Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal in
Chicago, Illinois, where her work includes litigation, regulatory affairs, and compliance counseling. Before joining the firm,
Ms. Gade was the director of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency from 1991 to 1999. She supervised a staff of
approximately 1,400 that enforced the environmental laws and regulations of the state, conducted hazardous waste cleanups,
responded to environmental emergencies, maintained environmental laboratories, provided financial assistance to local
governments for pollution control facilities, and encouraged and supported pollution prevention programs. She received her
law degree in 1977 from Washington University School of Law in St. Louis, Missouri, and her undergraduate degree in
environmental studies and Italian from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She has been a fellow of the National Academy
of Public Administration since 1996.
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Ms. Katharine L. Jacobs is a member of the faculty of the University of Arizona, Water Resources Research Center and
associate staff scientist with the Institute for the Study of the Planet Earth. She previously worked on rural water resources
issues and developed a drought plan for the state at the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR). She was the
director of the Tucson Active Management Area (AMA) of the ADWR from 1988 through 2001. In 2001-2002 she worked
on a special project at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration focused on the interface between scientific
information, policy and decision making. Ms. Jacobs earned her M.L.A. in environmental planning from the University of
California, Berkeley. Her expertise is in groundwater management and developing practical, appropriate solutions to difficult
public policy issues. She has been involved in all aspects of implementation of the 1980 Groundwater Management Act,
including establishing water rights and permits; developing mandatory conservation requirements for municipal, agricultural,
and industrial water users; developing plans for artificial recharge, and writing the Assured Water Supply Rules that require
new subdivisions in AMAs to prove a 100 year supply of water. She served on the Synthesis Team for the U.S. National
Assessment of the Consequences of Climate Variability and Change and two other National Research Council panels,
Valuing Groundwater (1994) and Endangered Species on the Platte River (2003).

Dr. Anthony C. Janetos is a senior research fellow at the H. John Heinz III Center for Science, Economics, and the
Environment. Dr. Janetos earned his Ph.D. in biology from Princeton University. In 1999 he joined the World Resources
Institute as senior vice president and chief of programs. Previously he served as senior scientist for the Land-Cover and Land-
Use Change Program in NASA’s Office of Earth Science, and was program scientist for the Landsat 7 mission. He has many
years of experience in managing scientific research programs on a variety of ecological and environmental topics, including
air pollution effects on forests, climate change impacts, land-use change, ecosystem modeling, and the global carbon cycle.
He was a cochair of the U.S. National Assessment of the Potential Consequences of Climate Variability and Change, and was
an author of the IPCC Special Report on Land-Use Change and Forestry and the Global Biodiversity Assessment. Dr. Janetos
recently served on the NRC Committee on Review of Scientific Research Programs at the Smithsonian Institution.

Dr. Charles D. Kolstad is the Donald Bren Distinguished Professor of Environmental Economics and Policy at the
University of California, Santa Barbara, where he is jointly appointed in the Department of Economics and the Bren School
of Environmental Science and Management. For the decade prior to joining UCSB in 1993 he was on the faculty of the
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. He has been a visiting professor at Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Stanford, the Catholic University of-Leuven (Belgium) and the New Economic School (Moscow). He received his Ph.D.
from Stanford University (1982), his M.A. from the University of Rochester and his B.S. from Bates College. His research
interests have been in the area of regulation, particularly environmental regulation. Recently he has also done work on
environmental valuation theory in the role of information in environmental decision making and regulation, and the role of
uncertainty and learning in controlling the precursors of climate change. His past work in energy markets has focused on coal
and electricity markets, including the effect of air pollution regulation on these markets. Dr. Kolstad has served on several
NRC committees, including the Committee on Building a Long-Term Environmental Quality Research and Development
Program in the U.S. Department of Energy and the Board on Energy and Environmental Systems.

Dr. Diana M. Liverman joined the University of Oxford as the director of the Environmental Change Institute and professor
of environmental science in the School of Geography and Environment in October 2003. Dr. Liverman previously served as
the director of the Center for Latin American Studies, professor of geography and regional development, and a member of the
Executive Committee of the Institute for the Study of Planet Earth (ISPE) at the University of Arizona. Dr. Liverman’s
research examines the social causes and consequences of environmental change, especially in Latin America. She is currently
working on the impacts of climate variability and change on agriculture and water resources, and on the anthropogenic causes
of changes in land use and land cover, both with a regional focus on Mexico. She also studies environmental policy relating
to the U.S.-Mexico border, the functioning of transnational research institutions, such as the Inter-American Institute for
Global Change Research, and she is associated with UA-ISPE’s Climate Assessment for the Southwest. Dr. Liverman
received her Ph.D. from University of California, Los Angeles.

Dr. Jerry D. Mahlman is a senior research fellow at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in Boulder,
Colorado. He was the director of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration in Princeton, New Jersey, for 16 years before his retirement in 2000. He was also a professor of atmospheric
and oceanic sciences at Princeton University for 28 years. Much of Dr. Mahlman’s research career has been directed toward
understanding the behavior of the stratosphere and troposphere. This has involved extensive mathematical modeling and
diagnosis of the interactive chemical, radiative, dynamical, and transport aspects of the atmosphere, as well as their
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implications for climate and chemical change. Over the past decade he has played a central role in the interpretation of
climate change to policy makers and affected communities. Dr. Mahlman has served on numerous committees and boards,
including the NASA Advisory Council and the Board on Sustainable Development of the National Research Council. In 1994
he received the prestigious Carl-Gustaf Rossby Research Medal from the American Meteorological Society and the
Presidential Distinguished Rank Award, the highest honor awarded to a federal employee. He received his Ph.D. from
Colorado State University.

Dr. Diane McKnight is professor of civil, environmental and architectural engineering at the University of Colorado. Her
research focuses on interactions between hydrologic, chemical, and biological processes in controlling the dynamics in
aquatic ecosystems. This research is carried out through field-scale experiments, modeling, and laboratory characterization of
natural substrates. In addition, Dr. McKnight conducts research focusing on interactions between freshwater biota, trace
metals, and natural organic material in diverse freshwater environments, including lakes and streams in the Colorado Rocky
Mountains and in the McMurdo dry valleys in Antarctica. She also develops interactions with state and local groups involved
in mine drainage and watershed issues in the Rocky Mountains. Dr. McKnight is a member of the NRC’s Water Science and
Technology Board and is a former member of the Polar Research Board. She received her Ph.D. in environmental

engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Dr. Michael J. Prather is professor and Kavli Chair in the Earth System Science Department at the University of California,
Irvine. He received his Ph.D. in astronomy from Yale University. His research interests include the simulation of the
physical, chemical, and biological processes that determine atmospheric composition and the development of detailed
numerical models of photochemistry and atmospheric radiation, and global chemical transport models that describe ozone
and other trace gases. Dr. Prather has played a significant role in the IPCC second and third assessments and special report on
aviation, and in the World Meteorological Organization’s Ozone Assessments (1985-1994). He is a fellow of the American
Geophysical Union and a foreign member of the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters, and has served on several NRC
committees, including the Panel on Climate Variability on Decade-to-Century Time Scales.

Dr. Eugene Rosa is professor of sociology and the Edward R. Meyer Distinguished Professor of Natural Resource and
Environmental Policy in the Thomas S. Foley Institute for Public Policy and Public Service at Washington State University.
Dr. Rosa also serves on the Advisory Board of the CIVICS (Consultative Institutions: Values and Information in a Changing
Society) Network of the European Union. Dr. Rosa’s research program has focused on environmental topics, particularly
energy, technology, and risk issues, with attention to both theoretical and policy concerns. He has investigated the
relationship between levels of energy consumption and societal well-being, public opinion about energy problems and
policies, factors affecting the adoption of solar technologies and conservation practices, and public attitudes toward and
acceptance of nuclear power and nuclear policies. Most recently his research is focused on two complementary topics:
technological risk and global environmental change. His principal research activities associated with global change are
devoted to specifying the anthropogenic causes of carbon dioxide loads and of ecological footprints, to the historical
relationships between greenhouse gases and societal well-being, to the history of social thought on climate, and to testing
theories of environmental impact. Dr. Rosa received his Ph.D. in social science from the Maxwell Graduate School of
Syracuse University and completed postdoctoral work at Stanford University.

Dr. William H. Schlesinger is the James B. Duke Professor of Biogeochemistry and dean of the Nicholas School of the
Environment and Earth Sciences at Duke University. After completing his A.B. at Dartmouth (1972) and Ph.D. at Cornell
(1976), he joined the faculty at Duke in 1980. He is the author or coauthor of over 150 scientific papers and the widely
adopted textbook Biogeochemistry: An Analysis of Global Change (Academic Press, 2nd ed., 1997). He was elected a
member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1995. Currently Dr. Schlesinger focuses his research on global
change ecology. He is the co-principal investigator for the Free Air Carbon Dioxide Enrichment (FACE) Experiment in the
Duke Forest, a project that aims to understand how an entire forest ecosystem (vegetation and soils) will respond to growth in
elevated CO2. He has also worked extensively in desert ecosystems and their response to global change. From 1991 to 2000
he served as principal investigator for the NSF-sponsored program of Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) Network at
the Jornada Basin in southern New Mexico. His past work has taken him to diverse habitats, ranging from Okefenokee
Swamp in southern Georgia to the Mojave Desert of California. His research has been featured on NOVA, CNN, NPR, and
on the pages of Discover, National Geographic, New York Times, and Scientific American. Schlesinger has testified before
U.S. House and Senate Committees on a variety of environmental issues, including preservation of desert habitats and global
climate change. He is a member of the Committee on Research and Exploration for the National Geographic Society.
Schlesinger has been elected president of the Ecological Society of America for 2003-2004.
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Dr. David L. Skole is a professor of geography and the director of the Center for Global Change and Earth Observations at
Michigan State University. He received a Ph.D. in natural resources from the University of New Hampshire His research
interests are in the role of land-use and land-cover change and its relation to global change and sustainable development.
Much of his work involves remote sensing at continental scales in the tropical and temperate zones, including assessments of
the rates and geographic patterns of tropical forest conversion and fragmentation. His research incorporates geographical
information and geospatial information technologies in numerical models of natural and managed landscape change and its
effect on biodiversity and biogeochemistry. Dr. Skole is past chair of the IGBP-IHDP Core Project on Land Use and Cover
Change. He currently serves as chair of the Forest Cover Characteristics and Changes Implementation team of the United
Nations Global Terrestrial Observing System program on Global Observations of Land Cover Dynamics, and has served on
several advisory committees at federal agencies and the aerospace and geographic information system industries in the
United States. Dr. Skole is currently the chair of the U.S. National Science Foundation Advisory Committee on
Environmental Research and Educationand a member ofNASA’s Landsat 7 science team.

Dr. Andrew R. Solow is an associate scientist and the director of the Marine Policy Center at Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution. His research interests include environmental and ecological statistics, time series analysis, spatial statistics, and
applied Bayesian methods. His recent work has focused on population modeling with an emphasis on capturing the
population effects of environmental variability. Dr. Solow is a former member of the NRC’s Commission on Geosciences,
Environment, and Resources and the Committee on Fifty Years of Ocean Discovery at the National Science Foundation. Dr.
Solow earned his Ph.D. in geostatistics from Stanford University.

Dr. Robert A. Weller received his Ph.D. in 1978 from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography. He is the director of the
Cooperative Institute for Climate and Ocean Research at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution; he has worked at WHOI
since 1979. His research is on atmospheric forcing (wind stress and buoyancy flux), surface waves on the upper ocean,
prediction of upper ocean variability, and the ocean’s role in climate. He serves as the Secretary of the Navy Chair in
Oceanography. He has been on multiple mooring deployment cruises and has practical experience with ocean observation
instruments. Dr. Weller is currently serving on the NRC Committee on Utilization of Environmental Satellite Data: A Vision
for 2010 and Beyond and the NRC Committee on Imp!ementation of a Seafloor Observatory Network for Oceanographic
Research.

Dr. Steve Wittrig is director of the Clean Energy: Facing the Future Program for BP, a program to invest $10 million in
Chinese universities to develop and prove clean energy technologies for China and the rest of the world. He worked on the
BP/Amoco merger, considering gas-to-liquids strategy and chemical technology strategy and implementation; and on special
assignments for Amoco including leading the strategy development team for a program to convert gas to liquids and
oxygenates. In prior assignments with Amoco, he managed the engineering and process evaluation group for new product
development in chemicals; led a team developing new reactor technology for methane conversion to syngas; and worked with
Amoco Oil on coal liquefaction, refinery research, and pollution control. He has a B.S. from the University of Illinois,
Urbana, and a Ph.D. in chemical engineering from the California Institute of Technology.

National Research Council Staff

Dr. Amanda Staudt is a program officer with the Board on Atmospheric Sciences and Climate of the National Academies.
She received an A.B. in environmental engineering and sciences and a Ph.D. in atmospheric sciences from Harvard
University. Her doctorate research involved developing a global three-dimensional chemical transport model to investigate
how long-range transport of continental pollutants affects the chemical composition of the remote tropical Pacific
troposphere. Since joining the National Academies in 2001, Dr. Staudt has xvorked on studies addressing weather research
needs for surface transportation, climate forcings, air quality management in the United States, research priorities for airborne
particulate matter, the NARSTO Assessment of the Atmospheric Science on Particulate Matter, carbon monoxide episodes in
meteorological and topographical problem areas, and weather forecasting for aviation traffic flow management. She also is
the study director for the longstanding Climate Research Committee.

Dr. Gregory H. Symmes serves as associate executive director of the Division on Earth and Life Studies (DELS) of the
National Academies, where he is responsible for managing the review of over 70 reports each year and coordinating the
National Academies’ global change activities, among other management duties. Prior to the formation of DELS in January
2001, he served as associate executive director of the National Academies’ Commission on Geosciences, Environment, and
Resources. In addition to his division-level management responsibilities, Dr. Symmes has directed National Academies
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studies in the following areas of science policy: peer review processes and science and technology needs for the Department
of Energy’s radioactive waste management efforts; regulation of hardrock mining on federal lands; and competitive research
within the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Before joining the NRC in 1995, Dr. Symmes served as a research assistant
professor and postdoctoral associate’in the Department of Earth and Space Sciences at the State University of New York at
Stony Brook. He received his Ph.D. in geology from the Johns Hopkins University and his B.A. summa cum laude in
geology from Amherst College.
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Appendix C

Global Change Research Act of 1990

Public Law 101-606 [S. 169]; November 16, 1990
104 Stat. 3096-3104

An Act to require the establishment of a United States Global Change Research Program aimed at understanding and
responding to global change, including the cumulative effects of human activities and natural processes on the environment,
to promote discussions toward international protocols in global change research, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.
This Act may be cited as the "Global Change Research Act of 1990".
SECTION 2. DEFINITIONS.
As used in this Act, the term--

1. "Committee" means the Committee on Earth and Environmental Sciences established under section 102;
2. "Council" means the Federal Coordinating Council on Science, Engineering, and Technology;
3. "Global change" means changes in the global environment (including alterations in climate, land productivity,

oceans or other water resources, atmospheric chemistry, and ecological systems) that may alter the capacity of the
Earth to sustain life;

4. "Global change research" means study, monitoring, assessment, prediction, and information management activities
to describe and understand--

A. The interactive physical, chemical, and biological processes that regulate the total Earth system;
B.The unique environment that the Earth provides for life;
C.Changes that are occurring in the Earth system; and
D.The manner in which such system, environment, and changes are influenced by human actions;

5. "Plan" means the National Global Change Research Plan developed under section 104, or any revision thereof; and

6. "Program" means the United States Global Change Research Program established under section 103.

TITLE I-UNITED STATES GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH PROGRAM

SEC. 101. FINDINGS AND PURPOSE.
(a) FINDINGS--The Congress makes the following findings:

Industrial, agricultural, and other human activities, coupled with an expanding world population, are contributing to
processes of global change that may significantly alter the Earth habitat within a few human generations.
Such human-induced changes, in conjunction with natural fluctuations, may lead to significant global warming and
thus alter world climate patterns and increase global sea levels. Over the next century, these consequences could
adversely affect world agricultural and marine production, coastal habitability, biological diversity, human health,
and global economic and social well-being.
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3. The release ofchlorofluorocarbons and other stratospheric ozone-depleting substances is rapidly reducing the ability
of the atmosphere to screen out harmful ultraviolet radiation, which .could adversely affect human health and
ecological systems.

4. Development of effective policies to abate, mitigate, and cope with global change will rely on greatly improved
scientific understanding of global environmental processes and on our ability to distinguish human-induced from
natural global change.

5. New developments in interdisciplinary Earth sciences, global observing systems, and computing technology make
possible significant advances in the scientific understanding and prediction of these global changes and their effects.

6. Although significant Federal global change research efforts are underway, an effective Federal research program
will require efficient interagency coordination, and coordination with the research activities of State, private, and
international entities.

(b) PURPOSE--The purpose of this title is to provide for development and coordination of a comprehensive and integrated
United States research program which will assist the Nation and the world to understand, assess, predict, and respond to
human-induced and natural processes of global change.

SEC. 102. COMMITTEE ON EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES.
(a) ESTABLISHMENT--The President, through the Council, shall establish a Committee on Earth and Environmental
Sciences. The Committee shall carry out Council functions under section 401 of the National Science and Technology Policy,
Organization, and Priorities Act of 1976 (42 U.S.C. 6651) relating to global change research, for the purpose of increasing
the overall effectiveness and productivity of Federal global change research efforts.

(b) MEMBERSHIP--The Committee shall consist of at least one representative from--

I. The National Science Foundation;
2. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration;
3. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the Department of Commerce;
4. The Environmental Protection Agency;
5. The Department of Energy;
6. The Department of State;
7. The Department of Defense;
8. The Department of the Interior;
9. The Department of Agriculture;
10. The Department of Transportation;
11. The Office of Management and Budget;
12. The Office of Science and Technology Policy;
13. The Council on Environmental Quality;
14.
15.

The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences of the National Institutes of Health; and
Such other agencies and departments of the United States as the President or the Chairman of the Council considers
appropriate.

Such representatives shall be high-ranking officials of their agency or department, wherever possible the head of the portion
of that agency or department that is most relevant to the purpose of the title described in section 101(b).
(c) CHAIRPERSON--The Chairman of the Council, in consultation with the Committee, biennially shall select one of the
Committee members to serve as Chairperson. The Chairperson shall be knowledgeable and experienced with regard to the
administration of scientific research programs, and shall be a representative of an agency that contributes substantially, in
terms of scientific research capability and budget, to the Program.
(d) SUPPORT PERSONNEL--An Executive Secretary shall be appointed by the Chairperson of the Committee, with the
approval of the Committee. The Executive Secretary shall be a permanent employee of one of the agencies or departments
represented on the Committee, and shall remain in the employ of such agency or department. The Chairman of the Council
shall have the authority to make personnel decisions regarding any employees detailed to the Council for purposes of
working on business of the Committee pursuant to section 401 of the National Science and Technology Policy, Organization,
and Priorities Act of 1976 (42 U.S.C. 6651).
(e) FUNCTIONS RELATIVE TO GLOBAL CHANGE--The Council, through the Committee, shall be responsible for
planning and coordinating the Program. In carrying out this responsibility, the Committee shall--
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1. Serve as the forum for developing the Plan and for overseeing its implementation;
2. Improve cooperation among Federal agencies and departments with respect to global change research activities;
3. Provide budgetary advice as specified in section 105;
4. Work with academic, State, industry, and other groups conducting global change research, to provide for periodic

public and peer review of the Program;
5. Cooperate with the Secretary of State in--

(A) Providing representation at international meetings and conferences on global change research in which the
United States participates; and
(B) Coordinating the Federal activities of the United States with programs of other nations and with international
global change research activities such as the International Geosphere-Biosphere Program.

6. Consult with actual and potential users of the results of the Program to ensure that such results are useful in
developing national and international policy responses to global change; and

7. Report at least annually to the President and the Congress, through the Chairman of the Council, on Federal global
change research priorities, policies, and programs.

SEC. 103. UNITED STATES GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH PROGRAM.
The President shall establish an interagency United States Global Change Research Program to improve understanding of
global change. The Program shall be implemented by the Plan developed under section 104.

SEC. 104. NATIONAL GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH PLAN.
(a) IN GENERAL--The Chairman of the Council, through the Committee, shall develop a National Global Change Research
Plan for implementation of the Program. The Plan shall contain recommendations for national global change research. The
Chairman of the Council shall submit the Plan to the Congress within one year after the date of enactment of this title, and a
revised Plan shall be submitted at least once every three years thereafter.
(b) CONTENTS OF THE PLAN--The Plan shall--

1. Establish, for the 10-year period beginning in the year the Plan is submitted, the goals and priorities for Federal
global change research which most effectively advance scientific understanding of global change and provide usable
information on which to base policy decisions relating to global change;

2. Describe specific activities, including research activities, data collection and data analysis requirements, predictive
modeling, participation in international research efforts, and information management, required to achieve such
goals and priorities;

3. Identify and address, as appropriate, relevant programs and activities of the Federal agencies and departments
represented on the Committee that contribute to the Program;

4. Set forth the role of each Federal agency and department in implementing the Plan;
5. Consider and utilize, as appropriate, reports and studies conducted by Federal agencies and departments, the

National Research Council, or other entities;
6. Make recommendations for the coordination of the global change research activities of the United States with such

activities of other nations and international organizations, including--

(A) A description of the extent and nature of necessary international cooperation;
(B) The development by the Committee, in consultation when appropriate with the National Space Council, of
proposals for cooperation on major capital projects;
(C) Bilateral and multilateral proposals for improving worldwide access to scientific data and information; and
(D) Methods for improving participation in international global change research by developing nations; and

7. Estimate, to the extent practicable, Federal funding for global change research activities to be conducted under the
Plan.

(c) RESEARCH ELEMENTS--The Plan shall provide for, but not be limited to, the following research elements:
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1. Global measurements, establishing worldwide observations necessary to understand the physical, chemical, and
biological processes responsible for changes in the Earth system on all relevant spatial and time scales.

2. Documentation of global change, including the development of mechanisms for recording changes that will actually
occur in the Earth system over the coming decades.

3. Studies of earlier changes in the Earth system, using evidence from the geological and fossil record.
4. Predictions, using quantitative models of the Earth system to identify and simulate global environmental processes

and trends, and the regional implications of such processes and trends.
5. Focused research initiatives to understand the nature of and interaction among physical, chemical, biological, and

social processes related to global change.

(d) INFORMATION MANAGEMENT--The Plan shall provide recommendations for collaboration within the Federal
Government and among nations to--

1. Establish, develop, and maintain information bases, including necessary management systems which will promote
consistent, efficient, and compatible transfer and use of data;

2. Create globally accessible formats for data collected by various international sources; and
3. Combine and interpret data from various sources to produce information readily usable by policymakers attempting

to formulate effective strategies for preventing, mitigating, and adapting to the effects of global change.

(e) NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL EVALUATION--The Chairman of the Council shall enter into an agreement with
the National Research Council under which the National Research Council shall--

1. Evaluate the scientific content of the Plan; and
2. Provide information and advice obtained from United States and international sources, and recommended priorities

for future global change research.

(0 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION--In developing the Plan, the Committee shall consult with academic, State, industry, and
environmental groups and representatives. Not later than 90 days before the Chairman of the Council submits the Plan, or any
revision thereof, to the Congress, a s.ummary of the proposed Plan shall be published in the Federal Register for a public
comment period of not less than 60 days.

SEC. 105. BUDGET COORDINATION.
(a) COMMITTEE GUIDANCE--The Committee shall each year provide general guidance to each

Federal agency or department participating in the Program with respect to the preparation of requests for

appropriations for activities related to the Program.

(b) SUBMISSION OF REPORTS WITH AGENCY APPROPRIATIONS REQUESTS--

1. Working in conjunction with the Committee, each Federal agency or department involved in global change research
shall include with its annual request for appropriations submitted to the President under section 1108 of title 31,
United States Code, a report which--

(A) Identifies each element of the proposed global change research activities of the agency or department;
(B) specifies whether each element (i) contributes directly to the Program or (ii) contributes indirectly but in
important ways to the Program; and
(C) states the portion of its request for appropriations allocated to each element of the Program.

2. Each agency or department that submits a report under paragraph (1) shall submit such report simultaneously to the
Committee.
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(c) CONSIDERATION IN PRESIDENT’S BUDGET.--

1. The President shall, in a timely fashion, provide the Committee with an opportunity to review and comment on the
budget estimate of each agency and department involved in global change research in the context of the Plan.

2. The President shall identify in each annual budget submitted to the Congress under section 1105 of title 31, United
States Code, those items in each agency’s or department’s annual budget which are elements of the Program.

SEC. 106. SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT.
On a periodic basis (not less frequently than every 4 years), the Council, through the Committee, shall prepare and submit to
the President and the Congress an assessment which--

I. integrates, evaluates, and interprets the f’mdings of the Program and discusses the scientific uncertainties associated
with such findings;

2. analyzes the effects of global change on the natural environment, agriculture, energy production and use, land and
water resources, transportation, human health and welfare, human social systems, and biological diversity; and

3. analyzes current trends in global change, both human- induced and natural, and projects major.trends for the
subsequent 25 to 100 years.

SEC. 107. ANNUAL REPORT.
(a) GENERAL.--Each year at the time of submission to the Congress of the President’s budget, the Chairman of the Council
shall submit to the Congress a report on the activities conducted by the Committee pursuant to this title, including--

1. a summary of the achievements of the Program during the period covered by the report and of priorities for future
global change research;

2. an analysis of the progress made toward achieving the goals of the Plan;
3. expenditures required by each agency or department for carrying out its portion of the Program, including--

(A) the amounts spent during the fiscal year most recently ended;
(B) the amounts expected to be spent during the current fiscal year; and
(C) the amounts requested for the fiscal year for which the budget is being submitted.

(b) RECOMMENDATIONS.--The report required by subsection (b) shall include recommendations by the President
concerning--

1. changes in agency or department roles needed to improve implementation of the Plan; and
2. additional legislation which may be required to achieve the purposes of this title.

SEC. 108. RELATION TO OTHER AUTHORITIES.
(a) NATIONAL CLIMATE PROGRAM RESEARCH ACTIVITIES.-- The President, the Chairman of the Council, and the
Secretary of Commerce shall ensure that relevant research activities of the National Climate Program, established by the
National Climate Program Act (15 U.S.C. 2901 et seq.), are considered in developing national global change research efforts.
(b) AVAILABILITY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS.--The President, the Chairman of the Council, and the heads of the
agencies and departments represented on the Committee, shall ensure that the research findings of the Committee, and of
Federal agencies and departments, are available to--

1. the Environmental Protection Agency for use in the formulation of a coordinated national policy on global climate
change pursuant to section 1103 of the Global Climate Protection Act of 1987 (15 U.S.C. 2901 note); and

2. all Federal agencies and departments for use in the formulation of coordinated national policies for responding to
human-induced and natural processes of global change pursuant to other statutory responsibilities and obligations.

(c) EFFECT ON FEDERAL RESPONSE ACTIONS.--Nothing in this title shall be construed, interpreted, or applied to
preclude or delay the planning or implementation of any Federal action designed, in whole or in part, to address the threats of
stratospheric ozone depletion or global climate change.
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TITLE II-INTERNA TIONAL COOPERATION IN GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH

SEC. 201. SHORT TITLE.
This title may be cited as the "International Cooperation in Global Change Research Act of 1990".

SEC. 202. FINDINGS AND PURPOSES.
(a) FINDINGS--The Congress makes the following findings:

1. Pooling of international resources and scientific capabilities will be essential to a successful international global
change program.

2. While international scientific planning is already underway, there is currently no comprehensive intergovernmental
mechanism for planning, coordinating, or implementing research to understand global change and to mitigate
possible adverse effects.

3. An international global change research program will be important in building future consensus on methods for
reducing global environmental degradation.

4. The United States, as a world leader in environmental and Earth sciences, should help provide leadership in
developing and implementing an international global change research program.

(b) PURPOSES--The purposes of this title are to--

1. Promote international, intergovernmental cooperation on global change research;
2. involve scientists and policymakers from developing nations in such cooperative global change research programs;

and
3. promote international efforts to provide technical and other assistance to developing nations which will facilitate

improvements in their domestic standard of living while minimizing damage to the global or regional environment.

SEC. 203. INTERNATIONAL DISCUSSIONS.
(a) GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH.--The President should direct the Secretary of State, in cooperation with the
Committee, to initiate discussions with other nations leading toward international protocols and other agreements to
coordinate global change research activities. Such discussions should include the following issues:

1. Allocation of costs in global change research programs, especially with respect to major capital projects.
2. Coordination of global change research plans with those developed by international organizations such as the

International Council on Scientific Unions, the World Meteorological Organization, and the United Nations
Environment Program.

3. Establishment of global change research centers and training programs for scientists, especially those from
developing nations.

4. Development of innovative methods for management of international global change research, including--

(A) use of new or existing intergovemmental organizations for the coordination or funding of global change
research; and
(B) creation of a limited foundation for global change research.

5. The prompt establishment of international projects to--

o

(A) create globally accessible formats for data collected by various international sources; and
(B) combine and interpret data from various sources to produce information readily usable by policymakers
attempting to formulate effective strategies for preventing, mitigating, and adapting to possible adverse effects of
global change.

Establishment of international offices to disseminate information useful in identifying, preventing, mitigating, or
adapting to the possible effects of global change.
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(b) ENERGY RESEARCH.--The President should direct the Secretary of State (in cooperation with the Secretary of Energy,
the Secretary of Commerce, the United States Trade Representative, and other appropriate members of the Committee) to
initiate discussions with other nations leading toward an international research protocol for cooperation on the development
of energy technologies which have minimally adverse effects on the environment. Such discussions should include, but not
be limited to, the following issues:

1. Creation of an international cooperative program to fund research related to energy efficiency, solar and other
renewable energy sources, and passively safe and diversion-resistant nuclear reactors.

2. Creation of an international cooperative program to develop low cost energy technologies which are appropriate to
the environmental, economic, and social needs of developing nations.

3. Exchange of information concerning environmentally safe energy technologies and practices, including those
described in paragraphs (1) and (2).

SEC. 204. GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH INFORMATION OFFICE.
Not more than 180 days after the date of enactment of this Act, the President shall, in consultation with the Committee and all
relevant Federal agencies, establish an Office of Global Change Research Information. The purpose of the Office shall be to
disseminate to foreign governments, businesses, and institutions, as well as the citizens of foreign countries, scientific
research information available in the United States which would be useful in preventing, mitigating, or adapting to the effects
of global change.
Such information shall include, but need not be limited to, results of scientific research and development on technologies
useful for--

1. Reducing energy consumption through conservation and energy efficiency;
2. Promoting the use of solar and renewable energy sources which reduce the amount of greenhouse gases released into

the atmosphere;
3. Developing replacements for chlorofluorocarbons, halons, and other ozone-depleting substances which exhibit a

significantly reduced potential for depleting stratospheric ozone;
4. Promoting the conservation of forest resources which help reduce the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere;
5. Assisting developing countries in ecological pest management practices and in the proper use of agricultural, and

industrial chemicals; and
6. Promoting recycling and source reduction of pollutants in order to reduce the volume of ~vaste which must be

disposed of, thus decreasing energy use and greenhouse gas emissions.

TITLE Ill-GROWTH DECISION AID

SEC. 301. STUD Y AND DECISION AID.
(a) The Secretary of Commerce shall conduct a study of the implications and potential consequences of growth and

development on urban, suburban, and rural communities. Based upon the findings of the study, the Secretary shall
produce a decision aid to assist State and local authorities in planning and managing urban, suburban, and rural
growth and development while preserving community character.

(b) The Secretary of Commerce shall consult with other appropriate Federal departments and agencies as necessary in
carrying out this section.

The Secretary of Commerce shall submit to the Congress a report containing the decision aid produced under subsection (a)
no later than January 30, 1992. The Secretary shall notify appropriate State and local authorities that such decision aid is
available on request.
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FYI -- NAS Press release on review of CCSP plan.txt
From: Rick Piltz [rpiltz@usgcrp.gov]
Sent: wednesday, February 18, 2004 12:23 PM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; wgcc@usgcrp.gov
Subject: FYI -- NAS Press release on review of CCSP plan

>From: "Nicholas Sundt" <nsundt@usgcrp.gov>
>subject: NAS Press release (18 Feb 2004): Government climate Change
>Research Plan Provides Guiding vision ...
>Date: wed, 18 Feb 2004 11:31:42 -0500

> FYIo Press release (see text below) is at:
>
>http://www4.nationalacademies.org/news.nsf/isbn/0309088658?openDocument
>Full text is at:
>http://books.nap.edu/catalog/10635.html

>Date: Feb. 18, 2004
>Contacts: Bill Kearney, Director of Media Relations christian Dobbins,
>Media Relations Assistant office of News and Public Information
>202-334-2138; e-mail <news@nas.edu>

>FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

>Government climate change Research Plan Provides Guiding.vision And
>should Be Implemented, But Needs Additional Funding
>
>WASHINGTON -- The federal government should implement its revised
>strategic plan for climate change research as soon as possible, says a
>new report from the National Academies’ National Research Council. The
>committee that wrote the report said the plan is "much improved,"
>broader in scope, and more ambitious than a previously reviewed draft,
>but commitments to fund many of the newly proposed activities are lacking.
>
>"Advancing the science called for in the plan will be of vital
>importance to the nation," said committee chair Thomas E. Graedel,
>professor of industrial ecology, Yale university school of Forestry and
>Environmental studies, New Haven, Conn. There are still ways in which
>the plan could be improved, but at this point the main challenge is to implement it
vigorously."
>
>The plan was written by the U.So climate change science Program (ccsP),
>a group formed two years ago to coordinate cllmate change research
>among 13 federal agencies. In its revised plan, ccsP tackles a wider
>array of research activities than the federal government pursued in the
>prior decade under the auspices of the u.s. Global change Research
>Program, according to the committee. In particular, the committee
>welcomed the plan’s new emphasis on achieving a better understanding of
>how climate change will affect ecosystems and people, as well as on
>research to support decisions about how to mitigate climate change and "
>adapt to its effects. The revised plan’s expliclt connection between
>research on climate change and the development of technologies to
>address it -- a link that was weak in the draft plan -- was applauded by the
commlttee as well.
>
>But for the plan’s expanded portfolio of research to succeed, it must
>be accompanied by an increase in funding, the committee noted. Although
>it was not given prospective budget information, the committee
>concluded that ccsP’s current budget does not appear capable of
>supporting all of the activities outlined in the strategic plan.
>
>while some research in the plan has an established track record of
>funding by particular government agencies, newer and expanded areas,
>such as the study of climate change’s effects on ecosystems and humans,
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>are likely to be underfunded. A major upgrade in global climate
>observing capabilities and advances in computer models to project
>future changes in climate -- both in the new plan -- will require
>funding above current levels as well. The committee said that CCSP
>should secure sufficient fundin~ for its plan to succeed and establish
>a clear process linking researcn tasks to agency budgets.

>>The purpose of the plan’s proposed synthesis and assessment reports
>also must be clarified, the committee said. one goal of these reports
>should be to better meet the needs of national and regional
>decision-makers who must confront the effects of climate change, such
>as rising sea levels or more frequent droughts, or who are considering
>policies to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases that contribute to
>global warming. These reports also should provide periodic assessments
>of the effects of climate change, as specified in the 1990 Global
>Change Research Act, and help evaluate progress toward the objectives of the
program.
>
>Another hurdle facing CCSP, according to the committee, is ensuring the
>scientific independence and credibillty of its research efforts. The
>presence of high-level political leaders in ccsP management should help
>the program secure resources, but it also may lead to a real or
>perceived political influence that could discredit the program. To
>prevent this, CCSP should seek independent oversight, preferably by a standing
advisory body.
>ccsP reports also should be reviewed by the wider scientific community
>and stakeholders such as government decision-makers, nongovernmental
>organizations, private industry, and other users of climate science.
>The committee noted that CCSP has already set a high standard for
>government research programs by seeking advice not only from the
>Research Council but also from many other outside scientists and stakeholders.
>
>Although the plan was developed for a 10-year time frame, it could
>effectlvely guide climate change research for decades, provided ccsP
>updates it every three to five years to reflect scientific and
>technical advances and the changing needs of the nation, the committee said.
>
>The Research Council study was sponsored by the u.s. climate change
>science Program. The National Research Council is the principal
>operating arm of the National Academy of sciences and the National
>Academy of Engineering. It is a private, nonprofit institution that
>provides science and technology advice under a congressional charter.
roster follows.
>
>copies of Implementing Climate and Global change Research: A Review of
>the Final U.S. Climate Change Science Program strategic Plan will be
>available later this winter from the National Academies Press; tel.
>202-334-3313 or
>1-800-624-6242 or on the Internet at http://www.nap.edu. Reporters may
>obtain a pre-publication copy from the office of News and Public
>Information (contacts listed above).
>
>[ This news release and report are available at
>http ://nati onal -academies. org ]

>NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
>Division on Earth and Life studies
>
>committee for Review of the U.S. Climate Change science Program
>strategic Plan
>

>Thomas E. Graedell (chair)
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>Professor of Industrial Ecology
>school of Forestry and Environmental studies Yale university New Haven,
>Conn.

>Li nda Capuano
>vice President of strategic Marketing and Business Development
>Honeywell Engines & Systems (retired) San Jose, Calif.
>
>Eli zabeth Chornesky
>Freelance Consultant, and
>Research Associ ate
>University of california
>Santa Cruz

>Mary Gade
>Partner
>Environmental Practice Group
>Sonnenschein, Nath & Rosenthal
>chicago
>
>Katharine L. Jacobs
>Associate Professor of soil, Water, and Environmental science
>university of Arizona Tucson
>
>Anthony C. Janetos
>Senior Research Fellow
>H. John Heinz III Center for science, Economics, and the Environment
>washington, D.C.
>
>charles D. Kolstad
>Donald Bren Distinquished Professor of Environmental Economics and
>Policy university of California santa Barbara
>
>Diana M. Liverman
>Di rector
>Environmental Change Institute, and
>Professor of Environmental Science
>school of Geography and Environment
>university of oxford
>Oxford, united Kingdom
>
>Jerry D. Mahlman
>Senior Research Fellow
>National Center for Atmospheric Research Boulder, colo.
>
>Diane McKnight
>Professor of civil, Environmental, and Architectural Engineering
>university of colorado Boulder
>
>Michael J o Prather
>Professor and Kavli Chair
>Earth System science Department
>university of california
>I rvi ne

>Eugene Rosa
>Professor of sociology, and
>Edward R. Meyer Distln~uished Professor of Natural Resource and
>Environmenta! Policy T~omas S. Foley Institute for Public Policy and
>Public Service washington State university Pullman
>
>william H. Schlesinger2                      .
>James B. Duke Professor of Biogeochemistry, and Dean Nicholas school of
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>the Environment and Earth sciences Duke university Durham, N.C.

>David L. Skole
>Professor of Geography, and
>Director, Center for Global change and Earth observations Michigan
>State University East Lansing

>Andrew R. solow
>Associate scientist, and
>Director, Marine Policy Center
>woods Hole oceanographic Institution
>woods Hole, Mass.

>Robert A. weller
>Di rector
>Cooperative Institute for ~limate and Ocean Research woods Hole
>Oceanographic Institution woods Hole, Mass.
>
>stephen wittrig
>Di rector
>clean Energy: Facing the Future Program BP Amoco chemical Corp.
>Naperville, Ill.

>RESEARCH COUNCIL STAFF

>Amanda Staudt
>study Di rector

>1 Member, National Academy of Engineering
>2 Member, National Academy of Sclences

Rick Pi I tz
U.S. Global change Research Program
climate Change science Program office
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Tel (dlrect): 202-419-3468 Fax: 202-223-3064 Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www. usgcrp, gov
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From: Cooney, Phil
sent: wednesday, February 18, 2004 12:26 PM
To: Perino, Dana M.; Holbrook, william F.; Boyd, Allison; Hopkins,
Robert; Connaughton, James
subject: FW: FYI -- NAS Press release on review of CCSP plan

~Original Message---
From: Rick Piltz [mailto:rpiltz@usgcrp.gov]
Sent: wednesday, February 18, 2004 12:23 PM
TO: ccsp@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; wgcc@usgcrp.gov
Subject: FYI -- NAS Press release on review of CCSP plan

>From: "Nicholas sundt" <nsundt@usgcrp.gov>
>subject: NAS Press release (18 Feb 2004): 6overnment climate change
>Research Plan Provides 6uiding vision .o.
>Date: wed, 18 Feb 2004 11:31:42 -0500
>
> F¥I. Press release (see text below) is at:
>
>http://www4onationalacademies.org/news.nsf/isbn/0309088658?openDocument
>Full text is at:
>http://books.nap.edu/catalog/10635.html
>
>Date: Feb. 18, 2004
>Contacts: Bill Kearney, Director of Media Relations
>christian Dobbins, Media Relations Assistant
>office of News and Public Information
>202-334-2138; e-mail <news@nas.edu>

>FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

>6overnment Climate Change Research Plan Provides 6uiding vision And
>should Be Implemented, But Needs Additional Funding
>
>WASHIN6TON -- The federal government should implement its revised
>strategic plan for climate change research as soon as possible, says a
>new report from the National Academies’ National ~esearch Council. The
>committee that wrote the report said the plan is much improved,
>broader in scope, and more ambitious than a previously reviewed draft,
>but commitments to fund many of the newly proposed activities are
>l acki ng.
>
>"Advancing the science called for in the plan will be of vital
>importance to the nation," said committee chair Thomas E. 6raedel,
>professor of industrial ecology, Yale university School of Forestry and
>Environmental studies, New Haven, Conn. There are still ways in which
>the plan could be improved, but at this point the main challenge is to
>implement it vigorously."
>
>The plan was written by the U.So climate change science Program (ccsP),
>a group formed two years ago to coordinate cllmate change research
>among 13 federal agencies. In its revised plan, ccsP tackles a wider
>array of research activities than the federal government pursued in the
>prior decade under the auspices of the u.s. 61obal change Research
>Program, according to the committee. In particular, the committee
>welcomed the plan’s new emphasis on achieving a better understanding of
>how climate change will affect ecosystems and people, as well as on
>research to support decisions about how to mitigate climate change and
>adapt to its effects. The revised plan’s expliclt connection between
>research on climate change and the development of technologies to
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>address it -- a link that was weak in the draft plan -- was applauded
>by the committee as well.
>
>But for the plan’s expanded portfolio of research to succeed, it must
>be accompanied by an increase in funding, the committee noted. Although
>it was not given prospective budget information, the committee
>concluded that ccsP’s current budget does not appear capable of
>supporting all of the activities outlined in the strategic plan.
>
>while some research in the plan has an established track record of
>funding by particular government agencies, newer and expanded areas,
>such as the study of climate change’s effects on ecosystems and humans,
>are likely to be underfunded. A majo~ upgrade in global climate
>observing capabilities and advances in computer models to project
>future changes in climate -- both in the new plan -- will requlre
>funding above current levels as well. The committee said that ccsP
>should secure sufficient funding for its plan to succeed and establish
>a clear process linking researcn tasks to agency budgets.
>
>The purpose of the plan’s proposed synthesis and assessment reports
>also must be clarified, the committee said. one goal of these reports
>should be to better meet the needs of national and regional
>decision-makers who must confront the effects of climate change, such
>as rising sea levels or more frequent droughts, or who are considering
>policies to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases that contribute to
>global warming. These reports also should provide periodic assessments
>of the effects of climate change, as specified in the 1990 Global
>change Research Act, and help evaluate progress toward the objectives
>of the program.
>
>Another hurdle facing ccsP, according to the committee, is ensuring the
>scientific independence and credibility of its research efforts. The
>presence of high-level political leaders in ccsP management should help
>the program secure resources, but it also may lead to a real or
>perceived political influence that could discredit the program. To
>prevent this, CCSP should seek independent oversight, preferably by a
>standing advisory body. ccsP reports also should be reviewed by the
>wider scientific community and stakeholders such as government
>decision-makers, nongovernmental organizations, private industry, and
>other users of climate science. The committee noted that CCSP has
>already set a high staddard for government research programs by seeking
>advice not only from the Research Council but also from many other
>outside scientists and stakeholders.
>
>Although the plan was developed for a 10-year time frame, it could
>effectlvely guide climate change research for decades, provided ccsP
>updates it every three to five years to reflect scientific and
>technical advances and the changing needs of the nation, the committee
>said.

>The Research Council study was sponsored by the u.s. climate change
>science Program..The National Research Council is the principal
>operating arm of the National Academy of scien .... and the National
>Academy of Engineering. It is a private, nonprofit institution that
>provides science and technology advice under a congressional charter. A
>committee roster follows.
>
>Copies of Implementing Climate and Global Change Research : A Review of
>the Final UoS. climate Change science Program Strategic Plan will be
>available later this winter from the National Academies Press; tel.
>202-334-3313 or 1-800-624-6242 or on the Internet at
>http://www.nap.edu. Reporters may obtain a pre-publication copy from
>the Office of News and Public Information (contacts listed above).
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>
>[ This news release and report are available at
>http://nati onal -academies, org ]
>
>
>NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
>Division on Earth and Life Studies
>
>Committee for Review of the u.s. climate change science Program
>Strategic Plan

>Thomas E. Graedell (chair)
>Professor of Industrial Ecology
>school of Forestry and Environmental studies
>Yale university
>New Haven, Conn.
>
>Li nda capuano
>vice President of strategic Marketing and Business Development
>Honeywell Engines & Systems (retired) San 3ose, calif.
>
>El i zabeth Chornesky
>Freelance Consultant, and
>Research Associate
>university of california
>Santa Cruz
>
>Mary Gade
>Partner
>Environmental Practice Group
>Sonnenschein, Nath & Rosenthal
>Chicago
>
>Katharine L. ]acobs
>Associate Professor of soil, Water, and Environmental science
>university of Arizona Tucson
>
>Anthony C. 3anetos
>Senior Research Fellow
>H. 3ohn Heinz III Center for science, Economics, and the Environment
>washington, D.C.
>
>Charles D. KoIstad
>Donald Bren Distinquished Professor of Environmental Economics and
>Policy university of california santa Barbara
>
>Diana M. Liverman
>Di rector
>Environmental Change Institute, and
>Professor of Environmental Science
>school of Geography and Environment
>university of oxford
>Oxford, united Kingdom
>
>3erry D. Mahlman
>Senior Research Fellow
>National Center for Atmospheric Research
>Boulder, colo.
>
>Diane McKni ght
>Professor of civil, Environmental, and Architectural Engineering
>university of Colorado Boulder
>
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>Michael J. Prather
>Professor and Kavli chair
>Earth System Science Department
>university of california
>I rvi ne

>Eugene Rosa
>Professor of sociology, and
>Edward R. Meyer Distlnguished Professor of Natural Resource and
>Environmental Policy T~omas S. Foley Institute for Public Policy and
>Public service washington state university
>Pul I man
>
>william H. schlesinger2
>James B. Duke Professor of Biogeochemistry, and
>Dean
>Nicholas school of the Environment and Earth sciences
>Duke university
>Durham, N.C.
>
>David L. skole
>Professor of Geography, and
>Director, Center for Global change and Earth observations Michigan
>State university East Lansing

>Andrew R. SOIOw
>Associate scientist, and
>Director, Marine Policy Center
>woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
>Woods Hole, Mass.

>Robert A. weller
>Di rector
>Cooperative Institute for Climate and Ocean Research
>woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
>woods Hole, Mass.

>stephen wittrig
>Di rector
>Clean Energy: Facing the Future Program
>BP Amoco Chemical Corp.
>Naperville, Ill.

>RESEARCH COUNCIL STAFF

>Amanda Staudt
>study Di rector

>1 ~lember, National Academy of Engineering
>2 ~lember, National Academy of Sclences

Rick Pi I tz
U.S. Global change Research Program
climate change science Program office
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Suite 250
wa.sh~n.gton,. DC 20006
Tel [dl rect~ : 202-419-3468 Fax" 202-223-3064
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Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www.usgcrp.gov
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From: Cooney, Phil
Sent wednesday, February 18, 2004 12:27 PM
To: ’RickPiltz’
subject: RE: FYI-- AP article on NRC review of CCSP plan

Thanks, Rick, Phil

original Message
From: Rick Piltz [mailto:rpiltz@usgcrp.gov]
sent: wednesday, February 18, 2004 12:23 PM
To : ccsp@usgcrp, gov ; ccsp_i nfo@usgcrp, gov; wgcc@usgcrp, gov
subject: FYI-- AP article on NRC review of CCSP plan

>From: "Nicholas Sundt" <nsundt@usgcrp.gov>
>subject: ABCNEWS.COm Panel Urges Funds to study climate Change
>Date: wed, 18 Feb 2004 11:57:11 -0500
>
> http://abcnews.go.com/wire/uS/ap20040218_912.html#
>
>Panel Urges Funds to Study Climate change
>Bush Plan to study Climate change Improves but Lacks Commitment to Fund
>New Research, Panel Says
>
>The Associated Press

>WASHINGTON Feb. 18 -- The Bush administration’s program to study
>climate change is much improved but lacks a commitment to pay for many
>of the new research proposals, a panel of the National Academy of
>Sciences complained wednesday. The panel urged that the plan, announced
>last July, be implemented vigorously..
>
>"Advancing the science called for in the plan will be of vital
>importance to the nation," said committee chairman Thomas E. Graedel,
>professor of industrial ecology at Yale university. "There are still
>ways in which the plan could be improved, but at this point the main
>challenge is to implement it vigorously."
>
>The government’s 10-year climate change science Program is aimed at
>learning more about natural causes of climate change; to better
>understand how climate changes affect human, wildllfe and plant
>communities~ and to find more exact ways of calculating the risks of
>global warmlng.

>Assistant Commerce Secretary James Mahoney, who oversees u.s. research
>on climate.change, responded that fundamental work in the research
>effort is under way.
>
>The plan calls for a series of 21 reports in specific subject areas,
>such as what can be known from current temperature data, the impact of
>aerosols such as clouds, soot and chemicals and the uses and
>limitations of data in making policy forecasts.

>All of these studies are in the detailed planning stage, Mahoney said,
>with the lead agency determined for each one. The reports will be open
>for peer review and public comment, he added.
>
>6raedel noted the program calls for turning these out in the next four
>years, a number of them in next two years. "That is a very rapid pace,
>it will call on the capacity of the (research) community to respond to
>it," he said.

>6raedel said he doesn’t see a clear line in the plan between the
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>reports and a way to follow through to the goals of the program.
>
>The new report, "Implementing Climate and 61obal change Research," was
>prepared by the National Research .Council, the operatlng arm of the
>National Academies.
>
>The panel praised the administration’s emphasis on understanding how
>climate change will affect ecosystems and people, as well as research
>to help make decisions about how to ease climate change and adapt to
>its effects.
>
>However, the panel said the program’s current budget does not appear
>capable of supporting all of the activities outlined in the strategic
>plan.
>
>while some research in the plan has a record of funding by particular
>government agencies, other areas, such as the study of climate change’s
>effects on ecosystems and humans, are likely to be underfunded, the
>committee said.

>In addition, spending higher than current levels will be needed for the
>proposed upgrade in global climate observing capabilities and advances
>in computer models to project future changes in climate.
>
>Mahoney responded that the plan extends over 10 years and funding isn’t
>just a matter of the first year’s budget.
>
>Graedel also said an effort needs to be made to be sure the scientific
>credibility of the research is maintained throughout the process,
>suggesting a standing advisory committee to rewew the work.
>
>Environmentalists complain the administration focuses too much on
>natural causes and reopening scientific issues already well studied.
>
>The first draft of the climate research plan, announced in late 2002,
>drew harsh criticism from the National Academy of sciences, where
>experts said it didn’t set hard priorities or provide a clear vision
>and specific timetable for meeting goals.
>
>Graedel said the administration has been responsive to those criticisms
>and has developed a "wholly adequate" framework to guide climate
>research.

>Copyright 2004 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material
>may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.

Rick Piltz
U.S. Global chang~ Research Program
climate change sclence Program office
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Tel (d~rect): 202-419-3468 Fax: 202-223-3064
Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www.usgcrp.gov
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From: Rick Piltz [rpiltz@usgcrp.gov]
Sent: wednesday, February 18, 2004 12:48 PM
TO: ccsp@usgcrp.gov;~ccsp_info@usgcrp.~ov; wgc~@usgcrp.gov
subject: NYTimes on-line: NRC rewew ot CCSP plan

>From: "Nicholas Sundt" <nsundt@usgcrp.gov>
>Subject: NY Times: scientific Panel Urges Bush to Finance
>climate-change Research
>Date: wed, 18 Feb2004 12:40:11 -0500

> http://www.nytimes.com/2004/O2/18/science/18CND-CLIM.html?hpScientific

>Panel Urges Bush to Finance climate-change Research By ANDREW C. REVKIN

>Published: February 18, 2004
>
>President Bush’s plan for clarifying the causes and impacts of climate
>change has been improved over the past year, but can succeed only if
>the research is shielded from political pressures and if budgets grow,
>a panel of experts concluded today.
>
>Administration officials, who requested the outside review of the plan,
>welcomed the panel’s findings, but said that no significant budget
>increases were in the offing and that the project would succeed mainly
>through improved organization of research.
>
>"we can’t practically expect short-term massive increases in funding -
>it’s just not in the cards these days," said Dr. James R. Mahoney, an
>assistant secretary of commerce who directs the administration’s
>climate change science Program.
>
>The panel, assembled by the National Research Council of the National
>Academi~s, the country’s leading scientific advisory group, said there
>was an urgent" need to move from planning an expanded push in federal
>climate research to financingit and moving ahead.
>
>"This is an issue where the science is pretty clearly telling us that
>the longer we wait to consider some of these issues, the more dramatic
>the impacts may turn out to be," said Dr. Thomas E. Graedel, a
>professor of industrial ecology at Yale and chairman of the 17-member panel.
>
>The administration’s climate-research plan is available at
>www.climatescience.gov and the critique is at www.nationalacademies.org.
>
>Mr. Bush first announced plans to intensify climate research in June
>2001, shortly after he was criticized by many climate experts for
>abandoning a campaign pledge to limit power plants’ emissions of carbon
>dioxide, a gas that many scientists have linked to global warming.
>
>He said more research was needed before he would consider any measures
>beyond voluntary programs to slow growth in emissions.

>The first version of the plan, issued in November 2002, was criticized
>by’ the same panel last February as lacking clear priorities and
>neglecting to take stock of existing studles pointing to risks posed by
>rising global temperatures.
>
>In its review of the revised plan, which was released last July, the
>panel found clearer goals, but saw few signs that sufficient money
>would be allocated for new initiatives, llke improving satellite
>observations and computer simulations of the changing atmosphere and oceans.
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>"There is no evidence in the plan or elsewhere of a commitment to
>provide the necessary funds for these newer or expanded program
>elements," the panel said.
>
>The panel also recommended that the administration insure the
>credibility of government climate research by establishing a standing
>review committee of outside.parties - spanning the range of
>perspectives on the contentlous issue.

>Many environmentalists and political opponents of Mr. Bush, and some
>sclentists at government agencies, have expressed strong concern about
>the potential for political interference in climate science.
>
>They have cited a string of instances in which the white House has
>rewritten ~limate-related documents in ways that amplified
>uncertainties and eliminated references to studies pointing to significant risks.
>
>Just before the final version of the research plan was released last
>summer, for example, senior commerce Department officials shaping the
>document threatened to resign over last-minute efforts by senior
>administration officials to adjust wording, according to several
>scientists and officials involved in the dispute,

>Dr. Mahoney ~aid a firm boundary would be m~intained between science
>and policy. ’we’ve got a very clear vision, he said. "Let’s get the
>science right and the policy gets debated in its own right."
>
>The review panel said the plan’s strongest element was the architecture
>it laid out for organizing the dispersed efforts of 13 agencies to
>focus on a few central goals, including: improving knowledge of past
>and current climate shifts and the influences - both natural and human
>- that shape them and reducing uncertainties in projections of how
>Earth’s climate may shift in coming decades.
>
>"Although the plan was developed for a 10-year time frame, it could
>effectively guide climate change research for decades," provided it is
>revised every three to five years to reflect advances in the science,
>the panel said in a printed statement.
>
>One of the biggest weaknesses in the plan, the panel said, was the
>absence of any significant reference to existing research examining the
>potential impacts of climate change around the united states.
>
>Particularly notable, it said, was the omission of any reference to the
>National Assessment on the Potential consequences of Climate
>variability and Change, a 2001 report that took years to prepare.

>white House officials have been continually pressed by industry
>lobbyists and anti-regulatory groups to expunge references to that
>study, which was mainly undertaken in the clinton administration.
>
>That assessment provides "important contributions" and the independent
>peer review it went through was "exemplary," the panel said.

Rick Piltz
U.S. Global change Research Program
climate change science Program office
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Suite,250
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washington, DC 20006
Tel (direct).: 202-419-3468 Fax: 202-223-3064 Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www.usgcrp.gov
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COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS 09C,’

58 EAST 68TH STREET ¯ NEW YORK ¯ NEW YORK 10021

Tel zIZ 434 9400 Fax zIZ 734 z594

David G. Victor
Adjunct Senior Fellow

February 19, 2004

Mr. James L. Connaughton
Council on Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place, NW
Washington, DC 20503

Dear Jim:

Enclosed is a draft of the Council Policy Initiative (CPI) on global climate change. I hope you
will have time to review this draft prior to the meeting next week. Please pay particular attention to
whether the draft is a fair representation of the full range of responsible opinion on this issue. Do the
speeches make the best case for each of the three major alternatives? Have we identified the most
illuminating and appropriate alternatives? Do the speeches work well with the cover memo? What
materials, if any, should we include in annexes--such as copies of key documents, agreements, or figures?
Should we add a note on sources and places for further reading? We welcome comments of any type,
including on the details. Although the format of the CPI is a presidential memo with speeches, our
audience is a broad group of interested non-experts. Please let us know if you think the text is not
accessible or interesting to that audience. The meeting itself will likely focus on the major issues where
group discussion would be most valuable. We will have additional copies on hand, or can photo.copy
your text, in case you would like to provide detailed editorial comments.

To confirm, the meeting will take place on Thursday, February 26, 2004 from 12:00 to 2:30 pm at
the Council on Foreign Relations office in Washington, DC, located at 1779 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
(Tel: 202-518-3400).

I greatly appreciate your guidance in this effort and I look forward to hearing your thoughts on
the enclosed text. Although I assure you that your name will not be mentioned in the report, your
comments will certainly be reflected in the f’mal product.

If you would like to discuss the report further either before or after the meeting, do not hesitate to
contact me at (650) 724-1712or David.Vietor@stanford.edu. In addition, please contact Margaret
Winterkorn-Meikle at (212) 434-9683 or mwinterk0rn@cfr.org with questions about the advisory -
committee meeting or the project in general.

Sincerely,

Encl.

cc:Kenneth L. Peel
Philip A. Cooney
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From:

Re:

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT
(draft 18 February 2004)

"National Security Adviser" and "Director Of the National Economic Council"

Policy Strategies to Address Global Climate Change

For fifteen years the U.S. government has struggled with developing appropriate policy
responses to the hazards of global climate change. Industrial and agricultural activities, such as
burning fossil fuels and clearing forests for crops, cause the emission of carbon dioxide (CO2)
and other "greenhouse gases." As these gases accumulate in the atmosphere they trap heat and
alter climate, which in turn will probably raise sea levels and cause more extreme weather events
such as heat waves, droughts and floods. Although often called "global warming," the expected
changes in climate are likely to be more complex than a simple rise in global average
temperature. For example, changes in high altitude winds over the Rocky Mountains as well as
fluctuations in the Atlantic Gulf Stream both possible with changing climate---could actually
cool parts of northern Europe. Climate is naturally variable and humans are highl, y adaptive;
however, the effects of climate change could unfold more rapidly than the capacity of humanity
and ecosystems to adapt.

During the late 1980s this issue rose to prominence in the United States and other
advanced industrialized countries. Because the emissions that cause climate change are global in
scope, successive administrations have crafted policy through coordination with other countries.
The United States alone accounts for one-quarter of world emissions of greenhouse gases, but
our ability to act alone is limited. Industry has been wary of costly limits on its emissions unless
other firms in the global marketplace are required to make comparable efforts. Already, nearly
half of world emissions are from developing countries, and that fraction is rising. Moreover,
even as public concern about this issue has waned in recent years here in the United States, our
allies (especially in Europe) remain deeply concerned and are increasingly frustrated by what
they view as inadequate United States response to the problem at hand.

In 1992 at the "Earth Summit" held in Rio de Janeiro the United States signed the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, which established a broad fiame~ork for
international cooperation on climate change. 187 nations are now members of that
Convention--essentially every nation on Earth but for Iraq, Somalia, Turkey, and few others.
Widespread membership and compliance reflects the Convention’s exceedingly modest
obligations. For the United States and industrialized countries, compliance has required
submitting reports on emissions of greenhouse gases and .conlributing to a special fund that
compensates developing countries for the "agreed incremental cost" of their efforts to comply
with the Convention’s goals. The Convention urges all nations to aspire to reduce their
emissions but set no firm targets for timetables. This arrangement reflected the national interests
of the key participants. Industrialized nations generally sought to control emissions but could
not agree on the particular level of effort nor how to share the burden. Developing nations were
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wary of encumbering commitments and thus agreed only to actions that imposed no cost to their
economies.

Most governments, including your predecessor’s administration, viewed the
Convention’s commitments to control emissions as woefully inadequate. In 1995 they launched
a diplomatic process to strengthen the Convention, culminating in the 1997 Kyoto Protocol.
Kyoto set targets for the total quantity of greenhouse gases that industrialized countries would be
allowed to emit during a specific "budget period" of 2008-2012. (Kyoto is largely silent about
obligations beyond 2012.) The Protocol envisioned allowing countries flexibility in meeting
their commitments through a worldwide system of tradable emission credits, modeled on the
successful experience with trading air pollution credits in the United States. Firms and
governments in the industrialized countries would be allowed to trade portions of their emission
budgets. Since greenhouse gases mix globally in the atmosphere this trading system would
allow attainment of the environmental objective (less human stress on the climate system) at the
lowest economic cost.

Kyoto imposed no targets and timetables for emissions from developing countries.
However, a scheme known as the "Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)"---largely the
brainchild of Brazil and the United Statesmwould encourage foreign investment in projects that
yield lower emissions of greenhouse gases. Investors would calculate the level of emissions that
would occur with and without their projects; the CDM would award valuable emission credits for
the difference. For example, the World Bank has pooled funding from a coalition of 23
governments and firms to invest in projects such as a small dam in Chile that will produce
electricity without causing emissions of CO2 from the burning of fossil fuels. The investors--23
governments and f’u’ms from advanced industrialized countries that face tight emission
constraints under the Kyoto Protocol--hope to get emission credits that they can use back at
home. Host countries such as Chile seek investment.

The Clinton administration never submitted the Kyoto Protocol to the Senate for its
consent, as it surely would have been defeated. Kyoto would have required that the United
States reduce its emissions of "greenhouse gases" to 7% below 1990 levels during the years 2008
to 2012. At the close of the 1990s U.S. emissions were already 17% above 1990 levels and
rising at 1.3% per year. Reversing that trend before 2008 appeared to be impossible, and thus
any plan for U.S. compliance would have required prodigious use of the international emission
trading system. However, the targets and timetables set in Kyoto awarded a large surplus of
emission credits.to Russia. In Kyoto, Russian negotiators refused to accept a cap that :~as more
strict than a simple freeze on their emissions at 1990 levels; by the late 1990s, however, the
collapse of the Russian economy, which forced the closing of factories, drove emissions nearly
40% below the earlier level, and emission projections for 2008-2012 suggested that Russia
would have surplus emission credits of roughly one billion tons of CO2. Selling those credits
(mainly to U.S. f’m-ns) would net Russia perhaps $20 to $50 billion, although these credits were
not the result of any active emission control efforts in Russia. In addition to this shell game,
critics of Kyoto focused on the lack of any obligation for developing countries to control their
emissions.
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Early in 2001, you adopted a policy that, in effect, withdrew the United States from the
Kyoto process. You argued that the United States could not meet its Kyoto targets at acceptable
cost; the international trading system was unworkable; and, it was unfair to force U.S. industry to
compete in a world economy without meaningful emission controls on all nations. Over the last
three years your administration has developed an alternative approach that isbased on voluntary
actions by firrns, investment in new technologymsuch as hydrogen-powered fuel cells for
vehicles and advanced low-emission coal plants--as well as parmerships with key developing
countries to assist their application of advanced technologies. At the same time, most other
nations have remained engaged with the Kyoto ¯process, in part your dramatic withdrawal from
Kyoto galvanized most other governments to close ranks and profess their support for Kyoto.
However, key industrialized nations are now f’mding that they, too, will f’md it difficult to meet
their Kyoto targets. Many developing countries, which had expected to be the beneficiaries of
new technologies and investments unleashed by this trading system, have grown dissatisfied as a
robust market has not yet emerged. The CDM is floundering, in part because it is tied in red tape
and in part because the large potential surplus of emission credits from Russia and other nations
that had hoped to sell to the United States has depressed prices and reduced the incentive to
invest in projects in developing countries.

With climate change policy in the United States and abroad at a crossroads, you asked us
to convene an inter-agency process to review your options. We f’md that the issue of climate
change is one of the most complex topics on today’s policy agenda. It involves most agencies of
government, from the federal to the local level. It requires working closely with Congress and
with other nations; if a political deal with one key player unravels then many others can come
unstuck as well. Controlling emissions will require credible policies that impose costs on society
today with benefits that accrue in the distant future--a time scale that crosses generations and is
longer than most actions of government. Even as this issue is extraordinarily complex, it has
also become highly polarizing. At one extreme, climate change is viewed as a hoax or
conspiracy dreamed up by scientists who want to usurp government control of the economy and
lubricate a gravy train of research funding. At the other extreme, climate change is seen as a
threat so severe that it requires complete and immediate re-organization of the modem industrial
economy. The public is deeply confused about the risks and options, offering both the danger
that any policy will be easy to parody and the opportunity for you to shape public opinion along
the lines most consistent with your favored policies.

Your policy options are not easy to summarize. We have prepared three broad policy
¯ strategies, which we present as speeches that you might give in the coming months. All three
options recognize that climate change poses varying risks to the U.S. economy and U.S. national
security. The speeches differ in their assumptions about the magnitude of climate hazards and in
their policy responses.

The first strategym"minimal effort"---is founded on the principle that the hazards from a
changing climate are comparable with other environmental challenges that modem society has
managed. This strategy advocates improving our capacity to adapt to a changing climate while
making modest investments in nexq technologies that could allow for lower emissions in the
future. This strategy is based, in part, on the claim that even an aggressive effort by the United
States would have only minimal impact on the rate of climate change. Developing countries are
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adamantly opposed to controlling their rising emissions, and there is little that we can do to alter
their interests and behavior. Strident in places, this speech suggests that special interests have
inflated the danger of changing climate to serve their needs and warns Americans not to become
paralyzed by fear of this problem.

The second strategy--"beyond Kyoto" follows a radically different approach. It
emphasizes that climate change could cause abrupt shifts in weather patterns or sea level, with
potentially catastrophic consequences. For humans, adaptation could be expensive; for nature,
adaptation may be impossible--leading to mass. extinctions and the loss of unique ecosystems.
With this perspective, the only sensible response is to slow and stop climate change at its root--
with aggressive controls on emissions. This speech embraces the Kyoto Protocol as the only
Viable international framework. It promises to re-engage with the Kyoto process on the
condition that key flaws are fixed. It demands more realistic short term targets for the United
States, elimination of the huge windfall of emission credits for Russia and Ukraine, and
advocates a much stronger Kyoto framework for the future. It advocates setting aggressive (but
achievable) long-term goals for limiting the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere
and mandatory participation of developing countries, with strict penalties for those who do not
adhere. It suggests that the need to control carbon is so important that it must become an
organizing principle for our foreign economic policy.

The third approach--"making a market"--also recognizes the need for concerted
international action to control emissions. However, it rejects the Kyoto Protocol as an unrealistic
top-heavy scheme that relies too much on bureaucrats rather than markets to solve the climate
problem. This speech argues that the most effective international regimes, such as the World
Trade Organization, have emerged over many decades from the "bottom up." They are the result
of disparate practices that are loosely coordinated through international institutions but rely
heavily on national institutions. In the case of the climate change, this speech emphasizes the
need for a diversity of efforts--by key U.S. states, the federal government, and other countries.
It advocates creating emission trading systems in these jurisdictions and then allowing these new
"currencies" to establish their value as governments and markets (not international bureaucrats in
the Kyoto process) determine which permits represent bona fide reductions in emissions. This
speech draws on examples such as the creation of the Euro; it applauds efforts in some firms and
states to begin experimental emission trading. This speech warns against hasty action to involve
all nations in creating this currency since many--such as Russia and most developing
countries--do not have the institutional capacity in place nor the desire to control emissions.

These three strategies involve lumping together a multitude of detailed policy choices.
At this pivotal moment we want to ensure that your policy decisions are not constrained by our
combinations of choices. Thus in this memorandum we unpack the major policy issues in each
of six major areas where you face choices:

¯ The scientific assessment of causes and consequences of climate change;
¯ Adapting to a changing climate;
¯ Strategies for controlling emissions;
¯ Investing in new technology;
¯ Engaging with key developing countries;
¯ Informing the public.
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Science: The State of Knowledge and Policy Choices

In its simplest form, the physical cause of climate change is not disputed. The
atmosphere naturally contains greenhouse gases such as water vapor, carbon dioxide and
methane. Absent these gases the planet would cool to a subzero frozen ball, much as the desert
cools rapidly on a cloudless night. If humans pump enough of these heat-trapping gases into the
atmosphere we will alter the energy balance of the planet. However, the exact relationships
between emissions of these gases, their buildup in the atmosphere, and the ensuing changes in
climate are hotly contested.

Climate is naturally variable. Small changes in the Earth’s orbit around the sun cause the
ice ages and other long-term fluctuations in climate. Since the depth of the last glaciationD
about 20,000 years ago, when much of New England was buried under ice and mammoths
roamed in CalifomiaDthe climate has warmed considerably. In addition to these orbital
gyrations, natural changes in the intensity of the sun also affect climate. Some solar cycles occur
regularly and are easy to predict, such as the 11 year cycle, which last peaked around 2001.
Other changes in the sun have appeared less frequently yet have large consequences. Starting
around 1645, for example, the sun dimmed a total of about 1% for seven decades, causing some
of the lowest temtieratures during what was already a cold snap--the "little ice age" that had
begun around 1400 and lasted until around 1900. For the most part, cold temperatures were
unwelcome to populations that were already struggling to stay warm and grow crops. Indeed,
until the very recent concern about global warming surfaced in the early 1970s, most studies of
climate change focused on natural causes and, interestingly, usually equated warming with an
"improvement" in climate.

Within these natural variations, the f’mgerprint of human activities is coming into focus.
Through burning fossil fuels and deforestation, humans have already caused atmospheric
concentrations of CO2 to rise about one-third, from 285 parts per million (ppm) on the eve of the
industrial revolution to about 365 ppm today. Since the late 19m century, global average
temperatures have also risen about 0.6°C, although the change has not been steady. The 1940s
were a period of cooling, linked to a slight dimming in the sun. The 1990s are the wannest
decade on record; it is highly likely that the 1990s are the warmest decade since 1400, and they
are probably the warmest in more than a millennium. Most experts think that most of the
warming in the last 50 years is the result of rising concentrations of greenhouse gases2 In
addition to that observed warming, another 0.5°C of warming is by now "built in" due to the
greenhouse gases that have already accumulated in the atmosphere.

The best models today do a good job of reproducing the historical temperature record, but
it is not impossible that scientists will discover that natural cycles account for a much larger
share of recent wanning. Since the historical record is used, in part, to test the predictive
capacity of climate models this debate is not merely an academic curiosity. A reliable
continuous record of global climate does not exist prior to the late 19th century when global
shipping and colonialism allowed the establishment of a global network of somewhat accurate
thermometers. To measure earlier climates, scientists must use proxies such as tree tings, ice
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cores, fossils, ancient Chinese records of sunspots, and sundry other partial indicators. Much of
the controversy about temperature trends has focused on the methods for assembling those
proxies into a record of temperature and climate. The best way to take the planet’s temperature
is by satellite, which assures equal global coverage without bias in the placement of
thermometer. Alas, the only reliable satellite records began in 1979, and there have been many
important discrepancies between this re._atively short satellite measure and longer records from
ground-based thermometers, balloons, and rockets. Some of these discrepancies are the result of
technical disputes about how to interpret the satellite record, and some reflect the fact that the
satellite measure temperatures at different levels in the atmosphere whereas most thermometers
sense only at ground level. The National Research Council evaluated these issues in 2003,
outlined a research program to resolve the outstandingproblems, and underscored that satellite
and ground based records alike show that the atmosphere is warming.

As the concentration of CO2 and other greenhouse gases rise still further in the future,
what might be the consequences? The crudest measure of impact is the change in average global
temperatureif the concentration of atmospheric CO2 were to reach about 550ppmma level
roughly double that of the "clean" pre-industrial atmosphere. The first ever systematic
assessment of that question in the late 1970s by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences--
suggested that doubling CO2 would yield an increase in global temperature of 1.5°C to 4.5°C. In
the 25 years since that study, numerous additional assessment have not changed that range very
much. The most recent full assessment of the science, completed in 2001 by the
Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)man international assessment process
involving thousands of scientists from around the world, including most of the best scientists -
from the United States--examined uncertainties in the full chain from emissions of greenhouse
gases to changes in climate. The IPCC concluded that during the 21~t century global climate will
probably warm between 1.4 to 5.8°C. That range is actually wider than the previous IPCC study
just five years earlier, mainly because the most recent emission scenarios account for a much
greater variety of possible futures. In 2001 you asked the National Academy of Sciences to
convene a panel of distinguished scientists to review several key questions related to climate
change, including the main f’mdings of the IPCC report; the Academy panel reached essentially
the same conclusions as IPCC.

We fmd it striking that more than two decades of intense research, reflecting a total
investment of perhaps $50b worldwide, has not narrowed the estimated change in tempera.ture;
nor has it narrowed any key estimates of other changes in climate, such as the frequently and
intensity of storms, the risks of drought, and other changes in weather. As scientists have
learned more about the climate system they have uncovered a vast field of unturned stones. In
box 1 we summarize the most important remaining unknowns.
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All three of the policy options that we outline involve substantial continued investment in
the science of climate changenso that future decisions on matters such as controlling emissions
of greenhouse gases can be better informed of the risks of changing climate and the costs of both
action and inaction. Regardless of the investment, however, it is likely that policy decisions
today and in the future must be made in context of extreme uncertainty. Moreover, the standard
tools for making decisions under uncertainty are not easy to apply in this case. It may not be
possible to hedge against some outcomesnsuch as extinctions or irreversible changes in
climate--because species and climate are unique within our experience on Earth and we have no
other planets with which to pool the risk. Scientists have identified many of the hazards and can
estimate the range of uncertainties; but other possible hazards are simply unknown.

In 2002 you established a new cabinet-level structure for managing U.S. investments in
climate change science and technology. Within that program, your administration created a
climate change science program (CCSP) and a climate change technology program (CCTP). We
will discuss CCTP later and focus, here, on CCSP. Although government-wide efforts to ensure
a rational and strategic investment in climate science date to 1989, the CCSP’s ten-year strategic
research plan that your administration released in 2003 is the most comprehensive federal vision
for climate science to date. It was based on unprecedented cooperation of federal agencies and
detailed review by outside experts. In speeches and through the CCSP you have emphasized the
need for better monitoring of temperature and other climatic variables, assessment of climate
feedbacks, improvements in the carbon cycle, and sundry other fields. CCSP also includes
strategic plans for investing in decision support tools since key policy decisions about where to
invest in science and what to do about the climate change problem require complex choices
within the context of rampant uncertainty. The strategic research plan released in 2003 is
impressive in its scientific breadth and has commanded widespread respect from the scientific
community.

We think that your investment in science, which builds on earlier administrations’
programs, is sound and requires no further attention from you at this point. However, we call
your attention to three concerns.

First, you should know that the effectiveness of the government’s investment in climate
science will depend heavilyon factors that are outside your direct control, such as. the intellectual
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organization of the scientific effort. Over the last three decades the best climate models have
become extremely complex and costly to maintain and run. Only two models in the United
States and two others overseas operate at the most sophisticated frontier. With this small
population of highly complex tools, the scientific community must remain vigilant in ensuring
that a diversity of approaches is supported and that efforts to compare model outputs do not yield
"groupthink" that tends to over-emphasize conventional wisdom while excluding fringe opinions
and outliers that are often the locus of scientific progress.

Second, we f’md that the integration of social science and natural science modeling
remains in infancy. We are concerned that the social sciences are poorly organized to bring their
insights to bear. Moreover, the main device for integrating the sciences--so-called "integrated
assessments"--are based almost solely on quantitative models that make it difficult for most of
the social sciences (except for economics) to participate in the debate. Policy analysis in this
context is therefore framed in highly stylized "ideal" policies that do not account for the quirks
and inefficiencies that arise when real policies are implemented by real political systems. That
problem leaves you and your successors in the position of making policy choices with highly
incomplete information about, costs, benefits and political consequences. For example, many of
the models used to quantify the costs of controlling emissions assume that power plants fired
with natural gas (which emits less CO2 than coal) or nuclear heat (which emits no CO2) will be
available when needed. Yet, in reality, the process of siting power plants and their infrastructure
such as reception facilities for liquefied natural gas or disposal facilities for nuclear waste can be
time consuming and costly. Political and legal experts have insights into these issues but, at
present, are largely absent from the quantitative debate about policy options.

Third, we note that the CCSP declares priorities but is strikingly silent on cost and value.
The plan contains no estimates of cost, and the administration’s normal budgeting process is
focused on an annual cycle that does not correspond with the CCSP’s ten year vision. Some
aspects of climate science--such as building, launching and operating satellites--are extremely
expensive and dominate the total investment in climate science.

We suggest that you direct your science adviser to convene a process to address these
concerns. That process would ensure that the scientific community is organized to make optimal
use of the increasingly costly monitoring and computer tools. It would also involve a more
active effort to assess the value of different scientific research programs for policy decisions,
which would make the process of se~ting research priorities more transparent. In the 14 years of
attempts to create an integrated federal budget and strategy for climate change there h~s never
been a serious effort to compare systematically the declared priorities of scientists and policy
makers, a sober assessment of investment value, and actual budgetary spending. Yet the size of
total spending on climate research is approaching $[2]b per year; future policy makers could
benefit substantially from a more rational budgeting strategy.

Adapting to a Changing Climate

The impact of a changing climate on American interests depends on the types of changes
that may occur and the ease with which we can adapt. Your assessment of these factors will
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have a large influence on your policy strategy. If you think that we are largely immune and
highly adaptive then the case for controlling emissions of greenhous~ gases is weakened.

The most comprehensive assessment of climate impacts on the United States is the
National Assessment of the Potential Consequences of the Potential Consequences of Climate
Variability and Change, produced as part of the 1990 Global Change Research Act and f’malized
late in 2000. The report assessed climate impacts in five climate-sensitive sectors, such as
agriculture and coastal zones, in twenty different regions of the United States. The report
complements a global assessment of climate impacts completed the same year by the
Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change.

The National Assessment concluded that it is highly likely that rising sea levels will
cause erosion of coastal wetlands. (Sea level rises because water expands when it warms; in
addition, the runoff from melting glaciers raises the volume of ocean water.) Warmer winter
temperatures are also likely to reduce snowpack, causing difficulties for watershed management
in regions where water resources are already tapped heavily. Alaska is likely to face special
difficulties since many roads and pipelines are built on permafrost that is a poor foundation when
it thaws. Across much of the United States higher heat indexes and more frequent heat waves
are also likely, imposing some costs on electric power systems needed to supply air conditioners.
Not all the news is bad, however. The study f’mds that agriculture and forestry are likely to
benefit from higher concentrations of CO2 (which causes plants to grow more rapidly), but
growing stress from heat and water could be harmful, especially to natural ecosystems that’are
less able to adapt than those that are actively managed by humans, such as crops. The impacts of
changing climate are likely to vary considerably across regions. For example, farmers already
working at the edge of the climatic zone for their crops will likely face the need to switch crops
or face losses. Soybean farming in the already warm southeastern United States is likely to
suffer, but new areas for cultivation may open in the far north where temperatures are presently
too low for soybeans. Under most scenarios, U.S. farmers and consumers would benefit from
higher crop yields and lower prices.

Over time, the United States and most other advanced industrialized countries have
become somewhat immune to climate. In 1850 about two-thirds of the U.S. economy depended
on the climatemfarming, forestry, hunting & fishing, and other "outdoors" activities could be hit
hard if climate took at turn for the worse. Today, only about 5% of U.S. economic activity is
affected directly by climate, although estimates of the indirect impacts range up to about one-
third of total economic output (i.e., about $3 trillion dollars per year). An increasing fraction of
the economy is essentially decoupled from climate and weather. We live in office buildings-with
climate control, fly in aircraft that land and take off in nearly Zero visibility, buy food and other
products on a world market that increasingly locates production where weather and other factors
are most favorable. In contrast, less wealthy societies--both the poor here in the United States
and the very poor in the developing world--are generally more vulnerable and less able to adapt.

Despite better climate-proofing, we are not .invulnerable. Estimates compiled by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) suggest that on average severe
weather events cause $1 lb in damages per year nationally. In outlier years, which may become
more common with climate change, single storms can cause tens of billions of dollars in damage.
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The assessed value of coastal real estate between Miami and Palm Beach alone is about $1
trillion--much of its value tied to the proximate ocean yet vulnerable to rising sea levels.

It is possible to reduce those losses. For example, better weather and climate forecasting
are already reducing vulnerabilities to "El Nifio," a natural climatic cycle that occurs every 2-5
years and affects the whole planet. It brings extreme weather to the United States and causes
crops to fail in Australia, Indonesia and elsewhere in southern Asia. The 1982-1983 E1 Nifio, the
strongest on record, caused abnormally high water levels on the Colorado river that threatened
the integrity of the Glen Canyon dam situated immediately above the Grand Canyon failure of
that dam, or others stressed by high water flows, could cause massive loss of life and cascading
dam failures downstream. The 1997-1998 E1 Nifio, normal by historical standards, caused $4.5
billion in total losses of crops and property in the United States alone.

Over the last 15 years governments and the private sector have developed sophisticated
weather forecasting tools that can now assign a high probability for the onset of E1 Nifio a year in
advance, making it possible to adjust water usage, crop choices, and other factors that fall easily
within human control. Equally important is the development of advanced agricultural
techniques, infrastructure management systems, and sundry other factors such as efficient water
.markets that reliably price scarci .ty. All of these measures to inoculate our economy against E1
Nifio have occurred quite apart from the threat of climate change, but they will aid our response
to climate impacts. Similar measures have emerged for essentially all other weather-related
hazards, such as tornadoes, intense storms, drought and flood.

As President you will be hard-pressed to identify many ways that the federal government
can be effectively accelerate the "climate proof’mg" of modem society. Most of the growing
immunity to climate is the result of development rather than active policy. However, we
highlight three areas where you might consider further action. First, you may want to make
additional efforts to ensure that potential future climate impacts are known by those whose
actions, today, can do the most to alleviate our future vulnerabilities. The need for information is
especially great in the planning and construction of costly, long-lived infras .t~’uctures, such as
bridges, power plants and water treatment plants located in coastal zones where sea level will
rise. Small changes adopted during today’s projects could greatly ease future adaptation.
Already much is underway. River managers are examining the risks from saltwater reaching the
public water supply intakes in cities such as Philadelphia. When Boston city planners revamped
the waterfront in the 1980s they allowed for a [two] foot rise in sea level in the design for new
sea walls and protection against storm surges. Compared with just a decade ago, most~ large
weather-sensitive infrastructures are planned in the United States with an eye to long-term
climate change.

Second, and related, is the need to promote institutions that will aid adaptation. Many
such institutions already exist, such as futures markets for agricultural products that aid in the
hedging of risks and encourage actors in the private sector to gain the information they need
about climate and weather impacts. There is remaining cause for concern, however, that
agricultural and water markets still fall far short of their efficient ideal. In the West, especially, a
plethora of distortions keep water from flowing to where it yields the greatest value. In
agriculture, the 2000 farm bill has probably set back the cause of creating an adaptive farm
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sector by locking into place centrally-determined crop choices and by distorting the value of
farm land. Your administration has announced its intention to roll back that farm program if a
similar deal can be struck with the European Union through the foundering talks in the World
Trade Organization. The long-term U.S. interest in creating an adaptive agricultural sectorn
quite apart from saving billions of dollars per year in price supportsmis additional reason to
pursue such a deal.

Third, many countries will press the United States to be accountable for the effects of
climate change in other countries, notably in the.developing world where exposure to climate is
greater and the ability to adapt is already thin. In India, for example, despite a thriving industrial
and service sector, roughly one-quarter of economic output (and two-thirds of all employment)
are linked to agriculture. You could invest in programs to assist these countries in adapting, such
as byhelping them to build modem weather forecasting systems. But the track record with these
programs is mixed, in part because it is very difficult to isolate "adaptation" projects from the
broader development of the whole economy. An alternative approach is not to invest in
adaptation-specific project~ at all but, rather, to assist these countries with their normal process
of economic development. Wealthier and more democratic societies are generally better able to
adapt on their own. Your administration’s new "Millennium Challenge Account" (MCA) is an
innovative approach to assisting countries that are most likely to use foreign aid for true
economic development. This program was not conceived as a strategy for climate-proof’rag, but
through development such programs may have a much larger effect in making .countries adaptive
to climate change than any policy that is specially targeted for that purpose.

It is probably not possible to achieve complete invulnerability to a changing climate. In
particular, you must decide how to weigh three types of hazards that may be difficult to manage.
If you assign importance to these scenarios then it will be hard to justify a policy that relies
mainly on adaptation to a changing climate rather than controlling emissions and mitigating the
climate problem at its root.

First, some countriesnmainly developing countries--will face enormous difficulty in
adaptation. Low lying nations, such as the archipelago of Vanuatu in the Pacific or large swaths
of coastal Bangladesh that sit barely a meter above sea level, face the specter of rising sea levels
with trepidation. Economically, it may be much less costly to move these populations (or ignore
their troubles)~ but as a matter of justice and politics that option may not be available.

Second, some climate hazards may be difficult or impossible to contain. For ex~ample,
many scientists have suggested that a warmer and wetter climate will facilitate malaria, yellow
fever, and other water-borne diseases. Industrialized countries have already brought these
diseases under control, and developing countries will probably do the same as they become
wealthier. However, it may prove difficult to prevent the spread of climate-linked diseases as
borders become more porous. One hundred years ago when the United States brought malaria
under control it was difficult for malarial patients to travel and re-infect a zone; today, every
major malarial zone in the world is less than 24 hours from the United States by airplane, and 40
million international air passengers arrive in the United States every year. Unlike property risks,
where insurance markets can respond rapidly to a change in danger, risks to human lives create
liabilities that require a whole generation for adjustment. The 1999 outbreak in New York of
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West Nile virus--a disease c~ried in birds that is transmitted by mosquito in a manner similar to
malaria--illustrated the dangers and underscored that the public is easily panicked. The virus
infected 62 people that year in New Yoxk and killed 7.

Third, and finally, it may be extremely difficult to adapt to the consequences of abrupt
climate changes--such as a rapid shift ~ the North Atlantic ocean circulation or the accelerated
melting of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. Better monitoring and gaming of these scenarios could
improve our adaptive capacity, but the dislocations could be so large that adaptation is not an
option.

Of these three points of vulnerability, we f’md that the third is most likely to affect U.S.
interests and security most directly. Yet the risks are most difficult to quantify. We expect that
these hazards will become an ever larger part of the public debate about how to respond to
climate change. The most likely consequences of a changing climate may not be much different
from other weather and environmental hazards to which modem society has adapted, but the
extreme scenarios are of a different character. They are politically salient and also a genuine
source of concern. Insofar as you weigh these risks heavily then it would be prudent to make a
substantial investment in controlling emissions.

Controlling Emissions

Whether and how you adopt policies to control emissions of greenhouse gases will be
politically the most visible and controversial aspect of your climate change policy strategy. Ever
since 1988, prominent Senators and Members of Congress have introduced bills to require
mandatory limits on emissions, although not one of those bills has attracted enough votes to pass.
In.2003, the Senate voted on a bill sponsored by Senators Lieberman and McCain, which would
have imposed caps on U.S. emissions of greenhouse gases. The bill lacked details--such as on
the method for allocating the extremely valuable emission credits--that would be needed to
make the proposed emission trading system operational. However, it did attract 43 positive
votes--"free votes," say many observers since nobody expected the bill to pass which suggests
that there is growing interest in adopting some sort of meaningful response to the threat of global

Prior to the vote on the Lieberman-McCain bill, the only other time that the full Senate
has voted on climate policy was the July 1997 resolution sponsored by Senators Byrd-.and. Hagel,
which passed 95-0. Intended to demonstrate U.S. resolve in advance of the f’mal negotiations on
the Kyoto Protocol that fall, the resolution declared that the Senate would not accept any treaty
that did not impose binding obligations on developing countries that were comparable to those
f~.~r t.he "..~. ":~ed States. That resolution cast a shadow over Kyoto, which did not impose any
obligation on developing countries, and has became a legislative Rorschach test. Now, those
who advocate limits on U.S, emissions including Senator Byrd himself--point to the report
adopted alongside the resolution, which emphasized the risks of a changing climate and the need
for action. Those who oppose limits point to the tersely worded resolution itself, which demands
of developing countries what they adamantly refuse to accept.
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Absent mandatory controls, since 1992 the federal government has had in place a
program to encourage private In’ms to make voluntary reductionsnalso known as "1605(b)"
after the section of the Energy Policy Act (EPAct) of 1992. In 2002, 228 entities reported
reductions totaling 265 million metric tons of CO2 equivalents (about 4% of actual gross U.S.
emissions that year). Many firms have participated in 1605(b) because they see it as a way to
gain public credit for reductions that they would have made anyway (or, in some cases, they have
made at very low cost). Many participants also appear to believe that acknowledged reductions
will also lead to future rewards, such as extra emission credits in some future emission trading
program.

Critics have savaged the voluntary 1605(b) program for its loose accounting standards.
(Much of that critique is now blunted by new accounting roles that your administration is putting
into place in 2004--indeed, they are so strict that some f’wms lament that it will be very difficult
to achieve registered projects.) Many conservatives remain critical of this scheme--and similar
state-level systems for registering emission reductions--because insofar as they offer an implicit
promise of future rewards they are, in effect, a back door strategy for implementing a soft cap on
emissions. Some of that criticism is rooted in the desire to avoid any _controls on emissions at
any time. Some of it is inspired by the realization that promises of handouts for early voluntary
emission reductions will, in essence, reward incumbent f’Lrm_s that know how to fill out the forms
and manipulate the bureaucracy. Alternative methods for allocating emission permits could be
much more efficient--for example, an auction of permits (as is done when allocating mobile
telephone licenses) would deliver the windfall value of these permits to the public owners of the
atmosphere rather than private firms that are talented at filling forms.

Designing Effective Emission Controls

Crafting a strategy for controlling emissions is a very complicated and potentially risky
task since it involves altering the metabolism of the industrial economymfossil fuels. Over the
last decade, successive administrations have examined four broad types of policies.

First, the government could make fuller use of voluntary programs. In addition to
1605(b), for example, the government could make more aggressive use of labeling and
informational programs. For example, EPA’s "Energy Star" program has had enormous success
in voluntarily convincing the manufacturers of computer monitors, VCRs, and other devices that
used to consume large amounts of power in "standby" mode to reduce this parasitic consumption
of power without much altering functionality. Without such programs, few consumers would
have been able to figure out on their own why their electricity bills were so high and identify and
install viable technological alternatives.

Many voluntary programs have focused on household energy decisions. All told, about
one-third of U.S. emissions come from households, and there is ample evidence that households
are especially far from the frontier of best practice in their usage of energy. Homeowners often
do not invest in even in the simplest and most cost-effective measures, such as adding insulation
and buying efficient appliances. The federal government and most states already have in place a
variety of programs to overcome these deficiencies, such as mandatory labeling of the energy
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efficiency and operating costs of most large appliances and energy audit programs that help
homeowners learn about their options. However, it is unclear whether there are additional
opportunities for low-cost emission controls through such programs. For example, many states
with regulated power utilities have allowed (or even mandated) utilities to work with customers
to f’md low-cost ways to limit demand for electricity and gas. These "demand side management"
programs have been inspired by the logic that it is often less costly for society to limit its use of
energy than to expand energy supply systems. Yet the actual record of these programs is mixed.
Some ha(,e been highly successful--especially those involving large energy users (e.g.,
substituting ultra-efficient heat pumps for traditional air conditioners) and those that require only
simple changes in end technologies (e.g., substituting efficient compact fluorescent lamps for
incandescent bulbs that use ten times the energy for the same light output). However, many of
these programs are justifiable only with low capital costs and dubious accounting allowed by
regulators and do not pass normal market tests.

The mixed record with voluntary programs and the lack of visible progress in controlling
emissions has led many observers to argue that a mandatory program for controlling emissions is
necessary.

Second~ you could develop a policy of controlling emissions through direct regulation,
such as mandatory energy efficiency standards. Already government imposes many energy
efficiency standards; their effectiveness and economic merits are hotly contested. For example,
in 1972 the average U.S. refrigerator consumed 1800 kilowatt hours (kwh) per year. Through a
successive series of binding standards first in California and then nationwide--power
consumption has declined to about 500 kwh per year, even as the average size of refrigerators
has increased and functionality such as through-the-door ice and water service has risen. It is
difficult to disentangle the effect of higher electricity prices, awareness of energy issues, and
autonomous innovation within the refrigerator business from the specific effect of tightening
efficiency standards, but many experts argue that such standards are proof that government can
and should force technological change through binding rules on equipment suppliers.

The single largest effect of government energy efficiency standards on total energy
consumption and emissions of greenhouse gases is in personal vehicles. Ever since 1975 the
United States has set standards that require each major vehicle manufacturer to achieve a
minimum average level of efficiency for the fleet of cars and light trucks they sell--the so-called
Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards. These standards, along with higher
gasoline prices, explain why during the 1980s total emissions from personal vehicles actually
declined even as the total distance traveled by cars and trucks rose steadily every year. Only in
the 1990s did emissions and total fuel consumption resume their rise--partly because the
efficiency standards for new cars have been largely stagnant since 1985 and notably because new
tastes of wealthier consumers favored less efficient "light trucks" over "passenger cars." Today,
the CAFE standards are 27.5 miles per gallon (mpg) for cars and 20.7 mpg for trucks. (The
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, which administers the CAFE program, has
raised light truck standards to 22.2 mpg for the model year 2007.) The category of"light trucks"
includes nearly all minivans, crossover vehicles such as DaimlerChrysler’s PT Cruiser, and all
SUVs--, today, 36% of registered vehicles are "light trucks." About [8%] of personal vehicle
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sales are trucks that weigh more than 8500 pounds and therefore not even subject to the
relatively lax fuel economy standards for light trucks.

In 2002 the National Research Council issued a report showing that it was possible to
increase fuel economy for new passenger cars and trucks by about 50% over the next decade,
with little impact on vehicle safety. They also recommended eliminating the bureaucratic
distinction between "cars" and "light trucks," which is a vestige of much earlier policies that
aimed to exempt short-haul industrial vehicles from being subjected to the same strict fuel
economy standards for passenger cars~ In that era, higher weights were essential and lawmakers
wanted to avoid imposing hardship on already strapped small firms and farmers. That era,
however, is largely over.

There are ample opportunities to make greater use of direct regulation. We find,
however, that most firms and economists are unified in their belief that direct regulation is
excessively costly. For example, strict energy efficiency standards force consumers to spend
capital on efficiency features that they otherwise would not select; more costly vehicles cause
consumers to delay purchases, which in turn probably makes the vehicle fleet older and perhaps
less efficient than it would be otherwise.

Third, you could pursue a market-based policy that relies on taxing emissions--often
called a "carbon tax" since carbon dioxide is the main greenhouse gas. The tax sends a price
signal to firms and households, encouraging them to reduce emissions. As economic policy it is
attractive because the tax does not require the economy to cap its emissions at a particular level
in any particular year. With a tax you know the cost that your policy imposes on the economy;
unlike a policy that caps emissions (which we discuss below) there is little risk that your policy
could accidentally impose a cost on the economy that is higher than Americans are willing to

The central problem with this approach is its political difficulty. The last Presidential
effort to create a broad-based tax on fossil fuels was the Clinton Administration’s ill-fated "BTU
tax" that was part of his 1993 economic recovery package. Although the proposed tax was very
small (about [4] cents per gallon of gasoline, which is less than the typical variation in fuel prices
during the summer driving season), voters and most in Congress hated the measure. The
conventional wisdom from that debacle is that direct regulation and other stealth measures are
politically much easier to pass than higher taxes. Arguably, however, the failure of the BTU tax
stemmed from the lack of any clear purpose for the measure and the absence of a coherent
strategy for utilizing the revenues from the tax. Given your visible stand against most other
taxes, even with a clear articulation it would be extremely difficult to organize the votes needed
to pass such a policy. In addition to these carr~.~.~ ,,91itical reasons to avoid taxes, many
environmental groups abhor the tax approach because its effect on emissions is uncertain.
Emission caps, by contrast, make it clear what the economy must deliver for the environment.

Taxes also present special problems for international coordination. If you impose a
meaningful tax on the United States you will want to ensure that other countries impose similar
measures on their firms as well. In practice, though, countries that have already adopted carbon
taxes riddle them with loopholes and special exceptions to reward politically powerful groups
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and to reduce the real costs of compliance. A coordinated international approach based on
taxation would require complementary rules to limit these practices, and such rules would be
difficult to enforce. Indeed, similar types of disciplines on tax policy exist in the WTO, where
despite sophisticated enforcement institutions it has been very difficult to assure compliance.
(The same criticism about the difficulty of international coordination also applies to voluntary
and mandatory regulations. Indeed,. whenrtlae European Union proposed building the Kyoto
Protocol around long menus of voluntary and binding policies, the United States vehemently
argued that the approach would be inefficient and impossible to monitor.)

The problems with the preceding policy options have led most analysts and politicians to
focus on a fourth option--a market-based "cap and trade" system. In this scheme, each nation
would adopt a binding cap on its total emissions. The nation would then allocate emission
credits within its borders--probably far "upstream" at power plants, mines, oil wells, and other
users of fossil fuels that cause emissions of greenhouse gases. (A "downstream" system could be
impossibly costly to administer since millions of firms and households would hold emission
credits.) Firms would then be free to trade these credits, which would ensure that actual
emission controls are applied where it is cheapest. The United States has successfully used such
"cap and trade" systems in phasing out lead in gasoline and in controlling emissions of sulfur
dioxide, the leading cause of acid rain. This vision for a cap and trade system is alreadybuilt
into the Kyoto Protocol, mainly from the insistence of the United States government.

Political and Economic Considerations in the Design of an Emission Trading System

Our deliberations focused extensively on ways to design a cap and trade system for the
United States and how to couple that system with trading opportunities in other nations. The
issues are exceedingly complex. If you decide to proceed with a cap and trade system we
recommend that you convene an inter-agency process to develop proposals in detail. For now,
we highlight five important issues that you should keep in mind as you contemplate your policy
strategy for climate change.

First, an emission trading system offers opportunity for political arbitrage. The permits
that are allocated under this system are extremely valuable and can be used to blunt opposition
and reward politically powerful constituencies. When the Congress crafted the 1990 Clean Air
Act it awarded most of the sulfur emission credits to existing emitters, the interest group that
would have been most adamant in opposing emission controls. Studies show that awarding just
ten percent of carbon emission permits to the hardest hit stakeholders---coal mining firms in
particularmcould make them whole and blunt their opposition. We question the economic
efficiency of a scheme that diverts large resources through an ailing industrymrather than
allowing the market itself to determine coal’s fate~but as a matter of political expediency such
allocations are probably unavoidable. Your economic advisers will urge you to auction the
permits, as is done in a large number of other areas where the government leases a public good
for private purposes (e.g., radio spectrum for cellphones). Using standard methods for
calculating asset values, the total value of U.S. emission credits would be in the range of $1
trillion, making this the largest allocation of public property since the opening of the American
West.
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Second, creating an effective trading system is akin to inventing a new form of money--
the carbon credit. Already several entities have created pilot programs to trade credits and prove
the merit of the concept. For example, the Chicago Climate Exchange opened in December 2003
for trading between 19 North American entities who have agreed to reduce their emissions
voluntarily; at present, carbon futures are trading for less than $1 per ton--an extremely low
level that reflects the lack of any meaningful incentive to control emissions in the U.S. economy.
Similar pilot efforts are taking shape in Massachusetts and New Hampshire; the European Union
has created a binding trading system for large industrial sources that will begin operation in
2005.

The value of this new currency will be a function of the number in circulation and the
rules that govern exchange. Following this analogy, we f’md that a poorly designed trading
System could not only fail to address the environmental problem but could also cause harm to the
U.S. economy. Mindful of these risks, we urge you to develop a careful strategy for deciding
which nations should be allowed inside the trading system.

On the one hand, it is useful to involve as many countries as possible in the trading
system because that offers the greatest potential gains from trade. Pilot projects have already
proved that flexibility in the geography of emission control can cut costs dramatically. For
example, American Electric Powermthe largest coal-burning U.S. electric utilitymhas
demonstrated that it is less costly to limit net emissions to the atmosphere by protecting a
rainforest in Bolivia than to control emissions from its existing power plants located in the US.
Gas companies in western Europe and pipeline companies in Japan are exploring ways to get
credit for investing in better pipelines and compressors on the .gas transmission system in
Russia--Gazprom, Russia’s gas monopoly, welcomes this approach because it would attract
badly needed investment in its crumbling gas transmission system, and the western f’LrmS see it as
an opportunity to enter the Russian gas market and control emissions at much lower cost than in
the already tight and efficient systems they operate at home.

On the other hand, the countries that have the greatest opportunity for low cost emission
controls--developing countries as well as Russia and Ukraine--are those that have the weakest
internal institutions and thus are least likely to be able to monitor and enforce the system. In
effect, countries with weak institutions will be printing excessive quantities of this new cun’ency,
degrading the value of the scrip held by all others and causing higher emissions that undermine
the scheme’s environmental objectives. No durable currency has ever sprung forth by’starting
with large numbers of highly diverse agents in the absence of strong institutions that are essential
to protecting the currency value. It is useful to keep in mind the experience in Europe with
creation of the Euro. In that case, 12 countries created a common currency within an existing
context of strong collective institutions, independent courts, a strong administrative bureaucracy,
and a new central bank. Even then, the transition has been far from seamlessbthe EMU was
reluctant to penalize France and Germany even though in 2003 both countries failed to comply
with limits on their budget deficits and thus, in essence, siphoned value from compliant
members. Doing all this in the context of much weaker international law with countries such as
Russia and most of the developing countries that question the need for any emission controls is
daunting.
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The analogy with creating a currency suggests that it would be better to build a market
from the "bottom up" rather than attempt to create an international trading system with
centralized Kyoto-style rules that work "top down." Countries that care most about the
environmental problem at hand would establish their own trading systems (currencies) and
enforcement rules. Then portals (exchanges) between the systems would be established
according to bilateral consent. Thus countries could control their exposures to poor enforcement
and excessive allocation by deciding where they open portals. Preserving the original identity of
emission credits the market could assess the integrity (value) of different national emission
permits. (In contrast, the Kyoto rules envision co-mingling all emission credits such that once
they are traded a permit is assured full face value.) Inspired by the early years of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), members in this bottom-up regime might also create
international rules of mutual recognition, reciprocity and most favored nation arrangements that
ensure that those who accept the strictm’es of core trading arrangements gain the benefit of
access to all markets that are part of the regime. Enforcement would rest principally with
member states and the market, which would value each country’s scrip individually, just as
currency markets assign different and varying values to Dollars, Yen, Euros and Rupees.

This bottom-up approach can’t be sustained forever. As the number of parties grows
there will be a need for better central coordination and multilateral enforcement systems. But
that is a topic for the distant future. Indeed, the architects of the GATT did not create any
provisions for multilateral enforcement; a system of "dispute panels" arose within the GATT
system. Only today, more than fifty years after the modest creation of the GATT, has an
effective enforcement system.arisen through experience, learning and the creation of institutional ’
arrangements such as the WTO.

Your view of the urgency of the climate problem will have a large effect on how you
strike this balance between including many nations versus starting with a small number of like-
minded countries that already have strong institutions in place. If you think that substantial
controls on emissions are necessary and urgent then a global approach involving most or all
nations is important since you must gain leverage over the majority of world emissions. If you
think that we have several decades (or longer) to develop an effective emission control system
then you can afford to pursue a policy strategy that starts much smaller and evolves from the
bottom up.

This small "bottom up" process may require that you open a dialogue with other like-
minded or important countries through an institution that is smaller and more flexible than the
United Nations. Periodically, this issue has arisen on the G8 agenda, but it has not had much
staying power and the G8 does not include any major developing countries. Several regional
forums involve industrialized and developing countries; however, none of them is appropriate as
the foundation for a global strategy. It may be useful to resurrect the G20 forum of f’mance
ministers---established originally in the wake of the Asian f’mancial crisis to aid coordination of
policies across the major industrialized and developing countries. In addition to providing a
forum with participation of a limited number of important countries, that forum would also
centrally engage f’mance ministers who have been largely absent from efforts to create an
effective climate regime as environment and foreign ministries are dominant in the Kyoto world.
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Third, even if you employ a well-designed market-based system of emission trading there
are many potential economic risks. Most important is the magnitude and timing of the cut.
Modest cuts in emissions--such as a 5 to 10% cut below the trajectory of emissions over a
decade or longer--probably pose few risks for the economy. Firms and households will respond
with low-cost, minor changes in technology and practice; an emission trading system will allow
flexibility in exactly where the economy makes the reduction. The timing of deeper cuts,
however, requires greater care. Roughly half of U.S. emissions come from a capital stock that
has a lifetime of approximately 25 years or longer--such as power plants and steel mills. This
stock turns over slowly. Tight limits imposed with little warning over a short period could
require the owners simply to abandon these facilities, which would sharply inflate costs. Yet
such premature retirement of capital equipment would offer few environmental benefits since the
climate change problem itself is caused by the slow accumulation of greenl~ouse gases in the
atmosphere. The amount’of warming is more sensitive to the trajectory of emissions over time
than to the exact timing of emission controls.

There are no precise map to the timing and cost of emission controls. The previous.
administration commissioned two studies through the Department of Energy on this question and
received diametrically opposed answers. One, a survey of national laboratories, found that many
emission control technologies were already available for rapid and deep emission controls
(perhaps up to [40%]) at little or no cost. The other relied on macroeconomic models and
suggested that more modest cuts such as those implied in the Kyoto Protocol could cost hundreds
of billions of dollars.

We note that long-lived capital assets are typically much more responsive to policy
incentives than suggested by their old nameplates. The White House, for example, is two
centuries old; yet throughout the building you find modem conveniences and energy-efficient
equipment from computers to refrigerators that were unavailable when John and Abigail Adams
took up residency in 1800. The nation’s oldest fossil fuel power plants that are connected to the
grid date to the 1920s, but inside the brick walls the facilities have little in common with flapper-
era technology. However, we also note that those who have argued that rapid and deep emission
cuts are feasible often fail to recognize that technologies do not automatically appear where they
are needed. Rather, technological change is encumbered by the organizations and networks that
must evolve alongside any transformation of the whole system. Consider passenger and freight
transportation, which accounts for about one-quarter of all U.S. emissions of greenhouse gases.
Beyond the 10-15 year lifetime of new cars, another five years is typically needed to d6velop a
new line of new products, and still longer is required for testing and acceptance of truly radical
new technologies. Ultra-efficient hybrid engine vehicles, for example, fast appeared in the U.S.
market in 1999; yet four years later they account still for only 0.3% of new vehicles sold in the
United States and a much smaller fraction of the total passenger-miles driven in the United
States. As a rule, complete transformation of the energy system takes about five decades. The
shift to automobiles as the dominant mode of transportation in the United States required
building new infrastructures (roads), head-to-head competition with the incumbents (rail cars and
horses), and a complete shift in fueling systems from solid coal and hay to liquid oil-based
products. Few pondered in the 1880s--when personal cars entered the U.S. market as weekend
toys for the super-richmthe slow pace of diffusion of automobile technology nor how pervasive
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they would eventually become. The New York vehicle census found that cars outnumbered
horses for the f’trst time only in 1912--and New York’s rich population was at the forefront of
this transportation revolution. Yet today horses play essentially no role in mobility. We are also
mindful that analysts often overstate the potential of new technologies, forgetting that for every
transformation traced to an original technological seed there have been dozens of false starts that
never flowered--such as [Ford’s] amphibious car that had promised to allow seamless
interconnection between road and waterway mobility.

If you impose an excessively tight cap on U.S. emissions while the international trading
system is in its infancy you could repeat the experience with Kyoto in which an unrealistic cap
forced the United States to consider either a politically unrealistic shell game of purchasing
credits from Russia or simply exiting the regime. One solution to this problem is to create a
"safety valve" in the trading systemma mechanism that allows the government to issue
additional emission credits at an agreed price. In effect, this "valve" would limit the price of the
emission credits and would make a cap and trade system behave like a tax if the cost of
compliance rose higher than expected--if, for example, f’Lrms did not have enough time. to meet a
stringent cap on emissions with the normal turnover of the capital stock.

Fourth, in developing your climate strategy you should be aware that many gases trap
heat and cause changes in climate. Carbon dioxide is a relatively weak gas, but it is emitted in
such prodigious quantities that it accounts for most of the current and expected future change in
climate. Methane, by contrast is a much stronger greenhouse gas but the volume emitted is tiny
compared with CO2. Whereas CO2 lingers a century or so in the in the atmosphere, methane
survives in the atmosphere for just a decade. Thus efforts to control methane will have a rapid
effect on climate but little impact on the long-term. Scientists have developed indexes that
account for these different effects, allowing for crude conversion of different gases into common
units--typically measured in "carbon dioxide equivalents."

In 2002, the gross U.S. emission of greenhouse gases totaled 6.9 billion metric tons of
CO2-equivalents. Of that total, 84% was from CO2 itself; the rest was as methane (9%), nitrous
oxide (5%), and other gases (2%). Offsetting those gross emissions was the absorption of CO2
by U.S. forests and croplands, estimated at perhaps as high as 1 billion tons of CO2. (Nobody is
quite sure how much carbon is absorbed on United States territory. Some studies suggest that
the quantity is extremely large because U.S. forests are still rebounding from massive
deforestation in the 19th century.)

In principle, any effort to control emissions should set broad goals and then leave f’n-ms
and households to t’md the emissions that are least costly to control. For example, f’mm such as
the sanitation giant Waste Management have discovered that it is inexpensive to control methane
from landfills by adopting new technologies to contain and manage landf’fll gas. The gas is so
rich in methanemwhich is also the main ingredient in natural gas--that the land_f’fllers have been
able to sell the gas and make a profit. By encouraging the search for such innovative low-cost
solutions, a multi-gas strategy can be cheaper than policies that focus on just one gas (e.g., CO2)
or even on just one activity (e.g., emissions from large electric power plants). In practice,
however, many of these gases and activities are difficult to monitor, and thus you must balance a
comprehensive approach against the cost and difficulty of its administration. Faced with exactly
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this challenge, the European Union, which is developing the world’s first international system
for trading emission credits, has opted initially to restrict emission controls just to CO2 from
burning fossil fuels at industrial sources--allowing other sources to enter the system later.

You should be aware that a controversy is brewing within the scientific community about
the role of soot in climate change. Soot can absorb heat on its own, which contributes to climate
change. Soot particles also accelerate the formation of certain types of clouds that may also
boost climate warming. Indeed, there is a measurable increase in cloudiness downwind of major
industrial soot sources; particulates from dirty marine engines explain why major shipping lanes
are cloudier than their less traveled counterparts. Whether these clouds amplify or dampen
warming remains disputed. Other sources of tiny particles--such as dust storms--also influence
climate in uncertain ways. Partly in response to criticism about your withdrawal from the Kyoto
process, your administration launched a Climate Change Research Initiative in June 2001 with
the goal, especially, of enhancing research on the effects of soot and other particulates on
climate.

If soot proves’to be a major cause of climate change then several important policy
consequences will follow. It will be additionally important to allow for flexibility in emission
controls because limiting the emission of soot is probably much less costly than many of the
other available options for controlling CO2 and other greenhouse gases. It is also important to
recognize that the world economy is likely to regulate much soot on its own because of its link to
local air pollution. With development, households and societies invest in environmental
protection. If soot is considered a major cause of current and future warming then the U.S. share
of the blame for climate change is likely to decline a bit. Nobody knows exactly where the
world’s soot comes from. Developing countries are likely to account for a large share as they
tend to disproportionately use the older technologies--from primitive home cookstoves to coal-
f’n’ed power plants that lack the technologies that remove soot particles before they are ejected
from the smokestack. In the extreme case, perhaps the United States’ share of greenhouse gases
would decline from one-quarter to one-sixth. More likely is that our share of total warming
would change by only a fe~v percentage points, if that.

Fifth, the metrics that are used to measure progress could have a large impact on the cost
of compliance. In most countries, and in the Kyoto Process, goals have been set in terms of the
volume of emissions--tons of CO2 equivalents per year. Those terms often make the United
States look like a poor performer, as we account for about one-quarter of the world’s total
emissions, which is hardly surprising since the United States also accounts for about 6he-quarter
of the world’s economic activity. The second-largest emitter (China) is quite far behind, with
only 13%. After that follows Russia (7%), Japan (5%), India (4%) and then many others spaced
closely together.

Volumetric measures are also problematic as instruments for policy because they leave
the United States and other countries exposed to unintended consequences. Over the short term,
the greatest single factor in determining emissions in the United States has been the size of the
economy; when the U.S. economy grew rapidly in the late 1990s so did our emissions, making
the Kyoto targets increasingly beyond the American grasp. By setting obligations in terms of the
total volume of emissions, Kyoto unwittingly appeared to put environmental protection into
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direct conflict with economic growth. Indeed, when measured in terms of emission volumes the
advanced industrialized countries that have performed best have done so by halting economic
activities. Germany has shut factors in East Germany; Luxembourg, which achieved the deepest
percentage cut in emission volumes of any industrialized nation in the 1990s, owes its success to
closing a major steel plant and relying more heavily on imported (rather than domestically .
generated) electricity.

When you announced your climate change policy in February 2002 you therefore adopted
the measure of "greenhouse gas intensity"---~eratio of emissions to the size of the economy.
Figure 1 shows this measure for some key countries and reveals that the United States is in the
pack. Our carbon intensity is about 210 grams of carbon emitted per dollar of economic output.
Japan and France rest at about two-thirds that value, reflecting aggressive energy efficiency
policies and high energy prices as well as large sources of carbon-free nuclear power in both
countries’ energy systems. By this measure, many developing countries actually appear worse
than the United States--China’s official statistics suggest a carbon intensity of around 300 gC/$. "
South Africa has among the highest carbon intensities with 400 gC/$, as its heavy mining and
industrial economy is based on the least costly electricity in world.--nearly all of it powered by
carbon-intensive coal. India’s carbon intensity is about the same level as the United States, but
the level is rising due to industrialization of the Indian economy. (These values are computed by
converting different economic data into common dollar units using "purchasing power parities,"
which account for the higher purchasing power of money in developing countries. Use of market
exchange rates would give developing countries much higher carbon intensities than the United
States and other industrial economies.)

Carbon Intensity of Major Economies
700

400

o
196o

lo00 United States                  "

United States

1970 1980 1990 ¯ 2000

Figure 1: The Carbon Intensity of Selected Industrial and Developing Economies (grams
of carbon emitted as CO2 per dollar of economic output).
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So far, the United States is the only major country to focus on intensity as the measure of
responsibility and progress. Two factors explain why others have not followed your lead. First,
the 18% target that you announced iswidely seen as lacking ambition. The U.S. intensity
peaked in 1922 and has been declining at about 18% per decade ever since. (See the inset to
figttre 1.) Second, intensity is a convenient measure only in countries where the energy system is
changing slowly and in favorable ways. In some countries, intensity measures are actually more
volatile than total emissions, especially when the economy (the denominator in the intensity
measure) changes abruptlymwhen the Soviet Union collapsed, for example, intensity rose
sharply because the economy shrank more than total consumption of energy. Nor will all
countries accept the premise that carbon intensity should decline over time. Brazil, for example,
has traditionally relied on carbon free hydroelectric power and has had an extremely low and
stable carbon intensity (about 80 gC/$); now that most hydro sites are occupied and Brazil has
seen the cost of blackouts in dry years; the government is encouraging new fossil fuel powered
plants. Although a new pipeline from Bolivia as well as recent gas f’mds offshore Rio has made
it possible to use ultra clean gas in these new plants, Brazil’s carbon intensity is nonetheless
rising.

Many developing countries favor per-capita measures of responsibility, which make them
look favorable as their populations are large and their emissions are relatively low. China’s per-
capita emissions are only one-tenth those of the United States. Some academics and a few
diplomats from developing countries have favored an approach that focuses on historical
responsibility, which would hold each nation accountable not only for its current emissions but
also the accumulated concentrations that are still lingering in the atmosphere from their past
emissions. That historical approach would assign responsibility for about one-third of today’s to
the United States, while developing countries (whose emissions have risen only recently) would
account for only a small share. Such proposals are harmful to the United States’ interests since
they imply that we have already spent a larger share of our part of the atmospheric budget.

Investing in New Technologies

To the extent that you think climate change is a problem that merits limiting future
emissions you will need to consider the special role for technology policy. Adopting a credible
limit on total emissions will send a strong signal to innovators. However, the technolbgies that
will be needed probably will not arrive autonomously. Some will be very risky or expensive,
making them prohibitive for private f’m-ns to adopt. Many of the key innovations will be difficult
to appropriate, which is an additional reason f.3.." ..’?ub!’.’.: ~nvestment.

To give you a sense of the magnitude of the technological task, consider that the entire
world’s economy today is powered with about 14 trillion watts (terawatts) of primary energy. Of
that, about one-quarter emits essentially no greenhouse gasesmmainly nuclear power and
hydroelectricity, but also much smaller quantities of wind power and tiny amounts of solar
power. ~ Over the next fifty years, total world energy consumption may rise to about 35 TW; if, at
the same time, the world decides to stabilize atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide at 550
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parts per million (about twice the pre-industrial level) then the amount of carbon free power must
rise nearly five fold. In other words, by 2050 the total amount of zero carbon power supply must
exceed the total power supply of all forms on Earth today. Historically, the supply of carbon-
free technologies has grown at only about 0.3% per year faster than the total energy supply, and
at that rate perhaps only 10 TW of carbon free power will be available in 2050; this historical
rate of "decarbonization" is not even fast enough to prevent total emissions of CO2 from rising in
the future.

There are many options available, from advanced nuclear plants to new wind turbines and
perhaps exotic energy forms such as satellites tethered in space that beam power collected from
the sun back to Earth. None of these technologies, however, is ready to deploy in the large
quantities needed. As you consider whether and how the federal government could play a role,
you should be aware that there is a long and checkered history of U.S. policy intervention in the
invention and deployment of new technologies. That history suggests four lessons that can guide
your thinking.

First, there are many examples of technological spinoffs from government programs.
Fuel cells,’ which convert hydrogen .fuel into emission-free electricity and could become the
backbone of a zero-carbon "hydrogen economy" are the byproduct of academic tinkering in the
19th century applied in the space program. Transistors, the Interact and many other technologies
embedded into today’s economy and society are accidental offshoots of governmental programs
and private tinkering that, originally, were directed at other goals. Who thought, in the 1960s
when the defense department supported packet switching partly with the goal of creating an
invulnerable communications system that could withstand the rigors of nuclear war, that the
resulting Intemet would become a self-managing utility that today is a backbone of the modem
economy? These spinoffs are often used to justify open-ended technology programs on the faith
that something useful will appear from the investment. That faith-based approach to technology
policy is very dangerous since it is hard to predict, a priori, which programs will be most
effective.

Second, the desire for grand solutions to grand problems will yield political pressures for
grand projects--a new "Manhattan Project" or "Apollo Program" to eliminate carbon. Such
analogies are dangerous. Neither the construction of the first nuclear weapon nor putting a man
on the moon required much attention to cost, and both were implemented within hierarchical
military-style organizations. In contrast, completely transforming the economy will re~luire
enormous sensitivity to the cost and ease of transition--especially if developing countries are to
be enticed down low-carbon pathways. And the transition will occur within a market that
operates most efficiently without hierarchical regulatory instructions.

The record of grand energy technology programs is checkered and generally not
encouraging. Even programs that have been successful in creating new technologies have often
failed the test of markets. Through the nuclear submarine program of the U.S. Navy, the U.S.
government provided most of the seed funding for light water reactors; that support, along with
the regulated utilities that bought most reactors explain why nuclear power rapidly diffused into
widespread use in the electric power system. But those same protections also sheltered nuclear
technology for too long from commercial considerations. Even more than the 1979 accident at
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Three Mile Island, the obscene and growing cost of reactors killed the industry. The potential for
commercial improvement is evident in today’s more competitive electric power market--new
owners of reactors have found many innovative ways to squeeze about one-fifth more electricity
from their plants than was typical under the old regulated environment. Perhaps the worst
failures in energy technology programs were the multi-billion dollar efforts inspired by the oil
crises of 1973 and 1979. A massive clean coal technology program, designed to make greater
use of U.S. coal resources, was laden with special interests; politics, rather than market potential,
drove the choice of technologies. These political tendencies rise as the programs become more
visible and costly. It is hard to square the need for widgets in every Congressional district with
the need for nimble, efficient and ruthless technological choices.

The standard lesson from these programs is to avoid prematurely selecting "winners."
However, it is difficult to put that advice into practice, and you should be wary of policy
proposals that claim they will not anoint the early sprinters or political ponies. Managers of
these programs find it relatively easy to avoid picking winners at the earliest basic research
stages because supporting a portfolio is relatively inexpensive. The real problem arises when
technologies become sufficiently mature that a demonstration project is necessary. Almost
always, industrial scale demonstration of energy systems is very costly and thus it is impossible
to afford a large portfolio of projects. Today’s conventional solution to this problem is to require
reviews by outside experts, which can help avoid projects that are certain failures but often are
unable to exert the subtle scrutiny that is needed throughout the management of successful
projects.

Another standard remedy to this problem is to require private sector co-financing. The
logic for these parmerships is that.the private sector can help select the most promising
technologies and is unlikely to risk its money on poor prospect. The Partnership for a New
Generation of Vehicles (PNGV), a program adopted in the 1990s with the goal of enticing each
U.S.-based auto manufacturer to produce an 80 mile per gallon prototype car, adopted this
approach to sharing costs and following industry leadership (with outside expert review) in
selecting technology pathways. The result was that PNGV followed paths that industrial parmers
probably would have followed on their own anyway--with PNGV, however, their research was
in effect subsidized. Yet the effort inside the PNGV program to draw a line between pre-
commercial (public) research and commercial (private) research meant that useful findings were
immediately appropriated by the private investor. Added to these woes was the fact that the 80
mpg target bore little relation to realistic efficiency goals. While U.S. manufacturers toiled
within PNGV, Japanese manufacturers Honda and Toyota created hybrid cars with arrund 40 to
45 mpg that had the useful attribute that real people could afford to purchase them, and real
people could actually drive them on real roads.

Not all these partnership technology programs have been disasters. The U.S..govemment
created Sematech, a partnership with U.S. semiconductor manufacturers that has proved
profitable and probably stemmed the decline of U.S.-based semiconductor fabrication. (At the
time, halting that loss was seen as a strategic goal for the economy and national security, which
made Congress willing to appropriate the necessary funds.) The enterprise with the strongest
record is the Defense Department’s Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), which
deploys a large fund across a portfolio of innovative but risky prospects. Like a venture
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capitalist, DARPA expects that only a few will yield social payments--but the ones that do work
pay for the entire portfolio. DARPA has thrived because of its connection to the defense agenda
and the fact that most of its innovations have not required tests of commercial viability. If you
adopt a technology policy that implies large amounts of spending on particular technologies--
"winners"--you should consider the DARPA model rather than the moon shot or Manhattan
project.

Third, it is very difficult to draw boundaries around the field of "energy" or "climate"
technology. No field of scientific and technological research dominates the supply of plausible
ideas for a carbon-free energy system--new concepts can be found in high energy physics, most
fields of engineering, and chemistry. Biology is even a contender, as.genetically engineered
microbes could be jiggered to produce hydrogen; the hot field of nanotechnology also holds
promise, and microscopic carbon tubes could prove to be effective hydrogen storage devices.
Unable to pick the best frontier at the outset, it might be best to pursue a broad sprinkling of
resources earmarked only loosely for "carbon free energy" and "ultra efficient energy systems"
through existing basic science institutions--at NSF, DOE, and (to a lesser degree) NIH. Over
the last twenty years, U.S. spending on basic science has risen on average [8%] per year, and
there is strong bipartisan support for science.

Fourth, the nature of radical and novel technologies as a public good suggests the need.
for close attention to international coordination. Whereas international coordination on
controlling emissions of greenhouse gases is difficult because a large number of countries with
highly disparate interests must be engaged, coordination on an international technology agenda is
probably much easier. The United States, Japan and the core group of large European nations
together account for about 85% of world spending on R&D. All these nations already share a
common (though not identical) interest in addressing the problem of climate change, and all have
well-developed public institutions for administering collective research programs. There is a
long history of collaboration on basic research programs, from joint experiments in the
atmosphere, oceans and in Antarctica; these nations also collaborate on multi-billion dollar
scientific facilities, such as CERN (a high energy physics facility on the French/Swiss border,)
and ITER (the next generation of facilities that aims to demonstrate scientifically and
economically viable nuclear fusion, for which a location has not been selected but sites in Japan
and France are on the short list).

The more aggressive your technology policy on climate change the greater the,need for
international collaboration. At present, there is almost no international collaboration on energy
R&D, except in a few special areas marked by extremely expensive facilities (e.g., ITER) or a
long history of international coordination (e.g., advanced fission nuclear reactors). The main
international program in this area is managed by the International Energy Agency and consists of
little more than governments declaring their own greenhouse gas R&D programs and exchanging
broad reports with an international secretariat. Rarely do international collaborations lead to the
point of international collective funding; however, even efforts to achieve a coordinated research
plan and strategy could be beneficial.

The need for international coordination may be especially great for reasons that will be
difficUlt for you to acknowledge publicly. Some technologies are so risky or stigmatized that
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they can’t be developed in the advanced, industrialized world. In crop engineering, for example,
Europe has slipped far behind the world s top innovators because of public concern about the
technology--those concerns could spill over into genetic engineering that may be useful for
novel energy systems. In nuclear power, even the industrialized countries that have most
embraced that technol0gymJapan and France--f’md it ever harder to deploy new reactors.
Interestingly, these facts have created niches for developing countries. One of the promising
new reactor designs is currently being developed by the South African electric power utility
Eskom. China appears to have reached the #2 spot Oust behind the United States) in crop genetic
engineering due to a combination of generous government support for R&D, some pilfering of
western intellectual property, and notably a public that is not opposed (or not allowed to oppose)
field testing and growing of the novel strains.

Your administration has already developed a technology strategy that incorporates many
of these lessons. The Climate Change Technology Program (CCTP) gives particular attention to
two major projects. One involves co-funding (with industry) the FutureGen power plantDa
highly innovative project that would gasify coal and produce electricity while sequestering the
CO2 underground. This plant builds on earlier experiences with Integrated Combined Cycle
Gasification (IGCC), such as at the Washbash River Power Plant. Not only is this a promising
way to decouple electricity production from the emission of CO2 while allowing us to continue
burning America’s enormous coal reserves, but IGCC is also a promising export market. IGCC
plants are much more efficient than standard pulverized coal plants, and other nations will
demand this technology as they face constraints on carbon. The other major element of your
technology investment is in hydrogen--notably the FreedomCAR initiative (joint with U.S.
automobile manufacturers) to produce hydrogen-powered cars as part of a shift to a hydrogen
energy system. For these and other initiatives, including tax incentives for adoption of new
technologies, your FY04 budget request includes $4b.

While both these initiatives are admirable, earlier technology programs offer some
warning signs. In particular, we highlight the danger of pushing advanced technologies without
any credible signal in the marketplace to favor investment in low-carbon systems. We also note
that the FreedomCAR initiative is strikingly similar to the PNGV venture, both in its parochial
attention to U.S.-based auto manufacturers and in its embrace of futuristic technologies. The
National Academy of Sciences recently reviewed the prospects for a hydrogen economy and
concluded that the barriers such as onboard fuel storage in passenger cars remain formidable and
the vision of a hydrogen economy is probably more distant than widely believed.

Finally, we note that your choices about technology policy for climate change are not
isolated from other energy-related policies. These include subsidies, such as the many implicit
subsidies for fossil fuels as well as the substantial 1.8 cent per kilowatt hour (adjusted for
inflation) production tax credit for wind power, which partly explains the rapid rise in this source
of electric energy. (That subsidy expired at the end of 2003 but is likely to be renewed if an
energy bill passes this year. For now, the lack of that subsidy has cut the 2004 forecast for
installation of new wind turbines from 2000 megawatts to just 500 megawatts.) Wind power
emits no CO2, and several states are experimenting with new power dispatch systems that can
accommodate more easily the intermittent nature of wind power systems. Insofar as such low-
and zero-carbon technologies become widespread the cost and need for active CO2 limitations
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will diminish. Also important is extension of the Price-Anderson Act, which limits liability for
nuclear power plant operators in case of accident and is widely seen in the industry as an
essential prerequisite to constructing any new reactors. A new generation of more market-sawy
nuclear reactors is on the drawing boards, and a comprehensive study by MIT has shown that
these reactors will be able to compete in U.S. electricity markets if we adopt policies that create
an incentive to limit emissions of CO2. ,~

Perhaps most important for the near term is the crisis in U.S. natural gas markets. A
possible pipeline from Alaska, which has been considered as part of the failed 2003 energy bill,
could alleviate some pressure on U.S. gas prices, which in the last two years have climbed to
their highest levels in history as efforts to find new gas supplies in the lower 48 states have
faltered. Recent rulings by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission have encouraged
investment in liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals, which will allow for greater imports Of gas
from distant countries, such as Trinidad, Nigeria, Qatar, Venezuela, Australia, Indonesia and
Russia. Iran is a potential major supplier of LNG, and soon we will face the need to square our
policy on Iran with its growing potential role in this new global energy market. Meanwhile,
pressure on United States gas supplies is intense. Of all the new electric power capacity
commissioned in 2003, 98.7% was fired by gas.

The debate over the new energy bill has left other important issues still unsettled. The
versions of the bill under consideration have had no direct provisions to reverse the long slide in
industry spending on R&D; at present, electric utilities and generators invest barely 0.3% of their
turnover in research, which is lower than the national average for industrial R&D (about 3% of
turnover) and puts electricity near the bottom in the ranks far below the food industry,
footwear, and most other industrial sectors. It is hard to reconcile the magnitude of the
technological tasks facing the electricity industry with this very low level of R&D spending.

Potentially very important is the repeal the Depression-era Public Utilities Holding
Company Act (PUHCA), which has prevented most electricity companies from owning other
utilities outside their home market. Absent PUHCA, the electricity industry is likely to become
f’mancially much stronger, which should make it easier to encourage firms to take technological
risks, especially if they see credible limits on their greenhouse gas emissions on the horizon. But
the transition to a post-PUHCA will be highly disruptive, with most firms focused on immediate
survival and consumption of their rivals--an eat or be eaten corporate ecology.

Engaging Developing Countries

If you are persuaded that efforts are needed to control emissions of greenhouse gases then
you must also decide whether and how to engage with developing countries. Politically and
economically it will be difficult to avoid crafting a credible policy toward developing countries.
For the last decade, developing country participation has been a litmus test for U.S. foreign
policy on climate change. The demand for meaningful participation of developing countries was
the centerpiece of the Byrd-Hagel resolution. When large energy f’mns and their customers
wanted to fan opposition to the Kyoto Protocol they ran advertisements in which the camera
focused on a pair of scissors that cut around all the developing countries---exempting most of the
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world while regulating the United States and other industrialized nations, the voiceover
proclaimed, was unfair and ineffective. These advertisements were the Harry and Louise of
climate policy.

Our deliberations have focused on four broad options for engaging developing countries.
First, you could do nothing. This approach makes sense if you do not think that the climate
problem merits much attention, or if you think that efforts to engage developing countries will
end in failure. The "do-nothing" policy implies that the bulk of your climate policy will involve
adaptation to the likely effects of climate change.

For the developing countries themselves, lack of engagement appears to be the favored
option. These countries have expressed concern about climate change, and mounting evidence
shows that they are more vulnerable than industrialized nations to storm surges, heat waves and
drought. Compared with advanced industrialized nations, their economies are more dependent
on weather-related activities such as agriculture; they are less able to devote the capital to invest
in climate-proof’rag for infrastructures, and they are less likely to build institutions such as
systems for forecasting extreme weather events that can help reduce climate vulnerabilities.
Their preference for inaction reflects not the lack of concern and exposure but, rather, the higher
priority they place on the immediate task of development. These countries are mindful that the
United States and other advanced industrialized countries developed without limitations on the
use of fossil fuels. They also insist on the need for advanced industrialized nations to take the
first steps in implementing meaningful policies before they are willing to act. Indeed, opposition
to binding commitments is the one issue on which nearly all developing countries agree.

In the future it may be additionally difficult to gain these countries’ participation since
the Kyoto experience is widely seen as a false promise. The Clean Development Mechanism .
(CDM) had been touted as a device for attracting foreign investment into projects that reduce
emissions, but so far only three minor projects have gained approval. The World Bank has
helped to jump start the CDM by organizing the Prototype Carbon Fund (PCF)~a $180m
consortium of six go,cernments (excluding the United States) and seventeen firms (none based in
the United States) to fund a portfolio of CDM-like projects. Because PCF’s mandate is to
promote only the highest quality projects, most of the PCF projects are sited in countries with
strong domestic institutions. None is in the largest developing countriesDsuch as China, India,
Indonesia, and Malaysia. Just one project is in Brazil and one in South Africa. More than one-
third of the PCF projects are in Eastern Europe and do not involve developing countries at all.
From the perspective of most of the key developing countries, the promised investmenfs for
climate protection are still elusive.

A second option is to demand that developing countries accept caps on their emiss~
This approach requires sailing into strong diplomatic headwinds, but failure is not guaranteed.

¯ You could construct targets based on emission intensities or other metrics that developing
countries f’md acceptable. As mentioned earlier, Chinese emission intensity has declined sharply
from about 600 gC/$ in the middle 1980s to around 300 gC/$ today. China is proud of that
accomplishment, although perhaps half of the reduction reflects reported declines in the
consumption of coal in China that many analysts believe are fictitious. It might be possible to
design emission caps that reflect the interests of key developing countries and set at levels high
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enough to allow them to grow. However, you should be aware that developing countries will
refuse caps unless they are generous. But generous caps could undermine the integrity of
emission trading systems in the United States and other industrialized countries. Generous caps
could be akin to the vast windfall of surplus emission credits awarded to Russia .in Kyoto; failure
to enforce trading rules within developing countries could lead to a flood of bogus emission
permits from those nations into permit trading systems elsewhere in the world.

It might be possible to force developing countries to accept strict caps by linking this
issue to other matters like the World Trade Organization. Such linkages will be difficult to craft
and will probably backfire. The WTO agenda is already over-crowded by many issues, and
developing countries (as well as most trade experts) are already opposed to integrating
environmental standards into trade rules. The effects of loading environmental, labor, human
rights and other standards on the world trading system may include the loss of welfare for all
nations by raising barriers to trade as well as greater risk that new trade rounds will fail to make
progress due to conflicts over these new rules and standards.

You might try to reduce opposition in the developing world to accepting limits on
emissions by raising awareness in these nations of the dangers of climate change. However,
such campaigns are difficult to organize and unlikely to have any substantial near-term effects.
Moreover, the standard response from developing country diplomats--demanding that the
United States, especially, take the lead--will be difficult to counter. Insofar as there is any
awareness of climate dangers in developing countries it is usually organized by NGOs that are
nearly uniform in their view that the industrialized countries (in particular the United States) are
the root cause of this problem. Calling attention to this problem may raise the visibility of that
argument, which could actually make it harder to achieve meaningful action in developing
countries.

A third approach involves reinvigorating the Kyoto system, in particular the CDM. In
our review of the efforts to elaborate the Kyoto system we found the CDM system to be
encumbered with rules and highly politicized procedures. However, these problems may have
remedies. Procedures for approving CDM projects could be streamlined; true experts rather than
politically instructed diplomats could be empowered to make more of the key decisions about the
level of credit that would be awarded for pr6jects, and the practice of shunning certain types of
projects (e.g., nuclear and large hydro) from CDM credit could be abandoned. The United States
could make reform of the CDM a condition of its re-engagement.                ,

Many other countries would welcome such a strategy since a more effective CDM would
be useful not only for developing countries but also the main industrialized nations. A recent
report from the European Environment Agency suggests that the European Union will miss its
Kyoto target by a few percent; however, the decline in emissions has already stagnated and most
EU countries show a rise in emissions due mainly to rapidly rising emissions from
transportation. European f’Lrms and governments are expected to purchase emission credits
overseas to make up the difference. Japan and Canada are also likely to fall short on their
targets; they, too, will need outside permits. So long as the CDM remains hobbled and
inefficient, Russia and Ukraine remain the only potential international suppliers of large
quantities of emission credits, giving these countries potential power in the Kyoto market and
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ensuring that international trading activities focus on paper credits rather than bona fide
reductions that channel investment to developing countries.

However, there ~e substantial risks stemming from such a strategy. Conditional re-
engagement with the Kyoto Protocol will require making promises that might be hard to deliver,
just as it proved impossible even for the Clinton administration, which professed deep concern
about the climate change problem, to ratify the Kyoto Protocol. Many of the CDM’s
deficiencies are already written into the Kyoto system--either into the Kyoto treaty itself (e.g.,
the discouragement of nuclear power projects) or into the procedures that govern the CDM and
were painstakingly negotiated over a four-year process that f’mished largely in 2001. With so
much invested in all that, many countries may be unwilling to revisit closed deals. Perhaps only
a spectacular failure will force the necessary re-thinking. Moreover, many observers claim that it
will be impossible to make the CDM system work efficiently even under the best conditions.
These observers claim that it is impossible to make the hypothetical "baseline" calculationmthe
level of emissions that would result in the absence of a particular project. The experience to date
suggests that these observers are probably correct; however, the absence of U.S. involvement in
the Kyoto system has dampened demand for CDM credits, and that too explains the lack of
robust investment in making the CDM work. A major push by the United States could
resuscitate the CDM, although you should be aware that even after such re-invigoration the
patient may still be mortally wounded.

Fourth, you could craft a new strategy for engaging with developing countries. The three
options presented so far--disengagement, emission caps, and an offset scheme such as the
CDM--have dominated most policy discussion for the last decade. None has been effective.
The fourth strategy could involve working with developing countries to craft "climate friendly"
development strategies. Unlike the CDM, which aims to animate investment by awarding
credits, this approach would attempt to put climate issues into the mainstream of development
policy. It would focus on broad policy initiatives, such as investment in natural gas
infrastructures that make it easier for countries to operate natural gas fired electricity generators
where they otherwise would pursue coal. Many countries are already making such investments.
China and India, for example, are in the midst of installing large gas infrastructures. In China
these include a gas pipeline from gas reserves in Western China to Beijing and Shanghai as well
as LNG terminals in southern coastal cities. In India these infrastructures include new gas
pipelines, incentives to develop newly discovered offshore gas reserves, and India’s first ever
LNG terminal, which took its f’trst delivery in late January 2004. Within the CDM system such
broad programs would probably never gain any credit because it would be too difficult’to
quantify the effects of these investments across the entire economy.

For the United States, this strategy of mainstrea..r~.-..,’, ,~limate into development would.
involve working directly principally with the policy organs in developing countries that are
responsible for developmentmfor example, f’mance, industry, and planning ministries. The U.S.
role would involve supporting activities that would help countries realize their own development
goals in ways that also happened to reduce carbon emissions. The advance of this approach is
that it would involve swimming with the tide--identifying activities that the host government
would favor (and fund) already and activities that already align with the interests of private
profit-making ventures. For example, the United States already has extensive development
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assistance programs in major developing countries, mainly through the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID). These programs include attention to the improvement of
energy efficiency and to reorganization of energy systems in ways that encourage investment in
modem technologies. A slight refocus of these programs could make carbon a central organizing
principle; by helping these countries reorganize their energy systems to make them more
profitable and to serve better the needs of the local population, such programs could also lower
the intensity of greenhouse gas emissions. As Bangladesh and India have learned how to
introduce gas into their electric power systems, such programs could help ensure that the lessons
are learned in neighboring Nepal and Pakistan. -Already, USAID programs have helped
countries identify ways to make fuller use of low carbon renewable powermfor example, in
India a USAID project has helped a sugar cane ref’mery recycle crop wastes to generate heat and
electricity, which has reduced the need for fossil fuel energy.

This approach has the advantage Lhat it could leverage large amounts of emission
reductions. However, it carries many dangers. Developing countries may simply choose to
embrace those programs that they would pursue anyway. By design, the exact reduction in
emissions will be difficult to quantify, which will lead many environmental groups to claim that
the "mainstreaming" approach is simply a rhetorical device that pretends (but does not deliver)
real solutions for the climate problem. The program could create expectations that it will be a
large source of funds that, inevitably, will yield disappointment. The West-East pipeline in
China, for example, involves $20b in mainly private investment; in such huge projects it may be
difficult for relatively tiny amounts of climate change-related programmatic funding to have
much effect. In China’s Three Gorges hydroelectric dam, for example, efforts by the World
Bank to leverage its funding by demanding the application of western environmental and human
rights criteria led the Chinese government to raise the needed capital on its own-~outside the
Bank’s leverage.

Informing the Public

The sixth major dimension where you face policy choices is communication with the
public. It appears that public opinion about the climate issue is highly malleable. Awareness of
climate change is high, but willingness to act has varied considerably and understanding of the
underlying processes and options is extremely poor.

A survey of polls by the Program on International Policy Attitudes (PIPA) at ~e
University of Maryland finds that a small minority of the United States population dismisses the
theory of climate change altogether. A Gallup poll in March 2001 revealed that slightly more
than half of Americans thought that the majority of scientists believe that global warming is
occurring. Americans generally know very little about Kyoto. A Pew poll in April 2001--in the
middle of the firestorm about your administration’s withdrawal from Kyoto~found that only
26% of those polled were willing to venture an opinion as to whether you had withdrawn from
the treaty. Interestingly, there is some evidence that professed public support for Kyoto has risen
since 2001 even as it has become increasingly implausible that the United States could ever meet
its Kyoto commitments.
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Willingness to pay for emission controls varies especially with the state of the economy.
In 2000, when the public perceived the economy as strong, a Gallup poll showed a majority
willing to support environmental goals even at the expense of the economy. Two years later, as
the economy faltered, that public commitment had dropped considerably. A January 2002 poll
by ABC News and the Washington Post ranks environmental issues far down the list of
priorities--below the campaign agains: terrorism, economic growth, education, social security,
health care, national defense, prescription drugs for the elderly, and balancing the federal budget.
A PIPA poll in October 1998 suggested that two-thirds of Americans were willing to spend $50
per household (or less) to comply with the Kyoto treaty--that number is comparable to the
estimate cost per household from the Clinton Administration’s Council of Economic Advisers’
(CEA) study on the cost of meeting Kyoto. That study implied that about 85% of the effort at
reducing emissions would take the form of overseas investments and purchasing emission
credits. That same PIPA poll showed that most Americans oppo.sed emission trading until the
concept was explained. Then, 65% favored trading with less developed countries. Yet the
CEA’s own analysis implied that most trading would probably occur with Russiama scenario
that pollsters have not explored.

Regardless of your policy we recommend that you devote considerable effort to
explaining it to the public. If you choose the minimal course of action--which we represent in
the first speech we think you should explain why the climate change problem does not require
dramatic action. In February 2002, when you announced your administration’s policy, you did
not articulate a fundamental view of the climate issue; rather, you raised concerns about the
costs of action, which is a line of argument that your opponents may blunt easily by arguing that
technologies are available to control emissions and that threat of changing climate is so severe
that it requires radical action. Your case for minimal action would be easier for the public to
understand if you demonstrated that the climate problem does not pose challenges that are
substantially .different from other environmental challenges. No president has ever articulated
these views, and they may be shocking for a public that is inclined to believe that environmental
quality is deteriorating even as many key measures of our environmental health have improved
dramatically in recent decades.

If you choose to support reinvigorating the Kyoto system--our second speech then you
will need to explain why the United States withdrew from Kyoto in the first place and why it
makes sense to re-engage. At present, the small fraction of the American public that pays
attention to Kyoto-related matters probably also views the U.S. exit as evidence of arrogant
American unilateralism. This second speech argues that you had no choice because tile United
States could never have complied with the Kyoto targetsma point you made in March 2001
when you withdrew from Kyoto, but the point was lost in the furor of the moment. You can
articulate how re-engr,~..r~nt with Kyoto will yield enormous diplomatic leverage that the
United States can use to make Kyoto more effective and less discriminatory.

Finally, if you choose to do something radically differentmas we outline in the third
speech--then the public will need your vision as a guide. In almost every aspect of this issue--
the natural science, the economics, the role of firrns, public administration, etc.--the public is
exposed to a wide range of conflicting opinions. The public needs help to frame the issues,
establish models and analogs, and to comprehend what is at stake because all the major elements
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of the climate problem--its causes, effects, and remedies--are beyond the grasp of normal
human experience.

SUMMARY OF THE THREE OPTIONS

We have organized the wide array of policy choices into three broad options. Each is a
coherent package. We underscore, however, that these three options are hardly the only
combinations.

Minimal Effort

This option rests on the notion that uncertainties in the science of climate change make it
premature to spend resources on the control of emissions. The speech underscores that the
effects of a changing climate are unlikely to be different from variations in weather and climate
that we already experience, and thus adaptation will be relatively easy. The speech also
underscores that while analysts have identified many ways to control emissions at low cost, in
practice these measures are likely to be much more difficult to implement--there is great risk,
therefore~ that the cost of controlling emissions will be high, possibly very high. This option
thus presents the minimal effort that probably could be justified. It envisions voluntary programs
to control emissions, modest investment in new technologies that might yield breakthroughs,
minor efforts to improve the adaptive capacity of the economy, and continued investment in
science so that we can improve understanding of the problem.

Pros
Minimal cost to industry and to the federal government at a time when any action that
could threaten economic growth will be viewed with alarm and when the federal deficits
are growing.

¯ Articulates a reason--adaptation--for why the United States should not invest in
emission controls. This reason is probably more durable than simply arguing that the
science is uncertain; the American public has proved that it is willing to spend large
resources combating uncertain problems, such as food contamination. The arguments
about uncertain science have had credibility with a small (and probably shrinking)
minority. Adaptation, if articulated clearly, has the promise to be more durable.
Focuses narrowly on U.S. interests and does not attempt to appeal to effects in
developing countries.

¯ Unlikely to disrupt incumbent industries in the production and use of oil, gas and coal.

Cons

The argument for minimal action is subtle and rests on our ability to adapt. Opponents
might characterize this as a "let them eat pollution" strategy. For other environmental
problems Americans have generally not tolerated policies that acknowledge the existence
of a problem while simultaneously claiming that the problem poses no hazard. If
adaptation is your policy it might be more effective not to give a high profile speech
calling attention to that fact.
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If the climate change problem becomes a major issue then public support for more
aggressive action---controls on emissions--will grow stronger. The lack of any binding
controls may make it hard to retain credibility in that context.
Other nations will view this as inadequate, especially as it retains hostility to the Kyoto
system. Good or not, Kyoto remains by far the dominant international institution on the
subject of climate change.
Insofar as you believe that limits on carbon may be imposed eventually, a rousing speech
against binding limits may actually harm U.S. industry by protecting it (temporarily)
from the need to plan for a carbon constrained future. U.S. f’mns may be less able to
compete against f’n’ms that have already found ways to cut carbon, and U.S. exporters
will not have developed the technologies needed to compete in the global market.

Beyond K¥oto

This speech def’mes climate change as the most serious international environmental issue
of our era. It argues that the effort to cut carbon should become an organizing principle for U.S.
foreign policy. It envisions re-engagement with the Kyoto process because creating an
alternative to Kyoto would require a huge effort for little benefit. It envisions that the United
States would extract the maximum price--measured as the deepest reductions in long-term
emissions of greenhouse gases--by offering to rejoin Kyoto. It acknowledges that the short term
targets in Kyoto are unachievable and would demand renegotiation of new targets, including
targets for developing countries. It would also expand the Kyoto commitments to include
investment in new technology, and it would aim to set a long-term goal for stabilizing the
atmosphere. The speech underscores that adaptation to all the effects of climate change is not
possible.

Con

¯ This speech will be most appealing of the three to the core constituency for climate
policy. It recognizes and supports the Kyoto system; it emphasizes the need to start
now with the implementation of policies to bend emission trajectories.
Other industrialized nations, especially Canada, Japan and EU, will see this as a re-
engagement with an institution (Kyoto) that is very important to them.

¯ Offers a bold vision for solving a problem that, at least periodically, comm~nds
public concern.

So long as the public is focused on the economy and the war on terrorism, concern
about environmental issues (especially distant global issues) appears to remain low.
Unknown cost. A well-designed policy can minimize cost, but opponents will portray
this as a scheme to tax energy that could bankrupt the economy--those same
opponents were effective in organizing opposition to Kyoto on similar grounds. The
public is unlikely to be aware of the technical differences between a well-designed
policy and the Kyoto scheme that was easy for opponents to attack.
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Developing countries will be furious as they have adamantly opposed meaningful
limits on their emissions. Reaching agreement with them could be extremely difficult
unless you allow liberal "headroom" in their targets (which will recreate the problem
of surplus credits with Russia under Kyoto). Or, you might needto link this issue to
other matters of importance to developing countries such as trade talks, but that could
complicate and undermine U.S. objectives in those other areas.

Making a Market

This speech also accepts the climate problem as a serious long-term threat to America’s
prosperity. However, it argues for a dramatically different approach than the previous speech. It
sees the Kyoto framework as unworkable because it tries to create an emission trading system
from the "top down," whereas the most successful new currencies establish value from the
"bottom up." This speech gives little attention to the science and effects of climate change,
except to declare that the evidence is strong enough to warrant prudent action. Rather, it focuses
on changing the public understanding of the problem at hand, comparing the task to the creation
of a new form of money. It argues that we must focus on establishing integrity in thatmonetary
system by working first with other Countries that, like the United States, have a strong interest in
creating a strong currency. The speech is strident in arguing that we must move slowly and
cautiously in that effort as failure will undermine the value of the currency, erase the political
will for action, and ultimately lead to high economic cost and low impact on the problem of
climate change. The speech focuses on the need for each nation to establish its own emission
trading system and then to forge reciprocal links between those systems that demonstrate true
integrity--starting, most likely, by linking a U.S. system to the emission trading system that is
taking shape in Europe.

Pt’o
¯ You will gain political benefit by re-engaging with an international process and

offering a credible vision for a global strategy.
¯ Your vision puts the market at the centerpiece, and that will resonate with business.

It will allow you to present a package of market-based measures for addressing
environmental problemsmalongside your other proposals such as the Clear Skies
initiative--that will be attractive to centrist voters, including many Republicans who
count themselves as environmentalists.

¯ Offering a thoughtful and different vision for how this problem can be addressed may
establish a historical legacy, attached to your name.

¯ Pursuing a different track within a multilateral vision offers a high chance of success.
Frustration with Kyoto is leading many to look at alternative international
arrangements, but so far the United States has not offered an attractive rival vision.

¯ By offering an explicit link to the European system you may split some of the
phalanx of opposition to your current policy. The EU system is new and fragile;
outside recognition will help to establish its legitimacy, which is very important for
key European nations (notably the UK).
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¯ The attack on Kyoto will produce negative reactions in many quarters, although most
of those who are likely to support Kyoto are already opposed to your current policyw
it is hard to do worse in their eyes.

¯ Developing countries may react negatively. By arguing that the current approach to
engagement with developing countries is not working and that in the future
developing countries must undertake binding obligations you will question their
current diplomatic storyline on global warming, which is that current efforts are
sound (and must be reinforced) and that future obligations must not include
meaningful binding caps.

¯ Outlining a new vision on a complicated subject inevitably leads to a complicated
speech. Communication may be easier if you adopt simple slogans and messages that
correspond with what the public already thinks about the climate issue and its
solution.

¯ A grand alternative vision, announced with fanfare, is a liability if you do not see it
through to realization.

RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that you convene a meeting of your key economic, science, and national
security advisers, employing this memo and the three alternative speeches as a starting point for
the discussions. We suggest that you develop a policy by giving feedback on the options
addressed here, leading to one central choice that can serve as a platform for constructing a
detailed policy. With that platform and your critique we can then elaborate a fuller policy and
speech that you would present to the nation and to our allies.
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[SPEECH #1]

Location: Massachusetts State House, Boston.

Text on background poster: "environment and prosperity"

My fellow Americans,

I speak with you today from the great city of Boston about a challenge that is larger than
this city---or any city, state or nation. The challenge is our changing climate--what some call
"global warming"---and its reach extends across the globe. Every nation on Earth, including the
United States, causes its share of climate change. Every nation will be affected, though some
less than others.

How shall we confront this planetary problem? The answers to this .question are not
nearly so difficult as the newspapers, scare shows, and pseudo-documentaries would have you
believe. For the truth is that climate change is no greater than other challenges that we have
faced.

Imagine, before we begin, the scene just 100 years ago. A speaker in this august chamber
who was asked to comment on the pressing environmental problem of that day would have given
his address to the matter of mud and dung. The streets were full of it, and when the rains came it
flowed amply.and everywhere. Travel was next to impossible.

Bostonians overcame the mud challenge, and we too will overcome the threats of global
warming. Yet it is easy for us to forget how our challenges change with the times. We are
tempted to overreact to today’s apparently insurmountable difficulties only to let us become
distracted--blindsided by different problems tomorrow. That should be humbling as we think
about how we might respond to the threat of climate change--the effects of which will manifest
themselves, if ever, over 50 to 100 years. Let us hope that the leader elected by our great great
grandchildren does not stand up here on this pedestal to chastise us for inventing a clever and
costly solution to today’s equivalent of the mud crisis, only to find that the real word had moved
on. We can serve them better by focusing on fundamentalsnby investing in economic growth
and knowledge that can be passed across the generations.                       .

Today I would like to explain the real nature of the threat of climate change, what we are
doing already, and how your federal government will pursue a balanced response in the coming
months and years.

There is little doubt that the climate is, indeed, warming. Scientists around the globeD
including here at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology--have painstakingly assembled
records from weather stations, ship buoys and untold other sources. The record is pretty clear.
Since the 1950s the global ter/aperature has risen by half a degree. Many scientists think we are
on a path to raise the average temperature another few degrees over the next century. Sea level
will rise a bit, which will affect some places in the United States. But in other places, [such as
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most of Alaska and the Pacific Northwest], sea level is actually falling as the continents rise
slowly out of the oceansDthey are still rebounding from all the weight of the glaciers during the
last ice age.

Beyond that, the scientific crystal ball gets cloudier. Even the simplest questionsDsuch
as whether Earth is warmer today than at any moment in the last 1000 years~have no simple
and declarative answers. Some experts say that climate change will cause more frequent and
intense storms; so far, however, there is little firrn evidence to support that hypothesis. Some say
that wet areas will get wetter; areas prone to drought will get dryer. Hot summers will get hotter
in most places. The likely effects of a changing climate include good as well. Cold winters
probably will become less intense in most places, and we must not forget that more Americans
die when it is cold than hot.

The rampant uncertainty doesn’t stop there. As my administration reviewed the evidence
we also found that our best economists don’t really know the cost of controlling emissions of
greenhouse gases. You may have heard about policies that can reduce emissions at zero cost.
We looked at those policies as well, and it turns out that even these "free" policies are often
laden with hidden costs and perverse effects.

For the last five years this nation has allowed firms to claim credit for voluntary actions
to reduce emissions. Some say that this program has had a large effect on emissions by calling
attention to the problem and spurring firms to act. The list of participants is long and
distinguished. They include General Electric, located just down the road outside Boston, which is
the world’s top producer of ultra-efficient gas turbines. Similarly, the government has sponsored
a host of other programs that have helped businesses of all sizes, as well as American
households, reduce their energy consumption through more efficient technologies. Next time
you buy a TV or computer monitor look for the decal with the rainbow and the star--the sign of
EPA’s "Energy Star" program that helps consumers identify products that sip energy while not
compromising on functionality. These programs~voluntary incentives and information for
consumers~are examples of government at its nimble best.

But alongside these successful programs is a minefield 0f failure~a long list of policies
inspired by the idea that government knows best. These policies have tied firms and consumers
in red tape; they have blocked innovation and stripped consumers of their power to choose.
They undermine our competitiveness and threaten our way of life. For example, my
administration is opposing rules that would impose radical new efficiency standards orl the
manufacturers of new air conditioners. Higher efficiency is not free it requires making a more
expensive product that is not affordable to everyone. For households that survive paycheck to
paycheck, this new rule would force them to spend even more ~c~rce savings on something that
they need. Is it right for government to assume that you, the consumer, are unable to read the
labels on products and decide for yourself what is best?

And that’s just the beginning. What will it cost to make the deep cuts in emissions that
some scientists say will be needed to stop greenhouse Warming? Any serious answer to that
question requires knowing, right off, that developing countries are adamantly opposed to doing
anything about the threats of climate change. They say that they have other prioritiesD
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development, for one. Yet these nations already account for haft of the world’s net emissions of
greenhouse gases, and their emissions are rising rapidly. That means that a deep cut in global
emissions will require America and the rest of the industrialized word to do more--much more
than our share. In this global economy, how can we expect our factories to compete with those
in China, Brazil or India if we are hobbled by a costly mandate to eliminate fossil fuels from our
economy while they face no such constrakat?

Some still say that it will be inexpensive--perhaps even profitable--to eliminate fossil
fuels from our economy. They imagine that wewill stumble on some miracle energy source that
satisfies our need for energy services yet is free of CO2 and causes no other types of harmful
pollution. That’s a tall order. Your government, along with industry, is supporting research and
development on a portfolio of promising technologies. So far, however, nothing in that portfolio
is likely to deliver the magic bullet.

We are giving a fresh look at nuclearpower, and I f’md it encouraging that several
utilities are likely to announce in the coming few years that they will commit funds to building
the next generation of nuclear reactors. I know that many people are opposed to nuclear reactors,
but I implore you to look carefully at the risks and benefits. Nuclear power is one of the cleanest
ways to make electricity. With the price of natural gas high, as it has been for the last two years,
nuclear power is also highly competitive. Since my administration took office in 2001 we have
helped to clear many of the obstacles to a rebirth of the nuclear power industry. We have
[secured] renewal of the Price-Anderson Act, which holds reactor owners accountable for their
actions yet puts a reasonable cap on their liability; without this limit, no sane company would
invest in this technology that already supplies about one-fifth of the electricity that America
needs. We have f’mally opened the permanent repository for spent fuel at Yucca Mountain in
Nevada. And, with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, we are making progress in
introducing market forces to the U.S. electric power system. The lack of market discipline
explains why utilities invested your money in so many unprofitable reactors. Indeed, in the last
decade alone, as market fo(ces have come to the U.S. electric power system, new operators have
dramatically improved the performance of U.S. reactors. Across the United States, the cost of
wholesale electricity generated from nuclear plants has actually declined about one-fifth as
market-sensitive operators have found ways to cut costs and keep their reactors online generating
electricity for more hours every year.

We must also explore ways to make use of America’s abundant coal reserves. Several
major utilities, along with the federal government, have launched the FutureGen program to
study and demonstrate a promising technology called coal gasification. This technology will
make it possible to use our nation’s abundant coal reserves to generate electricity while capturing
the CO2 before it is emitted into the atmosphere.

These are sound investments. But it is one thing to back novel technologies with
uncertain delivery and quite another to bet our economic future by imposing strict limits on
emissions. Until we know more about what it will really cost to control emissions it is not
possible to justify imposing binding limits on emissions. You elected.me in a time of great
economic strife in America. With determination we are rebuilding the economy, and we won’t
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threaten that recovery with ill-conceived limits on fossil fuels aimed at achieving a highly
uncertain impact on a highly uncertain problem that we probably can’t control anyway.

My administration’s thorough review of the climate change issue has also revealed that
the likely effects of climate change are not as serious as you might think. A few degrees’ change
in temperature is within the realm of wiaat we already experience; some months are warmer than
average, and others are colder. Variation in rainfall will affect our reservoirs and farmers, but
America’s quiver of response to a changing climate is stuffed full with effective arrows. When
farmers see the real price of water rise they have found myriad ways to cut their consumption,
such as through the deployment of new seed and crop varieties. In some settings they have also
installed drip irrigation--itself an innovation from water-starved Israel, proving once again that
necessity is the mother of invention. We can respond and adapt easily, if American ingenuity is
allowed to work its magic.

In my meetings with civic leaders here in Boston I have heard fears that rising sea level .
will swamp the city. But it is important to recognize that higher sea levels, if they occur at all,
will manifest themselves over decades during which time we can prepare at little cost. Again, it
is important to put the long time scales into historical perspective. One hundred and fifty years
ago any discussion of rising sea levels would have focused on the shallow swamp called Back
Bay. Then, during the 1850s and 1860s, the dominant industry of the day--railroads--filled in
Back Bay. Beacon Street, which starts just down the hill from where we are assembled today,
ran across the top of a long and wide dam that was used to control the tides. Today, Back Bay is
land, not water, and invulnerable to the tides. Similarly, in the redevelopment of Boston harbor.
in the 1980s, planners factored into their plans a likely rise in sea level--by preparing they have
made Boston adaptive to changing climate, at little cost. The big dig, which put Boston’s central
road artery under ground, is also constructed with the possibility of higher sea level in mind.
Every city with responsible leaders and a distant vision has planned for such contingencies--
London and Venice, for example, have movable sea walls to protect humanity’s great physical
asset from a flood tide. Such investments make sense even without global warming. Venice was
already sinking into the ocean; its leaders have found a way to limit the danger of its natural sink
and higher sea levels all at once.

We found that most claims of the high cost of climate change are built on a fallacy. They
look only at losers and ignore the many winners. For every ski area that loses a day of sales
from the earlier spring, global warming alarmists shed a tear and tabulate a cost. But they ignore
the new business for fishing guides and outfitters who can open earlier and close later?. In fact,
when Americans speak with their pocketbooks they prefer warm weather. They spend more on
fishing--a sport that, except for the hardiest, is a warm weather activity--than on skiing.
Americans have moved in drc: .... ~o warm weather. Even this audience of great Bostonians, I am
sure, longs for a Florida respite in the dead of winter. The press corps, I fear, has not understood
that lesson. Every summer I hear them grumble when we set out for Crawford.

It is easy to be lighthearted about the weather, but I underscore a deadly serious point.
We must be cautious about the "threat industry" that is drawn to the problem of global warming
like termites to wood. A vast enterprise of analysts thrives--I dare say, draws its paycheckm
from the exaggeration of environmental calamity. This same industry tells you that the streets
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are not safe, that your child’s history textbook is misleading, that prayer is corrupting, that the
sky is falling. This same industry draws millions from malpractice lawsuits. They tell you that
they are drawing your attention to problems; they say that they are making the world safer. But
the reality is that it is you, the American consumer, who pays for them to tilt at windmills.

The threat industry draws its sustenance from fear. It is not science, which seeks
inspiration from scrutiny, skepticism and the truth. The threat industry works inside narrow
conf’mes of the present fad. In the early 1970s analysts looked at the possibility of global
cooling, triggered by grand plans at the time for a massive fleet of supersonic aircraft that would
travel the globe. (Those plans were never realized because supersonic travel proved too costly;
only the French and British Concorde program went ahead, and that only because those
governments wasted vast resources on a program for national pride.) At that time the fear was
global cooling. Sure enough, a plethora of detailed studies confirmed that cooling was bad news.

I have always found it puzzling why our nation, which has never been richer nor more
powerful, is paralyzed by defeatism and malaise on environmental matters. Compare today with
the turn of the twentieth century when soaring demand for wood fuel, railroad ties and the
clearing of forests for farming had triggered fears of a "wood famine" in the United States.
Another Republican president created the U.SI Forest Service in 1905 to manage that strategic
resourcemto provide, in the words of the first Forest Service director Gifford Pinchot, the
"greatest good for the greatest number of people." Today, America’s forests are larger and
healthier because we have found ways to make productive use our natural resources without
over-exploiting them. The effects are nowhere more visible than here in New England, where
the countryside was virtually denuded of trees while today healthy forests abound. Or, compare
today with 1970, when Richard Nixon’s administration created the Clean Air Act, the Clean
Water Act, and the National Environmental Policy Actmthe most significant cluster of
environmental legislation in our history. Or, compare today with just barely a decade earlier
when a Republican President oversaw the creation of a nationwide system for trading pollution
credits that has cut in half the gases that cause acid rain. The long history of Republican
environmental achievements underscore that a healthy economy and respect for market forces
are the best ways to protect nature.

That is what we have found in our review of the global warming problem. To be sure,
there is more to do, and let me outline the achievements that we are planning for the next
months.

My administration will continue the bipartisan tradition of investing in the science of
climate change. We must learn more about the risks and opportunities in a changing climate.
Perhaps we will discover credible evidence of threats in the changing climate. Until we have
that evidence my administration will not impose such costs on the American economy. We are
spending nearly $2b per year on climate science, focused on a wide range of important questions
so that future leaders have better information for making these tough policy decisions.

We will continue to develop sensible policies and incentives to reduce emissions where
¯ that can be achieved at little or no cost. At the same time, we will scour the legacy of projects of
policies for those that make no senseL-activities that saddle industry with regulations, which
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undermine the consumer’s right to choose, and which sap American ingenuity. At the same
time, we must ensure that programs designed to acknowledge and encourage firms that make
voluntary reductions in their emissions are not merely gaining a public’relations benefit for
things they would have done anyway. My administration is now implementing new rules that
aim to reward only genuine reductions in emissions, and I commit here to review the
effectiveness of those rules in the coming months.

My administration will continue to invest in the development of new technologies that
might make it much less costly to reduce emissions in the future. It is essential that we have
these options ready at hand in case we f’md that steep cuts are needed, and it is less costly to
invest in research and development on these options now. These investments include the
FutureGen program for coal-burning electric power generators as well as a broad initiative to
pursue the possibility of a hydrogen economy.

I don’t know if these technology programs will pan out. That is the nature of bold
technological investments--they are risky. We must expect failure but hope for success. I can
assure you that these programs are already yielding important insights. Throughout these efforts
we are working with industry so that the federal government is not given the task of paying the
full cost and so that these programs are guided by practical considerations that industry knows
best. We seek new technologies that work, not a gold-plated behemoth that excites engineers but
terrifies hard-nosed businessmen.

As we search for new energy systems, we must be mindful that real applications of
technology depend on many factors, not just clever blueprints. We must create the market
context that puts proper prices on energy and allows markets to transmit signals to final users.
We must assure that we also meet our needs for energy security, which requires ensuring that
America does not become too dependent on imported energy. Thus today I repeat my call for
Congress to create the funding guarantees needed to encourage the private sector to build a gas
pipeline to deliver the vast gas reserves in the North Slope of Alaska to markets here in the lower
48 states. Similarly, I applaud recent decisions by FERC to encourage the construction of
liquefied natural gas receiving stations, which will help America overcome the crisis of high
natural gas prices and, in turn, will make it easier for utilities to justify building gas plants that
are intrinsically much less carbon-intensive than coal-fired electricity. All these measures will
create flexibility in the U.S. energy system, which is good news for the economy.

I am also issuing a series of executive orders that will help improve the nation’s capacity
to adapt to changing climate. I am directing the Federal Emergency Management Agency to
review the practices that govern settlement of coastal zones. Already the normal pattern of
surging seas and storms periodically causes great harm to coastal settlements, such as on the
barrier islands off the Carolinas. Government must strike a balance between compassion for the
people affected by these disasters and creating incentives for coastal dwellers to take risks with
the government’s money. There is mounting evidence that government insurance and relief
programs are actually impeding the natural changes in the landscape. We are spending billions
to tame Nature. I am also directing FEMA and other agencies of the federal government to work
with state and local authorities to be sure that the likely consequences of climate change are
knownnso that, where prudent, they can include these in their planning. In some cases it will
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make sense to build sea walls to fend off high sea levels and storrns--almost always, the cases
where such investments make sense are those where such investments would be wise even
without the risk of rising sea level. Where we have already spent tens of billions of dollars on
buildings near the coastline it makes sense to protect them, rather than retreat.

I would also like to outline some things that my administration won’t do. For too long
the policy response to global warming has been painted in stark, black and white terms. The
threat industry has manufactured the terms of debate, and the noise has drowned voices of
reason. In that. polarized environment, analysts and politicians with special interests have
brewed up steep potion of mischief. My administration won’t be serving that up.

I won’t scare you with wild scenarios. Analysts have claimed that global warming will
threaten America’s security by spreading disease. Some claim, for example, that global warming
will make Malarial breeding grounds in the US, implying that we will see a resurgence of that
deadly disease here. The fact is that technology and policy are what determine the threat of
malaria, not climate. During the Civil War the U.S. south was racked with malaria, driving up
the world price for quinine--the only reliable cure for the ailment. Programs to eradicate
mosquitoes and control the disease explain why the south has long been malaria-flee. The threat
industry has concocted an endless array of other terrifying scenarios. I can’t tell you that all are
impossible. But I can say that the threat of climate change--like so many other policy
challenges today--will require that we think in terms of probabilities. And the probabilities of
these terror storylines are exceedingly low.

I won’t re-engage with Kyoto. The problems with the Kyoto system are so severe that no
amount of tinkering at the margins will fix them. It is hardly clear that substantial, coordinated
reductions in emissions are needed. Nor is it clear that the cost of meeting Kyoto’s targets is
commensurate with the benefits. The most useful aspects of the Kyoto system envision
engagement with developing countries; yet that system, known as the Clean Development
Mechanism, has virtually no achievements to its credit. Environmentalists and European nations
have burdened that Mechanism with a plethora of special rules and procedures that make it
difficult, if not impossible, for private f’Lrms to make the most sensible emission-reducing
investments in developing countries. It is no wonder that developing countries have
unanimously viewed this issue with suspicion. Moreover, Kyoto offers no vision for
international investments in new technology. It does include some useful ideas about the need to
promote adaptation, but the method for encouraging adaptation is the creation of a ,
bureaucratized international fund--a sure loser. As a global strategy for tackling the problem of
climate change, Kyoto is a backwater of paralysis and irrelevance.

Finally, I won’t substitute government for your good common sense. We will not
construct elaborate government programs based on the idea that government is a nanny who
must instruct you on the proper use of energy. Americans are smart; armed with real information
about real risks and rewards they will make sound choices. I view the role of government as
helping, in those limited cases where markets fail, but leaving you--the consumer, parent, and
steward--the freedom to choose.
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In many ways the hypothetical dangers of climate change are, of course, quite different
from the environmental problems that America has confronted in the past. The time scales are
long; the causes are global; solutions are much more costly than anything else we have
contemplated. But the global nature of climate change is not a reason for catharsis. In fact, we
can handle these risks in our stride. In the near future we have little control over the emissions
that contribute to a changing climate, not least because most emissions already come from other
nations that .are steadfast in their desire not to alter their behavior.

We must adapt and learn. The effects of.a changing climate, if evident at all, will unfold
on the same time scale that we will make many other changes in our society and technology. We
must invest in better understanding the science of climate change and in improving energy
technologies that might be needed to control emissions. You wouldn’t know it from the crisis
atmosphere that surrounds media reporting of this issue, but we are doing all that already.
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SPEECH #2: "Beyond the Kyoto Protocol"

Location: Special Address to the United Nations General Assembly.

Mr. Secretary-General, distinguished delegates, and my fellow Americans,

Today I speak with you about a grave threat to our prosperity. Addressing this challenge
will tax our ability to work in unison as a community of nations. But we must prevail, and time
is short.

The danger is global climate change, and I come today to speak about why it is different
from anything we have addressed before--and what it demands of us, the community of nations.

Climate change is unlike the threat of global nuclear war, a subject that occupied this
body throughout the cold war, because its solution does not lie merely in the hands of a few
powerful states. Nor is this challenge like the gripping fear of the 1970smthat swelling human
population would outstrip our ability to feed itself. That problem we solved, in part, by
inventing new technologies and practices--the "green revolution"--that have allowed rich and
poor farmers alike to grow more food. Nor is climate change like most environmental problems
in our past, which we have solved mainly by inventing new devices to bolt on our tail pipes and
smoke stacks. And the challenge of climate change is unlike terrorism, which we are addressing
by working together to isolate and extinguish a few rogue elements.

Global climate change is different because it is intrinsic to the metabolism of our modern
economymit is a byproduct, mainly, of burning fossil fuels that power our prosperity. Fixing
this problem requires a transformation in our industrial engine. That transformation must be
complete and global, because all nations cause the emissions that lead to climate change. We
should not underestimate the challenge. Not only must we sustain unprecedented international
cooperation, but the models we have for planning industrial transformation are not encouraging.
In the last century, the only experience with active industrial planning on a large scale was the
Soviet Union--a colossal failure. We must f’md ways to make this transformation in a manner
that is compatible with the markets and institutions that are intrinsic to our industrial society.

The challenge is grand, but we can meet it.

First, we must understand why the challenge of climate change merits a response. One of
many areas where the United Nations system has provided leadership on this issue is in its
creation, in 1988, of the Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The IPCC follows
a long and distinguished tradition in the UN system of applying science to modern problems.
IPCC doesn’t do the science, nor should it the world’s nations already amply fund and
coordinate an impressive program of scientific research. This nation alone spends nearly $2b per
year on climate science, and we will continue to increase our investment. IPCC’s contribution is
to supply a neutral assessment that involves scientists from all nations. It has done that
admirably through three intense rounds that have involved thousands of scientists, all of them
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volunteers. The present head of the IPCC is an Indian economist; before him was an American
atmospheric chemist, and the f’trst head was a Swedish geochemist. The/PCC flies the UN flags;
it not only supplies the most sophisticated assessments of climate science, but it also ensures that
all nations are part of the process.

The IPCC reports are technical and not easy to read, but their message is unmistakable.
The problem of climate change is real. Temperatures are rising. 2003 was the third hottest year
on record; the 1990s the hottest decade, by far, of the last one thousand years. 1998 was the
hottest year on record. Although climate change that year was attributable both to man and a
strong E1 Nino, the human f’mgerprint is almost certainly evident. 1998 was still significantly
warmer than 1983, the last time we were subjected to a strong E1 Nino.

It’s not just temperature. Most other indicators of changing climate are also moving as
the theory would expect. Satellites that are monitoring northern countries find that in just a
decade the spring thaw has arrived a full week earlier on average. Studies that have carefully
culled the reports from thousands of amateur birdwatchers show that migratory birds arrive in
their summer grounds earlier and leave later. In northern Alaska, the tundra once remained
frozen solid for 200 days per year; now that figure has dropped in half. Of course, we must be
mindful of flaws and critiques--although most indicators of a changing climate are moving as
expected, some are not. We must be careful not to silence the skeptics---~eir criticism will
make the theory better. But we must also not ignore the mounting evidence. The theory is
sound, and its implications are ominous.

The IPCC reports, corroborated by many other studies, suggest that sea levels will rise,
areas prone to drought will become drier, extreme storms may become more common. Natural
ecosystems such as wetlands and forests will be under stress.

In the past, many in the United States have shrugged off these likely effects. They say
that we can adapt by changing our crops, shifting our houses inland away from the approaching
sea, and building dikes to channel flood waters and irrigation to quench the parched. I say that
view is dangerously mistaken and I intend to take action to combat the threat of climate change

It is true that Americans can probably adapt to most of the likely short-term effects of -
climate change. Just west of here city planners in Philadelphia are planning for the possible need
to relocate intake pipes for the city water supply. Builders of new power plants near the coast
have, in some cases, installed the intake pipes for coolant water a few feet higher than normalE
in anticipation of higher future sea levels. But it is a stretch to say that merely moving a few
pipes will make us immune to climate change. Our coastal zones are already battered by storms;
rising sea level will make matters worse. In the barrier islands off the Carolinas and Florida, big
storms already cause billions of dollars of property damage. And in most of the rest of the world
such adaptation is not so easy. In Bangladesh alone nearly [10] million people live within three
vertical feet.of sea level; Bangladeshis already suffer floods and devastation from coastal storms.
Elsewhere in the developing world, societies that are least able to adapt to a changing climate are
those that are most on the front lines. These problems are serious for these societies, and they
will affect us in the industrialized world as wellEby creating environmental refugees, breeding
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grounds for climate-related diseases, and other stresses that will contribute to the same despair
that has animated terrorists who have struck the United States.

While I am confident that we can protect much of the built environment from changing
climate, what will we do about Nature? For many ecosystems the rate of change that is likely to
occur as the world warms will be much more rapid than Nature’s ability to adapt. Scientists
studying unique [butterflies] that have adapted to mountainous cloud forests in Costa Rica have
shown that as temperatures rise the clouds, too, will move higher up the mountain. What
happens when they reach the top---when the clouds no longer shroud the forest? The ecosystem
disappears and the butterflies go extinct. Ecologists are uncovering similar, detailed stories of
stress and extinction everywhere that they look. Some have even suggested that perhaps one-
third of species worldwide could go extinct in the coming century from the effects of global
warming alone. That sounds abstract until you realize that coral reefs, wild forests, and many
other gems of nature hang in the balance.

How should we evaluate such evidence? I worry that too many have focused on the
integrity of the evidence itself. They have picked apart the studies by asking questions whose
answers are not knowable. How do we know that the butterflies extinct on one mountain do not
survive on tenterhooks somewhere else? Are we certain that exactly these effects will unfold in
50 years? What if some bird gets to the weakened butterflies first--are we, then, to blame for
extinction? How do we know that future generations won’t invent some clever device that will
let us move the butterflies to other mountains?

These are important questions. The nature of science is skepticism, and we must
encourage scientists to turn every stone, question every fact, and re-question every hypothesis.
But we, as global citizens, must also recognize the cost of indecision. Information is not free,
and in this case the cost of waiting until all the facts are in is very high indeed. The very nature
of the climate problem is one of uncertainty; the best information that we can expect is not
declarative but a matter of probabilities. Climate change shifts the odds, but we will never be
able to say that a particular hot summer or a particular dead bird is the victimof changing
climate.

Even more important is that the effects are irreversible. Not only are we are saddling
future generations-with our effluent, but if they decide that they would have liked a world in.
which we did not run to extinction one-third of Nature’s diversity there is nothing they can do to
reverse what we have imposed. It isn’t right to impose those costs on the future. God’did not put
us on Earth to play dice with his legacy.

Taken together these factors---~e vulnerability of the world’s poorest, the risk of
catastrophic change, and our unfortunate legacymare why we must eliminate the threats of
climate change at their root. Adaptation--"rolling with the punches," as we often say, is not an
option. We must slow and stop climate change beginning now.

From this realization, other maxims follow. The principal human cause of climate
change is the emission of carbon dioxide. Today, world emissions of CO2 are about [XX] tons
per year, and they have been rising at about [XX]% per year. As emissions rise, so does the
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concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Today the atmosphere has about 370 parts
per million of CO2--already one-third higher than the level at the onset of the industrial era. A
growing chorus of analysis suggests tiiat the world should aim to stabilize the concentration at a
level no higher than 500 to 550 parts per million. To meet that goal we must not just slow the
rise in emissions, we must actually reverse course---emissions must eventually be 60% lower
than they are today. And we must do ,hat while allowing enough space in the global emission
budget for the needs of developing countries. Nations such as the United States, which have
already amply used their shares of this budget, will have to do proportionately more than the
developing world. But we must all do our part..

550 parts per million seems a long way off, but it is closer than you think. The climate
system and the industrial energy system both have enormous inertia. To hit the 550 target our
trajectory of emissions must start shifting todayma little bit now, and a lot by 2020 and beyond.
For the United States and other countries that must take the first steps, that means acting now--
we must start by improving the efficiency of our existing energy system and investing in low-
carbon options where they exist. None of these will be easy choices. We must have debates
about nuclear power---do we want more reactors, and where7 Do we want more windmills? If
we build more gas-fired power plants in countries like the United States where gas is already
scarce, where will we get the gas? Obtaining politically viable answers to these questions takes
time.

Every year that we wait to confront these questions is another year we lock ourselves into
the old paradigm. Yet we know that business as usual is not sustainable. In 2003 the United
States commissioned [354] power plants with a total capacity of [42] gigawatts. The largest of
those plants will operate for 30 years; many will probably last even longer. The oldest grid-
connected fossil fuel power plant in the United States was commissioned in the 1920s, and many
small hydro dams date even earlier. We must be mindful of the durable consequences of our
actions even today, and we must promote a similar awareness elsewhere in the world. Last year,
China built [20] gigawatts of new power plants, and India built [7] gigawatts. As the world
economy regains its stride, the building will accelerate even further. The International Energy
Agency’s authoritative World Energy Outlook suggests that two-thirds of the coal-fired electric
power capacity that will exist in 2030 has not yet been built. Although we are locking in long-
lived capital equipment, we still have room to maneuver if we act quickly.

Our response must be twofold. We must create a viable international institution for
addressing the climate problem. And, within each nation, we must begin to implemenf concrete
actions.

At the international level, .~.... : mindful that my.nation met a firestorm of criticism for
leaving the Kyoto system. In our defense, the targets that we had accepted in Kyoto were not
achievable by the United States, and our domestic political debate--Democrats and Republicans
alike--had placed inordinate emphasis on setting binding limits for developing countries.
Neither the last administration nor mine could have submitted Kyoto to our Senate for successful
ratification, and it was better not to pretend that Kyoto was viable. We bit off more than we
could chew, and in that respect the United States was not alone. All nations have learned from
the Kyoto experience, and whether our first try at creating an effective global institution to
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address one of the most complex issue on the intemational agenda today was successful is less
important than our continued effort in good faith.

Looking to the future, we know that Kyoto is important for many other nations. We also
know that Kyoto is the only established institution for addressing the climate issue. Thus today I
am instructing our diplomats to engage more fully with the Kyoto Process, with the aim of
achieving a viable plan for the United States to re-enter the Kyoto system.

Let me underscore, however, that the United States will not attempt to rejoin the original
Kyoto accords, which focused on the period 2008-2012. 2012 is just eight years away; there is
not much that can be done to alter the American emission trajectory over such a short period.
Several other nations will meet their Kyoto commitments, but we must not confuse lucky
accidents of history that put some nations fortuitously on track to meet their Kyoto commitments
with the type of serious long-term strategy that no nation has yet to implement.

America’s re-engagement with Kyoto comes with strings attached. We will demand
solutions to the flaws in the original Kyoto accords, and we will work aggressively and
constructively with all nations to find fair and effective remedies.

In f’ming Kyoto, we will be mindful that well-meaning diplomats tried tO achieve too
much in the short-term even as the Kyoto framework has proved to be woefully inadequate for
the long-term. We must rectify that imbalance. We must set meaningful but modest goals for
the short-term but send credible and demanding signals for the distant future. We are lucky that
the consequences of climate change will unfold over decades--giving us time, if we start now, to
transform the global economy with the normal pace of technological change.

America will rejoin the Kyoto process only with solutions in hand for Kyoto’s three
deficiencies.

First, the new Kyoto must contain realistic targets with no free rides. The United States
accounts for one-quarter of global emissions and therefore must do its share. Many, especially in
this august body, have criticized America for its large environmental footprint, claiming that our
consumer culture guzzles energy and intrinsically harms the environment. The reality is that
America’s emissions normalized for economic output--what is often called "emission
intensity"--is in line with that of most other nations. It is a bit higher than that of France and
Japan, mainly because we use less nuclear power. It is lower than China and India. L~ke most
nations, U.S. emission intensity is declining steadily over time.

The U.S. emits one-quarter of the world’s CO2 because we account for one-quarter of the
world’s economic activity; we buy nearly [one-third] of the world’s traded goods and services.
Economic activity is not the enemy; it is essential to human welfare. It is the bedrock of
development. What matters here is the trajectory of emissions--the path of emissions over time,
and our success in decoupling emissions from economic growth. Every nation on Earth must
strive for a low---eventually zero~emission intensity. We must have vibrant economies without
harmful emissions.
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We recognize that part of the trouble with Kyoto stems from the method for expressing
commitments. Kyoto’s architects focused on the total quantity of emissions. That approach
seemed to make sense because the climate problem is caused by emissions, and simple measures
of responsibility (it was thought) would make it easy to measure progress. We must explore
alternative measures, and it may be necessary to build the new Kyoto on packages of measures
and metrics rather than a single, simple set of emission targets. We should explore using
emission intensity as the measure, since that would help nationsmincluding the United States --
demonstrate to their publics that the central goal is to decouple emissions from the economy, not
to shut down the economy. We must also explore mechanisms that allow countries to cap the
cost of compliance. Fear that the cost of meeting Kyoto targets could prove to be much higher
than expected has been one reason why it has been hard to build strong domestic support for the
Kyoto system in many nations, including here in the United States. We must have credible
answers for those who question the economics. We must move beyond simply branding people
Who worry about costs as enemies of the environment.

In the new Kyoto we must also confront, head on, a subject that has been taboo:
commitments for developing countries. So long as the community of developing nations is
unified in rejecting any limits on emissions there will be no substantial progress in addressing the
climate problem. And I warn that that is bad news especially for developing countries as they--
like most nationsmstand to lose from unchecked global warming. Back in 1997 the U.S. Senate
voted 95-0 to signal its rejection of any pact that did not include meaningful participation of
developing countries. Now,as then, that standard must be met.

Second, the new Kyoto must set realistic and meaningful long-term goals. No firm or
government can plan a rational investment strategy without a compass--a star on the horizon.
Over the last few months my administration has undertaken a comprehensive review of its policy
strategy on global warming, and I have met personally and confidentially with the leaders of
major energy companies. Most have expressed to me the need for clarity about goals. They say
that if our climate policy consists of cutting emissions by possibly a few percent every five years
then they will not much alter their business plans. They will install technologies that are a bit
more efficient; they will invest in projects overseas where substantial reductions in emissions are
achievable at very low cost. But if our goal is a radical reduction in emissions then business
plans would be different. Even today, if our aspirations were clear, some utilities would build
new nuclear plants and invest in larger wind farms. Aclear vision would uncork innovation in
zero-carbon energy systems, such as the elements of a hydrogen-based energy system. Some
firms are investing in these futures, but the effort is much more tentative than if a clear goal for
radically decarbonizing the economy were set.

We must send a clear and unambiguous message. Our goal is nothing less than radical
decarbonization of the world economy. We will need 50 years or longer to achieve that goal.
And we need a target for stabilizing the atmosphere, so that we can measure and assess the pace
of our immediate actions. I propose that we start with 550 parts per million as a goal; we should
write that number prominently into the new Kyoto agreement, and we should also create a
process for evaluating that goal regularly. I know that this statement will be seen by many,
especially in the scientific community, as foolhardy. How do we know that 550 parts per million
is safe? We don’t, and we may never know what is safe. But we do have a good idea about the
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rates and magnitude of change implied by this target, and I am confident that the 550 goal is
achievable. We will not lock this goal into place, but we should set it as a starting point. I can
assure you that having set this number a flood of studies will follow to show why it is deficient.
That, exactly, is the dialectical process that we must inspire.

Third, the new Kyoto must inspire action far beyond the mere cutting of emissions to
meettargets. The only viable way to decarbonize the economy is to develop and install new
technologies. Even with a credible long-term goal, the needed investment will not flow
automatically. Many of the new ideas that will be needed to decarbonize the economy are public
goods---everyone in the world will benefit from these new ideas, but no single firm or
government can justify the costly investment on its own. We know that society tends to under-
invest in knowledge, and in this case the under-investment is truly global. I commend the good
work that the United Nations has done on global public goods, and I challenge the leaders of all
other nations to rise to the occasion and find ways to solve this problem.

In the present Kyoto regime there is no reward for nations that invest in technology.
Indeed, a system that sets new targets every five years actually discourages sohae technological
investments because a nation that lowers its emission trajectory puts itself at a disadvantage for
later round of negotiations. We must eliminate these perverse incentives and create a strong,
direct incentive for productive investment in new technology.

The exact form of this technology investment program still must be negotiated. At
minimum, governments should focus on a wide package of measures as their contribution to
addressing the problem of climate change, not merely compliance with emission goals. We must
establish a process of government peer review that encourages each nation to look closely at the
technology investment plans in the private and public sectors of other countries. We must create
international mechanisms for collaborative research on new large scale technologies, such as a
future generation of commercially viable and safe nuclear reactors as well as strategies for
making renewable power widely available.

In addition to invigorating a new Kyoto, my administration is also committing the United
States to a more aggressive course of domestic policy. We will demonstrate our dedication to
creating an effective international response through.our own substantial response at home. Our
policy will include five major elements.

First, we will complete the installment of an effective voluntary registration system. This
system has been in place since 1992 and has achieved mixed results. The reforms that we have
already adopted will address many of the criticisms that the system had inadequate accounting
and was rewarding fh’ms with recognition for projects they would have undertaken anyway. A
voluntary approach is not enough, but it is what we have right nowmavailable immediate!y to
help jump-start a mandatory, economy-wide response. My administration has already proposed
new procedures for strengthening our register of voluntary reductions, and we will also examine
ways to award credits for these reductions in a future emission trading system.

¯ Second, my administration will introduce legislation to create a binding emission trading
system for all significant sources of carbon dioxide in the United States. We will start with CO2
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because it is the easiest to measure, but we will create provisions for the inclusion of other gases
in the future, exactly as the EU is doing in its own emission trading system, as it becomes easier
to monitor these other gases reliably. Until then, we will regulate these other gases through other
voluntary and mandatory programs, such as the Environmental Protection Agency’s programs to
encourage capture of methane from landfills, its partnership with the aluminum industry for
reducing emissions of perfluorocarboo~s, and a number of other programs.

Third, the U.S. government will encourage--where it canDthe many special programs
that encourage low-cost ways to control emissions. I am always amazed when I hear stories such
as the ability of BP to cut its emissions of CO2 by [20] million tons per year at no cost to the
company. In economics you learn that there aren’t any $100 bills lying on the street because if
there were, people would pick them up. From my experience talking with industry leaders, the
street is filled with $100 bills, and we just need to learn how to f’md and grab them. Firms are
already doing this--at least some of them. Government can help with informational programs
that aid other firms in starting the search. Government, including local government, can also
help households with the search. About one-third of the energy consumed in the United States is
used in households, and a plethora of studies has shown that homeowners are typically unaware
of how they can save money (and cut emissions) through more efficient appliances, upgraded
insulation, low-energy lighting, and other simple changes.

Fourth, we Will redouble our investment in new technology. My administration has
launched programs to develop the technologies that will be needed for a zero-carbon hydrogen
energy system, and we welcome the many private initiatives in this area as well. From India to
Iceland we have found enormous interest in joint international exploration of this promising
energy future. Last fall the U.S. government hosted a major international conference on the
hydrogen economy; high level delegations from [33] countries attended. It is a sign that this
conference attracted much larger representation from the highest levels of government than any
so-called "conference of the parties" convened since adoption of the Kyoto Protocol.
Governments that are serious about addressing the climate change problem know that technology
is the key. With industry, the U.S. government is also supporting the demonstration of an

. advanced coal gasification power plantDwhat we call FuturGen~that will make it possible to
generate electricity from coal while capturing and sequestering the CO2 underground. These are
a.start; we will do more. We also expect that the private sector will do more~much more~
when they see a credible signal that the world and the United States are serious about cutting
carbon. We expect to spend $4 billion on climate technologies this year and more in the future.

Fifth, we will continue to invest in scientific research on the causes and consequences of
climate change. Already the United States spends about $[2] billion per year on climate science.
We fly satellites and plumb the depths of the oceans for clues about past, current and future
climates. Nearly all that work is done in parmership with other nations. We contribute mightily
to the IPCC process. Sound science is essential to sound policy. While sustaining and
increasing this investment, we must also be sure that the many uncertainties that are inevitable in
this issue do not become an excuse for inaction. We must look at the likely.effects of climate
change, and we must be especially mindful of the extreme effects---outcomes that may be
unlikely but, if they occur, could be catastrophic. More work is needed to understand and predict
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those effects, as they will dominate our attempts to set a safe level of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere.

Finally, I must emphasizethat climate change is not a political island. We are rising to
this challenge even as we in the community of nations address many other matters of energy
policy. Energy efficiency makes sense for many reasons. Almost every strategy for cutting
carbon will also cut the emissions of other pollutants. Many have said that the transition away
from fossil fuels will be bad news for oil rich nations. But the reality is that oil revenues have
not created wealthnrather, a "resource curse" has befallen so many oil exporters. It has come
back to hurt us as wellnin the form of Saudi support for Sept 11. All nations must decouple
their prosperity from the vagaries of natural resources; we must embrace the post-industrial
future that lifts welfare even as we tread more lightly on Earth.

Two decades ago, this body--the United Nations General Assembly---created a
commission to study the fate of the global environment. The result---chaired by Norwegian
Prime Minister Gro Brundtland~was an impressive report that bears revisiting. The Assembly
created a vision for improving human welfare while also protecting the environment, and they
called it "sustainable development." The Brundtland Commission argued that the two--
environment and economic growthmwere complementary, not contradictory. "Our common
future," they said, required assuring that each generation pass the planet to the next with its vital
resources intact.

We must reaffirm the Brundtland vision by addressing the danger of climate change with
a truly global and long-term strategy that befits the problem at hand. If we are to assure our
prosperity and a cleaner environment we must not wait. Our efforts must begin now and gather
steam in the coming decades. I stand before you to assure that when focused on effective
solutions to climate change, the United States will be at the forefront in reviving that global
effort.
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SPEECH #3: MAKING A MARKET

Location: Portland, Oregon

My Fellow Americans,

I have spent the day traveling the Columbia river--meeting small business owners and
citizens here in Oregon and in Washington. They have shared with me their aspirations and
visions; many have discussed their fears as well. Quite often they have expressed worries about
the environment. Many have told me that environmental quality is why they are here. For a
large fraction, the environment is their livelihood. They are outfitters and innkeepers and
farmers. The environment, they say, is luxury and necessity all in one.

Over the last two centuries our modem society has confronted and solved many
environmental problems. Nearly all these have been local or regional in nature. About 100 years
ago this great nation faced a terrible timber crisis. Railroads and farmers, especially in the East,
were cutting trees much more rapidly than the forests could recover. We created the forest
service and helped farmers learn to grow more food on less land and solved the crisis. Similarly,
we have largely solved the local pollution problems that, until recently, bedeviled city life.
From mud and dung in the streets to killer smog we have risen to the challenge. Today, we are
cutting emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and mercury from power plants. For those
who claim that environmental quality is in perpetual decline, I say look at the record. It is quite
impressive. We have caused real harm, but we have also found real solutions.

Now we confront the problem of climate change. I am not ~xaggerating when I say that
this is today’s most serious long~term threat to environmental quality. I will not recount the
evidence in detail, but you have all heard it. Global temperatures are rising now and will rise
further. Weather patterns will change. Sea level is likely to rise, at least a bit, and storms may
become more intense. The stress of a changing climate will alter natural ecosystems, driving
some (perhaps many) species into extinction.

You will see the effects of climate change fight here. Warmer temperatures are likely to
reduce snowpack, which will change the annual cycle on the Columbia river. More water will
flow in wintermwhen it otherwise would have been locked up in snow and ice on the mountains.
Electricity prices may rise since the water for Bonneville and other dams along the rivgr is much
more valuable in summer, when demand for electricity is growing as more people install air
conditioners. Hot summer temperatures will probably affect fish in rivers and the rest of nature.
Such effects, though varied, will be felt anywhere and everywhere on Earth. For the first time in
history, there is no place on Earth where the signature of mankind’s pollution--carbon dioxide
and other greenhouse gasesDis not measurable.

It is safe to say that we don’t know the exact consequences of a changing climate. But it
is also safe to say that we know enough to be worded and to take prudent actions now.
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Today, I’d like to outline the response that we--as Atnericans and as citizens of the
Earth~should pursue.

We will be successful in solving the problem of climate change only with new thinking
about the role of government in the economy. We will never f’md cost-effective solutions if we
think about carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases the way we have traditionally thought
about pollutants--with mandates for end-of-pipe technologies. We must create economic
incentives for private firms and individuals to re-invent the economy with a new metabolism--
new methods for carrying and supplying energy that don’t emit greenhouse gases. It probably
means, over fifty years, building a new economy that does not require fossil fuels. To
understand the magnitude of the task, imagine your day without fossil fuels. No car; no
electricity in most of the country; no air travel; no gas for cooking and heating.

There are great dangers in undertaking this transformation of our economy. The costs
could be enormous if we adopt foolish policies, such as regulations that require strict fuel
economy standards or mandates for t-n-ms and households to adopt particular technologies. Some
say that we should not pay attention to cost because the urgent needs of planet Earth must come
f’trst. I don’t think that is realistic--we must pay attention to cost because a program that
imposes an excessive burden will not be supported by the voters. For those who care most
passionately about solving the global warming problem, I warn you: ill-conceived remedies that
are not politically sustainable can cause even more harm than inaction.

The only way to make this transformation is through the market itself. The market must
reflect the real cost of carbon dioxide. Today, the price of gasoline made from oil or electricity
made from coal does not reflect the burdens of global warming. Except for altruism, the
consumer has no incentive to seek out the less carbon-intensive products and services----~ey
have no incentive to select hydropower from the Pacific Northwest rather than coal-fired power
imported from Nevada. They have some incentive to demand that Detroit sdl them a car
powered by an ultra-efficient hybrid engine, rather than a gas guzzler; if the price of gasoline
reflected the real cost of action more fully then the incentive would be stronger. And most
important: inventors see few rewards from dreaming up new schemes to get the carbon out of the
economy. America is a nation of invention. Our economy is strong because our productivity is
high. If we guide the gale force winds of invention to the problem of global warming, solutions
will be at hand sooner than we think. To do that requires getting prices right.

Already there is much that we can do. We can start by not getting prices wrong. The
energy industry is second only to agriculture in the level of subsidy that you--the taxpayers and
citizens~deliver. [add 1-2 sentences on the nature of current subsidies.] Because of those
subsidies we have succumbed to pressure to subsidize new entrants as well in a fake effort to
level the playing field. Thus today we not only subsidize fossil fuels but also wind and solar and
nuclear energy. We invent reasons for still more subsidies--we subsidize ethanol, a liquid fuel
made from corn, in part on the fiction that ethanol blended fuels are a cost-effective way to clean
the air. We need to stop the subsidy spiral. Our government can’t afford it. It undermines the
principle of free market environmentalism. It is bad policy, and it must stop. We must also
work with other countries to end all subsidies for fossil fuels.
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To go furthermbeyond removing insidious subsidiesmwe must create new policy
instruments. The model is the highly successful program that we adopted in 1990 to control
emissions of sulfur dioxide, the leading cause of global warming. In that case, we cut emissions
in half by imposing a cap on all the major sources and then letting firms trade emission credits.
Some f’Lrrns found inexpensive ways to apply new technology, giving them surplus credits to sell
or bank for the future. Others elected .~ buy credits rather than install costly technologies. The
incentive to control emissions spurred innovation, which is evident in the large number of
patents for sulfur control technology issued during the periodmproof, again, that
environmentalism can go hand in hand with innovation and strong economies. Today, U.S. firms
are among the leaders in world pollution control technology; our exports create jobs and wealth
here at home. My administration is making much greater use of markets for controlling many
other forms of pollution as well. We have new proposals for a market in nitrogen oxides and a
new market in mercury pollution. Although much of the federal government’s efforts to protect
the environment still employ traditional "command and control" methods--where government,
in essence, tells you which technologies and processes are best--we are making progress in
introducing market-based strategies. You may not know it, but the results are visible all around
and even in your pocketbook. Good studies by serious economists have shown that market-
based systems typically achieve the same result as a command-and-control system for about half
the cost. That leaves more resources for the environment and the economy.

We must create an emission trading system for carbon. Since1992 we have had a
voluntary program in place~firms have been able to register reductions in emissions. The
program has revealed some important information about the range of options available for
reducing emissions. It has probably encouraged some f’n’ms to act early. But the program has
also had severe deficiencies. Accounting standards have been lax; my administration recently
introduced new rules to tighten them up. But the key problem is that the program is voluntary.
Firms that participate are mainly those that would have implemented reductions anyway. The
full power of the economy--the full range of possible reductions--remains untapped.

We must create a binding system. We must include all sources, so that no firm or family
is disadvantaged. We must be careful in the design of this system because we do not know
exactly what it will cost to cut carbon. It might turn out that cutting carbon swiftly is very
inexpensive. That was the lesson from the sulphur trading program, in part because reforms in
railroad pricing that were adopted at about the same time had the unanticipated effect of making
it easier to deliver low-cost, low-sulfur coal from the West to markets in the East. But carbon
may prove more difficult to control, and overly ambitious targets could impose a sever~ cost on
the economy--if new technologies are not available on the expected schedule, if new power
plants prove difficult to site, if the chips don’t fall in just the right way. We must protect
ourselves against that nasty outcome, ar~.~ ,’l,-~.~,.’,-es are available to do that.

That logic is fine enough, but global wanning is a global problem. We can make some
first steps to demonstrate that the United States is serious about controlling emissions. Oregon is
at the forefront of those efforts. You have set voluntary targets for reducing emissions. You
have formed a pact with Washington and British Columbia to pursue a regional strategy for
controlling emissions, and complementary efforts in California are leading to a western states
approach. Several states in the Northeast are developing a trading system for emissions of CO2
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from power plants. Auto makers are exploring hydrogen-powered vehicles, in part because they
are concerned about possible future limits on CO2. Big utilities are putting big money--along
with the support from the federal government--in an innovative program called FutureGen that
explores ways to bum coal for electricity while sequestering the COz safely underground. Such
programs are examples of a better way to conduct research--through public-private partnerships.
They envision the federal government exiting once the commercial potential of a radical new
technology is proven; they avoid creating a steady stream of subsidy that has characterized many
past federal efforts to support new technology. Japan, Canada and the European Union all have
credible programs to cut emissions under way. These are a start; we will do more.

But how will the incentive to cut carbon spread worldwide? We must not have any
illusions. If we do not have a credible answer to this question we are unlikely to solve the
problem of global warming.

The only viable answer to this question leads us down a path that is very different from
today’s conventional wisdom. For the last decade the countries that have cared most about
solving the global warming problem have tried to create a global regime for capping the
emissions of greenhouse gases, as well as an international system for emission trading. They
have worked "top down" focusing their efforts on the Kyoto Protocol.

The Kyoto vision has not worked. For one, it is not possible to set strict caps in an
international treaty that does not have fair and strong enforcement provisions. In the case of the
United States, the caps were set at a time when America’s diplomats were unaware of how
rapidly our emissions would rise. We sought special rules to make it easier to meet our
objectives, but we only got so much. Others in the Kyoto negotiations refused U.S. demands for
more lenient and achievable targets." Faced with this onslaught we couldn’t just walk away
because everyone--including the U.S. government had trumped Kyoto as the only way to
solve the problem of global warming. But when you look at this system from the distance of
history its wrongheadedness appears in stark relief. Trading emission quotas at midnight just to
get a.deal of symbolic importance is no way to protect our economy. Taken at face value the
emission credits allocated at Kyoto could be worth trillions of dollars. Yet some countries--
notably Russia--received obscenely generous allocations. The goal of Kyoto~to slow global
warming--is admirable. But the method was so flawed that failure was inevitable.

To f’md an effective solution we must return to fundamentals. Our goal is to get the
market to reflect the real costs of carbon. We seek that solution by putting a cap on e~nissions
and then letting the market discover the price of action. In other terms, we create these caps and
emission credits so that the market reflects the limited ability of the climate system to absorb all
the CO2 that we are emitting.

For too long we have thought about this task as an environmental problem. The real
nature of our challenge is little different from inventing a new form of money--a carbon
currency. Eventually, holdings of these carbon credits will be important, strategic assets.
Everyone in the market will examine the carbon consequences of their actions, just as everyone
today thinks about the capital requirements of their behavior--whether it is building a new
factory, buying a car, or constructing a home.
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The reason that Kyoto will not work as the central strategy for solving the carbon
problem is that new currencies are not created from the top down. Rather, they establish value
from the bottom up--through the millions of transactions that determine the real need for a
currency. When Lewis and Clark traveled down the Columbia River and spent the winter of
1805-1806 at Fort Clatsop they traded in currency that was valuable at the time--medals,
jackets, fish hooks, roots, and lynx skins. Values were established by need and ability to pay.
One day, Clark traded a portfolio of six fishooks, a file and some fish for a panther skin. The
next day, prices rose--two files were demanded in exchange for some rootsmand Clark did not
trade. Thomas Jefferson, way back in Washington, did not set the price when he sent Lewis and
Clark on their journey two years earlier. Rather, he endowed them with a collection of
potentially valuable items; their real value fluctuating with the interests and terms of trade as the
expedition made its 4000 mile journey west.

So tOO we are at the early stage of a journey. We will have success if we focus on
assuring that carbon emissit~n credits have real value that they represent real reductions--and
that the government does its best to stay out of the way as markets f’md their prices. We can start
that process by establishing a trading system here in the United States. Europe has started that
process by creating their own trading system. Canada is exploring a similar move; we should
urge Japan, also, to look at using markets rather than the inefficient and probably ineffective
collection of partial measures and "voluntary" commands that the government is crafting.

We have an interest in other countries establishing effective trading systems, and they
have an interest in us doing the same. As each creates its own sound trading system the zone for
trading will grow--and so will the gains from trade. Exactly that logic---open trade for goods
and services--has underpinned the remarkable economic growth that we have seen ever since
the Second World War. The failure of governments to support that logic explains why the
economic crises of the early 1930s rippled through to create a deep global recession.
Governments raised the barriers and each nation became an island.

We will not succeed in creating this global system by ordaining all countries equal and all
emission credits equal, which is largely the approach taken in Kyoto. Rather, the emergence of
different zones is a healthy and welcome outcome. It allows us to discover which countries are
managing their new currency well. We will trade with them. It also allows us to spot those that
are printing extra permits and adopting procedures that undermine the strong currency. We will
allow them to trade credits only at a discount. In extreme cases, we may bar them frorfi our
markets altogether. The values that markets discover will reflect the integrity of each system--
each currency.

How will we move from the system that is emerging today--where each trading zone is
largely an island--to one where emission credits have greater mobility between markets?
Kyoto’s answer to that question is to create, in big bang style, an international trading system. In
fact, the Kyoto targets were so demanding for most industrialized countries that few nations,
including the United States, could meet their Kyoto targets without engaging in international
trading, But that answerma top-down, big bang system--has led us down a dead end.
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The fight answer is to build an intemational trading system from the ground up. We must
start with bilateral agreements in which one trading zone recognizes the permits of the other.
This arrangement keeps the tools of enforcement--the control over the value of our new
currency--in the hands of the countries that have the greatest interest in assuring that this system
really works. In the Kyoto system, by contrast, enforcement is the function of an international
body that has no real powers and whose membership is stacked with countries--notably
developing countries--that don’t have an immediate economic incentive to get prices right.
Through bilateral arrangements we can assure fair terms of trade.

This view will be controversial. For too long those of us who have accepted the need for
serious action to slow global wanning have also accepted the conventional wisdom that a top-
down intemational treaty was the best solution. Having accepted that conventional wisdom we
then built a top-down treaty that incorporated the sound logic of.emission trading. The result
was a system that has drifted ever further from the real lessons of history. Consider the World
Trade Organization~--today’s most effective and successful example of international regime
building. The WTO did not spring forth from a top-down vision for international trade. Rather,
it was built up through a series of bilateral agreements through the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (the GATT) that were packaged together into a truly multilateral approach. In the first
decades of the GATT, from the 1940s through the 1960s, there was essentiallyno international
enforcement mechanism--rather, reciprocal tariff agreements were self-enforcing. Countries
that didn’t find they got a fair dealcould withdraw other tariff concessions. Later, as the number
of countries and the complexity of trade commitments grew, a more effective enforcement
mechanism was put into place. Today, we have the WTO--the result of more than fifty years of
patient multilateralism, constructed from the ground up. That is a good model for what we must
do to combat climate change.

This alternative vision helps us to focus on what we must do now. In the Kyoto system,
most experts have anticipated that trading would begin with Russia and the developing countries.
Those countries offer the greatest opportunity for low cost emission controls. But these
countries are also least likely to create a sound currency--in general, they do not have the legal
and regulatory institutions in place to assure adequate enforcement. In the case of developing
countries, the Kyoto approach doesn’t even cap emissions, making it essentially impossible to
know whether emission reductions are genuine. A much better strategy would create a zone of
trust first with the countries that we know share our interests and have the capacity to support
sound money.                                                           ~

Some will criticize this vision as too slow and too small. We must start with all
nations---especially developing nations--and we must move rapidly, they will say. But we must
not underestimate the difficulty of the task in front,of us. There are few examples of
international currencies created by consent. The European Union has recently created a new
international currency, the Euro. That has been a long and arduous process; enforcement has
proved difficult when powerful countries such as France and Germany violate the rules; keeping
the system on keel has proved difficult, despite the fact that Europe has. strong institutions and
created a new central bank especially to manage the Euro. We must not underestimate the risk to
our prosperity and to our success in slowing global warming if we get this wrong. We cannot
afford to include in our new currency nations and markets that will undermine integrity, just as
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we do not tolerate those who counterfeit our dollars. As a businessman I learned the importance
of credibility and confidence. I can assure you that there is no faster way to erase, with great
pain, our diligent efforts at slowing global warming than to hurriedly create a system that will
come unraveled when some unscrupulous trader in a distant land is given the opportunity to
attack.

Just because we start constructing this new currency by working with our allies in the
industrialized world does not mean that we should ignore the opportunities for controlling
emissions worldwide. Indeed, the stronger the effort we make in our currency zone the greater
the need for those outside the zone--notably Russia and the developing countries--to make
comparable efforts. Certainly we must take the lead, and certainly we must make a greater
effort, for we in the industrialized world care most about this issue and we have also caused most
of the problem. But we must also be vigilant in ensuring that the playing field does not tilt too
Sharply against us, as that will. make it harder to sustain the political will needed for this great
transformation in our economy.

We can work with these other countries on broad programs for controlling emissions.
Already there are many opportunities for controlling emissions that are in these countries’
interest and could be pursued more rapidly. They include plugging the holes in the Russian gas
pipeline network. They include the efforts in most countries---including China and India--to
make greater use of natural gas instead of coal. Gas emits just half the CO2 per unit of useful
energy as does coal. When China builds its gas network it will lock itself into a future energy
system that is cleaner. That is good for China, good for the world, and good for the nations--
from Australia to Indonesia and Russia--that sell the gas. We can encourage that by sharing
information about gas networks and ensuring that private investors in the gas business have fair
access to the Chinese market.

We must not pretend that such efforts will advance by awarding China, Russia or any
other nation that is not part of our currency zone a pile of emission credits. How many credits
should China get because it builds its gas network? Should we reward Russia just because its
economy has collapsed and it is investing in projects, such as energy efficiency, that make sense
anyway? These difficult questions have been a mainstay of debate in the Kyoto system, and they
lead to a trading mechanism that will be tied in red tape. Already Kyoto.has created something
called the Clean Development Mechanism that had sought to award emission credits project-by-
project for investments in developing countries that would reduce emissions to a level lower than
would have occurred otherwise. That was an admirable idea at the time, but it has pro~Ted
unworkable because the most important investments for reducing long-term emissionsmsuch as
building gas networks to displace coalmare not discrete activities for which it is possible to
make an unambiguous determination of credits. It is telling that the Clean Developn..’.~ :~-o’
Mechanism, while slated to start four years ago, has made barely any progress in awarding real
credits.

¯ These programmatic efforts--in cooperation with governments as well as business,
including our firms interested in promoting exports--will help put these countries on better
pathwaYs. They will work only if they rest on sound economic principles. And they must be

¯ viewed as interim measures. We must also be clear to these countries that we expect them to
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implement meaningful limits on their emissions--to create their own emission trading systems
and to join, eventually, the growing trading zone. Many of these countries will object to this
requirement because they have steadfastly opposed limiting their emissions through the Kyoto
process. To overcome .this opposition we must work with f’mance, industry and energy ministers
in these countries, who understand often better than their environment and diplomatic
counterparts the need to transform energy systems. And we must be prepared to make the other
benefits of citizenship in the global community contingent upon determined progress in
addressing a problem that affects us all.

As I see it, we are lucky because the time scales involved with the climate change
problem are long. The effects that should worry us will not appear in the next decade or two. ~
Rather, the risks will accumulate slowly. They are acceptable if we act now, but they will grow
more urgent--and more expensive--the longer that we fail to create a credible incentive to
change our energy system. Our task as policy makers and citizens is to create those incentives
and then to let our market-based economy do what it does best--invent and apply solutions.

Along the way, we must stay focused on our challenge. Most of what we read in the
newspapers and see on television about the climate change problem focuses on the scientific and
technological questions. Is climate change real? What will it cost to control emissions? Is
cheap nuclear power finally a reality? These are important questions, but the most difficult
challenge is institutional. Our task is no less complicated than inventing a new form of money.
If we are successful then every firm and household will have an incentive to cut emissions, and
new businesses with new jobs emerge° around the mission of supplying low-carbon energy here-
and abroad.

We can be successful in. this effort, but only if we do not tilt at false windmills. With
Kyoto we have tried both too much and too little. We have not paid close enough attention to
assuring the integrity of our new currency. We have not explored adequately ways to wqrk with
our allies---especially in Europe--to create a system here that links with the trading system that
is already taking shape over there. And we must ensure that we do not frustrate these fragile but
important efforts by loading ever larger subsidies on the already grossly distorted economics of
energy.

I am confident that when we get the incentives right that solving the climate problem will
be much easier and less expensive than we think. Lewis and Clark may have been surprised as
winter set in and prices for food shot up. But they responded they hunted elk, they found new
things to trade. And most important, their descendents--successful generations of settlersm
found new and more productive ways to catch and grow food. In the winter of 1806 food was
the biggest expenditure; securing its supply was the main subject of conversation. Today,
Americans spend about [121% of their incomes on food, and most of that is in restaurants where
variety and entertainment rather than sheer nutrition are the attraction. Today we are concerned
about greenhouse gases that are the consequence of practically every economic activityma
problem, like the food problem, that seems daunting. But with the incentive and time for change,
we will reorganize ourselves and our descendents will remark on our determination, efficiency
and success.
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INHOFE PRAISES BUSH ADMINISTRATION’S PROGRESS ON CLIMATE CHANGE PLAN.txt
From: Hart, will (EPW) [will_Hart@epw.senate.gov]
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2004 4:35 PM
TO: Hart, will (EPW)
Subject: INHOFE PRAISES BUSH ADMINISTRATION’S PROGRESS ON CLIMATE CHANGE
PLAN

For Immediate Release:
Contact - will Hart: 202-224-5762
February 19, 2004

INHOFE PRAISES BUSH ADMINISTRATION’S PROGRESS ON CLIMATE CHANGE PLAN

WASHINGTON, DC - Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.), chairman of the Environment &
Public works committee, commented today on the National Academies of Science (NAS)
review of the Bush Administration’s Final U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP)
strategic Plan. The Strategic Plan was introduced by commerce Secretary Evans and
Energy Secretary Abraham in July 2003, and is a management plan for climate change
research in the federal government.

"I am very pleased with the release today of NAS’s review of the Bush
Administration’s Strategic Plan on climate change," Sen. Inhofe said. "The
leadership provided by the Administration on thls issue has produced a management
plan with clearly defined goals, deadlines, and timetables which make President Bush
the’first President to fulfill the statutory regulations required by Global Climate
change Research Act of 1990. NAS stated in its review and I wholeheartedly agree
that, ’The nation and the global community will be better prepared to address the
challenges of climate and associated global changes if the climate change science
Program’s vision and overarching goals are achieved.’ congress must continue to be
mindful thoug~ that scientists’ reviews routinely request additional funding for
sclence. During this time of tight budget constraints, we must only provide
responsible and balanced funding in a way that all viewpoints on the issue of
climate change are funded and considered equally."

The Bush Administration has spent nearly $2 billion in pursuit of climate
change science each year and has exceeded the last years of the previous
Administration’s funding on this issue by $50 to $100 million. Furthermore, united
States research on this topic exceeds that of the European union and Japan combined.

"I concur that the President’s climate change science Program ’could permit
it to effectively guide research on climate and associated global changes over the
next decades,’" Sen. Inhofe concluded.

The full review by NAS can be found at: www.nas.edu <http://www.nas.edu>

###
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FYI -- NRC global change metrics committee meeting agenda.txt
From: Rick Piltz [rpiltz@usgcrp.gov]
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2004 11:56 AM
TO: ccsp@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; wgcc@usgcrp.g~v
subject: FYI -- NRC global change metrics committee meetlng agenda

Attachments: agenda_3.04(2).doc

Attached is the agenda for the March 3-4, 2004, meeting of the NRC Committee on
Metrics for Documenting Progress in Global Change Research. The first day of the
meeting will focus on some possible principles for developing metrics, and case
study examples drawn from the ccsP strategic Plan. on the second day, the committee
will talk with science historians on evaluating scientific progress, and with agency
representatives on their experience with GPRA, the R&D investment criteria, and the
budget assessment tool, PART. Nearly all of the meeting is open and the committee
encourages agency representatives to attend.

Rick Piltz
U.S. Global change Research Program
climate Change science Program office
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Tel (dlrect): 202-419-3468 Fax: 202-223-3064 Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www.usgcrp.gov
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MOUNT BACHELOR, OREOON---Under the dome
of a concrete-gray sky, Start Fox assembles
four pieces of aluminum tubing into a 3-
meter-long hollow pipe. After standing it on
end, he planges it through more than 2 me-
ters of snow at Dutchman Flat, an alpine
meadow perched on the shoulder of this
3. 000-meter mountain. Fox, who heads the
Oregon snow-survey program for the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s Natural
sources Conservation Service (NRCS), re-
moves the tube and reads the snowpaek "
depth, a measurement that has been tracked
at nearby sites monthly since the 1930s. To-
day the snow is 250 centimeters deep, and
by comparing the weights of the tube both
f’tlled and empty, Fox and a colleague deter-
mine that the snow enntains about 30% liq-
uid water. If all the snow were instantly liq-
uefied, the water would be nearly 1 meter
deep. Not too bad. In a region prone to
spikes in precipitation, Dutchman Flat is
more than 15% aboveits 30-yenr average.
"The snow in these mountains is a vimml
reservoir," Fox says. As the snow melts in
the spring and summer, it will slowly release
that water, filling streams and reservoirs,
which provide lifeblood to the region during
the normally bane-dry summer months.

But indications are that this age-old cycle
is beginning to change. New assessments of
decades’ worth of anowpack measurements
show that snowpack levels have dropped
considerably throughout the Amedca~ West
in response to a 0.8°C warming since the
1950s. Even more sobering, new studies re-

veal that if even the most moderate regional
warming predictions over the next 50 years
come tree, this will reduce western anow-
packs by up to 60% in some regions, such as
the Cascade Mountains of Oregon and
Washington. That in mm is expected to t-e-
duce summertime stream flows by 20% to
50%. "Snow is our water storage in the
West," says Philip Mote, a climatologist at
the University of Washington (UW), Seattle,
who leads a team that has produced much of
the new work. "When you remove that
much storage, there is simply no way to
make up for it:’

The impacts could be profound. In the
parched summer months, less water will
likely be available for everything from agri-
culture and hydropower production to sus-
taining fish habitats. Combined with rising
temperatures, the dwindling summertime
water could also spell a sharp increase in
catastrophic fires in forests throughout the
West. With much of the current preeipitalion
headed downstream earlier in the winter and
spring, the change is also likely to exacer-
bate the risk of floods.

For resource managers already struggling
to apportion limited water supplies through-
out the West, the predictions are grave. ’~If
that’s true, it would have a huge impact,"
says Christopher Fu~ey, a policy analyst with
the Bonneville Power Administration in
Portland, Oregon, which markets electricity
from over a dozen power-generaling dams
in the Columbia River Basin that provide
power to millions of people. In a region

where farmers, f’mhers, ~cafiona~, an
municipalities already compete for ware:
climate change may be setting the stage fc
an entirely new round of conflicts. "’W
think of the water wars in the past," sa~
Fox, referring to the epic battles over rerou
ing westem waters in the early 20th centre:
’tin the future ~ey will probably 15e mo~
peaceful but mudh more prevalent_"

The root of the problem is easy to state:
semiarid West has too little water, spread t
unevenly throughout the year. Most of Mo
tam sees less than 46 centimeters ofprecit
tation a year. Even rainy Portland receive
only about on~-tenth of its annual 91
timeters of precipitation &wing the summ~
For most of California the fraction is ev~
smaller. Philadelphia, by contrast, typiea!
receives 102 centimeters of armual precipit
tion, 30% of which comes in the summer.

Thanks to massive dam-building in tl
first half of the 20th century, more than
million people--roughly one-fifth of tl
U.S. population--now live in the Pacif
and Intermountain West. Those tens of m"
lions of people are dependent not just
water, but on snow. Snowmelt makes
75% of all water in streams throughout tl
West. If that snow falls as rain or melts t~
earl)’, there will be little water left in
virtual reservoir come late summer aa
fall. Unfortunately, that is just what appe~
to be happening.

Back down the mountain in a conferen
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:5om at~a small ski resort outside Bend, Fox
~md a collection of about 50 water experts
from the Northwest settle in to listen to
Mote describe some of his group’s latest
data on we~ern suowpacks. Perlmps fitting-
ly, outside the temt~rature has warmed up
on this mid-lanuary day to about 5°C. Ici-
cles encircling the roof drip steadily.

Mote desenq~es work published last year
in Geophysical Research Letters, in which
he took a detailed look at the trend in snow-
pack aecumnlations throughout the Pacific
Northwest over the last lmlf of the 20th con-
tory. Mote reviewed fede~ records ofsuow
water equivalonts (SWE)--the amount of
water in a given depth of snow---on 1 April,
typically the peak of the season’s snowpack.
Of the 230 sites where SWEs were meas-
ured back to the 1950s, Mote found that
nearly all showed negative trends, even as
precipitation increased in most places. The
hardest hit: areas in the Cascade Mountains
in Oregon and Washington, which saw as
much as 60% declines in total snow acon-
mulation_ The most likely e~planation, Mote
says, was the region’s temperature rise.
When he plotted the snowpaek declines

z against the elevation of the snow-tracking
~ sites, he found that the biggest decreases oe-
~ eurred at the lowest elevations, suggesting
o that the moderate warming throughout the
~ region was raising the freezing level.

That’s just the begim~g. In work pre-
ented l~t month at the American Meteoro-

~ logical Society meeting in Seattle, Washing-
~ ton, Mote teamed up with U-W Seattle col-
~ league Alsn Hamlet amt University of Col.
i orado, Bouldsr, hydroclimatologist Martyn

historical snowpack levels throughout the ’
~ West (see rigllltmd figure). The news was
~ better, but not much. Snowpacks decreased
~a.t 85% of the nearly a00 mow-measurement
_ sites throughout the West. The biggest de-

i creases hit the Noahwest, where the raotm-
rains are smallest and the temperatures
warmer, to proximity to pa-
cifie Oeeam Declines in the northern Roek-~ies were mestly in the range of 15% to 30%.

x In these inlaud areas, Clark points out, win.
~_ ter tempemlm’es are typically far lower than
~ in the Pacific Northwest, so a rise of a few
~ degrees still does not push the mercury
~ above freezing. ’~u the interior regions all
~ the winter precipitation falls as ~now," Clark
~ says. And some regions in the Southwest

~primarily to arise in precipitation.      ,
~ Other ehes also suggest that the West s
~ suowpack is changing. The biggest: Snow is
~ melting earlier in the spring. "There has
’~ ’~een a fairly broad tendoney in snowmelt

zins to exln’bit advances in runoff timing;’
~ays Daniel Cayan, a climate researcher at

the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in
La Jolla, California. Last month, Cayan,
postdoctoral assistant Iris Stewart, and
Michael Dettinger, a hydroclimatologist
~ ~ U.S. Goo~ogi~ Sta-cey (USGS) in
San Diego, reported in Climatic Change
that the peak of the annual spring runoff
in streams throughout California’s Sierra
Nevada now comes as much as 3 weeks ear-
Her than it did in 1948 (see lower figure).
Again, the effect was most pronouueed in
streams adjacent to lower elevation snow

es. ’This is very consistent with the
evidene~ Phil [Mote] and company
have seen with the snowpack,"
Cayan says. In a paper now under
review at the dournal of Climate,
Clark and colleagues at the Univer-
sity of Colorado recently found
much the ~ shift for streams in
the Northwest. ’~here is def’mitely
something happening;’ Clark says.

That evidence is further bol-
stere.d, Cayan points out, by records
that track the first springtime
blooms of �lowers such as honey-
suckle and lilac, which show a simi-
lar I- to 2-week advance. ’q’his is a
totally independent measure" and
one that is ~ s~engly related to

’40s, cooling in the ’50s and ’60s, and
warming again from the 1970s through
’90s;’ Taylor says. "In my opinion, the el-

small compared to the mul~’deeadal cycles?’
G-’reg Johnson, a climatologist with

NRCS in Portland, also points om that Mote
typically starts his analysis of anowpaek
minds at the beginning of the 1950s, which
saw some of tbe largest mow acemnu~ons

bers, you will show largo decreases:’ he
says. Decadal swin~ in climate caused by

In retreat. A modest temperature rise since
the 1950s has reduced spring snowpecks
throughout the West (top) and shifted the
peak snowmelt earlier in the year (left.

Not ev~jone is yet ready to believe that
these trends will conliuno. George Taylor,
the s’-tate of Oregon climatologist and a eli-
mate researcher at Oregon State Univemity
in Corval~, for example, argues that broad
trends in temperature and snow aceumala-
tion over the past century are most likely
due to natural multidscade swings as the eli-
mate eseillates between periods of relative
warm and cold temperatures. ’q’here was
.~ ~o?r~ficaut warming in the 1920s, ’30s, and

E1 Nifio and ~ Pacific Decadal Oscillation,
he adds, ftather nmddy the numbers.

’I’m not saying it’s a nonissue, just that
we need to k~p watching it closely:’ John-
son says. "The point is, if you look at the

and drops in low-elevation snowpaek. The
question is what eau we tie it to. But frem a
planning standpoint, I think people bare to
be concerned about this?’

Mote agrees that the trend data. may be
skewed to some degree by the high-snow
years of the early 1950s. However, be says,
before the 1950s there were so few snow
measurement sites that earlier data are sus-
pect. Furthermore, be says, the snow loss is
still best explained by the region’s moctest
warming. ’The thing that really stands out is
that the largest losses are at the lowest eleva-
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t~ons, W~ich can only be explained by
warming," Mote says. As for whe.ther this
warming is best explained by the decade-
long climate swings, Mote defers to the lat-
est work by the Intergovernmeutal Panel on
Climate Change (I~CC), the global body of
hundreds of seieutists that la~ assembled the
"standard model" of climate change. Al-
though [PCC’s latest report does show that
both natural and human-induced factors ex-
plain portions of the last eentury’s global
temperature record, climam models that take
both into account do the best job
at reproducing the complete
temperature record.

Dry ttme~ ahead?
No matter what the historical
picture, Mote, Cayan, and othem
argue that the picture for west-
ern snowpaeks looks far more
bleak when the anticipated fu-
ture warming is taken into ac-
count. Here, too, several teams
have been working to uader-
stand how events are likely to
unfold. All agree there is consid-
erable uucertaiuty. Precipitation
trends, for example, "are all over
the map" in different climate
models, because precipitation
can vary drastically over a short distauce,
Mote says. However, Mote, Cayan, and
others agree that climate models generally
do a far better job of estimating tempera-
ture, because temperature differences drive
winds that tend to reduce those differences.
Regional climate models suggest that over
the next 100 years, w~. tern temperatures
are likely to rise between 2° aud 7°C, de-
pending on---among other faetors~the rate
of increase of greenhouse gases in the at-
mosphere. And unlike the precipitation
forecasts, the models all show an increase
in temperature.

Modelers then feed these temperature
data and other variables into another set of
computer programs called hydrology models
that compute the effects of changing climate
on snowpack and stream runoff. And these
hydrology models consistently show that
even low-end temperature changes produce
big effects. As part of a study desen~oed in
last month’s issue of Climatic Change, for
example, UW Seattle hydrologist Dennis
Lettenmaier and coIleagues used a global cli-
mate model to compute how the western
snowpack would respond to modest tempera-
ture increases. They found that a temperature
rise of 1.5°C by 2050 resulted in a loss of
nearly 60% of the 1 April snowpack in the
Oregon and Washington Cascades, and a 3°

rise by 2090 reduced those snowpacks by
72% (see figure). ’~aat’s the best-case sce-
nario," Mote says. "By the 2090s with a

warm scenario, you would have essentially
no snow left in Oregon by April ls~" When
the Pacific Northwest is taken as a whole,
the picture is only a bit better, showing a
35% loss in 1 April snowpack by the 2050s
and 47% loss by the 2090s.

In a Geophysical Research Letters paper
last year, Cayan and fomaer postdoe Noah
Knowles~now with USGS in Menlo Pro:k,
California--computed a similar analysis for
the watersheds that make up the western
drainage of C~lifornia’s Sierra Nevada

10    40 60 80 100 120 140 180

Snow Water Equivalent (cm)

Virtuall~ gone. Computer models suggest that even modera’~ warming will dras-
tically mcluc~ the spring (peak) snawpack in the Oregon and Washington Cascade~

Mountains. They found that a predicted tem-
perature rise of about 2.1°C over the next
c~mmry ~d md~v tbe Siena snowpaek by
one-third by 2060, tnSmafily at mid to low el-
evations, mad wonld halve it by 2090. A sepa-
rate analysis by L. Ruby Leung and col-
leagues at the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory in Righlmad, Washington, together
with researchers from the National Center
for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Col-
orado, and Scripps roached similar conclu-
sions when they looked at the effect of cli-
mate throughout the West. The one notable
differeuce: In the Rockies, the colder winter-
time temperatures are expected to limit the
losses to 30%. Without putting too much
faith in the exact amount of losses, Mote
says, "it’s nearly inescapable that we’re go-
tug to coutinne losing snowpack-"

"Enormous Impacts"
’‘it doesn’t mean we’ve lost water;’ Cayan
basteus to point out. "It means the water is
coming off earlier." Rather than sticking

mer, western snowpaeks will wash down
mountainsides in the winter and spring.
Simply stated, the upshot is wetter winters

In the Sierras, for example, Knowles mad
Cayan’s models predict that the portion of
water that flows through the watershed’s
rive~s from April t~Lrough July each year will
decline f~om 36% today to 26% by 2030.

’°Ittis represents over 3 km3 [3 billion v
meters] of runoff attifdug fi-om post-Apn
to pr~April 1 flows:’ the mxthors write. Tha
figure nearly doubles by 2090. Oa~r studie.~
show that parts of the Columbia ~ B~sin

ed declines in snowpack and generally colder
temperatures, is likely to emerge compara-

temperature climb will likely affect tern of
millions of people. ’~l~ere are enormous im-

pacts from this potential
change;’ Cayan says. ’~rater
management in the West has
¯ been to use the snowpack as a

is reakCy important. It’s water
that will come later when a lot
of the water demand is heavi-

ple wt21 need to make ~ome dif-
ficult choices," adds Todd
Reeve, who directs watershed
restoration programs for the
Bonneville Environmental
Foundation in Portland.

That’s particularly true in
the Pacific Northwest and Cal-
ifornia. Reservoirs in the Co-
lumbia River B~Sn cspture on-

ly about 30% of the mglon~ annual rtmoff,
whereas California’s reservoirs hold slightly
more. The typical pattern is to fill these
reservoirs with late spring runoff and use
that water throughout the summer and fall
for irrigation and then in the early winter for
power generation. An earlier anowmelt

longer ~ season when irrigation, recre-

losing natural storage and taxing built stor-
age. Something has to give;’ Lettonmaier
say~. (Here too, Lettonmaier says, the Colo-
rado River Bm~n is tmique, because reser-
voh~ there can store four limes the region’s
ammal precipitation.)

With less smnmertime water, one of the
hard~ hit areas is likely to be agriculture.
Today, farmers in California use about 75%
of the state’s water. Earlier ~ month, agri-
cultural economists Wol~am Schlenker of
the University of Cal~ornia, San Diego, and
W. Michael Hanemann and Anthony Fisher
of UC Berkeley presented a preliminary
study at the American Economic Associa-
tion meeting in San Diego of the lflcely im-
pacts of climate .change on California agri-
culture. Using a range of hypothetical eli-
mate and stream-flow scenarios in line with
published modeling results, the researchers
forecast that snowpack losses could lower
farmland values by more than 15%. If thai
pattern holds for the state’s 3.84 millio~
hectares of irrigated farmland, the loss to
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= ,to, agriculture economy would be meas-
¯ . fled~ the I.alions of dollars.
" What is more, Fisher says, because ac-
ess to irrigation water in California de-

pends on the historical system of f’n~t-come,
f’n’st-served water rights, those losses will
likely be absorbed primarily by the farmers
lowest on the water-fights totem pole, driv-
ing many out of business. That same pattern
is likely to hold true in the Northwest, par-
ticularly in the dry lands east of the Cas-
cades. ’~lt’s not going to be feasible to have
the irrigated acreage we have now," Mote
says--fighting words in a region long wed-
ded to an agricultural way of life.

Forests are also likely to suffer, accord-
ing to Anthony Westerling, a climate re-
searcher at Scripps. Westerling recently fed
data fi:om Cayan and Knowles’s climate
and hydrology models of the Sierras into a
model of his own that attempts to forecast
changes in wild.fires. Westerling says his
preliminary results show that fire danger
will soar. "The mean area burned more than
doubled by 2090" relative to the present,
Westerling says.

Although less easily quantified, low sum-
mertime stream flows are also expected to
exacerbate problems with declining fish
runs, crimp water supplies for recreation and
cities, and increase the likelihood of winter
and springtime flooding throughout the
Northwest and California. But not all the im-
pacts are sure to be bad. Last
year, John Fazio, a river flow an-
alyst with the Northwest Power
and Conservation Council in
Portland, plugged some of the
UW group’s hydrology forecasts
into his Columbia River flow
models and found that a wanner
Northwest may actually benefit
Northwest electricity consumers.
Warmer winters, Yazio says, will
lilcely lower the need for electric-
ity during the region’s peak de-
mand period, and an expected
small increase in wintertime pre-
cipitation could chum gen~ators
to the tune of an extra 1900 megawatts of
power---nearly enough to power two cities
the size of Seattle. Of course, ffprecipitation
swings toward the dry side, it could wind up
costing rote payers hundreds of millions of
dollars, he says.

No matter how the climate evolves, water
managers will face uncomfortable tmdeoffs
between providing water for agriculture, hy-
dropower, and recrc~on, and keeping it in
streams to support ~h runs. In their current
Climatic" Change paper, for e0mmple, Letten-
rosier and colleagues show that to keep sum-
mertime flow levels in the Columbia River
high enough to support endangered-fish re-
:overy plans, water managers will likely

have to sacrifice 10% to 20% of the river’s
wintertime hydmpower generating capacity,
because it will force water managers to draw
down their reservoirs in the summer. "Even
with these reductions in powe~ late-summer
minimum flows would still be lower than at
present," the authors write.

t4ore Mg titans?
In a region prone to water shortages, talk of
such tmdeoffs doesn’t go down easy.
already have a problem with shortages,"
says Maury Roos, chief hydrologist for the
state of California. And coming up with the
water to deal with population growth
throughout the region is already an acute
problem, he adds. "This will certainly maim
the problem worse?’

In hopes of head-
ing offsome of those
problems, Roos and
other water officials
are beginning to in-
corporate climate
change into their re-
gional water plans.
California’s latest
draft water plan, for
example, discusses
climate change, al-
though it doesn’t yet
recommend changing
California’s infra-

NEWs F o~c u s
while keeping water available for farmers.
Washin~on too is flirting with building a
dam at a cost of more than $1 billion in the
eastern part of the state to provide irriga-
t’ion water for farmers near Yakima. And
Idaho water managers say that climate
change may force them to bui!d new reser-
voirs to prevent winter floods along the
Boise River, where one-third of the state’s
inhabitants currently live.

But due to their high dollar ~nd environ-
mental costs, many water experts doubt
whether such projects will go forward.
"Dams are tough fights and so expensive,"
says Hal Anderson, planning chief for the
Idaho Department of Water Resources. And
even if built, they will only soften the blow.

structure. Portland, Seattle, and other cities
have begun studying the issue in detail to
see whether they need to change their water-
management plans.

Initial rumblings are also being heard
among advocates for building new dams
throughout the West. That comes as some-
thing of a surprise to many, because dm-ing
the Clinton Administration, then-Secretary
of the Interior Bruce Babbitt claimed that
the era of big dam building was over, due
to their adverse impacts on fish and
wildlife. Already, for example, California is
considering building several new dams as
part of a joint state and federal effort to
provide water for threatened ecosystems

Dangerous consequences. Over the next cen-
tury. larger winter and spring runoffs from
melting snow are expected to increase flood-
ing and catastrophic wildfires.

ing irrigation canals and making other im-
provements to irrigation. As well, a handful
of new programs have sprung up recently to
buy or lease water fights fi’om farmers and
then keep the water in stream during the
low-flow months to improve habitat for fish.
Last year, for example, one umbrella effort
called the Columbia Basin Water Transac-
tions Program spopsored 32 such deals to
keep 28.4 million cubic meters of water in
tributaries where it’s needed most. That
amount of water pales in comparison to
what stands to be lost. But for now, water
planners still have some time to act before
climate change alters the American West in
a way humans have never wituesse&

--ROBERT F. StRWC~

With the amount of spring snow expected to
be lost due to climate change, "there is no
way we’re going to build that many dams to
capture it all," Mote says.

Other strategies may help. Most water
officials agree that there is much that can be
done to conserve water, particularly by lin-
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From: Cooney, Phil
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2004 5:16 PM
To: Peel, Kenneth L.
Subject: FW: Expert review of Arctic Climate Impact Assessment draft Overview -- due March 5

Importance: High

.....Original Message .....
From: Rick Piltz [mailto:rpiltz@usgcrp.gov]
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2004 3:51 PM
To-" ccsp@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; wgcc@usgcrp.gov
1::¢: BrandelSK@state.gov
Subject: Expert review of Arctic Climate Impact Assessment draft Overview -- due March 5
Importance: High

CCSP/SGCR Department/Agency Principals, Executive Office and Other Liaisons
CCSP Interagency Working Group Co-Chairs, CCSP key contacts

In 2003, on behalf of the Climate Change Science Program, the CCSP Office assisted in coordinating
the U.S. component of the expert review of the draft Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA)
Scientific Report. In all, 53 U.S.-based experts, both inside and outside the U.S. Government, submitted
review comments on the report.

This e-mail is to notify you that we now have available for review the draft ACIA Overview Report.
The draft Overview Report summarizes the most important findings in the 18* chapters of the ACIA
Scientific Report in a style accessible to a policy and lay audience:

The draft Overview Report has been reviewed by the Lead Authors of the chapters of the ACIA
Scientific Report and is now also being reviewed by external experts, as well as the International Arctic
Science Council (IASC), the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme (AMAP), and Conservation
of Arctic Flora and Fauna (CAFF). The CCSP Office has sent the relevant information to the U.S.-based
expert reviewers of the draft Scientific Report, inviting and requesting their participation in reviewing
the Overview. Following the same procedure that was used in reviewing the draft ACIA Scientific
Report, individuals are requested to send comments directly to the ACIA Secretariat.

If you wish to review the draft ACIA Overview Report, or wish to invite additional individuals to
submit comments, the following information explains how to participate in the review process.
Please don’t hesitate to get in touch with me if you have any questions about the review.

--Rick Piltz

To access the Overview Report, as well as the revised draft of the ACIA Scientific Report chapters that
underpin it., go to the ACIA Web site at: <www.acia.uaf.edu>. There you can click on a link (located
under the photo) taking you to the reviewer page. At the login menu, type:
Name: reviewer
Password: taxi
The ACIA asks that you please keep this information confidential.

Please send your comments by e-mail to the the ACIA Secretariat <aciarev@iarc.uaf.edu>, using the
format described below, by MARCH 5.
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The ACIA is interested in receiving comments on content, any errors or major omissions, and
inconsistencies with what is in the ACIA Scientific Report chapters.

* (A new chapter, entitled "Conservation of the Arctic’s Biodiversity in a Changing
Environment," by lead author Michael Usher, has been added to the assessment. This is
referred to as Chapter 10b in the Scientific Report.)

Format for Comments
[] Please provide your name, organization and area of expertise.
[] General comments (those not specific to any particular page) on the full Overview should
follow and should be numbered.
[] Comments that are specific to particular pages and paragraphs should follow your general
comments. For each comment, identify the page number and the paragraph number to
which they apply.
[] Comments that refer to a table or figure should identify the table or figure by description
and page number.
[] Order your comments sequentially by page and paragraph number.
[] Because comments fi’om a number of reviewers will be collated, please insert your name
in the line following each comment.

Sample Format for Comments
I. Background Information
Name:
Organization:
Area of Expertise:

II. General C0mments/Synthesis Comments
1. First General Comment
Reviewer’s Name

2. Second General Comment
Reviewer’s Name

III. Specific Comments

Page 5, paragraph 3: (Comment)
Reviewer’s Name

Page 34, paragraph 2: (Comment)
Reviewer’s Name

Figure on spruce bark beetle outbreak, Page 52 (Comment)

Reviewer’s Name
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Rick Piltz
U.S. Global Change Research Program
Climate Change Science Program Office
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Tel (direct): 202-419-3468 Fax: 202-223-3064
Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www.usgcrp.gov
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FYI -- NYT editorial Uses and Abuses of science.txt
From: Rick Piltz [rpiltz@usgcrp.gov]
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2004 11:12 AM
To: rpiltz@usgcrp.gov
Subject: FYI -- NYT editorial: uses and Abuses of science

[In case you hadn’t seen this yet--]

New York Times editorial
February 23, 2004

Uses and Abuses of Science

Although the Bush administration is hardly the first to politicize science, no
administration in recent memory has so shamelessly distorted scientific findings for
policy reasons or suppressed them when they conflict with political goals. This is
the nub of an indictment delivered last week by more than 60 prominent scientists,
including 20 Nobel laureates. Their statement was accompanied by a report published
by the union of concerned scientists, listing cases where the administration has
manipulated science on environmental and other issues.

President Bush’s supporters promptly denounced the statement and the report as an
overdrawn and politically motivated work issued in an election year by an advocacy
group known for its liberal disposition. Tellingly, however, neither Mr. Bush’s
friends nor the white House denied that any of the incidents listed in the report -
all had been reported before in newspapers, trade magazines and scientific journals
- had occurred. The best they could muster was a lame rejoinder from Dr. John
Marburger III, Mr. Bush’s science adviser, who said that these were disconnected
episodes reflecting normal bureaucratic disagreements, none of them adding up to a
"a pattern" of distortion or disrespect for science.

we respectfully urge Dr. Marburger to look again. On global warming alone, the
administration bellttled, misrepresented, altered or quashed multiple reports
suggesting a clear link between greenhouse gas emissions and the burning of fossil
fuels like coal and oil. A study detailing the impact of mercury emissions from
power plants was sanitized to industry specifications. Another study suggesting that
a congressional clean-air bill would achieve greater pollution reductions than Mr.
Bush’s own plan, at approximately the same cost, was withheld. It does not take much
effort to find a pattern of suppressing inconvenient facts that might force Mr.
Bush’s friendsin the oil, gas and coal industries to spend more on pollution
control.

The report details similar shenanigans involving other agencies, including
Agriculture, Interior and even, on reproductive health issues, the centers for
Disease Control. It also criticizes the administration for stacking advisory
committees with industry representatives and disbanding panels that provided
unwanted advice, collected in one place, this material gives a portrait of

~overnmentwide insensitivity to scientific standards that, unless corrected, will
urther undermine the administration’s credibility and the morale of its ~scientists.

http://www.nytimes.c~m/2~4/~2/23/~pini~n/23~N3.html?ex=1~78552289&ei=1&en=~9c31989
6a21e0ad

Rick Piltz
U.S. Global change Research Program
Climate change science Program office
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Tel (direct): 202-419-3468 Fax" 202-223-3064 Tel (main #): 202-223-6262

Page 1
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RE FYI -- NRC global change metrics committee meeting agenda.txt
From: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2004 4:43 PM
TO: ’Rick Piltz’
subject: RE: FYI-- NRC global change metrics committee meeting agenda

Rick -- has the NRC Committee contactedanyone at OMB regarding the nuts and bolts
of GPRA, PART, etc.? If not, how can we make that contact happen?

Thanks,
bh

Original Message ....
From: Rick Piltz [mailto:rpiltz@usgcrp.gov]
sent: Friday, February 20, 2004 11:56 AM
TO: ccsp@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; wgc~@usgcrp.gov
subject: FYI -- NRC global change metrics commlttee meeting agenda

Attached is the a~enda for the March 3-4, 2004, meeting of the NRC
Committee on Metrlcs for Documenting Progress in Global change
Research. The first day of the meeting wil.l focus on some possible
principles for developing metrics, and case study examples drawn from
the CCSP Strategic Plan. On the second day, the committee will talk
with science historians on evaluating scientific progress, and with
agency representativeson their experience with GPRA, the R&D
investment criteria, and the budget assessment tool, PART. Nearly all
of the meeting is open and the committee encourages agency
representatives to attend.

Rick Piltz
U.S. Global chang~ Research Program
climate Change science Program office
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Tel (dlrect): 202-419-3468 Fax: 202-223-3064
Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www.usgcrp.gov
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U.S. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS BY SECTOR
(Million Metric Tons of Carbon Dioxide Equivalent)

All Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Sector

Sector 1990 2000 2010
Residential 357 387 427
Commercial 216 228 260
Industrial and Agricultural 2020 2072 2278
Transportation 1534 1848 2275
Electric Utilities 1894 2275 2504

ITotal 6021 6810 7743

Notes:

Carbon Dioxide Emissions By Sector

Sector 1990 2000 2010
Residential 338 366 404
Commercial 216 228 260
Industrial and Agricultural 993 1007 1111
Transportation 1475 1781 2204
Electric Utilities 1862 2258 2490

[Total 4885 5640 6469

See Page 2 for emissions disaggregated by source.

1990 fossil combustion emissions derived from U.S. EPA data. 2000 fossil combustion emi
derived from 1999 U.S. EPA data and adjusted by EPA estimates of growth from 1999 - 2(;
fossil combustion emissions projected using growth rates derived from "Annual Energy Ou
2001 ."

Emissions from natural gas production, cement production, other industrial and gas flaring
derived from 1990 and 1998 reported figures in "Emission of Greenhouse Gases in the Un
States." The growth to 2000 and 2010 was assumed to be linear.

Emissions and growth rates for other categories derived from U.S. EPA data.

U.S. EPA calculates industrial emissions from fossil fuel combustion by subtracting other s,
emissions from the total emissions from fossil fuel combustion.
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In 2000, state actions and demonstration projects resulted in emission reductions of 1.5
MMTCE.

Thirty-six states and Puerto Rico have initiated state GHG inventories (35 and PR
completed). These states represent approximately 70% of 1990 US emissions.

Twenty-five states and Puerto Rico have initiated state GHG mitigation plans (18 and PR
completed).

11 of the 19 plans completed identify potential GHG savings of 50 to 70 MMTCE by
2010 from low-cost or no-cost actions. According to the states, these reductions would
save them a total of $7.8 billion in 2010.

82 cities representing more than 10% of the US population have joined ICLEI’s Cities for
Climate Protection Campaign, committing to inventory and reduce their GHGs.
In 2000, the participating cities reduced about 1.9 million metric tons of carbon
equivalent, saved $70 million in energy and fuel costs, and cut 28,000 tons of air
pollution.

In April 2001, the State and Local program issued a Request for Proposals to award
$250,000 to states to initiate state GHG inventories and action plans. We will award up
to $25,000 for each inventory and up to $75,000 for each greenhouse gas action plan.
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The U.S. Domestic Response to Climate Change: Key Elements of a Prospective Program

To date, efforts to reduce U.S, emissions have been limited almost exclusively to
voluntary activities at the federal, state, local, and corporate level. Many of these efforts were
~purred by the United Nations Framewo,k Convention on Climate Change, which set a non-
binding target of reducing emissions from industrialized countries to 1990 levels by 2000. While
some.voluntary efforts have resulted in significant emission reductions - some companies, for
instance, have cut emissions 10 percent or more - in the aggregate, they have not succeeded in
curbing the overall growth in U.S. emis~ko~s..~ While technology has. enabled the energy
intensity of products and.processes to decrease over the last 50 years,, the increased efficiency
has been outpaced by increased demand driven by economic expansion, pbpulation growth, and
changing consumer preferences. U.S._emissions rose roughly 12 r}ercent.over the past decade,
and are projected to continue fisin~or the foreseeable future.2 Voluntary programs can make an
important contribution to a domestic climate change program, and can provide valuable
experience for designing future efforts, but cannot stimulate the broad engagement that will be
necessary to achieve the level of emissions reduction that will ultimately be required.

Climate change is a long-term challenge that will require sustained action and investment
over many decades. Ideally, a national strategy would be guided by a specific long-term
emissions goal established either nationally or by international agreement. With or without a
quantified target, however, an effective, domestic~ strate               g~. must_ couple short-, .. ~ and....long-term~
measures - and both supply and demand elements - to s~gnal markets to begin the transstion and
provide guidance on the ultimate objective. More specifically, ~term measures are needed
to improve energy efficiency and encourage the use of lower-~n~fuels; lon.~-term measures
are needed to encourage sustained investment in development of the technoF~ and
infi~astructure needed to facilitate the transition to a low-carbon economy. Further, because
energy consumption is an important component of GHG emissions, any domestic, energy policy
program must be informed by an understanding of the impacts of such policy on climate.

While a domestic strategy will ultimately need to reflect any international commitments
made by the United States, its design and implementation should not be deterred by delays-in the
international process. It is, however, i~portant to coordinate domestic and international
_programs where possible. Such a coordinated approach is especially important for multinational
companies that operate both domestically and abroad, and even for U.S. based companies that

~ A significant investment has been made in a variety of federal programs to encourage voluntary reductions. Such
programs include: the U.S. DOE’s Climate Challenge Program for electric utilities; U.S. EPA programs such as
Climate Wise, the Landf’fll Methane Outreach Program, the Coalbed Methane Outreach Program, Energy Star, and
the Green Lights program, as well as the U.S. Initiative on Joint Implementation. In addition, DOE’s Voluntary
Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Program requiredby Section 1605Co) of the Energy. Policy Act of 1992 records the
results of voluntary measures to reduce, avoid, or sequester carbon. During 1999, a total of 201 U.S. companies and
other organizations reported on 1,715 projects that achieved reductions and sequestration equivalent to 226 million
metric tons of carbon dioxide, or about 3.4 percent of total 1999 greenhouse gas emissions. (Voluntary Reporting of
Greenhouse Gases, 1999, DOE/EIA - 0608(99), February 2001).
2 In the U.S., the tr__~s~ortation, ~du_.~, and c~idenfial/.comraerciaks~c~tQrs are each responsible for
roughly on.~e_ third 0_f ov_erall emissions_.._
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sell products abroad, as they will be subject to rules dealing with climate change in other
CO~l’ltl~ eS.

As with an international strategy, a domestic policy program should be environmentally.
sound, fair, and cost-effective. The cost of meeting a given emissions target can vary by orders
of magnitude depending on the approach taken. In general, the most cost-effective approaches
allow emit.ters flexibility in deciding how to meet a target or performance level; provide early
d’~cction so taygets can be anticipated ~,~a g~ct-~--red-i~t0 m_a~o_.r �__api~al and in-vestn~en~ decisio~_~;
~d e~o_y_~k_e_t.-~ .as.�d .m...e..c..h_..a~,.i.s_ms such as.emissions trading to achieve reductions where
th.~_ey cost the least. To ease the transitionand e~i~ih%-b~’b’~’t possible participation, early
targets should be realistic - i.e., economically achievable. These could be followed by more
stringent constraints over time if scientific certainty increases, incorporating the benefit of    .
experience and increasing scientific understanding.

This paper outlines possible elements of a comprehensive domestic strategy that couples
short- and long-term measures. The proposed elements - some Voluntary, others mandatory -
aim to:

¯ i_mprove the
¯ promote development and deployment of new technologies; and,
= provide a foundation upon which to secure long-term emission reductions.

While each of these objectives can be pursued in a number of different ways (several options for
securing emission reductions are proposed), an effective strategy must address all three.

Tracking and Reporting Greenhouse Gas Emissions

No effort to reduce grecnhou:~,.,gas emissions can succeed without the accurate
measuring and tracking of emissions~-~mproved tracking and reporting of emissions reductions
could provide ~e__.basis for government ass .uran~ces tha~t, co_m_.p. ~a!fi.’_es_vdlLnoLb.e_penal~ed for their
ehrly ~eCi~cti~blic disclosure ofemissions data can also serve as a_powerful in~r~i’~-e

-
A first step is establishment of a registration program to more accurately and reliably

measure, report, and track voluntary GHG mitigation efforts. This could be done through
legislation that builds on current efforts such as the Department of Energy’s 1605(b) ~rogram.
The current program has limited value due to t~lack of rigor in its reporting standards and the
absence of any verification requirements. In an~h’nproved registaT.pro~am, a company would
establish a baseline consisting o~ ~:’-:.zent aggregate em;,:.~:..~ns from all major GHG sources under
its control in the United States. Gross emissions on an annual basis could be compared to this
established baseline.

A reliable regisL~T would make it possible to provide "baseline protection" fo~:_compani.es
t~~ow ~ .reduce their emissio.q.~.~. These entities c~-ul-d-6~ assured that - in the event
ot-tuture contr~’]~ ~,~~ the allocation of emissions allowances or requiting emissions
reductions- they would not be penalized for reduc~~ a~hieved v..olunt~ly, The
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improved_re~istly_ pro ~am_e_o__u_ld also ensure that GHG reductions and sequestration offsets
(such as efforts to store carbon in soils or forests) are of sufficient integrity that they can be
traded and sustain their value in future year~.. This registry would include redt~etions and offsets
achieved outside of the. Uni.t.ed Statesi .~..both. ~.anti~m__n.g._eo~__.~__~es. In this
manner, ~s and.._.net (of reductions and offsets) emissions would be r..ecorded.

An additional step would be to require public disclosure of GHG emissions data for
fa.~5_ieilities or eomparties whose emissions exceed a given threshold - as now required for o~er ~j
emissions under the federal Toxics Release Inventory Cl’RI) vrom’a~. Disclosure reports wo~ld
be subject to verification and reporting entities would face enforcement action if emissions were
misrepresented. As with TRI, public av~b~j~d~he_data would encoura~..e companies to
~_sess pot.ential m’_t.tigati0n Opportunities and reduce emissions voluntarily. Gross emissions from
an entity’s U.S. sources as well as net’emissions~(afler Considering sequ~e~Wation activities and "
~_~__.ding) would be reported~. ’ ’ ’

,
l’rometiug C,ea~ Technologies and Practices

The ultimate success of a climate clmge strategy will hinge on the timely development
and deployment of technologies that over time can substantially reduce the carbon intensity of
the overall U.S. economy (including industry,.the ~ortation sector, and
residential/commercial activity). In the short term, improved teehn01ogies can significantly
enhance energy efficiency, provide opportunities to store - or sequester- carbon in forests and
soils, and expand use of lower-carbon fuels (such as natural gas). In the long term, new
technologies will be needed to tap non-fossil fuels stteh as biofuels and hydrogen and provide
opportunities for more permanent forms of sequestration.

A variety of incentives and direct investment tools can be used to promote technological
innovation, fi;om basic research to deployment:

Targeted tax credits or low-interest loans can encourage the development and adoption of
energy-efficient technologies (such as combined heat and power, and state-of-the-art
lighting); clean fuel technologies (including advanced fossil fuel technology, hydrogen,
fuel cells, and biofuels); and carbon storage in forests and agricultural soils, using
innovative management techniques.

¯ Investment in basic research may be especially critical in inventing breakthroiagh
technologies that will facilitate the transition to a low-carbon economy.

¯
Public-private partnerships, such as Industries for the Future and the Partnership for~/~Y~""" "

New Generation of Vehicles, can team government and corporate researchers to
acoelerate technology gains.

¯ Basic research and tax credits could accelerate the development and diffusion of climate-
friendly alternatives to non-COx greenhouse gases or technologies and practices that

. reduce their emissions.
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¯ Investment in training to improve agricultural practices can decrease the release of
methane (CFI~) and nitrous oxide (NzO).

Public education through the use of labeling and other means can help consumers reduce
their contribution to climate change.

Incentives to builders and landlords can encourage the use of energy efficient appliances
in new construction and rental units.

Finally, improved product efficiency standards - coupled with incentives to exceed minimun
requirements - can achieve significant emission reductions.. Under the traditional command-and-
control approach, the incentive is to meet, but not exceed, a government-set standard. A hybrid
standard/incentive approach (e.g., one that combines a minimum standard with a sliding tax
credit for those who go beyond the standard) provides incentive to exceed.minimum regulatory
requirements. This approach should be added to existing product standards as they eorne up for
review and employed for additional products for which standards have not yet been set.

Securing Emission Reductions

An especially critical element of a domestic climate change program will be the design of
~market-based GHG emissions management framework to ensure significant long-term
reductions in emissions. The approaches that follow inequde voluntary activities that could be
implemented in advance of, or alongside, mandatory emissions reductions. As stated above,
however, an effective program ultimately will entail some form of mandatory requirements.

1. Enter into agreements with companies willing to make signifieant~ enforceable commitments
to achieve net GHG emissions reductions in lieu of other GHG control requirements.

Securing regulatory certainty may be a powerful incentive for those willing to undertake
substantial GHG reduction commitments. By committing to take action yielding specified
reductions over an established period.of time, a firm could receive a commitment from the
government that (as long as its contractual obligations are met) it would not be bound by
subsequently developed GHG controls over the same time period. For example, ifa company
were to commit to significant reductions over a 20-year period (e.g., a 20% reduction achieved
either through steady declines of 1%/year or through a major capital investment at some point
during this timeframe), the company could avoid additional mandatory GHG control’obligations
during the same 20-year period. This approach would allow companies to move forward with
substantial capital investments that will secure significant emission reductions..

Under this approach, companies would enter into agreements that establish enforceable
commitments to achieve specified net reductions below company_baseline levels (e.g., e~_y_.~.~0_
GHG emissions)..._ These commitments would provide baseline protection, and Shelter firms fro-’~"
a~’ditional ~quirements developed during the term, in exchange for legally binding agreements
containing measurement, verification, and reporting requirements. Such an approach would
require enabling legislation authorizing the Executive Branch to enter into these agreements.
This legislation should include provisions for public notice and comment.
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Additional features could include providing emissions tradine oupommities for program
p i~.ts and allowing credit for reductions achieved through SeqUestration projects ~od
offse__.~ts. In other words, companies that reduce their emissions beyond the levels specifi.~d in the
agreement will be able to trade these additional emissions reductions with firms that were unable
to~ductinn.~argets. Similarly, credit for real, quantifiable, and
sequestration activities could also be granted towards the obligations and, when in excess of
specified targets, can be sold in an emissions trading market.

2. Enter into agreements with sectors willing to make significant, enforceable commitments to
achieve net GHG emissions reductions in lieu of other GHG control obligations. For sectors (or
companies within a sector) electing not to participate, a triggering mechanism will require
mandatory reductions once a certain target emissions level is exceeded. ¯

Rather than soliciting individual companies to undertake reductioncommitments on a
voluntary basis, this approach would promote binding agreements across sectors. For example,
in the utility sectoi’, mandatory agreements that provide certainty over a period of time could
enable companies to coordinate their emissions control strategy for conventional air pollutants
with carbon dioxide reductions in the most efficient manner possible. Similar benefits could
accrue to other sectors - for example, the transportation sector, iron and steel industry, petroleum
refineries, and c~nent manufacturers. While mandatory, the terms andprivileges under these
agreements would be similar to those involving company agreements detailed above.

3. Allow an opt-in for coverage of carbon dioxide emissions in conjunction with a 3-P program. , ~

Many companies- particularly utilities - are interested in considering their CO2
emissions in conjunction with other obligations or new requirements under the Clean Air Act.Many studies have found that such a harmonized approach would be beneficial.3 An "opt-in"’

ap~oach would permit these sources to consider reduction obligations and goals
com.,.~grch- ~ea~y, thvr_.F_~.b_y_.~.’_I~3~_~_i,.z.~g.tfi.V~ILa~e of stranding.pollution control investments
aimed at conventional pollutants without regard for CO2. By providing an opt-in strategy,
o;¢~Tu-d~’~’Gl=fGS)-could be considered simultaneously - avoiding the now-
common scenario that control strategivs devised for reductions in traditional pollutants have little
or no beneficial impact on GHG emissions. (In fact, post-combnstion controls aimed at reducing
conventional pollutants in many cases increase GHG emissions. In contrast, all GHG reduction
strategies that affect fuel consumption - the largest GHG emissions source- also reduce criteria
air pollutants.)

At the same time, streamlining the existing New Source Review (NSR) prom’am for
changes in facilities oan also-o e h~lplXtl m enabling power plants to improve their ge_neration
efficien.cies, r, ue.s_.g~.t~ggj~lower C0~ emissions~ ~ompanies participating in this "opt=in" could
re~ited~celief from EPA’s current applicati6n of
ff~ fo’un~’d~to_~c_.cr.~..a.t.e b~" "arriers to efficienc~~y_h~_~fic._ial r~roiects.)

~ STAPPA/ALAPCO, Reducing Greenhouse Gases and ~lir Pollution: ,4 Menu of Harmonized Options (October
1999); EIA, Analysis of Strategies for Reducing Multiple Emissions from Power Plants: Sulfur Dioxide, Nitrogen
Oxides. and Carbon Dioxide (December 2000).
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4. Design and implement an economy-wide mandatory domestic cap and trade program.

Ultimately, the ability of the United States to achieve significant long-term GHG
reductions depends on our success in the design and implementation of a mandatory program to
reduceemissions. Since such a program will take time to design and administer, the near-term:
approaches discussed above should be developed in such a way that they are consistent with
important design dements of a future mandatory program. The most cost-effective means of
obtaining such reductions is likely to come in the form of a domestic emissions trading program
that could be integrated with an international trading regime.

Elements of an effective domestic trading program could include:

¯ allocation of permits to existing sources through grandfathering, auction, or- preferably
- some’c6habination thereof;                             --"---

creation of an independent authority to oversee the GHG registry and trading activity;

providing for a declining cap irt permitted GHG levels over time;

¯ including credit for other GHG emissions on a CO2-equivalent basis; and,

¯ Leeyeling revenues from auctioned permits to reduce other tax burdens, increase R&D,
and provide transition assistance to affected workers and communities.

Ideally, a domestic program should be compatible with t#ading programs in other countries to
allow credit for reductions undertaken abroad. Also, with improved confidence in measuring
and monitoring sequestration-related activities (both domestically and abroad), credit for carbon
storage (e.g., in farms and forests) should be included.

Conclusion

To.effectively address global climate change, the United States must be engaged in
actively pursuing real reductions in G!-IG emissions here and abroad. The steps outlined here
chart a course for a sound, credible, and cost-effective domestic program. Starting now on a path
to reduce these emissions will be necessary both to meet the environmental objective of
moderating human interference with the climate system and to avoid the need for more costly
measures in the future.
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Re Fwd RE Inquiry about Metrics Committee link to OMB.txt
From: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2004 10:38 AM
TO: ’rpiltz@usgcrp.gov’
subject: Re: Fwd: RE: Inquiry about Metrics Committee link to OMB

If you could follow up with OMB and make sure.they are involved, that would improve
the treatment of their process and improve the quality of the NRC report.

Thanks,

Bryan Hanne~an
Associate Director for Energy and Transportation Council on Environmental Quality

..... original Message .....
From: Rick Piltz <rpiltz@usgcrp.gov>
To: Hannegan, BryanJ_    <Bryan_J._Hannegan@ceq.eop.gov>
Sent: Tue Feb 24 10:23:31 2004
subject: Fwd: RE: Inquiry about Metrics Committee link to OMB

Bryan--

The NRC staff director for the committee on Metrics for Global change Research
replied to your inquiry as follows. I can .follow up with OMB if the NRC committee
needs some help with this. Do you have a suggestion?

--RP

>we’ve invited David Trinkle (OMB) to give such an overview at the next
>meeting, but haven’t heard back yet. Ideally, he would go in the 10:00
>am slot on March 4. I would welcome suggestions for alternates if
>Trinkle can’t make it.

Original Message .....
>From: Rick Piltz [mailto:rpiltz@usgcrp.gov]
>Sent: Monday, February 23, 2004 5:02 PM

>I have received the following inquiry about the Metrics Committee from
>an individual at CEQ:
>
>"Has the NRC Committee contacted anyone at OMB regarding the nuts and
>bolts of GPRA, PART, etc.? If not, how can we make that contact
>happen?"

Rick Piltz
Senior Associate
U.S. Global change Research Program
Climate Change science Program office
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Tel (direct): 202-419-3468 Fax: 202-223-3064 Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www.usgcrp.gov, www.climatescience.gov

Page 1
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From: William Holbrook [wfholbrook@att.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2004 7:11 AM
To: Perino, Dana M.; Peel, Kenneth L.; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Cooney, Phil; Connaughton, James; Onley,
Kameran L.
Cc: Holbrook, William F.
Subject: 2 Energy Daily stories - cc
The Energy Daily

February 25, 2004, Wednesday

SECTION: Volume 32, Number 36

LENGTH: 831 words

HEADLINE: Sea-Level Rise Seen As Key Global Warming Threat

BYLINE: BY CHRIS HOLLY

BODY:
An increase in sea levels poses the biggest threat from rising global temperatures, a leading U.S. global warming
researcher said, adding that the scale of the threat is grave enough that global warming responses should be aimed at
mitigating the risk rather than at adapting to rising sea levels.

In an article published in the March edition of the journal Scientific American, James Hansen, director of the NASA "
Goddard Institute for Space Studies, warns that catastrophic sea-level increases could come much sooner than
predicted by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the leading scientific body charged with analyzing
global warming by the United Nations and the World Meteorological Organization.

Hansen is best known for his testimony to congressional committees in the mid-1980s that helped raise U.S. awareness
of the .global warming threat.

"The dominant issue of global warming, in my opinion, is sea-level change and the question of how fast [glaciers] can
disintegrate," Hansen wrote. "A large portion of the world’s people live within a few meters of sea level, with trillions of
dollars of infrastructure. The need to preserve global coastlines sets a low ceiling on the level of global warming that
would constitute dangerous anthropogenic interference."

Global average surface temperatures have increased about 3/4° Celsius (1.35° Fahrenheit) since the late 1800s, with
most of the warming, about 1/2°C (0.9°F), occurring after 1950.

The IPCC has estimated sea level increases of roughly half a meter over the next century if global warming reaches
several degrees Celsius above temperatures seen in the late 1800s. Most of the sea level increases predicted by the
IPCC were attributed to thermal expansion of the Oceans, with little change in the volume of the world’s glaciers.

"These moderate climate effects, even with rapidly increasing greenhouse gases, leave the impression that we are not
close to dangerous anthropomorphic interference," Hansen wrote. "1 will argue, however, that we are much closer than
generally realized, and thus the emphasis should be on mitigating the changes rather than just adapting to them."

The IPCC has calculated only a modest change in polar ice sheets over the next century, in part because its calculations
have include only the gradual effects of changes in snowfall, evaporation and melting, Hansen noted.

But he said: "In the real world, ice-sheet disintegration is driven by highly non-linear processes and feedbacks."
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For example, higher sea levels can physically lift marine ice shelves that prevent land ice sheets from sliding into the
ocean. This effect accelerates the breakup of the land ice.

In addition, melting glacier water flows downward through holes in the ice to the bottom of the ice mass, where it serves
as a lubricant that further speeds the disintegration of the land ice and its flow into the sea.

Hansen warned that if recent growth rates of emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases continue
during the next 50 years, the resulting temperature increases could result in large increases in sea level, with potentially
catastrophic effects.

On the brighter side, however, Hansen said policymakers have a relatively cost-effective option that could prevent such
a dire outcome. His two-pronged plan calls first for halting or reversing emissions of black carbon (soot), methane and
atmospheric ozone over the next half-century.

The role in global warming of soot, a product of inefficient combustion of fossil fuels, biofuels and outdoor burning of
forests and other biomass, is complicated even in the dizzyingly complex world of climate change science.

In areas where soot emissions are heaviest, such as India and China, sunlight at the Earth’s surface is reduced, causing
a local surface cooling. But higher in the atmosphere, soot’s primary constituent, black carbon, absorbs heat and warms
the atmosphere, resulting in a net surface warming.

In addition, Hansen recently reported that soot accelerates ice sheet disintegration when it falls in snow onto ice fields
and absorbs solar radiation.

Soot also carries enormous adverse health risks; tiny soot particles can carry toxic metals and organic compounds deep
into the lungs, leading to respiratory illness and resulting losses of life and economic productivity.

Reducing methane by capturing emissions from landfills and coalmines would partially pay for itself, because methane
can be used to generate electricity, Hansen said.

Secondly, Hansen called for limiting emissions of CO2, the principal greenhouse gas, at current levels over the next 50
years, primarily through substantially increase~l use of renewable and nuclear generation.

"The [CO2] and [non-CO2] portions of the scenario are equally important," Hansen said. "1 argue that they are feasible
and at the same time protect human health and agricultural productivity."

The Energy Daily

February 25, 2004, Wednesday

SECTION: Volume 32, Number 36

LENGTH: 454 words

HEADLINE: Technology Breakthrough Claimed On Emissions-Free Fossil Generation

BYLINE: BY CHRIS HOLLY

BODY: ¯
In an intriguing announcement made in New Zealand last month, a Vanderbilt University professor claimed he has made
a technology breakthrough that will allow the continued use of fossil fuels for producing energy with no emissions of
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carbon dioxide, one of several greenhouse gases many scientists say causes global warming.

Robert Holcomb, an assistant professor at Vanderbilt’s School of Medicine, said the new technology-Electron Stream
Carbon Dioxide Reduction, also called the carbon dioxide converter-would allow combustion of coal and other fossil fuels
with no emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2).

"The scientific community has been focusing its attention on chemistry-based solutions to the overwhelming problem of
global warming," Holcomb said. "The unique technology of the carbon dioxide converter permanently splits the molecular
structure of [CO2] into its basic elements-carbon and oxygen."

The proprietary technology uses a closed-loop system that allows the combustion of any carbon-based fuel, including oil,
coal, natural gas and biomass fuel, with zero harmful emissions, Holcomb said. The process also produces carbon black
as a byproduct, a substance that is used in the production of tires, printing ink and as a pigment for plastics.

The global engineering firm Black and Veatch Corp., in a separate report, verified the results of Holcomb’s technology,
finding that "the demonstration observed provided convincing data that indicated carbon dioxide generated during the
combustion of...coal was converted back into carbon and oxygen by the CO2 converter. This was clearly indicated by
calibrated, reliable gas analysis equipment."

The new technology also can be used to eliminate emissions of sulfur dioxide, Holcomb said.

John Small, head of the Economics Department at Auckland (N.Z.) University, released an analysis of the technology’s
impact on global economies. Small found that costs of the new Holcomb technology would be "considerably lower" than
those projected for integrated gasification combined cycle plants, the most likely competing low-emission technology for
coal-fired generation.

Small also found the Holcomb technology would cost much less than combined cycle gas turbine generation as well as
new nuclear generation, noting that his calculations did not include costs associated with nuclear waste disposal.

Small concluded that the global net economic benefits from 2011 to 2030 would range between $134 billion and $347
billion, depending on how broadly the technology is deployed.

Emission savings also would be significant, with mid-range projections estimated at a 25 percent reduction in CO2
emissions worldwide by 2020, Small said.
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UNKNOWN TO:John H. Marburger ( CN=John H. Marburger/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] )
READ:UNKNOWN TO:James Connaughton ( CN=James ConnaughtordOU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP
[ CEQ ] ) READ:UNKNOWN TO:"Emil Frankel (emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov)" ( "Emil Frankel (emil.
frankel@ost.dot.gov)" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN TO:"Steve Griles (steven_griles@ios.doi.
gov)" ( "Steve Griles (steven_griles@ios.doi.gov)" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:"Viars,
Joy" ( "Viars, Joy" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Sue Stendebach ( Sue Stendebach
[ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Ron Bonjean ( Ron Bonjean [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:
UNKNOWN CC:Robert Sandoli ( CN=Robert Sandoli/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] ) READ:
UNKNOWN CC:Patrice Kortuem ( Patfice Kortuem [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:
Melinda Moore ( Melinda Moore [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Margafita Conkright Gregg
( Margarita Conkright Gregg [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Lu-ann Kleibacker ( Lu-ann
Kleibacker [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Ko Barrett ( Ko Barrett [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:
UNKNOWN CC:Jobi A. Parrish ( CN=Jobi A. Parrish/OU=OSTP/O=EOP@EOP [ OSTP ] ) READ:
UNKNOWN CC:"Dobriansky, Larisa" ( "Dobriansky, Larisa" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN
CC:Christine A. McDonald ( CN=Christine A. McDonald!OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP [ OMB ] ) READ:
UNKNOWN CC:Barbara Diehl ( Barbara Diehl [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:IfNKNOWN CC:Violanda
Botet ( Violanda Botet [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Phil Cooney ( CN=Phil Cooney/
OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP [ CEQ ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:"Margaret Leinen (Mleinen@nsf.
gov)" ( "Margaret Leinen (Mleinen@nsf.gov)" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:"John Beale
(Beale.john@epa.gov)" ( "John Beale (Beale.john@epa.gov)" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN
CC:"Granville Paules (gpaules@hq.nasa.gov)" ( "Granville Paules (gpaules@hq.nasa.
gov)" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:"Ann K_lee (ann_klee@ios.doi.gov)" ( "Ann Klee
(ann_klee@ios.doi.gov)" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Vicki Horton ( Vicki Horton
[ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Vaughn Turekian ( Vaughn Turekian [ UNKNOWN ] )
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READ:UNKNOWN CC:Sherron R. White ( CN=Sherron R. White/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP
[ OMB ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Roberta L. Conde ( CN=Roberta L. Conde/OU=CEQ/O=EOP@EOP
[ CEQ ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:"Reifsynder, Daniel A. " ( "Reifsynder, Daniel A. " [ UNKNOWN ] )
READ:UNKNOWN CC:Pat Simms ( Pat Simms [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:"Marlay,
Robert" ( "Marlay, Robert" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Lylm Scarlett ( Lynn Scarlett
[ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Linda Catlett ( Linda Catlett [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:
UNKNOWN CC:Joy Viars ( Joy Viars [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Jacqueline Schafer
( Jacqueline Schafer [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Debra White ( Debra White
[ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:Betty James ( Betty James [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:
UNKNOWN CC:"Anderson, Margot" ( "Anderson, Margot" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN
CC:"Scott Rayder (Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov)" ( "Scott Rayder (Scott.Rayder@noaa.
gov)" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:"Mary Cleave (Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov)" ( "Mary
Cleave (Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov)" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:"Linda Lawson (linda.
lawson@ost.dot.gov)" ( "Linda Lawson (linda.lawson@ost.dot.gov)" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:
UNKNOWN CC:"James Mahoney (James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov)" ( "James Mahoney (James.R.
Mahoney@noaa.gov)" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN CC:"Bill Hohenstein (whohenst@OCE.
USDA.gov)" ( "Bill Hohenstein (whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov)" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN
CC:"Yvonne Brown (yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov)" ( "Yvonne Brown (yvonne.brown@ost.dot.
gov)" [ UNKNOWN ] ) READ:UNKNOWN TEXT: I wanted you to know that Secretary Evans is
planning on briefly addressing the meeting tomorrow in his role as the incoming chair of the Cabinet
Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration (purple box). He is currently
scheduled to speak at the beginning of the meeting. See you there. Bob - attl.
htm:                     ATTACHMENT 1                      ATT CREATION
TIME/DATE: 0 00:00:00.00 TEXT:

I wanted you to know that Secretary Evans is plannin g on briefly addressing the meeting tomorrow in
his role as the incoming chair of the Cabinet Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology
Integration (purple box). He is currently scheduled to speak at the beginning of the meeting. See you
there. Bob

END ATTACHMENT 1
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EXECUTIVE OF~CE OF THE PRESIDEt~T
O~FIC~ OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WA.~NI~--rON, D.C. ~:la

~002
P,~

1989

MEMORANDt~ FOR DISTRIBUTION

Natural Resources, Energy,

SUBJECT: Terms of Reference

The OMB has not received any specific re=ommendation to
change the Te:~-ms of Re.~erence (TOR) dtst:~bu~ed at the
May 24~h Committee on Ea~hh Sclences (CES} P~inc~als
meeting. Thus, the activities and responslbillties
outl~ne~ An ~he T0R will govern ~he FY 1991 U.S. Glo~al
Change Research Pr.ogram (USG.~LP) budge~ process.

O

Howeve~ ~here ~ere sever~iCES ~ember agency q~es~io~s

concern1~ ~he~TeR ~hat need further cla~ificatlon,i~�lud~ng.

J~ulY~Sth Subm~tta1._Date_.. The 0MBrecogn~zes ~hat
i~ may be difficulU ~or several agencies to
~hls deadline. However,.the CES member agencies
have agreed ~o re~a~n th~s date since ~ later
~ould not allo~suf~icient ti~ ~o prepare
~ean~ngful budget scenarios hy September
Although some agencies may no~ have foz-mally
approved budge~ submissions, CESme~ber agencies
are expected ~o sub,it prog~a~ proposals by July
15~h with the under~tandlng tha~, if necessary,
they may make adjustments be~o~e the CES
recommendations are mad~ to the OMB.

~_~Ls.ionmakin9 P~0cess. There ~ere some =ue-stions
about sufficient a~e~cy representation ~U~ing this
PrOcess. As far as the OHB ~s con=erned, this is a
CES process controlled bY the CES member agencies.
The OMB will make itself available ~f needed, but
the actual process and a~ency representation will
be dictated by the CES agency ~embers.

171
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0 Non..-u.~GZo~.a~_ Chan_ue Research Progra1~ Rec~ests.
Several agencies voiced �o~ce~n %ha~ ~e ~S should
~ot be e~ected ~o evaluate programs outside the
pu~ev of the USG~P. Tha~ ~s clearly.~e O~
u~der~andlng. Contr~u~ pr~a~ w~11 be
submitted ~o ~e ~S, bu~ ~ese and o~er
programs ~ha~ are outside ~e USGC~
p~o~ra~s) v111 be subJeu~ to ~e conventional O~
bud~e~ review process.

#ein~__CES-.OH~ .Bu_d_~et~ear~no. This w~l] be si=ilar
~o last year. al~ho~gh the �~S =~er =~ency
presentations w~ll be =ade ~n ~e ~ontext of ~he
research plan and priority f~amework. All CES
=e~er agencies w~l~ Pa~�lpate.

-Se~_~ftiv~tv Of_BUdqe~’~ta. The F¥ 1991 buSget
daU~ ~s embargoe~ f~om ~he p~1~u until after ~e
~$1eas? o~.~e Presi8ent,s Budget to ~e �ongyess,
T~S, it ~s ~ncu~en~ on the C~ ~e~er agencies to
properly con~ol b~dge~ info~atlon.

O--UtV--ear-Bu-due=t Information. The CES
re~o~enda~::[ons to the OMB must Include budget
estimates for FY 1990, FY I%91, a~d 1:be ou~years

1992 through FY 1995~.

Future Years. Clearly, .th~s process breaks

process ~ha~ ~he OMB and CES me~e~ agencies
review ~ effectlv~ess of ~s
any necessa~ an~ acceptable -~-~t~=~ ~nu
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Distribution

Richard G, ~ohnson, OST~
A. Alan Hill, CEQ
Frederick M. Bern~h~l,
Beverly J. Berger, OSTP
Charles E. He~, D0A
Erich Bret~hauer, EPA
Richard H, Truly, NASA
George Millburn, DOD
Robert O. Hun~er, DOE
Melvin N.A. Peterson, DOC
Thomas P. Dungan, DOT
Erich Bloch, NSF
Harlan L. Watso~ DOI
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~005

~8~onr VA 2=092

on ~e davelo~en~ o~ op~Lon~ ~or_~e U.B. ~Zobal ~an~e
Program (U80~) ~ 1991 budget, £n aoco~dan=~

F~s~, Z v~ld 1kke ~o oo~end ~ you and

con~nu~g ~ 1~91 b~dge~ ~ie~. Z ~OW ~a~ ~eae otto~ have

Ls ve~ ~por~a~ no~ only ~o= ~o O.S, ~lobal ~e Resea::~

’ware or£g~ally ve~ skeptical, Chat have come ~o

~u~ ~ou h~ve OU= ~u11 ~u~por~ fO= ~L~ ~po~an~ /nl~a~Lve~

~ou~ p~,~po~od ~unding options ~or 1~ ~ggl,
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and a~ed~/ng ~£ons ~o= ~ tnL~ta~£vas.

~oad~nmms o~ ~o .~ pZopomm~ end
tn~o~od~8~ ~tcne ~0 de~m~ n ~U11 oo~£~mn~

"~1 =o~e de~sllod p~ntng can bo

I

and 8oAe~
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U.S. GLCe.~ OHAN(:~ RESEARCH PRO~=~AM
FY 1991 FUNDING OPTIONS

OPTION 1
FY 1990 BA~E _
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JUN z s
.i

SUBYECTt F~ 1992 U.S. GLOBAL CHANG~ RESEARCH PROGRAM

AS t~e Comm/ttee on Earth and Envlronm~ntal
~g~ ~tS intera~ncy p1~nnln~

app~oprla~e ~o le~ yo~ ~ow ~a~ ~e ~S ~n~Inues to ~uppo~
~evlew of gl~a~ ~ang¢ ~sea~h
¯ n~eragency bas~s. A~ ~e feint ~ C~s
USC~ p1~ing and budgat process,
al=o con~nue~ to ~uppo~ ~e USG~ pl~Ing
to th~ ~OU for ~im

Attached to ’k,,l’t~l,s m~morandum "~ the .p~opos~ TCrm~ of RCfe~e~

atEenti~n several principal £eature~ Df ~he TOR~

Agency bu~ge~ requ~t~ should �learly and directly supp
the goal~, objective, and ~e~ea~ch priorities outli~ed
the USGCRP.

~he CEES by July 2, 19~0,
integration

the

C~

)rt

~o perm£~ an ea~l¥ rev£ew and
to

o The CEES wi11 develop a ~ri~ of op~£ons for OMB r~vleW in

year’s T0R destnged ~o l~prove T~e Crosswal~ be~’weenl~SGCRp !
budget re~omme~datlons ~ ~e ~ra~l~ional agen~ ~m~mm~ to

As we begin the F¥ ~S92 planning ~-~=le, I.van~ ~o again than~ you

~ro~yam ~nd .underscor~ the Impor~ance o~.your 1~la~ aEte~lon
~o~e p~annzng proces~ ou~lln~d ~n ~e TOR. Pl~n~e ~ro~£de~
�~e~tS O~ ~e TOR ~O Jack Fell~s ~y June 22, ~990 ~s5-39~~
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The agenc£es should submit ~o ~he C0~Ittee on EaCh a

de~r~ments, no la~e~ %ban ~Ix 2, i%~0,

1992-1996) �onsis~eD~ with ~he FY 1992 budget prop

o Each auen¢y ~u~t provide th¢Ir agm1¢y’~ OM~ ~dget Exa~in¢r

s~missl~n ~o ~he 0MB and ~ ~S USGC~ rec~enda~i6ns to
~he OMB ~=pte~r 4, 1990.                                      ~

~sea~ pr~orlt~es outl!ned i~ ~e USG~P.            ~

O The CEES will prepare a ~erie~ o~ incremental budge~.=~ti=ns
fro~ ~he ¢urr~t FY 1991 funding lave~ of $1034 millzo$ up
¯ 0 the full.FY 1992 CEES member agen~ r~gu~t ~n Increments
tO be negotlated between the tEES and OMB.              |

Th~ ~ES w~Zl a~v~se ~e agenci~ o~ ~ b~dge~ ~n~

The tEES will present the budget options end z~co~me~d~%ions
Z=T the FY 1992 USGCRP O~ September 4t 1990.             }

aOP~ c~,~_leUion o~ ~e bU~g~ pro?~sl, ~e ~ES will p~pa~e
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Erich ~loch
Er~¢h W.
~rk Dowi¢

~O~e Millburn
John~auss
3.R. ~ompson

Har1~ L. W~tson

~aengy~udge%
Tom Campbell
Andy~oxan
Sandra Toye
Del Mayhew

~nthon¥ Ztte!lag
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EXECLr~VE OFFE;E OF THE PRESE~ENT
OFFIOE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUOC~’T

Dr. Dallas Peck
Chairman
Committee on Earth Sciences
U.S. Geological Survey
104 National Center
Reston, VA 22092

Deal-Dr. Peek:

The purpose of this le~te~ is ~o provide F~ 1992 budge
option guidance for the U.S. Global Cha~e Resaar~h Program
(USGCRP), in accordance with the USGCRP FY 1992 Terms of
Reference.

First, I would like to �ommand.bath you and all The CE
~ember agency staff for the publ~shlng of the F~ 1992 USGC~
~o~--uma,’~t ~n ~anuaz~ a~dthe continuing .FY 1992 budget revie
Know t~.at the~e eff=l~.s have been very intensive and time
.consuming. As I mentioned last year, the success of the ~S
~s.ve.r~._÷mportant, not only.as a me=hanism to support the
~c~en~c research and.pollcy issues rela~ed to global cha
Du~ also as a model of ~nteragency coopera~ion. You should
proud of your efforts and know that yo~ have o~r full s~ppo

~012
.~8    P. 12

~ge,
be
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Careful analysis of th.e~.e options is needed to more ~ully
understand what ~%n he acuompl~shed sale~tifically for a
spectrum of possible budget scenarios. Dr. Bromley concurs, with
this position and the ~.eed for a h~’o=d ~an~e of ~tions.
.realize this is a difflcult pro~ass for ~he CES, ~t pleaseI keep
an mind that we will have oppo~tnltles, to make adJus~mel~ts|
during the budget process. Although tl~e Is short, we stand
~ready to work With you in anyway possible to make ~hls process a

Thank you for your assistance.

R~e~rt E. Grnd~

~sociate Director
Natural Resources,

Energy, and Science

Enclosures

cc: CES Principals
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__          Ten D_~r_ce~tt Dec:re~e:_ This option would
re~!nlze a long-term, ~on~trained budget environment.
progTa~, goals, objectives, a~d p~oJeots would have to
:eexamlned to address only the hl.gh.e~t priority polioy land
s.~le.~ti~lu needs. Fun~ing woula l~kel¥ remain below
b~ll~on level for the rest of the USG~3~.P lIZetime~

~_tion ~: FY 1991_ Freeze_. Some programs may need to
terminated o~ deferred. For FY 19~2, f~ wo~d ~ f~
at ~e FY 1991 level wi~ ~cr~se~ in
1992 ~ding lev~ ~oUld ~=lude $794 milli~n
a~ivities, plus e~~ent~ to ~ P~es and ~o~
based ~iv~les. ~e bal~ce be~e~
based activi~i~ would be main~ainea. Under ~is optio
ROS would need to ~ r~t~c~Eed i~o a pr~r~
o~ a series of s~ller satellite~ (i.e., an. ~anced Ea

o z en
h~ FY
0s
d-

would be =onsis~ent wi~h ~oSe-~pla~d in ~e ~ 1991
~esident’ s ~dget.

~t~on 4: ~ 19.~I ODtion 3. ~nding ta~ets w~Id ~e
consistent wi~ ~e outyear projec~ions in FY 1991
~ti0n 3,

~th

O ODtlpn ~;:--1~u!l _FY 1992 t~,eqlles~... This option would ref Leer
the ~ull CRS m~mber agency requests.

014
P.14
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US GI_OBAL ’CHANGE RESEARCH PROGRAM
FY 1992 BUDGET OPTIONS
(FOR OFRClAL USE ONLY)

Option

! I ! I ’1991 1992 1993 1994
FISCAL YEAR

(Dollars in Mlll£ons)
1990 1~91__~992 19.~3 1994 _1995 1996

1 659 i,034 931 931 931 931 931
2 659 1,034 1,034 ~,237 1,453 1,664 1,666
3 6S9 1,034 1~358 2,257 2,675 ~,SO0 2,800
4 659 1,034 1,402 2,442 2,886 3,065 3,065
5 659 1,034 1,726 2,770 3,270 3,452 3,600

F~ee=e (EarthPTobe=/Gwou~d B~sedEnhan~J~_nt,no Eos)
F£ 1991 ~Te~Ident08 B~dget
FY 1991 Option 3
Full FY 1992 Request

19g6

TOTAL P. 15
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I. Calendar
~ 2 Atlantic Monthly Forum, ’q’he Future of Science Journalism: Challenges in the

Public’s Understanding and Acceptance of Scientific Achievements -DOE Dep
Sec McSlarrow, OSTP Dir. Marburger are panelists
3, 4, 11, 17, 24 House and Senate DOE Appropriations hearings - climate change
technology discussion possible

. 8 Aspen Institute (closed)

. 22-?? - Senate energy bill floor debate - climate change discussion i3ossible

* 22 "Earth Day"

, 30 Climate Change Technol(~gy Program Strategic Plan Draft release

Jun.._.~e
¯

¯

¯

28 Movie rele, a~e: The Day ARer Tomorrow.. "This movie takes a big-budget,
special-effects-filled 10ok at what the world would lo~k like if the greenhouse.

worldwide cat~trophe and disaster, mcluolng multrpte nttrrtcarles,
eai, thquakes, tidal waves, floods and the beginning0f the next Ice Age. At the
center of the story is paleoclimatokigist Professor AdrianHall (D~s Quaid),
who tries to save the world fromthe effects ofglobal warming."

1-4 German Renewable Energy Conference
16-25 UNFCCC Subsidiary Body meetings (Bonn)
TBD Earth Observation System Framework draft released

¯ Spring & Fall 2004: Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA)

II, Likely news generators - no specific date
¯ 1605(b) process
¯ Science plan execution
¯ Barton Clear Skies hearings ..

HI. Possible’announcements/events

Wind /~~¯¯
2/27/2004

000953 
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Coone~/, Phil

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hannegan, Bryan J.
Saturday, February 28, 2004 11:28 PM
Perino, Dana M.; Holbrook, William F.; Cooney, Phil
Fw: Revised Talking Poins and Advisory for GHG Inventory

Will be released on Monday. FYI.

Bryan Hannegan
Associate Director for Energy and Transportation
Council on Environmental Quality

..... Original Message .....
From: Krieger.Jackie@epamail.epa.gov <Krieger. Jackie@epamail.epa.gov>
To: Hannegan, Bryan J. <Bryan J. Hannegan@ceq.eop.gov>
Sent: Fri Feb 27 17:01:02 2004
Subject: Revised Talking Poins and Advisory for GHG Inventory

2002BY Public
.~0mment Press Ad..

Bryan                 - Here are the talking points and press advisory.
them a couple of weeks ago and his comments were incorporated.

Phil had reviewed

(See attached file: 2002BY Public Comment GHG Talking Points (final).doc) (See attached
file: 2002BY Public Comment Press Advisory
(final).doc)
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U.S. GREENHOUSE GAS INVENTORY
RELEASED FOR PUBLIC COMMENT

February 25, 2004

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) has released a draft version of the
Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990-2002 for a 30-day public comment
period. The major finding in this year’s report is that overall emissions increased slightly by 0.7
percent fi’om 2001 to 2002. This increase was due primarily to moderate economic growth in
2002 that increased demand for electricity and fossil fuels. A secondary contributor included hot
summer conditions in 2002, which also increased demand for electricity and fossil fuels.
Overall, total U.S. emissions have risen by 13 percent from 1990 to 2002, while the U.S.
economy has grown by 43 percent over the same period.

Total emissions of the six main greenhouse gases were 6,934 million metric tons of carbon
dioxide equivalent in 2002. These gases include carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,
hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. Fossil fuel combustion was the
largest source of emissions, accounting for 81 percent of the total.

The Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990-2002 is prepared annually by
the EPA, in collaboration with experts from a dozen other federal agencies, and is one of the
most comprehensive analyses of greenhouse gases in the world. Aider EPA completes a final
version of the document, the Department of State will submit the Inventory to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).

A Federal Register notice announcing a 30-day public comment period on the report was
published on February 25, 2004. The report is available at:
www.epa.gov/globalwarming/publications/emissions

For technical information, please contact LeifHockstad at 202-343-9432 or Lisa Hanle at 202-
343-9434.
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Message Page 1 of 3

From: Perino, Dana M.

Sent: Friday, March 05, 2004 8:03 AM

To: Connaughton, James; Cooney, Phil; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Peel, Kenneth L.; Holbrook, William F.;
Boyd, Allison

Subject: WSJ: Bush’s Potential Policy Switch on CO2 Credits is Drawing Fire

March 5, 2004

ECONOMY

Bush’s Potential Policy Switch
On C(O2) Credits Is Drawing Fire

By JEFFREY BALL
Staff Reporter of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

The Bush administration and some big companies are at odds over the terms of a
voluntary system for cutting greenhouse-gas emissions amid concerns that too
aggressive an approach could open the door to mandatory emission rules down the road.

At issue is whether companies should be rewarded f~nup ~credits
that could be traded with other companies. Opponents o~f7i’1~-ffd~l-ory emissions, rules
have warned that such a system would lead inexorably to limits under future
administrations.

Two years a~Bush administration promised the system of credits to reward
companiets’f’6r past~nd present efforts to curb their emissions of carbon dioxide, the
chief susp~obal-warming gas. But now the administration appears to be retreating
from that position, saying it no longer believes it has the legal authority to create the
system of credits. Companies that had been counting on receiving tradable credits are
irate.

The apparent policy switch highlights the political tightrope walk the administration is
attempting on global warming. Although virtually no U.S. companies support mandatory
global-warming restrictions, some -- especially the electric-utility industry, which relies
largely on C(O2)-emitting coal to power businesses and homes - are convinced they will
be hit with them eventually. So they have been making voluntary C(O2)-emission cuts for
several years, from planting C(O2)-eating trees as emissions "offsets," to trying to make
their plants more fuel-efficient.

"These companies have, in good faith, made these voluntary efforts in some cases for as
many as 10 years" to curb their emissions, said William Fang, climate-issue director for
the Edison Electric Institute, whose members own most private U.S. power plants. "If
they don’t get something for their past efforts, what’s the incentive going forward to
continue these actions?"

3/5/2004
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DOW JONES REPRINTS

[_~ This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. To order presentation-
ready copies for distribution to your colleagues, clients or customers, use the Order
Reprints tool at the bottom of any article or visit: www.djreprints.com. ¯ See a sample
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Those opposed to credits argue that companies that could most easily reduce their
emissions, and generate extra credits, would start lobbying for mandatory limits that
would boost the market value of their credits. Tradable credits would "divide and conquer
the business community," said Marlo Lewis, senior fellow in environmental policy for the
Competitive Enterprise Institute, a conservative Washington think tank.

In the European Union, which is preparing for the emissions-restricting Kyoto Protocol, a
nascent market in global-warming permits already is operating, with a license to emit one
ton of C(O2) fetching about �13, or about $16. A U.S. market in global-warming credits
opened last year, but because there is little chance of federal limits in the next few years,
prices in that market, the Chicago Climate Exchange, are onlyabout $1 a ton.

The dispute over U.S. credits centers on a Department of Energy database created to
encourage companies to make and register voluntary C(O2) cuts. Launched during the
Clinton administration, when negotiations were heating up over the international treaty
that later became the Kyoto Protocol, the registry came under criticism from
environmentalists who said its rules were so lax that it amounted to little more than a
platform for companies wanting to project a green image. So in 2002, even as President
Bush announced his voluntary approach to global warming, he vowed to make the
registry’s rules more rigorous.

But in January, at a workshop on the administration’s proposed changes to the registry,
an Energy Department official said the department’s attorneys had concluded that they
lacked "explicit authority" to set up tradable credits. Following the criticism that
announcement sparked, .an Energy Department spokeswoman said last week that the
department hasn’t made an official decision on the matter.

Write to Jeffrey Ball at jeffrey.ball@wsj.com1

URL for this article:
http:llonline.wsj.comlarticlelO,,SB107844478708947107,00.html

Hyperlinks in this Article:
(1) mailto:_ieffrey.ball~wsi.com

Updated March 5, 2004

Copyright 2004 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved

This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. Distribution and use of this
material are governed by our Subscriber Agreement and by copyright law. For non-

personal use or to order multiple copies, please contact Dow Jones Reprints at
1-800-843-0008 or visit www.djEeprints.com.
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From: William Holbrook [wfholbrook@att.net]
Sent: Sunday, March 07, 2004 8:17 AM
To: Perino, Dana M.; Connaughton, James; Hopkins, Robert; Cooney, Phil; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Peel,
Kenneth L.; Onley, Kameran L.; Boyd, Allison
Cc: Holbrook, William F.
Subject: Abraham letter - The Washington Post

The Washington Post

’Sound Science,’ Climate Change and Policy Choices

Sunday, March 7, 2004; Page B06

In "Beware ’Sound Science.’ It’s Doublespeak for Trouble" [Outlook, Feb. 29], Chris Mooney engages in
more than a little doublespeak himself and does what he accuses .the Bush administration of doing --
twisting reality to fit his preferred hypothesis.

Mr. Mooney claims that the 2001 National Academy of Sciences (NAS) report on climate change
embarrassed the administration that commissioned it. This is nonsense. The administration is well aware
of the scientific consensus that temperatures have warmed partly due to human activity.

But acknowledging consensus is a far cry from implying, as Mr. Mooney does, that our understanding of
climate change is complete. Indeed, the same report also noted that "a causal linkage between the
buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and the observed climate changes during the 20th
century cannot be unequivocally established," and it identified a number of scientific areas that need
further study to advance our understanding of climate change and support policy decisions.

The administration’s Climate Change Science Program strategic plan, released in July 2003, addresses
many recommendations from the NAS report and is designed to accelerate research on the most
important uncertainties in climate science. An extensive review of the plan just published by the NAS,
and ignored by Mr. Mooney, commends the program for seeking input from a broad array of scientists
and stakeholders and concludes that "advancing science on all fronts identified by the program will be of
vital importance to the nation."                                                            ,

SPENCER ABRAHAM

Secretary of Energy

Washington
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From: William Holbrook [wfholbrook@att.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2004 7:00 AM
To: Hopkins, Robert; Perino, Dana M.; Connaughton, James; Cooney, Phil; Boyd, Allison; Silverberg,
Kristen; Peel, Kenneth L.; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Onley, Kameran L.
Cc: Holbrook, William F.
Subject: NYT: Marburger letter

The New York Times

March 11, 2004, Thursday, Late Edition - Final

SECTION: Section A; Page 28; Column 4; Editorial Desk

LENGTH: 214 words

HEADLINE: Bush’s Science Policy

BODY:

To the Editor:

"Uses and Abuses of Science" (editorial, Feb. 23) portrays the management of science in this
administration even more unfairly than the overheated document from the Union of Concerned
Scientists that prompted it.

Contrary to your editorial, President Bush clearly articulated the relationship between greenhouse
gases and human activity in June 2001, stating that concentration of greenhouse gases, especially
carbon dioxide, has increased substantially since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution.

That speech launched programs to accelerate climate change science and technology to address
remaining uncertainties in the science, develop adaptation and mitigation mechanisms and invest
in clean energy technologies to reduce more emissions in the future. In 2004, the United States
will spend approximately $4 billion in climate change science and technology research.

This administration has a strong record of seeking scientific advice from competent and unbiased
sources.

We welcome sincere efforts to make the advisory process even stronger.

JOHN H. MARBURGER III
Washington, March 4, 2004

The writer is science adviser to the president and director of the Office of Science and :l-echnology
Policy.

_h tt_p :!!www. n_yti mes.com
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¯ Message Page 1 of 1

Hannegan, Bryan J.

From: Towcimak, Natalie
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2004 12:49 PM

To: Cooney, Phil; Hannegan, Bryan J.
Subject: Agency attendees for meeting ....

EPA:o~n
Johns and A. Farrell will attend

USDA: /
Mark Rey will attend (Phil--Did he work out his "plus 1" situation?)

STATE:
Dobrianksy & Watson will attend

DOT: ShaI~
Emil Frankel will attend only

DOI: Gr~es (out of town)
Jim Caso’n and Chris Kearney will attend

TREAS: Bodm~q"
No one will a~l, dnd from Treasury

Greenhouse Effects/1605(b)
Public Workshop 3111/03

3/11/2004
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Hannegan, B~an J.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Towcimak, Natalie
Monday, March 15, 2004 5:30 PM
Hannegan, Bryan J.
Peel, Kenneth L.; Cooney, Phil
FVV: Time sensitive - LRM 3AWl 92 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change
Research Act

Bryan-Comments due by 3 pm on Thursday, 3/18. Thanks!

From:
Sent:
To:

----Original Message---
Weinberg, Jeff’my A.
Monday, March 15, 200~- 4:28 PM
usdaobpaleg@obpa.usda.gov; Ceq Lrm; dodlrs@dodgc.osd.mil; epalrm@epamail.epa.gov; od@ios.doi.gov;
NASA...LRH@hq.nasa.gov; Irm@nsf’.gov; Ostp Lrm; st~te--Irm@stzte.gov; dotJegislatJon@ost.d0t.gov

Cc: Whgc Lrm; Ovp Lrm; Nec Lrm; PeacocY,, Marcus; White, Sherron R.; P, hinesmil~, Alan B.; Lyon, Randolph H.; Wuchte, Edn;
Woglom, Emily; Sandoli, Robert; Robinson, Donovan O.; Rossman, Blzabeth L; Petrosino, Nicole; Lobrano, Lauren C.; Cooney, Phil;
.loseffer, Daryl L; Sell, Clay; O’Donovan, Kevin N.; Hiers, Harriet; StJdvent, Veronica V.; Flyse H. Fdter/OHB/EOP@EOP; Green,
PJchard E.
Timesensitive - LRH 3AW192 - - COHMERCE Letter on S].16’� Abrupt Qlmate Change Research Act

Please provide signoff/specific changes by 3PM March 18, 2004. If we have not~ heard from yo
proceed on the basis that you have no comment.

S. 1164 has been ordered reported by the Senate Commerce Committee.

S 116~ views to
omb 3-15-04.wp...

- S 1164 views to crab 3-15-04.wpd

’the deadline, we will

S 116~ Letter
Enclosure - Abru,..

- S 1164 Letter Enclosure - Abrupt CC Research in Strat Plan.doc
...................... Forwarded by Jeffrey A. Weinberg/OMB/EOP on 03/15/2004 04:28 PM ...........................
LRM ID: JAW192

¯ EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Monday, March 15, 2004

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below
FROM: Richard E. Green (for) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
OMB CONTACT: Jeffrey A. Weinberg

E-Mail: Jeffrey_A._Weinberg @ omb.eop.gov
PHONE: (202)395-3457 FAX: (202)395-3109

SUBJECT: COMME.RCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

DEADLINE:         3PM Thursday, March 18, 2004
In accordance with OMB Circular A-~9, OMB requests the views of your agency on the above subject before advising on
its relationship to the program of the P~es[dent. Please advise us if this item will affect direct spending or receipts.

Climate Change Reseamh
CEQ 005957



COMMENTS:

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
007-AGRICULTURE - Jacquelyn Chandler - (202) 720-1272
019-Council on Environmental Quality - Natalie Towcimak - (202) 456-6460
029-DEFENSE - Vic Bemson - (703) 697-1305
032-ENERGY - AI Beer - (202) 586-4312
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Dona H. Deleon - (202) 564-5200
059-INTERIOR - Jane Lyder - (202) 208-4371
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - D. Lee Forsgren - (202) 358-1948
084-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060
095-Office of Science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Bden - (202) 456-6037
114-STATE. - VACANT. - (202) 647-4463
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687

EOP:
WHGC LRM
OVP LRM
NEC I’RM
Mamus Peacock
Sherron R. White
Alan B. Rhinesmith
Randolph M. Lyon
Erin Wuchte
Robert Sandoli
Donovan O. Robinson
Elizabeth L. Rossman
Nicole Petmsino
Lauren C. Lobrano
Phil Cooney
Daryl L. Joseffer
Clay Sell
Kevin M. O’Donovan
Harde~ Miers
Veronica V. Stidvent
Elyse H. Fitter
Richard E. Green
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LRI~ ID: JAW192 SUBJECT: COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act
RESPONSE TO

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL
MEMORANDUM

ff your response to this request for views is short (e.g., concudno comment), we prefer thst you respond by e-mall or by

faxing us this response sheet.

You may also respond by:
(1) calling the analyst/attorne.y’s direct line (you will be connected to voice mail if the analyst does not answer); or
(2) faxing us a memo or letter.

Please include the LRM number and subject shown above.

TO:

FROM:

Jeffrey A. Welnberg Phone: 395-3457 Fax: 395-3109
Office of Management and Budget

(Date)

(Name)

(Agency)

(Telephone)

The following is the response of our agency to your request for views on the above-captioned subject:

Concur

~ No Objection

No Comment

~ .See proposed edits on pages

Other:

~ FAX RETURN of ~ pages, attached to this response sheet

CEQ 005959
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cooney, Phil
Monday, March 15, 2004 8:59 PM
Hannegan, Bryan J..
Fw: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change
Research Act

...... Original Message .....
From: Joseffer, Daryl L. <djoseffe@OMB.eop.gov>
To: Cooney, Phil <Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov>; Boyd, Allison <Allison_Boyd@opd.eop.gov>
CC: Newstead, Jennifer G. <JNewstea@omb.eop.gov>
Sent: Mon Mar 15 19:45:46 2004
Subject: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 CON£MERCE Letter on SI164 Abrupt Climate Change
Research Act

Phil and ~lison,

II    I II I    IIIIIll " I1 FI

Forwarded by Daryl L. Joseffer/OMB/EOP on 03/15/2004 07:45 PM :

From:" Jeffrey A. Weinberg on 03/15/2004 04:38:14 PM .
Record Type:        Record

To: See the distribution listat the bottom of this message
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject:     Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 COMMERCE Letter on SI164 Abrupt Climate Change
Research Act

Please provide signoff/specific changes by 3PM March 18, 2004. If we ha~e not heard from
you by the deadline, we will proceed on the basis that you have no comment.

S. 1164 has been ordered reported by the Senate Commerce Committee.

S 1164 views to
0rob 3-15-04.~...

- S 1164 views to omb 3-15-04.wpd <<S 116 views to omb 3-15-04.wpd>>

Climate Change Research Act
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,~Hanne~an, Bryan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cooney, Phil
Monday, March 15, 2004 8:59 PM
Hannegan, Bryan J..
Fw: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change
Research Act

..... Original Message .....
From: Joseffer, Daryl L. <djoseffe@OMB.eop.gov>
To: Cooney, Phil <Phil_Cooney@ceq.eop.gov>; Boyd, Allison <Allison_Boyd@opd.eop.gov>
CC: Newstead, Jennifer G. <JNewstea@omb.eop.gov>
Sent: Mon Mar 15 19:45:46 2004
Subject: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 COMI4ERCE Letter on SI164 Abrupt Climate Change
Research Act ......

Phil and 7hllison,

Forwarded by Daryl L. Joseffer/OMB/EOP on 03/15/2004 07:45 PM

From:’ Jeffrey A. Weinberg on 03/15/2004 04:38:14 PM
Record Type:       Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom Of this message
cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject:     Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 -- COMMERCE Letter on SI164 Abrupt Climate Change
Research Act

Please provide signoff/specific changes by 3PM March 18, 2004. If we ha~e not heard from
you by the deadline, we will proceed on the basis that you have no comment.

S. 1164 has been ordered reported by the Senate Commerce Committee.

S 1164 vlews to
0rob 3-15-04.wp...

- S I164 views to omb 3-15-04.wpd <<S 116 views to omb 3-15~04.wpd>>

Climate Change Research Act
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From: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2004 6:11 PM
To: Weinberg, Jeffrey A.
Cc: Peel, Kenneth L.; Cooney, Phil; Towcimak, Natalie; Stidvent, Veronica V.; Boyd, Allison; Sell,

Clay; O’Donovan, Kevin M.; Halpern, David; Gayer, Ted; Joseffer, Daryl L.; Peacock, Marcus;
Green, Richard.E.

Subject: RE: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change
Research Act

Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

From:
Sent:
To;

Subject:

....Original Message----
Welnberg, .leKTey A.
Monday, March 15, 2004 4:28 PM
usdaobpaleg@obpa.usda.gov; Ceq Lrm; dodlrs@dodgc.osd.mil; epalrm@epamail.epa.gov; od@ios.doi.gov;

NASA_LRM@hq.nasa.gov; Irm@nsf.gov; Ostp Lrm; state-lrm@state.gov; dot.legislation@osLdot.gov
Cc: Whgc Lrm; Ovp Lrm; Nec Lrm; Peacock, Marcus; White, Sherron R.; Rhine.smith, AJan B.; Lyon, Randolph M.; Wuchte, Erin;

Woglorn, Emily; Sandoli, Robert; Robinson, Donovan O.; Rossman, Bizabeth L; Petrosino, Nicole; Lobrano, Lauren C..; Cooney,
Phil; .loseffer, Daryl L; Sell, Clay; O’Donovan, Kevin M.; Miers, Harder; Stidvent~ Veronica %; Elyse H. Rtter/OHB/EOP@EOP;
Green, PJchard E.

]]me sensil~ve - LRH .1AW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on Sl164 Abrupt (3imate Change Research Act

Please provide signoff/specific changes by 3PM March 18, 2004. If we have not heard from you by the deadline, we
will proceed on the basis that you have no comment.

S. 1164 has been ordered reported by the Senate Commerce Committee.

- S 1164 views to omb 3-15-04.wpd << File: S 1164 views to omb 3-15-04.wpd >>

- S 1164 Letter Enclosure - Abrupt CC Research in Strat Plan.doc << File: S 1164 Letter Enclosure - Abrupt CC
Research in Strat Plan.doc >>
...................... Forwarded by Jeffrey A. Weinberg/OMB/EOP on 03/15/2004 04:28 PM ...........................
LRM ID: JAW192

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Monday, March 15, 2004

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Legislative Liaison Officer- See Distribution below ~{)({~t~:2~"
FROM: Richard E. Green (for) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference ,
OlVlB CONTACT: Jeffrey A. Weinberg ~,~. ,,~ ~

~’- ~;~, ¯

Climate Change Research Act CEQ 005965
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Hanne an, B an J,

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Hannegan, Bryan J.
Tuesday, March 16, 2004 6:11 PM
Weinberg, Jeffrey A_
Peel, Kenneth L.; Cooney, Phil; Towcimak, Natalie; Stidvent, Veronica V.; Boyd, Allison; Sell,
Clay; O’Donovan, Kevin M.; Halpem, David; Gayer, Ted; Joseffer, Daryl L.; Peacock, Marcus;
Green, Richard.E.
RE: T.ime sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Lel~er on $I 164 Abrupt Climate Change
Research Act

Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

--Original Message----
From: Welnberg, Jeffrey AJ
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2004 4:28 PN
To: usdaobpaleg@obpa.usda,gov; Ceq Lrm; dodlrs@dodgc.osd.mil; epalrm@epamail.epa.gov; od@ios.doLgov;

NASA_LRM@hq.nasa.gov; Irm@nsf.gov; Ostp Lrm; state-lrm@stzte.gov; do~.leglslat~on@ost.dot.gov
Cc: Whgc I.rm; gyp Lrm; Nec Lrm; Peacock, Marcus; White, Sherron R.; Rhlnesmlth, AJan B.; Lyon, Randolph M.; Wuchte, Edn;

Woglom, Emily; Sandoll, Robert;, Robinson,.Donovan O.; Rossman, Elizabeth L; Petmsino, Nicole; Lobrano, Lauren C.; Ceoney,
Phil; .]oselTer, Daryl L.; Sell, Gay; O’Donovan, Kevin M.; Hiers, Han’let; 51~dvenl~ Veronlca V.; Elyse H. Rtter/OMBJEOP@EOP;
Green, Richard E.

Subject: Time sensitive - LRN JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letber on 5116=; Abrupt Climate Q~ange Research Act

Please provide signoff/specific changes by 3PM March 18, 2004. If we.have not heard from you by the deadline, we
will proceed on the basis that you have no comment.

S. 1164 has been ordered reported by the Senate Commeme Committee.

- S 1164 views to omb 3-15-04.wpd << File: S 1164 views to crab 3-15-04.wpd >>

- S 1164 Letter Enclosure - Abrupt CC Research in Strat Plan.doc << File: S 1164 Letter Enclosure - Abrupt CC
Research in Strat Plan.doc >>
...................... Forwarded by Jeffrey A, Welnberg/OMB/EOPon 03/15/2004 04:28 PM ...........................
LRIVt ID: JAW192

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Monday, Mi~rch 15, 2004

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUIVi

TO:
FROi~:
O~B CO~TACT:

Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below
Richard E. Green (for) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
Jeffrey A. Weinberg

Climate Change Research Act CEQ 005967
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Han____ negan, Bryan J. _
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Weinberg, Jeffrey A.
Thursday, March 18, 2004 9:41 AM
Hannegan, Bryan J.
Rhinesmith, Alan B.; Lyon, Randolph M.; Wuchte, Erin; Joseffer, Daryl L; Green, Richard E.
Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 ,~Jorupt Climate Change
Research Act

Bryan,

Thank you for your oomments on the Commerce letter on S. 1164

Climate Change Research Act
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,Hanne~an, B~an J. _ .... ~ ._~

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Weinberg, Jeffrey A.
Thursday, March 18, 2004 9:41 AM
Hannegan, Bryan Jo
Rhinesmith, Alan B.; Lyon, Randolph M.; Wuchte, Edn; Joseffer, Daryl L.; Green, Richard E.
Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change
Reseamh Act

Bryan,

Thank you for your comments on the Commerce letter on S. 1164

Rationale:

Revision to first paragraph:

Climate Change Research Act
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Hannegan, Bryan J.

From: Scott Rayder [Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov]

Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004 10:48 AM

To: HannegaR, Bryan J.

Subject: Re: abrupt climate change bill

"Harmegan, Bryan J." wrote:

Climate Change Research Act

3/19/2004
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Page 1 of 1

Hannegan, Bryan J.

From: Scott Rayder [Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov]

Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004 10:48 AM

To: HannegaR,.Bryan J.

Sub!eet: Re: abrupt climate change bill

"Hannegan, Bryan J." wrote:

Climate Change Research Act

3/19/2004
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Page 1 of 1

Hannegan, Bryan J.

From: Scott Rayder [Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov]

Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004 11:01 AM

To: Hannegan, Bryan J.

Subject: Re: abrupt climate change bill

I had ot seen this one. Can you fax to me? Is it from Mahoney?

"Hannegan, Bryan J." wrote:

..... Original Message .....
From: Scott Rayder [’mailto:Scott.Rayder@noaa.clOVl
Sent-’ Thursday, March 18, 2004 10:48 AM
To: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Subje~: Re: abrupt climate change bill

"Harmegan, Bryan J." wrote:

Climate Change Research Act

3/19/2004
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,Hanne~lan, B~an J. ~

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseffer, Daryl L.
Thursday, March 18, 2004 12:38 PM
Hannegan, Bryan J.
RE: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change
Research Act

From: Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP @ Exchange on 03/18/2004 10:56:26 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Daryl L. Joseffer/OMB/EOP @ EOP

CC:
Subject:    RE: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

bh

---Original H~sage---
. From: ]oseffer, Daryl L
Sent: Thursday, Hatch 18, 2004 9:54 AWl
To= Welnberg, 3effrey A.
Cc; Hannegan, Bryan 3.; Rhinesmith, Alan B.; Lyon, Randolph H.; Wucht~, Edn; Green, Richard E.
Subject." Re: Time sensitive - LRH 3AW192 - - COMMERCE LeUe, r on $1164 Abrupt Olmat~ Q~ange Research Ac~

From: Jeffrey A. Weinberg on 03/1812004 09:41:06 AM

¯ Record Type: Record

To: Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@ Exchange

CO; See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject:    Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Reseamh Act

OLE Object: StdOleLink >>

Climate Change Research Act

<<

CEQ 005979



SUBJECT: COMMERCE Report on Climate Chagne Science
Program Strategic Plan

DEADLINE: 10:00 AM Tuesday, June 10, 2003

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
019-Council on Environmental Quality - Debbie S. Fiddelke - (202)
456-3908
029-DEFENSE - Vic Bernson - (703) 697-1305
032-ENERGY - AI Beer - (202) 586-4312
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Edward Krenik - (202) 564-5200
025-COMMERCE - Michael A. Levitt - (202) 482-3151
052-HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES - Sondra S. Wallace - (202)
690-7773
059-INTERIOR - Jane Lyder - (202) 208-4371
007-AGRICULTURE - Jacquelyn Chandler - (202) 720-1272
084-National Science Foundation- Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Charles T. Horner
III -
(202) 358-1948
114-STATE - VACANT - (202) 647-4463
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION -Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687
008-US Agency for International Development - Jan W. Miller - (202)
712-4174
109-Smithsonian Institution - Nell Payne - (202) 357-2962
095-Office of Science and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202)
456-6037
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Hanne~lan, B~an J.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseffer, Daryl L.
Thursday, March 18, 2004 12:38 PM
Hannegan, Bryan J.
RE: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on S 1164 Abrupt Climate Change
Research Act

From: Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP @ Exchange on 03/18/2004 10:56:26 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Daryl L. Joseffer/OMB/EOP@EOP

CC:
Subject: RE: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

bh

-mOdginal Message---
. From: .]oseffer, Daryl L
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004 9:54 AM
.To: Welnberg, 3effrey A.
Cc: Hannegan, Bryan 3.; Rhlnesmib7, Alan B.; Lyon, Randolph M.; Wuchte, Edn; Green, Richard E.
Subject; Re: Time sensitive - LRN .1AW192 - - COHHEP, CE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Cl~ange I~search Act

From: Jeffrey A. Weinberg on 03/18/2004 09:41:06 AM

¯ Record Type: Record

To: Bryan J. HannegardOEQ/EOP @ Exchange

co: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject:    Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

OLE Object: StdOleLink >>

Climate Change Research Act

<~
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Bryan,

]M_lessage Copied To:

Alan B. Rhinesmith/OMB/EOP@EOI~

Randolph M. Lyon/OMB/EOP@ EOP

Erin Wuchte/OMB/EOP .@ EOP

Daryl L. Joseffer/OMB/EOP @ EOP

Richard E. Green/OMB/EOP@EOP

CEQ 005983



CEQ 005984



Hanneaan, Bryan J

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Joseffer, Daryl L.
Thursday, March 18, 2004 12:50 PM
Fiddelke, Debbie S.
Hannegan, Bryan J.
Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change
Research Act

...................... Forwarded by Daryl L. doseffer/OMB/EOP on 03/18/2004 12:50 PM ...........................

Randolph M. Lyon

03/18/2004 12:33:49 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@Exchange@EOP

cc: See the distribution iist at the bottom of this message
Subject: .Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

Many thanks.

ate Change Research Act OO~~~’
CEQ 005985



...................... Forwarded by Randolph on 03/18/2004 12:27 PM ...........................

From: Jeffrey A. Weinberg on 03/15/2004 04:38:14 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: "    See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on Sl 164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

Please provide signoff/specific changes by 3PM March 18, 2004. If we have not heard from you by the deadline, we will
proceed on the basis that you have no comment.

S. 1164 has been ordered reported by the Senate Commerce Committee.

S 1164 views to
omb 3-15-04.wp,..

- S 1164 views to omb 3-15-04.wpd

S 1164 Letter
Enclosure - Abru...

- S 11 64 Letter Enclosure - Abrupt CC Research in Strat Plan.doc-
...................... Forwarded by Jeffrey A. Weinberg/OMB/EOP on 03!15/2004 04:28 PM ...........................
LR~ ID: JAW192

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Monday, ~iiarch 15, 2004

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL ME~ORANDU~

TO: Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below
FROM: Richard E. Green (for) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
O~AB CONTACT: Jeffrey A. Weinberg

E-Mail: Jeffrey. A. Weinberg @ omb.eop.gov
PHONE: (202)395-3457 FAX: (202)395-3109

SUBJECT:    CONiMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Ciirnate Change Research Act

CEQ 005986



CEQ 005987



Hanne an, B an J.             ~ .........     ¯

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Joseffer, Daryl L.
Thursday, March 18, 2004 12:50 PM
Fiddelke, Debbie S.
Hannegan, Bryan J.
Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change
Research Act

...................... Forwarded by Daryl L JoseffedOMB/EOP on 03/18/2004 12:50 PM ..........................

Randolph M. Lyon

03/18/2004 12:33:49 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP@Exchange@EOP

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

Many thanks.

Change Research Act O~
~’P’L. L’~,,=.,...^~.^~"~ T’~I^--     ..1 ~,-L ...... :^~..,1 1.....1~_.~. .... ~ ....... ..1 .... I~--~..1 .*- ~L ........ .~ .... I~ .... ~-- ~~: ..... ~(~ \

CEQ 005988



..................... Forwarded by Randolph ~. Lyon/OMB/EOP on 03/18/2004 12:27 PM ...........................

From: Jeffrey A. Weinberg 0n 03/15/2004 04:38:14 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of ~l~is message

cc: " See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

Please provide signoff/specific changes by 3PM March 18, 2004. If we have not heard from you by the deadline, we will
proceed on the basis that you have no comment.

S. 1164 has been ordered reported by the Senate Commerce Committee.

S 1164 views to
omb 3-15-0~..wp...

- S 1164 views to omb 3-15-04.wpd

S 1164 Letter
Enclosure - Abru...

- S 1164 Letter Enclosure - Abrupt CC Research in Strat Plan.do~
..................... Forwarded by Jeffrey A. Welnberg/OMB/EOP on 0311512004 04:28 PM ..........................
LRM ID: JAW192

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

M.onday, March 15, 2004

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below
FROM: Richard E. Green (for) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
OI~IB CONTACT: Jeffrey A. Weinberg

E-Mail: Jeffrey A. Weinberg@omb,eop.gov
PHONE: (202)395-3457 FAX: (202)395-3109

SUBJECT:    COMiVlERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt C~imate Change Research Act

CEQ 005989



CEQ 005990



Hannegan, Bryan J. " -

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Hannegan, Bryan J.
Thursday, March 18, 2004 2:26 PM
Lyon, Randolph M.; McMillin, Stephen S.; Rhinesmith, Alan B.; Joseffer, Daryl L.; Wuchte,
Erin; Green, Richard E.; Weinberg, Jeffrey A.
Cooney, Phil; Fiddelke, Debbie S.; ’scott.rayder@noaa.gov’
RE: COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

----Original Message--:--
From: Lyon, Randolph M.
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004:1.2:28 PM
Tm Hannegan, Bryan .].
C~: McHillin, Stephen S.;. Rhinesmi~h, Alan B.; 3osel~er, Daryl L.; Wuchte, Edn; Green, Richard E.; Weinberg, .letTTey A.
Subject: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on Sl164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

Many thanks.

Climate Change Research Act CEQ 005991



..................... Forwarded by Randolph 03!18/2004 12:27 PM ........................

From: Jeffrey A. Weinberg on 03/15/2004 04:38:14 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject:    Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

Please provide signoff/specific changes by 3PM March 18, 2004. If we have not heard from you by the deadline, we
will proceed .on the basis that you have no comment.

S. 1164 has been ordered reported by the Senate Commerce Committee.

- S 1164 views to omb 3-15-04.wpd << File: S 1164 views to crab 3-15-04.wpd >>

- S 1164 Letter Enclosure - Abrup.t CC Research in Strat Plan.doc << File: S 1164 Letter Enclosure - Abrupt CC
Research in Strat Plan.doc >>
...................... Forwarded by Jeffrey A. Weinberg!OMB/EOP on 03/15/2004 04:28 PM ...........................
LRM ID: JAW192

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Wash.ington, D.C. 20503-0001

Monday, March 15, 2004

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL ME~I~ORANDUIVI

TO: Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below.
FROt~I: Richard E. Green (for) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
OMB CONTACT: Jeffrey A. Weinberg

E-Mail: J effrey_A._Weinberg @ omb.eop.gov
PHONE: (202)395-3457 FAX: (202)395-3109

SUBJECT: CO~IIVIE~RCE Letter on Sll 64 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

DEADLINE:             3P~ Thursday, lVlarch 18, 2004
In accordance with OMB Circular A-19, OMB requests the views of your agency on the above subject before advising
on its relationship to the program of the President. Please advise us if this item will affect direct spending or receipts.

COMMENTS:

CEQ 005992



CEQ 005993



Hanne~lanl B~_a..n J.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cooney, Phil
Thursday, Mamh 18, 2004 6:01 PM
Weinberg, Jeffrey A.
Lyon, Randolph M.; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Boyd, Allison
FVV: CEQ Views on COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

----Original Message---
From: ~o~1, Stanley S.
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004 5:~6 PM
To= OLsen, Kathie L; Cooney, Phil; Halpem, David
Subject: RE: CEQ Views on COHMERCE Letter on Sll6~ Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

I spoke to Scott Rayder and he also concurs with Phil and is indeed looking into wha( is. going on including cal(ing over to
OMB.

--Original Nessage----
From: Olsen, Kathle L
Sent= Thursday, March 18, .2004 5:34 PH
To= Cooney, Phil; Solml, Stanley S.; Halpem, David
Subject: RE: CEQ.Views on COHHERCE Letter on SZ:t64 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

Dr. Kathie L. Olsen
Associate Director
Office of Science & Technology Policy
(202)456-6130 [Phone]
(202) 456-6073 [Fax]

----Original Message---
From: Cooney, Phil
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004 3:’~3 PM
To: Olsen, Kathie L; Sokul, Stanley S.; Halpem, David
Subject." FYI: CEQ Views on COMMERCE Letter on Sl164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

m-Original Hessagem
From: Hannegan, Bryan 3.
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004 2:26 PH
To: Lyon, Randolph H.; HdVlillin, Stephen S.; Rhlnesmith, Alan B.; 3oseffer, Daryl L; Wuchte, Erin; Green, Richard E.; Weinberg, ]elTTey

Cc: Cooney, Phil; Rddelke, Debbie S.; ’Scott.rayder@noaa.goV
Subject: RE: COHHERCE Letter on Sl16~ Abrupt Climate Change Research Act ................... ~

Climate Change Research Act                             ~- , ~ CEQ 005994



Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

----Original btessage----
Lyon, Randolph N.
Thursday, March 18, 200~. 12:28 PN

"l-c: Hannegan, Bryan J.
¯C=; l~d~’iillin, Stephen S.; Rhinesmith, Alan B.; Joseffer, Daryt L.; Wu~te, Edn; Green, Richard E.; Welnberg, Jeffrey A.

Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on 51164 Abrupt Climate Change Re:~’-earch Act

CEQ 005995



From: Jeffrey A. Weinberg on 03/15/2004 04:38:14 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject:    Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

Please provide signoff/specific changes by 3PM Mamh 18, 2004. If we have not heard from you by the
deadline, we will proceed on the basis that you have no comment.

S. 1164 has been ordered reported by the Senate Commerce Committee.

- S 1164 views to omb 3-15-04.wpd << File: S 1164 views to omb 3:.15-04.wpd >>

- S 1164 Letter Enclosure - Abrupt CC Research in Strat Plan.doc << File: S 1164 Letter Enclosure - Abrupt
CC Research in Strat Plan.doc >>
................... Forwarded by Jeffrey A. Welnberg/OMB/EOP on 03/15/2004 04:28 PM ...........................
LRM ID: JAW192

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Monday, March 15, 2004

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

.TO: Legislative Uaison Officer - See Distribution below
FROM: Richard E. Green (for) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
OMB CONTACT: Jeffrey A. Weinberg

E-Mail: Jeffrey A. Weinberg@omb.eop.gov
PHONE: (202)395-3457 FAX: (202)395-3109

SUBJECT: COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

DEADLINE:             3PM Thursday, March 18, 2004
In accordance with OMB Circular A-19, OMB requests the views of your agency on the above subject before
advising on its relationship to the program of the President. Please advise us if this item will affect direct
spending or receipts.

COMMENTS:

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
007-AGRICULTURE -Jacqueiyn Chandler- (202) 720-1272
019-Council on Environmental Quality - Natalie Towcimak - (202) 456-6460
029-DEFENSE - Vic Bemson - (703) 697-1305
032-ENERGY - AI Beer - (202) 586-4312
033-Environmental Protection Agency -Dona H. Deleon - (202) 564-5200
059-INTERIOR -Jane Lyder - (202) 208-437~
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - D. Lee Forsgren - (202) 358-1948
064-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060
095-Office of Scieni3e and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Bden - (202) 456-6037
114-STATE - VACANT - (202) 647-4463
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Herlihy - (202) 366-4687

CEQ 005996



CEQ 005997



,Hannegan, B~an J.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cooney, Phil
Thursday, March 18, 2004 6:01 PM
Weinberg, Jeffrey A.
Lyon, Randolph M.; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Boyd, Allison
FW: CEQ Views on COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

III

---Original Message---
From: Sokul, Stanley S.
Sent=. Thursday, March 18, 200~ 5:~6 PM
To:
Subject=

Olsen, Kathle L; Cooney, Phil; Halpem, David
RE: CEQ Views on COHNERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

----Original Message---
From: Olsen, Ka~hle L
Sent: Thursday, March 18,.2004 5:34 PM
To: Cooney, Phil; Sokul, Stanley S.; Halpem, David
Subject= RE: CEQ.Views on COMMERCE Letter on $116,~ Abrupl~ Climate Change Research Act

Dr. Kathie L. Oisen
Associate Director
Office of Science & Technology Policy
(202) 456-6130 [Phone]
(202) 456-6073 [Fax]

---Original Message---
From= Cooney, Phil
Sent= Thursday, Narch 18, 200a, 3:~,3 PM
To; Olsen, Kathle L.; Sokul, Stanley S.; Halpem, David
Subject; FY[: CEQ Views on COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate change Research Ac~

--Original l~lessage---
From= Hannegan, Bryan 3.
Sent= Thursday~ Plarch 18, 2004 2:26 PH
To= Lyon, Randolph M.; McMIIIIn, Stephen S.; Rhlnesmith, Alan B.; .]oseffer, Daryl L; Wuchte, Edn; Green, Richard F_; Weinberg, .Jeffrey

Cc; Cooney, Phil; Rddelke, Debbte S.; ’scott.rayder@noaa.gov’
Subject= RE: COMMERCE Letter on Sl164 Abrupt Oimate Change Research Act

Climate Change Research Act CEQ 005998



shares this view.

Bryan Hanne~an
CEQ

---Original Message--
Lyon, Randolph
Thursday, March 18, 2004 12:28 PN

To; Hannegan, Bryan J.
-Co; Mckiillin, Stephen S.; Rhine.smith, Alan B.; Joseffer, Daryl L; Wuchte, B-in; Green, Richard E.; Welnberg, Jeffrey A-

]]me sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1101 Abrupt Climate Change Researr.h Act

Man~ thanks.

..................... Forwarded by Randolph M. LyordOMB/EOP on 03/18/2004 12:27 PM ...... -:::::L.__.:’::.: .....

2 CEQ 005999



From: Jeffrey A. Weinberg on 03/15/2004 04:38:14 PM

Record Type: Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subject:    ~me sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

Please provide signoff/specific changes by 3PM March 18, 2004. If we have not heard from you by the
deadline, we will proceed on the basis that you have no comment.

S. 1164 has been ordered reported by the Senate Commerce Committee.

- S 1164 views to omb 3-15-04.wpd << File: S 1164 views to omb 3.-15-04.wpd >>

- S 1164 Letter Enclosure o Abrupt CC Research in Strat Plan.doc << File: S 1164 Letter Enclosure - Abrupt
CC Research in Strat Plan.dec >>
.................... For~varded by Jeffrey A. WelnbergfOMB/EOP on 03/15/2004 04:28 PM ...........................

LRM ID: JAW192
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

Monday, March 15, 2004

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below
FROM: Richard E; Green (for) Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
OMB CONTACT: Jeffrey A. Weinberg

E-Mail: Jeffrey_A._Weinberg @omb.eop.gov
PHONE: (202)395-3457 FAX: (202)395-3109

SUBJECT: COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

DEADLINE:            3PM Thursday, March 18, 2004
In accordance with OMB Circular A-19, OMB requests the views of your agency on the above subject before
advising on its relationship to the program of the President, Please advise us if this item will affect direct
spending or receipts.

COMMENTS:

DISTRIBUTION LIST

AGENCIES:
007-AGRICULTURE - Jacquelyn Chandler- (202) 720-1272
019-Council on Environmental Quality - Natalie Towcimak - (202) 456-6460
029-DEFENSE - Vic Bemson - (703) 697-1305
032-ENERGY - AI Beer - (202) 586-4312
033-Environmental Protection Agency - Dona H. Deleon - (202) 564-5200
059-INTERIOR -Jane Lyder - (202) 208-437~
069-National Aeronautics and Space Administration - D. Lee Forsgren - (202) 358-1948
084-National Science Foundation - Lawrence Rudolph - (703) 292-8060
095-Office of Scieni~e and Technology Policy - Maureen O’Brien - (202) 456-6037
114-STATE - VACANT - (202) 647-4463
117 & 340-TRANSPORTATION - Tom Hedihy - (202) 366-4687

CEQ 006000



CEQ 006001



Hann,.,~gan, Br~an J.

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject::

Lyon, Randolph M.
Thursday, March 18, 2004 6:47 PM
Cooney, Phil
Weinberg, Jeffrey A.; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Boyd, Allison; Wuchte, Edn
Re: FW: CEQ Views on COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

From: Phil Cooney/CEQ/EOP @ Exchange on 03/18/2004 06:01:12 PM

Record Type: Record

To: Jeffrey A. Weinberg/OMB/EOP @ EOP

cc: Randolph M. Lyon/OMB/EOP @ EOPI Bryan J. Hannegan/CEQ/EOP @ Exchange, Allison Boyd/OPD/EOP @ Exchange
Subject:    FW: CEQ Views on COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

.... Original Message----                            . ~~
From: Sok.ul, Stanley S.
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004 5:46 PM
To: Olsen, Kathie L; Cooney, Phil; Halpem, David
Subject: RE: CE~ Views on COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

---Original Message----
" From: Olsen, Kathie L

Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004 5:34 PM
To: Cooney, Phil; Sokul, Stanley S.; Halpem, David
Subject: RE: CEQ Views on COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

Dr. Kathie L. Olsen
Associate Director
Office of Science & Technology Policy
(202)456-6130 [Phone]
(202) 456-6073 [Fax] Climate Change Research Act

---Original Message----

From: Cooney, Phil
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004 3:43 PM
To." Olsen, Kathie L.; Sokul, Stanley S.; Halpem, David

CEQ 006002



Subject: FYI: CEQ Views on COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

----Original Message---

From: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004 2:26 PM
To: Lyon, Randolph M.; McMil~in, Stephen S~; Rhinesmith, Alan B.; Joseffer, Da~yl L.~ Wuchte, Edn; Green, Richard E.; Weinberg,

Jeffrey A.
Cooney, Phil; Fiddelke, Oebbie S.; ’scott.rayder@noaa.gov’

Subje~: RE: COMMERCE Letter on 51164 Abrupt r_Jimate Change Research Act ......

a

Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

....Odginal Message .....

From: Lyon, Randolph M.
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004 12:28 PM

To: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Co: McMillin, Stephen S.; Rhinesmith, Alan B.; Joseffer, Daryl L.; Wuchte, Edn; Green, Richard E.; Weinberg, Jeffrey A.
Subje~:        Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on S1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research

Many thanks.

CEQ 006003



...................... Forwarded by Rand.olph M’,L¥on/OMB/EOP on 03/1812004 12:27 PM ...........................

From: Jeffrey A. Weinberg on 03/15/2004 04:38:14 PM

Record Type:    Record

To: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message

cc: See the distribution list at the bottom of this message
Subj.ect: Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on S1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

Please provide signoff/specific changes by 3PM March 18, 2004. If we have not heard from you by t~e
deadline, we will proceed on the basis that you have no comment.

S. 1164 has been ordered reported by the Senate Commerce Committee.

- S 1164 views to omb 3-15-04.wpd << File: S 1164 views to omb 3-15-04.wpd >>

- S 1164 Letter Enclosure - Abrupt CC Research in Strat Pian.doc << File: S 1164 Letter Enclo .S~..~.-
/~.. rupt .CC Research in Strat Plan.doc >>

Forwarded by Jeffrey A. Weinberg/OMB/EOP on 03/15/2004 04:28 PM ...........................
LRiVi ID: JAW192

EXECUTIVE oFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Washington, D.C. 20503-0001

lVionday, March 15, 2004

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL ~EI~IORANDUM

TO:
¯

Legislative Liaison Officer - See Distribution below

CEQ 006004
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Page 1 of 6

Hannegan, Bryan J.

From: Scott Rayder [Scott. RaYder@noaa.govj
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2004 7:01 PM
To: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Cc: Lyon, Randolph M.; McMillin, Stephen S.; Rhinesmith, A/an R.; Joseffer, Daryl L.; Wuchte, Erin;

Green, Richard E.; Weinberg, Jeffrey A.; Cooney, Phil; Fiddelke, Debbie S.Subject: Re: COMMERCE Letter on $1164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

"Hannegan, Bryan J." wrote:

Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

-----Original Message ....
From: Lyon, Randolph M.

~nt: Thursday, March i8, 2004 12:28 PM
To: Hannegan, Bryan
Cc: NcMillin, Stephen S.; Rhinesmith, Alan B.; -]oseffer, Daryl L.; Wuchte, Erin; Green, Richard E.; Weinberg, Jeffrey A.

Subject; Time sensitive - LRM JAW192 - - COMMERCE Letter on Sl164 Abrupt Climate Change Research Act

Climate Change Research Act

3/19/2004
CEQ 006006
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From: David Allen [dallen@usgcrp.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2004 5:56 PM
To: CCSP@usgcrp.gov; ipo@usgcrp.gov; WG_IRC@usgcrp.gov; WGCC@usgcrp.gov
Subject: Draft GECAFS Science Plan and Implementation Strategy for your review

Attachments: GECAFS Science Plan #119267.pdf
Dear All,
Attached for your review and comments, please find a copy of the Earth System Science Partnership
(ESSP) project Global Environmental Change and Food Systems (GECAFS) Draft Science Plan and
Implementation Strategy (GECAFS expects to update this draft on Friday 26 March 2004). The
GECAFS program (The plan and other information may be found at: http://www.gecafs.org) is the first
of the new joint projects of the four global environmental change programs under the ESSP and is
currently under consideration for core funding through CCSP interagency distributed costs.

This document describes the program’s science plans including timelines and potential deliverables for
the next six years and beyond. Please review this document for your own information about this
program. GECAFS is currently seeking input on the Draft plan so if you have comments on this
document of a general or specific nature, please contact John Ingram (isii@ceh.a¢.uk)the Executive Officer of GECAFS.
Thank you,
David Allen, CCSP IWG-IRC

David Allen
Climate Change Science Program
(Incorporating the US Global Change Research Program and the Climate Change Research Initiative)
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006 USA
Email: dallen@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3486
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3064

CEQ 006008
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RE NSF Talk Friday carbon cycle Research in North America.txt
From: Hannegan, Bryan 5.
Sent: wednesday, March 24, 2004 1:12 PM
To: ’Craig, Rachael G.’
subject: RE: NSF Talk Friday: carbon cycle Research in North America

Rachel, thanks, unfortunately due to a previous appointment I won’t be able to make
it, but would appreciate future opportunities to visit NSF for briefings/seminars on
climate change research.

Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

Original Message
From: Craig, Rachael G. [mailto:rcraig@nsf.gov]
Sent: wednesday, March 24, 2004 12:28 PM
TO: ’JamesoR.Mahoney@noaa.gov’; ’gasrar@hq.nasa.gov’; ’andrewj@onr.navy.mil’;
’david.conover@hq.doe.gov’; ’mary.glackin@noaa.gov’; ’cgroat@usgs.gov’;
’WHohenst@oce.usda.gov’; ’Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov’; ’mmoore@osophs°dhhs.gov’;
’neale@serc.si.edu’;"ari.patrinos@science.doe.gov’; ’emsimmons@usaid.gov’;
’slimak°michael@epa.gov’; ’watsonhl@state.gov’; Hannegan, ~ryan 5.; Halpern, David;
’Margaret.McCalla@noaa.gov’; Rothenberg, Jason; wuchte, Erln
Cc: Leinen, Margaret
subject: NSF Talk Friday: carbon Cycle Research in North America

Dear CCSP SGCR members,

Margaret Leinen has asked me to send this information to keep you aware of ongoing
carbon cycle activities at NSF. If you wish to attend any of these sessions please
let me know and I’ll arrange a badge.

Rachael

Rachael craig, Ph.D.
Program Di rector
Carbon Cycle and Biogeosciences
National Science Foundation
4201 wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22230
703-292-8233 v
703-292-9025 f
rcrai g@nsf, gov

Friday, 26 March 9am, Room 110

Carbon cycle Research in North America:
A Strategy for Implementing Community Priorities

Scott Denning, chair
NACP Implementation Strategy subcommittee
of the
Carbon Cycle science Steering Group

You are invited to learn more about research on the carbon cycle and community
recommendations for improving our ability to understand processes and reduce
uncertainties about the future behavior of the climate system.

six leaders of the carbon cycle research community (list attached) will participate
in a day-long discussion of the recommendations.

Additional details and opportunities for extended Q&A will be provided at the
Page 1
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RE NSF Talk Friday Carbon cycle Research in North America.txt
various topical meetings liste~ on the attached schedule, contact Rachael Craig
(x8233, rcraig@nsf.gov <mailto:rcraig@nsf.gov> ) for more information.

Scott Denning will present the general overview talk at 9am in room 110.

ABSTRACT:

Poorly understood "sink" processes currently remove about half of global CO2
e~issions arising from the combustion of fossil fuels, but there is little reason to
expect these sinks to continue to operate unchanged over the coming decades.
uncertainties in the future behavior of the carbon cycle are currently among the
greatest sources of uncertainty in climate over the next century, ranking wlth
anthropogenic emissions and imperfect understanding of the physical climate system.
The study of the carbon cycle involves scientists from many disciplines: terrestrial
ecologists, oceanographers, energy economists, and atmospheric scientists.
A broad community of scientists involved in the study of the carbon cycle has
conducted a multiyear process of scoping, prioritizing, and planning for a
comprehensive and rationalized program of interdisciplinary research in this area.
The Strategic Plan for the Climate Change Science Program envisions six research
program elements to address carbon cycle questions. The North American carbon
Program (NACP) is one of the first of these six major elements targeted for
implementation planning and has been identified as a near-term priority under the
climate change Researc~ Initiative. Here we present an Implementation Strategy for
the NACP, building on the already published NACP science Plan.

The NACP is organized around four questions:

1.      what is the carbon balance of North America and adjacent oceans?
what are the geographic patterns of fluxes of C02, CH4, and CO? How is the balance
changing over time?("Diagnosis")
2.      what processes control the sources and sinks of c02, CH4, and CO,
and how do the controls change with time?("Attribution/Process")
3.       Are there potential surprises (could sources increase or sinks
disappear) ? (" Predi cti on")
4.       How can we enhance and manage long-lived carbon sinks
("sequestration"), and provide resources to support decision makers?("Decision
support")

Research activities are recommended and prioritized within each major area to
contribute to an integrated and well-tested system for understanding, monitoring,
and predicting carbon fluxes over North America and adjacent ocean regions, and for
providing timely and useful information to policymakers based on the results..

The NACP will involve systematic observations, intensive field campaigns,
manipulative experiments, diagnostic numerical modeling of carbon sources and sinks,
and syntheses of existing data sets. These activities are intended to support each
other through a rational strategy for integration to answer the four questions
listed above. The strategy is based on the premise that spatial and temporal
heterogeneity of carbon sources and sinks, and the need to attribute processes and
develop useful predictive tools precludes satisfactory closure through observations
alone. Rather, observations, experiments, and simulation models of the processes
that regulate the North American carbon budget must be used in tandem. The strategy
adopted under NACP is tO structure modeling efforts and observations so as to test
every aspect of the models as thoroughly as possible. This entails making sure that
models predict relevant observable quantities, and that observations are made of the
parameters and variables that are most uncertain in models. Three separate methods
will be applied to synthesize models and data for estimating continental scale
carbon budgets under NACP: (1) "bottom-up" synthesis of surface~ in-situ, and
remotely sensed data using models of source/sink processes; (2) ’top-down" synthesis
of atmospheric carbon trace-gas data using numerical weather analyses and inversion
of transport models; and (3) model-data fusion of all available data (surface,
remotely sensed, and atmospheric) into process-based diagnostic models.
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RE NSF Talk Friday carbon cycle Research in North America.txt

<<NACP SIS.ppt>> <<Denning abstract.doe>> <<NACP SIS Meeting at NSF, 3-26-04
agenda and goals.doc>> <<NACP SIS Meeting at NSF, 3-26-04 participants.doc>>
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NORTH AMERICAN CARBON PROGRAM
SCIENCE IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

NSF Open Discussions
Agenda

March 26, 2004

Time
8 am

9 am

10 am

11 am

Noon
! pm

2 pm

Topic
Inter-Agency Cooperation
and Implementation
Talk - "Carbon Cycle
Research in North
America: A Strategy for
Implementing Community
Priorities"
Ocean Sciences
component
Atmospheric Sciences
component
Lunch
Earth Sciences and
Ecosystems components

Meeting with Division
Directors

Lead
Chris Field

Scott
Denning

Chris
Sabine
Steve
Wofsy

Bev Law
and Ram

Oren

All

Room
310

ii0

830

770

770

770

Participants
Agency representatives

General admission,
including agency reps.

OCE PDs and others as
interested
ATMPDs and others as
interested

EAR and DEB PDs and
others as interested

3 pm    International and Arctic Chris Field. 770

Science components
4 pm Meeting with Assistant All 705 Margaret Leinen

Director

Jarvis Moyers, ATM;
Herm Zimmerman, EAR;
Jim Yoder, OCE;
Penny Firth, DEB
Karl Erbo OPP
OPP; INT; State

GOALS OF THIS EVENT:

1. Understand NACP in the larger context of global carbon cycle research.
2. Overview major subcomponents of the NACP SIS
3. Present the notion of intensive field campaigns, rationale and need, method.
4. Demonstrate the importance of programmatic cooperation within NSF.
5. Illustrate the opportunities for cooperation with other agencies
6. Provide enough detail on timing, priorities, dependencies and logistics to allow agency managers

to prioritize funding recommendations.
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NORTH AMERICAN CARBON PROGRAM
SCIENCE IMPLEMETATION STRATEGY

NSF PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION
MARCH 26, 2004

PARTICIPANT LIST

Dr. Scott Denning
Assistant Professor
Colorado State University
Dept. Atmospheric Science
Fort Collins, CO 80523-1371
Phone: (970)491-6936
Email: denninq@atmos.colostate.edu

Dr. Christopher B. Field
Department of Global Ecology
Carnegie Institution
260 Panama Street
Stanford, CA 94022
Phone: (650)325-1521, 213
Fax: (650)325-3748
Email: cfield@globalecology.stanford.edu

Dr..Christopher L. Sabine
Oceanographer
NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory
7600 Sand Point Way NE
Seattle, WA 98115
Phone: (206)526-4809
Fax: (206)526-6744
Email: chris.sabine@noaa.gov

Dr. Beverly E. Law
Associate Professor
Oregon State University
328 Richardson Hall
College of Forestry
Corvallis, OR 97331
Phone: (541)737-6111
Fax: (541)737-1393
Email: bev.law@oregonstate.edu

Dr. Ram Oren
Professor
Duke University
Nicholas School of the Environment & Earth
Science
Durham, NC 27708-0328
Phone: (919)613-8032 (919-477-3712 home)
Fax: (919)684-8741
Email: ramoren@duke.edu

Dr. Steven C. Wofsy
Professor
Harvard University
29 Oxford Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
Phone: (617)495-4566
Fax: (617)495-4551
Email: wofsy@fas.harvard.edu

denninq@atmos.colostate.edu; cfield@.qlobalecoloqy.stanford.edu; chris.sabine@noaa..qov;
bev.law@oregonstate.edu; ramoren@duke.edu; wofsy@fas.harvard.edu
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From: Rick Piltz [rpiltz@usgcrp.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 25, 2004 12:34 PM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; wgcc@usgcrp.gov
Subject: Fwd: FYI -- NRC Panel on Public Participation - Meeting April 7-8, 2004

Attachments: Public_Participation_Agenda.doc
FYI--

The National Research Council’s Panel on Public Participation in Environmental Assessment and
Decision Making will hold it’s second panel meeting on April 7-8, 2004 at the National Academies’
Building, 2100 C Street in Washington, DC.

Please go to the Panel’s Quickplace Website (http://qp.nas.edu/publicparticipation) for additional
information. For your convenience, the agenda is also attached here.

If you would like to attend this meeting, please let me know.

Deborah Johnson

Senior Project Assistant

The National Academies

500 5th Street, N.W., Rm. W1106

Washington, DC 20001

(202) 334-2751

(202) 334-3584 fax

djohnson@nas.edu

Rick Piltz
Senior Associate
U.S. Global Change Research Program
Climate Change Science Program Office
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1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Tel (direct): 202-419-3468 Fax: 202-223-3064
Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www.usgcrp.gov, www.climatescience.gov
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From: Symmes, Gregory [GSymmes@nas.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2004 5:31 PM
To: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Co: Staudt, Amanda; tonyb@essic.umd.edu; Mason, Byron
Subject: RE: NRC workshop

Bryan-

Thanks again for agreeing to attend our workshop next week. I’m writing to let you know of a change in the agenda for
Friday afternoon (when we had originally planned to have you make some remarks about the policy aspects of the new Space
Studies Board study on Earth Observations from Space). In particular, we just received word that the co-chairs for the study
have been approved (this will be announced shortly), so we are now planning to bring at least one of them in to discuss this
study on Friday afternoon. To maximize the time available to interact with the co-chair, we have decided not to have the
panel discussion on Friday afternoon. I apologize for this last-minute change in schedule, and hope it hasn’t caused you any
inconvenience.

Instead, Tony Busalacchi and I were wondering if you would be interested and willing to participate in the panel on advisory
bodies that is scheduled for Thursday morning. Given the recent attention to similar issues raised by the February UCS
report, we thought it would be very interesting to hear your thoughts on this issue. Other discussants in this session are
Warren Washington, Ari Patrinos, and George Hornberger. Of course, we fully understand if you can’t do so at such a late
date.

I’d be happy to discuss this with you if you have any questions. Feel free to give me a call at 202-334°3607. I look forward to
seeing you next week.

Greg Symmes

..... Original Message .....
From: Hannegan, Bryan J. [mailto:Bryan J. Hannegan@ceq.eop.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 26, 2004 9:30 AM
To: Symmes, Gregory
Subject: RE: NRC workshop

Thanks, this helps, and I look forward to participating!

..... Original Message .....
From: Symmes, Gregory [mailto:GSymmes@nas.edu]
Sent.. Friday, March 26, 2004 9:26 AM
To-" Hannegan, Bryan J.
I:::¢.. Staudt, Amanda; Mason, Byron
Subject.. RE: NRC workshop

Bryan-
Thanks for agreeing to participate, i’ve attached the current draft of the agenda, as well as the letter
of request from Ghassem Asrar and the draft work plan for the new study. Other panelists for the
discussion of the Observations from Space study are Jim Anderson, Greg Williams from NASA, and
a representative from Greg Withee’s office at NOAA. NASA and NOAA requested the study, so
we’ve asked them to begin the discussions by explaining what their agencies are looking for from
the study. We expect that Jim Anderson will have a lot to say about the scientific aspects of this
issue, and thought you could provide more of a policy perspective. In particular, it would be great if
you could provide some insights into the key policy issues surrounding Earth observations and how
this study might be able to help inform federal policy decisions on these issues.

Don’t feel like you need to address GEO and CCSP in any detail in your comments. We included
GEO and CCSP in some of the discussion questions because we hope that the plenary discussions
that follow will build upon some of the presentations on GEO and CCSP’s observational activities
from earlier in the day. Greg Withee and Ghassem Asrar (or his rep) will be talking about the Earth
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Observations Summit and GEO, and Bob Cahalan from the CCSP Observations Working Group will
be talking about CCSP’s observational activities.

The workshop will be open to the media if any choose to attend, but we wouldn’t generally expect
any. As far as I know, no media reps have RSVPed. If there is any media interest in the meeting, i’d
expect it to be on April 8, when we’ll be discussing independent oversight of the CCSP and issues
surrounding assessments. I wouldn’t expect much media interest on the observation topic.

Greg

..... Original Message .....
From: Hannegan, Bryan J. [mailto:Bryan J. Hannegan@ceq.eop.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 25, 2004 7:04 PM
To: Symmes, Gregory
Subject: RE: NRC workshop

Greg -- turns out that you had my work email wrong -- so I had to check the home account to
get this, sorry for the delay. I should be able to participate in the workshop as you describe
below. Will the workshop be open to the media? Who would the other panelists be? Just
curious -- some of them may be more focused on the CCSP and GEO than I might be.

Thanks for any additional info,

Bryan

..... Original Message .....
From: Symmes, Gregory_
To: ~an hannegan@ceq.eop.~ ; bjhaDneg@VERIZON.NET
Co: Staudt, Amanda ; Mason, Byron
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2004 11:18 AM
Subject: NRC workshop

Bryan-
I’m glad to hear that you will be able to attend the April 8&9 workshop of the National
Academies’ Coordinating Committee on Global Change and Climate Research
Committee. I’ve attached below a brief overview of what we plan to discuss during the
two-day workshop (you probably have already seen this).

Amanda Staudt and I were wondering if you would be willing to be a panelist for the
discussion of Topic 4 (the new National Academies’ study on Earth Observations from
Space). We are looking for a brief presentation (10-15 minutes) sharing some thoughts
about how this new study could be organized to be most useful, in the context of what
is already underway within the observational component of the Climate Change
Science Program and the US contributions to the International Group on Earth
Observations. We imagine that you probably have some very salient perspectives on
this issue. Specific questions we’ve asked the panelists to consider include:

How this new study could be organized to be most useful to its sponsors, other
federal agencies, and the ongoing activities of the international Group on Earth
Observations (GEO)?
How can the study best involve the scientific community so as to engage the
breadth of relevant expertise?
How can the study engage the user broad community so as to address their
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observational needs?
What are major crosscutting issues that should be a focus of the study?
What mechanisms might be effective for prioritizing among observational
objectives?

Please let us know if you’d be willing to be a panelist in this session. We’ve scheduled
this discussion for 1:20 pmon Friday, April 9. Feel free to give me (202-334-3607) or
Amanda (202-334-2995) a call if you’d like to discuss.

Greg

<<global change workshop 03-08-04.doc>>

Gregory H. Symmes, Ph.D.
Associate Executive Director
Division on Earth and Life Studies
National Academies/National Research Council
500 Fifth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
phone: 202-334-3607
fax: 202-334-3362
email: gsymmes@nas.edu
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National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Headquarters
Washington, DC 20546-0001

October 29, 2003

Reply Io At*J~ of: Y

Prof. Lennard A. Fisk
Chair, Space Studies Board
National Research Council
500 Fifth St., NW
Washington, DC 20001

Dear Dr. Fisk:

We are nearing completion of the deployment of the Earth ObserMng System (EOS) conceived over a
decade ago. EOS was designed as the cornerstone of a monumental undertaking to understand the Earth
as.a systern--an effort that brought together the traditional scientific disciplines to advance research in the
new interdisciplinary field of Earth system science. In those early years, NASA and its domestic and
international partners served as a catalyst for the formation of the Earth system science construct with the
help of the discipline-oriented science community. Now, over a decade later, an Earth system science
conmmnity is using EOS and related data to probe the intercomaecfions among the components of the
Earth system.

In light of thls prowess, and of our recent success in securhag continuity of essential EOS measurements
through fo!low-on missions and transitions to operational satellite systems, it is time for the Earth system
science conmaunity to look afresh into the future and help NASA plot its course ahead. I request that the
Space Studies Board take the lead in orchestrating a decadal survey by the community, to generate research
and observation priorities. The following are some of the questions this decadal survey should address:

What are the significant advances in Earth system science over the past decade?
What are the principal science questions that remain to be answered?
What n’~asurements are most critical to answering those questions?
What types of next generation observing capabilities and orbital vantage points will best enable
progress?

The resulting study v,~ill be most useful ifit conveys the Earth system science community’s priorities for
questions and measurements. NASA will use the results of this effort as a starting point for its next round
of strategic planning. Thus, it will be ideal if this decadal survey is complete in the Fall of 2005.

Asrar
Associate Administrator for
Eartt} Science

Dr. J. Alexander
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Draft December 2003

Earth Observations From Space: A.Community Assessment and Strategy for
the Future

Abbreviated Statement of Task

Space Studies Board

The Space Studies Board, in consultation with other units of the NRC, will lead a study to generate
consensus recommendations from the Earth and environmental science and applications community
regarding a systems approach to space-based and ancillary observations that encompasses the research
programs of NASA and the related operational programs of NOAA. The study will be conducted in a
manner similar to previous NRC "decadal" studies.

Background
The confluence of several factors occasions this study, which will provide the first "decadal survey" for
the Earth sciences.

* NASA is nearing completion of the deployment of the Earth Observing System (EOS) and is now
considering an appropriate strategy for follow-on exploratory and systematic missions.
* Over the next decade, NASA will transition a number of environmental parameters from research-
oriented programs to operationally-oriented ones.
* In the coming decade, NOAA will launch the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental

Satellite System (NPOESS)-follow-ons to the current generation of civil and military meteorological
satellites, which will be used to monitor global environmental conditions and collect and disseminate data
related to weather, atmosphere, oceans, land and near-space environment.
* In recent years, the NRC has issued a number of reports that call for NASA to develop a community-
based strategic plan.
* Some 31 countries, including the members of the G-8, were represented at the ministerial level at the
July 31, 2003 "Earth Observations Summit" in Washington, DC. The proposed decadal survey has
numerous connections to the activities contemplated by Summit participants.
* NASA officials have requested that the NRC produce a seminal report on the future of scientific
research and.observation of the Earth system from space,. It should articulate the science community’s
priorities for Earth system science-in particular, those priorities that can be substantially advanced by
remote sensing of the Earth-and the observational approaches to address those priorities

Earth observation systems are providing valuable data, particularly in the areas of improved weather
forecasts, E1 Nino predictions, earthquake and volcanic eruption precursors, and ecological assessments.
However, additional and higher quality observations are needed to address a wide range of priority
applications, including climate monitoring and modeling, agriculture and forest management, water and
energy resource management, watershed and marine ecosystem management, disaster management
support, sustainable development, and meeting the needs of international environmental conventions.
Solutions to these challenges will require advancements in both remote sensing capabilities and in
observational techniques; for example, the use of constellations of satellites and!or formation flying.
Acquisition, quality control, processing, summarization, dissemination, and preservation of the vast array
of environmental data that will be generated by national and international sources pose a further technical
challenge.
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Statement of Task:

The Space Studies Board will organize a study, "Earth Observations from Space: A Community
Assessment and Strategy for the Future." The study will generate consensus recommendations from the
Earth and environmental science and applications, community regarding science priorities, opportunities
afforded by new measurement types and new vantage points, and a systems approach to space-based and
ancillary observations that encompasses the research programs of NASA and the related operational
programs of NOAA.

During this study, the committee will conduct the following tasks.

1.     Review the status of the field to assess recent progress in resolving major scientific questions
outlined in relevant prior NRC, NASA, and other relevant studies and in realizing desired predictive and
applications capabilities via space-based Earth observations;.
2.      Develop a consensus of the top-level scientific questions that should provide the focus for Earth
and environmental observations in the period 2005-2015;.
3.     Take into account the principal federal- and state-level users of these observations and identify
opportunities and challenges to the exploitation of the data generated by Earth observations from space.
4.     Recommend a prioritized list of measurements, and identify potential new space-based
capabilities and supporting activities within NASA ESE and NOAA NESDIS to support national needs
for research and monitoring of the dynamic Earth system during the decade 2005-2015. In addition to
elucidating the fundamental physical processes that underlie the interconnected issues of climate and
global change, these needs include: weather forecasting, seasonal climate prediction, aviation safety,
natural resources management, agricultural assessment, homeland security, and infrastructure planning.
5.     Identify important directions that should influence planning for the decade beyond 2015. For
example, the committee will consider what ground-based and in-situ capabilities are anticipated over the
next 10-20 years and how future space-based observing systems might leverage these capabilities. The
committee will also give particular attention to strategies for NOAA to evolve current capabilities while
meeting operational needs to collect, archive, and disseminate high quality data products related to
weather, atmosphere; oceans, land, and the near-space environment.

The committee will address critical technology development requirements and opportunities; needs and
opportunities for establishing and capitalizing on partnerships between NASA and NOAA and other
public and private entities; and the human resource aspects of the field involving education, career
opportunities, and public outreach. A minor but important part of the study will be the review of
complementary initiatives of other nations in order to identify potential cooperative programs.

Preliminary Work Plan:

The study will be organized in a manner similar to the ’decadal surveys’ that have been conducted by the
astronomy and astrophysics, solar and space physics, and solar system exploration communities. An 8-14
person survey committee will carry out the study with input from a set of approximately six
interdisciplinary panels. The survey committee may also establish small cross-cutting panels, which will
be comprised of members of the survey committee and/or its expert panels, for the purpose of addressing
special topics. In conducting its work, the committee will make use of the NASA and NOAA strategic
plans and will draw on an extensive history of prior studies performed by the National Research Council.
The committee and its panels will also make use of "town meetings" at scientific society meetings (e.g.
AGU & AMS) and similar fora to cast a broad net for input from the general scientific community. The
survey committee will be responsible for preparing a summary report, which will be published along with
the reports of the study panels. A pre-publication version of the Survey report is targeted for late 2005.
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THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
Advisers to the Nation on Science, Engineering, and Medicine

Coordinating Committee on Global Change and
Climate Research Committee
DRAFT Agenda
April 8-9, 2004

National Academies
Keck Center Room 100
500 5th Street, NW
Washington, DC, 20001

The objectives of this meeting are:
1. Discuss lessons learned from advisory groups for federal global change science and technology;
2. Discuss global change science and technology assessments;
3. Discuss climate and global change observing systems; and
4. Discuss new National Academies study on Earth Observations from Space.

Thursday, April 8, 2004

OPEN SESSION

8:30 A.M. Welcome and introductions Peter Raven
Chair, Coordinating Committee on Global Change

8:45 A.M. Implementing Climate and Global Change Research          Thomas Graedel
Chair, Committee to Review the

US CCSP Strategic Plan

9:15 A.M.

TOPIC 1: Lessons Learned from Advisory Groups for
Federal Global Change Science and Technology

Panel Discussion
What can be learned from the experiences of existing advisory bodies to help inform the
Climate Change Science Program’s (CCSP’s) decisions about how to obtain independent
oversight for the program? Panelists are asked to consider the following questions:
¯ What mechanisms would be best suited to address the challenges of providing

independent oversight of interagency programs such as the CCSP and the Climate
Change Technology Program (CCTP)?

¯ What perspectives (i.e., scientific and other stakeholders) should be included in
oversight efforts? How can the program ensure that appropriate balance is
maintained?

¯ How to balance the value of"independence" with the need for in-depth knowledge?
¯ How to provide advice on science (i.e., CCSP) and science and technology (i.e.,

CCSP + CCTP)?
¯ How to provide advice on, and to, international climate and global change research

programs?
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10:00 A.M.

10:45 A.M.

11:00 A.M.

Panelists:
¯ Warren Washington, National Center for Atmospheric Research
¯ Ari Patrinos, Department of Energy
¯ George Hornberger, University of Virginia

Discussion in plenary

Break

Breakout sessions

¯ Session 1 in Keck ?? (tbd)
Leader Judith Curry

° Session 2 in Keck ?? (tbd)
Leader Inez Fung (tentative)

¯ Session 3 in Keck ?? (tdb)
Leader Linda Mearns (tentative)

° Session 4 in Keck ?? (tbd)
Leader William Clark

NOON

1:15 P.M.

Lunch reception in room 1024

Breakout session summaries

2:30 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

3:30 P.M.

TOPIC 2: Global Change Science and Technology Assessments

Guidelines for Preparing CCSP James Mahoney or Richard Moss
Synthesis and Assessment Products C/imate Change Science Program

Break

Panel Discussion
What can be learned from past global change science and technology assessments to
ensure that the CCSP’s synthesis and assessment products effectively build or~ past
research, are developed with the involvement of scientists and relevant stakeholders, and
are reviewed in a transparent manner? Panelists will be asked to consider the following
questions:
¯ What processes have been used to ensure that assessments accurately reflect

current scientific understanding?
¯ What approaches have been used to effectively involve relevant stakeholders?
¯ What processes have been used to ensure transparent public review of methods and

draft results?
¯ What approaches have been used to effectively coordinate national assessment

activities with their international counterparts?
¯ What strategies have been used to engage the scientific community without unduly

affecting the ability to conduct research?

2
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4:30 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

5:30 P.M.

Panelists:
¯ Bob Corell, American Meteorological Society
¯ Susan Solomon, NOAAAeronomy Laboratory
¯ Michael Kurylo, NASA
¯ Richard Methot, NOAA

Discussion in plenary

Adjourn

Tour of Koshland Museum (CCGC and CRC members only)
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Friday, April 9, 2004

OPEN SESSION

Welcome and introductions8:30 A.M. Antonio Busalacchi, Jr.
Chair, Climate Research Committee

8:45 A.M.

9:15 A.M.

9:45 A.M.

10:15 A.M.

11:30 A.M.

NOON

Topic 3: Climate and Global Change Observing Systems

Update on Earth Observing Summit and
Group on Earth Observations

Ghassem Asrar (invited)
NASA
and/or

Greg Withee
NOAA

Climate Change Science Program
Observations and Data Systems

Break

Robert Cahalan
CCSPO

Panel Discussion
A significant challenge in developing climate and global change observing systems is
how to integrate biologic, geographic, hydrologic, oceanic, and anthropogenic processes
into the system in order to generate the data needed in previously underemphasized
areas of the CCSP, such as ecosystems, land use and land cover change, water cycle,
human dimensions, economics, impacts, adaptation, and mitigation. Panelists have been
asked to consider the following questions:
¯ What are the most important observational needs for research in your area that are

not currently being met?
¯ Who are (or could be) the most important users of data from outside the research

community (e.g., state, local, regional resource managers; private sector) in your
area? What types of data are needed by these users?

¯ How could these observational needs be met more effectively in the context of an
integrated climate and global change observing system?

Panelists:
¯ Dennis Lettenmeier, University of Washington
¯ Billie Lee Turner, Clark University
¯ Chris Justice, University of Maryland
¯ Tom Wilbanks, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
¯ Cynthia Rosenzweig, NASA Goddard Institute of Space Studies
¯ Bob Detrick, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute

Discussion in plenary

Lunch
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Topic 4: New National Academies Study on Earth Observations from Space

1:00 P.M. NRC Study on Earth Observations from Space Greg Williams, NASA (tentative)
and/or

TBD, NOAA

1:20 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

Panel Discussion
NASA and NOAA recently asked the National Academies’ Space Studies Board to lead
an integrated study on Earth Observations from Space. The overall charge to this
committee is to "organize a broad assessment of the state of Earth observations from
space and prepare a strategy for the future". This new study is in the process of being
organized and its task will be refined over the next few months.
¯ How this new study could be organized to be most useful to its sponsors, other

federal agencies, and the ongoing activities of the international Group on Earth
Observations (GEO)?

¯ How can the study best involve the scientific community so as to engage the breadth
of relevant expertise?

¯ How can the study engage the user broad community so as to address their
observational needs?

¯ What are major crosscutting issues that should be a focus of the study?
¯ What mechanisms might be effective for prioritizing among observational objectives?

Panelists:
¯ Jim Anderson, Harvard University
¯ Bryan Hannegan, Council on Environmental Quality (invited)

Discussion in plenary: How can the National Academies best contribute to the
process of developing strategies for observation systems for global and climate
change?

3:00 P.M. Adjourn
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From: Symmes, Greg0_nJ
To: b~y~_n_~@.__C_~_q._eop._gov ; _b’~@VERIZON.NET
Cc: ...S_.~_.a....~._d_t~ Amanda ; M_a_s_o~.Yr_0n_
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2004 11:18 AM
Subject: NRC workshop

Bryan-
I’m glad to hear that you will be able to attend the April 8&9 workshop of the National
Academies’ Coordinating Committee on Global Change and Climate Research Committee.
I’ve attached below a brief overview of what we plan to discuss during the two-day workshop
(you probably have already seen this).

Amanda Staudt and I were wondering if you would be willing to be a panelist for the
discussion of Topic 4 (the new National Academies’ study on Earth Observations from
Space). We are looking for a brief presentation (10-15 minutes) sharing some thoughts about
how this new study could be organized to be most useful, in the context of what is already
underway within the observational component of the Climate Change Science Program and
the US contributions to the International Group on Earth Observations. We imagine that you
probably have some very salient perspectives on this issue. Specific questions we’ve asked
the panelists to consider include:

¯ How this new study could be organized to be most useful to its sponsors, other federal
agencies, and the ongoing activities of the international Group on Earth Observations
(GEO)?

¯ How can the study best involve the scientific community so as to engage the breadth
of relevant expertise?

¯ How can the study engage the user broad community so as to address their
observational needs?

¯ What are major crosscutting issues that should be a focus of the study?
¯ What mechanisms might be effective for prioritizing among observational objectives?

Please let us know if you’d be willing to be a panelist in this session. We’ve scheduled this
discussion for 1:20 pm on Friday, April 9. Feel free to give me. (202-334-3607) or Amanda
(202-334-2995) a call if you’d like to discuss.

Greg

<<global change workshop 03-08-04.doc>>

Gregory H. Symmes, Ph.D.
Associate Executive Director
Division on Earth and Life Studies
National Academies/National Research Council
500 Fifth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
phone: 202-334-3607
fax: 202-334-3362
email: gsymmes@nas.edu
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March 3 I, 2004

Lei£Hockstad
Envkomncntal l.*rotc~tion Agency
Clean Air Marke~ Division (6204Y)
1200 Pennsylvanla Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20460
E-mail: hockstazZ le~pa, gov,

Request for Comments on Drat~ Inventory of U,S, Greenhouse Gas Emissions
and Si~Lks, 69 ~ ~ 9"623 (March 1,2004)

Dca~ Mr. Hockstad:

The F__Aison Electric Institut~ (EF_Z) vcrite~ ~ you in ~spo~ to ~e En~onm~
P~t~on Age’s ~PA) abow-rcfe~ced notice conce~g ~� av~lab~ty of
EPA’s "Draft In~,vnt~ ofU.S. G~o~¢ ~ E~o~ md Si~: 1990-2002"
for p~Hc co~t. Wv ~der~d flint ~e invvnto~ is to b¢ ~¢d by EPA ~d
that it shoed be ~b~ed by ~ S~te D~p~ent to ~e s~at o£~c United
Nation’s ~owork Coavenfion on C~at~ Chmg~ (FCCC) by Ap~ 15, 2004, in
accord~ce ~ ~cles 4 ~d 12 of~¢ FCCC ~d D~s 3/CP.] ~d 3/@.5 of
~e Conf~n~ of~ P~s (COP) to ~e FCCC.

EEI is the association of U,S. shareholder-owned electric compauics, international
afSllat~u and industry associations worldwide. Our U.S. members ~¢rce 90 pero~nt of
all cust.omers serve.d by tl~� investor-owned segment of the indusU)t, They generate
mor~ than 70 pcrcznt of all of thv e,l¢cu-lcity generated by the e]~-tric utilities in the
U.S. and serve nearly 70 percent o£all ultimate customers of electricity in thv nation,
EEI has also been pazficipating ~ns a non-governmenl~l organization in the
development of the FCCC and its implementatiou through du~isions ofthv COP since
1989,
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Mr. LrifHockslad
Mnr~h 31, 2004
Pagr 2

Accordingly, enclosed :~r~- EEUs comments. Given the short public comment period
afforded by EPA and the sheer sizo of thr dr-aft, our specific comments necessarily
focus on the F_~ecutlw Sunun~ and on khc other chapters ofprimmy interest to EEL
Ifyqu hay= a~y qtmstions, ple~s~ contact me at (202-50g-5617, hfa~g~.¢~i.or~ or
Eric Holdswoxth (202-508-5103, eboldswonh~,¢~i.or~).

Sinc~ly,

William L. Fang
D~puty General CoUnsel and

CRrnam Issur Dir~tor

Hnclosu~
W’F:hm
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I~NCLOSUR~

EDISON F~LECTRIC INSTITUTE COMMENTS ON
ENV]I~OI~TM~INTAL PROTECTION AGENCY’S

DRA.Ff INVENTORY OF
U.S. GR~I~ENHOUSE GAS EIVJISSIONS A~D SINKS: 1990-2002

EEl apl~eoiate~ the opporttm~ty for pub.lic comment However, we are concerned that

m~xlmum time a~orded for that purpose by EPA is only 3 0 days ~nd that t~c Ivlarck 31 deadline

foe con~nvnts on this draft leaves only 15 days for F~PA [o consider and address t~e

While the ~ app~cnfly r~a~ m~y n~vc provisions ~d o~= ~t~s fo~d ~ ~�

prior yc~’s ~vcnt~, it is more th~ 600 pag~ ~ len~ ~d con~ n~vro~ ~lv~

boxes ~d o~ m~. ~i~ ~ys ~s ~ inadequate ~o~t o~ ~e tot ~ ~d o~vrs

public to rr~ew m~d ~ge~ ~v d~ comp~ it ~ p~or y~ invvntod¢s, ~d pr~id¢

con~vc co~�~,’

In addition, the dr, t~ is incomplete. There arc numvrous examples ofmate~als that arc

or need "to bc updated" (e.g., Table ES-11 on p. ES-22; ]Figures F_,S-1, -2, -3 and 4 on pp.

ES-6 and HS-23; Figures 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3 on p. 21; and Figure 3-2 on p. HS). As a result, the

public, including ]~HI, is asked to comment on an incomplete product that is to become an

of:fic~.al submission by the U.S. under the FCCC. "l"hLq is Ic,ss ~ satisfactory.

C̄learly, F.PA should vizher find ways To shor~e~ the inventory, poss~ly by’eliminating’portions

that arc merely repetitive of information provided in prior inventories and incorporating such
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¯
portions by reference to the prior year’s inventory, or by ensming that the din& is complete and

available for public comment shortly after tl~ first of the. year. The "Preface" to the April 2002

in~-ntory explains that it is EPA’s poliCy to "allow at least 60 days for public review and

comment when proposing new regulations or documents supporting regulatory development,. -

and 30 days for non-regulatory documents Of an informational nature such as,the Inventory

document-" Presurnably~ this poli~y assumes that such "informational" documents arc complete

when made available £or review and comment. Eqen if that were the cass, 30 days is too brief

for a document of this siz¢ and detail, For the next inventory, a longer pcxiod of at l~ast 45 days

should be applicd as an cxccption to dds gcne.ml p6Iicy.

A, Executive Summary

¯ 1. P, ES-|. lines 9-17. We ha-v= several �omment~ mg .ar~g the partially quoted

material de.rivet[ from Article 2 of the I~CCC as contained in.footnote 2. First, it is unclear why

Article 2 of the FCCC, which applies to all Paxties to the FCCC (i.e., Annex I and non-Annex I)

and has nothing to do with t.h= inventory requirements that apply only to Annex I Parties, has

been highlighted, instead of Article 12, tiffed "Communications of Information Kelated to

Implementation of the FCCC."

Second, the quote is not fully accurate and complete. The word "ultimate," which precedes the

use of the word "Objective" in the text of Article 2, should, along ~--".:h the phrase ’Sn accordanc~

with the ~ulcvant provisions of the Convention,’" b~ a part of the quote in order ~o be accurate. If

Adlcle 2 is to be referred to in the draft, it should be quoted in fail, as T.he cun-ent omissions are

significant. I-Iowevcr, our recommendation is to delete the refexence and substitute
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applicable provisions of Article 12 of the FCCC, which expressly provides ~r the

cornmur~cation of the ~ventozy to the FCCC’s secretedat.

2. P. ES-I~ lines 14-I6. We suggest ~e.insertion of"Annex r’ before ~e word

’Parties" on line 14, and footnote 3 should refer to Decision 3/CP.1 as well as Decision 3/CP.5.

We suggest these changes because the quoted rnatcdal leaves the impression that all Parties to

tho FCCC ~� conmaittcd to provide inventories on an annual basis. Ia fact, Decision 3/CP.I

provides in paragraph 2(b) that only Annex I Parties in accordance with Articles 12,1 and 1:2_2 of

the Convention "are to submit [n]adonal inventory data on emissions by sottrees arid removals by

sinks on an annual basis.., for the period 1990-1993 by April 15, 1996" and each April 15

3. _P.v. ES-4 - ES-6. We reallz_~ ~at the inventory is based on "estimates" of

greerthouse gases a~d not on actual data, and that changes apparently have been made to various

data as explained at p. 9_39 tmd~ the heading "Recalculatlons and Improvements." However,

we are concerned that Table ES-3, which appeared in. the same format in the EPA Atgil 15,

2002, and April 15, 2003, inveaatories for the periods 1990-2000 and 1~90-2001, shows differ~g

total mmab~a-s for 1990 and the subsequent years through 2000 for carbon dioxide (C02). as

fdllows, with similar ~rariations for these years for the other listed substances and for the totals

for those years in the table:

Inventury 1990

-1990-9-000 4,99g.5

1990-2001 5,003.7

1990-2002 5,0023

1996

5,483.7
5,~14.8

5.498.5

i997

5,568,1

5~595A

5,577.6

5,575.1

5,614~
5,602.5

1999

5,665,5

5,6:]0.7

5,676.3

2000

5,840.0
5,g~3.1
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Similarly, there am changing numbers for Land-Use Change and Forestry (Sinks) ~ follows:

lnwntory I990 I996 1997 1998 1999 2000

[
199o-2ooo 0,097.7) (z,zos.z) (seT.5) (sss.9) (s9~;.4) (9o~.~)

~po-2oo~ 0,o72.~) 0,o~.o) (a4o.o’) (s~o.~ (~.~) (s~4.~ =

There is no explanation giwm iu the ~ inventory as to why these chahges in totals from year

to year are being made or the basis for them. The discussion of"chauges" to the inventory

begimdng at i). 239 is far too cryptic and do~s not appear to address this concern. While it can be

usafi~ to mfiue iuformation, we question why the r~fiucment should oc~-ur year to year,

particularly since the~c are only estimates. X~1~le the dLfferenccs may not always appear grcal,

they could have slgn~fi~aut consequences as future policy choices are made by the COP or by the

U.S. At a minimum, there should be an explanation for these d~i=fer~ce~ ~om inventory to

4. P- ES-6, Hne~ 7 through I I. We recommend changing the second and fourth

s~ntences to mad as follows:

The primary greenhouse gas emitted by human activities in the united .

.. Statc~ was CO2, representing approximately 83 percent of total gree.nh~ous~
gas emissions, down from 84 i~rcen~ in 2001¯

Methane emissions, ~vhlch have steadily declined since 1990. resulte~
pdn~adly from decomposition ofwas~es in landfills, natural gas systems,
and enteric fermentation associated with domestic livestock.

Th~ EPA inventory for 1990-2001 said that C02 represented "approximately ~4 percen~ ofto.tal

greenhouse gas emissions." Thus, the "83 percent" in this ~nventory is a rcduction and should be

4
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so explained in this la~st inventory.

and ~ also should be noted.

As to methane, Table ES-3 shows methane gas declining,

5. P. ES-7, lines 6-14. At tJac b~ginning ~he par’agraph states, "Emissions from

combustion resumed a modest growth in 2002, slightly less than the average annual growth rate

since 1990.~ Table ES-3 of the draft shows that in 2001 the e.missions were 5,558.8 t~ragrams of

carbon equivalents (Tg CO~. Eq.), a diffcre.nce of 52.2 Tg CO~. Eq. from 2001 to 2002, which is

apparently the basis for the statement of ~ode~t growth." However, th~ EPA inventory for

1990-2001 showed these emissions in 2001 to b~ 5,704.8 Tg CO2 Eq., which is 183.8 Tg COz

Eq, greater than the amount shown in the draft for 2002 - a rather significant, discrepancy

between the woo EPA invgntories for which there appears to be no explanation in the draft.

Indeed, if the prior inventory is zrlicd upog it showsa decline, no.t a "growth," from 2001 to

2002. This discrepancy needs to be resolved as il calls into question the entire paragraph.

In the case of laud ~ase change and forestry, the pfi~ ~vento~ s~tbd ~ ~e net "’CO~

d¢crCas=d by "~4 Tg CO2 Eq. (~ p~t) p~y due to a deolin¢ ~ ~� rote of net c~bon

ac~u~on in ~r~ c~bon stoc~." ~� c~cnt ~ c~ges "C02 fl~" 1o ~’C~

s~ues~" ch~gcs ~� net ~c~e to ’~67.1 Tg CO2 Eq. (28 p=c~t)" ~d adds a new

~pl~afion ~at ~e decline "l~gcly m~Ited ~om a dc~� ~ ~e e~atcd ~� of~ soil

sequ~fion ~ed by a slo~ng ~e of~e h fo~ ~ ~ 1997," but ~di~es no

so~e or b~s for ~s n~ ~l~fiom Howler, ~d~ ~e he~g "R~c~afions ~d

~provcm~m," ~ere is ~o~r rxpl~a~on for "chmgrs" ~ ~e ~ ~ follows ~. 239):

~e follo~ng ~nission so~, which ~ listrd h ~c~dhg ~ of
absal~ av~ge ~u~ c~ge in ~ssions ~m 1990 ~ugh 2001,
~de~cnt ~me of~ most ~po~t m~odologic~ ~d ~sto~cal daza
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changes. A brief ~unmary of the rcealculetion and/or improvement
undertaken is provided for �~ch emission source.

Land-Use C!~uge and Forestry - The most influential of t~¢ changes
~n the c~Iculafion of CO2 sequestration from laud-use change and
forestry was a switch ix basing the estimates of non-soil forest
carbon stocks and fluxes ~ other pools on state-based assessment
rather titan regionaJly-b~ed assessment .Overall, this change, a]ong
with sewral other air=salons, resulted in an average annual decrease
in the new CO2 sequesWafion of 126.8 Tg CO2 Eq. 03.2 p~rcent) for
the l~riod. 1990 through 2001.

It appears that these changes are reflected in Chapz~ 7 "Land-Use Change and Forestrf and

in related A~cs, which are quite len~hy and detailed. According to this explanatior~ the

decline is less and the basis for the change is 1~ovidezl. However, the above ~x-planafion is for

1990-2001, which is ~be period covered by th¢ prior year’s inventory, not the 13-year period of

1990-2002 covered by the draft in the above-referenced table. In addition, it is n0~ clear that this

change is reflected in the discussions of u-ends xela~d to sinks discussed below.

6. P. ES-7, l~n~ ! 5-4.2 a~d P. ~.q-g, lin~s I-5. Much of this discussion of

"signlficam wands’" for ~ae 13-year period ’~from 1990 through 2002" is a repeat of the sm-ne

items for the 12-year l~-~od "from 1 ~90 through 2001" in th¢ EPA inwntory for April 15,200~.

In some items, sunh ~s bullet four, the mm~fiaI is identical to that in th~ prior inventory and it is

unclear Why it is repeated as Irar~ of a u-end relevant to 2002, particularly sinc~ the decline

occurred hrthe 1990s. Other bullets and trend data are xepeated with changes largel~ only in the

numbers from the last iuventor~ to this draft. These changes are all derived from Table ES-3,

which we questioned in poim ~ above. We qusstion whether these are actually trends or just

changes in estimates. Moreover, w~ question the approptiatrness of the draR essentially

6
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Energy;" much of the narrative is taken almost

~11 as many of the statistics. However, the

to evaluate the narrative, The same is true of

ntory, which appears atpp. 3g-39 - the

I tO btlt are missing.

m" the i~vcntory preparation process, ~� dr~

planation is misleading because it implies that

.¢w periods, the "entire document" is available

tJcularly the important statistical or d,~ta

rposes of this draR, C~ven the fact that much

:ion in the prior inventory, it is difficult to

= ~rafk of non-confidmufial information for

: to April 15 is too short~ EPA should ~ke the

r for these m~i~ws, re~ognizA~ that COP

data, provides that the inventory "should" be

ze tardiness.     ’
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repeating ~om ~nventory to inventory the s~me

"si~ificent" without at least providing an expl=

In particular, we arc concerned with language 1

Limitations of Emissions Estimates," which,

providing "a solid foundation for the develop~

national inventory." We do not un~d thi~

national inventory." In addition to the FCCC i

1605(a) of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 dim~

Information Administration (EIA.) to dwelop"

of each greenhouse ga~" and, like EPA, to aura

that the 1605(a) inv~tory by EIA also providc

However, it is tmuevessary in the context of~d~

based on estimates, to speculate on .the possibb

detailbA"and "coml~rehensiv¢" ful~re "nation~

requixements. Ther~forv~ we suggest tha~ the s

purpose of the draft.
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From: Moss, Richard H [Richard.Moss@pnl.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2004 9:50 AM
Cc: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Subject: Guidelines for synthesis and assessment products
We are pleased to inform you that the draft guidelines for preparation of the synthesis and assessment products
are available for public comment. They can be downloaded from the CCSP website, www.climatescience.g_ov,
along with instructions for submitting comments.

While the draft guidelines have already received extensive agency review, we welcome additional comments from
those within the agencies who are responsible for the synthesis and assessment products.

A notice of the availability of the draft guidelines will appear in the Federal Register in the next few days. We will
also email an announcement to those who attended the December 2002 workshop.

Please help us spread the word to those you know who may be interested in reviewing and commenting on the
draft guidelines.

Thank you.

Richard Moss

Richard H. Moss, Ph.D.
Director, Climate Change Science Program Office
(Incorporating the US Global Change Research Program and the Climate Change Research Initiative)
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202)419-3476
Fax: 1 (202)223-3065
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RE CCSP Meeting Friday April 2 900-1100 am2.txt
From: Sandy MacCracken [smaccrac@usgcrp.gov]
Sent: wednesday, March 31, 2004 11:31 AM
TO: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Subject: RE: CCSP Meeting, Friday April 2, 9:00-11:00 am

Thanks, Bryan -~Sorry about the terrible phone message - too many things at once!

see you Friday -
sandy

>Got this message and will attend
>

original Message-
>From: sandy MacCracken [mailto:smaccrac@usgcrp.gov]
>Sent: wednesday, March 31, 2004 8:18 AM
>To: Cooney, Phil; Hannegan, Bryan J.; wuchte, Erin
>subject: Fwd: CCSP Meetlng, Friday April 2, 9:00-11:00 am
>
>
>Good Morning!
>
>Margarita sent this message out last Thursday, and she tells me that
>your email addresses bounced. I’ve checked them in the alias, and they
>seem OK, so I am assuming that you might have had problems with your
>email system that day.
>
>There will be more information regarding the meeting coming out in the
>next day, but I wanted to be sure you were aware of the meeting, and
>what the subject would be. If you’ll let me know if you will be
>attending, I would appreciate it!
>
>Have a good day!
>sandy
>
>>Date: Thu, 25 Mar 2004 17:33:45 -0500
>>From: "Margarita Gregg" <Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov>
>>X-Accept-Language: en
>>subject: ccsP Meeting, Friday April 2, 9:00-11:00 am
>>
>>The next meeting of the CCSP will be held Friday, 2 April, 9:00-11:00
>am
>>in the CCSP 1717 Pennsylvania office large conference room. The main
>>purpose of the meeting will be to discuss coordinating the integrated
>>climate change Science Program for Fiscal Year 2006. Additional
>>details, an agenda, and call in numbers will be sent prior to the
>>meeting. Please R.S.V.P. tO sandy MacCracken (smaccrac@usgcrp.gov) or
>>call (202)419-3483.
>>
>>
>>Thanks
>>Margarita
>>--
>>PLEASE NOTE NEW ADDRESS
>>
>>M.E. Conkright Gregg, Ph.D.
>>Temporari I y at :
>>Climate change science Program office
>>1717 Pennsylvania Avenue
>>suite 250
>>washington, D.C. 20006
>>Phone: (202)419-3466 or (301)713-3632
>>Fax: (202)223-3064
>>Email: Margarita.6regg@noaa.gov

Page 1
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RE CCSP Meeting Friday April

>Sandy MacCracken
>Administrator
>Climate Change science Program office
>u.s. Global Change Research Program
>1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
>suite 250
>washington, DC 20006
>Tel: 202-419-3483
>Fax: 202-223-3065
>Email: smaccrac@usgcrp.gov

2 900-1100 am2.txt

sandy MacCracken
Administrator
Climate change Science Program office
U.S. Global change Research Program
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Tel: 202-419-3483
Fax: 202-223-3065
Email: smaccrac@usgcrp.gov

Page 2
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achieve that goal in ways that do not disrupt the global econo-
my. Defining the le~;el of warming that constitutes "dangerous
anthropogenic interference" is thus a drucial but difficult~part
of the problem.

The U.N. established an Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-
mate Change (IPCC) withresponsibility for analysis of global
warming. The IPCC has defined climate-forcing scenarios, used
these for simulations of 21st-century climate, and estimated the
impact of temperature and precipitation changes on agricul-
ture, natural ecosystems, wil .dlife and other matters. The IPCC
estimates sea-level change as large as several tens of centimeters
in 100 years, if global warming reaches several degrees Celsius.
The group’s calculated sea-level change is due mainly to ther-
mal expansion of ocean water, with little change in ice-sheet
volume.

These moderate climate effects, even with rapidly increas-
ing greenhouse gases, leave the impression that we are not close
to dangerous anthropogenic interference. I will argue, howev-
er, that we are much closer than is generally realized, and thus
the emphasis should be on mitigating the changes rather than
just adapting to them.

The dominant issue in global warming, in my opinion, is
sea-level change and the question of how fast ice sheets can dis-
integrate. A large portion of the world’s people live within a few
meters of sea level, with trillions of dollars of infrastructure.
The need to preserve global coastlines sets a low ceiling on the
level of global warming that would constitute dangerous an-
thropogenic interference.

The history of the earth and the present human-made plan-
etary energy imbalance together paint a disturbing picture
about prospects for sea-level change. Data from the Antarctic

temperature record show that the warming of the past 50 years
has taken global temperature back to approximately the peak

HUMAN-MADE climate f’orcings, mainl~ greenhouse gases, heat the earth’s
surface at a rate of about two watts per square meter--the equivalent
of two tin~l one-watt bulbs burning over eyeful square meter of the.planet.
The full effect of the warming is slowed b~l the ocean, because it can
absorb so much heat. The ocean’s surface begins to warm, but before it
can heat up much, the surface water is mixed down and replaced btj colder
water from below. Scientists now think it takes about a centurtj for the
ocean to approach its new temperature.

of the current interglacial (the Holocene). There is some addi-
tional warming in the pipeline that will take us about halfway
to the highest global temperature level of the previous inter-
glacial (the Eemian), which was warmer than the Holocene,
with sea level estimated to have been five to six meters higher.
One additional watt per square meter of forcing, over and
above that today, will take global temperature approximately
to the maximum level of the Eemian.

The main issue is: How fast will ice sheets respond to glob-
al warming? The IPCC calculates only a slight change in the ice
sheets in 100 years; however, the IPCC calc~ulations include only
the gradual effects of changes in snowfall, evaporation and melt-
ing. In the real world, ice-sheet disintegration is driven by high-
ly nonlinear processes and feedbacks. The peak rate of deglacia-
tion following the last ice age was a sustained rate of melting
of more than 14,000 cubic kiR.~.. ~crs a year--about one meter
of sea-level rise every 20 years, which was maintained for sev-
eral centuries. This period of most rapid melt coincided, as well

JAMES HANSEN is director of the NASA Goddard Institute for Space
Studies and a researcher at the Columbia Universit~l Earth Insti-
tute. Fie received his Ph.D. in phgsics and astronomg from the
Universit~ of Iowa, where he studied under James Van Allen.
Hansen is best known for his testimomj to congressional com-
mittees in the 1980s that helped to raise awareness of the glob-
al warming issue.
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as can be measured, with the time of most rapid warming.
Given the present unusual global warming rate on an already

warm planet, we can anticipate that areas with summer melt and
rain will expand over larger areas of Greenland and fringes of
Antarctica. Rising sea level itself tends to lift marine ice shelves
that buttress land ice, unhinging them from anchor points. As
ice shelves break up, this accelerates movement of land ice to the
ocean. Although building of glaciers is slow, once an ice sheet
begins to collapse, its demise can be spectacularly rapid.

The human-induced planetary energy imbalance provides
an ample supply of energy for melting ice. Furthermore, this en-

ergy source is supplemented by increased absorption of sunlight
by ice sheets darkened by black-carbon aerosols, and the pos-
itive feedback process as meltwater darkens the ice surface.

ON A SLIPPERY SLOPE t~ disaster, a stream of snowmelt cascades down
a moulin on the Greenland ice sheet during a recent summer. The moulin,
a near-vertical shaft worn in the ice bg surface water, carries water
to the base of the ice sheet. There the water is a lubricating fluid that
speeds motion and disintegration of the ice sheet. Ice sheet growth
is a slow, drg process, inherentlg limited bg the snowfall rate, but
disintegration is a wet process, driven bg positive feedbacks, and once
well under wag it can be explosivelg rapid.

These considerations do not mean that we should expect
large sea-level change in the next few years. Preconditioning of
ice sheets for accelerated breakup may require a long time, per-
haps many centuries. (The satellite ICESat, recently launched by
NASA, may be able to detect early signs of accelerating ice-sheet
breakup.) Yet I suspect that significant sea-level rise could be-
gin much sooner if the planetary energy imbalance continues
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to increase. It seems clear that global warming beyond some
limit will make a large sea-level change inevitable for future
generations. And once large-scale ice-sheet breakup is under
way, it will be impractical to stop. Dikes may protect limited
regions, such as Manhattan and the Netherlands, but most of
the global coasdines will be inundated.

I argue that the level of dangerous anthropogenic influence
is likely to be set by the global temperature and planetary ra-
diation imbalance at which substantial deglaciation becomes
practically impossible to avoid. Based on the paleoclimate evi-
dence, I suggest that the highest prudent level of additional
global warming is not more than about one degree C. This
means that additional climate forcing should not exceed about
one watt per square meter.

Climate-Forcing Scenarios
THE IVCC defines many climate-forcing scenarios for the 21st
century based on multifarious "story lines" for population
growth, economic development and energy sources. It estimates
that added climate forcing in the next 50 years is one to three
watts per square meter for carbon dioxide and two to four watts
per square meter with other gases and aerosols included. Even
the IPCC’s minimum added forcing would cause dangerous an-
thropogenic interference with the climate system based on our
criterion.

The IPCC scenarios may be unduly pessimistic, however.
First, they ignore changes in emissions, some already under way,
because of concerns about global warming. Second, they assume
that true air pollution will continue to get worse, with ozone,
methane and black carbon all greater in 2050 than in 2000.
Third, they give short shrift to technology advances that can re-
duce emissions in the next 50 years.

An alternative way to define scenarios is to examine current
trends of climate-forcing agents, to ask why they are changing
as observed, ~nd to try to understand whether reasonable ac-
tions could encourage further changes in the growth rates.

The growth rate of the greenhouse-gas climate forcing peaked
in the early 1980s at almost 0.5 watt per square meter per
decade but declined by the 1990s to about 0.3 watt per square
meter per decade. The primary reason for the decline was re-
duced emissions of chlorofluorocarbons, whose production was
phased out because of their destructive effect on stratospheric
ozone.

The two most important greenhouse gases, with chlorofluo-
rocarbons on the decline, are carbon dioxide and methane. The
growth rate of carbon dioxide surged after World War II, flat-
tened out from the mid-1970s to the mid-1990s, and rose mod-
erately in recent ),ears to the current growth rate of about two
parts per million per year. The methane growth rate has declined
dramatically in the past 20 years, by at least two ttfirds.

THE EARTH’S ENERGY is balanced when the outgoing heat
from the earth equals the incoming energg from the sun. At
present the energg budget is not balanced {diogmm and
toble}. Human-made aerosols have increased reflection of
sunlight btj the earth, but this reflection is more than offset
bg the trappingof heat radiation by greenhouse gases. The
excess energg-about one watt per square meter-warms
the ocean and melts ice. The simulated planetary energg
imbalance [groph] is confirmed bg measurements of heat
stored in the oceans. ]’he planetaqj energ9 imbalance is a
critical metric, in that it measures the net climate forcing
and foretells future global warming alreadg in the pipeline.

1W/m2 b~cause ofliuman.madeaerosols

HE/ft" [from land and ocean slnks]~.¯ . 238 W/mz
Z4OW/m2 b~cause of natum’lprocesses

W/mz because of human~made greenhouse
gases, which return heat to the surface

:t:W/mZ of excess ener,~’W~,’<bh warms the
oceans and melts glaciers and Ice sheets

-t.0 :’: " ""
1950 1960 19?0 1980 1990 ZOO0

Year
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These growth rates are related to the rate of global fossil-fuel
use. Fossil-fuel emissions increased by more than 4 percent a
year from the end of World War II until 1975 but subsequent-
ly by only about 1 percent a year. The change in fossil-fuel
growth rate occurred after the oil embargo and price increases
of the 1970s, with subsequent emphasis on energy efficiency.
Methane growth has also been affected by other factors, in-
cluding changes in rice farming and increased efforts to capture
methane at landfills and in mining operations.

If recent growth rates of these greenhouse gases continued,
the added climate forcing in the next 50 years would be about
1.5 watts per square meter. To this must lie added the change
caused by other forcings, such as atmospheric ozone and
aerosols. These forcings are not well monitored globally, but it is

known that they are increasing in some countries while decreas~
ing in others. Their net effect should be small, but it could add
as much as 0.5 watt per square meter. Thus, if there is no slow-
ing of emission rates, the human-made climate forcing could in-
crease by two watts per square meter in the next 50 years.

This "current trends" growth rate of climate forcings is at
the low end of the IPCC range of two to four watts per square
meter. The IPCC four watts per square meter scenario requires
4 percent a year exponential growth of carbon dioxide emis-
sions maintained for 50 years and large growth of air pollution;
it is implausible.

Nevertheless, the "current trends" scenario is larger than
the one watt per square meter level that I suggested as our cur-
rent best estimate for the level of dangerous anthropogenic in-

OBSERVED AMOUNTS of carbon dioxide and methane (top two
gro’phs] fall below IPEC estimates, which have proved
consistentlg pessimisti�, Although the author’s alternative
scenario agrees better with observationS, continuation on that
path requires a gradual slowdown in carbon dioxide and
methane emissions. Improvements in energg efficiencg
[bottom groph] have allowed energg use In the U.S. to fall below
projections in recent decades, but more rapid efficiencg gains
are needed to achieve the carbon dioxide emissions of the
alternative scenario, unless nuclear power and renewable
energies grow substantiallg.

GLOBAL CARBON DIOXIDE AND METHANE AMOUNTS

~ ~ 1,SO0

~ 1,250"

1,000"

250 "

~, 2o0-

~- ~s0-

,F, g loo-
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fluence. This raises the question of whether there is a feasible
scenario with still lower climate forcing.

A Brighter Future
I HAVE DEVELOPED a specific alternative scenario that keeps
added climate forcing in the next 50 years at about one watt per
square meter. It has two components: first, halt or reverse growth
of air pollutants, specifically soot, atmospheric ozone and meth-
ane; second, keep average fossil-fuel carbon dioxide emissions in
the riext 50 years about the same as today. The carbon dioxide
and non-carbon dioxide portions of the scenario are equally im-
pottant. I argue that they are feasible and at the same time pro-
tect human health and increase agricultural productivity.

In .addressing air pollution, we should emphasize the con-
stituents that contribute most to global warming. Methane of-
fers a great opportunity. If human sources of methane are re-
duced, it may even be possible to get the atmospheric methane
amount to decline, thus providing a cooling that would par-
tially offset the carbon dioxid~ increase. Reductions of black-
carbon aerosols would help counter the warming effect of re-
ductions in sulfate aerosols. Atmospheric ozone precursors, be-
sides methane, especially nitrogen oxides and volatile organic
compounds, must be reduced to decrease low-level atmospheric
ozone, the prime component of smog.

Actions needed to reduce methane, such as methane cap-
ture at landfills and at waste management facilities and during
the mining of fossil fuels, have economic benefits that partially
offset the costs. In some cases, methane’s value as a fuel entire-
ly pays for the cost of capture. Reducing black carbon would
also have economic benefits, both in the decreased loss of life
and work-years (minuscule soot particles carry toxic organic
compounds and metals deep into lungs) and in increased agri-
cultural productivity in certain parts of the world. Prime
sources of black carbon are diesel fuels and biofuels (wood and
cow dung, for example). These sources need to be dealt with
for health reasons. Diesel could be burned more cleanly with
improved technologies; however, there may be even better so-
lutions, such as hydrogen fuel, which would eliminate ozone
precursors as well as soot.

Improved energy efficiency and increased use of renewable
energies might level carbon dioxide emissions in the near term.
Long-term reduction of carbon dioxide emissions is a greater
challenge, as energy use will continue to rise. Progress is need-
ed across the board: continued efficiency improvements, more
renewable energy, and new technologies that produce little or
no carbon dioxide or that capture and sequester it. Next-gen-
eration nuclear power, if acceptable to the public, could be an
important contributor. There may be new technologies before
2050 that we have not imagined.

Observed global carbon dioxide and methane trends [see
box on opposite page] for the past several years show that the
real world is falling below all IPCC scenarios. It remains to be

proved whether the smaller observed growth rates are a fluke,
soon to return to IPCC rates, or are a meaningful difference.
In contrast, the projections of my alternative scenario and the

observed growth rates are in agreement. This is not surprising,
because that scenario was defined with observations in mind.
And in the three years since the alternative scenario was defined,
observations have continued on that path. I am not suggesting,
however, that the alternative scenario can.., be achieved with-
out concerted efforts to reduce anthropogenic climate forcings.

How can I be optimistic if climate is closer to the level of
dangerous anthropogenic interference than has been realized?
If we compare the situation todd; ~:ith that 10 to 15 years ago,
we note that the main elements required to halt climate change
have come into being with remarkable rapidity. I realize that
it will not be easy to stabilize greenhouse-gas concentrations,
but I am optimistic because I expect that empirical evidence for
climate change and its impacts will continue to accumulate and
that this will influence the public, public-interest groups, in-
dustry and governments at various levels. The question is: Will
we act soon enough?                                 []

For an expanded version of this article, including more data
and additional sources, see www.sciam.com/ontheweb
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Dear Friends,

Attached is an updated and revised agenda for the "Issues in Climate and
Global Change Workshop" being held at 500 Fifth Street NW Keck Center of.
the National Academies April 8-9, 2004. You may also view the agenda
and download background information at
http://dels.nas.edu!ccgc/coord_meet.asp.

<<CCGC-CRC Agenda Apr 8-9, 2004 4-05-04.doc>>

Additionally, please refer to the Draft Guidelines for Preparing CCSP
Synthesis and Assessment Products (
http://www.climatescience.gov~tLibrary/sap/sap-guidelines-29mar2004.pdf)
which will be discussed during the workshop.

Regards,

Byron

Byron Mason
Senior Project Assistant
Division on Earth and Life Studies
The National Academies
500 Fifth Street NW, Keck WS617
Washington, DC 20001
Phone: (202) 334-3511
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THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
Advisers to the Nation on Science, Engineering, and Medicine

Coordinating Committee on Global Change and
Climate Research Committee
DRAFT Agenda
April 8-9, 2004

National Academies
Keck Center Room 100
500 5th Street, NW
Washington, DC, 20001

The objectives of this meeting are:
1. Discuss lessons learned from advisory groups for federal global change science and technology;
2. Discuss global change science and technology assessments;
3. Discuss climate and global change observing systems; and
4. Discuss new National Academies study on Earth Observations from Space.

Thursday, April 8, 2004

OPEN SESSION

8:30 A.M. Welcome and introductions Peter Raven
Chair, Coordinating Committee on Global Change

8:45 A.M.

9:15 A.M.

10:15 A.M.

Implementing Climate and Global Change Research          Thomas Graedel
Chair, Committee to Review the

US CCSP Strategic Plan

Discussion in plenary

Break

10:30 A.M.

TOPIC 1" Lessons Learned from Advisory Groups for
Federal Global Change Science and Technology

Panel Discussion
What can be learned from the experiences of existing advisory bodies to help inform the
Climate Change Science Program’s (CCSP’s) decisions about how to obtain independent
oversight for the program? Panelists are asked to consider the following questions:
¯ What mechanisms would be best suited to address the challenges of providing

independent oversight of interagency programs such as the CCSP and the Climate
Change Technology Program (CCTP)?

¯ What perspectives (i.e., scientific and other stakeholders) should be included in
oversight efforts? How can the program ensure that appropriate balance is
maintained?

¯ How to balance the value of"independence" with the need for in-depth knowledge?

CEQ 006074



11:15 A.M.

12:15 P.M.

¯ How to provide advice on science (i.e., CCSP) and science and technology (i.e.,
CCSP + CCTP)?

¯ How to provide advice on, and to, international climate and global change research
programs?

Panelists:
¯ Warren Washington, National Center for Atmospheric Research
¯ Ari Patrinos, Department of Energy
¯ George Hornberger, University of Virginia

Discussion in plenary

Lunch reception in room 1024

1:30 P.M.

2:00 P.M,

2:30 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

5:30 P.M.

TOPIC 2: Global Change Science and Technology Assessments

Draft Guidelines for Producing CCSP James Mahoney or Richard Moss
Synthesis and Assessment Products Climate Change Science Program

Discussion in plenary

Break

Panel Discussion
What can be learned from past global change science and technology assessments to
ensure that the CCSP’s synthesis and assessment products effectively build on past
research, are developed with the involvement of scientists and relevant stakeholders, and
are reviewed in a transparent manner? Panelists will be asked to consider the following
questions:
¯ What processes have been used to ensure that assessments accurately reflect

current scientific understanding?
¯ What approaches have been used to effectively involve relevant stakeholders?
¯ What processes have been used to ensure transparent public review of methods and

draft results?
¯ What approaches have been used to effectively coordinate national assessment

activities with their international counterparts?
¯ What strategies have been used to engage the scientific community without unduly

affecting the ability to conduct research?

Panelists:
¯ Bob Corell, American Meteorological Society
¯ Susan Solomon, NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory
¯ Michael Kurylo, NASA
¯ Richard Methot, NOAA

Discussion in plenary

Adjourn

Tour of Koshland Museum (CCGC and CRC members only)
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8:30 A.M.

Friday, April 9, 2004

OPEN SESSION

Welcome and introductions Antonio Busalacchi, Jr.
Chair, C/imate Research Committee

8:45 A.M.

9:15 A.M.

9:45 A.M.

10:15 A.M.

12:00 NOON

12:30 P.M.

Topic 3: Climate and Global Change Observing Systems

Update on Earth Observing Sum mit and U.S. Gregory Withee, NOAA
Contributions to Intergovernmental Group on Earth Ron Birk, NASA
Observations

Climate Change Science Program
Observations and Data Sy stems

Robert Cahalan
CCSPO

Break

Panel Discussion
A significant challenge in developing climate and global change observing systems is
how to integrate biologic, geographic, hydrologic, oceanic, and anthropogenic processes
into the system in order to generate the data needed in previously underemphasized
areas of the CCSP, such as ecosystems, land use and land cover change, water cycle,
human dimensions, economics, impacts, adaptation, and mitigation. Panelists have been
asked to consider the following questions:
¯ What are the most important observational needs for research in your area that are

not currently being met?
¯ Who are (or could be) the most important users of data from outside the research

community (e.g., state, local, regional resource managers; private sector) in your
area? What types of data are needed by these users?

¯ How could these observational needs be met more effectively in the context of an
integrated climate and global change observing system?

Panelists:
= Dennis Lettenmeier, University of Washington
¯ Billie Lee Turner, Clark University
¯ Chris Justice, University of Maryland
¯ Tom Wilbanks, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
¯ Cynthia Rosenzweig, NASA Goddard Institute of Space Studies
¯ Bob Detrick, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
¯ James Anderson, Harvard University

Discussion in plenary

Lunch
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Topic 4: New National Academies’ Study on Earth Observations from Space: A
Community Assessment and Strategy for the Future

NASA and NOAA recently asked the National Academies’ Space Studies Board to lead an
integrated study on Earth Observations from Space. The overall charge for the study is to
organize a broad assessment of the state of Earth observations from space and prepare a
strategy for the future. This new study is I~eing organized and is expected to get underway soon.

1:30 P.M. Study Request Gregory Williams, NASA

1:45 p.m. Preliminary Work Plan for the Survey                           Rick Anthes
Co-chair, Earth Observations from Space Survey Steering Committee

2:00 P.M. Plenary Discussion Antonio Busalacchi, discussion leader
What are the major issues that the strategy survey should address?
What are the most important observational needs in the areas of climate and global
change that the study committee should consider?
Where have relevant prior NRC studies succeeded and where are there critical
gaps?
How can the CCGC and CRC, and the National Academies more generally, help to
involve the scientific community and engage the breadth of relevant expertise?
How can the CCGC and CRC, and the National Academies more generally, help to
engage the broad user community in the study?

3:00 P.M. Adjourn
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,�oone /, Phil

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Watson, Harlan L (OES) [WatsonHL@state.gov]
Thursday, Apd108, 2004 2:03 PM
OES Team Climate-DL; Turekian, Vaughan C; Manning, Robert A; Peel, Kenneth L.; Cooney,
Phil
1-30-04.111arionov.THE KYOTO PROTOCOL AND RUSSIA-WHAT IS TO BE DONE?

1-30-04.Illarlonov.T
HE KYOTO P...

Attached FYI is
KYOTO PROTOCOL AND RUSSIA:

Illarinov’s January 30, 2004 PowerPoint presentation "THE
WHAT IS TO BE DONE?" at the National Press Club.

<<l-30-04.Illarionov. THE KYOTO PROTOCOL AND RUSSIA-WHAT IS TO BE DONE.ppt>>
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Coone /, Phil

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Watson, Harlan L (OES) [WatsonHL@state.gov]
Wednesday, April 14, 2004 12:15 PM
Cooney, Phil
FW: 2-25-04.111arionov.The Kyoto Prot0coi-To Ratify or Not to Ratify.pdf

Illarlonov.pdf (3 HB)

¯ <<illarionov.pdf>> This is a 52-slide presentation (The Kyoto
¯ Protocol-To Ratify or Not to Ratify") that Illarionov gave at Canada’s
¯ Frazier Institute on Fenruary 25.
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Scientists stirred to ridicule ice age claims

19:00 15 April 04

NewScientist.com news service

Climate scientists have been stirred to ridicule claims in an upcoming Hollywood blockbuster that global
warming could trigger a new ice age, a scenario also put fox,yard in a controversial report to the US
military.

The $125-million epic, The Day After Tomorrow, opens worldwide in May. It will show Manhattan frozen
solid after the warm ocean current known as the Gulf Stream shuts down.

The movie’s release will come soon after a report to the US Department of Defense (DoD) in February
predicting that such a shutdown could put the northern hemisphere into a deep freeze and trigger global
famine within 15 years.

But in the journal Science on Thursday, Andrew Weaver of the University of Victoria in British Columbia,
Canada, surveys the current research and concludes "it is safe to say that global warming will not lead to
the onset of a new ice age".

Salty water

The DoD’s doomsday scenario, which is very similar to that in the film, was drawn up by Peter Schwartz
and Doug Randall of the San Francisco-based Global Business Network. Neither is a climate scientist.

The scenario suggests that as global warming melts Arctic ice packs, the North Atlantic will become less
salty. This would shut down a global ocean circulation system that is driven by dense, salty water falling
to the bottom of the north Atlantic and that ultimately produces the Gulf Stream.

This much is respectable scientific theory, and some researchers believe it could happen for real in 100
years or so. But the film-makers and DoD authors go further.

They say it could happen very soon. And that if it did, the northern hemisphere would cool so much that
that ice sheets would start to grow, creating a catastrophic new ice age.

This is too much even for sympathetic climatologists. Stefan Rahmstorf of the Potsdam Institute for
Climate Impact Research in Germany, whose own models say the Gulf Stream could shut down within a
century, told New Scientist: "The DoD scenario is extreme and highly unlikely."

Achilles heel

And Wallace Broecker of Columbia University, New York, US, who has warned for two decade’s that the
Atlantic circulation is "the Achilles heel of our climate system", seriously questions both the speed and
severity of the changes proposed.

In a letter to Science, he accuses the DoD authors of making exaggerated claims that "only intensify the
existing polarisation over global warming". He adds: "What is needed is not more words but rather a
means to shut down CO2 emissions." Such action could avert any Gulf Stream shutdown in the next 100
years.

Schwartz defends his scenario, saying that while it is "not the most likely scenario, it is plausible, and
would challenge US national security in ways that should be considered immediately".

Weaver notes that the movie’s budget "would fund my entireresearch group for my entire life, 10 times
over". That might even allow him to discover which scenarios are most plausible.
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Cooney, Phil

From: Conover, David [Dav,d.Conover@hq.doe.gov]

Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2004 3:38 PM

To: -Ted Kassmger (TKassinger@doc.gov): Anderson, Margot; Christin
Conrad Lautenbacher (conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov); Dr. Jam
Olsen, Kathie L.; Emil Frankel (emii.frankel@ost.dot.gov); Gary Ma
(gasrar@hq.nasa.gov); Hadan Watson; Connaughton, James; Jim
Marburger, John H.; Kyle McSlarrow; Peacock, Marcus; Patrinos, ~
(nelsondj2@state.gov); Rita Colwell (rcolwell@nsf.gov); Sam Bodn
Simmons, Emmy; Stephen Johnson; Steve Griles (steven_griles@i

Cc: Yvonne Brown (yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov); Ann Klee (ann klee~
(whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov); Granville Paules (gpaules@h~.nas-"
(James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov); John Beale (Beale.john@epa.go\
(linda lawson@ost.dot.gov); Margaret Lelnen (Mleinen@nsf.gov); I
(Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov); Cooney, Phil, Scott Rayder (Scott.Rayd~
Bote~, Cobb, AI; Anderson, Margot; Barbara Diehl; Betty James; M
White; Dobriansky, Lartsa; Burgeson, Eric; Sloan, Gwinnette; Jack
Schafer; Parrish, Jobi A.; Joy Viars; Ko Barrett; Linda Catlett; Lu-a
Margarita Conknght Gregg; Maday, Robert; Melinda Moore; Pat S
Kortuem; Reifsynder, Dan=el A. ; Sandoli, Robert; Conde, Roberta
White; Eule, Stephen, Sue Stendebach; Vaughn Tureklan; Viars,
Vincent

Subject: IWG meet=ng April 27 2-4pm at DOE

Importance: High

Attached please find the agenda for this meeting, to be chaired by DOE Deputy
Instructions for getting precleared into the building are on the attached. Regards,

<<Agenda Mtng #2 Apr 04 doc>>

Dave Conover                            "
Senior Policy Advisor, Office of the Secretary
Director, US Cl=mate Change Technology Program
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585
202-586-3994 (voice)
202-586-7169 (fax)
240-472-4264 (w~reless)

4/20/2004

BearD; Conover, David;
~s E. Andrews (DOD);
tin, Ghassem Asrar
~loseley (jrm@usda.gov);
ri; Paula Dobdansky
an (sbodman@doc.gov);
)s.doi.gov)

:ios.doi.gov); Bill Hohenstein
.gov); James Mahoney
); Linda Lawson
lary Cleave
¯ @noaa.gov); Violanda
;Donald, Christine A.; Debra
~ Krieger; Jacqueline
in Kleibacker; Lynn Scadett;
T~mS; Pat Thome; Patrice
..; Ron Bonjean; Sherron
oy; Vicki Horton; DeVito,

;cretary Kyle McSlarrow.
)ave
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INTERAGENCY WORKIN(~ GROUP
on

CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE AND TECHN
Meeting #04-2

Tuesday, April 27, 2004, 2:00 to 4:00 PM
Department of Ener~, Conference room 8E-089

Gall or ematl Gwinette Sloan at 586-~
be cleared into the bnilding

2:00 - 2:05

2:05 - 2:20

~:20 - 2:35

2:35 - 2:45
2:45 - 2:55
2:55 - 3:20

3.20 - 3:35

3:35 - 3:50

3:50 - 4:00

In~oducUons

Policy Update
¯ NEP armev, May
¯ Energy ball

Clear Skies
S~ae~ce Update

Technology Update

Voluntary Programs
¯ Chmate Vismn!DOE
¯ Chmate Leaders/EPA
¯ SmartWay Transport/EPA

Agriculture Update

Intematio’nal
¯ Bonn Renewable Energy Conf, June 1-4
¯ 1PCC 4t~ Assessment
¯ Other international developments

General Discussion/Next meeimg
¯ Topics for next meeting
¯ Date for next meetmg - proposed for Tuesday, June 29

~LOGY

Monday April 26 to

Dpty McSlarrow, DOE

Chm Commughton,
CEQ

Ari Patrmos, DOE
Aetinl~
Dave Conover, DOE
Dave Conover, DOE
DAS Dobnansky,
DOE;
AA Holmstead, EPA

Dpty Moseley, AG

US Dobriansky, State

Dpty McSlarrow, DOE

Page 1 4/20/2004
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Cooney, Phil

From: Scott Smullen [Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 21,2004 8:33 PM
To: Conrad C Lautenbacher; James R Mahoney; Jack Kelly; Tim Keeney; Scott Rayder
Cc: Jordan St.John; Ahsha Tribble; Debra Larson; Craig Montesano
Subject: Nat. Media Report / NY Times, budget cuts in climate research

National Media Report

Event/Activity: New York Times interview about budget cuts in ’05 climate research.

Date: Wednesday, April 21.

Spokesperson: Dr. Mahoney by phone from his office.

Description:
New York Times science writer, Andy Revkin, was seeking information about "...substantive
climate programs that seem directly related to the President’s goals (like producing policy rele
information on how climate relates to haman affairs)." Revkin was told the Haman Dimensiol
Climate Change program and NOAA’s abrupt climate change research have been eliminated
are sharp cuts in paleoclimate work. These cuts "...are apparently to compensate in part for
aerosol, carbon cycle and more long-term work on physical processes." He says critics argue t
"...illustrates that the Administration’s plan.., is smoke and mirrors to hide an actual pullback fi
of the most vital work, the efforts leading to a better understanding of the interface between eli
people." Revkin asked Dr. Mahoney to respond. Highlights of the interview follow.

Revkin) My main interest is the budget priorities that are laid out in the ’05 proposal. Some fc
pointed out that there are some big cuts and actually programs eliminated completely that I tho
priorities under the CSSP. Basically the social science component includes the haman dimensi
global change, and the health impacts that I thought was the big unanswered questions which s,
kind of surprising that that would be cut, unless it’s compensated for by uh... see, one of the ha~
for me to understand is how this NOAA stuff relates to what’s happening in NSF or other agen~
are all under your ambrella. ’Cause it’s not all.., the budgets are individual agencies, but what I
interested in is exactly what the President’s trying to do... which is a consolidated sense ofwhel
priorities are going and where they’re ebbing.

Mahoney) Let me comment in overview first and then specifically. And I’ll say that you can
some people in the community have expressed themselves vigorously to me, and you may have
from some of the same people. One place I want to start... I was in the middle of being out and
hospital during the last round of the budget negotiations. I’m not saying, ’gee I wasn’t here, di&
anything to do with it," but the fact is, I’m playing catch up on the last phase of this anyway.

Revkin) Sure.

Mahoney) The place to start is this. Even within NOAA, there was no top down order to cut o~
another. I myself was trying to understand whether there was any direction to cut this or that, b
There was direction about budget numbers we had to live with, which is a typical 1 l th hour squ
But I see nothing of a directed "cut these areas on purpose,’ but rather I see senior, career mana.

4/23/2004
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employees doing what they thought was fight in those circumstances. Now still painting the
here.., we are nearly ready to publish an updated Our Changing Planet with FY 04/05, and w~
review and cross referencing the numbers between the agencies. I won’t estimate the exact &
out, but likely in a couple of weeks. I have a copy of the budget in front of me, and it might �
little before we’re through, but let me cite a couple of numbers. I’m looking at the cross cut h
contributions part.., the CCSP total for ’04 was $98.7M and the new budget is $94.2M. NSF
and ’05 is $17.2M. And NSF is moving to some major new programs in decision under trace1
includes the human dimensions and decision making issues and health issues as part of the an
base. EPA, which does much with its regional program, was at $5.8M, they’ll be at $5.5M. "1
pound gorilla in these numbers for human contributions is HHS, which is at $61M for both y~
Although that’s their pro forma number that depends upon the grants they make by the end of
The HHS cover a number of wide topics you wouldn’t typically think as closely related to clir
issues. The DOE does a fair amount and is basically the same - $5.2M in the prior year and $
the new year. And so the one that is different is ours at Commerce / NOAA. We were at $9.’
new oneis $5.4M ....

Revkin) Before you go on, it sounds like this is useful but it relates to my quandary which is
write in a fair way about overall research intensity in different sectors, and it sounds like it m~
to wait till the OCP (Our Changing Planet) comes out. Because, as I said, it’s really hard to...
I can look at things zeroed out under NOAA, but if there’s something happening in a different
that partially compensates it makes it a better, more comprehensive way to write about it. Do
that that makes sense?

Mahoney) If your deadline allows, yes, wait till the OCP comes out. By that time you can ha
everything in OCP and there is a fair amount of that. Let me turn back to the NOAA issue for
moment... I made one half of a general statement that there was not some Administration wid
conspiracy, nor any top down NOAA or Commerce Department or OMB direction to cut som~
here. It was truly career managers dealing with the fact that they were told ’you go back and fi
amount of dollars out of your budget request cause here is where we’re going to be.’ And whe~
released the CCSP strategic plan last July .... at the same time because of some initiatives that v
Administration initiatives, we noted that the plan included a special emphasis on three areas - ~
climate feedbacks and on the monitoring systems. And as you well know there is a large head
on the GEO program and the global observation system that my boss Vice Admiral Lautenbac]
taken a real lead on and is now is co-chairing in Tokyo, but everyone knows he is prime move1
activity. That is strongly supported by the Administration. So the point is, at the time the plan
out, the matter of looking with pride about ’what are we claiming credit for’ there had been a lo
on what I call the hard science in aerosols and climate feedback, and there was even this intern
flavor relative to the very important moves on GEO, and then we released the plan and one we~
we had the kickoff of the meeting at the State Dept. these issues were very much in focus. So
interestingly, no one was de-emphasizing the other areas, but to be fair to career staff, they wer
about an emphasis in these areas. So then word comes along that you have to find places to bri
budget down some and that’s tends to be part of what followed. There still remains substantial
the human dimensions area by NOAA and NOAA still maintains substantial support for abrupt
change, i have a whole list of programs that are still supported there, so I don’t know if anybod
you on the quiet a couple pieces of paper that i have that were sort of management summaries
was done that have language about entire program eliminated or defunded...
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Revkin) (nervous laugh) Yeah... that does sound familiar.                               I

Mahoney) ...Yeah. No, that kind of a local view talking about those programs and not about the.. even
within NOAA.. about of the work in human dimensions. For example, much of OGPs recent wtrk
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continues, the majority of it continues. And so to my mind trying to puzzle through what all
happened, I acknowledged that there was this special fanfare for observations, aerosols, and
feedbacks as appropriately.., actually they were tied back -- and they still exist in the budget
they were tied back to the President’s call for CCRI in 2001, and that in tum was tied back te
Cicerone Report by the NRC, calling for attention in those areas.

Revkin) Right, right, right...

Mahoney) I fully acknowledge the human dimensions, human interaction, health issues, and
support are also highly important and we said so" in our plan and the NRC more recent report,,
of them on our plan, commended that we were paying attention in this area. So I’m not for a:
saying that we’re doing all the hard science and that’s everything. But I can see the kind ofth
happened and I know we have some substantial initiatives underway because as part of our p]
process that was something they were going to do anyway... NSF launched 15 months ago a ~
effort in decision under uncertainty for climate and related ecosystem issues. And that was s~
we discussed a good deal in the context of the climate change program.

Revkin) That’s something I want to learn more about.

Mahoney) Second, we are in the process of converting the plan of last July into a serious pric
budget crosscut relative to the ’06 budgets that are now in production, for exactly the kind of l
is behind your first question - who’s doing what, in what agencies. On the timing issue, when
plan completed last July and everyone working on it was so wrung out on getting it done beta
way we ended up having to extend the time to answer many more critiques, the budget requesi
already in before the plan was on the street in that case. Although the agencies knew a lot abo
people that knew the most about it were very busy with the plan itself. The budget decisions t
the cuts came later, they came in the early Fall because that’s when the hard push back came fi
before it gets packaged as the President’s budget. So I have a sense that whatever we may hay
in communications in some priorities in the ’05 case, I certainly not going to promise there is ~
some change in ’06, but I’m certainly aware that just structurally we are following the path thal
started more than a couple of years ago to get this plan out and then to use it for both strategic,
year as well as the next relevant year budget by getting everybody on the same page, and maki
of the relevant at OMB examiners and PADs and the agency people have the song sheet to de
I’m aware you can never cut any program without any concern being raised, but I think you’ll
work this out that NSF’s major program will pick up some of this and is already well launche,
expect to see both NOAA, EPA and DOE continuing to have key roles here, and we’ll see othe
support work and sponsorship emerging, although I can’t forecast where future President’s bud
going to be.

Revkin) Sure. One of my key presumptions through this whole evolution of the research plan
CCRI has been that you’ll see money shifting between agencies as the government makes a mc
consolidated approach to where’s the best place to solve this particular scientific question. So ~
another reason why I’m happy to wait until all the data are available and I can look across cohr
see who’s doing what on different subjects. I could easily write a bunch of scientists are grum1
cuts of particular programs at NOA_A right now, but that loses meaning when you put it in the
it’ll be a better story to write when I can cross compare. I will hold off. I have so much on my
right now, I’m happy to hold off.

Revkin) One more thing. A NASA - NOAA thing. Because of the moon, Mars initiative, the
Earth side has been told to give up $200M a year for the next five years to give up to the ’goin,
space’ side. And I’ve heard a lot of grumpiness there that the Earth observations that are a high

4/23/2004
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for the agency are going to get squeezed in another way, and NOAA uses the output from tha
so I was wondering how much of a concern it is?

Mahoney) I don’t t. ..........
re o t       . ,,~,,,w enough to say anything too stron 1 ri t no¯ p n hat was issued veste,a ............ g y gh w. But the Ocean Cam,,
It to xr~a. ,., ~, -,,,,.r ,~ummenaea tavano another c~----’-

¯ ,,,-,-~. l’~ow I don t want to touch t~o, ,,.:a. _ .~ ,. . . ,,mac orl’~A:SA obs work and t..... ,ul ~t ten root pole, out all I’m saying is that’s w[saying under the rubric of resetting the line that NASA should
things are more routinely t~ t’onnl ~,rAo .....correctly develop observations._ o_era_~ ....,. ,.~o~ snouia step out of it and come over to NOAAsame time the Ocean Commission was very clear that while it did call for creation ofsubstanti~
funding through the trust funds that might be levied, the report is full of comments about ’don’t
new money to do these various missions other than what might come from the trust funds’, so I
mean that there is a simple shift that NASA will free up some money by sending it over to NO,
NOAA will somehow convince OMB and its appropriators to come up with a couple hundred
new dollars. But there will be some shifts around like this.

And one more thing that ties back to your point. I think you may have a good story with the O(
the budget tables and some good follow up on some key questions then.., you’re well aware that
research has been critiqued over the last year and we have a special advisory committee looking
NOAA research in the future. And your probably aware too of NOAA.’s new strategic plan und¢
Admiral Lautenbacher that reduces stove pipes and don’t do things in a vacuum and the theme ol
sure the research is related to operational missions, and my guess is this may have driven some c
managers decisions in the current case, that some kinds of research in the social sciences are prol
better the province of the research sponsoring organizations, certainly NSF and even arguably El
because of their ongoing regulatory role¯ S.o,, this is kind of just a heads up. There is no clear star
anywhere. No one has said NOAA shouldn t work in these areas. But there’s a sense ofundersta
where the NOAA research is altogether
for NOAA research on this. One is, are and I could see two things that might run in opposite dire

we focusing on research that can build into forecast systeother things fairly directly, for the atmosphere and oceans and fisheries management we have. A~
the other hand is the other much more integrated approach to management and even public educa~
and clearly much more thought being given to the issues of how can NOAA use its resources, incJ
the resources of having forecast offices on the weather service side and other reps. literally every~
in the country to engage other communities of interest that come very much fro
the governors, the regional planners, the coastal ......... m the CCSP type i

-~,,,~ moamgers, water resource system managers
like. So I would argue there will be an interesting interplay of NOAA looking for ways to be mucmore directly and organically involved with various constituencies that would argue for doing
the kind of work that we just cut down in budget here on the one hand, and on the other hand an
argument that NOAA should certainly get its physical sciences and observations right and look ve:
carefully at what NSF and EPA are doing in the social sciences.

Revkin) Yeah. So, at this point why don’t we talk as the OCP comes out.

Mahoney) Sure. We’ll get a copy to you. Scott will be in touch.

Revkin) One more thing while I’ve got you that I didn’t mention to Scott, but I’m working on. This
relates to the abrupt climate change movie coming out next month. Various agencies have been
cogitating how to deal with this and I heard there was a meeting... Scott you may have been involve
this last week... I get the sense NASA has told everyone not to talk about the movie, and I don’t kno
whether an all points bulletin has gone around NOAA as well?

l in

4/23/2004
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Smullen) No. We anticinated we’d .......
_ ~,~,-, . . ~-    . ~t.a. numoer olmedia calls - and we’ve had a couple already. ~re

didn’t put an ~vt~ out, but we d~d compile a list of NOAA climate scient~s’ts that might have a particttlar
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angle of the issue. So when we get the call asking about a specific angle we’ll make sure theleporter
gets the right answer. We’ve got eight or ten people on call that we’ve asked if they get a call~ to tell us
about it, or we may send a reporter to them.

Revkin) Yeah. Okay. So it’s not like ’don’t talk?’

Smullen) No.

Revkin) Well, we’ll see.., there’s these down drafts that turn people into ice sculptures in abot
seconds.., some meteorologist might want to explain that one to me. (laughter) Well, thanks
your time.

t three
ain for

Mahoney) Glad to give you my sense. When we have OCP ready, we’ll get that to.you and c
try tohelp respond on specific questions. And I think the idea oflookin° at that and

¯ . ,- ., ~ to ,~,, tl,~ wu,~ re resents somemin~ ~ooa tha "
~go°t~eeritrnn]~nuteiSandde~lr°aiV~en~ope"l~ul]l’; ......"--P ~ "" ,.,= g" t stlll o~e°rsklpnlgen~ho°fWr~oem for
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Frarnov~ork Docun~ent

From Observation to Action--

Achieving Comprehensive, Coordinated, and Sustained Earth Observa

Humankind

Framework for a 10-Year Implementation Plan

As adopted by Earth Observation Summit 11
25 April 2004      ,

Introduction

Understanding the Earth system---its weather, climate, oceans, land, ge.

ecosystems, and natural and human-induced hazards--is crucial to enh,

safety and welfare, alleviating human suffering including pover~, prote

environment, and aehlevang sustainable development. Data collected m

from Earth observations constitute critical input for advancing this unde

consensus emerged among governments and international organizations

and developing existing Earth observataon systems, more can and must

global cooperataon and Earth observataons. This Framework Doeumenl

marks a crueml step in developing the 10-Year Implementation Plan for

comprehensive, coordinated, and sustained Earth observation system or

the Washington Declaration adopted at the Earth Observation Summit ol

Benefits of Comprehensive, Coordinated and Sustained Earth Obse~

Observing and understanding the Earth system more completely and co~

expand worldwide capacity and means to achieve ~stainable developme

advances in many specific areas of soeio-eeonomic benefit, including:

¯ Reducing loss of life and property from natural and humah-induced (

¯ Understanding environmental factors affeetang human health and we]

¯ Improving management of energy resot~rees;

25 April 2004
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o

Framework Docume=lt

* Understanding, assessing, predicting, mitigating, and adapting to,

change;

¯ Improving water resource management through better understandi:

o Improving weather reformation, foreeastang, and warning;

¯ Improving the management and protection of terrestrial, coastal, al

= Supporting sustainable agriculture and combating desertifieation;

o Understanding, monitoring, and conserving biodiversity.

Globally, these benefits will be realized by a broad range of user comrf

national, regional, and local decision-makers, (2) relevant international

for the implementation of international eonventaons, (3) business, indu~

(4) scientists and educators, and (5) the general public. Realizing the b,

comprehensive, and sustained Earth observations 0.e. the improvement

prechetion abdities) represents a fundamental step toward addressing th~

the declarations of the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Developme~

M̄illennium Development Goals agreed at the Millennium Summit in 2(

Full parheipation of developing country members will maxamize their o

benefits in the above soeio-eeonomic areas. Such participation Is supp.o

capacity of the entire Earth observation community to address global su:

challenges.

Key Earth Observation Areas

Coordinated and sustained global eooperalaon on Earth observations is ,a

crucial area of weather. The World Meteorological Organization’s Worl

demonstrates the value oflntemahona] collaboration m this arena. Impro

25 Apr=l 2004
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networks are still needed and will yield further success through impro~

information and long-term prediction.

Cooperation is less advanced in the areas of land, water, climate, ice, a

Nevertheless, some important work and guidance for future action has

number of areas, for example:

a. Natural hazard understanding through a range of international obse

systems consistent with the International Strategy for Disaster Red~

b. Climate understanding and research through the World Chmate Re:

and ehmate monitoring consistent with the Global Chmate Observa

support of the Conference of Parties (COP) of the United Nations 1~

Climate Change (UNFCCC);

e. Ocean monitoring, modeling and forecasting through the Global Oc

(GOOS);

d. A range of observation themes addressed by the Integrated Global (

Partnership iIGOS-P) including oceans; carbon; water cycle; solid (

zone (including coral reef); atmospheric chemistry; and land/biospI~

In each of these areas, observation efforts to understand dynarnie Earth’

identified and should be expanded to support action-oriented solutions

economic benefit.

Shortcomings of Current Observation Systems

Human knowledge of the Earth system, although adVanced in certain ar¢

Current effort.~ to observe and understand the Earth system must progres

observat|on systems and programs of today to coordinated, tamely, qualil

information--developed in accordance with comparable standards--as a

decisions and aclaons.

April 200~1
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Many international organizations and programs are working to sustain

coordination of Earth observations. However, current efforts to capture

limited by (1) a lack of access to data and associated benefits especially i

(2) eroding technical infrastructure, (3) large spatial and temporal gaps ir

inadequate data integration and interoperabilitY, (5) uncertainty over

(6) inadequate user involvement, (7) a lack of relevant processing syster~

useful information, and (8) insufficient long term data archiving.

What is Needed - The lO-Year Implementation Plan for Earth Obse

To achieve the many benefits of coordinated Earth observations and to rr

action, governments adopting this Framework Document set forth the pr~

10-Year Implementation Plan for establishing the Global Earth Observat

(GEOSS). GEOSS will be:

comprehensive, by including observations and products gathered fit

reqmred to serve the needs of participating members;

¯ coordinated, in terms of leveraging resources of indixqdual contnbut

accomphsh this system, whose total capacity is greater than the sum

¯ sustained, by the collective and individual will and capacity ofparti

GEOSS wall be a distributed system of systems, building step-by-step or

efforts among existing observing and processing systems within their ira

encouraging and accommodating new components. Participating memb

and means of their partac~pation in GEOSS. The 10"-Year Irnplementatac

be based on the following considerations:

a. With the socio-econom~c benefits idennfied ~n Section 2 as the road:

Implementation Plan will identify, document, and prioritlze actions

requirements for current and future Earth observations. Th~s process

25 April 2004
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appropriate dialogue mad procedures, taking advantage of and bui]

ex~stang initiatives and infrastructures.

b. The architecture model v, qll build incrementally on existing systcr

system of systems, incorporating an observation component, a dat

component, and a data exchange and d~ssemination component.

c. The 10-Year Implementation Plan will elucidate practical method:

inter alia, observation paramet~ra, geographical areas, obsmwatior

accessibility.

TheGEOSS will address key challenges of data utilization, including

Full and open exchange of observations with minimum time dela’

recognizing relevant intematmnal instruments and national policie

Assured data utility and usability (including thresholds for validati

and temporal resolution);

Assured continuity and availability of the many observations and~

planned;

¯ A robust regulatory framework for Earth observatmns (e.g. througl

frequency bands that are uniquely essential for Earth observations

¯ The plan will facilitate both current and new capacity building efforts,

countries, across the entire continuum of GEOSS activities, which

training, institutional networks, communication, and outreach as fundm

Building on existing local, national, regional, and global capacity build

will:

a. Focus on training and educatmn for the development and/or ufilizat

institutional, and technical capacities for data utilization;

5.4

25 April 2004
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b. Develop the infrastructure resources necessary to meet research an

requirements;

c. Build on globally accepted sustamabl.e development principles - rn

~n the World Summit on Sustainable Development Plan of Implem~

The development of GEOSS should take maximum advantage of deve]

technologies. Conversely it will enable the global scientific community

questions concerning the functioning of the Earth system.

Outcomes

The success of the 10-Year Implementation Plan will be measured by t]

achievement of GEOSS. Specific outcomes for GEOSS, both short and

elaborated in the 10-Year Implementation Plan, including but not lirmte

a. Enabling global, multi-system information capabilities for each of

¯ disaster reduction, including response and recovery;

* integrated water resource management;

¯ ocean monitonng and marine resources management;

* azr quality monitoring and forecasting;

¯ biodiversity conservation;

* sustainable land use and management.

b. Global tracking ofinvaswe species;

e. Comprehensive monitoring of global and regional climate on armua]

time scales, and enabhng information products ~elated to climate va~

d. Improving the coverage, quahty, and availability of essential mforn

networks and improving the integrataon of insitu and satellite data;

25 April 200,1
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e. Involvement of users from developed and developing countries, m

fulfillment over time;

f. An outreach mechamsm to actavely demonstrate the usefulness ofl

decision makers in key user communities.

7.3

The Way Forward

The adoption of this Framework Document indicates a decision to pro~

the GEOSS I 0-Year Implementation Plan along the lines set forth in th

wilhngness to cooperate on, and partacipate in, the implementation oft]

hoc Group on Earth Observations (GEO) is a "best efforts" activity wit

States and advice and support from international organizations.

For 2005 and beyond, the implementation of the "10-Year Implemental

ministerial-guided successor mechanism w~th maximum flexibilityma

group for Earth observations drawing on the experience of the ad hoc (

open to all interested governments and the European Commission, and

relevant international organizahons taking part.

The GEOSS 10-Year Implementation Plan will elaborate detads for thi:

provide generally for:

a. Coordination and planmng of GEOSS implementation (in situ and ~

b. Opportunities for engagement of all members and relevant inteman

organizations;

c. Involvement of user communities;

d. Measuring, monitoring, and facilitating openness of GEOSS to imp

observations and products;

e. Co-ordination and facilitatmn of the development and exchange of~

between members and relevant ~ntemat~onal and regional orgamzati

25 April 2004
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Coone~,, Phil

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Moss, Richard H [Rich
Monday, April 26, 2004 10:44 AM
ccsp@usgcrp.gov
ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov
[ccsp] Original USGCRP Terms of Reference

OMB.TOR1992.doc
(26 KB)

I am circulating this as requested by Jim Mahoney.

Richard H. Moss, Ph.D.
Director, Climate Change Science Program Office
(Incorporating the US Global. Change Research Program and the Climate Change Re~
Initiative) 1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 250 Washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065
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(26 KB)

I am circulating this as requested by Jim Mahoney.

Richard H. Moss, Ph.D.
Director, climate Change science Program Office
(Incorporating the US Global Change Research Program and the Climate Change Re~
Initiative) 1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 250 Washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065
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¯ ’ Revised agenda for IWG/blue box meeting this afternoon

Cooney, Phil

From: Conover, David [David Conover@hq.doe.gov]

Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2004 12:20 PM

To: Ted Kassinger (TKassinger@doc.gov); Anderson, Margot; Arden Bem~
Conover, Dav=d; Conrad Lautenbacher (~
(DOD); Olsen, Kathie L.; Emil Frankel (emil.frankel@ost.dot gov); Gary
(gasrar@hq.nasa.gov); Hadan Watson; Connaughton, James; Jim Mos
Marburger, John H.; Kyle McSlarrow; Peacock, Marcus; Patrinos, Ari; P
(nelsondj2@state.gov); Simmons, Emmy; Stephen Johnson; Steve Gril.
(steven_gdles@ios.doi.gov)

Cc: Yvonne Brown (yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov); Ann Klee (ann_klee@ios.
(whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov); Granwlle Paules (gpaules@hq
(James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov); John Beale (Beale.john@epa.gov);
(l=nda.lawson@ost dot.gov); Mary Cleave (Mcleave@hq
(Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov); Violanda Botat, Cobb, At; Anderson,
James; McDonald, Christine A.; Debra White; Dobriansky, Larisa; Burg
Gw~nnette; Jackie Krieger; Jacqueline Schafer; Parrish, Jobi A.; Joy
Lu-ann Kleibacker; Lynn Scadett; Margaret Leinen; Margarita Conkrigh!
Melinda Moore; Pat Simms; Pat Thome; Patrice Kortuem; Reifsynder,
Conde, Roberta L.; Ron Bonjean, Sherron White; Eule, Stephen; Sue
Turekian; Viars, Joy; Wcki Horton; DeVito, Vincent

Subject: Revised agenda for IWGIblue box meeting this aRernoon

<<Agenda Mtng #2 Apr 04rev4.doc>>

Dave Conover
Senior Policy Adwsor, Office of the Secretar~
Director, US Climate Change Technology Program
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585
202-586-3994 (voice)
202-586-7169 (fax)
240-472-4264 (w~raless)

412712004

Page 1 ofl

~t, Christina Beato;
Dr. James E. Andrews

Ghassem Asrar
(jrm@usda.gov);

~ula Dobriansky

Ioi.gov); Bill Hohenstein
James Mahoney

Lawson
ney, Phil; Scoff Rayder
Barbara Diehl; Betty

Eric; Sloan,
Ko Barrett; Linda Catlett;

Gregg; Marlay, Robert;
A. ; Sandoli, Robert;

; Vaughn
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INTER.AGENCY WORKING GROUP
on

CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE AND TECI-II~
Meeting #04-2

2:00 - 2:05 lntroducttons

2i05 -.2.20

Tuesday, April 27, 2004, 2:00 to 3:15 PM
Department of Ene_.q~.r~, Conference room 8E-089

2:20- 2:35

2:35 - 2"50

2:50 - 3:00
3:00-3:10
3:10-3:15

International Update
¯ Bonn Renewable Energy Conf, Iune 1-4
s IPCC 4th Assessment
* GEO4/EOS2
¯ Other international developments

Voluntary ~rograms
s Chmate Leaders/EPA
. SmartWay Transport/EPA
¯ Chmate VISION/DOE

Science Update

Technology Update
1605(b), C!lmate Calendar, lEA Chmate Actiwttes
General Discussion/Next meeting

¯ Topees for next meeting
¯ Date for next meeting - proposed for Tuesday, June 29

DLOGY

Dpty McSlarrow,
DOE; Gen Cnsl

DOC
US Dobriansky, State;
VADM Lautenbacher,
DOC

AA Holrnstead, EPA;
DAS Dobriansky, DOE

Dm Mahoney, DOC;
Dr. Patrinos, DOE
Dave Conover, DOE
Dave Conover, DOE
Dpty McSlarrow, DOE

4/27/2004
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8:00

8:30

8:40

8:50

9:10

9:20

9:35

9:45

10:00

10:15

10:30

12:00

12:45

Workshop Agenda
Learning from the National Assessment

AAAS Building, 1200 New York Avenue, N
Washington, DC

Registration

Coffee, tea and light breakfast snacks

Welcome and an explanation of the workshop’s objectives -

Questions and Discussion

The National Assessment: An overview of the process - T. J~

The National Assessment: A view fi-om the trenches - A. Fi~,

Questions and Discussion

The survey of folks involved with the National Assessment

Questions and Discussion

Break

Framing the first .Working Group Sessions on
"Performing the Assessment" - G. Morgan

Break into working groups

Group A: Assessment Methods - S. Schneider, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 1,2,3,4

Group B: Social Issues - T. Wilbanks, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 2,4,5,6

Group C: Stakeholders and Communieati.on - K. Jacobs, ch~

Relevant Discussion Notes: 2,5,6,7

Breakout reports followed by Questions and Discussion

Working Lunch

Morgan

netos

her

G. Morgan

[r

Apn129, 2004
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Workshop Agenda - Learmng from the National Assessment

1:00

1:15

2:45

3:45

4:00

5:00

Framing the second Working Group Sessions on
"Evaluating the Assessment and Improving Next Time" - G

Break into working groups

Group D: Purpose(s) of Assessment-B. Fisehhoff, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 9,10,12

Group E: Organizing and Managing Future Assessments - B.

Relevant Discussion Notes: 8,10,11,12

Group F: Performing Assessment in an (Inevitably) Political

Relevant Discussion Notes: 9,10,12

Breakout reports followed by Questions and Discussion

Break

Panel: What have we learned? - G. Morgan (chair), L Jacob~
J. Mahoney (?), and R. Street

End of Workshop

April 29, 2004

Morgan

Clark, chair

~etting - R. Cantor, chair

S. Kane, A. Kinzig,
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Framov~ork Document

From Observation to Action--

Achieving Comprehensive, Coordinated, and Sustained Earth Observa

Humankind

Framework for a lO-Year Implementation Plan

As adopted by Earth Observation Summit I1
25 April 2004

Introduction

Understanding the Earth system--its weather, climate, oceans, land, ge

ecosystems, and natural and human-induced hazards--is crucial to enha

safety and welfare, alleviating human suffering including poverty, prote

environment, and achieving sustainable development. Data collected ar

from Earth observations constitute critical input for advancing this unde

consensus emerged among governments and international organizations

and developing existing Earth observalaon systems, more can and must l

global cooperation and Earth observalaons. This Framework Document,

marks a crucml step in developing the 10-Year Implementation Plan for

comprehensive, coordinated, and sustained Earth observation system or :

the Washington Declaration adopted at the Earth Observation Summit ot

=
Benefits of Comprehensive, Coordinated and Sustained Earth Obse~

Observing and understanding the Earth system more completely and corr

expand worldwide capacity and means to achieve sustainable developme

advances in many specific areas of soeio-eeonomic benefit, including:

* Reducing loss of life and property from natural and humah-induced

* Understanding environmental factors affecting human health and wel

- Improving management of energy resources;

25 April 2004
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* Understanding, assessing, predicting, mitigating, and adapting to �

change;

o Improving water resource management through better understandi

¯ Improving weather reformation, forecasting, and warning;

¯ Improving the management and protection of terrestrial, coastal, a~

¯ Supporting sustainable agriculture and combating desertification;

* Understanding, monitoring, and conserving biodiversity.

Globally, these benefits will be realized by a broad range of user eornrr.

national, regional, and local decision-makers, (2) relevant international

for the implementation of international eonvenUons, (3) business, indu~

(4) scientists and educators, and (5) the general public. Realizing the b

comprehensive, and sustained Earth observations 0.e. the improvement

prechetion abilities) represents a fundamental step toward addressing the

the declarations of the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Developmen

Millennium Development Goals agreed at the Millennium Summit in 2(

Full parbeipation of developing country members will maxamize their o

benefits in the above soeio-eeonomic areas. Such participation ~s supp.o

capacity of the entire Earth observation community to address global su’,

challenges.

Key Earth Observation Areas

Coordinated and sustained global cooperation on Earth observations is v

crucial area of weather. The World Meteorological Organization’s Worl

demonstrates the value ofmternahonal collaboration m this arena. Impro

2            ~

25 April 2004
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3.3

net~vorks are stdl needed and will yield further success through impro~

informatmn and long-term prediction.

Cooperation is less advanced in the areas of land, water, climate, ice, a

Nevertheless, some important work and guidance for future action has

number of areas, for example:

a. Natural hazard understanding through a range of international obse

systems consistent with the International Strategy for Disaster Red

b. Climate understanding and research through the World Chmate Re:

and chmate monitoring consistent with the Global Chmate Observa:

support of the Conference of Parties (COP) of the United Nataons 1:

Climate Change (UNFCCC);

e. Ocean monitoring, modeling and forecasting through the Global Oc

(GOOS);

d. A range of observation themes addressed by the Integrated Global

Partnership ilGOS-P) including oceans; carbon; water cycle; solid

zone 0ncluding coral reef); atmospheric chemistry; and land/biosp]

In each of these areas, observation efforts to understand dynamic Earth ~

identified and should be expanded to support action-oriented solutions

economic benefit.

Shortcomings of Current Observation Systems

Human knowledge of the Ear~da system, although advanced in certain ar~

Current effort~ to observe and understand the Earth system must progres

observatIon syster~s and programs of today to coordinated, tamely, qualf

information--developed in accordance with comparable standards--as

decisions and actaons.

25 April 2004
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ring and early warning
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zg System (GCOS) in

ramework Convention on
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as, is far from complete.
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o

5.2

Many international organ~ations and programs are working to sustain a~

coordination of Earth observations. However, current efforts to capture

limited by (1) a lack of access to data and associated benefits especially

(2) eroding technical infrastructure, (3) large spatial and temporal gaps h

inadequate data integration and interoperability, (5) uncertainty over eon~

(6) inadequate user involvement, (7) a lack of relevant processing systerr

useful infonnatmn, and (8) insufficient long term data archiving.

What is Needed - The lO-¥ear Implementation Plan for Earth Obse

To achieve the many benefits of coordinated Earth observations and to

25 April 2004

improve the

rth observataon data are

the developing world,

~2aecific data sets, (4)

inuity of observations,

s to transform data into

rvations (2005-2014)

n,ove from pnnciples to

action, governments adopting this Framework Document set forth the pr

10-Year Implementation Plan for establishing the Global Earth Observat

(GEOSS). GEOSS will be:

comprehensive, by including observations and products gathered f~

required to serve the needs of participating members;

coordinated, in terms of leveraging resources of indivadual contn-but

aeeomphsh tl~s system, whose total capacity is greater than the sum

,, sustained, by the collective and individual will and capacity of patti

GEOSS wall be a distributed system of systems, building step-by-step or

efforts among existing observang and processing systems within their rn~

encouraging and accommodating new components. Participating memb

and means of their partaetpation in GEOSS. The 10"-Year Implementat~

be based on the following considerations:

a. With the socio-econorme benefits identified In Section 2 as the road

Implementatmn Plan will identify, document, and priorit~ze actions

requirements for current and future Earth observations. This proces.,

4

mary components of a

on System of Systems

m all components

.ng members to

of its parts;

:ipating members.

current cooperation

ndates, whale

.~rs wall determine ways

n Plan for GEOSS wall

nap, the 10-Year

o address user

will be based on
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5.4

appropriate dialogue and procedures, taking advantage of and buii

ex]stmg initiatives and infrastructures.

b. The architecture model wall build incrementally on existing systez

system of systems, incorporating an observation component, a da!

component, and a data exchange and d|ssemination component.

e. The 10-Year Implementation Plan will elucidate practical method

inter alia, observation parameters, geographical areas, observatior

accessibility.

TheGEOSS will address key challenges of data utilization, including ~

Full and open exchange of observations with minimum time delay

recognizing relevant internataonal instruments and national polieie

o Assured data utility and usability (including thresholds for validati

and temporal resolution);

Assured continuity and availability of the many observations and

planned;

o A robust regulatory framework for Earth observations (e.g. throug~

frequency bands that are uniquely essential for Earth observations)

The plan will facilitate both current and new capacity building efforts,

countries, across the entire continuum of GEOSS activities, which wall

training, institutional networks, communication, and outreach as fundal

Building on existing local, national, regnonal, and global capacity build

wall:

a. Focus on training and education for the development and/or utiliza~

institutional, and technical capacities for data utilizataon;

25 April 2004

ding upon the experience of

~s to create a distributed

processing and arehiving

for filling critical gaps in,

specifications, and

ae need for:

and minimum costs,
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~n, cal~rat~on, and spatial

roduets m place or

protection of radio

~artacularly in developing

include education,

aental to those efforts.

ng initiatives, GEOSS

[on of existing human,
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b. Develop the infrastructure resources necessary to meet research an,

requirements;

c. Build on globally accepted sustainable development principles - m

in the World Summit on Sustmnable Development Plan of Implem~

The development of GEOSS should take maximum advantage of devel

technologies. Conversely it will enable the global scientific community

questions concerning the functioning of the Earth system.

o Onteomes

The success of the 10-Year Implementation Plan will be measured by t]

achievement of GEOSS. Specific outcomes for GEOSS, both short and

elaborated in the 10-Year Implementation Plan, ineluding but not lirmte

a. Enabling global, multi-system information capabilities for each oft]

* dmaster reduction, including response and recovery;

* integrated water resource management;

~ ocean monitonng and marine resources management;

¯ mr quality monitoring and forecasting;

* biodiversity conservation;

¯ sustainable land use and management.

b. Global tracking ofinvaswe species;

e. Comprehensive monitoring of global and regional climate on annual

time scales, and enabling information products ~elated to climate vat

d. Improving the coverage, quahty, and availability of essential mform~

networks and improving the integration of in situ and satellite data;

25 April 2004

] operataonai

~st notably those outlined

ntation.

~pments in research and

to address key scientific

e operational

long-term, will be

I to the following:

le following:

, decadal, and longer

lability and change;

ltaon from the in situ
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e. Involvement of users from developed and developing countries, m,

fulfillment over time;

f. An outreach mechamsm to aelavely demonstrate the usefulness of]

decision makers in key user communitaes.

7.2

7.3

The Way Forward

The adoption oft.his Framework Document indicates a decision to pro~

the GEOSS I 0-Year Implementation Plan along the lines set forth in ~

wilhngness to cooperate on, and parheipate in, the implementation offl

hoc Group on Earth Observations (GEO) is a "best efforts" activity wit

States and advice and support from international organizations.

For 2005 and beyond, the implementation of the "10-Year Implemental

ministerial-guided successor mechanism w~th maximum flexibilityma

group for Earth observations drawing on the experience of the ad hoc

open to all interested governments and the European Commission, and

relevant international orgartizataons taking part.

The GEOSS 10-Year Implementation Plan will elaborate detmls for thi.,

provide generally for:

a. Coordination and planmng of GEOSS implementation (in situ and ~

b. Opportunities for engagement of all members and relevant intemata

organizations;

c. Involvement of user communities;

d. Measuring, monitoring, and facilitating openness of GEOSS to imp

observations and products;

e. Co-ordination and facilitatmn of the development and exchange of

between members and relevant international and regional orgamzati

25 April 2004
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Wednesday, February 11, 2004, 2:00 to 4:00 PM
Department of ~ Conference room (#5851)

DOE

¯ program funding
, FY04/05 priorities

- NASA perspective

odman,
Commerce
Ari Patrinos, DOE

NASA

date
Discussion of policy implication~ of recent events
Review of key dates and issues for CY04

o VoltmtaryprograrmmmevFeb 11

o Climate strategy mmev. Feb 14

o NEP miner, May
o Energybill

o
~date

Program funding and CC’TP cross cuts
Update in initiatives (I~HE, CSLF, Gen IV, IT~R)
FY04/05 priorities and initiatives under ¢omideration
Draft              , Progra~

Review of draft guidelines and finalization schedule
Re, dew of registry public comments following release of draft
guidelines
Voluntary programs update (Climate VisiotYDOE, Climate

Dr.

Conover, DOE

AG

¯ Sequestration guidelines
¯ Farm Bill implementation

Review of key events and activities for CY04

o Bonn Renewable Energy Conf, June 1-4

¯ IPCC 4t~ Assessment plan
¯ Other international developments

Cleanup Items
¯ Discussion of meeting plan for the year

¯ Discussion of inviting guest presentations

Next meeting plans (at Ene.~.~gY3 - proposed for Tuesday, April 13-
0 Next meeting

State

)OE

DOE

2/12/2004

oo!  o
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G~m~ting April 27 2-4~pm at DOE

~ Cooney, Phil _ __

From:

Sent:

Subject:
Importance: High

Conover, David [Dawd.Conover@hq.doe.gov]
Tuesday, April 20, 2004 3:38 PM
¯ Ted Kass~nger (TKassinger@doc.gov); Anderson, Margot; Chfistin
Conrad Lautenbacher (conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov); Dr. Jam
Olsen, Kathie L.; Emil Frankel (emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov); Gary Ma
(gasrar@hq.nasa.gov); Hadan Watson; Connaughton, James; Jim
Marburger, John H.; Kyle McSlarrow; Peacock, Marcus; Patrinos, .~
(nelsondj2@state.gov); Rita Colwell (rcolwell@nsf.gov); Sam Bodn
Simmons, Emmy; Stephen Johnson; Steve Griles (steven_griles@

Yvonne Brown (yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov); Ann Klee (ann klea~
(whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov); Granville Paules (gpaules@h~.nas~
(James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov); John Beale (Beale.john@epa.gm
(linda lawson@ost.dot.gov); Margaret Lelnen (Mleinen@nsf.gov); I
(Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov); Cooney, Phil, Scott Rayder (Scott.Rayd~
Bote~, Cobb, AI; Anderson, Margot; Barbara Diehl; Betty James; M
White; Dobriansky, Ladsa; Burgeson, Eric; Sloan, Gwinnette; Jack1
Schafer; Parrish, Jobi A.; Joy Viars; Ko Barrett; Linda Catlett; Lu-a~
Margarita Conknght Gregg; Maday, Robert; Melinda Moore; Pat Si
Kortuem; Reifsynder, Dan=el A. ; Sandoli, Robert; Conde, Roberta
White; Eule, Stephen, Sue Stendebach; Vaughn Turekian; Viars,
Vincent
IWG meeting April 27 2-4pm at DOE

Attached please find the agenda for this meeting, to be chaired by DOE Deputy
Instructions for getting precleared into the building are on the attached. Regards,

<<Agenda Mtng #2 Apt 04 doc>>

Dave Conover
Senior Policy Advisor, Office of the Secretary
Director, US Chmate Change Technology Program
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585
202-586-3994 (voice)
202o586-7169 (fax)
240-472-4264 (wireless)

4/20/2004

t Beato; Conover, David;
P,s E. Andrews (DOD);
tin, Ghassem Asrar
~loseley (jrm@usda.gov);
ri; Paula Dobdansky
an (sbodman@doc.gov);
}s.doi.gov)
:los.doi.gov); Bill Hohenstein
.gov); James Mahoney
); Linda Lawson
lary Cleave
@noaa.gov); Violanda
;Donald, Christine A.; Debra
e Krieger; Jacqueline
~n Kleibacker; Lynn Scadett;
~ms; Pat Thome; Patrice
L.; Ron Bonjean; Sherron
oy; Vicki Horton; DeVito,

~cretary Kyle McSlarrow.
pave
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INTERAGENCY WORKIN¢  GROUP
on

CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE AND TECHN
Meeting #04-2

Tuesday, April 27, 2004, 2:00 to 4:00 PM
Department of ne~qLrg~ Conference room 8E-089

Gall or emall Gwinette Sloan at 586-7131/Gwinnette.sloan@hq.doe.gov by
be cleared into the building

2:00 - 2:05

2:05 - 2:20

2:20 - 2:35

2:35 - 2:45
2:45 - 2:55
2:55 - 3:20

3.20 - 3:35

3:35 - 3:50

3:50 - 4:00

Policy Update
NEP annev, May

. Energy btll
Clear Skies

Science Update

Technolosy Update
1605@) Update
Voluntary Programs

¯ Chmate Vis~on/DOE
¯ Chmate Leader~EPA
¯ SmartWay Transport/EPA

Agriculture Update

InternatiOnal
¯ Bonn Renewable Energy Conf, June 1-4
¯ 1PCC 4th Assessment
¯ Other international developments

General Discussion/Next meeimg
¯ Topics for next meeting
* Date for next meeting - proposed for Tuesday, June 29

Page 1

~LOGY

:ob Monday April 26 to

Dpty MeSlarrow, DOE

Chin Com~,~ghtor~
CEQ

Ari Patrmos, DOE
Actin~
Dave Conover, DOE
Dave Conover, DOE
DAS Dobnansky,
DOE;
AA Holmstead, EPA

Dpty Moseley, AG

US Dobriamky, State

Dpty McSlarrow, DOE

4/20/2004
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G ~ting April 27 2-4pm at DOE

ooney, Phil

From:
Sent:

To:

Co:

Subject:
Importance: High

Conover, David [Davld.Conover@hq.doe.gov]
Tuesday. April 20, 2004 3:38 PM
-Ted Kass~nger (TKassinger@doc.gov); Anderson~ Margot; Christin
Conrad Lautenbacher (conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.gov); Dr. Jam
Olsen, Kathie L.; Emil Frankel (emil.frankel@ost.dot.gov); Gary Ma
(gasrar@hq.nasa.gov); Hadan Watson; Connaughton, James; Jim
Marburger, John H.; Kyle McSlarrow; Peacock, Marcus; Patrinos, [
(nelsondj2@state.gov); Rita Colwell (rcolwell@nsf.gov); Sam Bodn
Simmons, Emmy; Stephen Johnson; Steve Griles (steven_griles@

Yvonne Brown (yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov); Ann Klee (ann klee~
(whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov); Granville Paules (gpaules@h~.nase
(James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov); John Beale (Beale.john@epa.gm
(linda lawson@ost.dot.gov); Margaret Lelnen (Mlelnen@nsf.gov); I
(Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov); Cooney, Phil, Scott Rayder (Scott.Rayd~
Botet; Cobb, AI; Anderson, Margot; Barbara Diehl; Betty James; M
White; Dobriansky, Larisa; Burgeson, Eric; Sloan, Gwinnette; Jack
Schafer; Parrish, Jobi A.; Joy Viars; Ko Barrett; Linda Catlett; Lu-a
Margarita Conknght Gregg; Maday, Robert; Melinda Moore; Pat Si
Kortuem; Reifsynder, Daniel A. ; Sandoli, Robert; Conde, Roberta
White; Eule, Stephen, Sue Stendebach; Vaughn Turekian; Viars, J
Vincent
IWG meet=ng April 27 2.4pro at DOE

Attached please find the agenda for this meeting, to be chaired by DOE Deputy S~
Instructions for getting precleared into the building are on the attached. Regards,

<<Agenda Mtng #2 Apr 04 doc>>

Dave Conover
Senior Policy Advisor, Office of the Secretary
Director, US Chmate Change Technology Program
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585
202-586-3994 (voice)
202-586-7169 (fax)
240-472-4264 (w~reless)

4/20/2004

Page I oft
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INTERAGENCY WORKIN  GROUP
on

CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE AND TECHN
Meeting #04-2

Tuesday, April 27, 2004, 2:00 to 4:00 PM
Department of Ene_.~gzgy., Conference room 8E-089

(~all or email Gwinette Sloan at 586-7131/Gwinnette.sloan@hq.doe.gov
be cleared into the building

2:00 - 2:05 Introduchons

2:05 - 2:20 Policy Update

3:20 - 2:35

¯ NEP annev, May
¯ Energy bill
¯ Clear Skies

Scxence Update

2:35 - 2:45
2:45 - 2:55
2:55 - 3:20

3.20 - 3:35

3:35 - 3:50

Technology Update
160500) Update
Voluntary Programs

¯ Chmate Vision/DOE
¯ Chmate Leaders/gPA
¯ SmartWay TransporffEPA

Agriculture Update

International
¯ Bonn Renewable Energy Conf, June I-4
¯ IPCC 4th Assessment
¯ Other international developments

General Discussion/Next meeimg
* ¯Topics for next meeting
* Date for next meeting - proposed for Tuesday, June 29

3:50 - 4:00

Page 1

DLOGY

~ri126to

Ari Patnnos, DOE
Acting
Dave Conover, DOE
Dave Conover, DOE
DAS Dobnansky,
DOE;
AA Holmstead, EPA

Dl~ty Moseley, AG

US Dobfiansky, State

Dpty McSlarrow, DOE

4/20/2004
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Revised agenda for IWG/blue box meeting this atternoon

Cooney, Phil

From: Conover, David [David Conover@hq.doe.gov]

Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2004 12:20 PM

To: Ted Kassinger (TKassinger@doc.gov); Anderson, Margot; Arden Beml
Conover, Dawd; Conrad Lautenbacher (conrad.c.lautenbacher@noaa.g
(DOD); Olsen, Kathie L.; Emil Frankel (emil.frankel@ost.dot gov); Ganj,
(gasrar@hq.nasa.gov); Harlan Watson; Connaughton, James; Jim Mos,
Marburger, John H.; Kyle McSlarrow; Peacock, Marcus; Patrinos, Ari; P
(nelsondj2@state.gov); Simmons, Emmy; Stephen Johnson; Steve Grill
(steven_griles@ios.doi.gov)

Cc: Yvonne Brown (yvonne.brown@ost.dot.gov); Ann Klee (ann_klee@ios.~
(whohenst@OCE.USDA.gov); Granwlle Paules (gpaules@hq.nasa.gov
(James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov); John Beale (Beale.john@epa.gov); Lit
(hnda.lawson@ost dot.gov); Mary Cleave (Mcleave@hq.nasa.gov); Coc
(Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov); Violanda Botet, Cobb, AI; Anderson, Margot
James; McDonald, Christine A.; Debra White; Dobriansky, Larisa; Burg~
Gwmnette; Jackie Krieger; Jacqueline Schafer; Parrish, Jobi A.; Joy Vi~
Lu-ann Kleibacker; Lynn Scadett; Margaret Leinen; Margarita Conkrlgh
Melinda Moore" Pat Simms; Pat Thorne; Patrice Kortuem; Reifsynder, [
Conde, Robeda L.; Ron Bonjean, Sherron White, Eule, Stephen, Sue ,.
Turekian; Viars, Joy; V~ckl Horton; DeVito, Vincent

Subject: Revised agenda for IWG/blue box meeting this atternoon

<<Agenda Mtng #2 Apr 04rev4.doc>>

Dave Conover
Senior Policy Advmor, Office of the Secretary
Director, US Climate Change Technology Program
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585
202-586-3994 (voice)
202-586-7169 (fax)
240-472-4264 (w=reless)

4/27/2004

Page 1 ofl -

it, Christina Beato;
ov); Dr. James E. Andrews
Vlartin; Ghassem Asrar
.=ley (jrm@usda.gov);
~ula Dobriansky

toi.gov); Bill Hohenstein
James Mahoney

=da Lawson
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Barbara Diehl; Betty
~son, Eric; Sloan,
"S; Ko Barrett; Linda Catlett;
Gregg; Marlay, Robert;
,aniel A. ; Sandoli, Robert;
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2:00 - 2:05

2i05 -.2"20

2:20- 2:35

2:35 - 2"50

2:50 - 3:00
3:00 - 3:10
3:10-3:15

INTERAGENCY WORKJNG GROUP
on

CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE AND TECHN

Introducuons

Meeting #04-2

Tuesday, April 27, 2004, 2:00 to 3:15 PM
Department of ~, Conference room 8E-089

Internatio~’al Update
¯ Bonn Renewable Energy Conf, June 1-4
¯ IPCC 4t~ Assessment
* GEO 4/’EOS 2
¯ Other int,emational developments

Voluntary Programs
. Chmate Leaders/EPA
. SmartWay TrartsporffEPA
¯ Chmzte VISION/DOE

Science Update

Teehnolog)t Update
1605(b), Clnnate Calendar, lEA Chmate Actiwttes
General Discussion/Next meeting

¯ Topics for next meeting
¯ Date for next meeting - proposed for Tuesday, June 29

~LOGY

Dpty McSlarrow,
DOE; Gen Cnsl

DOC
US Dobfiansky, State;
VADM Lautenbacher,
DOC

AA Holrnstead, EPA;
DAS.Dobriamky, DOE

Dm Mahoney, DOC;
Dr. Patrinos, DOE
Dave Conover, DOE
Dave Conover, DOE
Dpty MeSlarrow, DOE

4/27/2004
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ASST. SEe. NO~ [~001

Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Oc~ns ~nd Atmosphere

National Oceanic ond Atmospheric Administration
HCHB. Room 5804
14~ Strut & Constitution Avenue, NW
W~hington. bC 20230
TeL: 202-482-3567 F~x: 202-482-6318

FAX TRANSMITTAL
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~omme~ts:
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ASST. SEC. NO~ ~002

|

Background, M~dal~ for the Workshop

I
I
I
I
I

Learning from th~ National Assessment
AAAS Building, 1200 N~w York Avenue, NW .

"~Vashington, DC

April 29, 2004

I
I
!
I

Contents:

Discussion Notes.
IMPORTANT: ple~ue find ~ to read these notes prior to the workshop..
They have been prepared to sttmulate the working group.discussions.    .... "~. : ...........

.~.~. ~.

s===~y o~ ~,=sr~-~ to t~ s=~y fo~ p,,~t ~a~=~o~ o~.~.~:.~" ~’-~.-
the U.S. Natiox~al
It is desirable b~. ~,.~t
before
~ummarized in a.m.,,.senfation at the beginning of
tha workshop.

Members of th~ Wort~zhop plamdn~ C~va’~n~r~,:: ~ Croton, Bill Clnrk,

Gran~mr btorgaa (dxair), Rog=~ ~ =ttt Tom ~-

Supported by NSF Coope~ve A~a~ ~ SBK-9521914.
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04/26/04 11:48 FAX 202 482 6318

202 4~2 ~318 -> 0~TP; Page

ASST. SEC. NOAA

Workshop Agenda
Learning from tlie National Assessment

AAAS Bufldiag, 1200 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, DC

April 29, 2004

8:00

8:30

8:40

8:50

9:10

9:20

9:35

9:45

Coffee. tva a~d light b~P~lo,~ snacks

W¢lcome and an explanation of the workshop’s obj �~ives - G- Morg~

Questions and Discussion

The Nationa~ Assessm~u An ovrrvicw of the process - T, Jauctos

The National Assvssmen~: A vigw f~.m the trenches - ~ Fisher

Questions and Discussion

The survey of folks involved w~.th the National Asscssrneztt - G. Morgan

Quc~ons and Discussion

10:00 Etreak

10:15 Frazning the first W.ozking ~ro~ip Sessions on

"P~o~g ~e ~s~*~’ --. G. Mo~

10:30 B~ ~to wor~g ~

~up A: ~s~t Me~ - S. S~d~, c~

~l~t ~u~i~ No~: 1~,4

~ B: Soc~ ~su~ --’[. W~, ~

R~le~ Dis~s~ N~: 2,4,5,6

G~up C: St~old~ ~d Co~a~on-~ 3~obs, ch~

Re1~t ~s~t~;:.on No~: 2,5,6,7

12:00 Bre~out ~o~s followed by ~~ ~ Disc~d~

1~:45 Wor~g L~ch
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004

I:00

1:15

2:45

3:45

4:00

5:00

Break

Panel: What have wc lea.’rr cd? - O. Morgan (chair), J. Jacoby, S. Kane, A. Kinzig,

3. Mahonsy (?), and I~ Street

End of Wozkshop
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,~s~_:_s~c. N___O~____                     ~00~

¯

Dis¢~io~ N.o~ Pr~ared fo~ the Wor~bop:
Lemming from ~ National Assessment

W~on, DC

2: Analysis of Social ~’. Econond¢ Impacts
~: A~mlysis of.]~ogicni Impu~s
4: Charactcdz~ andT~,~ing U.n~
5 M]~ andAd~.tios.
6: Stakeholder Pmlicipat~on
7: Communicuting ResulLs to the Public and ~o Policy Makers

"1

9
II
13

Evaluating the Assessment and lmI~roving Next Time
8: The Organization Plan fo~ tl~ Natioml Assessment 15

9: ThePurpose{s) of As:~snmnt 17
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I l~scussion Note 1:

I Learnin~ from the National Assessment
Ws~dn~to~ PC - ~ ~9, 2OO4

!
I
I
I

Choosing Possible l~rtur~ Clima~es for Examination

Officially, thv National Assessment ~dopted tluee strategies fo~ ~g possibl~
climates m b~ consi&rcd (sc¢ ps~’~ t4 of d~ N~onal Synthesis

¯ I-Fw~dcal records of pa~. climam v-.debility and chang¢~
gcucral cimdafion models (GCMs); and¯ Scenario analysis ~ l~rge-scal~

¯ Sensitivity analysis tha~ ~ks, "what d~g~e of climat~ change would cause significant
impacts to natural and h~nau systems" ofintv~t?

ons~s to tho survey of Nation~!.~s~sm~ut ~ ~ugge~t that all thee ap~oach~s
~P~P used (se~ pagv 29 of thv summ~’y of sm’wy ~pons~)’-

t 57% GC1vIs.
45% data on past clinm~.
44% "whatiff a~lysis.

I 7% Oth~.
23% Not~lcvant to my

I,

Howcvcz, many observers would ar~’~e that two GC1VI ~ms, based on a single emissions scvnario
(tho IPCC sce, nado IS92a) prcdom~l as the vvhi¢l~ used to.¢xploze l~ossiblc futm~
fl~ National Assessment- This in~�~ssibn is x~@o~cd by an e~m~on of the n~potts of
Nations]. Synthvsis Team and a rvading of the dvtailcd responses to the participam survey (s~
pagvs 29 to 39 of the summary of,’;uEvey ~e, spons~).

The~ have b~ complaints about t~: ~c GCM too&Is us~ and ~ fac~ tha~ only
emission scenario was employed to drive those models. MacCrackcn .¢t al. (2003) have

However, tho questio~r of whether t~: flgM GCMs wcr¢ used, and whether they wcr¢ drivea by
the rigt~temtsstons scenario(s), is of ~.~nd order im~ �ompazed with the more
fundamental question of how an app~oIniatc range of futu~� climsles should be ide~ificd and
�:~plor~ i~ national and regional

While they suffer horn known, and pcobably unknown, limitations, do a poor job of modeling
many dctsils of ~egional climate axtd of estiztm~g key variables such as Ixmcipitation, GCMs
in~du’c¢ spatially consistent ahd vist~dly compelling graphical outpuL Ftathe~,
commtmity of modalo~s h~a~ly in~�-.~tcd in their dcv¢Iopm¢, n[ and use. Fo~ these, and inobably
other ~casons, thc~ a~� strong prcss~s~s to use GCM outputs as the basis for climate

more ~ on~ answ~ was all~w~l, t~-J~ r~ults sum ~o slightly n,~x~ ~ I00%."
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It is clear from the dctag~{ survey ~esponses that many participants in the
viewed ih¢ rouge of outpm,~, fl"om GCMs as p~oviding a z-easoaabl~ indication of the rouge of
un~ about futu~ cl~nat¢, Even given omputs from a much wider set of GCM’s, and a
range of almma~v¢ ¢mi~.-ns sc~mrios, rids is unlikely m b¢ Izu¢ since th~ P..sults would shar~
~ssumlnions and parax~e0:~ions that might be inadequate.

It was because of such cc,nsid~rations that the Nation~ Synthesis Team id~ three different
strategies for exploring fixtore climate. In the event, however, the two strategies that do not
dope.hal on GCM’s appear t:. have received ~elatively little attention, Thexe .was a strong
inclination in most groups t3 approach the problem in a front-to-baok mannex" (emissions
--~ climat~ --- impacts), rather tlmn, for exampl©, identifying key thre~olds or non-line.arRies in
natmal and social sysmms c.f concern and letting those drive the work of the clim~e sciefitists
and the choices of climam~s to be, examined.

Th~ abo~e considerations l,:d to the following questions for discussion:
QI.I: Is it in fac~ t~ c~,h~, as this discussion note has argue~ ~ ~ output alone.

(even fix~ a wider range of models and emissions sccmuios) does not pmvid~ an
adequate ba~ is for e.xploting possible futm¢ climate, and associated
vuluexabilitie s. in regional and national assessments?

QI.2: Is it the c~se~as this discussion note has. argued, that GCM-based climate
scenarios w,~.-� privileged over other possible strategies in the HationaI
Assessment, and are likely to be similarly privileged in futar¢ assessmeats,’as a,
strategy for ~.lccting climates to be ¢xaminext? If this is so, why?       i:! .::i)

Q1.3: If the answs: to questions Q1.1 and Q1.2 are y~s, what might be dcnm to assure
that f-uU~ c]imate assessments xnak~ much greater use of othe~ me.otis for
identifying c,r defining tim climate futures whose impacts they will examine?

Reference:
Michael C. MacCracken, Fiti~ J. Barton, David tL Eastezling, Benjamin S. F.clzcr, and Thomas
1L Karl, "Climate Cha~ge S,’.¢narios for thd U.S. lqationaIAssessment," Bulletin of the American
Meteorological Society, pp2t 711-1723, ~, 2003.
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~n Note 2:
Prepa~l lo sllmub~ discussion at the workshop:

Learnt~ ~ the National Assessment
Washh~t_m~. DC - A..nd129, 2004

Analysis of Social and Economic .b~ads

While sev¢~ teams involved i~ the. National Assessment ma& ¢xlr.nsiv¢ us~ of advanc~
analytical tools to mo&l climate change (using the Canadian and Hadley GCMs), or to examine
its likely large-scale e~ological impa~:ts (using mo&Is such as VEMAP and DISTRIB), the level
of soph~.~catio~ in analysh of soch] ;md’eco~, omic impacts was .co~derably l~s sophisticated.

Population and ecxmomic projectioz~s we~ developed and distributed to all the assessment teams.
Thdr use was uneven.

When askd to &aracte~ize th6 way i~t wldch their group d~It’with social and economic
impacts, those responding to the survey question provided th~ following responses.~

15% Dynamic social and/re" economic models.
21% Projections from cens~xs and othez data.
24% "what if" analysis. ’.

43% Not zekvam to my in,mlve~nent-

There ar~ a number of groups across ~txe U.S. and around the world that have been building
Inu:gn~d Assessment Models to s~uty the. cltmam problem, Hbwever, the National Sjmthesi~
Team condude~ that given the lim~ time available, and the x~latively limited e~ of
many paxticipants i’n the asscssm~ process, it was ~ to tt7 to employ those modds in
the work of the assessment. Instead, as noi~l, a series bf dmnographic and economic forecasts"
we~ commissioned and guidance wz~ &vdoped for .the team~ that su~ that they select

judged would have the most dize~ efl~ on the ~ of~ and vary those factors through
an unceruinty range they judged to b~: plausible (without speIltng out the details of what social

"teams found the complexity of even ,’~zts simplified apprmch.challenging, and made limited use
ofk beyond .the basic scenarios."

Wh~ asked, "did you ¢vex se~ that l~n~danc¢?" 21% of respandents said yes, 23.% said no, and
54% did not xcspond. While most rcs [onde.nts apparently did not make use of this guidance,
~-quartezs of those who did try to [aUow th¢ guidance xcpoxtcd that th~ consldcr~ the effort
successful (63%) or p.a~y successful (12%).

While there appears ~o b~ little agroonx~at ,mxong respondents about how to improve the
treatment of social, and economic iml~ts in futu~ assessments, almost 60% of zesponde~ats

.~m pa~e 39 of zhe summaff of survey rcsfm s-’~ Since ~ than on~ answer was allowed, these results su~ to
slighdy mc~ than
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indicated that if another ss~ment were .done, soaial and ec~uouti~ impacts should be handl
diffe~dy from how the~ ~,e~e l:mmiled in the p~t of the assessment in which d~ey p~

One impoztant problem that first ~ at the July 1998 wodcshop in Monterey, CA is the
di~ulty that many people ~9pear to have in thinking abou~ how sceio-economic systems could
evolve in the futm~. Many pa~ipants seemed intent on believing that the futm’e would be
Ira:try much ~ the px’~:se.nt in ~I1 ~ excel)t fo~ a changed climate. Other participants
(mostly physical scientists) ~ the position that given the very high levels of uncemttnty abou~
socio-e~ouomic processe.~,, there was no way to say ~ at all that was .m;eful more than a
f~w yeas into the future. Uadcr the circumstance, given the time constraints on th~ proce~, th~
assessment leadcnhip concl-,d~ that th~ ~ to shorten the time horizon on th~
economic impact assessments.

The abov= considerations 1~J to the following qu=slions for discussion:
Q2.1: Was the Nat~on~l Asses~m~t’s tream~ent of socio.economie impacts inad~luat=?

Not~ that de~;.pite tho argum~ts outlined above, th= grad= ~ to the socio-
economic i=~acts ass=ssm=nt by participants in the Natimml Asmssme~ (s~

Q2.2:

page 53 of tit,: summary of survey ~esponses) is coml:m--able to or only slightly
lower than ltb~ grade given to other pa~ ofthe assessment.
Are thero s~ ~gies that rxmld be ~ m g~ non-expert participants more
infm’m~ a~l ~1� iu thinking about how social and economic systems

What strate~i,~s might be adopt~l in futm’e assessments to promote a mm’�
adequate and systematic treatment of possible socio-e~nomic impacts? For
example, are ~’e ways to combine expe~ analysis, including the use of available
integr, a~ ~s~;:ssment models, with involvement by .mm-expm’t paxticipants?
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Dlscussion Note 3:
l>�.cpared to ~mulat= disunion at the workshop:

Learniag i~n the-National.Assessment
W=sht=~;DC - Alml~, 2004.

Analysis of Ecological Impacts

The National Assessment enco~ag¢’~l thre~ gvn~al al~oaches to analyzing thv potential
~ of clima~ vsziability and chs,’tgc on ecological

¯ Consideration of past impacts attnlmte, d to cltnmt¢ ~ and change;
¯ P.xploration of possible futur~ jm~’~cts in the �ontext of scena~os based on linkages

¯ Xdcndfica~on o.f ecolog~cat t~mholds associat~ with clima= v~ty and change, ttmt
when crossed, would load to ecological consequcuccs; some 9ositiv¢ mxd sox~ n~gat~ve,
some mv=dbl~ and o±e~s

From its inception, th~ Nation~1 Ass~; ;ment sought to place climate vadabgity and change in a
"multiple stress" cont=xt, with an ¢m[d~sL~ on how the context varied among ~gions and across

Responses to the survey of National l=ssessmcnt participants suggest that the assessment of
~ologic~t impacts:

¯ wks good (B-) ov~aH;
¯ increased thdr fami]iaRty w~th the subject- incxrased the % of participants in the top

two cateb~zies of familJan’t7 Cyrus/informed and expext) Ram 31% to 57%;
¯ but, did tittle to cc~mam dm-gect .e~al public about the subject.

Among the most imlmttant critidsms ~ the analysis of ecological impacts among participants
and observers were:

¯ too’ much focus on tl~ ¢colo~,:al ~¢cts of changes in mean ctimam o:mdidons and ~ot
enough focus on the effects of ,~nEcs in ext~m~ ~vents;

¯ limited success in placing th~,:~ge relazeA impacts on e.~osyst~ in
~ontvxt of odmr str~ses;

¯ poor conn~do~ between soc~. and econemic factom that govern phenomena such as
land-cover and land-use chan~ and eco~gical impacts.

A k~y issue with xespect to overemphasis on thv linked m~lel outputs is the concern that the
cthnat¢ models cmmot supply reliable-~nf~on at.th~ spatial and ~ scales needed for
analyses of ccolo~cal ~. The r~=nsion brtwe.cn the concc~ts of "p~dictions" versua
"plansiblc almrnafivc futures" is mb:oi into this concern.

Much of the. discussion of extreme ~:~:uts -and ~cological impacts in,~¢ NationaI Assessment
was about past events or about gen~:’al z~onscs we might expect ~ the furore. Little was done
in the scenarios to incorporate regiom] and sub-regional climate ~es and so the ecological

-5-
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Q3.1: What ~ole should quantltativ¢, coupled (GCM, ecological sad human dimensions)

marly for "prime tim~’~ at various spatial scales - nati~ mglonat anu suu-
~¢gio~i? If not, wba~ filte~nativ¢ should b~ ~mploy~d?

Q3.2: Does tho sdeaxc¢ support a larger ~de for ttm’concept of thze~olds in future
assessments ~fth¢ ecological impacts of dimat~ vadabflity and ,change? Can w~
r~lat~ tin~l~lds to ra~ as weJ1 as magnitudes of chsng¢?

Q3~3:
Is the~ a ~*~’ to cons,ide, r th~ topi~ of e~logical impacts of ¢]imat~ ~dability ¯
and chau~ f~tt will =Bxim~ our chances of ~ th~ combined ~°aIs °f
~, t~hi~ ~nd involving? R~r e~ample, is this best don~ with a focus on

ccosyst~’ms ~ad R:~,cies; etc.?                                   ’i:j

-6-
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Discussion Note 4:
l~epared to s~te dlscus~u at the workshop:

¯Learni~,~ ~rom ~ Na~o~ ~t
w~~ ~ - ~ ~,.~

Characteddng and Treating Uncertainty

Climate change and variability, and ttz:ir impacts, inheready involve great tmccxtainty. So too
do attempts to project how hunmn ~cicties are h3w.ly to change over coming decades. Thus, any
national, x-egional, or scctoml asse~m~nt must deal in some way with tmceztainty.

A reading of th~ various ~ it ~z~duc.ed by the National Asse,ssment, as well as commvnts
from s~veral xevicw~’s, suggest tha’t II~ trea~nvnt of unec~ainty was very m~vcn m~ross ~
different groups involve~l in tlm N~I Assessment. This concldsion is suppot~l by responses
from assessment paxticipsnts to the st:zenm section of the sux~’cy that askexl about how vach
rvsimndeut~s group dealt with unc~tainty. R~sponscs zeceived bro~ down as follows (se~ page
46 of the summary of survvy rcspor~-.s):

39%
24%

19%

5%

5%

Just t~lder half of the survey respondents indicated that they were not awa~ of the effort made
by the National Assessment Synthesis ’ream to assign num~cal valu~ to probability words and
th~ use those words consistently throughout their ~port.

Documentation of what groups did wa~’, similarly dive~se, and often very limited.

~.asons for this uneven treatment seem likely to include:
¯ M~ny assessment pardcipanxs w~ new to this kind of activity and weze ungamiHar

both with th¢ issues of thinling in a fonmxl way about uncextah~ or with analytical
tools fo~ ~g with unc~,~pinty,
Most respondents had no k~owledge of the compelling evidence in
psychology that indicates dlst probab’dity words (such as "likely" and "~") can
mean dramatically diffm’en’~ things to different people,- and to the saz~�

¯ No guidanc~ document on how ~o dealwith tmc~ainry (such as dm one l~xiuc~l by
Schneider and Moss for th¢ IPCC) was distributed m pm~dcilmnts in ~e Nafimml
Assc,ssme, nL
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~n Note 5:
Prepared to s~hnulate discussion at the workshop:

Leand~g hem th~ National Assessment

Mitigation and Adaptation

It is impass~k: to address possible h~Fac~ of �limat~ uhange, positive or negatlw, without
undexsta~g the sensitivity of ~al mui human ~ystems to such changes. Discossions of
"vulnerability" and its mo~e positive :ounterpatt (i.e., poteatial ~ associ_~.~i with
~) tend to emphasize.three ~x~nston~ exposure (the changes experienced, ~or.h as
mnpemure or precipitation chang~L semi~ivity (d~e do~ to which a ~stem’s performance
affected by such changes), and coI~� capacity (the degree to whic~ a systun can ~pond to
changes in ways that reduce threa~ a~d enhance oppommities).".

In genexal, the National Ass~ssmexit mad~ a strong staxt in id~ e0cposu~s to possible
climate change, at least in the long~]’ ~, a~I it took a somewhat weaker first ~ut at idemt0fing
semsitivities. Whcr~ it was weakest ~7~as h~ addressing ~xms~s to ¢lima~ changes that might
eJumge the balance between opportunities and ~ks..In most cases where possible impacts we~
identified, a statement was simply ~ted that adaptation to such i~pa~ might be possible,
although the feasibility and costs of ~r~h ~laptations wa~ not generally considet~ As a result,

. it is impossible’to evaluate, based on ~he cent~nt of the National Assessment, the degree to which
possible cxposttres might be redu~:d by ¢fimate change mlrlgmton ( .r~luctions in forcing) and/or

Since lnnnans can be expected not m sit idly by in the face of d~t dimate change, this ~s.a
s~ ltmimdon in the x~ults ,of the National Assessment.

prominently e~plore~l in ma~y glob~, climate clumge policy discussions, le.ade~ of th~ Nationvl
Assessment were insu’ucted w avoid ~my connection with mitigation issues, which wexe viewed
as too political at rbe dine, even thoug~ some of the U.S. regions (especially the AppslacMans)
wcxe seriously concen~ about ~egic,ud Ym~pa~ts of mitigation polJ~ dlzc~ons. Second,
partivipants in the National Asscss~mt found that too 1i~l� is known about adaptation strategies,
cos~, and potentials m systematically ~scss the relative merits of altemmive response strategies. -

The assessment of mitigation a~d ad~r~tatiou strategies xcquiv¢ substantial technical and
economic knowledge and analysis. Si~e the National Assessment did not address these matt¢~,
such ski/Is were not very pxcsent a~ut~g t~� folks who participated.

Survey rasponses suggest that mawj of those involved in the National Assessment concluded that
the lack of consideration ofmitigatioc, and adaptation was a serious limitation.

Re.sults r~portcd on page 63 of th~ ~uc0mary of responses read as follows:
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Theze are a numbe~ of tb~ngs the assessment did not try to do but might have. If th~ country wez
do it again, which, if a~y ’, of these should be included as objectives?

Strategies for xcducing 83~en]~ouse gas emisdons.

16%ha

~ong "no"              SlxX~g "yes’
15---I6~19----42----52
9%- -9%--11%- 2570-30%

Identification of climax- ~la~
"market opportm~des" fc~ business..
18%ha

stn:mg "no"                 strong "ye~"
11--28--26---44---34
6%-16%--15%- 25%-20%

l>ulxing tiffs issue in conu’,xt when corapaxcd with
oth~ probtems ~acing ouL- communities and the nation.
19%na

strong "~o"              strong "yes"
10---12~26---47~-45
6%-- 7%-15%- 27%- 26%

An examination of the c&nme~s listed on pages 66-95 also xeveal a number of I:nt~cii:nmts who
saw this absence as a se~:.ous problem.

Several questions arise:
QS.I: In what ways should possible and/o~ h’kely responses to climate chang~ be

Q5.2: overcox~flng decades, climate win nat be the only thing that changes. Iu
cascs.~e j:mpacts of climate change wilt b¢ of" second order ~ compa~
wi.th’tl~ impa~ of ~ social, economic and r~:ologi~ ch~ges. Given
this fac~, how fe~’ble is Rto lx~fonn ass,sm~nts that inco~ mltigetio, an(
adaptation?

Q5.3:
Wh~t inf.~nnation and cap~biliti~ ar~ needled for ~ sattsfacto~, treatm~t of

mitigat~or, and adaptation, that w~ not ~ent in the National Assessme~?
Q5.4: Is it feasibl~ in fum~ asse,~ne~ to s~pan~e ~ c~on of a(hptadon
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;~ Note 6=
Prepared.to st ~dl~e d~cgsd/m at the woHr~hop:

Lear~ :~rom ~ Nation! ~t

Stakeholder Participation

The Global Change Re.se.arch Act of
submit to the Pfesidem and the Con~s" ~ys that the fedezal government .’shall In-’pare and
change for fl~� Unit~ State, s, not jus~ ~ a one-time exe~ise but as a continuing commitment.
When the first such National Asse.~xz,:nt was eonaeived early in 1997, Je~y Mc]fllo laid out a
dramatic vision of a sttf~gly ~cw a.~p roach to environmental policy ssses~ment in the United
Szat~, gzo~ ".m dialogues at the ze~;iom~o¢~l level be.tweea ~eBional e=q~ aad z~onaZ
sta]r, eholdezs: fazme~, nmch~s, lo~d E~siness people,, lo~al.~ovemnze~ leadezs, local
gzoups, and citiz~s ~t la~&,~. Acfivate~J~by ze~omzl wodo~hops, zhis consultation wou[d raise

~ Ix~t of view of ci~ aud vomm. ¯ Out of this d~aoca~ia
~ould com~ a pictu~ of ~uln~ahili~,.s of ou~ cotm~ m iml~Cts of all, am chan~ and
vad~ili~. - ~ot m~Jy ~ a fu~tioa oi~.~-io~ or Io~I climat~ ~ fo~a.~ that could
m.~It ~aply i~ argumaut~ about a~’aml~iom bu~ a~ a ~’oag,

w~ a~d sul~lu~t regional a~a;!.~u~ would cataly~
n~wo~s that would ~uppo~ a coatlaui~g ymc~s~ ofiaformation

as a ~od~A f~ addmuiag othcx thorny Cn,&~mm~d policy i~ ia tim Unlmd S~a~s in tha
lhtm~.

A number of proposals were developed :o ,~.~sm-�~ that the Natiofial Assessment public
participation e.xped~nc~ would be obser~I, reconied, and evaluated in a c~v.he~iv¢ manner,
but no suppatt was forthcoming; and that @port,nit7 was mis.~d, although k~y p~ticipants such
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as Ann Fisher (P~nn Sta~;); Phi] Mot~ (University of Washington),
Smt~), Ban’y Rock (New H~mxpsh~), and FAI~-.n Sh~ (East-West Cemtm’) haw shax~ their

many cas~s, the sd~ leame~l mor~ from the stakeholders than the oth~ way around. In fact,
in a number of cases, stak~eldezs coutdbuted not only ~o sc~ and r~viewing rcgiona] and
sectond asscssmcnt~ but ,’d~o to the assessment l~X~s

However, in in~ ~h~’~� results, it is impoxl~t to observe that almost half of tho
reslxmdents wcr¢ involve&in the assessment as r~viewejs, rather than as pmlic~ants. A careful
~¢ad~g of the ¢osmnents o:1’ thos~ ~:~mdents id~niifled as heavy tvax’dcigants (as dcnmeA by
bold xcsponde~ numbe~) ~;ugges~ a much mo~ consistent and positive evaluation of tl~ value of
non-e.xtP~ stakeholder invotvcmm~t.

~ fo]]o~ questions warrant fiLrthex condderation:
(~.1: How cft’ecti~.was ~lder paxtic~pafion in the vadous ~gional and seclo~

Q6~.: What w~e ~t~ impacts of stakeholder participation m thos~ �~seS whe~ it
effective, ~mct what Icsso~s can b¢ learned fxom those vxpefiemces7

Q6.3:"What strat~ics nflght b¢~ co~ to ~xake stakeholder pat~icSpafion i~ futu~
asse~sn~n’~s :m ongoing process rater than a scales of on~-tim~ encount~s?
Would do’mjg this lead to xno~ informed or effective ass~Sments? Why?

- 12-
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¯

These considerations suggest several qu=il~on~ fo~ discussion:
Q7.1: Beyond publishing and distn’buting.an assessment report, to what extentis

communicating with the ~iblic and policy makers ’-~--’-*
assessment and annror.-i,,~,~ .... ~._              _ o~,.,~ m~ ~uo~gs or an
~ communicating with the in~blic and/o~ po .l~y makers is an ~t
componcm ot’fi~ture assc]$~s, how can future pertormancc be’impxoved?

- 13 -
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:adon activities are ~e and time consuming. Resources for

sU’a~i~s cau b~ ~ ~ imt~v~ ~mmum~atio. en~,uv~n~.ss ~

- 14-
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Prepared t~

Was!

The Organization Plan for the Na

As an organizational entetlaisc and
momentous ~. Through
highly structured synthesis objective
pazti~ipmxts ’at the local and ~t:gional

and Irivate decision makers, i~som~
impmtant national mvironmental pc
models, and rcsuIts in dozens ofre~

It provided a pro~ess where these s~

Giveax all of the effort and output re],
consider whether the organizational.
a key objective of the National Asset
"both public and privatc’sector.partm
In retrospect, this objectiw seems pm
analytical dimensions ofth= National
system in~de~ies, etc.). Meei
term and better understood science a~
would be c~dlenging enougl~ Nonct
dozens of wod~ops and r~gional e~
and did produce an impressive uumbe

Impottmxt in the foxmal organizati0n~
Council (NSTC) and its subsidiary, thl
(CENlZ). A su~ttee of CEN~
was chm~ed with overall coordinati¢~
Assessment process.

Discussion Note 8:
~.date ~.ssio. at the workshop:
~mt the National A.~essment
 o DC. Apra , 04

~ lmX~ess, the National Assessment was a
organizational design, the National Assessment combined
wi~h e~tensive input by expe~ and stakeholde~

]©ve~s. It involved thc partic~pation’ofhundx-e.~ of
~gional and s¢ctond activities. It provided access to public
and environmental man~e~, and the geueral public in au

:cy debate. It promoted thc.se of advanced m=hod~
,hal ana]ys~s and natim~ sector studies. It produced the
,ich prodded a smnmm7 o~ ~he z~#onat ~nd se~or ~di¢~.
:.maries w=e s~ject to substanfia/pe~r review and public

i
=d t~ the Nstional Assessment, it is only reasonable to
,an faeilitatod or hampered its suuxm. From its inception,
:me= was "[t]o assur~ a fully open process" including
:s across the speclnun of stakehohicr interests in the U.S."~
ticulafly ambitious in combination with th~ scope and oth~
Assessment (e.g., tong tinx~ horizon, unc=min outcomes,
mg ~his objective on a national scale for a far more short-
:t policy question.than cl.bzm~ vadabgit~ e.~ change
teless, the National Assessment, largely organized, around
~rts, did involve large aumbms of =xpem and smk~olders
ofrepom.

structure were the National Science and Technolosy
Committ~ on Environment andNatural Resources

Subcommittee on Global Change Research (SGCR),
impl~on, and sponsombip of the National

for the process included:

The National .Assessment Synthesis T.~ =n (NASa’) which ’~rovided overall intelle~ual oversight
of the National Assessment ~oc~ss a~ had specific respom~ility for the Synthesis P,_eport, for
defining national scenarios, for providi :~ advic~ and over~ight of the se~toral analyses, and for
re, ommending guideIi~es for the rcgiol :al analysis templates. The Synthesis Team was a

~A summary of the ors~i2ational plan can b= t~ ~ md ~ hUp’3/www.usgcrp.gov/us~a~ground/oxganization/.

- 15-
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"~[ Discussion Note 9:
Preperat to ~mulate dlsasssion =t the workshop:

Le=~l; ~rom the Nsflo~! Assessment

done ~o prcvcnl tiwm or a

3. Engaging, motivating ==d

p~g po~ ~m
4. P~g ~ ~t ~

~d ~ ~ls ~d ~

Motivations 1, 2 and 3 wer� quirz ~
Motivation 4 pmbabty was" also img~
objective of the National Assessmvm
suppozted by NSF, Do]~: NOAA and

Ass~nmnts can focus at ~ vasty of::
regionaUscctor~ The National Asses
number ofrcgiona~scctoral assess~

In the survey administeze.d to l~ople v
~pon&nts wet= oskmt to id~tify
given to tho objectives:

;,arti ".c~ants who am not familiar with possible changes,

~r~izing constituencies to tak¢ actions. Actions can

~t a vaziet7 of lzvels,

assessment art in order to develop and d~monstra~ new

icitly motivations for the National ~s~ssm~. ~.
-~nt, thoug~ not e0~plicifly stat~ Motivation 5 was not an
:et it has been a pfimz considesation in assessment woxk

~f~mnt levels or scales such as national versus
meg a~pted to build up a national picture from a
:s to construct a National Assessment.

L~o bad some Jnv~lvemvnt with the National Asse.ssmeat,
~.-elalivc wzig!mMg that they believe was and should be

A,sesa - provid~ th~ most te~! ically compIe..m and accm’at~ description of the, likely

impacts of climate ¢htmg¢ th~t.l.; cm-remfly possible.             .        .
Teu~ch - educate the pa~cipa~ :§ in the ass~ssm~ut Fmc~ss about tI~ science of ctim~m
change and its possible imp~ts.
Involve - involve as many peot le as possibl~ in thinking about and urging that
apgropriam actions be taken hi ~ :mm~tion with climate change.

These categories cmxespond rofighly te motivations’l-3 above.

Average results suggest that responde~ befiev¢ ~at a gmamr emphasis was and should be given
.to the assess obje.-tive(was: 47% and s~zuld: 43%) relative to thosz efforts given to t~ach (was:
27% and should: 28%) and to involvem~m (was: 26% and should: 28%). Average grade~
assigned in the grading portion of the stttrv=y tnvvid= some indictition of how wen respondeats
bell.eyed the National Assessment did i]’t deoling with specific tasks that fall in tl~e broad areas:

17-
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In ~� National Assessm
mad= at a cenmd, nation

at th¢

With respect to
¯ use apmcess

With respect to

The’above

Q93:

led m tlm following questions fo~ CBScusSion:
asscsmn~nt is doim at th~ ~ level, what options foc pattidpatiou

gional oc scctoral az= the sam= options equally ~elc-rant?
: not scmaIly involveA in grappling ~rith the assessm~t through a
~ grocers, can stslmho~s be expected to identi~ a x, casonably

=zd issue, s? What advantages, ff any, migh~ their lack o
the deliberative process hold?

idd be t]~ role of the community of expert analysts and assesso= in the
! nationsl and r~gionaI assessments? How feasible is it to combine

1-4 with objective 5 of advancing the stare of the assessment art? If
=~t at least partly combined, how can we b¢ sure that th¢ expert
y will address the right set of research questions?

- 18-
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Prepared to st

National versus Regional Assessm, e~

I

In dls,cuss-ions of th~ strategi~ plan ~
and early 2003, a central issue was wl
Sta~ can be cazded out sciemifical~
strategic plan within the admiahwati,o
asscssmeaxts cannot bo done scienHflc

clear evidence [o the conU’ary. The~’
assessments x~ptesented a ray high s

regional assessments xose to this sta~
xcgional lcade.x~p was strong) are sit
and highly usef’ul, not just in a hypotl

In the survey of National Assessmen~
to evalUate’the pexfonnancc of the Na~
graded it A orB, and 86% !p’aded it A
assessmem to be scientifically defemd]

suptm~bl~.

The Survey aho xaised the question cg
by:

a) rdorming tho centm]ly des.
approach adopted by the N;

b) encouraging (and funding);
assessments with the federa

The potential advantages of a ccntral]y
At least in pfindpl¢, such an approach

- comparability and quantiu~t
- economies of scale in assee
- engageznemt of national le, re
- learning across regions/sex:t,

The poteu~al advances of encourag~l
assessments ar~ equally clear,

the assessment &sign wilt
stakeholders;

202 482 6318 -> OSTP; Page
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Discussion Note 10:
relate di.emssion at the workshop:
rein the National Assessment
~on,.DC - April 29, 2004

25

~e U.S. Climate Change Sdence Program ~n late 2002
~her impact assessmeats at a regional scale in the United
mough to be wozthwht~e. Some xcviewcrs of the dm’t
ar~ed that, atthe cun.ent sta~ of the art, such ze.gional
ly; the unc~ain.~s a~ simply too gt’ear. Othe~
~sion dud the experience of the National Assessment as
Jew, in fact, is that at least sovcral of the x’e~ional
~a~lard of aualysis, ¢quivalont in ~ overall sdeatific
aking place at a ghbal scale. Evea though not
~1, daeso cases (whex¢ agency suppoyt, was sufficient and
ng evidence that regional assessments can be both valid
ica] future but now.

!azticipants. of the 136 individuah zcsponding to a z~ucst
i3na] Assvssment in assessing xegional impacts, 53%.
~,s, or C.. Sixty-~ ~~udged .~e ~ of the

and persuasive. This collective judgment seems to
tsscssment as sdentifically prematt~ is not easily

vhether the country would be bettvr sorted in the futu~

~d and coordinated but regionallylscctorally executed
lionnl Assessment; or
: number df rr.glonallylsecmrally conceived and orgauized
¯ go. ,v~mment ~ a supporting but not coordinating

le~igned and coordinated assessm~t ar¢ suaightforw~d.
L~dttate.s at least tho foIlowing~
i’� integration of tlm regional and s¢~toral analyse, s;
I)ling some of the basic data sets (e.g., GCM rims);
decision makers;

intr-J~t~i r~gions/sectors to &sign their own

~0~e ,easily res~d to the goals and objectives of "local"

~025
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- less likefihoc.1:3at the assessment will be ~,en to be unde~ the control of pa~i
n~tional l~ad~ i; or powers;

- mor~ likelih~ i that. individuals trusted and ~ by those in the region will be
involved and iJ ~tened to, rather than have the~. ~uthority undexmined by ’national"

less chance tl~:,.weaknesses in the assessment of one region/sector would "pull down
the perceived ~ ~ality and clout of th~ whole assessment.

The surly xesults can be!~ ,~l as arguing strongiy that ~ the real worl~ th~.be~..efitS_ ~ of_a. _
~bottom-up," regionally./~ ~rally driven process are substantially greater man mose oI mc top-
down process that the Na~ ,nal Assessment was pemcivexl by many to be. It is worth
considc~g that the n~xt ~ mid of �fforts to improve the country’s capacity to deal with the~
of climate change and vad bilir:y should theacfom be sha .p~l by the regions and sea-mrs,
supported but not directed ~r coordinated by the federat government.

By far the greatest succe~ .i~ the NationalAsscssmen~, as perc~�~, by the ~:atest numb= of
respondents to the Surv~.y.: ~,ss the National Assessment,s stxat=gic commitment to a bottom-up,
rcgionally/se.~toral]y ~ ~d approach olzm to a wide variety of stakeholders. Many
~espond~ts believ~ that a : Natio~t Assessum~ in practice fell far short of realizing the.
potential of the "bottom u] approach: .They b=noau the fm2ure to actually listen to local
stal~olders -especially ~ sen those s.takeholders did not talk in the language of the universities
and national labs. Tbcy ~ ; to6 much influen~ by OSTP and the NAST- an influence no_t
jusdfied by an undeastand lg ~ the local needs and ~rzlities that stakcholdezs most wanted t~.:~!~i~
address. They complain a out the dominance of the.assessment process by glebal clima=
models and mode]ets- d~ ~ the inability of thos~ =universal" e..xpe~ to provide th~ kind,
z~soludon or quality ofi~, i.rm~on wanted by the ~gional groups..

.     .

adaptation. The suw¢7 d~ii not ask z~spomknts specific que.st~ons aoou~ rcgmnausectorm
national assessment. Bu~ ~ ~l~ondent’s comnlcnts on a numb~ of other questions suggest that
many of them would agr~ that the idcat fed¢~ role in a "nexff National Assessment would be
to s~t aside its desire to co rdinat~ and centralize and hmt~td:"

provide corn fi ~din~ to regional/s~m’al groups that would hclp those gmtq~s to
conduct assess ~mt.s of impacts, vuln=abfliti~s; and optio .n._s most mlevaut to them
(not~ that th=~ ~ant~ could be competitive, to get around the problem of inadequat~
quality, and c~ ld hav~ a ~ fm~d ~t to ~ssum that local
congressm~m, ~ i~vcmm~nts ami businesses really took them seriously);
provide deck= I= suppart for such regionalIy driven assessments, including giving
ttmn the abtl]~ to "ord~ alimitc~inumber of analy~es or forums drawn from
national z~sou, =s (,such as the GFDL, NCAR and GISS cllmatc models; paleo data
sets, etc.);
=mcourag¢ un~ i~’ity and national lab scientists from arouad the country, as an
obligation enta i~t in their, receipt of f~’funds for climate,-relate~ research, to
make their e~xp rtise, available (within reasonable limits) to assist such regional or.

- 21 -
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Such a bottom-up ~ would ~
Asscssment-lilm activities may cored
qx~ttom line," and that the nation wo
d~logues. It would a~knowl~Ige t~

to do such asscssmm~ morn dfccdv

models could possfoly b~ atmn~ to ~
secroml constituencies. It would hu~
and inr~’nadonal polilical xh~todc onl
msourc~ on "coalitions of zhe ~
wdur, mble to the xisks of climate chin
drvelop. The Survey xesults suggest
suc~sor ~o the l, io~ ~forts o~

Questions for discussion hmlud~:
QIO.I: What is the feasibRit~,

regloml scale? Wilt ~
srctoral impact assrssn
future assessments? ,

QIO.2: Should future U.S. AsS
regional and sccrmal fc
not?

QI0.Z: How should regional m
should be in chL,~? ~

in regions or se..ctms that do not have "local" access to top
kvaut reseaz~ a~;
)nal "synthesis" f.n~on, to draw together xesults from

i.- .up approach, would not bo tom,tent) bat rather as c~itical

~ of those efforts for mztiona/action and re..sear~h

."perfmming sdtmtificalIy valid impact assessments at a
~ th~ mo~t s~dous scientific challenges in r~gional and
rot, and how might these challenges b~ better met in

tsme.nt effort shift from a national focus to a bottom-up
:as as this discussion not~ has proposed? Why or why

~L scctm’al assessments be organized and fimdcd? Who
~ should foot the bill?
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One of thv great srwagths hal Assvssmem mflecteA in thv Survey was its succvss in
bringing ninny individuals for ~ a complex, in~uiplinary, problem-driven
assvssmvm, to the sun~ey speak positively of tl~
wisdom and dedication.of th~ peoplt hcy.~t wofldng on th~ NattonRl Assessmem~ A few xefer
to the National Asscssmem as

That said, thrr¢ is also
numb= of th~
iclima~logists- wlm am disndsdve
thos~ ~ hadto deal
¯ ppc.ar to ~ a blanket
sdvntists). And a mnnb~
National Asse.ssment
the assessment to be too much

minority view amoeg the Survey
can by safely
x~smfa~ in futu~
Understanding wlmm the complainm
~ seems wozthwhile.

Pro’Imps fum~ e~arm, such as the Na
training the assessors about what
asscssm¢~ Such
¢xm~dinadly dif~cult to do well.
global xrse~ch programs, with tacit i
places. Thvy nce.zl to do so in
in a vigorous and high stakes polidc~d
excx~ise was made more difficult by
prospects for learning-while-doing.

can o.ly b~ called disdain ~unning e~ough a si ,g~cant

(~ c~lo~, ~~ly) of ~ ~
F~ ~e ~ sid~ s~ ~on~

~~ ~ "~c" ~ (~ ~ly,

~~, ~ much of a ~ of ~ ~ ~- Some of
~,~, ~s w~ ~ ~ s~h ~~ ~ a
.~. Non~, ~ ~~ ~ not so ~ ~ R

s~ of ~ ~g on ~o~ ~.
~d w~ ~t ~ ~ne m m~

Assistant, ~ do wrll to spend a bit mor~ time
to klo a complvx~ ~linary, problem-driven
, ~ un~ on a politically ~ topio- arv

ry need to combi~ famml ~sults R~rm very so21dsticamd
from experience in ~ sectors and

t xx~lxmd to but am not derailed by stakeholde~ involved
bbat~. ’ In this cas~ as in most such cases, the whole
~m cons~xaints of thne snd money tha~ und~nincd

No country has a good track ~e~ord
Aus~zaliaus and som~ European
do so. The zesult is that many
of tl~ "play" in wMdh they had bren
the ~ault of the "directors" who
their vision of what the "play" was
support" one anotl~,= if th~ ovrxall

out such asscssmrnts, though the Canadians,
~ arc fa~ ahead of the United Stares in uying to Icm’n to

to the survey cle,~ly misund~stood dm n~zr¢
roles. This is less their fault, than

not manage to convey to these disaffected individuals
~g m accomplish, and how the various xoles had to
~ion was going to be a suvcess.
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With the benefit of hind~
on the goals of the assessa
another if the goals were ~
critical analysis of other re

!egitbnacy (i.e., fairness of
questions and the analysis
optimizing on one of these

stakeholders simultan~us]
Survey ~sults suggest that
not even se¢ it as som~hi~

One ttdng such a sho~-cou
organization should hos~ ~
th~ r~’pondea~s ~o the su~

how nan’ow and ~’

Th~ following are among tl:
QI 1.1: Should ~tur

Qll.2:

Qll.3:

critical anaI~
of what a gh

202 482 6318 -> OSTP; Page 29
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:t, it might have b¢~ w .o~hwhfl~ to spend morn ~ getting buy-in
:~t, and th~ multi1~l¢ parts that had to woxk together and suHx~t one

~iwJy s6ccess~ ~. Pa~ effm’~s to do th~ ,,~ Harvard’s
aw ~ in geuing across the messsg~ that successfol
it~t credibility, bu~ also about satiency (i.e., r~e to decision) and
~s in he.at/rig all tides and s~holders in both th~ se.Z up o~ "
? d~a). Most su~zl a~ne.~ts of ho¢ issu.e,s succeed not by
imensions, but by balanci~ across them so as to cz~Z¢ an
.uc~ that is s~j~.to b~ credible and salient and l¢~itim~ by muldpl¢

goodly number of thos~ involved Jn d~ National Assessment did

- 24 -
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Politics and ~ent

significant political overtones.

The.National Assessment was
perceptibn that the assvssmeat was
Vic� Pteaid=nt AI Gore,
was part of a deh’berate strategy

subscqu~t Gore Administration.

Because outz~h and involvvment
asscssmeet, in the ¢valuative su~wT
~ondea~ to both indicat~ what th~

summa~ of survey z~ponses),

their judgm=~ b~twv~n what tl~y
ovendl the differences between

Th~s is clearly indtcated by plots
(solid dots with numbers indicat~

change, it is inevitable that any national or regional
or at least be lX:meived by some to have,

r -o cx=:~t~on. Wl]at~= the rutlity, then: was the wi&
significant part by the ~tial ambitions of

I focus on outreach and broad citizen invoIvement
,, V:~=e President’s office to build a wider community of

have been the climate poticy of a

t rash, and l~dtaps too because it might have been di~cult
for the asse~ment (even though it was w~._~-_ A by a

~ fund=] by ~ various Exe~tiv¢ Branch
assessment of specific ~egi~ns and/or s~. Since
own agendas, some have argued tha~ this admints~

and influences on different pans of the assessment. At

to shape parts of th~ assessment in specific ways.

= relatively large ~ole in th= activities of the .
p=tici.pants, we as]r~

thou~t thv balanc~’actna]ly was, and whatit should have
:tvach," aud "involve" (s¢~ page 56 of thv

were posed by asking x=s~ to ~ocat~ 100

occuned, and what they think should have occun~

responses of th~ first 50 r~spondents, x-epmduced below

CEQ 006247
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How~ve.~, believing that
"involve" is not th~ sam= as

In the workshop discussions

Q]2.1; Are

Q12.2: Do the potcnti,~l
with tht

~ramally all major decisions
talm a job; etc.) and socicfie, s
go to war, e, tc.) aro made
this basis, om~ might argue dm.t
and not wozlh p~.

Q12.~:Does it
ob’~Xiw

I have a ~cam ¢I¢mcat of "teach" and
that it should advance.any Slmeifle lmHfleal agenda-

t~lmiaib~rative and funding me~rti.~m.~ for a National
’. be used to

, th~ ass¢ssmcut process?
of ~ involvement by Executive Branch Agencie*,

’Agent3, ageada bias in the assessment ~s?

(whether to: get mani~ buy a house;.have kids;
l~ivadzo a p~btic scr~c¢; subsidize a ~ ~;

of ~ ~ ~ ~.of ~ ~ ~~le ~~. ~
oM~ve of b~ ~~ ~~ ~

to’ strivo for balan~ impmOal, assessment even ff that
’ achioved? Alternatively, should one abaudon the

ity and treat assvssment as an inhezenfly pofitlcal process?

- 26 -
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Le~g ~rom the National Assessment
AA.AS Building, 17.,00 New york Avenue, bTW . _

"~Vas]~gton, DC

.,~.29, 2oo4

¯ Contonts:

Discussion Not~.
IMPOP.:TANT: plet~re fitwI time to read these notes prior to flze wor~hop..
Ttmy have been prepared to st~mutzrte the working group.d~cuss’ions.

s~ of ~r.~ to t~o surv~ ~’or 1,micilmt ~,azu~o- o~.~.~:.~~’
the U.S. Natio~m] Assessmmat. ¯ .~ ~:.:--

~It fa desirable b~. ~>t essentMl that you read th~s sumnuzry ".-= %
before the work~lm.p. ~ results o~ tha surv~J will be
summarized in a pr.:senrat~on at the beginning of
th~ workshop.

Members of th~ Worlcshop Plann~ C=m ,~ni~: Robin CreatOr, Bill
Pare F~tmr, ~ $=cob~1, Toay J~tos, ,~,tm Kim:ig, ,le, w! Me, lillo,
C-rang~ ]*~rgan (C]:l~tr),’Ro~ S~ m’tt[ TolII "Wi"~attks.

Supported by NSF Ct:~pea"ar3v¢ Ag;teet~ t~ SBI~.-9521914.
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Workshop Agend~
Learning f~om t~e National Asssssment

~ ~d~ 12~ ~ew York Av~u~ ~
Wa~n, DC

~129, 2004

8:00

8:30

8:40

8:50

9:10

9:20

9:35

9:45

10:00

10:15

I0:30

12:00

12:45

Coffee~ tea and light bmalc.~=t snacks

Welcome and an explauatioa of the workshop’s objc,ydves - G- Morgan

Questions and Discussion

The National Assessm~u An ovvrvicw of the process - T. ~anctos

Th~ National _A_ssessmem: A view fi’p.m the Ize~chcs - A. Tishor

Questions and Discussion

The sm-v~y of folks invo’lved vd.th the National Asse, ssmeat- G. Morgan

Qu~ons end Discussion

Break

Framing the first W.orkin~ ~o~ Sessions on
"performing the Assvssmeolt~’ -- G. Morgan

Break into working group~

Cyroup A: Assvssm~t lV[c~od~ - S. Solmdder, chair

R~levant Discussion Hot~: 1~,3,4

Group B: Social Issues -- ’[. Wilbanks., chair

p, clevant Discu s,,,~ o~ ~;Iotes: 2,4,5,6

Group C: Stakeholders lind Communication- K. Jacobs, chair

P,~lsvavt Di~et~:.ort Notes: 2,5,6,7

Breakout reports followed by Questions and Di.~ussion

-~Srorking Lunch
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Work~op Agenda- Leanfinfi from

1:00

1:15

2:45

Break into working grotrps

Group D: Ptu-pos~s) of A~sme.nt- B. Fischhoff, chair

l~.¢lcvant EKscussioa Notes: 9,10,~2

~oup E: ~g~g ~d M ~g ~u~e ~~¢n~ - B. C~ ch~

Rel~t ~s~si.an Nora: 8,10,11,12

~l¢~t ~’n ~o~: 9,10,12

B~om r~o~ fogowcd by ~O~S md ~sc~sion

3:45

4:00

Break

Panel: What have we [eaTr
J. Mahor~y (?), and ~

- G. Morgan (chair), ]. Jacoby, S. Kane, A. Kinzig,

5:00 End of Wozkshop
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Le,r~ g ~ ~he National
AAAS Butkltn~ 1260 New York Avem~

Performing the Assessment
1: Choosing Pos.~bl~ Ft~m’� ~ for Ex~m~-~rion
2: Analysis of Social end’. Economic Impacts
3: Anslysis of Ecoio$icat Impacts
4: Chsra~ and’r~.~:ating Uncertainty

6: Stakelmlder ParticipaLion
"7: Communicating Re~adts to thc Public and to Policy

Evtd~tating the Assessmmt and [mirroring Next Time
8: The Organization PJm~ for tim Natiotml Assessmea~t
9: ThcPm’pose(s) of As.,~’asment
10: Ns~I versus Regicom.1 Assc,~n~ns
11: Tmitrlng Assessors
12: Politics and Assessme.nt

"1
3
5
7
9
11
13

15
17
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i ~7% GCMs.
45% dat~ on past c, Ijmate~.
44% "wh~t h~ aualysis-

I 7% Other.
23% Not~lcvant to my :invohre.ment.

I .
How�re:r, many obse~ve.rs would art;a~ that two GCIVf ~ns, basexl on a single amissions sceazario

(~ IPCC sceamdo ISgP.a) predomi~t~l as th¢ vehic~ ~ to.e.xplo~ l~OSsibl= futur~ dimam in.
ths National Assessment- This im~=-~,sibn is mim~rced by an e~a~nadon of tlm rSlX~S of

I National Synthesis Team and a re~diug of the de~ailed rr~or~ses to th¢ parficipaut survey
pages 29 to 39 o~ths summary o£ amvey ~pons~s).

~tission scczmdo was employed to drive ~ho.m models. Ma~2mcken ~ al. (2003) haw

However, the question’of whether ~: fight GCMs we~ us~ and whether tlmy we~ driven by
ths ri~t’~sions scenario(s), is of :mc.ond order imlmrtan~ compaz~d with th~

I fundamental question of how ,n al~olniam range af ~umm clirnatss should be idea~fie~1 and

�~plorexl i~ national and rsgional

I ~ they suffer from known, and probably unknown, lhnitations, do a poox job of modding
many d~mils of regional dim~ ~md ~i’ sstimating k~/va~bles such as l~mipimfion, GCMs

1~or th~se, and probably
community of modders h~av~y inve-.ttaxl in their d~velolm~, nt and use.
other reasons, thsm axe strong pre.ssums muss GCM outputs as th~ basis for climate impa~t

~Sln~ morn than ~n~ answer was ~II~w~l. fl~-..m r~ult.s ~am to s11ghtly mor~ than tO0%. ’
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above consid=ations 1,:d to tl~ followiag qa=stioas fo~ discussion:
QI.I: isitinfa~t~t¢oaso, asthisdiscusslonnot~hasatgue-d, the. ¯CK:~°utImtal°n¢

(even from a ~ r=~ of naxlels mad emissioas scenarios) does not l~mVi~ aa
ade, quat~ b~ is fo~ ~ possibl~ fumm climate, and associated
vulne, rabilitie s, in r~ional and national asse.~me, nts?

Q1.2: Is it th~ case.~as this di~ussion note has. argued, that (~l~i-based climat~
sc~amrios ’wo..’~ i~ivileged ovex other possible strateg~ in the NaticamI
Assessment, atu:t a.~ likely to be ~y pri~!eged in fut~ asse, ssmeats;as a -,,
sRatcg~ fo~ :~.lccliag climates to be. ¢x~? ~f this is so, why?          ~. )

Q1.3: If the aaswsr to questions Q1.I and QI~- arc yes, what mlght be. do~.to assam

id~n~u~ ~. d~m~ng ~ clima~ ~umreswhose imps~s ~h~ ~ ~m~in~?

~1 C. MacCracke.n, 11ti~ L Ba~on, David IL East~ling, Benjamin S. Fclz~r, and Thomas
R- Karl, "Otmate C.ha.ago S,-.e, nados far thd U.S. National Ass~. sment," Bulletin oft~ Artw~an
Met~rolo~ical Society, pp.~711-1723~ D~mbe.r, 21103,

-2-
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Analysis of Social and Economic .ht~pacts

Popuhdon and economic proj~ons we~ d~ve, lope~ and distributed to all tim assessment teams.
Their us~ was uneven-

When askext to cha~~ thd way in which their gtot~p dealt’with social and ~�onomic
impacts, those t~.spondln8 to the survey question provided the following re~nses?

15~ Dynm~c social and/m" ~conomic models.
21% Ptoje~ons f~om cems~xs and oth~ data.

I 24% "wirer if" analysis.

43% Not rel~vant to my~,~olvement.

i

!

Theze a~ a number of groups across d~.e U.S. and av0und th~ wmld ~ ~ve ~ b~

T~ ~~ ~t #v~ ~ ~J ~ a~bl~ ~d ~ ~v~y ~ o~ of

~e w~ of ~ ~~nL ~, as no~ a ~ ~ ~o~ ~ ~c ~~"

~dg~ ~d ~ ~ ~t ~ eff~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ =d v~ ~o~ ~ ~u~

0f k ~yond ~e b~c

Wtmn asked, "did you ever see that l~hncc?" 21% of respondents said yes, 2~.% said no, and
54% did not m~ond. While most r~s ~ond~uts appm-~nfly did not make use of this guidance,
thm~qua~e~s of thos~ who did try to tallow tI~ guidauc~ x~ thst they considered the effort
successful (63%) or ~ succe.ss’~l (12%).

While thexe appca~ to b~ little agrvam~t ,~mong zvspondents about how to improve the
treatment of social, and economic imI~cts in fumm assessment-s, almost 60% of z~pondcnts

.=See page 39 of the summary of survey respon s~ Since mo~ tIaan ox~ ~asw~r w~s arrow�d, ~ resulm sum to
slightly more thau lflO%.

-3-
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indicated that it" another a~a~nt were .don~ social and ea:xmomic impao~ should
di~ere.~tly from how they ,a,ere handled in tim part of the asse~ttmm in vthi~ they
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Analysis of Ecological Impacts

The National Assessme~ e~,ourage.d th;re¢ general aI:~oaches to analyzing th~ pomntlal
~ of cl.ima~ vaziabiIJ~ and chs~tg¢ on ~cotogicat sysmms:

¯ Considerattonofpast  =tmibm toclinm= andchau ;
¯ Expkn’a~n of posm~e ~tum jmp=~ in th= context of,=eem~os ’oase~ on linkages

Ide.nt~cati.on o.f ecologicat t1~=sholds associated wi.~ climate v~ and ~ that
when m’ossext, would load to ecological consequ~c~s; some lmsilive and some n~gative,

some reves-sibl~ and orlm~ no~.

Prom its inception, the NationR1 Ass=~sment sought to pla~ climat~ vafiabgity and change in a
"multiple stress" context, with an eml~dmsts on how the context varied among regions and across

Responses to the su~ey of NationRl Assessment participants sug~.st that th~ assessment of

~ologic~t ~pacts:
¯ good overan;

two camgaries of ~’ty (vm’y inf~ and ~) f:mm 31% to 57%;
¯ but, did little to exluv~ the-gea:t .e~lpublic about ths subject.

Among the most important criticisms (~ the analysis of r, cologi~al impacts among pmlicipants
and obse~e~s

o too" mu~ foous on th~ ecologi..-al ~ of ohanges in mean climam c°uditi°ns and n°t
enough focus on the effex~ of,’~cs ~n ~x .tm~z~ events;

- limited success in placing tl~ ,~~g~
context of other stresses;+ poor conn~tio~ betw~=n soc~. and economic factn~ thst govern phe~uomena such as

land-cov~ and land-use chan~.~: and ¢colo~ical iml~

A k~.y issue with mSl~Ct to ovemmpl~sis on th+ linked m~le.1 o~ is the conc~n that
climate models cannot su~ly reliable -~fonnation at.the spztial ami ~ scalss ~ for
analyses of ecolo~cal impacts. The u=.nsion b~t’we~n the concepts of "tnv.dictions" versus
"pLsusib~ altenmtive futures" is mi~:o~, into this concern,

Much of t.~ discussion of ~xtrcme ~w~uts ;rod. ew~ological iml:m.cts i~ .the Nation~t Assessmmzt
was about past events or about gen~[ ~pons~ we might expect in the future. LRtle was done
in tl~ sc~nalios to in~ratv ~gion~] ~md sub-n:gional ~ e.~ctre~nes and so fits ecologival

-5-
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Chara~ and Treattn~ Uncer taint~

~ change and variability, and tt~dr imp’acts, int~reatly involv~ groat unceztaiu~y. So too
do attempts to project how human ~cieti~s am ~ to change over comin~ decades. Thus, any
national, zegionaL or scctozal assessment must ~ in sonm way with unccztainty.

A reading of tl~ various repo~ it l:~duccd by the National ~e, nt, as well as co~
from s~veral xevivwezs, suggest that dm treatmemt of uncertainty was very uneven across the

from assessment pawtic~t~nts to the seventh section of the survey that asked about: how each
respondmt’s gm~ de, alt with tmce~taiaty. "Resl~nses received broEe dowax as follows (see page
46 of the summary of survey

39% Not ~tcvaut to my i~vol:~cme..nt.
M% Th~ ~roup. was not sTs~uat~, individual autlmrs used the words they thought

19% The 8mup was som~wtn~: syste=nafic, in most cases our group had a qualitative ¯
discussion of which wor~ to use as th~ text was edited.
The g~oup was somew~0: qmmtitatiw, our 8~oup assil~ num~cal probabRitics
to words and then i~divHual authors ~ the words ~hoy thought were best.

8% The ~coup was sys=m~.c~lly quantitative, our group assigned num=ical
probabilities to words nnd then in most cases discoss~d which word to use as the

~% Other.

Just tmd~r half of the survey respon~ettts indica~i that they we~’e not awaz~ of the �ffor~ made
by the N~tionsl Assessment Synth=is ’ream to assign numerical v=du=s to probability wools and
then use those words consistently tl~ughout their r~port.

Documentation of what groups did wa== similarly diverse., and often vezy limited.

The reasons for this uneven ucatment seem ~ to include:
¯ Many asscssmant participants z~r¢ new to this kind of activity and were umemnifiar

both with tim issues of thinkiug in a fcnmal way about tmc~xminty or with analydcal
tools far ~g with uac=.~.~inty.
Most rospondents had no ]c~owleclgo of the compelling evidemce m expe.dmcnr.al
psychology tha~ indicates thst probability wozds (such as "likely" and "~") can
mean dramatically &iffea’en,~ things to diffezent lx:ople,, and to tl~ ssme people in

No guidance document on how to deal with unity (such as the one produced by
Schneider and Moss for the [PCC) was distributed to paxticipants in the Natknml

-7-
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DtscBsd~ Note 5:

~nd~’sta~g the sensitivity of
"~ty" ~nd its more _l_imsiti~.e

I changes in ways that x~htc~ threa~ aad enhance opportunities). .

I
!
!
!

In general, the National Assessment made a strong start in idcntifTh~ exposures to possible
climate changes, at least in th© lo~Fr ~ and it took a somewhat wvaker fi~t cut at ideatifying
seasifivities. Where it was weakest ,~,~s in addressing msgonses to cltmam changes that might

id~ti~], a stat~nt was simply ~I that a~Hon to su~ ~ mi~ be

it is tmgosstble’to evalua~, ]rased ca ~he cout~nt of the Natio~l Assessment, the d~g[~ to which
possible ¢xpostnes might, be reduc~ by e.fimate change m/t/gatfon ( .r~uctions in forcing) and/or

Since humans ca be exBect~I not m dt idly by in the face of si~ clima~ change, ttds

I

I
!

The assessmznt of mitigation and a~.?tation stratsgies z~quim substantial teclmical and
economic knowledg~ and analysis. ~,~-ce tlm National Assessme~ did not address these matters,
such ddlls were not very present am~t~g t]~ folks who participat~L

Survey responses suggest tha~ rmmy Of ~ involved in th~ National Asseasmsnt concluded that
the lack of consideration of’midgafioc, and ad~mtdon was a sm’ious ]imitation.

Results reported on page 63 of the surama~ of responses rrscl as follows:

-9-
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Them am a numb~ of tt,~ngs the assessment d~d not try to do but ~F~lz~ Imvc.
do it again, which, ~f a~,: of these should b¢ ~nclud~ as objectives?

Strategies fo~ ~,¢d=cing p.e~nse gas en~ons. 15.--16,---19---42---52
97o- -9%-11%- 25%-30%

11--28~26---44----34
6%-16%--15%- 25%-20%

I
Putzing this issue in conu’,xt whvn co~patcd with
oth=: problems facing ou~" communities and the nation.
19%na

s~ong =no"             strong
10---12--26----47---45
6%- 7%-i59~ 27%- 26%

An examination of the c[~mmcnts listed on pages 66-95 also xeveal a numb~ of pazticipauts who

saw this absence as a s~_-.ous problem.

- 10-
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Stalmholder Par t~pation

The Global Chaz~e ~h Act of ~t90 ~ays that tfm £-¢da~m[ ~o~ .’shall ~ and
submiz to t~ Pmsid=~ am] the Coa~z~" =~ =~a~t oe~ =mm~es of~

W]mn the ~t ~ Na~ ~~nt ~ ~~ ~ ~ I~, I~ ~ ~d ~ a
~c ~on of a s~gly ~w ~m~ ~ ~n~~ ~H~ ~~ ~ ~ U~

~~: ~, ~s, I~ ~s ~I~ ~.~v~ ~ 1~ ~t

lev~ of aw~=s of I~ ~ ot~ ~m c~ ~s,-~m ~ m c~

~ ~t of ~¢w of ~m ~ vom~. ¯ ~t of ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~on ex~

v~~. _ not m~y ~ a ~on o~’~ s~os ~ I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~uld
~t ~ply ~ ~= a~ut ~I~ but ~ a ~ng, tabu= s= of ~ws ~m ~�

w~s ~d ~~t m~o~ ~~ wo~ ~ ~ ~el~t of ~o~
~~ ~ w~ s~ a mn~r~ ~s of~6~ ~~, ~~ ~

As ~h~ National Assessment moved" alau~ tlds vision was con~Iicamd 8y a numb= of factors.
A National Synth~ds Team was added to~th~ mix lamr ~n 19~., sl~Sdng toward a tOl~lown
assessment approach, erealing tenons that cam~ to a h~1 at a ~ationaI warkshop in Monterey,
CA, in mid-1998. Teile.ml agendas sup~xt~g diffemht aspects ofthe National

~_~o~d_=i,~s:= .. _g~ .cantly d~.e~nt lev~ of-,,ml~Ort and ~ ,m~. g ord~ regarding ¯
==o~..r mvmvemsnt. P~ps the n~].st tzoublc~me co~g issu~ and one that continues
to r~ve~ra~ today, is that many of th~ s=~~r l~afdcipan~s in tlm original workshops
p~rsuaded to lend their time and Icgifim~:p by a promis~ that th~ pafd~l~ion wou~d b¢ just the
beginning of a long-te..rm com.mJ~ent ~n.d~ structure fo~ involvement, llnking ~gional and
sectoml stakehold~rm with frde~ gow~t~zcnt de.~’bez~o~.s. W’~Idn Imlf a ye~, that
commimmnt was in s=~ous qucst~; and, dssl~ �ff-== ~y some asssssment ~ and ag~cy
rcpres~nt~iv~s, ~ has been very ]i~ ~llow-up beyond a low of the z~gions, such as :he
M~ddle Atlantic.                      .
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A quick xzading of ~s to the sur~y do not ~ to ~ th~ hntmmions. For
instanc~ ready 40~ oftl~ z~p~ts ~ t~ ~ ~vol .ve~qug~o~ tobe
"notxelcvant," sayin~tlm~-il,hadno~ ~ffty~saidttmt forthelr + (ffthe
~.~ment there were specific.goals for smkeimader invulvem~mt, while 57 ~ fl~xe wer~ not.
Regarding how well tho gos.l~ were met, 13 said vea-y well, 19 ~ly well, and 14 not welL

z~adins of tho commeats of th~ ~spondea~ id~ntflie, d as W, av~ l~ictpants (as dcno~.a oy
lmld wztmnde~t numbe.ts) ~uggest a nm~ moxe consisteat and podtiw evaluation of the valu~ of
non-expert stakeholder invo|vemxcnt.

The following qu~tions wan-ant further ¢cn.qide~tion:
Q6.1: How offecti~e.was stakdtolder Imtidpation in the vadous ~egtonal and sextmal

Q~.2: Whatwe~.t~impacts of smkeatolder patticiimtion in those ca,~ wlm~ttwa~:.
effective, trod what tessons can be lean~ titan those oxpedenves?

Q6.3:" V~aat stratc~es might I~ ~ to ttta]~ st~ehold*r Patlicitration i~ forum
assessm~n’~ =m oagoi~ proc~s ratlmr th~ a sedos of ono-timo ~xcount=,?
Would doing this lead to morn informed or ~ve assets? Why?

- 12-
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The Organization Plan for the N=

As an organiz~onal raxt~’px’isc and
momentous ~. Through
highly stmctm~d synthesis objective
participants ~t th~ local and ~giozm]

impmtant national environmental pc

It pr~ided a pro~ess where these
comment.

Glvau all of the effort and output ~e~
consider whether the ~onal
a key obj~ctiw ofth~ National Asse~
"both public and private’sectur.pamu
In retrospect, tkis objective s~m~s p~
analytical dimeasions ofth~ National

texm and bett~ m~Ie~’tood science m~
would be dmllenging enough. Non~
dozens ofwoflcshops and r~gioral �~
and did produ~ an impressive znnnbe

Council (NSTC) and its subsidimy, tl$

Assessment pro~ss.

National A~.~cssmemt Synthesis "F=
of~e National Assessment process a~

202 482 B318 -> OSTP;    Page 20
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Discussion Note 8:
~ d~zsslon ~t the workshop:

Assessment

~ process, the National Assessment was a

~ve]s. It izrrolved tho pazticipafion of~ of

.~d ~~~ ~, ~ ~e ~ p~Hc ~ ~

~i~ ~~ a ~ o~ ~ ~ s~ ~.

=i to the National Assessment, it is only reasonable to
an fazfiitm~ or hamtmmd its ~. From its inception,
mm~t was "[t]o assure a fully ~ process" in~lud~ff
s across the spectrum ofsta~hold~r interests in the U.S.’~
limdarly ambitious in combinstion with the s~ and otl~r
,~,ssem~ent (e.~.. long time hozizon, ~ outcomes,
~ng rids objective on a nnflanal scale for a far more short-

=eless, the National Assessmcat, largely organize, around
~rts, did involv~ ~ numb=m of =xp=~ and stalmhotders
ofre~x~.

we, re the N’a~ional Science and Tvclmology
Commitum o~ Environment and.Natmal Resources

Sabcommittce on Global Chang~ P,~az~h (SGCR),
iml~lem~z~t~’tion, and spons~ of the N~tiorm!

~:¢d for the process ~cludcd:        ,

~=n (NAST) which °~xro~ddcd overall iuteHe~ual ov~-ight
had specific ~’b~ity for the Synthesis P~port, ~

recommending guidelines for the r~g[o al enslysis tmnplates. Th~ Synth~is Team was a

summary of the orgm~zationalplau canb~ :and at: http’J/www.~sgcrp, gov/usgarp/nscc~aukground/ov~mizafion].
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co~ c~ .rid
government, a~atcm~ ~’

r tho F~ Adviso~ Committ~ Act with mcmb¢~ drawn
Id ttm private sc~to~"

used. (50% non~ at all).
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~SST. SEC. NOA~ ~022

!
|

Lzm-a~; f~m the N=ttoa=l Au~==m=t

BroazIty d~cs¢ might be chamcmdz=
1. I:~vdoping imla~ve~

imlz~s,
Eagaging, motivating

pro~ poli~=d
Persmding pcopl~ ttmt

5. Advancing the state of the
and ~ tools and

Mofivaions 1, 2 and 3 w~� qui~
Motivation 4 probably wzs also
objective of the National A~
supl~ted by NSF, DoE~ NOAA

given to ~� obj~dves:

:,v=l l~.va~ sector .a=k~l~tory dedsio~ =al~g to
~t a variety of lcve.ls,
climate problem is ~ t~e= seriously.
ass=~smmt azt ~n o_--xlcr to develop az~d d~mo~sma~ new

idtly motivations for the National ~ssessm~. ~_
ant, though not explicitly slat~ Motivation 5 was not an
’,~t it has been a prim~ considenUlon in assessment wozk

had som¢ involvement with the Natio=d
~.~lativo wdgiRing that tttey bdieve was and should

aml =:c~mt~ dcsczipfion of th~
imFacts of climate change thst.l.~ ~rmntly lmssiblv~             .
Teach - educat~ the pa~dcipant,~ in the asse, ssmcnt process about the scivnce of climate
change and its possible ~mpac~L
Involve - involve as many pc~!e as 9ossible in thinking about aald urging that
apgropriam actions be taken hi ~onne.ction with d/mate change. "

These catego~vs con~po~ m~=!fly to,motivations’l-3 above.

Average results suggest that =cslyonds~f~ bdi¢vv that a greatvx e~l~hasis was and should bv given
.m the as~e#s o~e, ctive-(was: 47% am] s,t~uld: 43%) zdative to those effczts given to teach (was:
27% and should: ~%) and to b~volve’~t (was: 26% and shoukh 28%). Avvrage grad~
assigned in the gradiug portion d the =~rv~y provi& some indic~tion of how wall respondeuts
bali.eyed the National Assessment did b’~ de~ling with specific tas~ that fail in thsss broad areas:

17-
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ASST. SEC. NO,U, ~023

With respect to
use a process

What

provide ~-the.-srt analytical support for groups of stnkcho~:
, of ea~r nationa~ or mgiou~. ~ pert’otto state-of-the-m

, ~ g=ze~ ~zi~ "Eom stakeholders.
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.Q9.4: In tim spac~
regional and

what should b~ the: balance of objectives
assessments? .Are the~’� othe~ objectives, which

r tl:ds
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~025

National ~ersus Regional Assessm~

assessments ~t~meated a v=7 high

Note

~ediscusd~ at the wezkshop:
National Assesm~t

The Survey also raised the question

of the 136 individuah responding to a xeqt~st
Ass~-sment in assessing zegional iI~pacts, 53%-

or C.. Sixty-s~x pczomt judged ~ gnxiucts of th~
=~d l~rsuasive. This collective judgment seems to

iss~ssment as s~enti~tcally pxematt~ is not easily

The poteudal
assessments ar~ ¢quaIly cle.m=

stakeholders;
,easily respond to the goals and objectives of "local"
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cons~ that the next
of ¢limam change and vari
sul~mrted hut not dir~ted

and natioaal labs. They
justified by an
address. They complain
models and modeJz~s-
resolution

bilky should ~om be shapFd" by the z~ons and s~-’to~s, ana

~r coozdinamd by the federal govcmmco~

t~sity, and national lab scientists from around ths country, as an
~I in their r~:eipt of fedm~’funds R~r climst~zelat~d zascarch, to
:rtisc availabl~ (within reasoambls limits) to assist such regional or,

- 21 -
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ASST. S]ZC. NOAA ~027

Questions for discussion inclnd¢:
QIO.I: Wlmt is the ~Rity

r~gional scale? What
sectoral impact

Q10.2:Should fuULre
x~gional and sectorzl
not7

Q10.3: How
should be in charge7

scientifically valid impact assessmvnts at a
serious scientific clmllmz~ in regional and

and how might these challenges be bctt~ met in

effm’t shift from a national focus to a bottom-up
as this discussion not~ has l:l~posed? Why or why

ssctoral assessments b~ organiz~ and ftmdcd? Who
the bRl?
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One of the great stmugths of the N~
bringing many individaals for thv f~
ass=ssm~nu A substantial majority
wisdom and dedication.of th~ F.op]e
~o the National Asscssm~ut as a lif~-

That said, them is also a dRra~ of w]
numb= of the Survry ~. ~=

:fim~ into a complex, in~disdplinm3’, IR’oblcm-dfiwn

hcy.m~t waddag on the National Asse.ssme.~ A f~w ref~

~t can only be calted disdain running ttm~ a si .ga_ificant
t of tlmse am fzom natural scieatists ~

i~logists- who am dismissive o tim i@oranc¢ (o~ cRmamlogy, presumably) of many of

s~entists). And anumber ofbo~ a~
National As.se.ssment for making wl~
the assessm~mt to b~ too much of a ~

minm’ity view among th~
canb~ safely igaomd, andit
r~s~ ~,, future ~-o~ to Imm~ss ~

P~s future effam, such
training rim assessors about

e~u~ltnant" y di~cutt to do wall.

places. They n~l to do so i~
in a vigorous and high stakes polidcd
excrc~ was
l~-ospccts for leaming-while-dotug.

out such assessnem~, though the Canadians,
am far ahead of the Unit~ Stat~ in tzying to loam to

survey clearly mJ~md=~’tood the nam~
to adopt supporting zoles. This is less their fault, than
not manage to conv~y to tJaes~ disRffe~d individuals

to accomplish, and how ~he various roles had to
eden was going to be a success.

h
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assessmemts ax~ not jtm al~
~g~amacy (i.e., faim=s of
questions and the mmlysi~
optimizing on one of th~

stakehold=s simultaneou.,~l
SurT~y results suggest that’
not ev¢~ see it as sometb~

One thing soch a
otganimflon dmula host at
the respond=xts to the survt
to b¢ tmtte.c imulm~ from
~peax~ to them to hr.
d~at cmdibiIRy
how nm’ow and hjsmdc.~

Tim following am among th
Qli.1: Slmuld ftlr~

Q11.2:

QII.3:

critical mml~
ofwhata gh

things, auX o
achieve effet
How impo~

Many partierl
climat~ ~ n~

a ~ng~ s~
ofs~,~

202 4B2 6318 -> OSTP; Page 2g

ASST. SEC. NOAA [~1029

goodly numb~ of those involved ~n the Nmional ~t did

: would ~ to discuss is the qu~tie~x of what kind of an
messnr~ lilm the Natimml ~ A significant umnber at’
appear pretty certain that a be~t~ National. Assessment would have

i~-~al inm’v~ndon and ~ thah thr first National Ar, s=sm~
is surely true. But. that those mspondem could casually sugg~
zh ss NSF or ~ven lqRC would ~.solv," the ix, oblem only
:.minfonn~ In.Uia.l views on this ~xportmxt topic a~e ]gouty to

- 24 -
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ASST. SEC. NOAA ~0~0

Politics

Because outreach and involvement’
assessmeut, in the evaluative survey

summary of sm’vey ~eaponses), The

th~ judsme~ betweett what they
overall the ~¢es between the

This is eaeafly inmeated by plots
(solid dots with numbers indicate

~itis inevitable tlm auy natic~ cr regional
,eminent will have, or at least b~ pea’ceived by sonm to lmve,

¯ o tmceptiom Whatever the reality, thm~ w~ the
iotivated in d~iik~t part by t~ ~~tial ambitlms of
tmbgamial focus on outms~h aud broad citizea involvement

Ptesidene$ off~ to bm’ld a widex commmfity of
Imve been the eaimate potkv of a

t relativdy large role in tt~ amivities of the .
to as~.~m, at paxtieipams, we aslmd

thought tim balan~’mmmlly was, aud what it should have
"."t~ch," and "involw" (se~ pa~ 56 ofth~
were posed by astiag ~ to ~ mO

occm~ed, and wh~ they think should Mve occun’ed,
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100%

Howewz, believing that an A~
"involve" is not the same as a~

~ve~ risks :Agenoy agenda bias in the assessnwnt

~dividuals (w~ to: get maxfie~ buy a l~ousc;.hav~ kids;
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Workshop Agenda - Learning from the National Assessm~t April 29, 2004

1:00

1:15

2:45

3:45

4:00

5:00

Framing the second Working Group Sessions on
"Evaluating the Assessment and Improving Next Time" - G. Morgan

Break into working groups

Group D: Purpose(s) of Assessment- B. Fisehhoff, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 9,10,12

Group E: Organizing and Managing Future Assessments - B. Clark, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 8,10,11,12

Group F: Performing Assessment in an (Inevitably) Political Setting - R. Cantor, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 9,10,12

Breakout reports followed by Questions and Discussion

Break

Panel: What have we learned? - G. Morgan (chair), J. Jacoby, S. Kane, A. Kinzig,
J. Mahoney (?), and R. Street

End of Workshop
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8:00

8:30

8:40

8:50

9:10

9:20

9:35

9:45

I0:00

10:15

10:30

12:00

12:45

workshop Agenda
Learnin’g from the National Assessment

AAAS Building, 1200 New York Avenue, NW
"v~ashington, DC

April 29, 2004

Registration

Coffee, tea and light breakfast snacks

Welcome and an explanation of the workshop’s objectives - G. Morgan

Questions and Discussion

The National Assessment: An overview of the process ~ T. Janetos

The National Assessment: A view from the trenches - A. Fisher

Questions and Discussion

The survey of folks involved with the National Assessment - G. Morgan

Questions and Discussion

Break

Framing the first Working Group Sessions on
"Performing the Assessment" - G. Morgan

Break into working groups

Group A: Assessment Methods - S. Schneider, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 1,2,3,4

Group B: Social Issues - T. Wilbanks, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 2,4,5,6

Group C: Stakeholders and Communication - K.. Jaeobs, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 2,5,6,7

Breakout reports followed by Questions and Discussion

Working Lunch

0019Z8
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Workshop Agenda- Learning from the National Assessment " April 29, 2004

1:00

1:15

2:45

3:45

4:00

5:00

Framing the second Working Group Sessions on
"Evaluating the Assessment and Improving Next Time" - G. Morgan

Break into working groups

Group D: Purpose(s) of Assessment-B. Fisehhoff, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 9,10,12

Group E: Organizing and Managing Future Assessments - B. Clark, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 8,10,11,12

Group F: Performing Assessment in an (Inevitably) Political Setting- R. Cantor, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 9,10,12

Breakout reports followed by Questions and Discussion

Break

Panel: What have we learned? - G. Morgan (chair), J. Jacoby, S. Kane, A. K_inzig,
J. Mahoney (?), and R. Street

End of Workshop
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From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Margarita Gregg [Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov]
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2004 12:20 PM
To: CCSP@usgcrp.gov; CCSP_INFO@usgcrp.gov; wgcc@usgcrp.gov
Subject: [ccsp] Decisions and Actions from CCSP Principals Teleconference 26April
Attached is a brief summary of the items discussed at the CCSP Principals Teleconference on Monday,
April 26th. Please note the following actions which require a prompt response:

Brief’mg for House and Senate Staff on CCSP and NOAA FY05 Budget Requests

Briefmg is scheduled for May 3, 10:30AM-12:30 P.M in 364 Dirksen, the Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Room. Please plan to attend or designate a representative foryour agency. We ask that you
forward (1) the name of your agency representative, and (2) suggested Senate and House committees
that should be contacted to attend the briefing. Please forward this information to
Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov.

Development of interagency crosscut FY06 priorities from the CCSP Strategic Plan

Agencies who have not sent in input for the FY06 coordination and integration process need to respond
to me by C.O.B. Friday, April 30th. Jim Connaughton emphasized the importance of this activity at the
IWGCCST meeting held Tuesday, April 27th.

Margarita

M.E. Conkright Gregg, Ph.D.

Temporarily at:
Climate Change Science Program Office
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue
Suite 250
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: (202)419-3466
Fax: (202)223-3064
Email: Marqarita. Greqq@noaa.gov

file://G:\FOIA - Climate\2004\Deliberative\4.04-7.06\ccsp Decisions and Actions from CC... 4/11/2007
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Coone~/, Phil

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Holbrook, William F.
Thursday, April 29, 2004 3:57 PM
Cooney, Phil
Inside EPA article today - GHG

UTILITIES DP~AFT GREENHOUSE GAS PACT TO WIN NEW DOE COMMITMENTS

Date: April 30, 2004 -

The electric utility industry is circulating among its members a draft industry-government
agreement on collaborative, voluntary steps to achieve the Bush administration’s
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions goals in what utility sources call an effort to jump-start
negotiations on terms favorable to the industry.

The draft memorandum of understanding (MOU), obtained by Inside EPA, demonstrates the
electric utility industry’s interest in winning major new government commitments
supporting research on GHG reduction technologies. It also includes language calling for
flexible provisions in upcoming changes to Department of Energy (DOE) emissions reporting
guidelines.

Industry sources say the draft, prepared by the Edison Electric Institute (EEI), comes in
response to pressure from the administration to complete detailed agreements to achieve
the White House’s goal of reducing GHG "intensity" by 18 percent. Emissions "intensity"
measures environmental efficiency rather than absolute reductions. Sources say EEI is
circulating the draft within the industry before sending it to DOE, though many elements
of it likely reflect previous discussions between DOE and the industry.

The draft agreement outlines a plan under which DOE and the industry within six months
would jointly identify high priority research, development and deployment areas for
advanced emission reduction technology. This effort would include ~evaluating potential
new policy mechanisms to support early commercial uses of the technologies developed"
under a power sector research, development and deployment program.

The draft~ comes as sources say high-level White House and DOE officials have been
contacting individual companies in an effort to move along negotiations on GHG reduction
agreements. Relevant documents are available on InsideEPA.com.

The administration is negotiating with a coalition of industry groups known as Power
Partners, who have committed to participate in the administration’s Climate Voluntary
Innovative Sector Initiatives: Opportunities Now (VISION) program. Announced in February
2003, the program envisions partnerships with several industry sectors to achieve an
economy-wide 18 percent reduction in GHG emissions per unit of economic output by 2012.
Power Partners includes over half a dozen utility trade associations -- including EEI, the
American Public Power Association and the Nuclear Energy Institute -- as well as the
Tennessee Valley Authority.

Utility negotiations with the administration on the effort had slowed in recent months for
several reasons, including the departure of DOE undersecretary Bob Card and industry
concerns over changes to existing rules for reporting voluntary reductions of emissions
under the DOE’s 1605 (b) program, industry sources say.

The draft MOU appears to be an effort to revive the collaboration. According to an April
22 version of the plan, "The Power Partners and DOE view the development and use of
advanced technologies as critical to the achievement of the President’s goal" for reducing
GHG emissions.

According to an attachment to the plan on technology efforts, DOE and the industry over a
five year period would work to implement public-private partnerships for research,
development and deployment of advanced technologies, beginning as soon as fiscal year 2006
or even earlier. In addition, the agreement envisions ~,~.~s~o~al authorization for

1
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financial incentives to boost early commercial use of advanced technologies developed
under the collaborative efforts.

A separate draft work plan accompanying the text discusses the potential for joint
government-industry projects that could obtain pollution reductions both within the
utility industry and in other sectors, including work on an electric utility hybrid
"bucket" truck that could ultimately be used bi several different sectors. ~The goal is to
develop a commercial hybrid work truck and meet 2010 emissions standards three years ahead
of the federal goal while improving fuel economy 50 percent (and thereby reducing
emissions)," the work plan states. The work plan also outlines a number of initiatives the
industry has already begun for curbing emissions growth.

One industry source says a number of actions the draft documents call for have caused at
least some concern within the industry, including a call for annual progress reports on
activities and accomplishments under the climate VISION program, and development of a
standardized metric for measuring progress in curbing GHG intensity. ~This report and the
accompanying analysis will reflect anticipated future trends and conditions within the
power sector and other major sectors of the U.S. economy," the documents say. The source
says the provisions could open the industry up to harsh scrutiny.

The documents also appear to include policy positions that echo industry criticism of
administration efforts to reform the existing 1605 (b) emissions reporting program at DOE.

The draft work plan states that DOE and other federal agencies will consider allowing
registration of specific "stand-alone, credible projects" that reduce emissions. DOE, in
contrast, had floated revisions to 1605 (b) calling for facilities and companies to report
their overall emissi.ons reductions when registering the cuts, a standard the industry
calls inflexible.

The work plan also says DOE will consider polices that allow registration of past as well
as future actions to address climate change, another sticking point i~ the 1605 (b) reform
process. The document does not specifically call for transferable credits to be awarded to
companies that make emissions reductions -- a major unresolved issue under the 1605 (b)
reform process -- but does call for ~baseline protection or registration of past and
future actions." -- Doug Obey

Source: Inside EPA via InsideEPA.com

Date: April 30, 2004

Issue: Vol. 25, No. 18

© Inside Washington Publishers

INSIDEEPA-25-18-2
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8:00

8:30

8:40

8:50

9:10

9:20

9:35

9:45

10:00

10:15

10:30

12:00

12:45

Workshop Agenda
Learning from the National Assessment

AAAS Building, 1200 New York Avenue, N
Washington, DC

Registration

Coffee, tea and light breakfast snacks

Weleorne and an explanation of the workshop’s objectives-

Questions and Discussion

The National Assessment: An overview of the process - T.

The National Assessment: A view fi-om the trenches- A.

Questions and Discussion

The survey of folks involved with the National Assessment

Questions and Discussion

Break

Framing the first ,Working Group Sessions on
"Performing the Assessment" - G. Morgan

Break into working groups

Group A: Assessment Methods - S. Sehueider, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 1,2,3,4

Group B: Social Issues - T. Wilbanks, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 2,4,5,6

Group C: Stakeholders and Cornmunicafi.on - K. Jacobs, cha

Relevant Discussion Notes: 2,5,6,7

Breakout reports followed by Questions and Discussion

Working Lunch

Morgan

aaetos

her

G. Morgan

[r

April29,2004
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Workshop Agenda- Learmng from the National Assessment

1:00

1:15

2:45

3:45

4:00

5:00

Framing the second Working Group Sessions on
"Evaluating the Assessment and Improving Next Time" - G

Break into working groups

Group D: Purpose(s) of Assessment-B. Fischhoff, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 9,10,12

Group E: Organizing and Managing Future Assessments - B.

Relevant Discussion Notes: 8,10,11,12

Group F: Performing Assessment in an (Inevitably) Political

Relevant Discussion Notes: 9,10,12

Breakout reports followed by Questions and Discussion

Break

Panel: What have we learned? - G. Morgan (chair), J. :Iacob~.
J. Mahoney (?), and R. Street

End of Workshop

April 29, 2004

Morgan

21ark, chair

;etting- R. Cantor, chair

S. Kane, A. Kinzig,
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Wo~kshep Agenda
Learning from the National Assessment

AAAS Building, 1200 New York Avenue, NW
Was~ngton, D,C

April 29, 2004

|

8:00

8:30

Registration

Coffin, tea and light breakfast ~mcks ......

Welcoms and an explanation of the workshop’s objectivss- G. Morgan

8:40

8:50

9:10

9:20

9:35

Quesfiona and Discusdo~

The National Assessment: An overview of the process - T. ~anetos

Questions and Discussion

The ~’~ey of folk~ invOlved.with the National Assesmacnt-O. Morgan

9:45, Questions and Discussion

Io:o0 ~r¢&

’ I0:15.

10:30

Framixtg the first Working Group Sessions on
"Performing the Assessment"~ G. Morg~

Break into working groups

¯ ..Group

Group’B:

Assessmm~ Methods..- S. Schneider, chair

Relevam Discussion Notes: 1,2,3,4

Social Issues- T. %~,’1~ anks, chair

.12:00

¯ ~2:~5

Relevant Discussion Notes: 2,4,5,6

Group C: Stakeholders an Commumcatton- K. ~aco~b~ chair

¯ Relevant.Di,~ussion Notes: 2,5,6,7 . ~"

Breakout reports followed by Questions and Discussion

Wccldng Luu~,h          "
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I:00

1:1.5

2:45

3:45

4:00

5:00

Framing the second Working Group Sessions on
"Evaluating ~ Ass~.ssm~n’t and Improving Next Tim~" =~ O.,~ Morgan

Break into working groups

Relevant Dis~ssion Note, s: 9,10,12

GrOup E: Organizing and Managi~. g Future Asse, ss.ments -:~B: Cla~k, chair

¯ Relevant DiscussionNote~: 8,10,11,12

Group ~ P~rfor~. Ass~ment i~. an (In=vitably) PoliR~al SeRc~g*- R. Cantor, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 9,10,12

Breako~tt report~ followed by Ques.tions and DiScussion

Bleak "~" ~ "

Panel: What have we leameK! -. ’G. Morgan (chair), I. Jacoby, S. Kan¢, A. Kirmig,

~’. Mahoney (?), and R. Stre.~t

Bud of Workshop -- ;. ¯ ,
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]Framing the first W, orld~8 5~o~ S.essioas on
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Group C: Stakahold¢~ ~=| Commonic~on -K. ~raco.bs, chair
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,....Group D: Pt~rpos¢(s) of Ass.~sm~cnt- B. Fiscl~tofi~ chair

~le~t Dis~dc~o~: 9,10,I2

2:45

4:00 P~¢I: What have wol~Tr,xi? - G. ~ (ch~), ]. Jamb% S. ~, ~ ~

I
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~ Bu ~1~ ~ New York Avenu~ ~
W~on, DC

, Perform/rig the Assessment                  -
] :~ Choosing Poss;’ble .Ftn~t~ ~ ~or Exami~tion

5 Mitigation and
~: Stake.hoIder Participation

"7: Comm~ Re~]~ to the Public and r~ Po1{cy Mak~

Evaluatiag the Assessment and [mprovf~ 1qTe:~ .Tllme

: 9: ThePm’~e~s) orAng,meat
10: NatiOnal versus

12: Pofitic~ and
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!                       ’
I
!

[~oo~

I
I

!
!

Possible Future ~Cl~ma~s for Ex~mination

OfficiaIly, th~ National As~e~m~nt ~dol~.d three s’tratcgi~ for characterizing possibl~ futuz~
Climates to be ,considered (see- p~ge !4 oi’ thel~aXional Synth~is Rcpo~.

. HZsu~caZ ze~ords o.fFa~, dima~ vafiabUity an~ change;
¯ Scczmrlo az~ysis usi.l~ lzrge-sc~l~ g(mezal ~~ mode4s (GCMs); and
¯ Sez~M~7 analysts thatches, "what degx~ o~cliznate cJ~ange would cause significant

impa~ r~ ~tm-al axzdlmman sysZems" ofiz~mst?

|
II,
I
!
!

:!
,!

!,!

i
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Re¢e.tved;    4128/O4, 12:~PM; 202 462 ~316 "-> OE;TP; Pago 7

04/25/04     11:49 F.~ 102 482 6318 ASST. SEC, NOM~ ~007

Th~ abeve �onsiderations l,;d to the following questions fo~discms~on:
QI.I:

Q1.3:

Is it in fac~ tte c~, as this disctmsion note has mZtmcL
(ev~ ~m tt ~~ of m~ ~d ~M~ ~s)

that futme c~jmam as, e~,ment, ma~: ~ 8tearer use of o~er metim~
identifyi~ or defining tim eaimat, ftaur~ who, e impa~ they w~l

R. Karl, "C11mam Change ~--maarios for ~h~
Meteoro!ogtca~ Society, pp.:1711-1723, ~ber, 2003.

,̄ ~ ~                      ~
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I
I
I
I
I
I

Prepared to sl|mu]~st~ discussion at the workshop:
I~u’n~ iX-ore ~eNattunal

Wasbb~gton, DC - April 29;2004

Wl~� s~vcral tcan~ in~olv~ in the )~[ational Ass~sme~ mad~ ~iv¢ us~ of
analytical tools to mc~eJ clima~ ch~,]g= (using th~ Canadian and Hadley OCt--), otto
i~ likely’laz~s.~ale e~81ogical iml~:~s (using mock.Is such as VF_MAP and DISTRm), me level
of sophi~. "cation in analysis of soc~l ~md’economi~ impac~ wa~ ~oqsick~51y l~s

Poimlation and economic ~ecttons ~e.ze developed and distributed to all the assessment teams.
"Uneir u~ was’ uu~vm~.

There ax~ a numb~ of groups acrox~ ~he U.S..m;d ar~nd tlm wor~ ~ ~ve ~ ~g

T~ ~ncl~ ~ giv~ ~e ~ ~ a~ ~d ~ ~flv~y~ e~ of
~y p~cip~ ~ ~ ~~t

one or ~ ~d~ f~ ~
~d~ wo~d ~ ~ most ~

~it ~yond ~e b~ ~os?                       .,

Wheu asked, "did you ever see that gx~,dance~ 21% of x-c~xmdem~ sa~yes, 2~5~ said no, and
-54% did not respond. While most respondents apparc’ntly did not make use of this guidance,
thre~-quazters oftho~ who did try to follow Be ~uicbmc¢ X’~l~rtcd that they considezed the eHort
successful (63%) orparL_J, y successful (12qo). .......

While ~ appe.a~s ~o be littIc agrc~,x’~nt among rcspondents abo ,ut how to.imps’ore ~ ¯
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Rece:Lved: 4/28/04 12:55PM~; o 20~ 482 ,6’31~ o~, 98TP; Psge ~

04/2~/04     11:49 FA]: 202 462 6318 ASST. SEC. NOAA ~009

i.nd~-ated r, haJ:tf.another as~;,.~sment w..ex~e .done, social and ecooom, tc impacts should I:~

One L~c~ant pmb)em tha| l~a’st surfaced a~ the 3’~ly 1998 w.ox~shop in Mont~., CA
difficulty that m~ny peop!e appear to have in thinking aboat how socio-economzc systems could
evolve in th~ future. Many participants se~-med intent an believing that the future woutd be
pretty much ~ the pi~e=t in ~11 ze.~e~, exc~t for a changed clim~. Other
(moslty physical scienlistt) ~ the position th~ give~ the ve,~y high levels of u~eex~uty about
so~io-ecenomic pro~e, ~s~, t.~e was no w~ to say anything at all that was .use~ m~e than
few ye:~s into the future. Uader ~e v, trcums~�~s, given the ~ constraints on the proc~s,
assessment ~p con¢i~d~d .that they needed to ~ .~ time ho~zon on th~ socio-

The above �onaiderati~ns l~i to the fol!owing q~stion~ for discu.~ion:
Q2.1: Wa~ the l~ti,3na~ A~e~menCS ~ ofsocto-economte iml~ inadequate?

Note that d~.~.7~te the argum~ts outlined above, th= grade giwn to the
economic ~n~mcts sss¢ssmrm~ by par~i~ants in ~.� National _Assessm~
l)ag~ 53 ofiX.: smzmza~ of survey ~-ponses) is �ompaz~le to or only slightly
low~ than e~: gude ~i~en to oe~e~ pa~s of’tl~.a.essmem.

informed ~z~! cou~oz’tabl~ in ~ about how social and economic ~
mi~ cha~8,: over time peaiods of many

Q2.3~ What s~,ateg~ might be adopted in futm’e as. ~s~,~ ~-nts to p ,rc~. tea a~re -.~
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I
I
I
I
!

’1

l~©p~ed to ~suu~ste ~ou at the~vorkstmp:
I;emmlng tkom the.National ~sessment
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Reco£ved;    ~,/28104 12=55PM| 202 41~2’~318

04/25/04     11:~0 FA~ 202 482 6318 ~SS’I".

Just under half of the survey re.spond’et~s tndicatcd ~ ~ w~ ~t aw~ ~ eff~ m

Tim ~as for t~ uneven tre~ncrat seem likely

Most ~nd~ h~ no k~owl~ of ~ ~m~g e~ ~ ~m~
psycholo~ ~ ~ca~ ~ ~b~W wo~

¯ ~0 ~ do~t off how ~
Sc~ ~ Moss for d~ ~ w~ ~bu~ ~ p~u ~ ~e Na~
~m~

""

t
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Re~o£vod:    4/28/04

04/28/04     11:$0 FAZ 202 482 6318

"r~m am a number of ~Idngs t~o ass~ssmont did not tr~ to do but ndgh~lmv¢. If the c0U=try wcz:
do it again, which, if any~: Of ~ should ix: included as objectiws?                     ,

Smategies fo~ ~ucing !~e6.r~l~ouse g~ endsdons..

16%.a
15.-16~--19--42-~52
9%- -9%-1 ! %- 259’0-30%

,     10---12~26-£-47----45 " !

~" 6~-- 7%-7,!5%" 27~-

An exami~t~on of the cdmme=ts Rsted on ~ 6~-95 aim ~eveal a number of parti~ who
saw this absence’as a s=.’.,ous problem-

questions ari~:
QS.I: Iv; wlmt ways sho~ ~s~ ~Nor ~y ~=~ m c~ ~=ge ~

QS~: ov~ ~ ~, c~ ~ n~ ~ ~ only ~ ~t ~. m ~
~-~e :~ ~ �~ ~ ~ be of ~d or~ ~ m~

- lO-
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202 482 ~:318 -> O~TP;

ASS’r. SEC. NOAA.

i

as AnnPhher ~rnn Staw): t’bi] Mot~ (University of Washing~n),

A quick ~ of ~spons:s m th~ surv~-~ do not appr.ar to SUl~X~’the-,s¢ imprcs~ons." For
ins~uc~, z)~ciy 40~ of
¯ not rdcvant," saying

~~ how wcH

How~, ~ ~m~ ~e~ ~. it ~ ~ ~ o~= ~ ~t ~ of ~e
~ w~ ~volved:ia
~ ~ ~ .~~ of ~se r~n~n~ i~ ~ ~W P~m (~ ~ by

~.1: How

" Q6~: ~ w~ ti~ ~ of ~~~~n ~ ~o~ ~ ~ fl w~

12-
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04/28/04     11:51 FAX 202 482 6318..
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Received:    412~/04

The Organization Plan. ~or the 1~

Discussion Note $:
4mulate dbcu~ion at the workshop:
~fl’om the National Assessment

c-  ,pcu zoo .
rom~ ~� ’

,1

ed for th~ process included:

un (Z~AST) whi~ ~rovi’de~l ~v~ ~~l ov~i~t ,.,,
: ~ ~c ~~ for ~e ~~ ~ ~
~g a~ ~ o~t of~e s~ ~, ~ f~
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, 03f2~/04 11:Sl FAZ 202 4~2 e318

The NationaI Assessmen
"had lead-respons~iliw 1
C-x~xp had primary oven
w¢~ sponsored by incli~

�~-tablishe~ m ow~s~
National Assessm~ut Cot

^s..s?. s~c. ~o~
Page 21

-16-
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.*.04/28/04
4/28104

11:~1 FAZ 302 463 ~319
202    402 ~;~1~,    ->    OSTP; PSOe "22

ASS’;’. SEC.~" HOAA ""

l:~veloping improved i~
done ~, lpr~wnt them o~ a

F~S-, mot~v-~.k~ ~td

p.-’omming political
4. Pers.sdtn~
~. A~’ancing the state

and .:,~-ul

licitly motivations for the National Assessm~
,",ant, dmugh not explicitly stated. Motivatio~ 5 was not an ¯
~ it has been a la’ime consideration in assessment wmi:

m
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0~2;/04 11:$2 FA~ 202 482 6318

In t~ National Assessing,
made at a central, nadc=

syn~ at t,h¢ ~nd of ~

Theae arc obviously orb

Withrespect to pcoblcm
¯ use a pr.ocess ~

suppo~.Z
¯ use a ])roccss ~

course of a dek
Wire re~ ~o perfor~

¯ have a ~ ~

The ahoy; couside~aox

inthe d~

Q9.2: If they .~,

Q9.31

,]ed to the ~oltowing questions for discosdon:.
a~esgtl~t h d~ ~ ~ ~0~ ~ w~ ~fio~ for

~o~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s~ ~d~ ~ mi~t?

~t ~q~ons ~d ~su~? ~at ad~, ~ ~Y, ~ ~ ~ o

:~ n~on~ ~ ~ ~~7 How ~le ~ it ~ ~b~

~t ~ ]e~t p~ ~~ how ~ ~ ~ s~e ~at ~ ~

- 18-
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R oc=e:Lv@d =    4/28/04

.Q9.4: In th~ spac~ ofinvc
~egional and ~-to~

I

482 031B -> OS’I"P; Page 24

.,~ASST... SEe’, ~]o=~

’~’e-assess-te~h. wh~ should be thc balan~ of obJe.~"tivcs in
’ assc, ssnumts? Am the.re o~her objcc~ves, which m,~ no~
~ tlds ch~on?                        ¯
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4/28/04 "J 2 : 67PM;Reoe:Lvedt

I

,I

~$ST. SEC. NOAA

Th~ pot~ntial’advantages of a ccnu~
At least in [~ncipI~, such en spproach

. ~ility andquan~X
- ¢�onomte, s of scale in assert
- engng~memt of national
- learning across rcgionsls~ct

Th~ po~utial advantages of eucoors~
assessments arc equally �l~a~.

s~ekeholders;

Lrticips~, of r~ 136 indiyiduals ze.s~nding ~o a reque~
i~naJ .a.sse.ssm~nt iu assessing regional impacts,
iB. ~r C., Siny-stx p=~t judge~ .r~ p,,,~u~ of.d~
I[0 ~ndpc~uasiv~. ~T~ ~dv¢ judgment se~ms
ssc~sment as s’~’icnti~:~ inemaUn~ is not easily

and coordinated but regionally/scctorally executed
ional A~essment; o~
~uBber 6f xcgtonally/se~torally conodved and o~
govemmen~ se, bring a suppordng but i~ot coordinating

iu -t=~st~ ~gions/s~m-~ m ~ ~ ow~-

ore caddy ~.s~o~d to tl~ goals aud objectiv~ of "local"
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-
oblis~ion
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"¯ F~<: e:LveO :    4/2~t/04

On~ ~hing such a short-co.
organization should host az

, ~11.~: Shoed
~ ~y
of wh~ a ~

¢llma~ is no~
.Are tl~z~ u~
a s~n~ ~
ofsoc~,.~

202 4~2 fl~18 -> O~TP; Page

ASST. $£C. ~0AA

~t, it mi. ght have bcc~ wqrthwhile to spend more time getting buy-in
-t. aud t~e muI~lc par~ dm~ hallo ~�~:tos~�~ and support one
be-achicvc~L Perhaps the best way to do dXis is by tcaching from a
~vdy succz~ ~me.~s. Pas~ ~ff~oas to do t~s a~ Harvard’s

roc~ss i~ head~ all.sides ands~:ehold~’s in bo~h the s~ up o~ "
~d~a). bXost ~ass~ssmems of hot issu.~s st~:�~ notby
imensions, but by balanci~ across them so as to cream an "
~ thnt Ls seen.to bc credibl~ and salient and legitimat~ by multipi¢
, As hard as ¢his dynamic bal~cc is to accompEsh ~u l~ac~ce, ~a
~0odly n~umb~r of ~hose involved in ~he National Assessm~t did

only thing that ~ c~az~e over the cotws~ of �ondug deca~?
i~ng strau~cs that could b~ eHective in helping pmlicilmnts develop

’.0~csl0 cconomic, and ecological chan~?

- 24 -
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POlitics

Learnb
Wm

si~caa~ political ov~ones.

Discussion Note 12:~,-.-".. ’
ltmu~te discussion at the w~rkshop:
I~ ~)m t~, Nsdousl.4~se~ment

PC : z004

~ chan~, it is inevitable that any nationkl or regional
,ern~e. nt will have, or at least I~ IX~.~vc~! by son~ to have.

~bstandal focus mi outres~ and broad citlze~ involvement
¯ ~vlco President’s of He.~ to build ~ wide~ commtmity of
~f s~ppo~ for. what might h~ve ~n ~he climat= ~U~ of a

~lm~t~l to assessm~t particiFan~s, we asked
thottght the balah~’ac~ually.~as, and wh~!t _xhonJd have
;assess," .’te, ach,’ "~id "involve" (se~ page ~6 of th~

~ ~ ~ts display~d some �~:fe..r~ces
± occun.cd, and wha~, ~ should have ~
seas of’responses wez~ ~gl.igible.

r~Slx~cs~ of the ffxst 50 rcspond~ms, rclnoduced b~l.~ow
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"involve" is not th= san~ ~ i

In the workshop discussions,
questions:

QI2.1: Ar~ th~

QI2~ Do ~�

go to war, e~c.] ar~ made as a~{
this basis, o~e might argue
,and ~ot worth pursuing.

QI23: Does it mak~ s~
obj.:dye Ca=

*’se~-ch of.

202 402 ~18 -:,"

&SST, SEC. NOA~

i~ ~hould hav~ a sigttifict~ element of "t~ach" and

~ve ~Iministr~ve and funding me~arlsms for a National

dv~ of ~ ~vol~m~t by ~ve ~ A~,

,,individuals (wlg~aer to: g~ married; buy a lious~;.have kids;
heth~r to: privat~ a public se~ic~; subsidize a dmiz’ed active.,

~be obje~ve of baranced~~ assessmc~ is uaz-..altstic,
.

to’ strive fo~ balanced, impaztial, assessmeat ev~ if t~t
b~ ~ achieved? Almmatively. shoutd ot~ alzmdon tl~:
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8:00

8:30

8:40

8:50

9:10

9:20

9:35

9:45

10:00

10:15

10:30

12:00

12:45

Workshop Agenda
Learning from the National Assessment

AAAS Building, 1200 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, DC

April 29, 2004

Registration

Coffee, tea and fight breakfast snacks

Welcome and an explanation of the workshop’s objectives - G. Morgan

Questions and Discussion

The National Assessment: An overview of the process - T. Janetos

The National Assessment: A view from the trenches - A. Fisher

Questions and Discussion

The survey of folks involved with the National Assessment - G. Morgan

Questions and Discussion

Break

Framing the first Working Group Sessions on
"Performing the Assessment" - G. Morgan

Break into working groups

Group A: Assessment Methods - S. Schneider, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 1,2,3,4

Group B: Social Issues - T. Wilbanks, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 2,4,5,6

Group C: Stakeholders and Communication - K. Jacobs, chair

Relevant Discussion Notes: 2,5,6,7

Breakout reports followed by Questions and Discussion

Working Lunch

0019 8
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ccsp Draft Prospectus SA Product 3.1review requested by 18 May 2004otxt
From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of MOSS, Richard H
[Richard.Moss@pnl.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 04, 2004 3:12 PM
TO: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
Cc: wgcc@usgcrp.gov; ipo@usgcrp.gov; JAmthor; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov
Subject: [ccsp] Draft Prospectus, S&A Product 3.1, review requested by 18
May 2004

TO: CCSP Principals
CC: Interagency working 6roup co-chairs

Attached please find the draft prospectus for ccsP S&A Product 3.1--"climate models
and their uses and limitations, including sensitivity, feedbacks, and uncertainty
anal ysi s."

Please send your comments on this prospectus to sandy MacCracken
(smaccrac@usgcrp.gov) by COB on Tuesday, 18 April. This is only an internal
government review--please do not circulate the prospectus to those outside of
government. You are being asked to comment on the suitability of this draft for
public review, cCSP Principals will have a second opportunity to review and give
final approval to the prospectus after the public comments are received and the
document is revised accordingly.

Please follow these simple formatting steps to ensure that ccsPo collates the
comments correctly:

1) Include prospectus number and a short product q~alifier in the subject line of
the e-mail you use to submit your comments (e.g., 3.1 climate Model uses and
Limitations").

2) Refer to page and line numbering for each discrete comment.

3) Include your contact info in case we need to reach you for clarification.

CCSPO will collate all the comments and provide them to the product leads. Let me
know if you have any questions.

THANK YOU.

Richard

Richard H. MOSS, Ph.D.
Director, climate change science Program office (Incorporating the us 61obal change
Research Program and the Climate Change Research Initiative)
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065

Page 1
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M,,ssage Page 1 of 2

Cooney, Phil

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Peel, Kenneth L.

Thursday, May 06, 2004 8:07 AM

Vaughan Turekian (turekianvc@state.gov); Harlan L. Watson (watsonhl@state.gov); Kenneth L.
Peel (Kenneth L. Peel@ceq.eop.gov); Kenneth L. Peel (KLPeel@msn.com); Strong, Martina A.;
Boyd, Allison; Conde, Roberta L.; Connaughton, James; Cooney, Phil; Fiddelke, Debbie S.;
Graham, Thomas E.; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Holbrook, William F.; Joseffer, Daryl L.; Karp, Richard S.;
Nelson, David; Noe, Paul R.; O’Donovan, Kevin M.; Onley, Kameran L.; Pearce, Heather S.; Perino,
Dana M.; Sell, Clay; Shirzad, Faryar; Silverberg, Kristen

FW: UK Secretary of State for Environment Speech on Climate Change

FYI
..... Original Message .....
From: Christian.Turner@fco.gov.uk [mailto:Christian.Turner@fco.gov.uk]
Sent: Wednesday~ May 05, 2004 8:22 PM
To; Christian.Turner@fco.gov.uk
Subject; Secretary of State speech on Climate Change

Please find attached a link to the speech given by Rt Hon Margaret Beckett MP, UK Secretary of State for
Environment at Columbia University’s Earth Institute on 3 May, entitled "Strengthening the Transatlantic
Partnership on Climate Change: Good Business?".

ht__~p:llwww.defra.gov.uklcorporatelministerslspeecheslmbO40503.htm

In sum, the Secretary of State set out the scientific case for action on climate change, outlining the policies
through which the UK is currently taking international leadership on the issue. She emphasised the urgency of
the challenge, and outlined the UK experience & analysis showing that GDP and emissions reduction can be
"decoupled": "a 60% reduction in carbon emissions would be of the order of 0.5 - 2% of total GDP by 2050. Put
more simply,.it would be equivalent to the loss of six months growth over 50 years against a backdrop in which
wealth had tripled in those 50 years." She stressed the costs of inaction, the business opportunities that were
giving the UK and others a "first mover advantage", and pointed to her interest in steps being taken by NE US
states to reduce emissions.

If you would like any more information, please let us know.
Christian Turner
1st Secretary Energy & Environment
British Embassy Washington

Tel: (202) 588 6682

Fax: (202) 588 7915

www.bdtainusa.com

Visit http://www.fco.gov.uk for British foreign policy news and travel advice; and http://www.i-uk.com
- the essential guide to the UK.

Please note that all messages sent and received by members of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office and
its missions overseas may be monitored centrally. This is done to ensure the integrity of the system.

5/6/2004
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M~ssage Page 1 of 2

Cooney, Phil

From: Peel, Kenneth L. . -
~.,

Sent: Thursday, May 06, 2004 8:07 AM .~
To: Vaughan Turekian (turakianvc@state.gov); Harlan L. Watson (watsonhl@state.gov); Kenneth L.

Peel (Kenneth L. Peel@ceq.eop.gov); Kenneth L. Peel (KLPeel@msn.com); Strong, Martina A.;
Boyd, Allison; Conde, Roberta L.; Connaughton, James; Cooney, Phil; Fiddelke, Debbie S.;
Graham, Thomas E.; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Holbrook, William F.; Joseffer, Daryl L.; Karp, Richard S.;
Nelson, David; Noe, Paul R.; O’Donovan, Kevin M.; Onley, Kameran L.; Peame, Heather S.; Pedno,
Dana M.; Sell, Clay; Shirzad, Faryar; Silverberg, Kdsten .

Subject: FW: UK Secretary of State for Environment Speech on Climate Change

FYI
.... Original Message ....
From= Christian.Turner@fco.gov.uk [mailto:Christian.Tumer@fco.gov.uk]
~ent; Wednesday, May 05, 2004 8:22 PM
To= Chdstian.Tu rner@fco.gov.uk
Subject; Secretar~ of State speech on Climate Change

Please find attached a link to the speech given by Rt Hon Margaret Beckett MP, UK Secretary of State for
Environment at Columbia University’s Earth Institute on 3 May, entitled "Strengthening the Transatlantic
Partnership on Climate Change: Good Business?".

~://www.defra.gov.uldcorporate/ministers/speeches/mb040503. htm

In sum, the Secretary of State set out the scientific case for action:or~ climate change, outlining the policies
through which the UK is currently taking international leadership oh tl;le issue. She emphasised the urgency of
the challenge, and outlined the UK experience & analysis showing’that GDP and emissions reduction can be
"decoupled": "a 60% reduction in carbon emissions would be of the order of 0.5 - 2% of total GDP by 2050. Put
more simply, it would be equivalent to the loss of six months growth over 50 years against a backdrop in which
wealth had tripled in those 50 years." She stressed the costs of inaction, the business opportunities that were
giving the UK and others a "first mover advantage", and pointed to her interest in steps being taken by NE US
states to reduce emissions.

If you would like any more information, please let us know.
Christian Turner
1st Secmtaqf Energy & Environment
British Embassy Washington

Tel: (202) 588 6682
Fax: (202) 588 7915
www.bfitalnusa.corn

Visit http://www.fco.gov.uk for British foreign policy news and travel advice; and http://www.i-uk.com
- the essential guide to the UK.

Please note that all messages sent and received by members of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office and
its missions overseas may be monitored centrally. This is done to ensure the integrity of the system.

5/6/2004
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G A 0
U~t~ Sm~ ~ner~ A~oun~g Office
W~ton, DC 20548

May 7, 2004

Mr. Otto L Wolff
Chief Fmancial Officer and
Assistant Secretary for Administration

Department of Commerce

Dear Mr. Wolff:

This is to notify you that the U.S. Genial Accounting Office is initiating a review of threo issues
relating to climate change. This work responds to a request from the Chairman and Ranking Member
of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

Specifically, we plan to examine (I) efforts by the U.S. Climate Change Science Program to comply
with the reporting requirements of the 1990 Global Change Research Act; (2) the possible effect of
climate changeon federal lands during the past 50 years and available literature on the potential
impact of climate change on federal lands in the next 50 years; and (3) trends in federal spending on
climate change over the past decade. The study will be conducted under engagement code 360457.

During the course of our work, we plan to contact the U.S. Climate Change Science Office and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, under the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Oceans and Atmosphere.

This work will begin immediately and will be performed by staff from our Natural Resources and
Environment team in Washington, D.C. We will be contacting you soon to set up an entrance
conference.

We would appreciate your notifying the appropriate offices in your agency and identifying a point of
contact for this engagement. If you have any questions, please contact John Stephenson, Director, at
(202) 512-6225, stephenseni @~.O.ZOv; David Marwick, Assistant Director, at (202) 512-6775,
matwicke@gao.gov; or Anne Johnson, Analyst-in-Charge, at (202) 512-6188, ~ohnsonak@gao.gov.

Sincerely yours,

(signed)

Thomas J. McCool
Managing Director, Financial Markets
and Community Investmem

cc: Mr. lohnnie Frazier, Inspector General
Ms. Mary Mozingo, GAO Liaison Officer
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Cooney, Phil

From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of James R Mahoney [James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 14, 2004 3:37 PM
To: ccsp@usgcrp,gov; ccspinfo@usgcrp.gov
Cc: Rick Rosen; vicki horton; Scott Rayder; TED KASSINGER; Mary Glackin; Chester J Koblinsky;

Robert W Connors; Ahsha Tribble; Otto Wolff; Conrad C Lautenbacher
Subject: [ccsp] GAO Initiates an Inquiry on CCSP and NOAh,

To all:

I am attaching a PDF file with a letter from Thomas McCool at GAO to Otto Woolf at DOC notifying us
about a GAO review of three issues related to climate change.

GAO representatives have already contacted NOAA administrative personnel suggesting dates for an
initial meeting. The suggested dates are

Monday, May 24 at 2:00 PM
Tuesday, May 25 at 10:00 AM

I invite CCSP agency, department and EOP representatives attend the initial meeting, whether it is held
at one of the suggested dates or at a later time.

I propose that we have a conference call next Wednesday, May 19 fi’om 10:30 to 11:15 AM to discuss
our response to the GAO initiative.. Call setup details will be sent to you next Monday. Please plan to
participate in the call, or designate a representative if necessary.

NOAA’s audit staff will provide administrative support for our interactions with GAO. Our responses
will be developed and reviewed on behalf of the interagency CCSP program when requested by GAO,
and by NOAA directly when specified by GAO.

I have asked Dr. Ahsha Tribble (202-482-5920) to coordinate our communications on this matter. If
you respond to this email, please copy both Ahsha and myself.

Thank you

Jim Mahoney

5/19/2004
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Sandy MacCracken [smaccrac@usgcrp.gov]
Monday, May 17, 2004 1:36 PM
ccsp@usgcrp.gov; Robert.W.Connors@noaa.gov; Chester.J.Koblinsky@noaa.gov
ccsp info@usgcrp.gov
[ccsp-~ Call-in procedure for Wednesday telecon

Good Afternoon -

Dr. Mahoney has asked me to send the call-in procedure for the
proposed conference call on Wednesday, May 19 from 10:30 to ll:15am.
The purpose of the conference call will be to discuss the response to
the GAO initiative.

For participants, please call: 800-516-9896, and use 888503 as your
code number.

If you have any questions regarding this call, please contact Ahsha
(Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov), as I will .be on leave until June I.

Thank you,
Sandy

Sandy MacCracken
Administrator
climate Change science Program office
U.S. Global Change Research Program
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Tel: 202-419-3483
Fax: 202-223-3065
Email: smaccrac@usgcrp.gov
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LETTERS
re GI.obal. Warming

Scenarios j-~"

IN A STUDY COMM~f, IE) BY THE PENTAGON,
Peter Schwa~__Z_a~d Dnno J~-andall (1)
present a ve~L.~r~o regarding
~on~equ~ees of global
wa~ing. This scenario, which predicts a
shutdown of the Atlantic Ocean’s conveyor
circulation in the next 10 to 15 years, is
based on analogies to two large and abrupt
climate changes, which occurred 12,700
and 8200 years ago. Both are thought to
ha’,e been triggered by catastrophic
releases of meltwater stored in lakes that
formed along the southern margin of the
retreating Canadian ice sheet. These
floods appear to have squelched deep
water formation in the North Atlantic and,
by as yet unknown mechanisms, caused
Earth’s climate to plunge back toward its
glacial condition. Clearly, if~_l~bal
warming were to cause a repeat of such an
abrupt change, the consequanees would be

e to m t e warning to
the Pt~i~igori.-n~l~..___a_q~?~ cboling of
northe_rn_ Eur__~ope. But there is no reaso~..____~n to
believe that the impacts could occur in a
if/ere -decade, noi" w-ou~-ttiey be ~o
awesolfle.

~ Exaggerated scenarios serve
only to intensify ~ exl~ng

pot~rtzation over global w’armin~.
What is needed is not morn v~rds but

rather a means to shut down COz

As the one who first pointed out ~ link
be~een th~ Adantic’s conveyor ci~’ulation

issue w~t~ t,o~ the timing and        ~y
cffa~ges proposed in me ~o~ .scenariO..
C0-’-~-~iil~~ suggest that a
greenhouse-induced warming would increase
the delivery of precipitation and river runoff
to the North Atlantic and, further, that given a
large enough warming, this excess fresh water
could cause the conveyor to sag and, in the
extreme, shut down. However, the time
rec~_ired for this to_Jl~dcel~ a
century, not a decade. Further, no full-fled~ed
glo~has yet ~..__~.roduced the " ..mm~.ense
impacts comciaefiiw~th the
fl_ooc~.. W~--~--peet that the required amplifier
involves sea ice formation in the North

Atlantic. If indeed this ts the case, then as the
~obe warms, amplification by this meclm-
msm becomes e~-er less likely.

Exaggerated scenarios serve _on.~,l’ to
, nten s ~’~-~’p ol a r ,z--:--~" a t~!: _over
glob~il ~__W.h_al_ ~s needed ~s not
n~o--~-’~,~rds but rather a ~--~--~ tff s-hut
down CO~ emissions to the atmosphei’e.
All~ou--fi~ we are poxverless to accomplish
this by 2015, we certainly have the where-
withal to do it by 2075.

WAI.LAC~ S. BROECI~R

Larnont-Doherty Earth Observato~ of Columbia
Univ~sity. Post Office Box 1000. Palisades. NY
10964-8000. USA E-maW broecker@kleo
columbia.edu

Reference
1. F Schwartz, D P~nd~|L "A~-upt ctirnare change."

report prepared by G~obal Business Network (GBN)
for the Department of Detense.
www.gbn.oq~/Art icteDi spt~Sen.4 et.srv ? m d= 26Z 3

Human Being Redux
T~O YEARS AGO, AS ONE OF THE HEHBERS OF
the President’s Council on Bioethics. I and
others on the Council outlined a logic for
letting therapeutic cloning go forward
Then. as now. few favor reproductive
cloning.-cloning for baby-making. But
cloning for biomedical research, a process
that only involves cells in a petri dish and
may well ultimately relieve human
suffering, is another matter.

Now South Korean scientists have made a
major advance in biomedical cloning
("Evidence of a pluripotent human embry-
onic stem cell line derived from a cloned blas-
toeyst," W. S. Hwang et al., Reports, 12
Man:h, p. 1669; published online 12 Feb.,
10.1126/science.1094515). They have shown
the word that therapeutic cloning that allows
for the production of smm cells, which may
lead to remedies for human diseases, is
possible. The hopes raised by this advance
belie the feat, raised 2 years ago by those
against letting the American biomedical
community into this scientific hunt, that
biomedical cloning would undermine the
dignity of the human race. Indeed, the one
million Americans who suffer from
P~kinson’s disease would undoubtedly feel
more affronted if these advances had not
taken place.

How did we get to the point where the
United States, one of the world’s great scien-
tific powers, is sitting on the sidelines while
this work is being done? At the center of the
discussion is the belief on the part of some
that a blastoeyst, the entity in the petri dish, is
morally equivalent to a living postnatal

Letters to the Editor
Letters (-300 words) cEscuss nmtedd pub!i~
In .Sdence in the fl~iov.s 6 months or ~ssues
of general lnl~r~. They ~n, be subrnitte::l
~ the V,~a (www.tetterZsd~nce.org} or
by resular rr~l (1200 N~w Yc~ Ave.. NW.
Wash~ngten. DC Z0005. USA). Letters are nzt
~ckncrcded~d upon receipt, nor are nut.hers
generally consulted before publieatien
Wnethe~ pabUshed in ~ull or in part. letters
subject to editing fo~ c~-ity end space.

human being. The human emb .r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.ryo. the ent~’
created by the union of an egg and sperm.
carries all the genenc mlbrmatlon ol a
member of the human species. Thus. tho.~
opposed to therapeutic cloning consider the
embryo a human being. Of course, to develop
into a human being, the embryo w.u~t be
~mplanted into the uteri.is ol a won’tan and b~."
allowed to develop This polcnttal to
a human being is whu~ st,ck.~ m the ,rant:L,. ol
the supporters of the moral uqtn~.alcncc argu-
menl and persuades them that mampulatton
of embryos for anything but nomaal repro-
duct~on ts not acceptable.

Looking at a min,.,,culc ball of cells In a
petrl dish. so small that ~! t-ould re,.! on the
head of a pin. one may
think of it as a human being. After all. it has
no brain or capacity to think and fecl Merely
po.~,~essing the geoet~t: mutcrml for .a ~tur¢
human being does not make a ball olccll.~ a
human being The developing embt3’o that
becomes a fetus that becomes a baby is the
product of a dynamic interaction with its in
vivo emmonmen~, its posmatal experiences,
and a host of other factors. A pure genetic
description of the human species does not
describe a human being. A human being
represents a more complex level of organiza-
tion, as distinct from a simple embryo as an
embryo is distinct from an egg and sperm. It
is the dynamics belv~-’en genes and environ-
ment that make a human being.

The South Korean scientists seem to
understand these distinctions. They are not in
the baby-making business. They have
constructed a fence around developing
embryos through a cloning process unfolding
in a petri dish. Their embryos are allowed to
develop for only a few days, at which time the
all-important stem cells are harvested for
possible therapeutic use. and simultaneously
the rest of the cell mass dies. There is no shp-
pery slope hem: there is no beginmng of the
much-feared world of cloned humans. The
Soud~ Korezm scientists have found a way to
let biomedical cloning go forward with all of
its spectacular promise for restoring human
dignity to the seriously diseased and infirm
patients of the world, while avoiding the
creation of a social atmosphere thal might
such advances for baby trm.king. What could
be better?
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roughly slmtlar to the stellar mass density
of the star bursting population at similar
redshifts (1 I). Determining how common
these masmvc, possibly evolved, galaxies
are will require deeper and wider near-
infrared imaging and spectroscopic surveys
that are just now becoming feasible.

Massive galaxies may also not be easily
~is~blc or identifiable m optical or near-
mlrarcd surveys b~::nusc of high amounts of
light ext|nction by dust. In the past decade, a
large population of bright galaxies emitting
submillimeter radiation were found at red-
shifts z > 2 that are potential precursors of
contemporary massive galaxies (14).

These galaxtes were discovered in deep
submillimeter surveys that sample rest-
frame far-infrared radiation, which origi-
nates from dust grains heated by photons
from massive young stars. The dust in these
galaxies absorbs energetic photons, and it
is not clear how much light from stars in
these galaxies should be seen. However. the
internal kinematics of these systems, based
on the velocity width of the CO emission
line, suggests that they are massive galax-
ies (15).

It is not yet known whether these sys-
tems represent a phase ofevolution that re-
lates to galaxies chosen in ultraviolet-
selected and near-infrared selected sam-
ples. In addition to understanding when
massive galaxies formed, astronomers are
also investigating how this formation oc-
curred If we assume thal we are not miss-
mga large population of massive galaxies
at high redshit~, the higher number density
of these systems at lower redshifls suggests
that massive galaxies must have formed
gradually through time.

How does this formation occur"~ There
are several possibilities, inch,ding major
mergers between galaxies of similar mass
to build larger galaxies, minor mergers of
smaller satellites, and the accretion of in-
tergalactic gas thal is converted to stars.
Understanding which of these modes ts re-
sponsible for forming massive galaxies is a
fundamental problem that iSjUSI nON bcmg
addressed.

Perhaps the most popular explanation is
that the most massive galaxies formed
through multiple major merger events.
Major galaxy mergers are in fact a predic-
tion of the Cold Dark Matter cosmology
and are predicted to occur in simulations of
galaxy formation (1). But understanding
and tracing the extent of major mergers in
the early universe is difficult. Recently it
was shown that high-resolution Hubble
Space Telescope imaging can enable us to
determine the formation modes of galax-
ies. Specifically, we can identify systems
undergoing major mergers by their peculiar
and distorted structures. Within the Hubble
Deep Field North, the merger rate and his-
tory have been traced indetail as a function
of galaxy luminosity and stellar mass (16).
Galaxies undergoing the most merging at
high redshifl, z > 2, are the most luminous
and massive galaxies (see the figure). By
tracing the merger history for the most
massive galaxies, it appears that very few
mergers occur m massive galaxies at lower
redshifls 116). This is consistent with find-
ing massive evolved galaxies at modest
redshifl.s (12) and is in direct conflict with
the predictions of Cold Dark Matter mod-
els. On the basis of these observations, it
appears that massive galaxies did not form

rapidly earl.~ m tile unl\cr,,e, as ~tl the Ira-
dttional carl} monolithic ~.oliap~,t. p~cturc
but neither arc they forrnmg gradually
throughout tune. as m Cold Dal~, ktallCt
mmulations

However. ~t IS shll nol clear ho~ the
merging ultraviolet bright system.., at _- -
2.5 relate to the ~ubmdhmcter and near-
infrared ’~clecled galaxies found a, ~mula~
redshlfts. II Is hkely thai thc~c rcprt.~.cnl
various phases of galaxy evolution whose
time scales are still unknown, It is also like-
ly that the environment of galaxies ts an
important factor m their evolution tl31.
such that those in denser areas are forming
earlier than galaxies in lower density envi-
ronments. Little is understood of this effect
at high redshifl, but future deep-infrared
surveys should address du,~ problem m the
coming years

OCEAN SCIENCE

Gtoba[ Warming and
the Next Ice Age

Andrew J.We=ver and CLaude H1Uaire~arceL

A op_..qp~lar idea in the. media, ex~mpli-
fi..ed by t~released

~movie The Day After Tomorrow, is
that human-induced ~lobal warminR will
cause another iee~ But where did this
i~lea come from? Several recent magazine
articles (1-31 report that abrupt climate
change was prevalent in the recent geolog-

A. J. Weaver is at the School of Earth and Ocean
Sciences, University o| Victoria, Victoria, British
Columbia VSW 3P6, Canada. E-mail" weaver@uric.ca
C. Hillaire-Marcel is at GEOTOP, Universit~ du
Qu6bec ~ Montreal, C.P. 8888, Montreal Quebec H3C
3P8. Canada¯

ical history of Earth and that there was
some early, albeit controversial, evidence
from the last interglacial--thought to be
slightly warmer than preindustrial times
(,0---that abrupt climate change was the
norm (5). Consequently, the articles postu-
late a sequence of events that goes some-
thing like this: If global warming were to
boost the hydrological cycle, enhanced
freshwater discharge into the North
Atlantic would shut down the AMO
(Atlantic Meridional Overturning), the
North Atlantic component of global ocean
overturning circulation. This would result

in downstream cooling over Europe, lead-
ing to the slow growth of glaciers and the
onset of the next ic� age.

This view prevails in the popular press
despite a relatively solid understanding of
glacial inception and growth. What glacier
formation and growth require is. of course.
a change in seasonal incoming solar radia-
tion (warmer winters and colder summers)
associated with changes in Earth’s axial
tilt, its longitude of perihelion, and the pre-
cession of its elliptical orbit around the
Sun. These small changes must then be
amplified by feedback from reflected light
associated with enhanced snow/ice covcr,
vegetation associated with tile expansion
of tundra, and greenhouse gases associated
with the uptake (not release) of carbon
dioxide and methane.

Several modeling studies provide out-
puts to support this progression. These
studies show that with elevated levels of
carbon dioxide, such as those that exist to-
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ctrculation models, and (it) intermediate-
complexity models with zonally averaged
ocean components. Both suites of models
are known to bc more sensitive to freshwa-
ter perturbations, in the first class of mod-
els, a small perturbation away from the
present climate leads to large systematic
errors in the salinity fields (as large flux
adjustments are applied) that then build up
to cause dramatic AMO transitions. In the
second class of models, the convection and
stoking of water masses are coupled (tt~re
is no horizontal structure). In contrast,
newer non--flux-adjusted models find a
more stable AMO under future conditions
of climate change (11, 13, 14).

Even the recent observations of freshen-
mg in the North Atlantic (15) (a reduction
of salinity due to the addidon of freshwater)
appear to be consistent with the projections
of perhaps the most sophisticated non-flux-
adjusted model (11). Ironically, this model
suggests that such freshening is associated

with an increased AMO (16). This same
model proposes that it is only Labrador Sea
Water formation that is susceptible to col-
lapse in response to global wanning.

~ of the ~ate record and
our tm~ders~d~ng of the cpntempo~ "cli-
ma~ s~j~:ZL,_~_~ safe to ~_y___.__~qb5al
~wi!! 00t~d m ~_e gnsgt-tffa ne.w
ic, q~e age. These same records suggest that tt
is highly unlikely that global warming will
lead to a widespread collapse of the
AMO--despite the appealing possibility
raised in two recent studies (18, 19)---al-
though it is possible that deep convection
in the Labrador Sea will cease. Such an
event would have much more minor conse-
quences on the climate downstream over
Europe.

References
S. Rahrn~orf. New Scientist 153. 76 {8 February

W. H. Calvin, Atlantic I~onthly 281, 47 (January
~0~).

ECOLOGY

How "Virgin"
Is Virgin Rainforest?

K. J, WiIUs, L Gltlson, T. H. Brncic

c onservation biologists increasingly
use the term "wild nature" rather
than "’high biodiversity" to identify

blocks of biodiverse habitats that have
been relatively undisturbed by human ac-
tivity (I). Their preference for this term is
driven by frustration that vast swathes of
biodiverse habitats continue to be lost at
unprecedented rates while biologists argue
about which "currency" is best for measur-
ing the value of biodiversity--genetics.
species, family, rarity, endemicity--and
which- regions should be selected for con-
scrvation efforts. This is especially true for
the tropical rainforests which, according to
current estimates, are disappearing at a rate
of ~6 million ha per year (2). Alongside
these depressing rates of destruction, evi-
dence has started to emerge from archaeo-
logical and paleoecological investigations
that many of these so-called "virgin" rain-
forest blocks might not be as pristine as
originally thought and have in fact under-
gone substantial prehistoric modification.
The implications of such studies for under-

The authors are in the Oxford Long-term Ecology
Laborato~/, Biodiversity Research Group, School of
Geography and the Environment, University of
Oxford, Oxford OXl 3TB, UIC E-mail: kathy,~Ss@
geo&ox.ac.uk

standing the resilience and recovery of
tropical rainforests following human dis-
turbance are far-reaching and should not be
overlooked by conservation biologists.

The three largest undisturbed rainforest
blocks are in the Amazon basin, lowland
Congo basin, and the Indo-Malay region of
Southeast Asia (see the figure). Yet a num-
ber of case studies in each of these regions
now suggest that prehistoric human activi-
ties were far more extensive than originally
thought. In the Amazon basin, for example.
recent studies indicate that regions with the
rnost fertile soils in the lowland ramlbrt, st
are those with "terra preta’" ~o~ls (31.
Formation of these soils is attributed to pre-
historic burning and agricultural activities
from around 2500 years ago, and in central
Amazunia, estimates suggest that terra pre-
ta soils cover up to 50,000 ha. In addition,
emerging archaeological evidence from the
Upper Xingu region of Brazil indicates ex-
tensive late prehistotie settlements dating
between -1250 to ~1600 A.D., coveting re-
gions up to 40 to 80 ha. and supporting
populations between 6 and 12.5 persons per
kmz (4). These were complex regional set-
tlements indicating intensive management
and development of the landscape and re-
sulting in large-scale transformation of the
forest to agricultural land and parkland.

Interestingly, abandonment of the land fol-
lowing catastrophic depopulation between
1600 and 1700 A.D. resulted in extensive
reforestation in many areas. The Upper
Xingu region of Brazil now comprises the
largest contiguous tract of tropical forest in
the southern peripheries of the Amazon.

A combination of archaeological and
paleoccological studies reveals a similar
story in the lowland Congo basin Here.
there have been cxtenswe finds of stt,lC
tools, oil palm nut.,;, charcoal hortton,
(subsoil layers of charcoalL banana ph.v-
toliths (silica bodies found in plants that
are preserved in sediments and permit
identificat,on of the source plant), and pot-
tery fragments (5. 6). These discoveries
bare led to the conclusion that much ot’lltis
region underwent cxtcn,~tvc habttat~tm.
clearance, and cultwation beginning ~311o(!
years ago and ending -lilt|0 years ago. fo!-
lowing a poptll;ltioll cra’~h hi x+.e~tc~’n ten-

dcncc fur iron-v,~rkin~ I’t~rnacc’,
from ~651) B.C :lnt~thcr .ich’,~l\ that
would have had a serious impact on the
forest through the extraction of wood for
charcoal production and smelting. A popu-
lation crash m the fifth century A.D. re-
suited in abandonment of the land and
widespread forest regeneration throughout
these regions (7). Many forest types result-
ing from this former human occupation arc

~.still to be found in the lowland Congo
basin hi some areas, often considered "~
gin:" the forests may sial be under,.Join,=:
process of secondary succc~’~=on (,~’).

There is even earlier evidence of preh=s-
torte modification of the tropical rainforest
in the lndo-Malay rainforest block. This d~s-
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P.O. Box 3000
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Phone/fax: 303 497 1318, 303 497 1333
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General Comments
Abbott, Nat’! Assoc. of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges
On behalf of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges
(NASULGC), thank you for the opportunity to comment. We commend the open
procedures CCSP has followed in each phase of the planning process. The pains taken to
solicit public input and ensure accountability will maximize stakeholder support and
scientific integrity. We trust that a similar level of openness will be maintained in
preparing the CCSP synthesis and assessment products. These draft guidelines are a ve[ry
positive step in that direction.

1

We support the inclusion of rigorous peer review and public comment periods for eachi
product’s draf~ prospectus and draf~ document. NASULGC wishes to assist the CCSP in
preparing high quality products in whatever ways possible. The academic research
community should be involved in every step of the process, both to provide scientific
expertise and to help shield CCSP from perceptions that political bias will affect the
process.

American Petroleum Institute, Feldman
The Draft Guidelines generally describe a reasoned approach to producing the identifie~
products and ensuring their appropriate review.

Table 2-1 indicates that a large number of synthesis and assessment products will be
developed and released within two years and an additional pulse of products will be
released in the subsequent two years. It is likely that many of these products will be o~
for public comment simultaneously. Given the importance of the products, the valuable
input that may be obtained through public review, and the potential volume of the
material to be reviewed, it would be preferable to extend the public comment period to
minimum of 60 days.

Barlow, Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.
COMMENT: If the draft prospectus were publicized more widely, more advantage could
be taken of the climate community’s expertise. The only specified posting is on the
CCSP website and Federal Register. While no doubt the distribution will be wider, a
targeted campaign to inform, e.g., AMS and AGU members would garner more and
better comments and, hopefully, better engage the climate community. Broad
engagement of the community is crucial to the "scientific integrity and credibility"
mentioned in the first paragraph.

COMMENT: Who are the "interested parties" who select authors? Axe these the same
people as the "CCSP Principals" (also undefined)? This is an important role and it wou
be helpful to see it clearly defined. If the interest parties include anyone with relevant
expertise who views the document, then a broader dissemination than just the CCSP
website and Federal Register would seem to be in order. Clarity on this point is quite
relevant to the "scientific integrity and credibility" mentioned in the first paragraph.

~d
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COMMENT: The specified review process does not sound like "peer review" to me, m~
that the traditional review process usually involves a third party, the editor, making final
adjudications between reviewers and authors whereas here, as far as I can tell, the finali
decision on reviewers comments is made by the (unspecified) CCSP Principals, who ar~e
not disinterested parties. If the CCSP Principals include government employees, as ~
appears to be the case, political pressures may make it difficult for them to provide an
unbiased assessment of reviewer comments and author responses, potentially seriouslyiundermining the credibility of the process,                                     i

Dilling, NCAR
One of the most important lessons that we have learned from previous assessments and,,
syntheses is that the process is as important as the information in the formulation of a
successful product. The GEA group at Harvard has summarized it thus: credibility,
saliency and legitimacy all must be balanced in every assessment process in order that the
assessment achieves its presumed target-~of providing useful, timely and relevant
scientific information to decision-makers I believe that certain aspects of each of these¯

features are missing from the current drat2 guidelines for producing CCSP Synthes~s a_qd
Assessment Products¯

Let me first address legitimacy. Legitimacy can be defined as the "perceived fairness oi
the assessment process." In this case, it means involving in as fair a way as possible as
many participants as possible who hold a stake in the information and how it is convey~;d.
This might mean scientists, federal and state agencies, businesses, non-governmental
organizations, etc. I am concerned that the description of the development ofa prospec~ us
and author selection (under Phase I) does not adequately address this issue of legitimac
The description of Phase I does state that the lead agencies for each product will involv~e
the public and scientific community to define the prospectus. However, given the extre~ne
time constraint that many agency folks are working under, this could devolve simply
agency preparation of a prospectus and then 30-day circulation and peer review of a .dr~tft
for public comment as required in line 37. This is not an adequate process for involving
stakeholders. The questions, potential authors, overall goals etc. must be jointly defme~
with the groups most heavily affected by the information for the documents to be seen ,~ts
legitimate. Setting the agenda and the questions is generally seen as the most importanti
phase of the assessment process, and therefore the most critical phase for creating j ointl
ownership by involving multiple stakeholders. A comment period is simply not
interactive enough. Adequate time must also be allowed in order to build up the level o~
trust between participants in the process. The reason that the prospectus is so tmportantIts
that the rest of the whole process and ultimate end product flows from that prospectus
(page 2 line 9 and 10).

Credibility in this case will stem from the authority and position of the authors involved~
and the source of data. I am concerned that author selection remains only in the purvie.~,
of the lead agencies (page 2, line 1). While agencies certainly are a major stakeholder
the assessment process, they are not the only stakeholders. Selection of authors is ano~er
key part of the process that should involve multiple stakeholders, so that the legitimacy!
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will be enhanced. I suggest that authors be selected after an open process involving
stakeholders from several groups. If the Federal Government is seen as the only "owne
of the assessment report process, the credibility of the product will be reduced.

Saliency is the third generally accepted criteria for producing a successful assessment
process. Saliency is how relevant the information is to the audience. Again, this is an ~a~ea
that could be improved by making a stronger commitment to involving those outside th~
Federal government or scientific communities. If the questions are defined.pa~fl, y in
public, business, state and local government, and non-governmental organizatton ~,
then the results of the assessment process will be much more relevant to them.

Second general comment: There are too many assessment reports promised in the CCS~.

Third general comment: The time for production of reports is very short, almost too sh~rt
to do the process properly if you actually involve stakeholders. Reconsider which reports
are really needed (maybe through an open stakeholder dialogue process??) and priorit~e.

Fourth general comment: The role of Scientific Steering Groups (SSGs) is not mentionid.
SSGs would be very helpful in representing the scientific community in these dialogue~
and processes.

Fifth general comment: The agencies are listed as the major entities responsible for
production of these assessments (page 4 line 18-22; page 4 line 26-38). It is not clear ,t~at
the agencies have the time or mandate to play such a role. While responsibility eertainl~¢
must be assigned, again, the CCSP might consider an alternate process that gives a wider
range of stakeholders a role in these products, including of course the Federal agencies,i
Independent assessments, and processes that receive open debate and participation alm~. st
always have greater credibility.

Edison Electric Institute
According to the March 29, 2004, "Dear Colleague" letter on the U.S. Climate Change
Science Program (CCSP) Website rifled "Invitation to Submit Comments on Draft
Guidelines for Producing CCSP Synthesis and Assessment Products," the expected
"products are described" in Chapter 2 of the July 2003 Strategic Plan and are "intended
provide useful information for a variety o fend users about key climate change topics."
The letter added, "The products include reports, data sets, and evaluations of the uses m
limits of climate information in decision support."                                ~

Chapter 2 of the Strategic Plan sets forth five CCSP "’Goals" and provides in Table 2-1 ~
summary of 21 "Synthesis and Assessment Products -- Topics to be Covered" by 13
federal lead or supporting agencies over a period of four years starting October 2003
(according to the Website document). According to the Strategic Plan, these agencies
are: Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Energy, Health and Human Services, Interior,
State and Transportation, together with the Agency for International Development,
Environmental Protection Agency, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
National Science Foundation, and Smithsonian Institution. As explained in Chapter 2

to
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the Strategic Plan, the table provides a "target time frame for completion of each
product" that ranges from two to four years ~d indicates that products "will fulfill the
requirements for updated synthesis and assessment" contained in s~ction 106 ("Scientil ,c
Assessment") of the 1990 Global Change Research Act.                         ~

The Draft Guidelines appear to integrate, in part, some of the details set forth in the
Principles and Procedures of the Intergovernm~tal Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) fi ~r
the preparation, review, acceptance, adoption, approval and publication of IPCC repor~
with the rextuimments of applicable federal statutes, such as the 1990 Global Chang~
Research Act, Federal Advisory Committee Act, Information Quality Act and those
statutes specifically applicable to the lead and supporting agencies, such as the      ’
Department of Energy Organization Act of 1977, and their applicable regulations,
guidelines and policies. Indeed, Dr. Susan Solomon - a senior scientist of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and co-chair of IPCC Working Groap
I - gave a presentation about the draft guidelines in the context of the IPCC procedures at
an April 8, 2004, "Workshop on Issues in Global Change" held by the Global Change
Coordinating Committee at the National Academies. She pointed out that the IPCC
"takes more than 2 years to produce a major report" that involves developing a "zero-
order draft, informal review, first order draft," etc.; that the IPCC "assessment
conclusions are fully grounded in well documented peer-reviewed literature"; and that,i
this "IPCC system.., meaus that the structure and content of.the report is,de!en’ain..ed t~y
scientists" She said there is "a clear demarcation of roles and proeeuures oe~ween me[

credibilit to the oroeess and allows scientists to become invol ea ~ry .... . 1
will be manipulated." In specifically addressing the gmdelmes, Dr. Solomon satd that
there is a need to "[c]larify and document exact roles of all involved in CCSP
assessments and procedures to be followed, especially in the review process"; that the
"CCSP review proposal does not appear to be staged to address its audiences
sequentially"; that "rushed reports pay the price in quality"; and that the "CCSP would
benefit from defining the process for stakeholder inputs."

~r ,,,,,-~,,~,~,t,~d in the. devekmtnent of the "P~ciples ~d Pmced~ Gov~S~ee ~, ~ ....v .............. ~ ..............
~CC Work" over sever~ ye~, eu~ing ~ ~eg final ~op~on m April
Jose, Costa ~ca, we are quite f~i~ ~ ~. ~ese &~ ~del~ a~e~ to be
aaempt selectively to bo~w some potions of~e ~CC pro~sions, w~eh ~ well
integated in the ~CC process, w~le leaving ~ide m~y of~e o~er p~ of~e
provisions. The "CCSP Guide~es" c~ot ~d sho~d not aaempt to em~ate po~o~
the ~CC procedures, w~ch were developed ~er long debate primely to ~&ess
roles ~d responsibififies of aurora ~d gove~en~ of ~e ~CC
sho~ ~e ~CC proce~ is not wall s~t~ for ~ese U.S.-only ~de~, w~ch must
compo~ with applicable.federal law.

The underlying assessments are the ,~ork oftheauthors (i.e., scientists ~iiad t~chnical
experts). They are reviewed by the’appropriate IPCC Working Group and accepted by
the IPCC, while the Synthesis Report is reviewed and approved by the governments

!
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acting as the intergovemmental panel. The only opportunity for stakeholder input is
through their governments, not directly at the ~CC sessions.                     ~

Nevertheless, Dr. Solomon’s comments are generally on point with respect to the "roles"
ofal.l involved, inelud!ng stakeholders from business, industry, agriculture, labor,
environment, the pubhc, government and non-government scientists, and other technical
experts. Their roles, the timing oft.heir roles, and input opportunities need to be bettor
clarified in the guidelines, taking into account the several statutes and related statutor~
requirements referred to above that are applicable to federal departments and agencieS,
but not to the IPCC.

Similarly, the draft guidelines need to better explain the roles of the CCSP, CCSP
Principals, and working groups and various committees and subcommittees vis-a-vis the
lead agency (or agencies) and the authors for each product. The CCSP, the Principalsi~
the groups, etc. seem to have a review/approval role as well as a drafting and       ]
coordination role, both of which seem to overlap with the responsibilities of the lead ~
agency (or agencies) and the authors. However, except for the selection of authors, th~
role of the lead agency (or agencies) is not well-defined, and they do not appear to hate
any role in the review/approval process, which is unusual.

It is our understanding that in the case of a number of products, the lead agency (or
agencies) will not, unlike the IlaCC, have the luxury of taking more than two years to
produce a final product; that they are to collaborate with interagen.cy groups and
committees; and that their product, also unlike the IPCC, is not to be based solely on
peer-reviewed literature, but will include, as noted in chapter 2 of the Strategic Plan,
research results.

Indeed, chapter 2 explains that "[i]ntegration of research from agency programs and
research elements is an essential component of the development of synthesis products ~d
assessments that address CCSP goals." For each goal, the chapter includes"Examples
Key Research Activities" that "are not meant to constitute exhaustive lists" and explain
that each of chapters 3-9 "describes research questions; provides an overview of the
current state of knowledge"; and, among other things, "outlines milestones, products, a~ d
benefits from the research." The "completion dates" or "milestones .... range from 2004 to
2007 (greater than 4 years)," which are similar to the 2-4 year targets for the 21 listed
products for chapter 2. However, the guidelines apparently are not applicable to the ,
research "products" in chapters 3-9, and they do not discuss how and to what extent the
lead agency (or agencies) and the authors are to integrate such research results in the
products. If, as the Strategic Plan suggests, such "integration" is important and, as Dr.
Solomon points out, "rushed reports pay the price in quality," at the very least the
prospectus should address how this "integration" is to be reasonably achieved. It should
include reasonable limits, as appropriate, on the research to be integrated, considering thee
~2-4 year targets established for the 21 products, although it is our understanding is that
these time frames or milestones are not rigid deadlines.
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We also note that the guidelines and the Strategic Plan apparently do not provide an
opportunity for stakeholders, like EEI, to offer suggestions, possibly as part of the
prospectus review, for additional issues to be considered by the lead agency (or agenci~)
in the development of the products. Consideration should be given to providing such
opportunity during the public comment period for the prospectus.

Second General Comment
The role of the lead agency (or agencies) under the dra~ guidelines needs to be clarified
in light of applicable statutes. In Phase IV, the guidelines state in one place that the lea~l
agency (or agencies) "are responsible for developing products in conformance with th~ e
guidelines," but adds that the lead agency (or agencies) "will" report "regularly to the
CCSP Office" and in other Phases that CCSP Principles have a review and approval
function. In the case of the Interageney Working groups, Phase IV states on the one la~ ~d
that they "may play a limited role related to seeping and/or reviewing," but then indieat
they may have a role in draflq.ng the "reports." The guidelines need to define clearly
these roles. The lack of such a clear definition leads to conflicts or ambiguous
authorities.

The Guidelines should reflect careful consideration of each point in the process of
product development where there may be conflict with the roles and responsibilities of
the lead federal agencies. The involved federal agencies should have ultimate       |
responsibility for the CCSP synthesis and assessment products. For example, it does n~t
seem appropriate for the guidelines to provide authority to the CCSP Principals
(expressly or by reason of ambiguity) that could undermine, the authority of the federal
agencies to carry out their respective responsibilities under applieabie statutes. It is ftm
for the CCSP Principals to perform funetious that facilitate a comprehensive and
consistent approach to product development, but it is quite another thing to cloak CCS~
Principals with express or implied ability to second-guess federal agencies in carrying o at
their responsibilities.

Knowlton, Columbia University
-First general comment: A flow chart would be very helpful in clarifying the process
steps for "Phase III: Review and.Revision."

/

-Second general comment: In 2 cases (CCSP Goal 2.1 and CCSP Goal 3.1) the US DO~
is designated as the sole!cad agency. These two topics (updating greenhouse gas    |
emission scenarios and concentrations for 2.1; limitations of climate models including |
uncertainty, 3.1) are among the most controversial and most highly politicized as.peets ~f
climate change science. While DOE has expertise in energy utilization and emissions
inventory analyses appropriate to Goal 2.1, there are other more biological components: ~f
emissions (forest cover, agricultural sources, etch) for which other.agencies would be ,
appropriate as co-leads (EPA, USGS, NOAA). For Goal 3.1, EPA or NOAA aew
suggested as ace-lead agency, owing to their expertise in risk assessment and uncertain ~y
analysis. In both eases this additional expertise would contribute to DOE’s review
strengths, and could help reduce possible public perception that DOE has been charged as
lead agency on the two topics that are most sensitive with the current administration.
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Neuman, Preserve Our Climate Coalition
"Scientists must feel confident that their participation in
these assessment processes and the resulting products will
be free from political interference."

"The CCSP’s ambitious research plan overlaps considerably with the IPCC Fourth
Assessment Report process. The US scientific community must be able to reasonably
contribute to both efforts."

"Assessments should ideally be reasonably balanced on both results and process, such ~s
engaging stakeholders through a variety of interactive ¯ et"approaches and ensuring that decision support needs are identified aria m .

MacCraeken, Climate Institute
1. The Proposed Guidelines Seem Unlikely to Meet FACA Requirements: Based o~
the discussions that went on in orgamzmg the US Nat-tonal Assessment and tts various
activities, investigation needs to be done to determine whether the proposed guidelines
meet the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA). Any time that ..m
agency or set of agencies plans to formally convene a designated set of individuals mor
than one time (as would seem to be necessary to generate the types of products that the
CCSP is proposing), FACA requires that an advisory committee be formed and the
FACA requirements on procedures and notifications be met. For the US National
Assessment, the National Assessment Synthesis Team was formed as an advisory    |
committee under NSF auspices on behalf of all of the USGCRP agencies, and the FAC
guidelines for operating procedures applied (including about how members be chosen,|
etc.). It is not at all clear to me that the draf~ guidelines meet the FACA requirements f~r
how group would be legally required to operate.

thForminge an advisory committee was not required for the regional teams as thes~
were based in universities. In basing responsibility for an assessment in a university,
however, the agency cannot then come in and exert the types of controls and reviews tl~t
are proposed in the draft guidelines~depending on the type of funding arran.g.en~, ent, Ul~
to full control must be given to the university team. For the seetoral teams, which were
co-chaired by a scientist from a university and one from a federal agency laboratory or
center, the FACA question did arise, but beeanse the funding for these efforts was agah
generally handled through a university, an advisory committee arrangement was not
deemed necessary. Again, control over the report was granted to the seetoral author te~t ~s
and the types of reviews and controls envisioned in the guidelines would not have been
allowed. For both the regional and seetoral reports, there was an expectation that there
would be expert and stakeholder reviews, and this occurred, with the authors retaining
control of the reports.

The issue of needing to form an advisory committee also came up with regard
the "blue ribbon" review committee that OSTP wanted to have watch over the process.
Ultimately, this was done by having two members of the President’s Council of Advise[s
on Science and Technology (PCAST), which was chartered as an advisory committee,.~Ico-chair an ad hoe panel that also involved some other experts in the review process.
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meetings of this ad hoc panel, which did not include a majority of the PCAST memberS,
were permitted as long as the results of the meetings were presented to the full PCAST !at
an open, FACA-qualified meeting.

In that this issue of meeting the FACA guidelines was one of the matters raised
the first lawsuit about the National Assessment, I would very much urge that the legal .
counsels of the agencies be consulted to make sure that what is proposed meets the lega.1
requirements.

The guidelines already start to point toward what might be a pathway for dealin~
with this FACA requirement. In particular, on page 1, lines 10-12, agencies are allowe~
to ask outside scientific entities to take on this task. This might be done under the
auspices of one advisory committee that the CCSP agencies might jointly form (a
suggestion of the NRC Graedel report for advising on the research effort)---again, it
would have to meet all the various requirements. In that the advisory committee would
now be the responsible entity for the reports, the agencies would need to cede many
their indicated responsibilities to this scientific advisory committee, such as being the
final arbiter about whether the authors of the assessment reports had satisfactorily
addressed matters raised in the various review processes, and whether an agency set of
comments might be trying to force an unjustified change in the science. Such a path to
dealing with the FACA issue would, of course, require a total rewriting of these
guidelines and a conceptual change in how the documents are to be prepared.

While setting up all panels as FACA-qualified entities might seem an option,
agencies are generally reluctant to set up advisory committees and the govemment-widi
coordination office for advisory committees actively limits the overall number of
committees and the number for each agency. Thus, doing the reports in this manner might
well be problematic.

2. Over-involvement of the Agencies in the Process: While the intent of those who
prepared the guidelines may have been more benign, the guidelines as written and read
literally would seem to allow for significant over-reaching by the agencies, and in
particular by political appointees. Involving the agencies so fully in the preparation oft~e
report (e.g., going so far as to decide what references are and are not acceptable) and in1
the final reviewing mad approval of the report will seriously compromise the scientific |
credibility of the report. Just as for the chapters and the technical summary in the IPCCI
process and for all the reports in the US National Assessment process, the reports of th~
scientific experts need to be accepted, with the agencies (or governments) certifying that
they have gone through the proper process rather than attempting to get all agencies to
agree to every word in the whole report.

For the US National Assessment process, we recognized that each agency would.
have its particular interests and priorities and perspectives, and that it would therefore b~
virtually impossible to get all agencies to formally approve the reports, especially in thd
event of a formal government-wide NSTC review. In addition to being impractical,
imposing the type of a process proposed in the guidelines will legitimately bring the
credibility of the reports into serious question (recall that many now in the
Administration charged that National Assessment reports that did not even have a
political review were politically controlled). The reviews by both the CCSP principals
and even more by the NSTC mean that politically appointed officials would be
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controlling what is in what are said to be scientific reports. In my view, both personally
and as president of an international scientific association, the guidelines would permit’.
completely unacceptable interference with the independent expert role that scientists are
expected to fulfill.

Were these reports to instead be the equivalent of the summaries for p01icymal ers
(SPMs) that are prepared by the IPCC, involvement of the levels of officials that are
named would be acceptable, provided that it is made clear, as is the case in the IPCC
process, that both the report’s scientific authors and the officials must be in complete
accord with regard to the content. In particular, the IPCC is very careful to say that
scientific experts can refuse to accept any suggested change if it is not technically cor~ ;ct.
Their SPMs are intended to be like the type of conversation a doctor (analogous to the.
scientist) and an interested patient (analogous to a government official) might have---tl
content of the discussion must be technically correct, but in terms that a non-expert can
understand, covering the questions and issues that the non-expert is interested in, and
framed in temas of levels of confidence, likelihood, and uncertainty with which the no~-
expert is experienced. So, jargon and concepts of scientific certainty and uncertainty n~ed
to be translated into terms that a non-expert is comfortable with, and the expert needs t~
be willing to convey their best judgment and prognosis--not simply hide behind obsc~e
summarizations of the scientific literature. For this process to work, however, the process
must be an open dialogue rather than being closed and done through an arms-length
exchange of infomaation controlled by just one side of the conversation.

Thus, it seems to me that in this context, the guidelines, as they are, are
unacceptable, and they need to be refined to ensure that the scientific findings cannot
changed from those that are scientifically justified in the view of the expert authors, not
the agency principals. This type of relationship should also be more comfortable for
agencies, as, while individuals in agencies may be quite knowledgeable and have viewS.,
the research agencies should not be taking stands on scientific issues, but rather shouldibe
supporting the necessary, high-quality research needed to make sure that experts can
come together to state key issues in a responsible and useful way. Agencies should be
deciding if the evidence provided is sufficient to prompt action of various kinds, but
should not be deciding that, for example, the climate sensitivity is really between 2.5°C
and 4°C rather than 1.5°C and 4.5°C, or something similarly technical. If the evidence
not sufficient, the agencies should be supporting the types of research to get the scient ic
community to be able to get to that point--and the scientific eommtmity can be a soure
of information about what types of research might be needed if provided some indicati~ n
of the degree of confidence that is needed. But, to repeat, agencies should not be deci~ ~g
the scientific questions; yet the way these guidelines are set up, that appears to be how ’
the agencies are to be involved. The situation unfortunately seems somewhat analogou~
to the way the Catholic Church’s Roman Curia of several centuries ago was set up whe~a
dealing with Galileo; this approach for agencies coming to findings on scientific
matters--that is, with the agency principals or higher levels in charge of deciding whati
can be said--has-been widely recognized as a mistake in the past, and should continue ~o
be considered unacceptable.

3. Overlap with the IPCC Process: Given the set of topics proposed, the indication thb.t
the panels appointed can be international, and the indication that the review will be sucfi..
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that the results will essentially be, or at least could be perceived to be, government poli,:y
(in that the results are being approved at the political level), the proposed activity and ~
process is a serious intrusion into areas that have previously been delegated to the
Intergovernmental panel on Climate Change (IPCC) by the governments of the US and~
the many other countries that are party to the UNFCCC. As such, the CCSP process
would seem likely to seem offendve to other countries (will the US be coming to the
IPCC with an open mind or with a foreordained position that it will not under any
circumstances ehangeT), will be seriously intrusive on the time of the scientific
community presuming both approaches are to proceed (thereby meaning that t.he US
scientific community will be able to do less than its best for both), and will cloud publi~
and international understanding by returning to a situation where there is, at least in
principle, more than one source of authoritative information (which LS Just the reason tl-~tt
the IPCC was formed to avoid). While ~t would be qtute helpful to sponsor scientific
reviews of various topics in addition to those that the IPCC is supporting, bo~ beyond
the area of climate change and in thinking about how the findings about climate ehang~
and its impacts apply to the specific situation facing the US and its environment and
society, having the US Government producing what appear to be official (politically
correct---or at least approved at that level) government positions on topics that the US
and other countries have already delegated to the IPCC, will be detrimental to
international relations, the scientific community, and public understanding. |
4. Underinvolvement of Stakeholders in the Process: For many of the proposed topics,
government leaders are not the only ones, and maybe not even the primary ones,
interested in the outcome. For such stakeholders (e.g., state land and water manage.rs,
etc.), involvement in the process of preparing the assessment is absolutely vital. To real iy
gain the confidence and participation of stakeholders, which is indicated as something
be encouraged in the research plan, the stakeholders have to have an.opportunity for re 1
involvement in the process, and this means with respect to every stage from outlining tt
need to reviewing and commenting on the final product. While there are currently a
number of opportunities for such involvement and participation, that the final decisions
are all elevated to the agency level, and with no indication that the reasons for any of th
decisions will be publicly released and explained, the participation of stakeholders look
to be more pro forma than real.

With the Administration currently using the excuse that Executive Office
comments on the CCSP’s draft plan are part of the government deliberative process anc
are therefore not available through the FOIA process, it is not at all clear that the
comments made by the agency principals and agencies would be made part of the publit
record. For the public, and particularly for important stakeholders, to have confidence
the credibility of the assessments and syntheses, it is important that all.inputs leading toi
changes in the text be open for all to see so that stakeholders (including the scientific
commtmity) can know that their findings are not being altered for political purposes. T~,e
research plan at present very m.ueh gives the impression that it will be the agency leadets
who decide, for example, when some finding iscertain enough to be useful to
stakeholders rather than letting each stakeholder decide for themselves whether the level
of confidence is enough for their particular situation. The present,s, et of arrangements
seems to be making the agency principals the "lords of the manor’ with everyone else

_
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being court attendants or serfs. This is not the way to design a system that will win
stakeholders to your side.

5. Reviews and Assessments by Other Entities: In proposing that agencies could
collaborate with other entities on these studies, it is not at all clear what typ~ of
collaborations are being alIowed. There is an indication ~ one example could be
collaboration with the NRC, and this might be a very appropriate choice in some
instances; however, in doing so, I would presume that the NRC would insist on its
complete independence from agency involvement in the process of the choice ofauthor~,
report content, the rvview process, etc. Mention is also made of doing studies with
international organizations, and it may be that what might be envisioned is the
Department of State collaborating with the IPCC. If this is the case, it should be realiz~
that the IPCC process would then govern. Under IPCC guidelines, US agency and
political oversight on preparation of the IPCC vhaptvrs and t~hnical aummary would b
limited to submitting rvview comments so as not to interfere with the independence of t
IPCC demanded by all the world’s nations. The IPCC properly enattros that the scientii~
export authors have the final word with regard to the content of their chapters.

If such delegations of responsibility to the NRC and IPCC are to be considered
acceptable, and I would encourage this, then it does raise the question of why these
guidelines should be vesting control of assessments about other issues in the hands of
agencies and political appointees, as is proposed.

6. Assessment Must be an Author-Controlled Process: The present guidelines seem
particularly inhibiting, indicating that all that is going to be done is to prepare a report
that is under the strong control of the CCSP principals. Experience has very ciearly
taught that assessment needs to be viewed not just as a periodic report, but, at 1cast
importantly, as a learning process for the participants (and ono.,that often goes beyond
preparation of one r,~port). To really advance scientific und~tanding, the au~J~r teams
need to be allowed reasonable flexibility so that what is leame~i as they are assembling
information can help to shape how the questions are posed and Oxpl ~ained. The present
guidelines see~n to impose adgid and time-consuming oversight process that will stifle
productive scientific efforts to expand understanding. The agenciesn~[ to pose the
general question they want to have addressed and then let the exports in the field (and ¯
coupled fields) work to formulate and reformulate the dctaiIed structure and questions i~
order to find the best way of summarizing expert, understanding and insights. If instead,[
the agencies predefine the entire scope and then allow only the changes that they
approve, the process will be stiff and unproductive.

7. An Active or Passive Assessment: Assessment is generally cons. idvred to be more
than simply a review of the literature--if all one wants is a summary of what is in the
literature, go to a professmnal writer/compiler. An assessment requn~ making judgmer~
and integrating k~. owlodge. At time~ there may not be enough information to make a. |
judgment because the fight type of analysis has not been done, even though, all the
information is there to do it. In such cases, it is not uncommon that an existing, peer-
reviewed capability (e.g., a model or data set) might be used to evaluate or explore a
somewhat related question or issue. The guidelines need to make clear that the scientific
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authors are empowered to undertake such additional analyses and evaluations (some m.ay
be as limited as replotting information in different ways, others may require using peer-~
reviewed models in alternative simulations, others may require comparing the results of
different models on the same test problem, requesting an author to run an alternative ease
or to further explain some point, to inquire into why different authors might get differe~ ~t
answers to the same question, etc.)~that is, the authors really need to be allowed to ha,,e
the power to assess, synthesize, and evaluate. These assessments are only likely to be o
real value if such an active type of effort to assess is provided for; limiting the authors t
passively combining and condensing only what is in the literature will not move seienti fie
understanding forward any faster than does simple publication of articles in journals an
being provided a bibliography. To undertake such efforts will require some financial
support, and this is likely to mean more than simply the cost of traveling to meetings. T~e
program needs to find a way to support the time of the authors to actually do some of ttiis
work.

8. Review Process: The drafters of the guidelines are to be commended for wanting there
to be a full review process, including, especially for important reports, a Federal Registi
review process. Reports in the area of climate change need to communicate to such a
wide community with such a variety of experiences and interests that having a full revi~ w
process is necessary to make sure that findings and conclusions are clearly expressed, tltat
all relevant research and evidence has been considered and evaluated, that experts and
stakeholders both have opportunities to indicate their concerns, and that the right
questions and issues are being posed. While such openness can make the process
somewhat burdensome to authors, it has been my experience that the IPCC review
process and the National Assessment review process, both of which involved multiple
stages, led to significant improvements of the respective reports at all stages along the
way. It has been my impression that doing anything less, and this includes doing only tte
very limited review that is carded out in confidence by the NRC, does not ensure that a]I
of the various aspects that need attention get the attention that they deserve. For reasons
of credibility, ensuring that everyone who might be interested has an opportunity to
comment is also critical, and the attempt of the dra~ OMB guidelines on peer review
ensure adequate review make a mistake, in my opinion, in proposing to limit the set of
potential reviewers--it should not matter from where a comment comes; what should
matter is whether a comment makes a sensible point or not. So, I would encourage the
CCSP leadership to revise the guidelines to ensure that reports are exposed to wide
review, that all review comments are made public, and that the responses of the author
teams are prepared and promptly made public.

9. Public Availability of All Information: If indeed the intent is to ensure the most
credible summarization of an issue or question, then the full process must be open and
documented. This will necessarily be accomplished if the FACA guidelines are
applicable, but whatever system is utilized, there needs to be full public disclosure ofth~
various drafts b.nd of all comments made (including whom they are made by) and full
documentation of why changes are or are not made. The IPCC has pioneered this effort,1
and this was done for the National Assessment process via the FACA and FOIA process
requirements.
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10. Time Required for an Assessment or Synthesis, and Narrowing the Set of
Products to Subject to this Process: Given the structure that is being set up, the many~
stages and review requirements, this is going to be a quite time-comstnning process. Ev~en
with diligent work, it seems unlikely that the various steps could be gone through in l~s
than two years for any significant topic. For this reason, it really does seem that such
efforts should be limited to the larger and more encompassing of the various topics,
leaving the scientific reviews and syntheses on narrower issues to alternative mechani.s~s
that do not necessitate such intense agency involvement. For example, while it would l~e
nice to have a summary report on the detection and attribution of climate change, or o~
temperature change in the lower troposphere, such reviews should be leR to the IPCC
process or to articles prepared for journals. On the other hand, topics such as develop~ g
scenarios for the United States, much less for the world, do need a full effort that invol!,es
a wide array of inputs and reviews. And of course, the next assessment of the importan
of climate change (or other aspects of global change) for the US should be done throu
such a structured (but open) process. Thus, I would urge the CCSP to select only a
reports from its list of near-term dcliverables to be subject to the guidelines that are
finally adopted. On purely scientific issues, leave out all the agency involvement and
encourage the scientific community (including the IPCC) to instead carry out the
synthesis, as is done today.

Making thoughtful choices of topics is also going to be important because it is
very unlikely than any of the proposed assessments will completely and finally resolve an
issue. As for the IPCC assessments, there will be a need to go back over a topic again
again as scientific understanding advances. Such assessments may not be needed every~, 2
or 4 y.ears, but with new topics likely .to arise and the need to update and redo various o
the assessments, keeping the set of assessments to a manageable number will require w’,ry
careful selection.

Moser, NCAR
1. While a clear delineation of rules governing the production of CCSP synthes~s

and assessment (S&A) products is welcome, it is yet again disappointing that
the guidelines reflect only (but strongly) a tradiilonal foeus on products while
understating the process component of assessment efforts. It is as if the CCSP
had not learn from the First US National Assessment (though the shear fact that
you define rules before engaging in any further synthesis and assessments (S&d .)
is progress[). It is as if you had not listened to the NRC Final Review of the CC ]P
Strategic Plan, which stated repeatedly that the lessons learned from the NA ha,e
been entirely neglected in the plan. I suggest several ways (here and in the
specific comments section below) to improve on this overall impression:

a. Include an explicit statement that lead authors have the liberty to engage
stakeholders in additional ways to the ones delineated in these dear
guidelines (for examples see the NRC Review);

b. Greatly improve on your ideas about communication. Currently, this is
something organized and implemented apart from the S&A process,
conducted by lead agencies, and only at the very end of the process. Tha
too late to begin, and raises serious doubts as to whether the product wil
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be effective decision-support (see NRC Review, Chapter 2, "Decision
Support")

The document current lacks any specific guidance to lead authors on linking
the product with CCSP goals that each product is intended to have. The
guidance on p. 1 is far too vague and should be improved. This will give Congr~s
(the funders!) and the general stakeholder public some confidence that the
products will actually reflect and respond to the identified needs in the Strategic’.
Plan.

The guidelines need to emphasize more strongly that and how S&A products
will respond to the specific, and purposefully identified needs of decision- and~
policy-makers. This comment echoes the NRC recommendation in its review o~
the Final Strategic Plan (Chapter 2, "Synthesis and Assessment Products").
Again, this obviously can only be done through careful, sincere and intentional
(and frequently only in face-to-face) interaction with the decision-makers the
product is meant to serve, and should be done from the get-go, not only at the
very end of the process. What is needed in these guidelines is greater specificity
(through examples) and simply greater freedom for lead authors to conduct full
scoping exercises. Many stakeholders will not read announcements on the CCS~
website or in the Federal Register, thus mere public comment periods will not
satisfy the need to engage, jointly explore and learn what stakeholders truly hav~
at stake, and what their information and decision-support needs are. As the NRq
Review stated:

"An additional benefit of conducting assessments is that they can serve t~
build and sustain constituencies, educate stakeholders, and build capaci~
in affected communities, while ensuring that communication channels
between the scientific and decision-making communities remain effectiv~
avenues for decision support."

To truly accomplish this, more than written input from stakeholders is required.
Trust-building through direct involvement throughout a process is the key to
success. Thus, these guidelines should reflect encouragement of such interaetive~
processes.

Shielding from political influence of scientific S&A products breaks down at
final stage of review process. Again, my comment echoes a recommendation
made by the NRC in its review of the Final Strategic Plan (see Executive
Summary Recommendation on "Maintaining Scientific Credibility of the     ,
Program"). The two main ways in which independence from political motivations
breaks down are:                                                    ~

a. Government experts/scientists as peer-reviewers - by these rules - are n t
free and independent from political pressures (see Specific Comments
below, incl. suggestion on how to fix this).
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b. The final reviews by CCSP Principals and the NSTC (especially with it~
closeness to the White House and cabinet members) are completely    ~
unspecified and offer ample opportunity for political twists on
scienti fically peer-reviewed S&A products (see Specific Comments below
and recommendations on how to fix this).

Many scientists - especially during a Bush Administration - will be reluctant to
participate in any synthesis/assessment process unless you can guarantee freedo,m
from interference of the political process. This is obviously highly problematic,.
given the anabitious nature and goals of the CCSP.

o As the NRC warned, the ambitious goal of producing 21 S&A reports over th~
next four years may well lead to major capacity problems or at the very least
assessment "fatigue" (see NRC Review of Final Strategic Plan, Chapter 2,
"Synthesis and Assessment Products"). Heeding this warning and accounting fo~
that very likely problem, the guidelines should include a statement that gives the
lead agencies, in consultation with potential lead and contributing authors, the
leverage to make a recommendation that only limited, scaled-down, partial or
preliminary S&A products be produced, including a clear recommendation at
what time a fuller S&A product can be expected.

Mutter, The Earth Institute at Columbia University (NOTE: Mostly commenting ~n
the Strategic Plan itself- not the Guidelines)
I was very pleased to see that the final draft of the US CCSP Slrategic Plan included mist
of the comments and suggestions submitted during review of the first draft by members l
of the Earth Institute at Columbia University. I greatly appreciate you using, our input. I
was particularly pleased to see the increased emphasis on capacity building and
partnerships with developing countries.

I would, however, like to encourage you to recognize and make appropriate emphasis id
your efforts going forward that climate variability and change, regardless of its origins
sure to have disproportionate effects on poorest nations of the world. In these countries
millions of people live on the edge of survival, barely meeting basic needs for life. Ever
small changes that could be managed in rich countries will send these poor regions into
disaster and collapse. Humanitarian crises could follow. In the rich world, where our
needs are met and considerably exceeded, we make the largest contribution to climate
forcing through greenhouse gas emissions but have adaptive capacities that greatly
exceed those in poorer countries.

The leadership position that we must take in climate science here in the United States
must focus efforts on understanding the effects that climate change will have on poorer
countries, in building adaptive capacity there and in mitigating the effects.

As the CCSP moves forward with the Synthesis and Assessment Reports listed in chapter
2, it is extremely important that the very great differences in the way climate variability
does and will effect rich and poor countries is acknowledged and addressed in a focused
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program of directed research. This can be done by obtaining input from developing
countries, themselves and from organizations that work in those countries.

These issues were recently tackled in depth at two major conferences hosted here at
Columbia University: the State of the Planet and Earth’s Future: Taming the Climate,
were summarized in the State of the Planet Consensus Statement. You can find more
detailed information about the results of both of these events, which brought in exper~
from around the world, at our website
(<http://www~earth.columbia.edu/>www.earth.columbia.edu).

The Earth Institute at Columbia has as its mission the mobilizing of science to address ~he
needs of all humankind but especially those ofthe poorest who have such limited
capacity to deal with their own daunting problems. We are ready to assist in any way ~s
you go forward with the CCSP and CCRI initiatives.

Parkinson, NASA Goddard
The guidelines are readable and clear. My main recommendation would be to add a Ph~e
V along the lines of:

"Phase V (as needed): Revision of Products Post Initial Release.
Recognizing that once a data product begins to be used, flaws are often identified and i!
becomes clear that an improved product is desirable, a CCSP-sponsoredproduct will b~
able to be revised and submitted for a new scientifically-rigorous peer review. The
revised product will have a new version number associated with it, to distinguish it frown
the original product. If the revised product is produced by the same individuals as the |
original product, it will only need to repeat Phases III and IV, but if it is produced by
different group, it will need to go through Phases I-IV."

Prather, University of California, Irvine
The draft guidelines for the CCSP Synthesis and Assessment Reports have an excellenl,
design. It follows in many ways the ~CC process and has a good combination of
participation and external review. The only question I had was: What does publish m~
exactly? Although the backup science will appear in regular journals and some of these
reports could readily be published in the standard peer-reviewed literature as review
papers, I think that CCSP will need to establish a more reliable and uniform method
publication with a regular publisher. As planned, the reports (like the IPCC) will be m~re
thoroughly reviewed than any typical scientific paper and hence would not need to be
forced into the peer-reviewed journals for credibility.

Solomon, NOAA Aeronomy Lab, CO
I have a series of general and important comments that cut across the document and wil~
require major revisions to the document in m.any places.           -

1) The goals and audiences of the reports need to be clearly identified and presently ar~
not. This gives scientists a sense of purpose, and an understanding of who the product
addressed to. CCSP refers to decision makers and the public as audiences, but this is to6
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generic. What decision makers? Which segments of the public? How would the publii:
be reached broadly (rather than narrowly)? Communication with the publie would ben~,fit
from links to education - e.g., high school and undergrad school teachers. CCSP would
also benefit by making clear that qualified scientists themselves must be a key audience.
The reports will not be credible unless they are also credible to other scientists. The
revised document should clarify what is meant by de~ision makers and the public, should
indicate that other scientists are also a key audience, and indlcate.what steps will be taken
to reach each of~ese audiences.

2) There must be a clear demarcation of roles and procedures between the
stakeholders/agencies/government organizations and the scientists who produce the
report, and the authors must have independence in their work if the reports are to be
credible. Agencies, CCSP principals, OSTP, or others should not have oversight, and
they certainly should not have a right of final review. Many people can and should
participate in providing written review comments, but any oversight mechanisms should
involve only distinguished scientists. Agencies should not have authority for appointin~
authors. Reports will only be credible if a distinguished scientific committee is
convened to choose the authors, perhaps with meeting support from an agency. Such
committee should also be asked to make decisions regarding e.g. model results or
unpublished work to be included, instead of the CCSP principals. Interactions and
responsibilities of scientist/authors, reviewers, and audiences must be carefully designe
(and documented) to maintain the independence of the science. CCSP should commit
clarifying and documenting exact procedures and roles of all involved in CCSP
assessments and procedures to be followed. A formal ’procedures and roles’ document
should be produced before any work is begun. All roles must be open, transparent, and
public.

3) The reports should go through several staged and different rounds of review but the
reviewers of each should not be the same. All reviews should not be anonymous --
reviewer names should be given to the authors and made public.
Staged reviews. There is a big difference between having just one review and having
several of different types. The IPCC system of developing a zero-order draft, informal 1
review by well-known scientists, first order draft, broad expert review by a much wider
group (including self-nominated individuals which thus includes the public), and secon
order draft subject to a Government review means that the structure and content of the i
report is first determined by scientists. The timing of the review involving govemment~
(stakeholders) is key. The CCSP review proposal does not appear to be staged to
address its audiences sequentially. I suggest changing the review plan to the above
system, which allows for public comment, as well as input from stakeholders while at tt.e
same time allowing the scientists the time and process that is needed to reach mature
drafts first using scientific inputs.
Non-anonymous reviews. Anonymous reviews are appropriate for scientific journals,
because they ard not open to a wide spectrum of persons. Rather, in the case of a journi~l
the editor of the journal (a senior and highly respected individual) carefully chooses the
reviewers from well-qualified experts whose works are known. This approach cannot
credibly be used when any and all persons may comment on the documents. The open
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review process that is planned makes it important that the reviewers be identified, so th it
all inputs are open and transparent. It is not appropriate to use anonymous review her~;.

4) Scientific judgment should be the guiding force and fiual arbiter in the responses to the
review process. Senior distinguished review editors are a helpful role used in ~CC.
These individuals must be scientists of very strong reputation, and they should be asked
to evaluate whether the authors have responded appropriately to the reviews. Putting
agency persons in that role would not be credible. I suggest revamping the discussion � f
who will decide if the reviews have been properly treated to reflect the above.

5) The author teams must be given adequate time. A rushed report pays the price in
quality. The document should make dear the commitment to take the time required to
produce the reports to a high standard, regardless of the time required.

6) The assessment conclusions should be fully grounded in well-documented peer-
reviewed literature, models, and datasets. CCSP documentation would benefit from more
clarity on how it will deal with this. The procedures document referred to above shou~ld
make clear what kinds of information will be included, and what would not be eligible br
inclusion.

7) Stakeholder inputs should be provided in open yet formal forums. Any feedback to
the author teams from e.g., the agencies, the CCSP principals, OSTP, or others must be
written down (not verbal) and made fully public. No anonymous or informal feedback
should be permitted from any of these sources, and this should be stated.

8) Clear science leadership must be provided by internationally known and respected
scientists. CCSP should identify how the reports will be led -- I suggest a committee of
designated "assessment science leaders" e.g., those leading the many different products.
These individuals should participate in a well defined, open, and formal assessment
review feedback mechanism with agencies, OSTP and other stakeholders.

9) There must be explicit funding and technical support (TSUs) for the assessment
process. The cost of TSUs is small compared to the hidden costs of volunteer scientist
time, and the funding of the TSUs provides a critical contribution to the planning,
compiling, editing, and management of the reports. CCSP documentation should make
clear that this kind of support will be provided.

.Trenberth, NCAR
1. The proposal talks about Lead Authors. However it is far from clear how the
contributions from the lead authors are assembled into a chapter and how the chapters
assembled into a coherent document. In IPCC the first is the responsibility of convenin
lead authors (CLAs) but no such people are designated here. The second is achieved
through plenaries and interactions through the CLAs. Such mechanisms should be
spelled out here.
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2. I am very concerned about these assessment activities in several ways. Firstly they.
appear to be piecemeal. But the main concern is that they will be occurring in parallell
with IPCC. The US is hosting IPCC WG I, and it requires major resources to carry out
an assessment. These are not only travel and organizational resources, but also huge ~
commitments of scientists who are unpaid to do the assessment and writing. The I:PCC
already is a huge burden on the community but has advantages of being an open
international process. The CCSP assessment will never achieve the credibility of the "
IPCC outside of the United States. In my view it is essential that the CCSP assessment
activities should be very clearly and explicitly related to the IPCC or they should not b~
done. The timeline and how they relate to ~CC must be specified. In fact the CCSP i
assessment, if timely, can be very useful input into IPCC. If the activities are in fact in
parallel then it has the potential to undermine IPCC and CCSP at the same time. Also if
they are separate the burden on the community is too great and the cost in terms of los~
research at the expense of assessment will be huge. It is very difficult to make substan!ial
progress on the science while at the same time assessing the science. I.e. this seems lille
too much of a good thing.

UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Oliver-DEFRA)
It is important that the assessment products do not only have full scientific credibility, I?ut
also that they are perceived to have credibility throughout the international scientific _a~d
policy communities, otherwise they will not be used to underpin practical decisions on¯
climate policy and further research This being the case, it is important that the wldest¯
possible participation of independent experts is encouraged, both in the drafting and th~
review stages.

~ the interest of making the process accessible, we suggest that a mailing list is
established so that interested parties can be notified when report draRs axe published on
the CCSP websites.

Winstanley, Illinois State Water Survey, IL
A critical component of the review process is the review of the reports by independent
experts. The draft guidelines state that peer reviewers are to be selected on the basis of
scientific and technical expertise, and that it is sufficient simply to include in the reporti
reviews any previous involvement of reviewers with the lead ageney(ies) or issues under
consideration. In view of the critical nature of independent reviews, the above criteria ~a~ad
reporting requirements are necessary, but not sufficient to establish independence. I
recommend that additional criteria be established for selecting independent reviewers.
Such criteria might include not being related to the authors and/or program managers, qot
having worked together, not having co-authored reports, not being dependent upon
involved agencies for support, and being otherwise free from influence of the outcome bf
the report.

Specific Comments
Page 1, Lines 7-14: The process described in this introduction and throughout the
document is ad hoc, with a different mix of agencies and external involvement for each
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synthesis and assessment product. We suggest that CCSP reconsider the National
Research Council recommendation to establish a standing advisory body eharged with
independent oversight. We believe such an advisory body would make the production ,of
synthesis and assessment documents more efficient and consistent. It would also ensure
the input of external experts.
Abbott, NASULGC

Page 1, Lines 9-12
The Introduction provides that the lead agency (or agencies) "will collaborate" with
CCSP working groups and the National Science and Technology Council subcommittees,
without explaining how that collaboration would work and what impact it could have 09
timely completion of the products. It adds that the collaboration must extend to "other i,
national and international entities," which is a rather far-reaching requirement,
particularly since there are all sorts of such entities. At the very least, this idea of    .
collaboration with such entities needs more criteria and direction. In its present form,
should be deleted.
Edison Electric Institute, Fang

Page 1, line 11" It is not at all clear why collaborations should be limited to national an~
international entities. Depending on the matter at hand, one would think that involveme
might be with a much wider range of possible entities, including ones that are bilateral
regional, and even local. This is especially the case given that the CCSP research plan
indicates the need for plac6-based studies; one could imagine undertaking assessments
about particular regions, etc. It is also vital to getting buy-in of groups in various region~
to base studies in that region, so the guidelines need to have a provision for coordinating
with local and regional groups.
Michael MacCracken, Climate Institute

Page 1, Lines 13-14: The Introduction to the draft Guidelines quite properly directs tha~
in order to "e~,sure scientific integrity and credibility, each deliverable will be produce~
in accordance with the guidelines. However, the sentence beginning on line 13 of the|
Introduction appears to undercut that directwe m stating that specific ~mplementaUon
of the guidelines "will vary from product to product." It is a very broad and open-ende~
statement that is susceptible to wide and varied interpretation by the lead agency (or |
agencies), the authors and others. It lacks any criteria for its application and any degre~
of oversight, and apparently could be applied in any phase of the guidelines without
limitation and without any public knowledge. It is also unclear to whom the provision
directed. In addition, it appears inconsistent with the provisions of Phase I of the
guidelines, which calls for a prospectus that is subject to public comment and then
"finalized" and "posted on the CCSP website," and which then provides (in the beginni
of Phase II) that the lead authors "will prepare the product according to the process
described in the prospectus."

There is sufficient flexibility in the guidelines - which are not rules or regulations -
to enable lead agencies in applying them to each of the 21 products to recognize and
accommodate, where necessary, various needs in their dev’elopment. We urge deletion ~f
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the sentence, or in the alternative a revision that would require identification of any ~
needed variance and the reasons why it is needed as part ofthe draft prospectus required
under Phase I of the guidelines, which is subject to public comment:

However, a lead agency (or agencies) may, in consultation with the IWGs,
identify and explain in the prospectus any unusual circumstances where
application of some aspect of the guidelines to a product may justify,
consistent with such assurance of integrity and credibility, some form of
limited modification.

Edison Electric Institute, Fang

Page 1, Lines 18-21" The first sentence of Phase I ofthe Guidelines provides that for e~,ch
"product" the lead agency (or agencies) "should involve the scientific community and the
public in a scoping process," which "should culminate in preparation and review of a i
product prospectus.’" We have several concerns with this provision.

First, the term "scientific community" seems to single out only one group of experts (i.e.,
government and non-government scientists) to the exclusion of technical experts - suet~
as engineers, economists and sociologists - who, in the ease of some products, would |
seem to have much to offer. While it is good to mention the scientific community, it isI
also encompassed by the term "public." Further, it is equally appropriate to refer to, arid
specifically include, other experts and stakeholders in the scoping effort, as well as thei
general public. As in the case of the IPCC, authors and contributors often are compose~
not only of scientists but also of a wide range of other technical experts. For this and !
other public comment opportunities on the prospectus, the CCSP could establish and
maintain a "list server" that would automatically send out in a timely fashion an E-mai~ to
alert scientists, technical experts, stakeholders and the public of that opportunity.

Second, the sentence does not indicate how this involvement with scientists and the
public in the "scoping process" is to be accomplished. The terms "scientific eommunit,~"
and "the public" are quite broad and leave open how and to what extent each will be
informed of the opportunity to be involved in the process. There is no provision for
Website or Federal Register notice. Later in Phase I, provision is made for public
comment on the draft prospectus. However, that occurs after the scoping process.

8
CCSP,,D,,irector Richard H. Moss gave a prese,n, tation on the guidelines at the April , |2004, Workshop on Issues in Global Change held by the Global Change Coordinating
Comrmttee at the Nataonal Academies, which included a table on the Status
Deliverables Scheduled for Completion Within 2 Years." The table indicates that in th~
case of some products, the prospectus (which is described in Phase I of the Draft
Guidelines) has already been drafted or is "being drafted," and in other products, the
"scoping" that precedes the prospectus (also according to Phase I) has been completed
is "in progress." These activities apparently are taking place internally at the lead and,;

~supporting agencies and on an interageney b~is with the CCSP. App~enfly because ~e
timeline for these products began last October, Moss indicated that there would need to[
be "simultaneous review" of the guidelines and the several prospectuses referred to
above. However, he does not indicate in his comments to what extent, if any,
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involvement of the "scientific community and the public" occurred in the process or
whether, after the guidelines are finalized, those efforts will be revisited in light of the
guidelines. It is unclear how initiation of the product process can begin in advance of
finalization of the guidelines. In the case of these products, the 2-4 year period could be
viewed as beginning from the date of finalization of the guidelines, rather than from las
October.

Third, "should" on line 18 suggests that involvement of the scientists and the public
might have a discretionary tone to it, leaving the impression that a lead agency could
decide on a product-by-product basis about whether to involve either or both. There is to
good reason for such discretion. Uniformity is the best approach. This problem with
"should" exists throughout the guidelines. In some cases, "will" is used and in at least
one instance "shall" appears.

Therefore, we urge that on lines 18 and 20 "should" be changed to "will" (or "shall")
both sentences; on line 19, change "scientific community" to "scientific/technical
community" and "public" to "stakeholders and the public"; and on line 18 after
"involve", insert
", thrtugh the lead agency Website,".

Incidentally, the term "stakeholders" is defined in Annex D of the Strategic Plan. ThatI
definition is broad enough to include the entities that we listed above for that term.
However, if that is not your understanding, the guidelines should clearly include them.
Edison Electric Institute, Fang

Page 1, In. 18-33: This section cttrrently reads like an invitation to explore a tiny wiggl~.
room. Wc have alre,a, dy defined the problem and the product (for you) and all you get tq
do is "further refine it This section should sound and be far more inviting for
stakeholders to truly shape the product. This section should reflect the CCSP’s sincere
openness and responsiveness to decision-support needs (whatever they may be). The 1_
bulleted list should include (i.e., be more explicitly demanding specifies on) what specific
CCSP goal(s) and specific user/decision-support needs this product will respond to._Th~
fourth bullet in    particular should be reworded to be more inviting and permissive of a
broad range of forms of open stakeholder involvement. "If needed" in parentheses
suggests something exceptional, something tolerated but not really desired. Toueht! Tl’fi’s
should be replaced with "as deemed appropriate and desirable", and add examples of~e
kinds of ways in which stakeholders could be involved. You have a VERY traditional I
and narrow definition of stakeholder involvement! (See NRC Review of Final Strategi~
Plan for multiple additional examples).
Moser, NCAR

Page 1, line 30: Having each report possibly develop its own framework for expressingI
uncertainties seems very likely to greatly confuse the public. It would be much better t6
try to arrive at some more uniform approach for communicating levels of confidence mtd
uncertainty in scientific understanding. In this regard, both the IPCC Assessment proce ~s
and the National Assessment process have utilized a lexicon to express levels of
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confidence. Although similar, there are differences between these systems. One ofthel
research recommendations in the National Assessment report was to encourage researdh
on the strengths and weaknesses of these and other approaches (e.g., how effective were
they or weren’t they in conveying information to the public, government leaders, the
media, etc.) and to work to fred a better system. IPCC is calling a meeting to consider
further possibilities, but I am aware of no similar effort within the US to try to find wa~
to bridge the commtmications gap b~tween the frameworks for uncertainty and risk used
by the scientific community (and they vary across fields) and the more qualitative
framework on which the public seems to rely.
Michael MacCraeken, Climate Institute

Page 1, In. 35: Nowhere do you define "CCSP Principals" - it is not clear who they are
how they are chosen, what their relationship is to the lead authors or reviewers, etc. All
that needs to be stated clearly somewhere in this document.
Moser, NCAR

Page 1, Lines 35-40
The process laid out in this paragraph seems overly cumbersome and is likely to be tim
consuming, particularly in the case of products with a target completion of two years
after October 2003.

First, it calls for two approvals of the prospectus by the "CCSP Principals." One is to
take place before there is peer review and public comment and the other after that revie
and comment, although there is no procedure stated for submitting the draft prospectus!
these Principals for either approval.

Second, it includes a requirement for peer review. However, that is premature because
according to Phase III of the draft guidelines, the prospectus is to describe the "review
process" for each product. Until the prospectus has gone through the public comment
period and has been approved by the CCSP Principals, this process does not exist at
Phase I of the guidelines. Moreover, if there is to be a separate peer review, there need:
to be a selection process for those reviewers as well. That second review is not needed.

Third, the guidelines do not specify a time frame for the CCSP Principals to give or def.
their approval. In the case of the first approval, the guidelines call for them to "review’~
the "draft" in a "timely fashion," which is not very meaningful. In the case of the "fina
approval," the guidelines do not even say that. Again, given the tight time frames for tt
products, such an open-ended review process could be an obstacle to .achieving the
targets.

Fourth, neither the guidelines nor the Strategic Plan indicate who the CCSP Principals
are, even though the term is used quite frequently in the guidelines. It is our
understanding that they apparently are program directors of the several lead and
supporting agencies who may or may not be policy-makers or political appointees. It
seems odd that a federal agency would prepare the prospectus and then submit it for
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review to persons who are likely to be subordinate to those agency officials who overse~
the preparation of the prospectus.

It is important to reemphasize that this process, as described in Phase I of the guidelines,,
is begun by the "lead agency[ies]." They are to conduct a scoping process leading to the
development of a draft prospectus that is to address a list of specific points set forth in i
Phase I. The draIt prospeetns is then subject to public comment. Thus, we question the
need for both approvals, given the fact that the prospectus is to be draxq.ed by the lead
agency and subject to public comment. Accordingly, we urge that the paragraph on lini ~
35-40 be revised as follows:

Upon completion of the draft prospectus, it will be published on the CCSP
website and in the Federal Register for a minimum of 30 days for public
comment. Upon consideration by the lead agency (or agencies) of the
public comments, the draft prospectus with appropriate revisions will be
submitted to the CCSP Principals for review, approval and publication on
the CCSP Website.

As to the principals, at a minimum they need to be identified and some explanation giw
as to why they have been selected to grant approvals or denials over other line officials
the lead agency (or agencies).
Edison Electric Institute, Fang

Page 1, Line 38 - Responses to public comments should be included in the assessment.
Responses may be group by subject matter, however all subjects receiving public
comment within the 30 day period should be addressed in the product assessment.
Neuman, Preserve Our Climate Coalition

Page 1, Line 42 through Page 2, Line 3
We urge these lines be revised to read as follows:

Selection of authors: Such CCSP Website and Federal Register notice of
the draft prospectus will also afford an opportunity for the public to
nominate authors, contributors, and reviewers for the prospectus. The lead
agency (or agencies) are responsible for the selection of the authors,
contributors and reviewers, who may be drawn from within or outside the
federal government and the public and from outside the U.S. and
independent of the public comment nominations. Authors and
contributors shall reflect a balance of scientific/technical expertise and
points of view appropriate to the specific topic addressed in the product.

;n

This revision makes clear that the Federal Register and Website notice for the comments
on the draft prospectus will afford the public, in lieu of"interested parties," an
opportunity to nominate the authors, contributors and reviewers. It also makes clear that
the lead agency will select not only the authors but also the contributors and reviewers. !
We assume that the lead agency will consider the nominees from the public, but will n~t
be bound by that list. In addition, the revision applies the same criteria for selection of!
the contributors as the authors. At the same time, it deletes the requirement that they "re
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known for their scientific work related to the topic" expressed in the product. That
requirement could effectively exclude qualified authors and contributors, and it is
uncertain how it would affect selection of authors and contributors for such products as,
those for CCSP Goal 5 in Table/Box 2-1 of the Strategic Plan.

We have retained the reference to "reviewers." However, it is unclear who they are or ~
their roles. Presumably, they are not peer reviewers, because the selection process of ttie
latter is covered by Phase III of the guidelines. This concept may be derived from the I
[PCC procedures, which provides for "Review Editors." However, the need for
reviewers has not been demonstrated in this process.~
Edison Electric Institute, Fang

Page 1, Line 42 - Page 2, Line 5
We applaud the public process for nomination of authors and contributors. We urge that
nominations be solicited from the university research community.
Abbott, NASULGC

Page 2, Line 4: Perhaps the choice of authors should reflect a balance of experts from
within and outside the Federal government, in order for the products to have a broad
ownership and demonstrate the participation of the scientific community as a whole.
UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Oliver-DEFRA)

Page 2, Lines 10-12
Phase II provides that the "drafting process will be coordinated" by lead authors with
"national/international governmental and non-governmental entities." We presume tha
the lead authors are working for the lead agency (or agencies) and thus are subject to
applicable federal law. In this or any context, it is unclear what it means for these auth~)rs
to coordinate with such entities and who decides which, if any, such "entities" are to ha ve
the favor of coordination. The criteria for their selection are unexplained. It is unclear’
whether this function to be part ofthe prospectus. In addition, it is unclear what this d~ es
to the timetable for these products. It is our understanding that the drafts are to be base~l
on peer-reviewed literature and research, not such coordination. This coordination
should be left to public comment review and peer review.
Edison Electric Institute, Fang

Page 2, Line 14: Suggest that authors should primarily use published, peer-reviewed
scientific literature in the drafting process.
UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Oliver-DEFRA)

Page 2, ln.14-20: It strikes me as rather odd, and likely politically motivated, to demand,.
that lead authors - who supposedly are independent scientists - need to request
permission fi’om the (undefined) CCSP Principals to use "grey literature." Don’t you tr~st
those scientists (or the "independent peer review process" for that matter to be able to i
evaluate the appropriate use of this or any other literature? What really is the purpose o~
this stipulation? I recommend that the responsibility for evaluating the appropriateness
use of this type of literature be left to the lead author(s). You can specify that they pay
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particular attention to the appropriateness of its use, but not let any political appointee~
get in the middle of this decision. This then also eliminates the need for the ambiguously
stated turn-around on this decision ("promptly"- p.2, In. 20 - How long is that? This
window can be totally misused if someone wants to!)
Moser, NCAR

1
Page 2, line 16: If experts submit contributions for consideration that are not published~ it
should be noted that they must be publicly available prior to the review of the draft of~he
assessment/report.
Michael MacCracken, Climate Institute

Page 2, Line 20: When responding to requests to use non-peer-reviewed material, the
CCSP Principals should consider the balance of evidence used and ensure that it is
primarily composed of peer-reviewed literature.
UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Oliver-DEFRA)

Page 2, Lines 22-25
First, the paragraph provides that the draft product "will include a scientific/technical
analysis as well as a non-technical summary for the public." This appears to attempt td
adopt the structure - generally described by Dr. Susan Solomon at an April 8, 2004,
"Workshop on Issues in Global Change" held at the National Academies for ~CC
reports - to the lead agency (or agencies) products. It suggests that public, including
stakeholder, input during the comment period should focus on the ’haon-technieal
summary." It also suggests that the public is not capable of understanding the undeflyi: ~g
scientific/technical analysis.

While we do not object to the product including such a summary, in light of the statuto~
provisions cited in our General Comments - particularly the Information Quality Act -
attempting to draw what may be described as a bright line for the public between the
underlying analysis and summary is inappropriate. We also note that in addition to
stakeholders the public includes scientists/experts who may not be selected as authors
contributors. Under Phase HI, provision is made for-public comment on the entire
product, not just the summary, which is quite appropriate. Therefore, we urge that a
period be inserted after "summary" on line 22 and that "for the public" on line 23 be
deleted.

Second, the sentence beginning on line 23 provides that the "products should identify
disparate views that have significant scientific or technical support." If such "views"
have scientific support, technical support or both, there should be no question that they
need to be included in the "products." However, "should" suggests that the lead agene)
(or agencies) or authors would have discretion whether to include those views. There i.~
no reasonable rationale for such discretion. We urge that on line 23 "will" (or "shall") be
substituted for "should."                                       -             ~

Third, the sentence beginning on line 24 indicates that the products should provide
"confidence levels for findings, if this is appropriate to the product." We assume that th
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refers to the use of probabilities relative to uncertainties. However, the term
"confidence levels" is not explained, nor is there an indication as to who determines tha~
such levels would be "appropriate to the product." It suggests reliance on subjective
judgments and lacks any provision for transparency. This is a very important issue thati
deserves more consideration and greater direction and criteria than just this single, rathm"
open-ended sentence. For example, a basic question exists as to wheth~ any probabilit4/
or confidence level assertion should be made relative to these products. The Strategic
Plan calls for 21 products, each with its own lead author (or authors), and this could res alt
in 21 different approaches and decisions.

We are concerned about this provision. Every "prediction" or "projection" of future
climate phenomena potentially attributable to human activities d~nds, in the first
instance, on assumptions as to future levels of anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse
gases and aerosols. The myriad of driving forces that determine these emissions
(including economic, demographic and technological factors, and non-climate
government policies) and their interrelationships necessarily defy rational probabil!ty. I s
assertions, and the inherently subjective nature of any guesses as to how future emxss~o9
paths will unfold is accentuated by the increasingly speculative nature of assumptions |
about the underlying, driving forces over time horizons as long as a century.

Lack of scientific justification for asserting the probability of occurrence of any partieu ar
level of future emissions over long time periods is sufficient reason, standing alone, for
rejection of efforts to have the CCSP products declare "corffidenee levels" for the
occurrence of future climate phenomena. Of course, there are additional concerns abo~ t
the substantial uncertainties regarding factors such as climate sensitivity and other issm.,s
with respect to global and regional climate modeling exercises that render unappealing
assertions about such confidence levels. Terms such as "likely" or ’kmlikely" are eithe~
meaningless or capable of creating unjustified impressions unless they are aceompanie~
by a standard, agreed set of quantitative definitions, but that is precisely what is
inappropriate.

It is our understanding that the IPCC’s Third Assessment Report includes such "levels’
for Working Groups I and II, but not Working Group HI. A~eptember 5, 2003, paper
titled "A Concept Paper for the AR4 Cross Cutting Theme: Uncertainties and Risks"
Martin Manning and Michael Pettit discusses the "treatment of uncertainty in the TAR~
It noted that Working Group I "adopted a different seven-level scale to characterize
confidence" than the "five-level confidence scale" used in Working Group II and statec
that "[i]n retrospect it appears that the use of specific language (words such as likely or
low confidence) to describe probability ranges can be misleading or confusing and this
aspect of describing uncertainty needs to be reviewed." We urge deletion of the sentenee,
as well as the reference to "conference levels" in Phase I regarding the prospectus.
Edison Electric Institute, Fang

Page 2, Line 23: Identification of disparate views that have significant scientific suppol
should be consistent. This could be facilitated by provision of a definition of’significai
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support - for example, evidence of significant support could be demonstrated by one or~
more peer-reviewed supporting papers in the literature.
UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Oliver-DEFRA)

Page 2, Line 24: Reports on confidence levels for key findings should be consistent. All
key findings should be identified, and confidence levels provided for all of them.
UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Oliver-DEFRA)

Page 2, line 24: I suggest the phrase "provide confidence levels for key findings" be
followed by "based on clearly defined methodologies." Sometimes confidence limits can
be only crudely guessed at and sometimes they can be rigorously defined; it is helpful tb
know which is which.
Barlow; AER, Inc.

Page 2, Lines 27-30 and Footnotes 1 and 2
This paragraph and the footnotes propose to implement the requirements of the
Information Quality Act (which is section 515 of Pub. Law No. 106-554) by stating that
the lead agency (or agencies) "should" provide to the authors the information quality
guidelines issued by the Commerce Department (DOC) and NOAA ,,and that the au~or~
"should" develop the products in "’accordance with these guidelines. Phase IV oftlae
draft guidelines provides that each final synthesis and assessment product is to be
"identified as a CCSP-sponsored product," is to be "published in a consistent format to!
ensure that all deliverables are seen as l~art of the family of CCSP-sponsored" productsI
and "will indicate the Federal agency or agencies that led its preparation." In addition,
the "products will include a statement that indicates the product was prepared accordin~
to the DOC/NOAA information quality guidelines." That proposal is inconsistent with~,
the Information Quality Act and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) final
Guidelines, 67 Fed. Reg. 8452 (Feb. 22, 2002).                                   :

The OMB guidelines apply "government-wide." They state that the Information Quali!y
Act "directs .... agencies subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act" to issue "their own
information quality guidelines ensuring and maximizing the quality, objectivity, utility!
and integrity of information, disseminated b3i the agency" within one year after the Oivl~
guidelines are issued. It is our understanding that all of the lead agencies listed in the
Strategic Plan have complied with this requirement. However, the CCSP is not a federal
agency. Rather, as explained in Chapter 16 of the Strategic Plan, it is a "federal
program" established in 2002 by the President as part of a "new Cabinet level
management structure, wath ultimate budget accountablhty residing "with the
participating agencies and departments." It reports to the Cabinet-level committee on
Climate Change Science and Technology Integration. Thus, presumably the CCSP h~
not prepared these guidelines, but rather relies on the DOC/NOAA guidelines, althougt
apparently it is not part of DOC/NOAA.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Phase IV of the draft guidelines, the information
quality guidelines of each of the lead agencies would, by law, apply to the products
prepared by those agencies. DOC/NOAA are the sole lead agency in a number of
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products, and their guidelines would apply to their products. In other products, they ~
share the lead agency role, and we presume that the DOC/NOA.A guidelines could app,.
However, in the case of the remaining products, the DOC/NOAA guidelines could not pe
construed to apply. Moreover, the Information Quality Act and the OMB guidelines ~
unquestionably require that each of these agencies make their guidelines available to the
authors of the products being produced by each such agency and require the authors to
abide by them. The statute does not allow the lead agencies to, in essence, ignore their
own information quality guidelines. Therefore, we urge that this paragraph and the
footnotes be revised consistent with these comments.
Edison Electric Institute, Fang

Page 2, Line 32 - Page 4, Line 2:
The synthesis and assessment products produced by the CCSP will be critical inputs to:
the development of U.S. climate policy. As such, it is critical that they have the highes!
level of credibility. To ensure credibility, it is necessary that CCSP provide a transpare~at
process for soliciting and responding to public comments on draft products.         ,:

The Draf~ Guidelines for Producing CCSP Synthesis and Assessment Products promisd
the opportunity for public comments. However, they do not provide transparency on ~e.
response to these public comments. The Draft Guidelines state:                   I

Lead Authors will revise the draft product to incorporate the public comments, ~s
they deem appropriate, and the CCSP Principles will review the product a final
time. (Pg. 3, lines 40-41 .)

No independent check on the decisions of the Lead Authors is provided, nor is there an~�
indication of mechanism for providing the CCSP Principles with the scope and
disposition of public comments. Reviewers providing comments during the public
comment period can only infer how their comments were addressed when the final report
issues.

We recormnend that the CCSP develop a transparent procedure that will ensure that all
public comments are given appropriate consideration, and that their scope and dispositi
is reported to the CCSP Principles before they complete their final review. The
procedure could be modeled after the one currently in use by the IPCC. This procedur~
detailed in a document titled: Procedures for the Preparation, Review, Acceptance,
Adoption, Approval and Publication of IPCC Reports (www.ipcc.ch/about/app-a.pdf).

The IPCC procedure involves the use of review editors whose functions include ensufiI
that all substantive review comments are afforded appropriate consideration. Review
editors are experts in the field covered by the report, but they are neither authors nor
reviewers of that report.

IPCC applies it procedure by requiring a written record of the disposition of all review
comments. Lead Authors can respond to comments by making the appropriate change :
their report or by providing a reason why no change is required. The review editor ther

~n

~g
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provides-assurance in writing to the IPCC body approving or accepting the report that t~e
Lead Author team has considered all comments and that all have been responded to in an
appropriate fashion.

IPCC procedures also state:
All written expert and government review comments will be made available to ~
reviewers on request during the review process and will be retained in an open ’
archive in a location determined by the IPCC Secretariat on completion of the i
Report for a period of at least five years.

We recommend that CCSP adopt a similar procedure.

In practice, these procedures need not be cumbersome. The documentation on public
comments distributed to Lead Authors can also provide space for indicating how the
Lead Author team responded to each comment. The review editor should attend the
discussion of public comments, which will allow him/her to advise the Lead Author te ,a~n
as to whether all comments have been handled appropriately. Once the Lead Author
team has completed its response to public comments, the review editor will be in a
position to assure the CCSP Principals that public comments have been appropriately
addressed. Finally, the CCSP Library can act as an archive for public comments for thd
appropriate storage period.

Instituting this type of procedure will ensure transparency in CCSP review processes
credibility for CCSP Assessment and Synthesis products.
O’Keefe & Bernstein, George Marshall Institute

Page 2, Line 34 - Page 3, Line 13
This paragraph of Phase III of the draft guidelines provides that the products "will haveI
an appropriate and scientifically rigorous peer review," that the "process" is the
"responsibility of the lead agency," and that it is to be described in the prospectus and
"approved by the CCSP Principals." On April 28, 2004, OMB issued its "Revised
Information Quality Bulletin for Peer Review" of "Influential .S.eientifie Information" agd
"Highly Influential Scientific Assessments" for additional pubhe comment. 69 Fed. ,Re~.
23230 (2004). When the OMB revision takes effect later this year, it will apply to all
federal agencies subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act, which includes all of the leadl
agencies. These guidelines must conform to that revision when it does take effect.
Edison Electric Institute, Fang

Page 2, Line 35: Should provide a guide for the process used to choose independent
experts, and for appropriate numbers of experts.
UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Oliver-DEFRA)

Page 2, Lines 35-36: In connection with the "review process," Phase III calls for a    ~
rigorous per review and states that the process "will include scientific/technical review ~y,
independent experts." It gives the impression that there are two reviews, one by peer
reviewers and one by experts. It is unclear whether that is intended. In addition, it is
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unclear what the word "independent" means regarding such experts. Questions arise
about ~vho are they independent of and what they are independent of. It is unclear
whether this phrase is intended to exclude experts from agriculture, business, labor,
industry or the environment.
Edison Electric Institute, Fang

Page 2, footnote 2 ¯ Provide the url for the OMB guidelines as well.
Moser, NCAR

Page 3, Line 2: The review process should ensure a balance between independent and
government associated reviewers.
UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Oliver-DEFRA)

Page 3, In.6: You state on p.2, In. 35-36 that the peer-review is to be conducted by
independent scientists/experts. Here you include government scientists/experts as
potential reviewers. In this day and age, government scientists can only be independentiif
they don’t care about their job security. As there are many highly qualified government
scientists/experts, I suggest you include a statement here relieving them of conformity
with government policy for the purposes of this INDEPENDENT peer review.
Moser, NCAR

Page 3, Line 6
The words "as necessary" gives the wrong connotation and suggests a limit on the expe
selected. What is needed for peer review is not just a "broad range" of expertise, but al:
a broad range of views. Therefore, we recommend deletion of the qualifying words "as
necessary" and insertion instead of"and points of view."
Edison Electric Institute, Fang

Page 3, Line 20 through Page 4, Line 2
These provisions of Phase III of the guidelines provide that: the "individual" peer
reviews are to be "made available to the CCSP Principals when completed"; "lead
authors" should revise the draft products to "incorporate the peer review comments, as
they deem avt~rovfiate"; to the extent such comments are not incorporated, the authors
mu~t "prepa~ a grief explanation" for the Principals; the lead agency or (agencies) are!o
provide the "revised" draft product to the Principals; the Principals are to review the dr~
and approve it for release for public comment; thereafter lead authors are once again to]
review the draft and "incorporate" the results of the public comments; and the Principal~
are to review it a "final time" and give their final approval.

First, this portion of the guidelines raises the question of the role of the lead agencies ir~
the preparation and approval of the products. For example, the prows~ons for the le
authors providing to the Principals "individual" peer reviews and the "’brief explanatio~
about not incorporating some "peer review comm_e,,nts" and for the lead agency (or
agencies) sending to the Principals "draft products for review and approval before pub
comment appears to make them nothing more than funding and resource sources,
overseers of the process, and conduits to the Principals, who apparently are lead agenc~
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personnel. Yet Phase IV provides that each product will indicate the agency that "led i~,s
preparation.’" Phase IV also provides that the lead agencies "are responsible’" for
developing products and for all phases of their preparation.

The wisdom of this process in unclear. Since the lead authors are selected by the lead
agency (or agencies), it would seem appropriate that it is the agency’s responsibility to
receive the peer review materials andto review the draft product prior to public
comment. In addition, the sentenc~ beginning on line 36 provides that public comment’
notices must clearly state that the draft product "does not represent agreed findings" of
the "participating agencies" or that of the Principals, even though the Phase HI provisio as
do not seem to provide any opportunity for "agreed findings" by both the agencies and
the Principals. Only the Principals are mentioned.

|

Second, the need to involve the Principals in the review of the product before it is noticed
for public comment is not justified. This review should be undertaken by the agency. ,
The .Principals should only be involved after the public comments have been received, the
lead authors have considered them, and the agency has reviewed the draft with the
appropriate revisions.

Third, in the case of the peer review comments, the lead authors apparently have broad
discretion whether to revise the draftproduet through application of the word "should"
and the words "as they deem appropriate." Nevertheless, they must explain to the
Principals any "aspects" of the peer review comments that they do not irtcorporate into
the product. However, the guidelines do not indicate what, if anything, the Principals
should do if they disagree with the explanation.

Fourth, the sentence beginning on line 28 calls upon the Principals to, among other
things, review the product to see if the summary "describes the f’mdings in a context
understandable to the public." That suggests that the public is incapable of         .
understandi~.g a summary that "accurately conveys the findings of the scientific/technic! d
material and describes the findings." The reference to the public is unnecessary.

We urge the following revisions: On lines 21 and 25 before "CCSP.Principals", insert
"lead ageney[ies] and the". On line 27, insert "for information purposes" before the
period. On line 28, delete "CCSP Principals" and insert "lead =zgeney[ies]". On line 30
delete all after the second "findings" until the period on line 31. On line 37 after
"represent", insert "an approved and final product" and delete the remainder of the
sentence until the period on line 38.
Edison Electric Institute, Fang

Page 3, line 23: Suggest this should read "...revise the dra~ product in the light ofthe
peer review comments, as they deem appropriate." The comments might be of the natur~
of guidance or instructions, rather than wording intended to be incorporated.
UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Johnson-DEFRA)
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Page 3, line 25: Suggest replace "incorporated" with "accepted" (to be consistent with
comment above on page 3 line 23.)
UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Johnson-DEFRA)

Page 3, Line 25: Propose that the reasons for choosing not to incorporate review
comments should be explained to reviewers as well as the CCSP Principals.
UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Oliver-DEFRA)

Page 3, Line 36: Change "30 days" to "60 days." Rationale: Given the importance of~e
products, the valuable input that may be obtained through public review, and the potent ial
voltune of the material to be reviewed, it would be preferable to extend the public
comment period to a minimum of 60 days. [See General Comments for further
discussion.]
American Petroleum Institute., Feldman

Page 3, Line 40: Suggest this should read "... revise the draft product in the light of
public comments, as they deem appropriate." The comments might be of the nature of
guidance or instructions, rather than wording intended to be incorporated.
UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Johnson-DEFRA)

Page 3, Line 40: Perhaps the lead authors’ reactions to the public comments - whether
they are accepted, or rejected, with reasons - should be made available to those membe~
of the public who commented? |
UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Johnson-DEFRA)

Page 3, ln.41-43: Here is the place where the political independence of the review process
and of the production of scientific synthesis and assessment products breaks down. Ver~
dangerous section* At the VERY LEAST, you must make explicit here what the purpos~e
and POWERS of ~e final CCSP Principals review is, and that of the NSTC review
process is. Also specify what guards will be in place to protect against political influence
at this final stage.
Moser, NCAR

Page 4, ln.10~12: It concerns me greatly that the CCSP office and lead agencies will
develop a communications/outreach plan (a) independent of the lead and contributing
authors, and (b) that they will do so only this late in the game. Again, this reflects the
very traditional, very out-dated, and product-focused approach described and criticized ~n
the general comment section. I recommend that this commtmieations plan be developed
at the start of the project, and be subject of the stakeholder scoping, expert peer review
and public review processes.
Moser, NCAR                                                             "

Page 4, Lines 26-38                                                      ’
This portion of Phase IV states that the "IWGs will be able to contribute significantly td
the preparation of a deliverable" and lists, as one of their "potential roles," drafting
"sections of reports" (i.e., products), subject to "agreement" with the lead "ageney[ies]’!.
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The guidelines do not identify the IWGs or indicate their membership. However, Phas6
II states, "The lead authors will prepare the product according to the process described ~n
the prospectus."
In addition~ Phase IV specifies that the lead agencies "are responsible for developing
products" and they are to "take responsibility for all phases of product preparation." In
light of these provisions, it is unclear what is intended by these provisions concerning ~e
IWGs. Furthermore, it is unclear what benefit is achieved through drafting by groups.
The role of the IWGs needs to be reconsidered in light of the requirements for an
approved prospectus. Ifthey are needed, their role should be set forth in the prospeetusl
Edison Electric Institute, Fang

Cover Letter from Edison Electric Institute:
Re: Request for Comments on Drafl Guideline~ for Climate Change Science Program

Synthesis and Assessment Products, 69 Fed. Reg 18358 (April 7, 2004)

Dear Assistant Secretary Mahoney:

The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the abov,
referenced National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) notice requestiI
comment on the U.S. Climate Change Science Program’s (CCSP) revised draft
"Guidelines for Producing CCSP Synthesis and Assessment Products."

EEI is the association of U.S. investor-owned electric companies, international affiliates
and industry associates worldwide. EEl’s U.S. members serve more than 90 percent of
all customers in the shareholder-owned segment of the industry, generate approximatel’
three- uarters of all electricity in the country, and serve about 70 percent of all ultimate
customers in the nation. EEI also has long been a participant m matters related to ehma~e
change science and its assessments, particularly with regard to the Framework
Convention on Climate Change sessions of its Conference of the Parties and its
Subsidiary Body for Seientifie and Technology Advice and to the Intergovemmental
Panel on Climate Change sessions.

" " ’ President m 2002 which includes theEEI is supportive of the CCSP established by me    "    ",
Climate Change Technology Program. We were pleased to see the final version last Jui~,
of the Strategic Plan for the CCSP. EEl particularly appreciates NOb_A. malting the dra~
available for public comment on the "effectiveness" of the proposed guidelines for "(1)|
ensuring scientific integrity and (2) facilitating public involvement in the products,"
which are described in detail in Chapter 2 of the Strategic Plan. That chapter also
includes "Examples of Key Research Activities" and milestones for each such activity f~or
each of the five goals, with more detail provided in Chapters 3-9.

Enclosed are our comments on the draft Guidelines and their application to the several
CCSP Goals set forth in Chapter 2 of the Strategic Plan.

~8
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If you have any questions about our comments, or if we can be of any assistance, pleasd,
contact either me at (202) 508-5617 or bfan~@eei.org or Eric Holdsworth, EEI’s Director
of Climate Programs, at (202) 508-5103 or eholdsworth@eei.org.

Sincerely,

William L. Fang, Esq.
Deputy General Counsel

and Climate Issue Director

Enclosure
WLF:fhrn

cc (w/ene):
David W. Conover, Esq.
Director, Climate Change Technology Program, Department of Energy
Dr. Bryan J. Harmegan~:
Associate Director, Council on Environmental Quality
Dr. Harlan L. Watson
Senior Climate Negotiator and Special Representative, U.S. Department of Stat~
Dr. John H. Marburger II
Assistant to the President for Science & Technology Policy, National Economic l
Council

I
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From: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Sent: Thursday, May 13, 2004 5:53 PM
To: ’Marlay, Robert’
Subject: RE: CCTP Working Group Chairs Mtg., 10:00 - 12:00 Noon, Friday, M ay 14
Bob - thanks - I hope to be well enough to attend in the morning.

Bryan

..... Original Message .....
From: Marlay, Robert [mailto:Robert.Marlay@hq.doe.gov]
Senti Thursday, May 13, 2004 2:37 PM
To-’ Hannegan, Bryan J.
Subject; FW: CCq’P Working Group Chairs Mtg., 10:00 - 12:00 Noon, Friday, May 14

Brian: Dave Conover and I wanted to be sure you knew about this meeting, Friday, of the CCTP Working
Group Chairs. We will be discussing internal reviews of the Draft Strategic Plan. I recall that David invited
your early review of the document, and I am wondering if you have suggestions on how to improve its
chances for release in June as a "public review draft". Bob

-̄----Original Message .....
From: Marlay, Robert

Sent: Monday, May 10, 2004 6:52 PM
To: Stamos, John; Ginsberg, Mark; Bill Hohenstein (Bill Hohenstein); Dina Kruger (Dina Kruger); Ron Birk (Ron Birk); Patrinos, Ari

Cc: Conover, David; Braitsch, Jay; Elwood, Jerry; John@battelle Clarke (E-mail); Gunning_Paul@EPA (E-mail); Johnston Gordon (E-mail);
Anderson, Margot; Baldwin, Sam; Sullivan, John

Subject:    CCTP Working Group Chairs Mtg., 10:00 - 12:00 Noon, Friday, May 14

CCTP Working Group Chairs: Dave Conover has scheduled the next CCTP WG Chairs meeting for 10:00
to 12:00 Noon, Friday, May 14. The meeting will be held at DOE’s Forrestal Building, Room GH-019.
Please allow about 10 extra minutes to get through DOE front desk security and sign-in. The primary
purpose of the meeting will be to discuss comments on the CCTP Draft Strategic Plan, schedule and next
steps. Personal attendance is preferred, but for those who cannot attend, a call-in number is provided
below. Each WG Chair will be expected to present a consolidated summary of his/her WG’s comments on
the overall draft Plan, in addition to a summary of the WG technical area. Electronic submission of detailed
comments should be provided separately for CCTP staff to address. WG Chairs who may not be able to
participate should designate a suitable representative. Thank you for your continued support and interest.
Bob. 202-586-3949

Call-In Number: 202-287-1019

..... Original Message .....

From: Conover, David

Sent: Monday, April 26, 2004 2:24 p[Vl

To: Stephen Seidel (Stephen Seidel); Ari Pa~rinos (Ari Patrinos); Bill Hohenstein (Bill Hohenstein); Bob Marlay (Bob Marlay); Dina Kruger
(Dina Kruger); John Stamos (John Stamos); Mark Ginsberg (Mark Ginsberg); Ron Birk (Ron Birk)

Cc: McSlarrow, Kyle; Garman, David; Naddox, Mark; Magwood, William; Glotfelty, Jimmy; Orbach, Ray; DeVito, Vincent; Knox, Eric;
Salmon, Jeffrey; James R. Mahoney Ph. D. (James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov); Kolevar, Kevin; McNonigle, Joe; Shaw, John

Subject: CCTP Strategic Plan - ACTION REQUESFED

The Draft Strategic Plan of the U.S. Climate Change Technology Program is now available for internal

file://G:\FOIA - Climate\2004\Deliberative\4.04-7.06\RE CCTP Working Group Chairs M... 4/11/2007
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Message Page 2 of 3

review and comment. Comments may be provided at any time over the next two weeks, but not later than
two weeks from today, Monday, May 10. Please provide comments directly to me, either in the form of
summary and/or specific comments or, if you prefer, as "track changes" on the MS Word documents.
Please forward copies of all comments to Dr. Bob Marlay (DOE/PI), who is coordinating multi-agency
CCTP staff support for the project.

Hard copies will be delivered to S-2, S-3/EE-1, FE-1, NE-1, TD-1, SC-1 and PI-1. For CCTP WG Chairs
and WG team members, the entire Plan is available by downloading electronic files, in either MS Word or
PDF formats, from the following limited access intranet web site:

URL:
Username:
Password:
Click on:

www.climatetech nology..qov/cctp-stratplan/
cctp.plan
agencyrvw

April 2004 Review Files

This review is the first step in an intra-agency, formal review and concurrence process. The next step,
after incorporating feedback and comments, is to request comments from the offices of the Executive
Office of the President (CEQ, OSTP, NEC and OMB). After changes, the third step will be to seek
concurrences from the Federal R&D agency heads, under the auspices of the Cabinet-level Committee on
Climate Change Science and Technology Integration (CCCSTI). The Interagency.Working Group of the
CCCSTI, chaired by Deputy Secretary Kyle McSlarrow, will meet to review CCTP progress Tuesday, April
27.

The current schedule calls for the CCTP Draft Strategic Plan to be released in the form of a "Public Review
Draft" for an extended period of public dialogue and comment, supplemented by technical workshops, from
July through November. The 2004 CCTP Strategic Plan is scheduled for publication in December 2004.

Please direct questions about the Plan or its intended purposes to me, at 586-3994, or to Dr~ Marlay, at
586-3949. The CCTP Draft Strategic Plan is intended to meet or exceed the quality and content standards
recently set the by the Strategic Plan of CCTP’s counterpart program, the U.S. Climate Change Science
Program, led by the U.S. Dept. of Commerce. The CCSP’s Strategic Plan was released in July 2003 (see
<www.climatescience.gov>). It was recently commended favorably by after an in-depth review by the
National Academy of Sciences.

The CCTP Draft Strategic Plan’s summary outline is provided below:

U.S. Climate Change Technology Program (CCTP) Draft Strategic Plan - Table of Contents:

1. Cover
2. Letter to
3. Table of
4. Chapter
5. Chapter
6. Chapter
7. Chapter
8. Chapter
9. Chapter
10. Chapter
11. Chapter
12. Chapter
13. Chapter
14. Append.
15. Append.

the Reader
Contents
1 -Introduction
2 - Mission, Goals and Approaches
3 - Explorifig Alternative Futures
4 - Reducing Emissions from Energy End-Use and Infrastructure
5 - Reducing Emissions from Energy Supply
6 - Capturing and Sequestering Carbon Dioxide
7 - Reducing Emissions of Non-CO2 Greenhouse Gases
8 - Enhancing Capabilities to Measure and Monitor Greenhouse Gases
9 - Fortifying Basic Science Contributions to Technology Development

10 - Summary and Conclusions
A - CCTP Investment Portfolio, FY 2003 and 2004, and FY 2005 Request
B - CCTP Scenarios Analysis Details

file://G:\FOIA - Climate\2004\Deliberative\4.04-7.06\RE CCTP Working Group Chairs M... 4/11/2007
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Message Page 3 of 3

Thanks for your attention to this matter.

Dave Conover
Senior Policy Advisor, Office of the Secretary
Director, US Climate Change Technology Program
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585
202-586-3994 (voice)
202-586-7169 (fax)
240-472-4264 (wireless)

file://G:\FOIA - Climate\2004\Deliberative\4.04-7.06\RE CCTP Working Group Chairs M... 4/11/2007
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From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of James R Mahoney [James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 14, 2004 3:37 PM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov; ccspinfo@usgcrp.gov
Co: Rick Rosen; vicki horton; Scott Rayder; TED KASSINGER; Mary Glackin; Chester J Koblinsky;
Robert W Connors; Ahsha Tribble; Otto Wolff; Conrad C Lautenbacher
Subject: [ccsp] GAO Initiates an Inquiry on CCSP and NOAA
To all:

I am attaching a PDF file with a letter from Thomas McCool at GAO to Otto Woolf at DOC notifying us
about a GAO review of three issues related to climate change.

GAO representatives have already contacted NOAA administrative personnel suggesting dates for an
initial meeting. The suggested dates are

Monday, May 24 at 2:00 PM
Tuesday, May 25 at 10:00 AM

I invite CCSP agency, department and EOP representatives attend the initial meeting, whether it is held
at one of the suggested dates or at a later time.

I propose that we have a conference call next Wednesday, May 19 from 10:30 to 11:15 AM to discuss
our response to the GAO initiative.. Call setup details will be sent to you next Monday. Please plan to
participate in the call, or designate a representative if necessary.

NOAA’s audit staff will provide administrative support for our interactions with GAO. Our responses
will be developed and reviewed on behalf of the interagency CCSP program when requested by GAO,
and by NOAA directly when specified by GAO.

I have asked Dr. Ahsha Tribble (202-482-5920) to coordinate our communications on this matter. If
you respond to this email, please copy both Ahsha and myself.

Thank you

Jim Mahoney

file://G:\FOIA - Climate\2004\Deliberative\4.04-7.06\ccsp GAO Initiates an Inquiry on CC... 4/11/2007
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Cooney, Phil

From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of James R Mahoney [James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov]

Sent: Friday, May 14, 2004 3:37 PM

To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov; ccspinfo@usgcrp.gov

Cc: Rick Rosen; vicki horton; Scott Rayder; TED KASSINGER; Mary Glackin; Chester J Koblinsky;
Robert W Connors; Ahsha Tribble; Otto Wolff; Conrad C Lautenbacher

Subject: [ccsp] GAO Initiates an Inquiry on CCSP and NOAA

To all:

I am attaching a PDF file with a letter from Thomas McCool at GAO to Otto Woolf at DOC notifying us
about a GAO review of three issues related to climate change.

GAO representatives have already contacted NOAA administrative personnel suggesting dates for an
initial meeting. The suggested dates are

Monday, May 24 at 2:00 PM
Tuesday, May 25 at 10:00 AM

I invite CCSP agency, department and EOP representatives attend the initial meeting, whether it is held
at one of the suggested dates or at a later time.

I propose that we have a conference call next Wednesday, May 19 from 10:30 to 11:15 AM to discuss
our response to the GAO initiative.. Call setup details will be sent to you next Monday. Please plan to
participate in the call, or designate a representative if necessary.

NOAA’s audit staff will provide administrative support for our interactions with GAO. Our responses
will be developed and reviewed on behalf of the interagency CCSP program when requested by GAO,
and by NOAA directly when specified by GAO.

I have asked Dr. Ahsha Tribble (202-482-5920) to coordinate our communications on this matter. If
you respond to this email, please copy both Ahsha and myself.

Thank you

Jim Mahoney

5/19/2004
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G A 0
United S~ ~ner~ Accoun~g O~ce
Wm~ton, DC 2054~

May7, 2004

Mr. Otto J. Wolff
Chief Hnancial Officer and
Assistant Secretary for Administration

Department of Commerce

Dear Mr. Wolff:

This is to notify you that the U.S. General Accounting Office is initiating a review of three issues
relating to climate change. This work responds to a request from the Chairman and Ranking Member
of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

Specifically, we plan to examine (1) efforts by the U.S. Climate Change Science Program to comply
with the reporting requirements of the 1990 Global Change Research Act; (2) the possible effect of
climate changeon federal lands during the past 50 years and available literature on the potential
impact of climate change on federal lands in the next 50 years; and (3) trends in federal spending on
climate change over the past decade. The study will be conducted under engagement code 360457.

During the course of our work, we plan to contact the U.S. Climate Change Science Office and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, under the Assistant Secretary of Commeme for
Oceans and Atmosphere.

This work will begin immediately and will be performed by staff from our Natural Resources and
Environment team in Washington, D.C. We will be contacting you soon to set up an entrance
conference.

We would appreciate your notifying the appropriate offices in your agency and identifying a point of
contact for this engagement. If you have any questions, please contact John Stephenson, Director, at
(202) 512-6225, stephensoni @gao.eov; David Marwiek, Assistant Director, at (202) 512-6775,
marwicke@gao.gov; or Anne Johnson, Analyst-in-Charge, at (202) 512-6188, johnsonak@gao.gov.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas J. McCool
Managing Director, Financial Markets
and Community Investment

cc: Mr. Johnnie Frazier, Inspector General
Ms. Mary Mozingo, GAO Liaison Officer
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

ccsp-bounces@usgcrP.gov on behalf of Sandy MacCracken [smaccrac@usgcrp.gov]
Monday, May 17, 2004 1:36 PM
ccsp@usgcrp.gov; Robert.W.Connors@noaa.gov; Chester.J.Koblinsky@noaa.gov
ccsp__info@usgcrp.gov
[ccsp] Call-in procedure for Wednesday telecon

Good Afternoon -

Dr. Mahoney has asked me to send the call-in procedure for the
proposed conference call on Wednesday, May 19 from 10:30 to ll:lSam.
The purpose of the conference call will be to discuss the response to
the GAO initiative.

For participants, please call: 800-516-9896, and use 888503 as your
code number.

If you have any questions regarding this call, please contact Ahsha
(Ahsha.Tribble@noaa-gov), as I will be on leave until June I.

Thank you,
Sandy

Sandy MacCracken
Administrator
climate Change Science Program office
U.S. Global Change Research Program
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Tel: 202-419-3483
FaX: 202-223-3065
Email: smaccrac@usgcrp-gov
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ccsp Draft Prospectus CCSP SA Product 2.2review requested by June 1.txt
From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Rick Piltz
[rpiltz@usgcrp.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2004 1:14 PM
TO: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
Cc: wgcc@usgcrp.gov; ipo@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov
subject: [ccsp] Draft Prospectus, CCSP S&A Product 2.2,review requested
by June 1

Importance: High

TO: CCSP Principals
CC: Interagency working Group Co-Chairs

Attached please find the draft prospectus for ccsP synthesis and Assessment Product
2.2: "North American Carbon Budget and Implications for the Global carbon cycle."

Please send your comments on this prospectus to sandy MacCracken
(smaccrac@usgcrp.gov) by COB on Tuesday, June 1, 2004. This is an internal
government review only -- please do not circulate the prospectus to those outside of
government. You are being asked to comment on the suitability of this draft for
public review, ccsP Principals will have a second opportunity to review and give
final approval to the prospectus after the public comments are received and the
document is revised accordingly.

Please follow these simple formatting steps to ensure that ccsPo collates the
comments correctly:

1) Include prospectus number and a short product qualifier in the subject line of
the e-mail you use to submit your comments (e.g.,
"2.2 North American Carbon Budget").

2) Refer to page and line numbering for each discrete comment.

3) Include your contact info in case we need to reach you for clarification.

CCSPO will collate all the comments and provide them to the product leads. Let me
know if you have any questions.

THANK YOU.

Ri ck Pi I tz
Acting Director until May 24
Climate change science Program office

Rick Piltz
senior Associate
U.S. Global Change Research Program
climate change science Program office
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Tel (dlrect): 202-419-3468 Fax: 202-223-3064 Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www.usgcrp.gov, www.climatescience.gov

Page 1
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From: ccsp_info-bounces @usgcrp.gov on behalf of Ahsha Tribble [Ahsha.Tribble @noaa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2004 6:37 PM
To." CCSP@usgcrp.gov; CCSP_INFC;@usgcrp.gov
Subject: [ccsp_info] Abrupt CC FAQs for Clearance - RESPONSE DUE BY NOON,5/21

Importance: High
To:      CCSP Principals

From:

Subject:

Priority:

Dr. James Mahoney

Clearance of Abrupt Climate Change FAQs

High

The Communications Interagency Working Group (CIWG) has developed a set of Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQs) on Abrupt Climate Change to be posted on the CCSP website as part of our
communications responsibility. The draft FAQs are attached for your review and clearance. The goals
is to have these FAQs available at www.climatescience.gov by Monday, 5/24.

We ask that you send your concurrence or comments to Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov no later than noon
on Friday, May 21. Because this is a time sensitive document, if you do not respond, we will take that
as a concurrence.

If you have any questions, please feel free to call Ahsha at 202-482-5920.

file://G:WOIA - Climate~2004kDeliberative\5.04\ccsp_info Abrupt CC FAQs for Clearance... 4/11/2007
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From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of James R Mahoney [James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2004 5:55 PM
To: CCSP@usgcrp.gov; CCSP_INFO@usgcrp.gov
Cc: Craig Montesano; mmozingo@doc.gov; Robert W Connors; Conrad C Lautenbacher; Scott Rayder;
tkassinger@doc.gov; Debra Larson; James R Walpole; Jane Chalmers; Ghassem Asrar; Otto Wolff;
Thomas R Karl
Subject: [ccsp] GAO inquiry concerning CCSP and NOAA

To:

From:

Subject:

CCSP Principals and DOC/NOAA Representatives

Jim Mahoney

DOC/NOAA GC Lead and Entrance Conference Information

DOC/NOAA General Counsel (GC) Lead

DOC GC/Deputy Secretary of Commerce Designate Ted Kassinger and NOAA GC Jim Walpole have
elected to assign NOAA Deputy General Counsel Jane Chalmers as the DOC/NOAA lead attorney for
the GAO Inquiry on climate change.

Jane will be assisted by other DOC and NOAA attorneys as appropriate. She will serve as the legal
point of contact for the GC representatives from all of the CCSP agencies. Jane’s contact information is
as follows: Jane,Chalmers @ noaa,gov and 202-482-1538.

Entrance Conference

The Entrance Conference has been scheduled for June 3, 2:30PM at the Department of Commerce
{HCHB), Conference Room 5215. Per the guidance during our teleconference regarding the GAO on
May 19, please advise if you wish to attend to Ahsha.Tribble @ noaa.g0v.

file://G:WOIA - ClimateL2004kDeliberative\5.04\ccsp GAO inquiry concerning CCSP and ... 4/11/2007
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From: Ahsha Tribble [Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2004 11:57 AM
To: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Cc: Cooney, Phil
Subject: Re: [Fwd: Abrupt CC FAQs for Clearance - RESPONSE DUE BY NOON, 5/21]
Bryan,

Sorry for another email. I have attached a draft in track changes mode that incorporates the agency
comments that I have received thus far.

Ahsha

Ahsha Tribble wrote:

Bryan,

Does CEQ have any comments on the draft Q&As on abrupt climate change for the CCSP
website?

Ahsha

........ Original Message ........
Subject:Abrupt CC FAQs for Clearance - RESPONSE DUE BY NOON, 5/21

Date:Wed, 19 May 2004 18:37:20 -0400
From:Ahsha Tribble <Ahsha.Tribble@noa.a.gov>

To:CCSP@usgcrp,gov, CCSP_INFO @usgcrp.gov

To:

From:

Subject:

Priority:

CCSP Principals

Dr. James Mahoney

Clearance of Abrupt Climate Change FAQs

High

The Communications Interagency Working Group (CIWG) has developed a set of
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) on Abrupt Climate Change to be posted on the CCSP
website as part of our communications responsibility. The draft FAQs are attached for your
review and clearance. The goals is to have these FAQs available at
www,_c..[_i~;~scien_ce.go_v_ by Monday, 5/24.

We ask that you send your concurrence or comments to Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov no later
than noon on Friday, May 21. Because this is a time sensitive document, if you do not
respond, we will take that as a concurrence.

If you have any questions, please feel free to call Ahsha at 202-482-5920.

file://G:WOIA - ClimateL2004~Deliberative\5.04~Re Fwd Abrupt CC FAQs for Clearance - ... 4/11/2007
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ccsp_info Thursday 300-400 p.m. ccsP meeting to initiateCCSP-NRC study.txt
From: ccsp_info-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of rpiltz@usgcrp.gov
sent: Monday, May 24, 2004 10:41 AM
TO: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
Cc: ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov
Subject: [ccsp_info] Thursday 3:00-4:00 p.m. ccsP meeting to
initiateCCSP-NRC study

Importance: High

Following up on discussion at a meeting of CCSP Principals last month, Ghassem Asrar
has been asked and has agreed to chair a ccsP study to make recommendations to the
ccsP Principals on the future relationship between the program and the National
Academies/National Research Council. The study will address issues of funding of
the NRC by CCSp participating agencies, CCSP-supported NRC reports, and other
issues.
All interested CCSP Principals are invited to participate in the initial meeting
this week to kick off the study. It is expected that a subgroup of ccsP
representatives will carry out the full study.

The initial meeting is scheduled for Thursday, May 27, from 3:00 - 4:00 p.m. in the
CCSP office large conference room.

A draft agenda/workplan for the study will be sent out in a separate message. This
message is intended to get the notification of the meeting on your calendars. Please
notify me whether you are planning to attend.
If you wish to participate but need to do so via telecon, let me know and we will
send you the needed dial-in information.

--RP

Rick Piltz
Senior Associate
climate Change science Program office
u.s. Global change Research Program
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Tel: 202-419-3468; Fax: 202-223-3064
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RE ccsp Thursday 300-400 p.m. CCSP meeting to initiate CCSP-NRCStUdy.txt
From: Cooney, Phil
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2004 7:47 AM
TO: ’rpiltz@usgcrp.gov’
subject: RE: [ccsp] Thursday 3:00-4:00 p.m. ccsP meeting to initiate
CCSP-NRCStudy

Rick, as Bryan is out this week, I will cover for CEQo would you please provide me
the call in number, as I may need to go that route? Many thanks, Phil

original Message
From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov [mailto:ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov] on Behalf of
rpiltz@usgcrp.gov
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2004 10:41 AM
TO: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
Co: ipo@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov
subject: [ccsp].Thursday 3:00-4:00 p.m. ccsP meeting to initiate CCSP-NRCStudy
Importance: High ~

Following up on discussion at a meeting of CCSP Principals last month, Ghassem Asrar
has been asked and has agreed to chair a ccsP study to make recommendations to the
ccsP Principals on the future relationship between the program and the National
Academies/National Research Council. The study will address issues of funding of
the NRC by ccsP participating agencies, CCSP-supported NRC reports, and other
issues. All interested ccsP Principals are invited to participate in the initial
meeting this week to kick off the study. It is expected that a subgroup of ccsP
representatives will carry out the full study.

The initial meeting is scheduled for Thursday, May 27, from 3:00 - 4:00 p.m. in the
CCSP office large conference room.

A draft agenda/workplan for the study will be sent out in a separate message. This
message is intended to get the notification of the meeting on your calendars. Please
notify me whether you are planning to attend. If you wish to participate but need to
do so via telecon, let me know an8 we will send you the needed dial-in information.

-’RP

Rick Piltz
senior Associate
climate Change science Program office
U.S. Global change Research Program
1717 Pennsylvania.Ave., N.W., suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Tel: 202-419-3468; Fax: 202-223-3064
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ccsp CCSP telecon tomorrow on review of CCSP-NRC relations.txt
From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Rick Piltz
[rpiltz@usgcrp.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2004 4:01 PM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
Cc: kathy.holmes@science.doe.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; djwhite@nsf.gov;
msweeney@hq.nasa.gov                                                    ¯
Subject: [ccsp] CCSP telecon tomorrow on review of CCSP-NRC relations

Importance: High

This is a reminder that the initial CCSP meeting to kick off the review of the ccsP
relationship with the National Academies/ National Research Council is scheduled
for Thursday, May 27, from 3:00 - 4:00 p.m. Ghassem Asrar will chair the review.

The meeting will be conducted by telecon. The CCSP office will set up the
conference call. Your procedure for connecting is:

Dial 800-516-9896
At prompt, enter the passcode 888503

Attached is a draft workplan for the review developed by Dr. Asrar.

Rick Piltz
Senior Associate
U.S. Global change Research Program
climate Change ScienceProgram office
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 250
washington, DC 20006 "
Tel (dlrect): 202-419-3468 Fax: 202-223-3064 Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www.usgcrp.gov, www.climatescience.gov
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Privileged and Confidential EPICI Draft
Redmft of 12118103 EPICI Draft
3-26-04
in wlf gcc #69 diskette under "epieimou,032604dra~"

CLIMATE VISION MEMORA!~UM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN T!tE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC POWER SECTOR

AND TI{E DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

I. Overview

~ Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) establishes a voluntary mbrella framework
for reducing the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission intensity of the power sector. This
framework shall be part of the President’s Climate VISION ("Voluntary Innovative
Sector Initiatives: Opportunities Now’’) program, whioh was established on February 12,
2003, as a public-private partnership to address the long-term challenge of global climate
change and to make a meaningful contribution to the President’s goal of rexiucing the
GHG intensity of the United States’ economy by 18 percvnt by 2012.

This MOU is entered into by and between each of the six electric power sector trade
associations of the United States (as named below), the Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA), and the United States Department of Energy (DOE), who are hereinafter
collectively referred to as the "Parties.’" The six trade associations that are Parties to the
MOU are the AmeHcma Public Power Association, Edison Eledtrie Institute, Electric
Power Supply Association, Large Public Power Council, Nuclear Energy Institute, and
the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association. TVA and the six uade associations,
acting through their members, are hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Power
PartllersSM.’’

II. Goals,

The overall goal of this MOU is to support the President in his efforts to reduce the GHG
emissions intensi_ty of the U.S. eeortomy by 18 percent by the end of 2012. To this end,
Power Partnerssu and DOE collectively commit to establish an effective and robust.
partnership between the electric power sector and DOE that is:

Part of a larger economy-wide effort under the Climate VISION program and
other voluntary programs to reduce the GHG emission intensity of the !t.?
economy;
Intended to make a meaningful contribution by the power sector to ensure the
achievement of the President’s GI-IG emission intensity goalI by 2012; and

~ President Bush’s intensity goal is defined in terms of the ratio ofnazional GHG emissions to gross
domestic product
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To facilitate actions by Power PartnerssM and their members to reduce
collectively the power sector’s GHG emission intensity2 by an equivalent of 3 to 5
percent below 2000-2002 baseline levels, as measured over the 20 t0-2012 period.

This emissions in~ensit-y redu~ioa goal is based on anticipated future trends and
conditions within the power sector and other major sectors of the U.S. economy.3 In
addition, the goal applies to the entire electric power sector and does not apply
individually to the Power PartnerssM or their members. Achievement of this goal
depends, in part, on the implementation of the government policies and incentives
generally identified in section IV (p. 3 below) in order to enable voluntary reductions in
GHG emissions intensity. One such policy that is key to Power PartnerssM and their
members is the revisions no~v being made to the guidelines for reporting and registering
GHG emission ~tensity reductions under section 1605Co) of the Energy Policy Act of
1992 (hereinafter referred to as "1605(b) program").

As a secondary goal of this MOU, Power Partners and DOE commit to spur GHG
emission intensity reductions across all sectors of the economy through collaborations
with electricity end-users/customers in the industrial, commercial, residential,
transportation and other sectors.

1TI, Principles

By entering into this MOU, the Parties agree to undertake a robust public-private
partnership for the purpose of advancing the "’new approach to the challenge of global
climate change" that the President announced on February 14, 2002. This new approach
is designed to harness the power of the markets and technological innovation to reduce
GHG emissions intensity.

The Parties recognize that climate change is a global, complex, long-term challenge that
will require a sustained effort over many generations. One essential, dement of an
effective U.S. response enl~ails accelerating the research, development and commercial.
use ofirmovative, economic, zero- or low-emissions technologies for the electric power
and other sectors.

Activities undertaken as part of the Climate VISION program will be voluntary and
flexible and may cover any GHG, while also promoting the energy and envixonment~
enhancement objectives of the program. Participation by Power Partnerss~ does not
constitute endorsement of any particular scientific theory on global climate change.

The Parties ~eeognize that the primary responsibility of the Power Paxtners’sM trad..;
associations is to facilitate actions by thei~ members, in accordance with the ~amework

~ The power sector’s collective imensity goal is defined in terms of the ratio of carbon dioxide (CO~)
emissions to generation (MWH). However, Power Partners’sM members that choose to set company-
specific intensity goals may express their goals in other ways.¯ 3 Emissions in the carbon intensity metric will be adjusted, as appropriate, in accordance with Attachment
1 and the work-planfs) developed under this MOU.

2
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established in the MOU, for the purpose of achieving the goals and objectives set forth in
the MOU. However, the Parties recognize that the Power Partners’sM trade association
members and TVA have specific, but varying circurastances (i. e., diverse growth
requirements, power supply demands, fuel mix, geographical constxaints, and financial
and other resource limitations) that will influence and affect their operations and the
actions they take.

IV. Parties’ Joint Actlons

As part of the Climate VISION program, the Parties seek to achieve the goals and
purposes of this MOU in a transparent maruner. Such efforts will include consistent and

perlodie e~aluations o,fs~ogress by the Parties and encouraging the submission of reports
by the Power Partners’ trade association members and TVA to the revised 1605(b)
program.

Underthis MOU, the Parties will work together to:

- Promote economic GHG emission imensity reductions.
- Encourage expanded use of current low-emission or no-emission technologies,

such as nuclear, hydroelectric, wind, and other renewables, highly efficient
natural gas and clean coal technologies.
Pursue approaches flint will help to accelerate research, development
demonstration and, as soon as practicable, widespread commercial use of
economic zero- or Io~v-earbon electric generation technologies and processes
(including carbon captttre and sequestration), advanced high-efficiency electric
generation, transmission, distribution and.end-use teehnologies.
Develop strategies to enable others to reduce GHG emission intensity, such as
Power Partners"sM electricity end-users/customers in the indust~al, commercial,
residential, transportation and other sectors of the U.S. economy.
Facilitate the development and use of tools for measurhng and reporting GHG
emissions and emissions reductions.

The Parties agree to work together to develop and encourage policies, practices and
practices that will enhance, facilitate, and encourage voluntary efforts for GHG emission
intensity reductions and that will provide incentives and reduce barriers to such
reductions. In particular, it is the aim of the Parties to promote policies and incentives.to
advance the goals and objectives of this MOU by:

- Providing investment stimulus zo deploy advanced technologies and maimaha
America’s critical energy infi’astructure.

- Creazing and maintaining regulatory stability, and m~n{m~ng regulatory
uncertainty and delay.
l~emoving unnecessary constrainis that may inIdbit implementation of
voluntary GHG reductions and use of lower-emitting teelmologies.
Spurring investment in the short- and long-terra through a balanced and
progressive resem’ch, development and deployment portfolio.

3
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The Parties will jointly coordinate the development of work plans thaT. mutually reflects,
zo the greatest extent possible, the flexible implementation strategies and actions for
achieving the goals of this MOU. The Power Partners’sM contribution to such work plans
shall be based on the activities and initiatives described in their action plans submitted to
the Secretary of Energy in connection with the initiation of the Climate VISION program
on February 12, 2003.

The Parties agree to confer, at reasonable intervals, on the progress towards achieving the
GHG intensity reduction goal and implementing the other provisions established under
this MOU. Additional actions or other such changes may be reflected by revising the
terms and provisions of this MOU if they are mutually agreed to by the Parties.

The Power PartnerssM, and DOE view the development and use of advanced technologies
as critical to the achievement of the President’s goal to reduce U.S. GHG intensity by 18
percent by 2012. The Parties commit to develop a process (i) or identifying within six
months high-priority power sector research, development and demonstration associated
with technologies necessary to attaining the GHG intensity reduction goal specified in
section II of this MOUs and ultimately to surpass this goal ("power sector RD&D"), and
(ii) for carrying out the identified high priority power sector RD&D. This process will
provide for:

Joint review by Power Partnerss~4 (through EPRI and its zd~iates) and DOE
of power sector RD&D priorities, with particular attention to technologies
necessary to attain the Power Partners" GHG intensity reduction goal specified
in section II of this MOU and to further extend the transformation of
electricity production, u-ansmission, distribution and consumption with
advanced technologies. DOE’s review would be facilitated by the National
Energy Policy Office (NEPO) and would involve the Climate Change
Technology Program (CCTP) and appropriate DOE Program Offices6.

Joint recommendations by Power Partners sut (through EP1LI and its affiliates),
NEPO, CCTP and appropriate DOE Program Of Iiees of steps to e .an-y out the
identified power sector RD&D priorities, including where appropriate an
RD&D plan.

To the extent these joint recommendations so provide, strengthening existing
and establishing new publie-privaze partnerships fi)r the purpose of carrying
out the high priority power sector tLD&D.

s This power sector RD&D can include research, dev¢lopmen~ and demonstration of advanced zero- or

low-carbon emission elec~e generation technologies (including carbon capture and sequeslration) and
advanced high-efficiency electric generation, transmission, distribution, and end-use technologies.
6 These DOE progam oft]ces include the Offices of Science; Fossil Energy; Nuclear Energy; Science and

.Technology; Electric ~ission and D/ma-Jbt~on: and Energy l~fficianey and Renewable Energy,

4
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Subject to the availability of appropriations and ofnon-faderal fimding,
performing the high priority power sector RD&D through such partnerslfips.

Evaluating potential new policy mechanisms to support early commercial uses
of the technologies developed under the power sector RD&D program, once
they are commercially demonstrated.

The timing and responsibilities for, and components of, this program are described in
Attachment 2.

V. Power PartnerssM Actions

The Power PartnerssM will rake actions to encourage and facilitate participation in the
Climate VISION progr~ by their trade association members and TVA. The important
purposes of this effort will be to improve the level and depth of participation, through
workshops or other means, of their trade association members and TVA and to enhance
performance and reporting.

The Power PartnerssM will encourage their trade association members to achieve the
goals, actions and initiatives described in the associations’ Climate V~SION action plans,
which were trmlsmitted by letter from each of the Power Partners’S~ members to the
Secretary of the DOE. Collectively, these action plans serve as the starting point for the
establishment of an effective voluntary framework for reducing the GHG emission
intensity of the power sector.

The Power PartnersSM wilt use best efforts to aclaieve the GHO intensity reduction goal of
thisMOU by facilitating their membership to undertake the activities described in the
work plan to be developed with DOE. The activities contained in the work plan will
cover a wide range of actions that may be undertaken over the term of this MOU to
achieve GHG emissions intensity reductions. Such activities may include domestic and
international actions, including actions to enable those in other sectors to reduce their
GHG intensity.

Individual trade association member companies and TVA may memorialize their
voluntary actions, programs, and activities through company-specific plans tailored and
detailed in accordance with such members’ and TVA’s circumstances and submi~teddo
the Power PartnerssM and DOE. Member companies and TVA may use the revised
1605(b) prepare for reporting and registering (3He emissions intensity reductions
achieved under their company-specific plans and this voluntary prograrm

ThePower PartnerssM will develop and promote power sector initiatives that will allow
their member cornp~mies mad TVA to pool their resources and collaborate collectively on
joint, industry-wide programs and activities to reduce GHG emissions intensity.

The Power PartnerssM will prepare an annual report on activities and accomplishments
under this MOU, be~nning t~o calendar years after this MOU (with attachments) is
signed by the Parties. This report shall present the actions taken and results achieved

5
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through the Climate VISION program during the preceding year and shall include an
analysis that explains how these activities and accomplishments represent a meaningful
contn~oution by the power sector to the President’s I 8 percent GHG emission intensity
reduction goal. In support of this effort, the Power Partnerssra will develop a
standardized metric for measuring progress in reducing GHG emissions intensity for the
electric power sector. This report and accompanying analysis will reflect anticipated
ftrtare trends and conditions within the power sector and other major sectors of the U,S.
economy.

VI. DOE Actions

DOE will use its best efforts to develop and implement programs, policies, regulations,
budgets and legislative proposals in support of the goals and purposes of this MOU.

DOE will use i~ best efforts to: promote the harmonization of governmental policies and
procedures; promote the minimization of regulatory barriers and uncertainties; encourage
supportive fiscal and other actions and i~centives; and otherwise promote an atmosphere
that encourages and supports Power PartnerssM in their efforts to achieve the goals and
purposes of this MOU.

The DOE, in consultation with other federal agencies, is revising the reporting guidelines
for the 1605(b) program. As directed by the President, the revised reporting guidelines
are intended to provide an effective "tool for companies to publicly record their progress"
in reducing GHG emission intensity. The President stated thai this ’~tool goes hand-in-
baud with voluntary business" actions, such as those to be undertaken by the Climate
VISION Program generally and this MOU specifically. Such revisions to improve the
1605(b) program are critical to maximizing participation under this Climate VISION
partnership and achieving the goals and objectives ofthis MOU. To this end, DOE will
strive to assure that collection and documentation of information through EIA under the
revised 1605(b) program are consistent with, and supports the achievement of, the
President’s overall climate change objectives of Febrtmry 14, 2002, and the goals and
objectives of this MOU:

In revising the 1605(b) guidelines, DOE and other federal ageneles will consider 1)
registration of stand-a/one, credible projects and 2) baseline protection or regi~sSt~aM ~on of
past and future actions. These issues are very important to the Power Partners , both
during and subsequent to the current revision of the 1605(b) program.            ~

Through the Climate VISION program, DOE will .provide recognition to Power.
ParmerssM and their members for malting substanual contributions to GHG emission
intensity reductions through the revised 1605(b) program and by other means. DOE w~
also provide recognition to Power PartnerssM and their members that make firtancial
contributions to GHG emissions reduction research, development, and commercial use of
advanced technologies and praetices.

DOE shall provide teehNicaI assistance to the Power PartnerssM arid their trade
association member companies and TVA in support of the goals, activities and aetlons
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undertaken pursuant to rlxis MOU. This ~ssistance shall include DOE support in the
development of:

Vohmtary commitments, acdbns, programs and other such strategies
developed under this MOU for reducing GHG emission intensity;

Tools for measuring.and reporting GHG emissions intensity reductions and
for achieving energy savings; and

StraIegies to assist others to reduce GHG emission intensity, such as by
demand-side managemefit, energy efficiency, and utilization of
electrotechnology applications by customers and other end-users.

VII. General Provisions

The Parties enter into this M.OU under the authority provided to DOE in the Departmem
of Energy Organization Act (Pub. L. No. 95-91), section 203, 42 U.S.C. § 7!33, and
section 646, 42 U.S.C. § 7256.

The Parties agree to work together to: promote public and congressional awareness and
confidence in the Climate VISION program and this MOU. The Parties also agree to
resolve in a mutually satisfactory manner interpretative and other problems that may arise
in the implementation of this MOU. In addition, each Party shall designate a point of
contact for these purposes and otherwise facilitate implementation of this MOU. Any
Party shall notify all other Parties of any change in its designated contact person.

Any Party may, after 30 days notice in writing to other Parties, terminate its participation
in the agreement without penalty or criticism, and without being subject to any judicial
action.

This MOU broadly states t.he basic understandings of all Parties of voluntai’y tasks and
the methods for performing such tasks described herein and is not to be considered a
binding contract. This MOU shall not be used to obligate or commit funds or as the basis
for the transfer of funds.

Trade secrets and commercial or financial information contained in reports made
pursuant to section V of this MOU shall be subject to the applicable provisions of se%tion
I605(b) of the Energy Policy Act of 1992.

This MOU shall become eftkcfive as of the date the last Party duly executes it below:

Date: __, 2004

/signatures/
/names of trade association and TVA heads/names ofuade associations and
TVAJSecretary of Energy

Attachments (2)
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Attachment I

Factors in Carbon Intensity Metrics

Changes in carbon intensity relating to the power sector can occur from on-system or off-
systen~ actions:

I. On-system activities could include (bu~ are not limited to):

¯ Changes in fuel mix.
¯ Generation perfo.rmance improvements (including nuclear, hydro or other

renewables).
Changes in emissions due to improvements in eitieieaey of electricity production
or 1]se.

Reductions in transmission and distribution losses.
o Reductions in SF 6 releases.

Avoidances that result from substituting low-emitting or zero-emitting generation
for higher-emittlng generation.

II. Off-system aeti,~ities, both domestic and international, that should be considered
could irtclude (but are not limited to):

Offsets from carbon sequestradon~ methane reduction or utilization, and other
activities that reduce or avoid GI-IG emissions.
Offsets from purchased power.
t~eduetions in other sectors due to product substivation (e.g., flyash in cement).
Reductions in dixect fuel use in other sectors due to eleetrotechuologies.
Transfer of reductions or offsets from other entities.
Reductions or offsets achieved by prior actions.

Some of these off-system activities may result in shared reductions or offsets.

Depending on the level ofreportirtg and refererteed baseline, some of these activities may
not be reflected in carbon intensity estimates. If not, they should be considered as "
adjustments to that data_ .
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Attachment 2

POWERSECTOR CLIMATE TECHNOLOGY RD&D PARTNERSHIPS

Phase I: Recommendation of Research Priorities and of Funding Mechanisms

Objective: Identify (i) future climate technology needs for the electric
power sector, (ii) gaps or under-ftmding in current power
sector climate technology research, development and
demonstration (power sector KD&D) programs, (iii)
priorities for new or supplemental power sector climate
teetmology RD&D, and (iv) options for potential funding
mechanisms for early commercial use of advanced
technologies.

Responsible Parties: Power Partnerss~t participants, EPRI and DOE. NEPO will
facilitate participation by appropriate DOE program offices
and CCTP.

Funding:

Deliverable:

EPtLI and DOE (subject to availability of fmading)

EPKI will work with Power ParttlerssM participants and
DOE (i) to identify high priority power sector RD&D, (ii)
to provide by April 15, 2004, recommendations for
carr~g out these priorities including, as appropriate, new
or supplemental power sector climate technology RD&D
programs to be jointly funded by Power PartnerssM

participants and DOE and to be carried out be~nning in FY
2006 (or earlier, if feasible based on availability of
fimding), and (iii) to identify by such date options for new
mechanisms to provide funding for early commercial use of
advanced power sector climate teelmology.

Phase H: Design Poblic/Private RD&D Partnership

Objective: Establish one or more public/private partnerships where
there is a joint recommendation to conduct mutually
agreed-upon priority power sector climate technology
1LD&D through such partnerships.

Responsible Parties: EPRI, DOE (including NEPO, CCTP and appropriaze
program offices)and Power PartnerssM participants.

Funding: To be determined.

9
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DeliverabIes: By July 15, 2004, for projects for which ther~ is a joint
recommendation to do so, DOE program offices and ~PRI
will sign and be prepared to implement (contingent on
Federal and non-Federal funding) cooperative agreements
or CRADAs to which DOE program offices, DOE
laboratories, and EPRI are parties. Under the cooperative
agreements or CRADAs, DOE program ot~fices, DOE
laboratories, and EPRI will develop a detailed RD&D plan
by September 15, 2004, subject to the review and comment
by Power PartnerssM participants.

l~has¢ III. Implementation of RI)&D Program

Objective: Carry-out priority power sector climate technology RD&D
public/private partnership.

Responsible Parties." EPRI, DOE program offices, DOE laboratories, Power
PartnerssM participants through I~PRI

Funding: Shared DOE and industry through EPKI.

Deliverable: Contingent on availability of appropriations and of non-
Federal funding, o.ver five-fiscal-year period beginning
with FY 2006 (or earlier, if feasible basedon availability of
funding), public private partnerships will -

(1) carry-out public/private partnership agreement
executed in Phase II, and

(2) analyze and report results, and recommend any
further power sector climate teehnolog3, RD&D.

Phase W. Facilitating Early Commercial Use

Objective:

Responsible Parties:

Ensure early commercial use of technologies developed by
public/private partnerships                      ~

NEPO and DOE program offices, Power PartnerssM

participants and EPtLI

Funding: To be determined

Deliverable: Once authorized by Congress, provide financial incentives
for early commercial use of technologies developed
pursuant to RD&D program under the MOU.

10
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HIGHLIGHT:
A state plan to be unveiled Monday would be the first to curb greenhouse-gas emissions
in cars.

BODY:
Once again, California is trying to change the world. This time its target is the ever-
present automobile, and Monday state officials will announce emissions regulations of
unprecedented scope and significance.

Never before has a country - let alone a state - required that car manufacturers reduce
the amount of greenhouse gases emitted from tailpipes in an effort to combat global
warming. Within the next decade, however, California will demand that new cars sold in
the state cut those pollutants by 30 percent.

On one hand, it is a measure of California’s clout: 12 percent of all cars sold in the
United States roll off lots here. Yet it also marks a reprise of California’s role as
Washington West - the primary counterweight to the policies of the Bush administration.
As a result, the decision could stir states dissatisfied with Washington’s leadership,
despite the fact that the program could eventually add $1,000 to new car prices.

"In a number of states, a lot of misgivings have been expressed about the failure of the
federal government to do anything about greenhouse gases," says Therese I_anger of the
American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy in Washington. ’q’hat will make this
very appealing."

In recent years, seven Northeastern states - including New York, New Jersey, and
Massachusetts - have adopted California’s auto-emission regulations, which are tougher
than the federal standard. California’s new plans, however, represent something unique.
It has never before regulated gases such as carbon dioxide, which many scientists
believe contribute to global warming.

While some European countries have voluntary guidelines for reducing tailpipe
greenhouse-gas emissions, California would be the first in the world to create a
mandatory standard, introducing it in 2009 and gradually strengthening it until 2015.
Since California is home to some of the most car-clogged cities in the US, the change
would have an obvious environmental effect.                      "

Yet even environmentalists say the greater significance is political. As it has done many
times before, California has craEed a new policy for other states and countries to follow.
In 1960, for example, California established the world’s first agency to control air
pollution; several years later it became the first state to regulate pollutants such as
carbon monoxide.

Already, New York has said it would follow California’s new greenhouse-gas regulations,
and Canada has made similar intimations. The California Air Resources Board is expected
to lay out the details of the plan Monday. Two years ago, the legislature passed a bill -
signed by former Gov. Gray Davis - that gave the agency the authority to regulate
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greenhouse gases. Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger says he will support the decision.

"If it weren’t for California, the environment would be much worse in this country," says
Roland Hwang of the Natural Resources Defense Council. "It puts pressure on the auto
industry and Washington to come up with a solution."

For its part, the auto industry wants nothing to do with the new California policy, and it
has said it might sue. At issue is California’s authority. The federal Clean Air Act clearly
gives California the right to set its own emissions policy in order to curb pollution. Many
times in the past, California has used this authority to pass stricter regulations than those
that existed in other states. ¯

But cdtics of the new plan suggest that one of California’s fundamental goals is to
improve fuel-efficiency, and Washington still retains total authority over national fuel-
efficiency standards. Experts suggest that there are other ways to lower greenhouse-gas
pollutants besides improving fuel efficiency, such as cutting the carbon content of
gasoline. Yet improved fuel economy is "the great untapped resource," says Ms. Langer.

A study by her organization found that fuel economy could be doubled using existing
technology - such as lighter materials and more sophisticated transmissions - with no
change in a car’s appearance and no loss of performance. The cost: between $1,000
and $1,500 per car - roughly in line with California’s estimates. Moreover, if California’s
plan can survive, the state hopes its mandate will spur further innovation. It has
happened before: In the 1970s, California pioneered the use of the catalytic converter,
which is now standard equipment on all automobiles.

"[Auto manufacturers] don’t want to make two different cars," says Mr. Hwang. But if
California’s new regulations spread as previous ones have, he says, "the California car
may become the de facto national car."

(c) Copyright 2004. The Christian Science Monitor

6/14/2004
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DRAFT

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
AIR RESOURCES BOARD

STAFF PROPOSAL REGARDING THE
MAXIMUM FEASIBLE AND COST-EFFECTIVE REDUCTION OF

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS FROM MOTOR VEHICLES

This report has been reviewed by the staff of the California Air Resources Board
and approved for publication. Approval does not signify that the contents
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the Air Resources Board, nor does
the mention of trade names or commercial products constitute endorsement or
recommendation for use.

June 14,2004
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Draft Initial Statement of Reasons
June 14, 2004

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

California has a long history of environmental leadership. This tradition of
environmental leadership continues to this day. In 2002, recognizing that global
warming would impose compelling and extraordinary impacts on California, the
legislature adopted and the Governor signed AB 1493. That bill directs the
California Air Resources Board (Board) to adopt regulations to achieve the
maximum feasible and cost-effective reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
from motor vehicles. This Draft Initial Statement of Reasons presents a preview
of the staff proposal that will be considered by the Board at its September 2004
public hearing.

This document describes the conceptual outlines of the staff proposal, including
the specific details of the proposed approach, its rationale, and an assessment of
its environmental and economic consequences. The reader should bear in mind
that this document is a draft. The various elements of the staff proposal as well
as the methodology used to evaluate its environmental and economic impacts
are all subject to change, due to work in progress as well as comments received
from the public.

This draft does not include proposed regulatory language. Staff is in the process
of developing specific regulatory language and will release a draft for public
comment prior to the September hearing.

Climate Change Overview

The earth’s climate is changing because human activities are altedng the
chemical composition of the atmosphere through the buildup of greenhouse
gases (GHGs), primarily carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, nitrous oxide, and
hydrofluorocarbons.

The heat-trapping property of GHGs is undisputed. Although there is uncertainty
about exactly how and when the earth’s climate will respond to enhanced
concentrations of GHGs, observations indicate that detectable changes are
under way. There most likely are and will continue to be changes in temperature
and precipitation, soil moisture, and sea level, all of which could have significant
adverse effects on many ecological systems, as well as on human health and the
economy.

California Actions to Address Climate Change

The State of California has traditionally been a pioneer in efforts to reduce air
pollution, dating back to 1963 when the California New Motor Vehicle Pollution
Control Board adopted the nation’s first motor vehicle emission standards.
California likewise has a long history of actions undertaken in response to the
threat posed by climate change. Beginning with 1988 legislation that directed the
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California Energy Commission, in consultation with the Air Resources Board and
other agencies, to study the implications of global warming on California’s
environment, economy, and water supply, and continuing on over the years
through Governor Schwarzenegger’s April 2004 Executive Order outlining his
vision for the California Hydrogen Highway Network, California state government
has consistently recognized the necessity for state action on climate change to
protect California’s interests. At the Air Resources Board, attention to the
mechanisms and effects of climate change dates back to 1989, when staff first
updated the Board on the emerging science.

Maximum Feasible and Cost-Effective Technologies

A key part of the staffs technical work is an assessment of technologies and
fuels that can contribute to a reduction of climate change emissions in passenger
vehicles from the 2009 model-year and beyond. The staff technology
assessment reviews baseline vehicle attributes and their contribution to
atmospheric climate change emissions, and evaluates technologies that have the
potential to decrease these emissions. The technologies explored are currently
available on vehicles in various forms, or have been demonstrated by auto
companies and/or vehicle component suppliers in at least prototype form. The
report then examines the lifetime cost of these technologies to vehicle owner-
operators. This approach is consistent with the AB 1493 directive to require
climate change reduction technologies that are economical to an owner or
operator of a vehicle, taking into account the full life-cycle costs of a vehicle.

There are near-term, or off-the-shelf, technology packages in each of the vehicle
classes evaluated (small and large car, minivan, small and large truck) that
results ina reduction of CO2 emissions of at least 15-20% from baseline 2009
values. Several technologies stood out as providing significant reductions in
emissions at favorable costs. These include discrete vadable valve lift, dual cam
phasing, turbocharging with engine downsizing, automated manual
transmissions, and camless valve actuation. Potential improvements in the air
conditioning system include an improved variable displacement compressor,
reduced leakage systems, and the use of an alternative refrigerant (HFC-152a).
Packages containing these and other technologies provided substantial emission
reductions at prices that ranged from a saving to several hundreds of dollars:
Nearly all technology combinations modeled provided reductions in lifetime
operating costs that exceeded the retail price of the technology.

Climate Change Emission Standards

Vehicle climate change emissions comprise four main elements: (1) CO2, CH4
and N20 emissions resulting directly from operation of the vehicle, (2) CO2
emissions resulting from operating the air conditioning system (indirect AC
emissions), (3) refrigerant emissions from the air conditioning system due to
either leakage, losses during recharging, or release from scrappage of the
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vehicle at end of life (direct AC emissions, and (4) upstream emissions
associated with the production of the fuel used by the vehicle. The climate
change emission standard incorporates all of these elements.

Staff elected to incorporate the CO2 equivalent emission standards into the
current LEV program along with the other light and medium-duty automotive
emission standards. Accordingly, there would be a CO2 equivalent fleet average
emission requirement for the passenger car/light-duty truck I (PC/LDT1)
category and another for the light-duty truck 2 (LDT2) category, just as there are
fleet average emission requirements for criteria pollutants for both categories of
vehicles in the LEV program.

Determination of the specific climate change emission standards for each
category involved several steps. First, the maximum feasible emission
reductions were modeled for five vehicle types (small and large car, minivan,
small and large truck) with various technology packages. These technology
packages were then categorized with respect to their technology readiness (i.e.
near-, mid-, or long-term). Secondly, manufacturer specific data was collected
for the California fleet in order to evaluate individual manufacturer product mix.
The emission standards for each category were then determined based on the
manufacturer with the highest average weight vehicles (as opposed to the
average of all the manufacturers) to ensure that all manufacturers can comply
with the standards.

Staff proposes setting near-term standards, phased in from 2009 through 2011,
and mid-term standards, phased in from 2012 through 2014. The proposed
standards, expressed in terms of CO2 equivalent grams per mile, are as follows:

30% 2009 315 422
60% 2010 284 385
100% 2011 242 335
30% 2012 233 328
60% 2013 223 321
100% 2014 211 311

Staff estimates that the average fleetwide incremental cost of control to meet
these standards, taking into account the phase-in of the standard and the specific
starting point of the individual manufacturers, will be as follows:

III
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$176

$241
$326
$294
$421
$382
$584
$539
$851

Thus when fully phased in the near term standards will result in an estimated
average cost increase of $241 for PC/LDT1, and $326 for LDT2. The fully
phased in’mid term standards will result in an estimated average cost increase of
$539 for PC/LDT1 and $851 for LDT2. The staff analysis concludes, however,
that these increased costs will be more than offset by operating cost savings over
the lifetime of the vehicle.

Looking at the cost of the technology on a per vehicle basis, staff estimates that
applying the maximum feasible near term technology to an individual vehicle
would cost an average of $328 for the PC/LDT1 category and $363 for the LDT2
category, compared to the 2009 baseline vehicle. The estimated average cost to
apply the maximum feasible mid term technology is $1047 for PC/LDT1 and
$1210 for LDT2. These costs are higher than the fleet average shown above
because not all vehicles will need to be controlled to the maximum level. Rather,
the proposed standard is set at a level that is feasible for the manufacturer in the
worst starting position. Therefore the average cost across the fleet will be less
than the maximum cost of the technology on a per vehicle basis.

The staff analysis concludes that these standards, when applied to the fleet of
the "major six" automakers (GM, Ford, DaimlerChrysler, Toyota, Honda, Nissan),
would result in the following emission reductions by year. The reductions needed
by individual automakers will vary depending on their initial starting position.

iv
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The proposed standards also address upstream emissions (emissions due to the
production and transportation of the fuel used by the vehicle). Staff proposes to
use the upstream emission levels for conventional fuel vehicles as a yardstick
against which to compare the relative emissions of alternative fuel vehicles. This
approach simplifies the regulatory treatment of gasoline vehicles, while at the
same time allowing for appropriate consideration of differences in upstream
emissions from alternative fuel vehicles.

AB 1493 directs that emission reduction credits be granted for any reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions achieved pdor to the operative date of the
regulations. ARB staff proposes that the baseline against which manufacturer
emissions are measured should .be the fully phased in near term standards, and
that credit for early emission reductions should be available for model years 2000
through 2008. Thus under the staff early credit proposal, manufacturer fleet
average emissions for model years 2000 through 2008 would be compared to the
near term standards on a cumulative basis. Manufacturers that had cumulative
emissions below the near term standards would earn credit.

AB 1493 also requires that the regulations "provide flexibility, to the maximum
extent feasible consistent with this section, in the means by which a person
subject to the regulations ... may comply with the regulations. That flexibility shall
include, but is not limited to, authorization for a person to use alternative methods
of compliance with the regulations." Thus the use of alternative compliance
strategies must not undercut the primary purpose of the regulation, which is to
achieve greenhouse gas reductions from motor vehicles. Accordingly, the ARB’s
altemative compliance program will be limited to the vehicles that are regulated
through AB 1493, and their fuels. This is to ensure that the program does not
dilute the technology-forcing nature of the regulation, since the goal is to reduce
emissions from the vehicles themselves. The major features of the staff proposal
are:
¯ Projects must be located in Califomia to be eligible as alternative methods

of compliance.

v
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Only companies regulated by AB 1493 (automakers) will be permitted to
apply for alternative compliance credits.
Only those vehicles regulated, under AB 1493 are eligible for altemative
compliance credits. This includes model year 2009 and later passenger
vehicles and light-duty trucks and other vehicles used for noncommercial
personal transportation in California.
Staff proposes that eligible projects be limited to those that achieve
greenhouse gas reductions through documented increased use of
alternative fuels in eligible vehicles.

Environmental Impacts

Taking into account the penetration of 2009 and later vehicles meeting the new
standard into the fleet, staff estimates that the proposed regulation will reduce
climate change emissions by an estimated 85,900 CO2 equivalent tons per day
statewide in 2020 and by 143,300 CO2 equivalent tons per day in 2030. This
translates into a 17% overall reduction in climate changes emissions from the
light duty fleet in 2020 and a 25% overall reduction in 2030.

Staff estimates that baseline emissions today (2004) are 386,600 CO2 equivalent
tons per day. With the regulation 2020 emissions will be lower than today’s, and
2030 will be approximately the same, as shown below.

Motor Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emissions
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Cost Effectiveness

Typically, emission control regulations impose a cost. Cost effectiveness is a
measure of the cost imposed per ton of reduction achieved, and thus is a useful
tool to compare various possible approaches. In this instance, however,
AB 1493 requires that the regulations be economical to the consumer over the
life cycle of the vehicle. Consistent with this direction, the technology packages
that provide the basis for the standard result in operating cost savings that
exceed the initial capital cost, resulting in a net savings to the consumer over the
lifecycle of the vehicle. This translates to a "negative" cost effectiveness value
(there is a cost savings per ton reduced). Thus staff estimates that the cost
effectiveness of the staff proposal, in terms of dollars per ton of CO2 equivalent
emissions reduced, is -$143 in 2020 and -$136 in 2020.

Economic Impacts

The climate change regulation may impact several sectors of the economy. The
steps that manufacturers will .need to take to comply with the regulatory
standards are expected to lead to price increases for new vehicles. Many of the
technological options that manufacturers choose to comply with the regulation
are also expected to reduce operating costs. These two responses to the
regulation have combined positive and negative impacts on California
businesses and consumers. The vehicle price increase will be borne by
purchasers and may negatively affect businesses. However, the operating cost
savings from the use of vehicles that comply with the regulation will positively
impact consumers and most businesses. Based on the staff analysis, the net
effect of the regulation on the economy is expected to be small but positive. The
proposed climate change regulation is not expected to cause any significant
adverse impact on the State’s economy. It is very likely that savings from
reduced vehicle operating costs would end up as expenditures for other goods
and services. These expenditures would flow through the economy, causing
expansion or creation of new businesses in several sectors. Staff’s economic
analysis shows that as the expenditures occur, jobs and personal income
increase. There will not be any impacts on the ability of Califomia business to
compete with businesses in other states. State and local agencies will not be
adversely impacted and are likely to realize a net reduction in their cost of fleet
operations.

Impacts on Low Income and Minority Communities

The ARB has made the achievement of environmental justice an integral part of
its activities. The Board approved Environmental Justice Policies and Actions
(Policies) on December 13, 2001. These Policies establish a framework for
incorporating environmental justice into the ARB’s programs consistent with the
directives of State law.

vii
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As the ARB developed the climate change regulations, staff worked closely with
community leaders involved with environmental justice as well as with
environmental and public health organizations to maintain an ongoing dialogue
and thus successfully implement the ARB’s environmental justice policies.

Staff has undertaken an evaluation to investigate if low-income and minority
communities (communities) may be impacted disproportionately by the climate
change regulation. The pdmary direct mechanism identified was the potential
effect on used car prices. Because the vehicle price increases caused by the
proposed regulation may, over time, increase the price of used vehicles that low-
income households tend to purchase, the staff focused on analyzing the potential
impacts of the vehicle price increase on low-income purchasers of used vehicles.
The analysis showed that the expected impacts of any price increase are minor,
and would be more than outweighed by a reduction in operating cost. Thus the
proposed regulation should not have a significant impact on low-income
purchasers of used vehicles.

Staff has not identified any mechanisms by which the climate change regulation
would result in disproportionate impact on low income or minority communities

Other Considerations

Staff also is investigating several approaches that supplement the standard
economic analysis. The methods used rely on recent tools and studies that
provide additional insight into the potential impacts of the regulation. Using those
tools and studies to investigate possible secondary impacts of the regulation, this
report presents additional perspectives on the potential impact of the proposed
regulation on fleet mix, emissions, the State’s economy, small businesses, and
low-income households. The methods discussed are in the early stages of
development relative to the standard analysis. As such, it is expected that these
methods will be further refined.

The economic impact analysis is based on the staff assessment that the reduced
vehicle operating cost resulting from the regulation will be sufficiently attractive to
new car buyers to compensate for the vehicle price increase, which results in
vehicle sales that are unchanged from the levels that would have been the c&se
without the regulation. Staff also, however, assessed what the consequences
would be if one assumes that the changes in vehicle price and other attributes do
affect sales. Staff analyzed the potential effect of price and operating cost
changes on sales, fleet size, and fleet age using a consumer choice model
developed by University of California, Davis. The results show that the net result
of increased new vehicle prices and lower operating costs is a tendency to
increase sales in the near term, and slightly decrease sales in the longer term as
the more stringent second step of the regulation is fully phased in.

viii
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Staff also evaluated potential adverse environmental impacts associated with
increased VMT due to lower operating costs. Our analysis indicates that the
benefits of reduced climate change emission from the regulation will not be
affected significantly by any increase in driving attributable to lower operating
cost.

The staff assessment concludes that communities with low income and minority
households are expected to have increased jobs as a result of the regulation.
Future employment growth in some sectors may be reduced, but an increase in
overall economic activity because of increased purchasing power due to lowered
operating costs of vehicles would be expected to create a sufficient number of
jobs to more than offset any losses.

Staff will .continue to refine these approaches and will consider public comment
received before issuing the final staff report.

ix
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ccsp FW Revised Prospectus--Final check requested by Friday 253une.txt
From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Moss, Richard H
[Richard.Moss@pnl.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, 3une 22, 2004 1:59 PM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; wgcc@usgcrp.gov
Cc: cNierenberg, ipo@usgcrp.gov
subject: [ccsp] FW: Revlsed Prospectus--Final check requested by Friday
25June

TO: CCSP Principals and Key Contacts, Interagency working Group Co-chairs

I am forwarding a message from Bill Murray/Tom Karl, along with the draft prospectus
for S&A Product 1.1. As Bill and Tom indicate, the prospectus has been revised in
response to CCSP comments. This previous CCSP review was conducted to prepare the
prospectus for public comment, as described in the draft S&A Product Guidelines.

Because some time has elapsed since the previous review, Jim Mahoney has asked me to
circulate this revised prospectus for a quick final check.
Please make sure your previously submitted comments have been acted upon in a
satisfactory fashion.

Please let me know by COB on Friday if there is any reasonnot to move forward with
posting the prospectus for public comment, we will do so early next week unless we
recelve comments to the contrary.

Thanks for your cooperation.

Ri chard

Richard H. Moss, Ph.D.
Director, climate Change science Program office (Incorporating the US Global change
Research Program and the climate change Research Initiative)
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065

..... original Message-
From: Bill Murray [mailto:william.l.murray@noaa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2004 1:45 PM
TO: Richard Moss
Cc: Tom Karl; christopher D Miller
Subject: Revised Prospectus

Dear Richard:

The CCSP Synthesis Product Prospectus for Product 1.1, "Temperature
trends in the lower atmosphere - steps for understanding and reconciling
differences," has been amended in response to the comments received from
the ccsP Principals. The revised document is attached.

we call particular attention to the revised text on page 4, lines 15-20,
which discusses the planned review process. This sectlon now notes that
the Lead A~thors will be encouraged to supplement the review process
through publication of findings ~n the scientific literature. In
addition, one of the goals of the Exeter workshop milestone, planned for
september, 2004, will be to stimulate publication activity.

Sincerely,
Page i
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Bill Murray (for Tom Karl)

Attachment

Page 2
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climate communications.txt
From: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2004 3:36 PM
TO: ’kparker@usgcrp.gov’
Cc: Halpern, David
subject: climate communications

Kathryn -- David Halpern (OSTP) and I wouldlike to meet with you and Nick next week
to discuss the work and direction of the ccsP Communications working Group. Can you
check with Nick and suggest times when you both are available?

Thanks,
Bryan Hannegan
CEQ

Page 1
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REMINDER--(Action needed) Review of CCSP Relationship with                     Page 1 of 2

From: ccsp_info-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Rick Piltz [rpiltz@usgcrp.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2004 4:26 PM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
Cc: ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov
Subject: [ccsp_info] REMINDER--(Action needed) Review of CCSP Relationship with the NAS/NRC

Importance: High
Re-sending this June 4 memo as a reminder--

[This memo requests write-ups from agencies to address several issues, by Monday, June 21.]

Review of CCSP Relationship with the National Academy of Sciences / National Research Council

Follow-Up Actions from Initial Meeting on May 27, 2004
The CCSP review of the program’s relationship with the NRC had a successful first meeting via telecon.
Participants included CCSP Principals Ghassem Asrar (chair), NASA; Jim Mahoney, NOAA; Margaret
Leinen, NSF; Ari Patrinos, DOE; Jim Andrews, DOD; and Bill Hohenstein, USDA. Also participating
were Jack Kaye, NASA; Chet Koblinsky (for Mary Glackin), Ahsha Tribble, Margarita Conkright, and
Dave Goodrich, NOAA; Jerry Elwood, Dave Conover, and Mitchell Baer, .DOE; Janet Gamble (for
Mike Slimak), EPA; Nick Lancaster (for Chip Groat), USGS; Karrigan Bork (for Linda Lawson), DOT;
Laurette Ruppe, USAID; and Richard Moss and Rick Piltz, CCSP Office.

There was general agreement on the workplan for the review that was distributed prior to the meeting.
Dr. Asrar indicated that he envisioned the review will require holding a total of up to four meetings to
complete. He will communicate with Bruce Alberts at the National Academy of Sciences to inform him
that the CCSP review is under way and to enlist the participation of the NAS/NRC in working with the
CCSP to address the issues that are part of the review.

Dr. Asrar requested that CCSP Principals representing agencies that fund NRC studies agree to
participate in the review on an ongoing basis. He also requested that each agency designate and inform
the CCSP Office of a Point of Contact for communications pertaining to the review, including the
preparation of information that was requested in advance of the next meeting (see below).

Dr. Asrar called for the next meeting to be held in late June. The CCSP Office will send out specific
notification of the meeting when it is scheduled, along with a briefing package for the meeting.
**In preparation for the discussion at the next meeting, the workplan calls for agencies to prepare a
write-up to address several items, as follows. Agency representatives/POCs please send your agency’s
response to the following items to Rick Piltz in the CCSP Office (rpiltz@usgc .~__gOy_, 202-419-3468) by
Mon~day, June 21:

(a) describe your agency’s support for all NRC activities related to climate and global change research
during the past 5 years;
(b) revise the inventory of NRC global change activities if needed;
(c) assess the effectiveness of relevant NRC studies and prepare to discuss that with the CCSP review
group;
(d) provide some sense of how your agency responded to particular NRC recommendations, at least
from those reports you regard as being of greatest relevance and value; and
(e) provide your inputon questions for this review that both the CCSP and the NRC should consider, so
that when we come together with the NRC they will have gone through a similar process to that of the
CCSP review.                                                  0 ~ 3 ~ ~ ~

_e~.l~, II~_o\~’~T A ~,l;m~t,~\,~c~/l\~oliheralive.\fi O~t\ecsn info REMINDER--(Action needed) ... 4/11/2007
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The CCSP Office also will solicit input from CCSP interagency working groups on their assessment of
the effectiveness of relevant NRC studies.
NRC staff has provided a draft inventory, in spreadsheet form, of NRC studies pertaining to climate and
global change research funded by the CCSP, or by CCSP participating agencies, during the past five
years ("post-Pathways"). This inventory might be subject to revision on further review, but to expedite
your work the draft is attached with this message for your use. In deciding which reports to include in
the list, NRC staff attempted to use "climate and associated global changes" as the criterion for
inclusion. They also included a few important reports from the ecosystems, ocean, human dimensions,
and energy technology areas that do not focus explicitly on climate change because they believed CCSP
Principals would find them of interest. There are. many more NRC reports of this type in areas such as
ecosystems and water resources that could be added on request. For each report, they have attempted to
indicate the lead NRC unit (standing committee, board, or division), other involved units, the sponsoring
agencies, and the URL where the report can be found on the National Academy Press Web site.

Rick Piltz
Senior Associate
U.S. Global Change Research Program
Climate Change Science Program Office
1̄717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Tel (direct): 202-419-3468 Fax: 202-223-3064
Tel (main #): 202-223-6262
www.usgcrp.gov, www.climatescience.gov

file:I/G:WOIA - ClimateL2004kDeliberative\6.04\ccsp_info REMINDER--(Action needed) ... 4/11/2007
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From: Moss, Richard H [Richard.Moss@pnl.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2004 4:16 PM
To: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Cc: Rick Piltz
Subject: RE: Status of Synthesis and Assessment Products
Bryan -- I am out of the office and checking email remotely.

Prospectuses for products 1.1 (temperature trends), 2.2 (carbon cycle) and 3.1 (climate models) have already
been through CCSP review.

I’m attaching for your convenience the climate model prospectus; by copy of this message to Rick Piltz, I’m asking
him to foward to both of us the carbon cycle prospectus (which he sent out for review in mid-May). These are
currently being revised. If you have comments on these, it would be helpful to have them soon--please let me
know so I can inform the authors to expect them.

The only thing that is due on Friday is the final check on the prospectus for product 1.1.

Richard

Richard H. Moss, Ph.D.
Director, Climate Change Science Program Office
(Incorporating the US Global Change Research Program and the Climate Change Research Initiative)
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss @ usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223~3065

..... Original Message .....
From: Hannegan, Bryan 3. [mailto:Bryan_3._Hannegan@ceq.eop.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, .lune 22, 20042:32 PM
To: Moss, Richard H
Subject: Status of Synthesis and Assessment Products

Richard -- can you send me a list of all of the synthesis and assessment products, showing their current
status, and which (if any) have prospectuses drafted that I need to be reviewing prior to Friday? Thanks,
Bryan

file:llG:kFOIA - ClimateL2004kDeliberative\6.04kRE Status of Synthesis and Assessment Pr... 4/11/2007
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CommWG Re Meeting Reminder Next CIWG Meeting-June 30th at 3 PM.txt
From: outreach-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of kparker@usgcrp.gov
sent: Monday, June 28, 2004 7:25 AM
To: outreach@usgcrp.gov
Cc: rmoss@usgcrp.gov; james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov
subject: [CommWG] Re: Meeting Reminder Next CIWG Meeting-June 30th at 3
PM

CIWG Members,

A final reminder that our next ccsP communications Interagency working Group meeting
is being held on wednesday at 3 PM. We need everyone’s attendance, as we will be
discusslng and making necessary revisions to our group’s terms of reference. Please
make sure you have reviewed them prior to the meeting. I am attaching them again to
this email. It is preferable for you to be present in person, however, if you need
to call in dial 1 800 516 9896. At the prompt, enter code 888502. If you cannot
attend, please send an alternate and let either Nick or I know.

Don’t forget we’re asking everyone for a brief report on .their_agency’s climate
communications activities (see previous email below for the information we’d like
you to include), we’ll be asking for volunteers to work on drafting the
implementation plan, so please consider volunteering.

Looking forward to seeing everyone on wednesday,

Kathryn
202 343-9044

Nick
202 419 3480

> Fellow CIWG Members,

> Thanks to those of you who replied to my last email. As you might
expect,
> there was no time when everyone could make it, but we got close. The
new
> date for the next CIWG meeting will be wednesday, June 30 from 3-4:30
> PM
at the CCSP office (1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, suite 250).
>
> Please see the previous email (copied below) which includes the agenda.
Remember, we will be asking each of you to give us a brief report (3-5
minutes) on your agency’s climate communications activities.
>
> Also, the terms of reference are attached for your review prior to the
meeting. Please come with suggested revisions/comments. Thank you scott,
> Jennifer and Jason for your efforts in preparing this draft document.
>
> If you cannot make it, please let us know and send an alternate, we
will
> also be able to tie you in via phone, if neccessary.

> see you on the 30th,
>
> Kathryn

>
>> Fellow CIWG Members,
>> Because many of you will be unable to make the Tuesday CIWG meeting,
>> we
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CommWG Re Meeting Reminder Next CIWG Meeting-June 30th at 3 PM.txt
~rp reschedulino it to the wee’< of June 28. In order to maximize participation,
~ase let us k~ow which of the following times do NOT work
>> for you:
>> Tuesday, June 29 at 3 PM
>> wednesday, Jun 30 at 9 AM or at 3 PM
>> Thursday, July 1 at 3 PM
>> Friday, July 2 at 9 AM or 3 PM
>> Please respond by COB Monday so that we can provide ample time to get
this
>> on everyone’s calendar. Thanks for your input!
>> Kathryn
>>> Fellow CIWG members,
>>> The next CIWG meeting will be held on Tuesday, June 15 from
>>> 2:30-4:00
PM
>>> at the CCSP office (1717 Pennsylvania, suite 250). Thanks to those
>>> of
you who provided feedback on suggested meeting times. The proposed meeting agenda
is:
>>> A. Follow-up on abrupt climate change activities B. Review of draft
>>> terms of reference (soon to follow) C. Brief report from each agency
>>> on their communications activities we
would like to begin composing a list of climate change
>>> communi cations
>>> activities that the group will be focusing on over the next 6
>>> month-1
year period to fulfill communications goals of the strategic plan. To this end,
when you give your brief (3-5 minute)agency report, please include the following
i nformati on :
>>> 1. climate communications activities in which your agency is
>>> currently
i nvol ved.
>>> 2. opportunities in your current activities for
>>> col I aborati on/support
from ccsP agencies or the CCSP office.
>>> 3. climate communications activities/topics you’d suggest as
priorities
>>> for the coming 6 month-1 year period.
>>> As a reminder, coordinating with the other ccsP working groups to
assist
>>> in producing and developing the synthesis and assessment products
>>> will
be an important CIWG activity.
>>> Any comments or revisions to the proposed agenda are welcomed.
>>> P1 ease
let Nick or me know if you’ll be attending (or who your alternate will be, if you
are unable to attend).
>>> see you next week,
>>> Kathryn
>>> (202) 343-9044
>>> Nick
>>> (202) 419-3480
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Re FW CommWG Re Meeting Reminder Next CIWG Meeting-June 30th
From: kparker@usgcrp.gov
Sent: wednesday, June 30, 2004 11:09 AM
To: Holbrook, william F.
Cc: kparker@usgcrp.gov; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Hopkins, Robert
Subject: Re: FW: [CommWG] Re: Meeting Reminder Next CIWG Meeting-June
30th at 3 PM              ¯

at 3 PM.txt

Thanks for the info. It is important for CEQ to be represented, so we do hope you
can make it (even if via phone).

Kathryn

> I have a meeting that has popped up at 2:00 today that is a must-attend.
> I may be late this afternoon, so it might be easler for me to call in
> this time and make the next one in person.
>
> Thanks!
>

Original Message
> From: outreach-bounces@usgcrp.gov [mailto:outreach-bounces@usgcrp.gov]
> On Behalf Of kparker@usgcrp.gov
> sent: Monday, June 28, 2004 7:25 AM
> TO: outreach@usgcrp.gov
> cc: rmoss@usgcrp.gov; james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov
> subject: [CommWG] Re: Meeting Reminder Next CIWG Meeting-June 30th at
> 3 PM

> CIWG Members,
>
> A final reminder that our next ccsP Communications Interagency working
> Group meeting is being held on wednesday at 3 PM. We need everyone’s
> attendance, as we will be discussing and making necessary revisions to
> our group,s terms of reference. Please make sure you have reviewed
> them prior to the meeting. I am attaching them again to this email.
> It is preferable for you to be present in person, however, if you need
> to call in dial 1 800 516 9896. At the prompt, enter code 888502 If
> you cannot attend, please send an alternate and let either Nick o~ I know.

> Don’t forget we’ re asking everyone for a brief report on their
> agency’s climate communications activities (see previous email below
> for the information we’d like you to include), we’ll be asking for
> volunteers to work on drafting the implementation plan, so please
> consider volunteering.
>
> Looking forward to seeing everyone on wednesday,
>
> Kathryn
> 202 343-9044
>
> Nick
> 202 419 3480

>> Fellow CIWG Members,

>> Thanks Lo those of you who replied to my last email. As you might
> expect,
>> there was no time when everyone could make it, but we got close. The
> new
>> date for the next CIWG meeting will be wednesday, June 30 from 3-4:30
>> PM
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Re FW CommWG Re Meeting Reminder Next CIWG Meeting-June 30th at 3 PM.txt
> at the CCSP office (1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, suite 250).
>>
>> Please see the previous email (copied below) which includes the
>> agenda.
> Remember, we will be asking each of you to give us a brief report (3-5
> minutes) on your agency’s climate communications activities.
>>
>> Also, the terms of reference are attached for your review prior to
>> the
> meeting. Please come with suggested revisions/comments. Thank you
> Scott,
>> Jennifer and Jason for your efforts in preparing this draft document.
>>
>> If you cannot make it, please let us know and send an alternate, we
> will
>> also be able to tie you in via phone, if neccessary.
>>
>> see you on the 30th,

>> Kathryn
>>
>>
>>
>>> Fellow CIWG Members,
>>> Because many of you will be unable to make the Tuesday CIWG meeting,
>>> we
> are rescheduling it to the week of June 28. In order to maximize
> participation, please let us know which of the following times do NOT
> work
>>> for you:
>>> Tuesday, June 29 at 3 PM
>>> wednesday, Jun 30 at 9 AM or at 3 PM
>>> Thursday, July 1 at 3 PM
>>> Friday, July 2 at 9 AM or 3 PM
>>> Please respond by COB Monday so that we can provide ample time to
>>> get
> thl s
>>> on everyone’s calendar. Thanks for your input!
>>> Kathryn
>>>> Fellow CIWG members,
>>>> The next CIWG meeting will be held on Tuesday, June 15 from
>>>> 2 : 30-4 : 00
> PM
>>>> at the CCSP office (1717 Pennsylvania, suite 250). Thanks to those
>>>> of
> you who provided feedback on suggested meeting times. The proposed
> meeting agenda is:
>>>> A. Follow-up on abrupt climate change activities B. Review of draft ’
>>>> terms of reference (soon to follow) c. Brief report from each
>>>> agency on their communications activities We
> would like. to.begin composing a list of climate change
>>>> communl cations
>>>> activities that the group will be focusing on over the next 6
>>>> month-1
> year period to fulfill communications goals of the strategic plan. To
> this end, when you give your brief (3-5 minute)agency report, please
> include the following information:
>>>> 1. cli,~ate communications activities in which your agency is
>>>> currently
> involved.
>>>> 2. opportunities in your current activities for
>>>> collaboration/support
> from CCSP agencies or the ccsP office.
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Re FW CommWG Re Meeting Reminder Next CIWG Meeting-3une 30th at 3 PM.txt
>>>> 3. climate communications activities/topics you’d suggest as
> priorities
>>>> for the coming 6 month-1 year period.
>>>> As a reminder, coordinating with the other ccsP working groups to
> assi st
>>>> in producing and developing the synthesis and assessment products
>>>> wi I 1
> be an important CIWG activity.
>>>> Any comments or revisions to the proposed agenda are welcomed.
>>>> P1 ease
> let Nick or me know if you’ll be attending (or who your alternate will
> be, if you are unable to attend).
>>>> see you next week,
>>>> Kathryn
>>>> (202) 343-9044
>>>> Nick
>>>> (202) 419-3480
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-up from yesterday’s meeting-implementation plan subgroup meeting set for Tuesday July
From: kparker@usgcrpogov
sent: Thursday, July 01, 2004 5:04 PM
To: nsundt@usgcrp.gov; ahsha.tribble@noaa.gov; kbickel@oce.usda.gov;
samenow.jason@epa.gov; scott.smullen@noaa.gov; gwilliam@hq.nasa.gov;
gretchen.cook-anderson@nasa.gov; Holbrook, willlam F.; Hopkins, Robert
Cc: James R. Mahoney; richard.moss@pnl.gov; rmoss@usgcrp.gov
subject: Re: Follow-up from yesterday’s meeting-implementation plan
subgroup meeting set for Tuesday, July 6 at 11 AM

Dear CIWG Implementation Plan Subgroup Members,

As we discussed at the end of yesterday’s meeting, we want to meet ASAP to get the
draft of the CCSP communications implementation plan moving .forward (and before many
of you leave on summer vacation).

I have confirmed with USDA that the meeting time we discussed, next Tuesday, July 6
at 11 AM, will work for them (Katie Bickel will be their representative). I have
not heard confirmation back from NASA as of yet, but wanted to get this out to you
so you could get it on your calendars.
Since everyone else can meet at this time, we will go ahead with this date and hope
that our NASA representative can join us. We will meet at the CCSpOffice (1717
Pennsylvania Ave, suite 250).

See you all on Tuesday. Please give the implementation plan some additional thought
prior to Tuesday’s meeting so it can be as productive as possible.

Thank you for your willingness to participate in this important CIWG subgroup,

Kathryn
(202) 343-9044
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Cooney, Phil

From: Hannegan, Bryan J.

Sent: Thursday, July 08, 2004 3:20 PM

To: Cooney, Phil; Peel, Kenneth L.
Subject: EC fails emissions scheme, says E&Y director

EC fails emissions scheme, says E&Y di!~eetor

The European Commission’s failure to challenge eight EU national allocation plans undermines
Europe’s ability to meet its carbon dioxide emissions reduction targets agreed under the Kyoto
Protocol according to Ernst & Young’s director of emissions trading Tony Ward.

The European Commission has today approved outright national plans submitted by Denmark, Ireland,
the Netherlands, Slovenia and Sweden, and requires only technical changes to "sound" plans submitted
by Austria, Germany and the UK, according to EC Environment Commissioner Margot Wallstr6m.

But according to Ward, "The EC’s failure’to grasp the nettle at this critical stage has significant
consequences," he says. In particular, without creating scarcity of supply by challenging national
allocatibn plans, the commission runs the risk of undermining the value of carbon credits and of
providing insufficient financial incentive for companies to cut emissions, says Ward. The price of
carbon credits has dropped "significantly".:upon the announcement, according to market monitor
PointCarbon.

In addition, Ward says the decision to approve these plans without material challenge or change
confirms the sceptical views of Europe’s power and industrial sectors found by an Ernst & Young
Survey conducted in June.

The survey found European companies are ill prepared internally for the Emissions Trading Scheme
(ETS) and have no clear understanding of the long term business management issues involved in its
adoption. In addition, the survey found only 40%.of respondents believe the scheme will result in a
reduction in emissions.

"There is a danger this becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy, say Ward. "If the affected parties believe
this will be a damp squib, if people are not preparing [for the ETS], it gives further oxygen to the idea
that people don’t need to change their behaviour."

Pointcarbon.com
Last updated: 07.08.04

7/8/2004
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Thursday, July 8, 2004

CLIMATE CHANGE

European Commission approves CO2 allocation plans

Andrew Freedman, Greenwire reporter

The future of the European trading system for carbon dioxide emissions became clearer yesterday when
the European Commission approved emission allocation plans of eight nations, with five of the plans
approved outright and three conditionally approved pending certain changes.

The Emissions Trading Scheme -- essentially a cap-and-trade system E.U. member countries will use to
achieve reductions in carbon dioxide - provides manufacturers, utilities and others the opportunity to
buy their way out of specific reductions using an open market of carbon credits. ETS is set to launch
Jan. 1, 2005.

National Allocation Plans outline the number of CO2 emission allowances that E.U. Member States
intend to allocate to energy-intensive industrial plants, so they can participate in emissions trading.

Yesterday’s decision encompassed more than 5,000 of the estimated 12,000 facilities to be covered
under the ETS, representing more than 40 percent of the allowances expected to be issued. The E.C.
unconditionally accepted the plans of Denmark, Ireland, the Netherlands, SIovenia and Sweden. The
commission ruled Austria, Germany and the United Kingdom’s plans must undergo revisions, but they
will not be required to undergo a second assessment.

In addition, the commission said it is sending two member states - Greece and Italy - written warnings
because they have not yet submitted their NAPs, which were due by March 31. Italy has, however,
issued a draft plan that has been roundly criticized by environmentalists and carbon market analysts for
allowing high levels of CO2 emissions.

Jeff Fiedler of the Natural Resources Defense Council said the NAPs would result in an overall
emissions reduction of 3 percent across Europe from business as usual. This would be comparable to
U.S. voluntary emission reduction goals, he said.

"If the E.U. wants to retain its leadership in fighting climate change, it can best demonstrate its
determination through the emissions trading scheme, and all Member States need to be on board," said
E.U. Environment Commissioner Margot Wallstrom.

The plans cover the initial emissions trading period of 2005 to 2007 and are a prelude to Europe’s Kyoto
commitments between 2008 and 2012. They will have a significant effect on the development of the
ETS by determining how much demand there will be for carbon credits.

Most experts said the NAPs are weaker than initially envisioned, and if countries allow their industrial
facilities to emit large amounts of CO2 and new E.U. member states bring a significant amount of
surplus credits to the table, the CO2 trading market may not get far off the ground.

NAPs disappoint many

http://www.eenews.net/Greenwire/Backissues/070804/07080425.htm 7/8/2004
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~.ooney, Phil

From: Peel, Kenneth L.
Sent: Thursday, July 08, 2004 3:26 PM

To: Hannegan, Bryan J.; Cooney, Phi!
Subject: Seven states unprepared for EU greenhouse gas system

Seven states unprepared for EU greenhouse gas
system
08.07.2004 - 09:57 CET I By Mark Beunderman

EUOBSERVER / BRUSSELS - Seven EU states have still not submitted national plans to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions to the European Commission - despite long overdue deadlines.

Environment Commissioner Margot Wallstrtm announced on Wednesday (7 July) that Greece, Italy, the
Czech Republic, Cyprus, Hungary, Malta and Poland have failed to send in their national plans against
climate change.

The national plans are part of the EWs "Emissions trading scheme" (ETS) whereby companies may
trade allowances to emit greenhouse gasses.

The system will enter into force in January 2005 and is seen by the EU as a cost-effective way to comply
with the international Kyoto Protocol on climate change.

National plans, designed to allocate emissions allowances to companies, had to be submitted to the
European Commission by "old" member states by March 31, and by new member states by May 1.

"I am disappointed that some Member States are slow in taking the measures necessary to ensure a
" ’ " ear"smooth start of ermsslons trading next y , said Ms Wallstrtm.

She added: ’!If the EU wants to retain its leadership in fighting climate change, it can best’demonstrate
its determination through the emissions trading scheme, and all Member States need to be on board."

The Commissioner announced infringement procedures against Greece and Italy, but the new member
states escaped legal action as their original deadline had been a month later.

National plans approved
Despite poor preparations by some member states, Ms Wallstrtm expressed confidence that "we can
start the emission trading the first of January next year as planned."

The Commission approved five national allocation plans unconditionally, from Denmark, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Slovenia and Sweden.

7/8/2004
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Te. hnical changes were requested fi’om Austria, Germany and the UK, but in principle their plans were
given the green light by the EU executive as well.

The plans fi-om the eight countries together cover 5,000 industrial plants emitting greenhouse gasses -
out of a total of 12,000 plants in the EU.

Ms Wallstrrm said: "Today’s decision is a crucial step as it clears the way for almost half of the plants
which will be part of the Pan European emissions trading system".

But last month it emerged that companies are not sufficiently prepared for the EU’s emissions trading
system either.

A report published by LogicaCMG - a large international IT and consultaney finn - revealed that only
51% of industry expects to be prepared by January 2005.

..... Original Message .....
From: Hannegan, Bryan .I.
Sent: Thursday, ,1uly 08, 2004 3:20 PM
To: Cooney, Phil; Peel, Kenneth L.
Subject: EC fails emissions scheme, says E&Y director

EC tails emissions scheme, says E&Y director

The European Commission’s failure to challenge eight EU national allocation plans
undermines Europe’s ability to meet its carbon dioxide emissions reduction targets agreed
under the Kyoto Protocol according to Ernst & Young’s director of emissions trading Tony
Ward.

The European Commission has today approved outright national plans submitted by Denmark,
Ireland, the Netherlands, Slovenia and Sweden, and requires only technical changes to "sound"
plans submitted by Austria, Germany and the UK, according to EC Environment Commissioner
Margot Wallstrrm.

But according to Ward, "The EC’s failure to grasp the nettle at this critical stage has significant
consequences," he says. In particular, without creating scarcity of supply by challenging national
allocation plans, the commission runs the risk of undermining the value of carbon credits and of
providing insufficient financial incentive for companies to cut emissions, says Ward. The price of
carbon credits has dropped "significantly" upon the announcement, according to market monitor
PointCarbon.

In addition, Ward says the decision to approve these plans without material challenge or change
confirms the sceptical views of Europe’s power and industrial sectors found by an Ernst & Young
Survey conducted in June.

The survey found European companies are ill prepared internally for the Emissions Trading
Scheme (ETS) and have no clear understanding of the long term business management issues
involved in its adoption. In addition, the survey found only 40% of respondents believe the
scheme will result in a reduction in emissions.

"There is a danger this becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy," says Ward. "If the affected parties
believe this will be a damp squib, if people are not preparing [for the ETS], it gives further oxygen

7/8/2004
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to the idea that people don’t need to change their behaviour."

Pointcarbon. corn
Last updated: 07.08.04

7/8/2004
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Coone /, Phil

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Watson, Harlan L (OES) [WatsonHL@state.gov]
Sunday, July 11, 2004 2:02 PM
Peel, Kenneth L.; Cooney, Phil
REMARKS BY PRESIDENTIAL ECONOMIC ADVISER ANDREI ILLARIONOV AT A PRESS
CONFERENCE ON RESULTS OF THE CLIMATE CHANGE AND KYOTO PROTOCOL
SEMINAR IN MOSCOW, AL~NDER HOUSE, 17:00, JULY 8, 2004

> Copyright 2004 The Federal News Service, Inc.
> Official Kremlin Int’l News Broadcast
> Friday, July 9, 2004
>

> REMARKS BY PRESIDENTIAL ECONOMIC ADVISER ANDREI ILLARIONOV AT A PRESS
> CONFERENCE ON RESULTS OF THE CLIMATE CHANGE AND KYOTO PROTOCOL SEMINAR
> IN MOSCOW , ALEXANDER HOUSE, 17:00, JULY 8, 2004

Illarionov: We have a few minutes left and I would like to tell you
about th~ impressions on the two-day seminar that has just ended.

Yuri Antonovich and I have mentioned the fact that this is the first
seminar of its kind that we have managed to arrange and it was
accidental. Over almost a year we have repeatedly asked our foreign
partners who advocate the Kyoto Protocol and who insist that Russia
should ratify the Kyoto Protocol, and we have invited them to meet and
discuss these issues, present arguments and counterTargnments and
discuss them jointly. But we have not received any reply for a year.
These people persistently refused to take part in any discussion.

Nine months ago, at an international climate change conference in
Moscow, ten questions concerning the essence of the Kyoto Protocol and
its underlying theory were submitted to the IPCC. We were told that
the reply would be given within several days. Nine months have passed
since then but there has been no reply, even though we have repeated
our inquiries on these and the growing number of other related
questions.

Instead of getting replies to our questions, we kept on hearing that
replies did not matter. What was important is that whether or not
Russia trusts Britain, the European Union and the countries that have
ratified the Kyoto Protocol and that have been exerting unprecedented
pressure on Russia to ratify it. This is why it was so important for
us to arrange a real meeting and a real discussion of real problems
with the participation of foreign scientists who have different views
in order not to stew in one’s own juice, as Yuri Antonovich put it,
but t6 hear the arguments not only of our Russian scientists but also
the arguments and counter-arguments from scientists in other
coLtntries.

>

> We did get such an opportunity and over the past two days we heard
> more than 20 reports, we held detailed discussions, and now we can say
> that a considerable number of the questions we formulated and raised
> have been somewhat clarified, just as some other questions have.
>

> I would sum up my bonclusions in six points. The first one concerns
> the nature and the contents of the Kyoto Protocol. This is one of the
> biggest, if not the biggest, international adventure of all times and
> nations. Frankly speaking, it’s hard to recall something like this of
> the same scale and of the same consequences, just as the lack of any
> grounds for action in field.

Basically, none of the assertions made in the Kyoto Protocol and the
"scientific" theory on which the Kyoto Protoco! is based been borne
out by actual data. We are not seeing any high frequency of emergency O04Z9 
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> situations or events. There has been no increase in the number of
> floods. Just as there has been no increase in the number of droughts.
> We can see that the speed of the wind in the hails in some areas is
> decreasing contrary to the statements made by the people who support
> the Kyoto Protocol. We are not witnessing a higher incidence of
> contagious diseases, and if there is a rise, it has nothing to do with
> climate change.
>

> If there is an insignificant increase in the temperature it is not due
> to anthropogenic factors but to the natural factors related to the
> planet itself and solar activity. There is no evidence confirming a
¯ positive linkage between the level of carbon dioxide and temperature
¯ changes. If there is such a linkage, it is a reverse nature. In
> other words, it is not carbon dioxide that influences the temperature
¯ on Earth, but it just the reverse: temperature fluctuations are
> caused by solar activity influence the concentration of carbon
> dioxide.
>

> The statistical data underpinning these documents and issued in
¯ millions of copies are often considerably distorted if not falsified.
> The most vivid example of that is the so-called "ice hockey stick", or
> the curve of temperature changes on the planet over the past I000
¯ years. It is alleged that there were insignificant temperature
¯ fluctuations for 900 years but there was a sharp rise in temperature
¯ in the 20th century.
¯
¯ A number of scientific works published lately show that in order to
¯ produce this "ice hockey stick", nine intentional or unintentional, I
¯ don’t really know, mistakes were made that led to distortions in
> initial data and final results. Using the words of famous poet
¯ Vladimir Vysotsky, everything is not the way it should be.

¯ Second, in respect to the presentation made by representatives of the
.> so-called official team of the British government and the official
> British climate science, or at least how they introduced themselves at
¯ the seminar. I personally was surprised by the e~ceptionally poor
> content of the papers presented. During the past two years I took
> part in many international meetings, seminars, conferences and
> congresses on these issues both in Russia and in many of the
> countries, including the seminar that we had today and yesterday.
> Honestly, these papers and presentations differed dramatically from
¯ what is usually offered at international congresses and conferences.
>
> Simultaneously, they revealed an absolute - and I stress, absolute
¯ inability to answer questions concerning the alleged professional
> activities of the authors of these papers. Not only the ten questions
> that were published nine months ago, but not a single question asked
> during this two-day seminar by participants in the seminar, both
> Russian and foreign, were answered.

> When it became clear that they could not provide a substantive answer
> to a question, three devices were used. And I have to ~ay it now
> although has not direct bearing on the Kyoto Protocol and the content
> of the extremely interesting presentations made during thepast two
> days. The British participants insisted on introducing censorship
¯ during the holding of this seminar. The chief science adviser to the
> British government, Mr. King, demanded in the form of an ultimatum at
> the begim_ning of yesterday that the program of the seminar be changed
¯ and he presented an ultimatum demanding that about two-third of the
> participants not be given the floor.
>
> The participants in the seminar who had been invited by the Russian
¯ Academy of Sciences, they have been invited by the president Of the
> Academy of Sciences Yuri Sergeyevich 0sipov. Mr. King.spoke about
> "undesirable" scientists and undesirable participants in the seminar.
> He declared that if the old program is preserved, he would not take
> part in the seminar and walk out taking along with him all the other
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British participants.

He has prepared his own program which he proposed, it is available
here and my colleagues can simply distribute Mr. King’s hand-written
program to change the program prepared by the Russian Academy of
Sciences and sent out in advance to all the participants in the
seminar.

A comparison of the real program prepared by the Academy of Science
and the program proposed as an ultimatum by Mr. King will give us an
idea of what scientists, from the viewpoint of the chief scientific
adviser to the British government, are undesirable- In the course of
negotiations on this issue Mr. King said that he had contacted the
British Foreign S@cretary Mr. Straw who was in Moscow at the time and
with the office of the British Prime Minister, Blair, so that the
corresponding executives in Britain should contact the corresponding
officials in Russia to bring pressure on the Russian Academy of
Sciences and the President of the Russian Academy of Sciences to
change the seminar’s program.

When the attempt to introduce censorship at the Russian Academy of
Sciences failed, other attempts were made to disrupt the seminar. At
leastfour times during the course of the seminar ugly scenes were
staged that prevented the seminar from proceeding normally. As a
result we lost at least four hours of working time in order to try to
solve these problems.

During these events Mr. King cited his conversations with the office
of the British Prime Minister and had got clearance for such actions.

And thirdly, when the more or less normal work of the seminar was
restored and when the opportunity for discussion presented itself,
when questions on professional topics were asked, and being unable to
answer these questions, Mr. King and other members of.the delegation,
turned to flight, as happened this morning when Mr. King, in an
unprecedented incident, cut short his answer to a question in mid
sentence realizing that he was unable to answer it and left the
seminar room. It is not for us to give an assessment to what
happened, but in our opinion the reputation of British science, the
reputation of the British government and the reputation of the title
"Sir" has sustained he~%-!z damage.

>

> The next point brings us directly to the Kyoto Protocol, or more
> specifically, to hhe ideological and philosophical basis on which it
> is built. That ideological base can be juxtaposed and compared, as
> Professor Reiter has done just now, with man-hating totalitarian
> ideology with which we had the bad fortune to deal during the 20th
> century, such as National Socialism, Marxism, Eugenics, Lysenkovism
> and so on. All methods of distorting information existing in the
> world have been committed to prove the alleged validity of these
> theories. Misinformation, falsification, fabrication, mythology,
> propaganda. Because what is offered cannot be qualified in any other
> way than myth, nonsense and absurdity.
>
¯ Finally, my last point is why it happens and how the whole thing can
¯ be described. When we see one of the biggest, if not the biggest
> international adventures based on man-hating totalitarian ideology
> which, incidentally, manifests itself in totalitarian actions and
> concrete events, particularly academic discussions, and which tries to
¯ defend itself using disinformation and falsified facts. It’s hard to
¯ think of any other word but "war" to describe this.
¯
> To our great regret, this is a war, and this is a war against the
¯ whole world. But in this particular case the first to happen to be on
> this path is our country. It’s unpleasant to say but I am afraid it’s
> undeclared war against Russia, against the entire country, against the
¯ left and the right, against the liberals and the conservatives,
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against business and the Federal Security Sez-vice, against the young
and the old who’live in Moscow or in provinces. This is a total war
against our country, a war that uses all kinds of means.

The main prize in this war for those who have started it and who are
waging is the ratification by Russian authorities of the Kyoto
Protocol. There is only one conclusion to be made from what we have
seen, heard and
researched: Russia has no material reasons to ratify this document.
Moreover, such a ratification would mean only one thing: complete
capitulation to the dangerous and harmful ideology and practice that are
being imposed upon us with the help of international diplomacy.

This is not a simple war. Like any war it cannot be easy and simple.
Regrettably like any war it has its losses and victims, and we must
understand that. The main thing is that we have now obvious evidence
that we have got over the past two days, although we ha~ some hints
before that time, and it was the approach to Russia practiced by some
people attending the seminar, an approach to Russia as a kind of
banana republic, an approach to a country that is not a colony yet but
about to become it as soon as it ratifies the document. At least we
now know how people in colony feel towards other people who are trying
to make them a colony.

And maybe the last touch. During the discussion of the economic
impact of the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol and of when Russia
will achieve the 1990 emission level, one of the representatives of
this official British team of scientists and government officials said
quite blantly: Russia cannot expect an increase in the population, on
the contrary, the population will decrease. And as long as you reduce
your population, you can meet the Kyoto Protocol requirements.

Thank you for your attention. The remaining small team is ready to
answer your questions.

Izrael: Just a couple of words to add. The Kyoto Protocol aims to
impoverish our country, and not only us but our children and
grandchildren, I’d like to emphasize that, because the more time
passes the more we will have to invest to meet the requirements of the
Kyoto Protocol.

Illarionov: And maybe the very last point. Indeed Russia has found
itself in the forefront of this war. We haven’t chosen it. We did
not want and do not wa!~t to war. This war has been imposed o~ us.
The fate of our country, the fate of our children, as Yuri Antonovich
has just said, and the fate of the entire world will depend on the
outcome of this war.

There have been examples in our fairly recent history of how a
considerable portion of Europe was flooded with the brown Nazi
ideology, th~ red Commie ideology that caused severe casualties and
consequences for Europe and the entire world. Now there is a big
likelihood that a considerable part of Europe has been flooded with
another type, another color of ideology but with very similar
implications for European societies and human societies the world
over. And now we in Russia are facing a historical opportunity: are
we going to let the.genie out of the bottle as the previous
generations let the Nazi and Communist genies out of the bottles or
not?

>

> Q: My question is to the representative from Australia.
> Unfortunately I did not get his name -
>
> Illarionov: William Kinenmos.
>
> Q: As far as I know Australia has refused to ratify the Kyoto
> Protocol. Can you tell us if Great Britain and the European Union
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exerted the same kind of pressure on Australia when it was thinking
about whether or not it should ratify the Kyoto Protocol? And how can
you explain what is now happening to Russia?

And a question to Andrei Illarionov...

Kinenmos: Getting to the Australian situation, very early after
Kyoto, the Australian government and the Prime Minister said that
Australia was not going to ratify the Kyoto Protocol because of the
impact on the economic conditions in Australia. It would mean the
loss of jobs and the export of jobs because Australia is essentially a
country that has a lot of energy-intensive industries, and their
growth would be on energy-intensive industries. So the Prime Minister
was very categorical, and he has been since that time that Australia
would not ratify the Kyoto Protocol.

Q: Was there any pressure on Australia to ratify?

Kinenmos: I cannot answer whether in the government area there was
pressure or not. There certainly was not pressure as is experienced
here in Russia, but Australia very early, the Prime Minister said that
Australia was not going to ratify for the reasons that I gave.

> Q: My second question is for Andrei Nikolayevich. Doesn’t the
> Academy of Sciences have security guards so that you wouldn’t have to
> lose for hours and woulcln’t have your seminars disrupted?
>

> Illarionov: Before I answer your question I’ve just been asked that
> here is a package of materials distributed at the seminar and is
> available at the exit. You will be able to get the hand out.
>
> As for the guards, I have seen them. But I understand that the
> question was that Russian participants tried to do all they could in
> order that the seminar’s work were normal. And unfortunately, from
> this two-day experience, I have made it clear for myself that
> different participants in the seminar pursued different go~is. For
> some participants the main goal was the search for the truth,
> understanding of real processes. Other people had the task of
> disrupting the seminar, so that other people who were sdeking the
> truth could not do so. And this, probably, accounts to what was
> taking here over the past two days.
>
> Izrael: I will add something because Andrei Nikolayevichhas already
> said that Sir David King, adviser to the British government - he had
> brought several scientists along with him and he insisted that the
> program should include among the speakers only those scientists and no
> other. So, he came over, selected scientists at his discretion,
> scientists who were to be given the floor in his opinion and
> scientists who were to be denied an opportunity to speak. He even
> said that you are in the minority and we are not going to listen to
> you.
>
> Q: Japanese paper Mainichi. I have a question to Mr. Illarionov.
> Last month when Foreign Minister of Japan came to Moscow she met with
> high-ranking officials of the Russian government and one of them told
> her that Russia will soon be ready to get the answer about the Kyoto
> Protocol ratification issue and he also told her that the answer will
> be in favor of Japan. Pretty much indicating that Russia will be
> ratifying the protocol pretty soon. Do you think that will happen and
> has Mr. Putin made the decision about ratifying or not ratifying the
>protocol?
>

> Illari0n0v: I’ll try to answer each part of your question. The first
> part is, you said that the decision would be taken in favor of Japan.
> As you understand, a decision in favor of Japan means a refusal to
> ratify the Kyoto Protocol. Because the ratification of the Kyoto
> Protocol will hit hardest at those countries whichhad been careless
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enough to assume obligations to cut carbon dioxide emissions, and
Japan was one of such countries.

In February a large international seminar was held in Moscow on the
issues of the Kyoto Protocol and climate change which was attended
among others by representatives of Japan, including representatives of
Japanese business and the government of Japan. I remember the
presentation by a Japanese representative who described how Japan was
already doing everything possible to comply with the terms of the
Kyoto Protocol. That gentleman said that Japan was doing everything
to reduce economic activities in Japan, including the movement of
production outside Japan thus aggravating the economic crisis in which
Japan has been for the last 14 years.

It is known that in the last 14 years Japan has been lagging far
behind other developed states and instead of bridging the gap between
itself and the United States and even Europe, it was increasing the
gap. So, the introduction of the Kyoto Protocol through ratification,
for instance, possible ratification by Russia would mean that Japan
would quickly start to move back to the state in which it was a decade
ago, it would be weak, poor and backward. I don’t think it would be
in the interests of Japan.

As for the reference to the remarks by you Foreign% Minister who had
met with an unidentified Russian officials who allegedly promised your
Minister early ratification of the Kyoto Protocol by the Russian side,
you understand that in wartime, and we re aware that it is a war,
there is always room for the ’fifth column. You know what the fifth
column is.. And the people in the fifth column are working actively
because they want Russia to pass such a decision as quickly as
possible and they use ever3, trick in the book starting from bribery
and ending with intimidation, threats and blackmail.

So, you as a close observer of events in Russia has a unique chance to
see, identify and even interview some of the representatives of the
fifth column.

>

> And finally, regarding the last part of your last question. If the
> Russian Federation ever decides to ratify the Kyoto Protocol such a
> decision will have been taken not only the basis of substantive
> analysis, not for substantive, but for some other reasons. We cannot
¯ fully rule tha~ out just as we cannot fully predict climate change on
¯ the planet. But in any case, if such a decision is taken, it would
¯ deal, I repeat, a very serious blow to Russia, Japan, the European
¯ Union and Canada, the countries and regions which were rash enough to
¯ assume such obligations.
¯
> And it would deal a powerful blow on the whole humanity similar to the
¯ one humanity experienced when Nazism and communism flourished.
¯
¯ Q: The Japanese Information Agency. Mr. Illarionov, a very simple
¯ question. Why don’t you go along with the words of your boss,
¯ President Putin, who said quite clearly: "We are in favor of the
¯ Kyoto Protocol"?
¯
¯ Illarionov: I will permit myself to remind you of the words said by
¯ President Putin. President Putin has never said that he supported the
¯ Kyoto Protocol. President Putin said on May 24, 2004 that he
¯ supported the Kyoto process. So, I am sorry, but you can’t say that I
> do not support President Putin on this issue.
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ccsp_info Invitation to Presentation by Dr. Susan solomon co-chair IPCC WG I on July 23
From: ccsp_info-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Moss, Richard H
[Richard.Moss@pnl.gov]
sent: Thursday, July 15, 2004 5:13 PM
To: ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov
subject: [ccsp_info] Invitation to Presentation by Dr. Susan solomon,,
co-chair IPCC WG I, on July 23

Dear colleague -

You are invited to attend a presentation by Dr. Susan solomon, co-chair of IPCC
working Group I (and recipient of the 2004 Blue Planet Prize!), on progress in,
preparlng working Group I’s portion of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report. The
presentation and subsequent discussion will be held in the climate change Science
Program office conference room on July 23rd at 9 a.mo The office is located at 1717
Pennsylvania Avenue NW, suite 250.

Everyone will need to be cleared into the building. Please RSVP to sandy
(smaccrac@usgcrp.gov) if you plan to attend.

we hope to see you there!

Richard Ho Moss, Ph.D.
Director, Climate change science Program office (Incorporating the us Global change
Research Program and the climate change Research Initiative)
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW~ Suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065

Page 1
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carbon cycle prospectusFrom: Moss, Richard H [Richard.Moss@pnl.gov]
Sent: Friday, July 16, 2004 11:00 AM
TO: Hannegan, Bryan j.
subject: Carbon cycle prospectus

Bryan,

This prospectus for the carbon cycle synthesis and assessment product was sent
around a while ago for review. I am meeting next Tuesday with the authors to discuss
revisions. I wanted to make sure you were comfortable with it. Please let me know by
Monday night (if at all
possible) if you have an final comments. It will be much more efficient if the
authors can deal with al~ comments at once. I hope you are having a good summer~
Richard                                                                              ¯

¯ Richard H. Moss, Ph.D.
Director, Climate Change science Program office (Incorporating the us Global change
Research Program and the climate change Research Initiative) 1717 Pennsylvania
Avenue NW, Suite 250 washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065
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THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
Advisers to the Nation on Science, Engineering, and Medicine

Coordinating Committee on Global Change
July 16, 2004

Washington, DC
Keck 204

Draft Agenda

CLOSED SESSION

8:30-10:45

OPEN SESSION

10:45-10:00 Break

11:00-12:30 Updates on Major Cross-Cutting National Academies Activities (Tab D)
¯ Lessons Learned from Global Change Assessments (Amanda Staudt)
¯ Earth Observations Study (Art Charo)
¯ Review of Climate Change Technology Program Strategic Plan (Jim Zucchetto)
¯ Roundtable on Science and Technology for Sustainability (Bill Clark)

12:30- 1:30 Lunch

1:30-2:30

2:30-3:30

Discussion of CCSP Review of its Relationship with the National Academies (Ghassem
Asrar, Jim Mahoney) (Tab B)

Discussion of Advisory Process for CCSP Program of Synthesis and Assessment
Products (Jim Mahoney, Richard Moss) (Tab C)

3:30-3:45 Break

CLOSED SESSION

3:45-5:00
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From: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Sent: Monday, July 19, 2004 12:31 PM
To: ’Carla Sullivan’; ’Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov’
Co: ’James.Mahoney@noaa.gov’
Subject: TRMM Funding
Was NOAA approached about keeping TRMM operational for hurricane forecasting purposes? How does this
impact our increasing effort in global earthobservations, including th~ CCSP focus on the water cycle?

NASA Denies Funding for Key Satellite
Decision on Orbiter Frustrates Scientists

By Guy Gugliotta
Washington Post Staff Writer
Monday, July 19, 2004; Page A01

NASA is allowing a highly successful satellite to fall out of Earth’s orbit by refusing to fund it for as
little as $28 million, dismaying the scientists and forecasters who use its unique abilities to study climate
change and track hurricanes.

NASA officials said engineers did not order a planned firing of its rockets in early July to hold the
TropicalRainfall Measuring Mission satellite in orbit 241 miles above Earth. Without periodic assists
t~om its thrusters, atmospheric drag will send the satellite’s remains to a watery grave in six to nine
months.

Engineers said the satellite, a joint venture with the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency, is working
perfectly and could still be saved, but NASA officials said neither the Japanese nor other U.S. agencies
were willing to contribute to the estimated $28 million to $36 million needed to keep the mission
operating for as long as two more years.

The satellite is a unique space platform whose instruments have proved invaluable not only to
researchers studying global, change, but also to meteorologists who use its one-of-a-kind "rain radar" to
probe deep into cloud cover to determine whether the makings of a cyclone lurk there.

in 2002, a NASA study determined that the potential lifesaving value of the satellite was great enough to
justify keeping it aloft until it ran out of fuel and tumbled unguided back to Earth, possibly killing or
injuring someone.

The decision instead to use a "controlled de-orbit" for the satellite, known by its initials TRMM, was
announced quietly July 13 in an internal NASA memo, and came at a time when NASA’s Earth
observation budget is shrinking as the agency begins to focus on President Bush’s plan for human
exploration of the moon and Mars.

NASA officials said the agency decided to de-orbit TRMM because the money saved could be put to
better use on a next-generation satellite scheduled for launch in 2011.

The Bush administration is already facing harsh public criticism for its decision to cancel space shuttle
servicing .of the Hubble Space Telescope, and congressional critics of the Bush initiative have publicly
warned NASA not to rob Hubble or other valuable programs -- especially in earth science -- to fund the
new undertaking.                       ~.. ,S~ ,~ ~.~ ~

file://G:kFOIA - Climate\2004kDeliberative\7.04\TRMM Funding.htm 4/12/2007
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But congressional sources said lawmakers do not necessarily see TRMM’s problem as the harbinger of
cuts to come: "TRMM would be a problem regardless, because it’s an unanticipated expense," and not
part of the NASA budget, said a knowledgeable Republican congressional staffer who declined to be
identified. "NASA may even deserve credit for being willing to ante up" some of the money.

Or not. NASA has said little about TRMM’s demise, but researchers all over the country and in Japan
are questioning the decision. Data from TRMM on rainfall and storms are used by climate scientists and
meteorologists all over the world.

"Unlike a lot of missions, it’s worked great from the beginning -- something of a miracle in satellite
meteorology, and we’re still on the rising part of the curve," University of Washington atmospheric
scientist and TRMM team member Robert Houze said in a telephone interview. "It seems almost
unfathomable to me that you would not let it live out its full lifetime."

House Science Committee chief of staff David J. Goldston acknowledged in a telephone interview that
his office had gotten "probably in the last week an inch-high pile of letters from researchers around the
United States saying we’re missing this great opportunity. We don’t have a position yet, but we are
looking into it."

TRMM was launched in Japan on Thanksgiving Day 1997 into an orbit that girdles the globe ranging
from 35 degrees north of the.equator --the latitude of North Carolina -- to 35 degrees south (Santiago,
Chile).

TRMM measures and analyzes rainfall, using microwave, infrared and lightning sensors supplied by the
United States, and the Japanese-built rain radar. Together they provide the most detailed information on
rainfall patterns ever created, from the part of the world that influences global climate more than any
other.

"Having all these instruments on the same satellite can provide best estimates of rainfall over oceans and
land, can measure the impacts of the E1 Nifio ocean temperature changes and document the release of
heat when water changes to rainfall," said Goddard Space Flight Center’s Robert Adler, the NASA
project scientist in charge of TRMM.

TRMM was supposed to last three years, but instead it lived long enough to become a victim of its own
success. "It has been superb on all counts," said Ghassem Asrar, NASA’s associate administrator for
earth science. "The nominal life was 18 months, the goal was three years, and we just kept extending."

As the years crept by, scientists found they could use TRMM to improve the baseline accuracy of
computer climate models and weather forecasts, or to give their local research a global context. And the
longer TRMM operated, the more comprehensive the data became, because climate patterns take years
to develop.

"But the biggest surprise, which I never anticipated, is this whole.ability of the satellite to observe
hurricanes in a way that no satellite can," Houze said. TRMM’s radar can peer inside tropical storms to
watch them evolve.

"A lot of times you’ll just see a ball of white cloud, but TRMM can go to the core, see the eye wall start
to developi Is it intensifying? Is it getting better defined? Is it falling apart?" National Hurricane Center
Director Max Mayfield said in a telephone interview from his Miami office. "It’s been absolutely
critical. Ask any of our hurricane forecasters."

file://G:kFOIA - Climatek2004kDeliberative\7.04\TR_MM Funding.htm 4/12/2007
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As~ar said that engineers had planned acontrolled de-orbit for TRMM "fi’om the beginning," using
onboard thrusters to steer the satellite into the ocean far from population centers. He said the satellite
was sturdy enough for large pieces of it to survive reentry temperatures and potentially injure or kill
people in the debris path.

As time passed, however, what seemed like a routine maneuver to end a successful mission loomed as
the limiting factor for the mission itself. ’ Operating systems were working perfectly, instruments were
not wearing out, and the data were impeccable. The only thing being used up was the fuel needed to
maintain orbit.

In 2002, Asrar asked Bryan O’Connor, NASA associate administrator for safety and mission assurance,
to conduct a "disposal risk review." Did the benefits of using all the fuel to keep TRMM in orbit an
additional five years outweigh the hazards of allowing the spacecraft to fall back to Earth without
guidance?

In his reply on Sept. 4, 2002, O’Connor said the probability ofa TRMM debris casualty would be one in
every 5,000 reentries, twice as dangerous as NASA’s standard of one in 10,000. NASA allows about six
uncontrolled reentries a year.

Despite the heightened danger, O’Connor concluded that "these risks appear to be reasonable when
subjectively weighed against the potential public safety benefits of improved storm analysis and
forecasting capabilities that appear to be realized by extending the TRMM mission."

But uncontrolled reentry was never seriously considered, Asrar said, and the O’Connor analysis was
used to reaffirm what Asrar described as NASA’s original view: "What if the one in 5,000 becomes a
reality?" Asrar said. "Can anybody stand up and say it was worthwhile?" He said he asked for the
O’Connor report simply to show that "we had done due diligence" in evaluating TRMM’s potential
hazard.

In 2003, engineers bought some more time by boosting TRMM from its initial orbit 210 miles above
Earth to its current height. At the higher orbit, the satellite needed station-keeping burns only once a
month, instead of once every three days.

But by mid-2004, NASA had to make another choice: bring TRMM down in a controlled de-orbit this
year for a landing next year or deplete the fuel for one or two more years, then let the satellite "drift
down" unguided for a couple of years, using the last of the fuel to control the fmal reentry.

NASA officials who declined to be quoted by name questioned whether Asrar everseriously considered
prolonging the mission further, and disputed his view that it would cost $28 million to $36 million to
keep TRMM running for up to two more years.

Asrar explained that extending TRMM would require payment not only for the two data years, but also
for the two or more "drift-down" years, when the satellite would not be sending reliable data, but would
still have to be watched. Spending more money now would mean postponing the 2011 launch of a new
satellite designed to improve on TRMM’s performance, he said.

Asrar said it was "absolutely incorrect" that NASA decided to begin the de-orbit now to save money for
the Bush initiative, noting that "we started looking at this issue two years ago," long before the moon-
Mars planarose,
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The Deputy Secretary of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

July 23, 2004

MEMORANDUM FOR: Interageney Working Group on Climate Change Science
and Technology

FROM: Kyle McSlarrow, Chair

SUBJECT: U.S. Climate Change Technology Program

Based on considerations arising from our Interagency Working Group (IWG) meeting of
June 29, I have directed Dave Conover, Director, Climate Change Technology Program
(CCTP), to build on the work of the CCTP Draft Strategic Plan and undertake a number
of new or redirected activities in support of the President’s climate change technology
initiatives, as follows.

CCTP will: (1) coordinate with IWG members and agencies the development ofa CCTP
Vision and Framework document for public release, which will outline our approach to
multi-agency R&D planning under CCTP; (2) coordinate and provide related input to the
development of the President’s FY 2006 budget request; and (3) revise the CCTP Draft
Strategic Plan, once the FY 2006 budget is finalized, so that it is more closely aligned
with the budget and can be released as supporting material at roll-out in February 2005.
In addition, CCTP will assist Secretary Abraham in responding to technical inquiries in
response to his forthcoming article in Policy Forum of Science magazine, which provides
an overview of the Administration’s approach to climate change, including CCTP.

Regarding the FY 2006 budget request, the existing CCTP Draft Strategic Plan may be
used internally as a strategic planning guide. The Plan outlines six strategic goals, with
supporting technology development strategies for each. Each CCTP agency is requested
to review its proposed FY 2006 R&D activities in light of these goals, determine the
adequacy of their respective portfolio contributions to make technical progress toward
goal attainment, and identify high-priority R&D gaps and opportunities, if any. These, in
turn, need to be weighed against other Administration priorities, so that adjustments can
be made to the FY 2006 request, as appropriate. I have asked Dave to coordinate these
agency re.views and report on the resulting findings and their status at the upcoming IWG
meetings planned for September and November.

The President has articulated a bold vision for the role of innovation and technology in
addressing the issue of climate change. With your guidance, and the support of your
agencies, the IWG will be better able to ensure that the President’s FY 2006 budget
reflects a coordinated, multi-agency R&D investment approach to advancing his vision.

Distribution (Attached)
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Distribution

Andrews, J. (DoD/ONR)
Asrar, G. (NASA)
Beato, C. (HHS/PHS)
Bemem, A. (NSF)
Connaughton, J. (CEQ)
Dobriansky, P. (State)
Franldl, E. (DOT)
Garman, D. (DOE)
Griles, S. (DOUIOS)
Holmstead, J. (EPA)
Johnson, S. (EPA)
Kassinger, T. (DOC)
Keamey, C. (DOUIOS)
Laughtenbacher, C. (DOC/NOAA)
Mahoney, J. (CCSP, DOC/NOAA)
Marburger, J. (OSTP)
Martin, G. (NASA)
Mosely, J. (USDA)
O’Donovan, K. (EOP/VP)
Olsen, K. (OSTP)
Peacock (OMB)
Russell, R. (OSTP)
Simmons, E. (USAID)
Watson, H. (State)

Copies to:

Conover, D. (DOE, Director, CCTP)
Marlay, R. (DOE, Dep. Dir., CCTP)
CCTP Working Group Chairs
CCTP Agency Liaisons
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Re Revised CIWG draft implemetation plan outline-please review by COB tomorrow
From: Parker.Kathryn@epamail.epa.gov
sent: Monday, July 26, 2004 2:03 PM
To: Keya Chatterjee
Cc: ahsha.tribble@noaa.gov; gretchen.cook-anderson@nasa.gov;

~william@hq.nasa.gov; James R. Mahoney; samenow.jason@epamail.epa.gov;
bicke1@oce.usda.gov; kchatter@hq.nasa.gov; kparker@usgcrp.gov;

nsundt@usgcrp.gov; Hopkins, Robert; richard.moss@pnl.gov;       .
rmoss@usgcrp.gov; scott.smullen@noaa.gov; spotter@usgcrp.gov; Holbrook,
william F.
Subject: Re: Revised CIWG draft implemetation plan outline-please review
by COB tomorrow

Thank yo9 Keya! .Yes, indeed let’s discuss your questions on August 4.
~nat w11.1 gi.ve.the group t~me to Feview and contemplate, plus we’ll be getting input
Trom weanesaay’s meeting that might need to be considered as well.

Kathryn

Kathryn Parker
Branch chief
Global change Information Branch
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Global Programs Division
Tel: (202) 343-9044
Fax: (202) 343-2337

Keya Chatterjee

<keya.chatterjee@ To: kparker@usgcrp.gov,
nsundt@usgcrp.gov, ahsha.tribble@noaa.gov,

nasa.gov> kbickel@oce.usda.gov, Jason
Samenow/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, scott.smullen@noaa.gov,

gwilliam@hq.nasa.gov,
gretchen.cook-anderson@nasa.gov, wholbrook@ceq.eop.gov,

07/26/04 01:09 PM         rhopkins@ostp.eop.gov,
kchatter@hq.nasa.gov, spotter@usgcrp.gov, Kathryn

Parker/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

rmoss@usgcrp.gov, "James R. Mahoney"
cc: richard.moss@pnl.gov,

<james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov>

subject: Re: Revised CIWG draft
impl emetation plan outli ne-pl ease revi ew by COB

tomo r row

Hello all,
Also as-promised, here is a template for questions to consider before producing

Page I
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Re Revised CIWG draft implemetation plan outline-please review by COB tomorrow
materials. Kathryn- can we discuss any comments on August 4?
Keya                                                    ¯

At 12:50 PM 7/26/2004, kparker@usgcrp.gov wrote:
>Dear CIWG implementation plan subgroup members

>As promised, I’ve attached a revised version of the draft implemetation
>plan outline that we discussed at-our Thursday meeting. I have tried
to
>accurately incorporate your thoughts and ideas (as well as some
additional
>input since our meeting). Thank you for your attendance at Thursday’s
>meeting and for your valuable input. Please review and comment by COB
>tomorrow, so that I can incorporate your comments prior to our CIWG
>meeting on wednesday.            "
>
>A1so,’if you haven’t done so already, please mark your calendars for
our
>next subgroup meeting on wednesday, August 4 at 3 PM at the ccsP
office.
>
>Thanks again for your contribution,
>
>Kathryn
>(202) 343-9044
>
(See attached file: Questions_to_consider.doc)

Page 2
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From: Scott Rayder [Scott.Rayder@noaa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2004 6:19 PM
To: Cooney, Phil
Subject: Re: [Fwd: CEQ Regional Clips: July 28, 2004]
thx--wanted to make sure we were cool. Got another issue with CCSP and press releases--they
apparently did not tell our press shop they were sending out a release on the first deliverable. I will take
care of.

"Cooney, Phil" wrote:

never in the doghouse -- impossible!!! it was small -- 100 people, including press and embassy
reps. at EPA. We only invited the agencies participating (read: funding!) the initiative. Hope ali’s
well and that you get those babies to the beach this summer! Phil

..... Original Message .....
From: Scott Rayder [mailto:Scott.Rayder@noaa..qov]
S̄ent; Wednesday, 3uly 28, 2004 3:54 PM
To: Cooney, Phil
Subje~; [Fwd: CEQ Regional Clips: .luly 28, 2004]

Why weren’t we invited to the roll out on methane? Are we in the dog house?

........ Original Message ........ Subj.ect: CEQ Regional Clips: July 28, 2004 Date:
Wed, 28 Jul 2004 12:58:13 -0400 From: "Holbrook, William F." To: "Holbrook,
William F." ....... NextPart 002 01 C474C4.12242840 Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="us-ascii" Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable CEQ Regional News
Summary =20 Compiled by CEQ Communications =20 =20 =20 Wednesday, July
28, 2004 =20 Northeast =20 New water-use rules totally miss the boatThe Republican
Park official urges land preservation pushThe Journal News.com Bush plans trade in
methane to curb climate changeUSA Today=20 =20 Central =20 Platte County plant
opponents bring up important questionsDispatch Tribune Newspapers Ducks
Unlimited, USDA partner on wildlife habitat programAgficulture.com =20 =20
Southeast =20 RFK Jr. rips Bush on foreign policy, environmentAL.com Presidential
politics shifts to higher gearArkansas News =20 Northwest =20 Nature’s turn
againEverett Herald US government-Chilean fishery talks begin today in
JuneauJuneau Empire Environmentalists rally in BostonOregonian =20 ......
= NextPart 002 01 C474C4.12242840 Content-Type: text!html; charset="us-ascii"

Content-Trax~s fer--Enco ding: quoted-printable
CEQ Regional News = Summary

Compiled by CEQ Communications

Wednesday, July 28, = 2004

Northeast

New water-use rules totally_miss the boatThe Republican
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CommwG Re CIWG documents for today’s meeting (for easy reference)
From: outreach-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of kparker@usgcrp.gov
Sent: wednesday, July 28, 2004 2:37 PM
To: outreach@usgcrp.gov; cbell@usgs.gov; patricia.klintberg@usda.gov
Cc: rmoss@usgcrp.gov; james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov
subject: ~CommWG] Re: ClWG documents for today’s meeting (for easy
re~erence~

~wanted to provide everyone with copies of the information materials we’ll be
iscussing at today’s meeting, especially for those of you attending via conference

~all. For those of you attending in person, we’ll have hard copies available. The
oocuments are:

1. Last set of meeting minutes (6/30) for approval 2. Revised draft terms of
reference 3. Draft implementation plan

See you soon!

Kathryn

As a final reminder, the next CIWG meeting will be tomorrow at 3 PM at
the CC~P Office, 1~17 Pennsylvania Ave (suite 250). we’ll be
approvlng m~nutes from our last meetings, discussing the revised terms
of reference, updating you on the implementation plan subgroup
progress, and hearing from each agency on theircommunications
activities (a reminder of the que~tiohs to keep in mind in your ~5
minute presentation is included below).

Please try to make it in person, if possible. If you must call in, the
number is the same as last time:

dial 1 800 516 9896, and at the prompt enter code 888502.

see everyone tomorrow!

Kathryn
(202) 343-9044

Agency Reports, please include the following:

1. Climate communications activities in which your agency is currently
involved.

2. opportunities in your current communications activities for
collaboration/support from ccsP agencies or the ccsP office.

3. climate communications activities/topics you’d suggest as
priorities for the coming 1-year period.

Page 1
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Please hold Friday, July 30, 10 AM - 11 AM for telecon Page 1 ofl

From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.g0v on behalf of Jack A. Kaye [Jack.A.Kaye@nasa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2004 7:10 AM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info.gov@hq.nasa.gov
Cc: seden@usgcrp.gov
Subject: [ccsp] Please hold Friday, July 30, 10 AM - 11 AM for telecon on CCSP review of NRC
relationship
All: this is a heads up (on behalf of Ghassem Asrar) of our intent to hold a telecon on Friday, July 30
from 10 AM - 11 AM as the next step of the CCSP review of CCSP’s relationship with the NRC.

A more descriptive letter with the call-in information, along with copies of some previous documents,
should be forthcoming later this morning. Please let me know if you have any questions. - Jack Kaye

Dr. Jack A. Kaye
Director, Research Division
NASA Office of Earth Science
Mail Code YS
300 E St., S.W.
Washington, DC 20546

Ph (202) 358-2559
Fax (202) 358-2770

E-mail: Jack.A.Kaye@nasa.gov

fiie://G:~FOIA - Climate~2004kDeliberative\7.04\ccsp Please hold Friday July 30 10 AM - ... 4/12/2007
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Pwa: ~tormatxon t0r Friday 7/30 10 AM telecon on CCSP Page 1 of 3

From:-ccsp_info-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Jack A. Kaye [Jack.A.Kaye@nasa.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 29, 2004 10:23 AM
To: ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov
Subject: [ccsp_info] Fwd: Information for Friday 7/30 10 AM telecon on CCSP review of NRC
relationship
This is a copy of what got sent out to the principals yesterday. - Jack Kaye

Date: Wed, 28 Jul 2004 16:35:26 -0400
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
From: "Jack A. Kaye" <Jack.A.Kaye@nasa.gov>
Subject: Information for Friday 7/30 10 .AM telecon on CCSP review of NRC relationship
Cc: rmoss@usgcrp.gov,seden-usgcrp.gov
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Macintosh HD:133456:JAKforGAsrar_July2804.doc: :Macintosh
HD: 133456:CCSP_NRC_study_workplan 1.doe: :Macintosh I-]D: 133317:global change
reports 199 2.xls:

All: this is the follow up to my earlier message concerning the upcoming telecon (Fri, 7/30,
10 AM - 11 AM), There are 3 files attached - a cover memo, a repeat of the underlying
information, and a listing of global change reports. The first of these (the actual letter from
Dr. Asrar) is pasted in below.

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. - Jack Kaye for Ghassem Asrar.

To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
cc: ccsp_info.gov
From: Jack Kaye on behalf of Ghassem Asrar
Subject: Next CCSP meeting on CCSP-NRC review

On Friday, July 30, at 10 AM, we will be holding a teleconference of CCSP
Principals to take the next steps in our review of the relationship between the
CCSP and the National Academies / National Research Council. This review is
addressing issues of funding of the NRC by CCSP participating agencies, CCSP-
supported NRC reports, and other key issues.

The CCSP Office will set up the conference call. Your procedure for connecting
.is:
Dial 800-516-9896
At prompt, enter the passcode 888503
If you cannot participate at this time, you should designate an alternate. Please
notify Susanna Eden in the CCSP Office (seden@usgcrp.gov, 202-419-3481)
who will be participating fi:om your agency.

A workplan for the review was generally agreed upon at our first meeting on
May 27 and is attached to this message. As I indicated at our first meeting, I

file://G:~FOIA - Climate\2004kDeliberative\7.04\ccsp_info Fwd Information for Friday 730... 4/12/2007CEQ 006496



rwu: mrormauon ~or rnoay //.~U It) AM telecon on CCSP Page 2 of 3

anticipate that the review will require holding a total of up to four meetings to
complete. I have written to Bruce Alberts, the President of the National
Academy of Sciences, to inform him that the CCSP review process is underway
and to enlist the participation of the NAS/NRC in working with us to address the
issues that are part of the review.

At the meeting of the NRC Coordinating Committee on Global Change on
Friday, July 16, Jim Mahoney and I discussed the CCSP-NRC review with the
committee. The meeting also included a discussion of how external advice may
be able to be obtained for the CCSP Synthesis.and Assessment products. We will
report on these discussions during the conference call.

Finally, I remind you one more time and urge you to move expeditiously to
submit the write-ups I requested, pursuant to our workplan for the review. While
it would be most helpful for us to have these in time to be distributed prior to the
upcoming meeting, we recognize that with the limited time remaining, that would
be impossible. Therefore, we ask agency representatives/Points of contact to
please send your agency’s response to the following items to Richard Moss
(rmoss@usgcrp.gov) and Susanna Eden in the CCSP Office by August 6
(although we hope that you will be able to share some preliminary versions of
this information at Friday’s teleconference):

(a) describe your agency’s support for NRC activities related to climate and
global change research during the past 5 years (compendium of NRC studies is
attached);
(b) assess the effectiveness of relevant NRC studies and prepare to discuss that
with the CCSP review group;
(c) provide some sense of how your agency responded to particular NRC
recommendations, at least from those reports you regard as being of greatest
relevance and value; and
(d) provide your input on questions for this review that both the CCSP and the
NRC should consider, so that when we come together with the NRC they will
have gone through a similar process to that of the CCSP review.

Thank you for your cooperation. I look forward to a productive discussion..

Dr. Jack A. Kaye
Director, Research Division

Ph (202) 358-2559
Fax (202) 358-2770
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Fwd: Information for Friday 7/30 10 AM telecon on CCSP Page 3 of 3

NASA Office of Earth Science
Mail Code YS
300 E St., S.W.

E-mail: Jack.A.Kaye@nasa.gov

Washington, DC 20546

Dr. Jack A. Kaye Ph (202) 358-2559
Director, Research Division
NASA Office of Earth Science
Mail Code ¥S
300 E St., S.W.
Washington, DC 20546

Fax (202) 358-2770
E-mail: Jack.A.Kaye@nasa.gov
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CommWG Greenwire article on CCSP
From: outreach-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Nicholas Sundt
[nsundt@usgcrp. gov]
sent: Thursday, July 29, 2004 1:51 PM
To: outreach@usgcrp.gov
Cc: Richard Moss (E-mail)
Subject: [CommWG] Greenwire article on CCSP

Dear Communications working Group,

Below I provide a copy of the article Kent Laborde referred to in our meeting
yesterday. The Greenwire article, published yesterday (wed, 28
July) ~iscus~es ope of the 21 "synthesis and Assessment" products the CCSP will be
proauc~ng under t~e strategic Plan: "Temperature Trends in the Lower Atmosphere:
Steps for understanding and Reconcilin~ Differences."
Richard Moss spoke to the Greenwire author, Andrew Freedman, on the record on
Tuesday afternoon and is guoted briefly in the article. As an aside, I should note
that Richard was on vacatlon at the time.

on 7 July, the ccsP office posted a prospectus for the report and an invitation for
people to comment. These are available at:
http://www.climatescience.gov/Library/sap/sapl-1/sapl-lprospectus-draft-invi
te.htm
The Greenwire ~rticle says a "CCSP document provides the organization’s rationale
for pursuing t~e study." This refers to the prospectus.

In addition to being prominently listed on the site’s home page
(www.climatescience.gov) since7 Jul~ links to the ~rospectus and invitation are
provided in several other locations    the site. The "Invitation to Comment on Draft

~rospectus ~or Synthesis & Assessment Product 1.1" also was published in the Federal
egister ana emailed via many of our email lists, including the mailing list from

our Dec 2002 workshop -- with more than1,000 email addresses. The invitation was
emailed to many people in the agencies and in EOP offices (CEQ, OSTP and OMB) --
including several members of our working group (Kent Laborde, Tom Spence, Ahsha
Tribble, Bill Hohenstein, chip Groat, Bryan Hannegan, Jason Rothenberg, Erin Wuchte,
and perhaps others).

However, we did not.send it to the outreach@usgcrp.gov mailing list per se; so many
of you were not informed directly by us about the prospectus, we should have sent
the announcement to the outreach mailing list and will do so with future broadcasts.
More importantly, we’ll make a concerted effort to give the working group a heads

up as early as possible for future
releases. I’ll go ahead and forward the original 7 July 2004 announcement
to you shortly.

Regarding early notification of future publications, I should re-emphasize that the
FY2004-05 Our Changing Planet should be released on 11 August.
This is a very useful document and includes summaries for each agency and for each
research area (carbon cycle, water cycle, etc.). It will be available online (HTML
& PDF) and in hard copy from the GCRIO Online Catalog. In addition, parts of it can
be used to produce CCSP fact sheets.
of course your agencies can also use some of the material (such as the agency
summaries) on your own web sites and publications.

cheers,
Nick

CLIMATE CHANGE

CCSP’s first major study important but unlikely to break new ground, experts say
Andrew Freedman, Greenwire reporter
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CommWG Greenwi re article on CCSP
More than two years after its inception, the Bush Administration’s climate change
Science Program is moving ahead with the first of 21 major climate science
assessments, raising questions about the program’s priorities amid a tight fiscal
cl i mate.

The Bush Administration created CCSP in 2002 as an outgrowth of the u.S.
Global change Research Program, which dated back to the administration of President
George H.W. Bush. The aim of the program is to unify disparate federal climate
change research programs and foster research to better inform decisionmakers on
climate-related pollcy. Program managers are planning to commission at least 21
studies on climate change topics ranging from a "re-analyses" of historical climate
data to a study of the North American carbon budget.

The first assessment will delve into the long-running debate over whether
disfrepan~i,~s exist between warming rates at the Earth’s surface and readings taken
in tne miaa~e troposphere, where most weather occurs. The study will add to the
already voluminous body of literature on the topic, and some outside of ccsP
question whether it will generate policy-relevant information or simply rehash
exl sting knowl edge.

he b~g challenge ~s, are they golng to say anything d~fferent than the academy
_co,ncl.u.ded a couple of y_ears ago?" asked Anthony Janetos of the H.
Jonn Heinz III Center for Science, Economics, and the Environment, referring to a
2000 National Academy of Sciences study on the temperature data.

The apparent difference between the rate of warming at the Earth’s surface and the
middle layer of the atmosphere has proven to be one of the most enduring issues of
contention in climate change science, computer models used to simulate climate
conditions have tended to predict significant warming in the middle atmosphere,
while observations taken from satellltes and other sources such as weather balloons
have contradicted those predictions by showing that the surface has warmed at least
twice as fast as the atmosphere since 1980. This disparity has led many to criticize
computer model results, which are the bedrock of climate change projections, as
unreliable.

The large body of work already completed on the atmospheric/surface-based
temperature discrepancy raises the question of the need for ccsP to devote its
resources to the topic. In addition to the National Academy of sciences report on
the subject, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change investigated it in its
2001 report, and there have been numerous studies produced since that time.

For example, in a study published in the May issue of Nature, researchers from the
university of washington concluded temperatures in the Earth’s lower atmosphere have
been rising "much faster" than experts thought, by about 0.4 degrees Fahrenheit per
decade (Greenwire, May 6).

A CCSP document provides the organization’s rationale for pursuing the study,
stating: The complexities of the issue coupled with shortcomings of the available
obserwng systems prevent resolution of a number of fundamental questions."

Janetos said he is skeptical the ccsP has developed a clear system for prioritizing
research needs. 3anetos served on a National Research Council panel that reviewed
ccsP’s strategic plan in 2002 and again last year. He said ,t.he major question withthe first assessment is similar to what needs to be asked w’th all ccsP-sponsored
research: will it advance scientific knowledge and provide po~iicymak~ers with
information they need to make decisions on climate change mitigation.

Janetos said it is not clear how the topics of the 21 studies were chosen, but ccsP
seems open to altering its plan as the studies move forward.
"what was it about the issues that they selected ... that was really going to feed
into making better decisions?" Janetos asked.

John christy, a professor at the university of Alabama at Huntsville who developed
Page 2
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CommWG Greenwire article on CCSP
one of the most-cited datasets showing the temperature discrepancy, said the ccsP
research is essential to take into account, the peer-reviewed studies that have been
published in the past two to three years. ’An update at a minimum is what’s needed
on this .issue,’ c~risty said.

"when you’re dealing with the bulk of the atmosphere you would assume that climate
mo~l representations would ~e at least somewhat ~ccurate in that regard, we’re not
talking a~out a small part ot the climate system,’ he said. For Christv. the studv
could result in.a renewed committment to monitor "to high precision" t~ atmospheric
and ground-based data, potentially including the development of new instrumentation.

The skepticism regarding the first assessment is reminiscent of the criticism NRC
leveled at CCSP’s strategic plan. In its initial review in 2002, the panel said,
"T.h.e draft plan lacks most of the basic elements of a strategic plan: a guiding
vlslon, executable goals, clear timetables and criteria for measuring progress."

At that time, the panel said President Bush’s plan listed dozens of contrasting
goals without setting priorities, and its proposals for research a~peared to focus
on questions many experts say have been answered. A subsequent revlew of a revised
strategic plan was far more positive, stating it had vastly improved its goals
(Greenwire, Feb. 19).

Money crunch

Like other federal scientific research and development programs, ccsP finds itself
coping with flat or declining funding. According to data from the nonpartisan Pew
center on Global climate change, ccsP would receive essentially flat funding between
fiscal years 2004 and 2005 at about $2 billion annually. This also would be
c~nslstent with expenditures for ccsP’s predecessor organization, which received
about $2 billion from 1995 through 1997 before dropping off slightly thereafter..

The a~encies that fund climate change research have recently been forced to make
significant cuts. The Bush administration’s fiscal year 2005 budget request for the
N~t~ogal~Oceanic, and Atmospheric Administration would eliminate the government’s
a~rupt c~imate cnange research program as well as cut its paleoclimatology
laboratgry by half, potentially compromising the agency’s ability to conduct climate
research to support policy decisions.

According to a budget document from NO~’s office of Oceanic and Atmospheric
Research, the request would reduce the climate and global change research budget by
$9.2 million below fiscal year 2004 levels, including the complete elimination of
the $2 million abrupt climate change program and the $1.3 million paleoclimate

~rogram. The cuts would also end
lo3million in funding for postdoctoral programs and zero out research programs on

the health and human d~mensions of climate change (Greenwire, June 3).

"They felt they didn’t really have much of a choice. That’s a really tough position
for the agencies to be in," Janetos said.

,I,t was apparent from the beginning that ccsP would be underfunded, Jane1~os added.
It was pretty clear to the NRC committee that, even without a lot of specific

funding information, they had added to the list of things they wanted to do quite
~lU.mbS,t, antially,’’ he said. "The prospects for a lot of new funding are really quite

Janetos said the NRC panel urged CCSP to develop the clearest set of priorities
possible to decide where scarce funding should go. "They’re not going to get all the
money they would need to implement the strategic plan fully. How are they going to
choose?" he asked.

In addition to moving ahead with the study, ccsP has made progress on one of the
N ’ " " ¯RC s major recommendations: that climate change budget requests be consolidated or
submitted jointly to the white House office of Management and Budget by the 14
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CommwG Greenwire article on CCSP
different agencies involved. Richard Moss, CCSP office’d~rector, said climate      ,,
change-related agencies are currently working to create harmonized budget requests
that should be ready in time for the president’s fiscal year 2006 budget request.

Ben Preston of the Pew center said although the Bush administration has touted ccsP
as a cornerstone of its strategy to address climate change, ccsP is not all that
different from the program it superceded, both in terms of scope and expenditures.
"This isn’~ some kind of miracle Manhattan project of science that’s going to propel
us in new airections, it’s really a renaming oR the status quo," Preston said.

outreach mailing list
outreach@usgcrpogov
http://www.usgcrp.gov/mailman/listinfo/outreach
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Invitation to Comment on Draft Prospectus for ccsPsynthesis and Assessment Product 1.1 (dtd 7
From: outreach-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Nicholas sundt
[nsundt@usgcrp.gov]
sent: Thursday, July 29, 2004 2:02 PM
To: outreach@usgcrp.gov
subject: [CommWG] Invitation to Comment on Draft Prospectus for
CCSPSynthesis and Assessment Product 1.1 (dtd 7 July 2004)

Dear Communications working Group,

Here is a copy of a message the ccsP office broadcast on 7 July 2004. As noted in my
previous message, we origlnally neglected to send this via the outreach mailing list
-- though some of you received it through our other email lists. In addition, it
also was sent to many others within the agencies and the EOP; so some of you may
have already received copies from your colleagues.

For those of you who did not receive timely notice of this, please accept my
apology.

cheers,
Nick

..... Original Message .....

washi ngton DC
7 July 2004

Invitation to Comment on Draft Prospectus for synthesis and Assessment Product 1.1

CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE PROGRAM

Prospectus for Synthesis and.Assessment Product 1.1:
Temperature Trends in the Lower Atmosphere:
Steps for understanding and Reconciling Differences

Public comment Period:
7 July - 12 August 2004

Dear colleague -

You are invited to provide comments on the prospectus for climate change science
Program (CCSP) synthesis and Assessment Product 1.1, "Temperature Trends in the
Lower Atmosphere: Steps for understanding and Reconciling Differences." This report
is the first of 21 synthesis and assessment products that will be prepared by the
ccsP.

The climate Change science Program coordinates and directs u.s. research efforts in
the areas of climate and global change. These efforts include the u.s. Global Change
Research Program (USGCRP) authorized by the Global change Research Act of 1990 and
the climate change Research Initiative (CCRI), launched in 2001. ccsP integrates the
activities and work of 13 participating Federal agencies and departments. The       .
Program completed and released a Strategic Plan in July 2003 to guide its
actlvities. More information about the ccsP can be found in the "strategic Plan for
the u.s. climate change science Program" (see
<http //www.climatesc~ence.gov/Library/stratplan2003/>).

The Strategic Plan commits the program to prepa6e synthesis and assessment products
to support informed discussion and decisionmaking regarding climate variability and
change. The CCSP Strategic Plan sets forth general guidelines for its approach to
decision support:
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Invitation to Comment on Draft Prospectus for CCSPSynthesis and Assessment Product 1.1 (dtd 7
Analyses structured around specific questions

¯ Early and continuing involvement of stakeholders
¯ Explicit treatment of uncertainties

~
Transparent public review of analysis questions, methods, and draft results
ongoing ccsP analyses that build on the lessons learned.

The first set of products is described in the strategic plan, and status reports on
the preparation of the products can be found on the Program’s website at
<http://www. cli mates ci ence. gov/Li b rary/sap/sap- summary, htm>.

The purpose of this prospectus is to describe the proposed focus and the process
that will be used to prepare the product. Expert and public comments are requested
to ensure that the product meets the highest scientific standards, that the ~
information provided is relevant, and that the preparation process is open and
perceived to be fair.

To ensure openness and transparency, draft guidelines have been prepared for
developing the CCSP products (see
<http://www.climatescience.gov/Library/sap/sap-guidelines-29mar2004.pdf>).
A public comment period on the guidelines has just been completed, and the
guidelines are being revised, taking into conslderation the comments received. A
final version of the guidelines will be available on <www.climatescience.gov> ~n ~he
near future. This prospectus will be revised if necessary to conform fully wit~ t~e
final version of the guidelines.

you are invited to participate in the public comment period for this product,
Temperature Trends in the Lower Atmosphere: Steps for understanding and Reconciling

Differences," by reviewing the prospectus and providing comments on the proposed
scope, contents, and comprehensiveness of this report. Dr. Tom Karl of the National
climatic Data Center, who has published widely and is recognized as a leader in this
field of research, will serve as the chief editor of the product.

comments are due by 12 August 2004. All comments submitted by that time will be
posted on the web site for public review, and all will be thoroughly evaluated and,
if appropriate, incorporated in the final prospectus, which will be posted on the
ccsP website when finalized. This final prospectus will include the final time
table, which will highlight opportunities for further public engagement. Your
comments should be submitted electronically to <l.l-temptrends@cllmatescience.gov>
by the due date. Please refer to the instructions for formatting and submitting
comments to facilitate incorporation into a master set for review by Dr.
Karl and the lead authors.

we appreciate your participation and constructive comments.

sincerely,

Dr. James R. Mahoney
Director, climate change Science Program.

Please send your comments by e-mail, by 12 August 2004, to
<l.l-temptrends@climatescience.gov>.

To begin the review, go to
<http://www.climatescience.gov/Library/sap/sapl-1/sapl-lprospectus-draft.htm
>
to view the prospectus in both Hl~L and PDF formats, and for the instructions on how
to provide comments to the climate change science Program office (ccsPo).

Outreach mailing list
Outreach@usgcrp.gov
http://www.usgcrp.gov/mailman/listinfo/outreach
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701 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-2696
Telephone 202-508-5000

EDISON ELECTRIC
INSTITUTE

July 30, 2004

Mrs. Ellen Rus~"~’-
Office of Fgs~il Energy (FE-27)
U.S. De~-trnent of Energy
1000/laidependen_ce_ _~_v_e_nue, s.w.

( Wgsfiington, D.C. 20_5__8_5 .
x,,.W’-mm’l.. Ellen.Russell@hq. doc.gov

Re: Comments on Imperial-Mexicali 230-kV Transmission l,ines Draft Environmental Impact
Statement, 69 Fed. Reg. 26089, 26817, 29934 (May 11, 14 and 26, 2004)

Dear Mrs. Russell:

The Edison Electric Institute (EEl) is responding to the above-referenced Department of Energy
(DOE) notices of the availability of the Imperial-Mexicali 230-kv Transmission Lines Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), DOE/EIS-0365, for public review and comments by July
30, 2004. On May 14, 2004, the Enviromnental Protection Agency (EPA) also issued a "Notice
of Availability" of the Draft EIS on the Intemet, as fil.e,d by DOE wi.th EP..A.            " ¯

EEI is the association of U.S.. investor-owned electric eompanies,.intemationai affi-, liates and
industryassociates worldwide. EEl’s U.S. members serve more than 90 percent of all customers
in the shareholder-owned segment of the industry, generate approximately three-quarters of all
electricity in the country, and serve about 70 percent of all ultimate customers in the nation.

In developing this response to the DOE notice, EEI is especially interested in how the draft EIS
addresses carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions fi:om the power plants in question. This is because
EEl has long been a participant in matters related to global climate change and greenhouse gas
emissions, including the development and implementation of the Framework Convention on
Climate Change (FCCC) .and the related activities of the. Intergovernmen.tal Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), and because of the ubiquitous and global nature of CO2 and other greenhouse
gases. Thus~ EEI provides.the enelos, ed :�omments focusing :on,the EIS process and on Chapter
4, "Environmental Consequences,’of.the draft. EIS.. ~ .~.~ ,:’-..~ . ....       . ...-: ....:... ~,
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Mrs. Ellen Russell
July "30, 2004
Page 2

EEI appreciates the opportunity to provide comments. If you have any questions about our
comments, please contact me ((202) 508-5617; bfang@eei.or~) or Eric Holdsworth, EEI’s
Director, Climate Programs ((202) 508-5103; eholdsworth@eei.org).

Sincerely,

William L. Fang ~’
Deputy General Counsel and

Climate Issue Director

WLF:tm
Enclosure

ec (w/enc):
Kyle McSlarrow
Deputy Secretary of Energy

Larisa Dobriansky
Deputy Assistant Secretary for

National Energy Policy

Lynda Kastoll
Bureau of Land Management
U.S. Department of the Interior

Ken Mittelholtz
Environmental Protection Specialist
Office of Federal Activities
Environmental Protection Agency

James L. Connaughton, Esq.~/

Chairman
Council on Environmental Quality

Dr. Harlan L. Watson
Senior Climate Negotiator and

Special Representative
U.S. Department of State
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Enclosure

COMMENTS OF THE EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE ON TH~
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY/BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
MAY 2004 IMPERIAL-MEXICALI 230-KV TRANSMISSION LINES

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

July 30, 2004

I. Environmental Impact Statement Process Comments

On December 5, 2002, pursuant to Executive Order Numbers 10485 and 12038 and

relying on an environmental assessment (EA) and finding of no significant impact

(FONSI), the Department of Energy (DOE) issued presidential permits to Sempra

Environmental Resources and Baja California Power, Inc. for two transmission lines to

cross the U.S. international border in Calif6mia and connect with natural gas-fired

electric power plants in Mexico. The notice indicates that the lines were constructed and

operational by July 2003. However, the lines are the subject of two court orders, dated

May 2 and July 8, 2003, resulting from litigation in Border Power Plant Working Group

et al. v. Department of Energy et al, Case No. 02-CV-513-IEG (S.D. Cal.).

Those orders remanded the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) review back to

DOE and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), while deferring action on the permits

and the FONSI. The federal court ruled in the May 2 order that the EA and FONSI were

deficient in various respects, including failure to examine the impact of carbon dioxide

(CO2) emissions from the generating units. In its July 8 order, the court stated, "Because

Plaintiff has not positively demonstrated to the Court the likelihood of a significant
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EEI Comments on Draft EIS
July 30, 2004
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environmental impact from the proposed actions, the Court finds that it is not appropriate

to constrain the agencies’ decision-making by ordering an EIS [environmental impact

statement] on remand." Order at 11. Nevertheless, by notice of October 30, 2003, DOE

and BLM decided to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS), stating that such a

process would "increase opportunitieg for public and stakeholder participation in the

environmental review" and address any environmental impacts "as if the transmission

lines did not exist." 68 Fed. Reg. 61798.

In its May 12, 2004, "Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Federal

Defendants’ Unopposed Motion for the Court to Continue to Defer the Setting Aside of

Presidential Permits," the federal government advised the court that DOE/BLM had

prepared the draft EIS, that it was available for public comment, that the plaintiffs

requested an extension of the public comment period on the draft EIS to July 30, 2004,

and that normally the NEPA process would be complete by the end of November. The

Memorandum also notes that with the comment period extension the EIS process "may"

extend "into early 2005." Nevertheless, the government concluded that deferral just until

December 2004 of the decision on the permits was appropriate, subject to a second

request from federal defendants for additional time should circumstances change as the

NEPA process moves forward. The Memorandum indicates that the plaintiffs would "not

oppose an extension of up to 60 days beyond December 15, 2004." Consequently, the

court issued a new order on May 19, 2004, deferring action on the permits until

completion of the EIS process, or December 15, 2004, "whichever is earlier."

2
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As noted by the above-referenced Memorandum, when DOE proposed in October 2003

to "skip straight to the more complex and detailed EIS process," EEl was initially

concerned because the DOE proposal to have an EIS address CO2 emissions from such

generating units may be misunderstood by. some to imply that such emissions are capable

of creating "signifi.cant" environmental impacts, which is the criterion for an EIS under

NEPA. The explanation for this choice given in the Memorandum - namely, that the

decision to "complete a full-blown" EIS, although "not required" by the court’s order,

would increase "opportunities for public participation in the NEPA process" and shorten

"the steps in the NEPA process," coupled with a similar explanation in the DOE October

2003 Federal Register notice - although important, did not fully allay our concerns.

However, it is obvious from our review of the draft EIS that factors other than CO2

emissions from an electric generating project or group of such projects were the real basis

for preparing this EIS. Absent such factors, an EA would more than likely have sufficed

to address the subject of CO2 emissions from one or more such projects in the global

context if that was the only or prime environmental consequence. We consider this issue

to be very important, because no one generating project or group of such projects could

reasonably create a "significant" impact on global climate, particularly §inee the sum of

greenhouse gases, including CO2, emitted from any such projects is minuscule compared

with the enormous global atmospheric pool of such gases. As DOE and BLM know, 40

C.F.R. § 1508.27(a) provides that the significance of a federal action must be judged in
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context. In addition, CO2 emitted from multiple sources worldwide mixes in the global

atmosphere and is considered by scientific experts as one of the "well-mixed gases."

Thus, the context for addressing CO2 impacts from any given project or group of projects

is the entire world. Viewed in that context, DOE/BLM must conclude that the CO2

impacts from such projects are perforce insignificant, as is the case in the draft EIS.

II. Chapter 4 Comments on COz Emissions

As set forth in the draft EIS, B~ija California Power, Inc. (InterGen) and Sempra Energy

Resources (Sempra) each applied for presidential permits to construct two 230-kV

transmission lines from Mexico across the U.S. border. The InterGen line extends from

the La Rosita Power Complex (LRPC) in Mexico across the border and BLM-managed

land to a San Diego Gas & Electric substation in California. That complex consists of

two natural gas-fired combined-cycle generating units with a total capacity of 1,060

megaWatts (MW). The entire electrical output of one unit is designated only for the U.S.

market and can be exported only over this line. Some of the capacity from the other unit

is also designated for the U.S. and can be transported over the new line or an existing

line. The Sempra line extends from a natural gas-fired power plant in Mexico devel~oped

by Termoelectriea de Mexicali (TDM) over BLM land to the same substation. The entire

~ apaeity is designated exclusively for export to the U.S. over the new line.

A. Section 4.3 - Air Quality

Chapter 4 of the draft EIS "discusses" the environmental consequences of the "four

alternatives" set forth in Chapter 2, which are the two lines and the TDM and LRPC

4
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power plants, ~no action, altemative technologies, and mitigation measures. Section 4.3 of

the chapter "analyzes the impacts" of those alternatives "on air quality in the United

States" and states that such "impacts" may result from air emissions produced during

construction and maintenance of the lines and from operation of the plants. One of the

five "[m]ajor issues pertaining to air quality" listed in the section is the impacts "in the

United States" of CO~_ emissions from the TDM and LRPC power plants, which were

compared with both the total U.S. emissions from fossil fuel combustion and total global

emissions from such combustion.

We are concerned that DOE would list CO2 emissions as a "major" issue pertaining to air

quality. As we already observed, while various energy projects are likely to produce CO2

emissions in differing amounts annually, their emissions are insignificant in the global

context of such emissions and other greenhouse gases. Indeed, the draft EIS states that

such emissions from these plants are about "0.023% compared with global emissions"

and that the "expected impacts to global climate change would be negligible" (p. 4-55).

In fact, an energy project’s CO~_ emissions should remain relatively constant over time

once it reaches full output, while global greenhouse gas emissions - particularly fro~m

developing countries like China, India, Brazil and Indonesia- continue to rise

substantially. Thus, greenhouse gas emissions from energy projects, such as these, are

quite insignificant from a global climate change perspective. In this regard, we point out

that the definition of "climate change" as used in the Framework Convention on Climate

Change (FCCC) "means a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to
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human activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in

addition to natural climate variability observed over comparable time periods." Since the

FCCC is binding on the U.S., we must assume that when Using that term, DOE/BLM do

so in the context of that definition.

B. Section 4.3.4.4.3 - "Global Climate Change and Carbon Dioxide Emissions"

This section properly notes that "there is no Federal regulatory guidance on CO2

emissions." Indeed, just prior to DOE issuing its October 2003 notice of its intention to

prepare an EIS, EPA decided on August 28, 2003, that CO2 is not an air pollutant for any

regulatory purpose under the Clean Air Act (CAA) and that EPA lacks congressional

authority to regulate CO2 emissions. That decision was published on September 8, 2003.

68 Fed. Reg. 52922. As.recognized by EPA, important to its decision is the 2001 report

of the National Research Council rifled "Climate Change Science: An Analysis of Some

Key Questions." Since the EPA decision relying on that report is the Executive Branch’s

latest review on the record of global climate change science, DOE/BLM should, in

addition to noting no federal regulatory guidance, give deference to the EPA decision in

considering C02 emissions from these projects. _

Relying on NEPA-related regulations of the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ),

the above-referenced court opinions were critical of the EA not comparing the alleged

environmental impacts of the proposed project with alternatives. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. In

light of the fact that no energy project will emit a meaningful amount of CO2 compared
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with global emissions, there is no sound basis, despite the court’s comments, for saying

that any one project or alternative is preferable to another as a result of lower (or no) CO2

emissions. Accordingly, the draft EIS properly does not conclude that there are

meaningful distinctions with the proposed project and alternatives based on

emissions.

Finally, in certain circumstances the CEQ regulations require that EISs include a

cumulative impact analysis. 40.C.F.R. §§ 1508.7 and 1508.8. Because of the very small

quantity of CO2 emissions produced by a particular project, such as the projects which

are the subject of this EIS, a cumulative review of energy projects subject to some form

-of federal approval would not justify a finding of significant impact. The CO2 emissions

of all such projects would still be so small as to fall well below the significance threshold.
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CommwG Re Follow-up to wednesday’s meeting-Please review draft IP and mark your calendars
From: outreach-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of kparker@usgcrp.gov
sent: Friday, July 30, 2004 10:28 AM
To : out reach@usgcrp, gov; cbel l @usgs. gov; pat ri ci a. kl i ntberg@usda, gov"
daytond@on r. navy. mi I                                                    ’
Cc: rmoss@usgcrp.gov; james, r.mahoney@noaa.gov
subject: [CommWG] Re: Follow-up to wednesday’s meeting-Please review
draft IP and mark your calendars

Dear CIWG members,

Thank you for your attending wednesday’s successful CIWG meeting, and for your
agency communications update. A couple of reminders:

1. Please review the draft implementation plan (again attached) and provide input by
COB Tuesday, August 3.                                      _
2. Thos~ of.you on the ~mplemetation plan subgroup, don’t torget our next meeting is
~ext weonesoay, August 4 at 3 PM at the ccsP office, we’ll be incorporating info
trom the meeting and comments received from the group into the draft.
3. Mark your calendars for our next CIWG meeting, wednesday, August 25 at 2:30 PM
(note earlier time).
4. If you are interested in serving as a co-chair, please let me know ASAP.

Meeting minutes to follow soon,

Kathryn
(202) 343-9044

> I wanted to provide everyone with copies of the information materials
we’ll be discussing at today’s meeting, especially for those of you attending via
conference call. For those of you attending in person, we’ll have hard copies
available. The documents are:
>
> 1. Last set of meeting minutes (6/30) for approval 2. Revised draft
> terms of reference 3. Draft implementation plan

> See you soon!

> Kathryn
>
>> As a final reminder, the next CIWG meeting will be tomorrow at 3 PM
>> at
the
>3 ccsP ~ffice, 1~17 Pennsylvania Ave (Suite 250). we’ll be approvingmlnutes from our last meetings, discussing the revised terms of reference,
>> updating you on the implementation plan subgroup progress, and
>> hearing
from each agency on their communications activities (a reminder of the questions to
keep in mind in your ~5 minute presentation is included below).         .
>> Please try to make it in person, if possible. If you must call in,
>> the
number is the same as last time:
>> dial 1 800 516 9896, and at the prompt enter code 888502.
>> see everyone tomorrow!
>> Kathryn
>> (202) 343-9044
>> Agency Reports, please include the following:
>> 1. climate communications activities in which your agency is
>> currently
involved.
>> 2. opportunities in your current communications activities for
>> collaboration/support from ccsP agencies or the ccsP office.
>> 3. climate communications activitles/topics you’d suggest as

Page 1
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CommWG Re Follow-up to wednesday’s meeting-Please review draft IP and mark your calendars
>>
forPri ori tiesthe coming 1-year period.
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From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of JKaye@hq.nasa.gov
Sent: Friday, July 30, 2004 2:18 PM
To: James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov; Jack.A.Kaye@nasa.gov
Cc: ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov; ccsp@usgcrp.gov; gasrar@hq.nasa.gov
Subject: Re: [ccsp] Re: [IPO] [ccsp_info] Fwd: Information for Friday 7/30 10AM telecon on CCSP
review of NRC relationship

I didn’t prepare the spreadsheet, so can’t take any credit for it. I got it from
Richard Moss, if I remember correctly.

A good weeend to all!    Jack

Original Message
From: ccsp-bounces
Sent: 07/30/2004 02:21 PM
To: "Jack A. Kaye" <Jack.A.Kaye@nasa.gov>
Cc: ccsp@usgcrp.gov; Ahsha Tribble <Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov>;

ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; Ghassem Asrar <gasrar@hq.nasa.gov>
Subject: [ccsp] Re: [IPO] [ccsp_info] Fwd: Information for Friday 7/30

telecon on CCSP review of NRC relationship
i0 AM

To Jack Kaye and our other CCSP colleagues,

I found the Excel spreadsheet that Jack sent, summarizing all NRC reports prepared for CCSP and
individual agencies since the Pathways report, to be very useful. I have modified the format to make it
more easily readable as a reference file. I attach my revised format file for any of you who may wish to
save it. Thanks for preparing this, Jack.

Jim Mahoney

Jack A. Kaye wrote:

This is a copy of what got sent out to the principals yesterday. - Jack Kaye

Date: Wed, 28 Jul 2004 16:35:26 -0400
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
From: "Jack A. Kaye" <Jack.A.Kaye@nasa.gov>
Subject: Information for Friday 7/30 10 AM telecon on CCSP review of NRC
relationship
Cc: rmoss@us cgcgcgcgcgcgcgcgcg~.gov,seden-usgcrp, gov
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Macintosh I-ID: 133456:JAKforGAsrar July2804.doc:
:Macintosh HD: 133456:CCSP_NRC_study_workplan l?doc: :Macintosh
HD: 133317:global change reports 199 2.xls:

All: this is the follow up to my earlier message concerning the upcoming
telecon (Fri, .7/30, 10 AM - 11 AM). Thereare 3 files attached - a cover memo,
a repeat of the underlying information, and a listing of global change reports.
The first of these (the actual letter fi:om Dr. Asrar) is pasted in below.

file://G:WOIA - Climate\2004kDeliberative\7.04~Re ccsp Re IPO ccsp_info Fwd l_nformati... 4/12/2007
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Please let me know if you have any questions about this. - Jack Kaye for
Ghassem Asrar.

To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
cc: ccsp_info.gov
From: Jack Kaye on behalf of Ghassem Asrar
Subject: Next CCSP meeting on CCSP-NRC review

On Friday, July 30, at 10 AM, we will be holding a teleconference of
CCSP Principals to take the next steps in our review of the
relationship between the CCSP and the National Academies / National
Research Council. This review is addressing issues of funding of the
NRC by CCSP participating agencies, CCSP-supported NRC reports,
and other key issues.

The CCSP Office will set up the conference call. Your procedure for
connecting is:
Dial 800-516-9896
At prompt, enter the passcode 888503
If you cannot participate at this time, you should designate an
alternate. Pleas.e notify Susanna Eden in the CCSP Office
(seden@usgcrp.gov, 202-419-3481) who will be participating from
your agency.

A workplan for the review was generally agreed upon at our first
meeting on May 27 and is attached to this message. As I indicated at
our first meeting, I anticipate that the review will require holding a
total of up to four meetings to complete. I have written to Bruce
Alberts, the President of the National Academy of Sciences, to inform
him that the CCSP review process is underway and to enlist the
participation of the NAS/NRC in working with us to address the
issues that are part of the review.

At the meeting of the NRC. Coordinating Committee on Global
Change on Friday, July 16, Jim Mahoney and ~ discussed the CCSP-
NRC review with the committee. The meeting also included a
discussion of how external advice may be able to be obtained for the
CCSP Synthesis and Assessment products. We will report on these
discussions during the conference call.

Finally, I remind you one more time and urge you to move
expeditiously to submit the write-ups I requested, pursuant to our
workplan for the review. While it would be most helpful for us to
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have these in time to be distributed prior to the upcoming meeting, we
recognize that with the limited time remaining, that would be
impossible. Therefore, we ask agency representatives/Points of
contact to please send your agency’s response to the following items to
Richard Moss (rmoss@usgcrp.gov) and Susanna Eden in the CCSP
Office by August 6 (although we hope that you will be able to share
some preliminary versions of this information at Friday’s
teleconference):

(a) describe your agency’s support for NRC activities related to
climate and global change research during the past 5 years
(compendium of NRC studies is attached);
(b) assess the effectiveness of relevant NRC studies and prepare to
discuss that with the CCSP review group;
(c) provide some sense of how your agency responded to particular
NRC recommendations, at least from those reports you regard as
being of greatest relevance and value; and
(d) provide your input on questions for this review that both the
CCSP and the NRC should consider, so that when we come together
with the NRC they will have gone through a similar process to that of
the CCSP review.

rage

Thank you for your cooperation. I look forward to a productive
discussion.

Dr. Jack A. Kaye
Director, Research Division
NASA Office of Earth Science
Mail Code YS
300 E St., S.W.

Washington, DC 20546

Ph (202) 358-2559
Fax (202) 358-2770

E-mail: Jack.A.Kaye@nasa.gov

Dr. Jack A, Kaye
Director, Research Division

Ph (202) 358-2559
Fax (202) 358-2770
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NASA Office of Earth Science
Mail Code YS
300 E St., S.W.
Washington, DC 20546

E-mail: Jack.A.Kaye@nasa.gov
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Georgia.  ific
Dr. Sergio F. Galeano
133 Peachtree Street NE
P.O. Box 105605
Atlanta, Georgia 30348-5605
Telephone (404) 652-4654
sfgalean@gapac.com

July 31, 2004

RE: Impending Issuance of 1605(b) Protocols on Carbon sequestration- Concerns

TO:Dr. Bryan J. Hannegan, Director for Energy & Transportation (CEQ),
Mr. William Hohenstein, Director Global Change Program Office, USDA,

Cc : Honorable James L. Connaughton, Chairman Council for Environmental
Quality
Ms. Margo Anderson, Director, DOE

Dear Bryan and Bill:

Last April 1, you, and John Staub, kindly met with me on the matter of certain issues in
relation to the 1605(b) registry improvement project. Some of the conversation hinged
around the possibility and benefits of the registry to contemplate registration of both
carbon sequestration in forest and product sinks. GP has been probably the first
company with a developed quantification method that we implement in our own
corporate GHG Protocol and inventory (www.,qp.comlenvirolstrateqylprotocol) and
adopted by the AF&PA, thus your interest to know more about this approach was and is
appreciated.

At that time, the writer documented Georgia-Pacific’s and his personal involvement in
the concept and quantification methodology of product carbon sequestration and
provided different evidence. It is not clear in my notes, if at that time .the work of the
California Climate action on a proposal to incorporate carbon sequestration was
discussed.

Nevertheless, these notes are prompted by unverified comments about the impending
possibility of the 1605 (b) protocols to be issued this Fall, incorporating a product carbon
sequestration scheme based on the ill-fated prop~,;::’l -of the California Climate Action for
the California registry back in May- June. This type of information and its circulation
concerns us greatly since that approach was opposed by us and our reasons amply
documented to the CA Registry in the commenting period and during individual
conference calls requested by the principal actors of the CA registry proposal with the
writer, both policy and technical ones. As a result, the CA registry recognized these
shortcomings and other issues and properly retired the proposal.

Greenhouse Effects11605(b)
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Different issues were subject of our constructive criticism as well as of different forest
manufacturing associations, very much surprised and shocked by the provision of the
proposal that permits a) only the forestry entity to register both forest and product carbon
pools credits, and b) the quantification methodology. It was further identified and
demonstrated that;

a-The proposal, by providing rights of registration to the forest entity, deprived
arbitrarily and unfairly the rights of property and value added of the manufacturer whose
products make possible the product carbon sink. A log in the forest does not make a
product carbon sink. The investment, innovation and value added on that log, by the
manufacturer, makes possible the product carbon sink. The demand side of the equation
was forgotten albeit the Climate Action proposers indicated candidly to the writer that it
was not their intention but an unintended consequence.

b- The manner the CA registry proposal factors the product carbon contributions
created a de facto "loop hole" whereby the traditional and well accepted balance
between harvest and growth, to reflect volumetric sustainability, is disrupted permitting
additional harvesting. The political implications of such unintended consequences is now
apparent.

c- The political reaction to this proposal is registered on the public record
available in the internet. In spite of the unusual short notice for commenting and the lack
of information on this particular proposal (no stakeholders really participating in its
development) a substantial number of manufacturing associations objected to this
approach. Here, the CA registry [analogous to a possible outcome in 1605(b)] rather
than increasing registry participation by thousands of small and large biomass products
manufacturers (the obvious condition to register the product carbon sequestration credit
would be to register the emissions. My own thinking is that they all will do)

d- There are issues of required accuracy, reliability, data accessibility and costs
differentiating the product carbon sequestration quantification methods proposed by the
CA registry proposal and the ones sponsored, not only by GP (GPCARB) but by the
industry under a more generic name of "100-year" method. As candidly commented by
one of the actors of the CA registry proposal, once they knew about the other approach,
accuracy in the CA registry proposal is a joke!

e- For all the reasons and documentation provided to the CA registry during the
commenting period, they wisely decided to retired the proposal and are pondering on
next steps, convinced of the insurmountable shortcomings of the initial proposal.

f-We believe that absent of public or governmental public policy on the matter,
the right to register carbon sequestration both in the forest and product sinks, is driven
by the merits of the quantification methodology. In fact, even in the presence of
government policy this is a truism because good public or government policy would
factor the essential accuracy, cost and duly distribution of incentives among affected
sectors.

g- Further, although enabling California law provides the Climate Action voluntary
effort to register GHG emissions, it is not specific about carbon sequestration least the
rights for registration. This is in contrast with specific state legislation like Georgia SB
356 provides for a registry to include both forest and product carbon sequestration
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according to the entities engaged on the activity. Very soon, the Forestry Commission
would commence work on the pertinent protocols and the "100-yr" method is the offered
method of choice.

i- A federal program such as the 1605(b) and the role of the USDA must factor
the obligations of the Department for both forest and forest products. Not recognizing the
demand side would be tantamount as eliminating commercial forestry and moving it from
a conservationist to a preservationist. Without demand for raw materials to manufacture
products and consequently the creation of the product carbon sink, the forestry entity of
the CA registry would have nothing to register because nothing would be harvested.
Such contravenes all evidence from economic and social studies. An absurdity!

A proper protocol provision in 1605(b) would proactively address the role of global
climate action since it would help, in the long run, the cultural transformation to a society
needing reliance on less fossil carbon intensity. Such government policy would provide
albeit partially, a needed stimulation to innovation efforts in the biomass manufacturing
sector, now very much limited by the recognized "mai’ket failure" because commercial
manufacturing firms (and in this time of increasing and accelerated commoditization),
are never able to appropriate and recover all benefits derived from their investment and
efforts.

Due to the recognized failure of the CA registry proposal it would unimaginable that the
new improved 1605(b) would repeat on known and important shortcomings amply
recognized. As commented during conversations with the CA registry, methodology
moves rapidly and they acknowledged not knowing about the "100-yr" method (the
GPCARB provided to you earlier). I believe the CA registry actors must be commended
for the responsible position taken in view of new information and superior methodology.

As indicated in the attachment to this memo, this quantification method, having the
endorsement by the US industry, is also seriously contemplated at the international level
by most of the association of the forest and paper industries, International Council of
Forest and Paper Associations, ICFPA. We consider these are credentials enough
(besides other recognition in the peer review process of experts in the ISO
environmental management standard ISO 14047) to justify its recommendation as the
proper quantification methodology for the forest product manufacturer to register these
credits, with its GHG emissions, in the new, really improved 1605(b).

We stand ready to provide further information and explanation on the matter. We
appreciate your consideration to this memo and attachments.

Sincerely,

Sergio F. Galeano, Ph.D.
Senior Manager, Product Policy and Assurance
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Attachments- a) NCASI’s document on methodologies, b) GP comments to the CA
registry (by e-mail)
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Characterizing carbon sequestration in forest products in use

Reid Miner~

Vice President- Sustainable Manufacturing, NCASI, P.O. Box 13318, Research Triangle Park,

NC 27709

Submitted to Biomass and Bioenergy, April 2004

Abstract

In recent years, much attention has been focused on carbon accounting for harvested

wood products in the context of national greenhouse gas inventories. The methods used for

national accounting, however, are not suitable for corporate or value chain accounting. This is

partly due to the practical difficulties that companies face in assembling the historical production

data and other information required by the methods. In addition, national accounting methods

yield results that are heavily influenced by historical data and past practices. As a result, these

methods provide little insight into opportunities for improvement.

In this paper, a method is described for corporate and value chain accounting of carbon in

forest products that avoids many of the difficulties associated with national accounting methods.

The method focuses on the long-term effects of current production on future stocks of carbon

sequestered in forest products. It estimates the amount of carbon in products expected to remain

in use for at least 100 years and, therefore, the method is called the 100-year method.

Data from the U.S. are used to demonstrate the application of the 100-year metho~d. The

results indicate that the forest products put into use in the U.S. in 1998 sequestered almost 12

million tonnes of carbon.

Keywords: Carbon sequestration; Forest products industry; Harvested wood products; Carbon

accounting; Greenhouse gas emissions; Pulp and paper; Lumber; Wood panels

~Tel.: (919)941-6400; fax: (919) 941-6401; e-mail address: rminer@ncasi.org
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1. Introduction

Almost all of the sequestered carbon in the forest industry value chain is confined in three

"pools" - the forest (including above-ground and below-ground biomass), products-in-use, and

products disposed in landfills. This paper describes methods for characterizing carbon

sequestration in what is perhaps the most often ignored of these three pools - i.e. the pool of

carbon in forest products-in-use.

2. An overview of the forest industry value chain

Before examining methods for estimating carbon sequestration, it is helpful to have a

general understanding of overall climate profile of the forest products industry.

2.1    Forests

Enormous quantities of atmospheric carbon are stored in forests and forest soils - more

than 1,100 gigatonnes (Gt) divided between forest vegetation (approximately 350 Gt) and forest

soils (approximately 800 Gt). By comparison, the atmosphere contains about 800 Gt of carbon

and the world’s oceans contain almost 40,000 Gt [1 ].

Stocks of carbon in mid- and upper-latitude forests are growing. Stocks of carbo~n in

tropical forests appear to be decreasing, primarily due to deforestation, but there is significant

uncertainty in these estimates. Globally, the stocks of forest carbon are thought to be declining,

but this will remain uncertain until the estimates for tropical forests are improved [1 ], [2].

Attempts to develop a global carbon budget suggest that net terrestrial uptake of carbon,

including uptake by forests, is in the range of-0.3 to +1.7 Gt/y. This can be compared to global

emissions of carbon equal to approximately 6 Gt/y [1 ], [2].
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Although forest carbon stocks are very important to the industry’s climate profile, they

cannot be viewed in isolation because a sizable fraction of the carbon removed in harvested

wood adds to the stocks of carbon stored in products.

2.2 Harvesting and transporting wood to manufacturing facilities

The amounts of greenhouse gases (GHGs) emitted in harvesting and transporting wood to

manufacturing operations are primarily determined by the distance traveled and the mode of

transportation. Energy data from a U.S.-focused study suggest that GHG emissions from wood

harvesting and transport amount to approximately 0.03 tonnes of carbon per tonne of paper [3 ].

A European-focused study found that total emissions from transport (including raw materials and

final products) were approximately 0.02 tonnes of carbon per tonne of paper [4]. The U.S. and

European estimates represent perhaps 10 to 20 percent of the manufacturing emissions from the

forest products sector. A Canadian study found that wood transportation accounts for nearly 60

percent of the Canadian forest product sector’s fossil fuel consumption, a parameter that is

highly correlated with GHG emissions [5]. The differences between these studies may be related

to the methods used to develop the estimates or to actual differences in transportation distances

and other factors.

2.3 Manufacturing forest products

The forest products industry relies heavily on carbon-neutral biomass fuels." According

to statistics from the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (oECD), the

2 The term "carbon-neutral" is used to reflect the fact that the carbon in biomass fuels was removed from the

atmosphere by photosynthesis and when burned is simply returned to the atmosphere, resulting in no net addition of
carbon to the atmosphere.
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forest products industry derives more of its energy from biomass than any other industry [6], [7].

None-the-less, most of the GHGs emitted by forest products industry are associated with the

burning of fossil fuels.

Based on information from industry associations and government agencies, it can be

estimated that the direct GHG emissions3 from the pulp and paper industry in Australia, Canada,

Japan, the United States, and the European Union (EU) plus Norway and Switzerland amount to

approximately 41 million tonnes of carbon [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. Statistics from the Food

and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) indicate that these regions produce

approximately 63% of the paper and paperboard in the world [ 14]. This suggests that the GHG

emissions from the global pulp, paper and paperboard industry are approximately 65 million

metric tonnes of carbon per year.

GHG emissions from wood products manufacturing in OECD countries are

approximately 5 million tonnes of carbon per year.4 FAO statistics indicate that the OECD

produces about 70% of the sawn wood and wood panels, suggesting that global GHG emissions

from wood products plants are approximately 7 million tonnes of carbon per year [6], [7], [14].

In total, therefore, the direct emissions from the forest products industry can be estimated

to be approximately 72 million tonnes of carbon per year, which represents just over one percent

of global GHG emissions (estimated to be about 6 Gt) [ 1 ], [2], [15].

Many forest products manufacturing facilities also purchase electricity. There are no

publicly available data, however, that allow the indirect emissions associated with these

purchases to be estimated for the global forest products industry. For the pulp and paper~ndustry

in Europe, indirect emissions associated with purchased power are approximately 30% less than

the industry’s direct emissions (estimated from [11] and [16]). In the United States, they are

3 Direct emissions are from sources owned or controlled by the forest products industry. They do not include

emissions associated with purchased electricity, nor do they include CO: emissions from biomass combustion
(which are reported separately and not totaled with fossil fuel-related CO2 emissions) [8].
4 Wood product manufacturing emissions have been estimated from OECD/IEA statistics [6] [7], which exclude

fuels used to produce electricity. Unlike pulp, paper, and paperboard mills, however, few wood products facilities
produce electrical power from fossil fuels.
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about 40% less than direct emissions [13]. In the wood products sector, indirect emissions often.

exceed direct emissions, although they are still less than the emissions attributable to electricity

purchases by pulp and paper mills (for instance, see [17]).

2.4 Transporting final products to users

The emissions associated with this segment oft_he value chain are affected by the same

factors that influence emissions in transporting raw materials - i.e. transport distance and mode

of transport. Like emissions associated with raw material transport, these emissions would be

expected to be highly variable.

2.5 Products-in-use

The product use phase of the forest products life cycle is important to the GHG profile of

the forest products industry for several reasons. First, emissions are associated with using some

forest products. Fossil fuel-derived energy is used, for instance, to heat wood-framed and -sided

homes. The differences in energy efficiency between wood-based and other types of homes, and

the differences in embodied energy and emissions of the respective building materials (i.e.

substitution effects) can be very important to the value chain climate profile.

In addition, this part of the value chain is important because while products are being

used, they continue to sequester carbon. This sequestration is an important element of the

climate profile of the forest industry value chain. It has been estimated that 40 million tonnes of

carbon are se~luestered annually in products-in-use [18]. This represents more than one-half of

the sector’s global direct emissions (estimated above). Carbon sequestration in products-in-use is

examined in much great detail later in this paper.
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2.6 End-of-life management

After use, most forest products are recycled, landfilled, or burned for energy. This part of

the value chain has several effects on the climate profile of the forest products industry.

Perhaps most obviously, when discarded biomass-based forest products are burned for

energy they ot~en displace fossil fuels, resulting in avoided GHG emissions.

In addition, used forest products must be collected, a process that requires fossil fuel for

transport. Different studies have come to varying conclusions about whether transportation

emissions from recovered fiber transport are greater or smaller than those related to wood

transport, undoubtedly reflecting, at least in part, differing local circumstances [3][4].

A large fraction of used forest products are recycled, an activity that has multiple and

complicated effects on GHG emissions and sequestration along the value chain. Increased

recycling may reduce forest harvests and allow longer rotation times, but the benefits to carbon

sequestration in the forest are likely to be obscured by the effects of market forces on decisions

regarding harvesting and land use. Recycling avoids emissions of methane, a potent greenhouse

gas, by keeping used forest products out of municipal solid waste landfills (although increasingly

this methane is captured and burned as a biomass fuel, offsetting fossil fuels). Recycling also

reduces the amount of carbon sequestered in landfills.

Large amounts of carbon are sequestered in forest products in landfills. In the U.S., for

instance, it is estimated that forest products in landfills contain over 1,300 million metric tonnes

of carbon and the net additions to these carbon stocks exceed 40 million metric tonnes o,f carbon

per year [ 19].

To further complicate the analysis of the end-of-life portion of the value chain, in some

mai’ket segments recycled and virgin fibers compete so that substitution effects within the value

chain can become important.
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3.0 Options for characterizing carbon sequestration in products-in-use

The products manufactured by the forest products industry contain large amounts of sequestered

atmospheric carbon. Worldwide, the industry’s annual production (considered equal to total

production of paper, paperboard, wood panels and sawn wood) contains approximately 290

million tonnes of carbon [ 18]. This new production represents additions to existing stocks of

carbon in products-in-use. These additions are offset by losses of carbon from the existing

stocks as products are removed from service.

Over the last forty years, the net additions to stocks of carbon in products-in-use have

varied between 30 and 60 million tonnes of carbon per year. In 2000, these carbon stocks were

increasing at a rate of approximately 40 million tonnes of carbon per year [18]. Due to the long

useful lifetimes for many of the industry’s products and increased consumption caused by

increasing standards of living, stocks of carbon in products-in-use are growing and are expected

to continue to grow for the foreseeable future [1], [18].

There are two basic options for estimating changes in the amounts of carbon sequestered

in products-in-use. One is to use the methods developed for national accounting of carbon in

harvested wood products (HWP). The second is a variation on the national accounting approach

that may be better suited to corporate, sector and value chain accounting. Both are explained

below.

Before examining the methods, it is important to consider the differences between the

issues encountered in preparing national GHG emissions inventories and those associatext with

corporate, sector, or value chain inventories.

In national accounting one of the most important issu::~ ;~. how tb account for the carbon

that crosses national boundaries in imports and exports. This is not normally an issue in

corporate or value chain accounting because the boundaries for these inventories are usually not

set at national borders. Similarly, in national accounting, essentially all forests within the
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nation’s borders are included whereas, in corporate and value chain accounting, it is the forest

that provides fiber to the forest products industry that is usually of primary concern.

In national accounting, a very broad definition of"products" is appropriate so the

accounting is done on "harvested wood products" or HWP - a term that includes all wood

removed from the forest, regardless of its use. In corporate and value chain accounting, a

different definition of "product" may be more appropriate because the focus is usually on the

valued-added output of the forest products industry.

In addition, national accounting methods are often impractical for use at smaller scales.

As explained below, for a company to use them, it must have records of its annual production for

many years into the distant past. These data seldom exist, in part because of the numerous

corporate mergers, acquisitions, spin-offs and closure~ that have occurred over tim~.

For these and other reasons, the approaches used for carbon accounting in national

inventories may not be appropriate for corporate, sector, or value chain accounting in the forest

products industry. It is important to understand national inventory methods, however, because it

is desirable for corporate, sector, and value chain accounting methods to be as consistent as

possible with national accounting methods.

3.1 The national inventory method

For national GHG inventories, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

indicates that changes in stocks of carbon in products-in-use can be estimated by several

methods. IPCC’s Tier 1 method assumes no change in stocks of carbon in products-in-use, but

its Tier 2 method estimates stock changes by netting annual additions to stocks in-use against

annual losses occurring in the same year [20]. The result is the actual year-to-year change in

current stocks of carbon in products-in-use. In this paper, the Tier 2 method is referred to as the

"national inventory method."
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Using the national inventory method, the change in stocks of carbon is equal to the

difference between annual additions to and losses from current stocks of carbon in products in

use. Additions to stocks of carbon in products in-use are estimated from annual production and

consumption statistics. From these annual additions are subtracted the annual losses from carbon

stocks in-use.

A number of methods have been described for estimating annual losses from current

stocks of carbon in products-in-use. IPCC’s Good Practice Guidance for Land Use, Land Use

Change, and Forestry suggests that losses from current stocks be estimated by using the

following first order decay equation [20] although other relationships can also be used.

Equation 1: Fraction lost per year = Ln(2) / product half-life in years

Because Equation 1 expresses losses as a fraction of the current pool, one must either

measure or mathematically reconstruct the current pool of products-in-use. In IPCC’s Tier 2

approach, this is done by starting at a point in the past (the year 1900 is often used) and

determining the additions and losses to the product pool year-by-year up to the current time [20].

This requires historic production information and information on how products were used over

time. The estimates derived by this method can sometimes be checked against periodic surveys

of, for instance, housing inventory.

The Tier 2 national inventory method requires past production and product-use data that

cannot be disaggregated down to the individual company level. In addition, because losses from

the current pool of carbon are estimated as a fraction of the current pool, the results are heavily

influenced by the factors that influence the size of the cu~ ..-.:-.: pool, i.e. the amounts of past

production and time-in-service of past production. The significant influence of past conditions

makes national accounting methods unsuited to examining forward-looking opportunities for

improvement.
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3.2 The 100-year method

An alternative method is available that is better suited to corporate, sector or value chain

accounting. Under this altemative, current year additions to stocks of carbon in products-in-use

are netted against future losses from current year additions. The result, therefore, is the amount

of carbon in the current year’s production that is expected to remain in-use for a defined period

of time.

In several other applications, IPCC has used 100 years to define similar long-term effects.

National inventories submitted under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate

Change (UNFCCC) are prepared using global warming potentials that are derived by

"integrating the total radiative forcing of an emissions pulse over a 100-year time horizon ...."[1]

It has been suggested that a similar approach, involving a 100-year time horizon, could be used

to characterize removals via sequestration. The IPCC SpecialReport on Land Use, Land Use

Change, and Forestry, for instance, suggests the following application of a 100-year time horizon

in the "ton-year" approach.

"If the ton-year approach is adopted, incremental credit can be awarded for each year

that carbon stocks remain sequestered. The cumulative award of credit would equal

the credit from a "permanent" emission reduction of the same magnitude if the stocks

remained intact for 100 years. If the stocks were released at any time prior to the

l O0-year time horizon, only the appropriate amount of partialcredit would have been

awarded."[ 1 ]

Using an analogous approach, a 100-year time horizon can be used to estimate the

amount of long-term carbon sequestration that can be expected from newly produced biomass-

based products. In this paper, the approach is called "the 100-year method." The 100-year

method was first suggested and applied by Dr. Sergio Galeano of Georgia-Pacific Corporation
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[21 ]. It is also described in an example of life cycle impact assessment published by the

International Standards Organization (ISO) [22].

The 100-year method is conceptually and mathematically simple so it is easy to perform

and more likely to be applied consistently from one assessment to the next than the national

inventory method. The 100-year method also yields results that reflect conditions and

opportunities that are most likely to be influenced by current manufacturers - i.e. those

conditions and improvement opportunities that are, or can be, applied to current production.

The primary disadvantage of the 100-year method is that it requires the acceptance of a

100-year time horizon for quantifying long-term sequestration. Other time horizons could, of

course, be used but at present it appears that the 100-year horizon is the only one with precedent

in the areas of carbon accounting and climate change. This is likely due, at least in part, to (a) the

uncertainties associated with projections over longer time periods and (b) an expectation that 100

years will be long enough to develop and deploy permanent solutions for controlling atmospheric

CO2 levels.

4.0 Using the lO0-year method

The 100-year method involves four steps.

1. Identify the types and amounts ofbiomass-based products (e.g. softwood lumber) that are

made in the year of interest.                                                ~

2. Express this annual production in terms of the amount ofbiomass carbon per year for each

product.

3. " Divide the final products into categories based on function and allocate the carbon to the

functional categories. Some of the functions for softwood lumber, for instance, would be

single-family homes, home repair, multifamily residences, shipping containers, and railroad

ties.
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4. Use decay curves or other time-in-use information to estimate the fraction of the carbon in

each functional category, expected to remain in use for 100 years.

5. Multiply the amount of carbon in annual production in products in each functional category

by the fraction remaining at 100 years. The result is the amount of sequestered carbon in the

products in each functional category attributable to this year’s production.

For steps 1 and 2, data on current production is obtained from production records or

statistics and the carbon content is estimated by multiplying the production by its carbon content.

A common default assumption for paper, paperboard and wood products is that they are 50%

carbon by weight (dry) [20]. In general, this is more accurate for wood products than for paper

products, which sometimes contain a considerable amount of inorganic material (i.e. filler and

coating). Nonetheless, for purposes of estimating stocks of carbon in-use, an assumed carbon

content of 50% is probably adequate because only a very small fraction of paper remains in use

for 100 years.

Forest products have a variety of uses and a wide range of expected times-in-use. Tissue

products are unlikely to remain in use for a year while a significant fraction of the sawn wood

used in single family home construction will still be in use in 100 years. Even within a single

product type, however, times-in-use can vary substantially. Sawn wood used in shipping

containers, for instance, remains in use for a far shorter time than sawn wood used in home

construction. It is important, therefore, to understand how forest products are used, not only

because product lifetimes vary, but also because time-in-use information is typically associated

with specific end use functions. The third step in the process, therefore, is to divide current

production into the functional categories for which time-in-use estimates are available.

The time-in-use distributions needed in Step 4 are often represented by mathematical

equations that describe decay curves. A key parameter in these equations is usually the product
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half-life - i.e. the time over which one-half of the original material leaves the pool of products-

in-use.

IPCC suggests the use of a simple first order relationship to convert the half-life value

into a decay curve that allows one to calculate the fraction remaining as a function of time [20].

The first order decay time-in-use curve is represented by the following equation.

Equation 2: First Order Decay Curve

FR = 1+ (0.69315 / HL)

Where: FR = Fraction of carbon remaining in use in year Y

HL = half-life (years)

Y = elapsed time (yeats)

Other relationships have been used, however, to convert half-life information into decay

curves for time-in-use. The European Forest Institute (EFI) has used the equation shown in

Equation 3 [23].5

Equation 3: EFI Decay Curve

1.2 / HL))IFR = 1.2-
+(5*e-v

~The equation is slightly different than the version shown in reference [23] so that the result can be shown as a
¯ fraction instead of a percentage.
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Where: FR = Fraction of carbon remaining h7 use in year Y

HL = half-life (years)

Y = elapsed time (years)

A third option for converting half-life values into decay curves has been used by Row

and Phelps and is described by Equations 4a, 4b, and 4c [24].6 The Row and Phelps approach

divides the decay curve into three pieces. The Row and Phelps decay curves have been used by

the US in preparing its national inventory for UNFCCC.

Equation 4: Row and Phelps Decay Curve

Equation 4a: If" Y < HL/2

FR=I

Equation 4b: If" Y > HL/2 and Y < HL

FR=I- +(2*

Equation 4c: If Y > HL

FR = , I+(2*I--~Y / HL)

6 The original Row and Phelps 1996 publication [24] contained typographical errors in the equations. The equations

shown here have been corrected.
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Where: FR = Fraction of carbon remaining in use in year Y

HL = half-life (years)

Y = elapsed time (years)

The effects of selecting different decay curves are illustrated in Figure 1. The primary

differences occur at times longer than the half-life of the product. This is important because the

100-year method uses only the estimated fraction remaining at 100 years.

Figure 2 shows the results of using the three different decay curves to predict the fraction

of the carbon remaining in use at 100 years as a function of product half-life. For products with

half lives of 40 years or less, the Row and Phelps decay curve predicts the largest amount of

carbon remaining in’use. For products, with half-lives between 40 and 100 years, the first order

decay curve predicts the largest amount of carbon remaining in use. The EFI model predicts the

smallest amount of carbon remaining in use until product half-lives are 80 years or greater, at

which point its estimates are close to the Row and Phelps estimates.

Although this discussion has highlighted three decay curves, others are also available [5],

[25]. It is not possible to identify one of these as being the most appropriate for all situations.

Indeed, it is reasonable to assume that different decay curves will be appropriate under different

circumstances. There are several factors, however, that may influence the decision on which

curve to select.

First, of the decay curves identified in the literature, only the Row and Phelps decay

curve reflects the "archive effect"- i.e. a certain fraction of product is.predicted to be stored for

100 years in places such as archives and libraries even though tt:.. ~,:alf-lives are short. As

illustrated in Figure 2, the first order and EFI decay curves (and others in the literature), fail to

incorporate this phenomenon. On the other hand, the first order decay curve is most comparable

to the approaches currently described by IPCC in its good practice guidance for national
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inventories [20]. The importance of these and other considerations will likely vary depending on

specific circumstances.

Half-life estimates also vary. It is reasonable to expect some variability between

countries due to different building practices, for instance. Some of the differences, however, are

probably due to different approaches to estimating product half-life. A summary of much of the

available information on half-lives and times-in-use for various forest products is contained in

IPCC’s Good Practices Guidance for Land Use, Land Use Change, and Forestry [20]. The half-

life estimates published by Skog and Nicholson in 1998 for the U.S. are summarized in Table 1

[26].

5.0 Applying the 100-year method to the U.S.

For illustrative purposes, the 100-year method can be applied to the U.S.. There are

several souces of U.S. forest products production and consumption data. For this example, data

published by the U.S. Forest Service have been used [27], [28].

The 1998 wood products consumption data shown in Table 2 have been used with the

Row and Phelps decay model, the half-life data shown in Table 1, and conversiori factors

explained in Table 2 to derive an estimate of the carbon in wood products that will remain

sequestered in-use for 100 years. The analysis indicates that almost 10 million metric tormes of

carbon, attributable to products put in use in 1998, are expected to remain sequestered in wood

products for at least 100 years.

Due to the shorter times in use, the amounts of carbon sequestered in paper and

paperboard products are smaller, but still significant. The calculations in Table 3 indicate that

over two million tonnes of carbon are expected to remain sequestered in 1998 paper products for

100 years.

In total, therfore, almost 12 million metric tormes of carbon, attributable forest products

put in use in 1998, were expected to remain sequestered in use for at least 100 years. This
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sequestration represents approximately one-half of the U.S. forest product industry’s direct

emissions, estimated by the U.S. Department of Energy to be approximately 22 million metric

tonnes of carbon in 1994 [ 17]. The carbon sequestered in forest products during use clearly

represents an important part of the forest product industry’s carbon balance.

The estimate of.net carbon sequestration developed using the 100-year method (12

million metric tonnes of carbon) is close to the estimate of 14 million tonnes of carbon developed

for 1998 by the U.S. government using the national inventory method [19]. Although the two

estimates are in reasonable agreement, it must be noted that they are estimates of two different

quantities. The national inventory method estimates the actual change in current stocks of

carbon in products-in-use whereas the 100-year method estimates the long-term additions to

stocks of carbon in products-in-use attributable to newly manufactured products.7

6.0 Summary

Carbon sequestered in forest products represents an important part of the carbon profile

of the forest products industry. Attempts are being made to account for this sequestration so that

it can be included in corporate, sector, and value chain carbon balances.

National accounting methods are not suited for corporate accounting because they require

data that are usually unavailable at the sub-national level. In addition, national inventory

methods yield results that are heavily influenced by past production levels and historical product

use patterns, making it difficult to use the results to characterize current performance. Finally,

because national inventory methods are focused on current and past conditions, they are not

particularly useful for examining opportunities for future improvement.

An alternative method described in this paper, the 100-year method, is available for

corporate, sector, and value chain carbon balances where it is important to characterize carbon .

7 A less important difference that is specific to the estimates shown here is that the U.S. inventory estimate is based

on domestic production while the 100-year method estimate is based on domestic consumption. The 100- year
method can be used, however, to develop production- or consumption-based estimates.
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sequestration in products-in-use. The method uses information on the expected time-in-use of

products to estimate the amount of carbon therein that will still be sequestered in products-in-use

in 100 years. The method uses readily available data, is simple and transparent, and can be used

to characterize current performance and examine improvement opportunities.
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Figure 1. Decay curves for a 50-year half-life product
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Figure 2. Fraction remaining at 100-years as a function of product half-life
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Table 1. Duration of carbon sequestration in end uses of wood and paper

(Skog and Nicholson 1998) [26]

Half-life of carbon (years)

Single-family homes (pre- 1980) 80

Single-family homes (post- 1980) 100

Multifamily homes 70

Mobile homes 20

Nom-esidential construction 67

Pallets 6

Manufacturing 12

Furniture 30

Railroad ties 30

Paper (free sheet) 6

Paper (all others) 1
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Table 2. Carbon sequestration in wood products in 1998

Consumption data for wood products from Reference 27

Lumber           million bd. ft. 18352 1712 2100 14108 4617 700 5222 3155 ~235 6874

Structural panels    million sq. ft. 16282 1425 1688 7269 2879 1872 1862 622 890

Nonstructural panels million sq. ft. 3166 454 909 2710 1285 8634 2291 127 3385

Conversion of wood )roduct consumption data into carbon and sequestration estimates

Total carbon in wood
)roducts

Fraction Remaining
after 100 years

Metdc Tonnes
Carbon Remaining
after 100 years

million metric 15.04 1.40 1.77 9.93 3.4,8 0.35 4.83 2.61 3.86 4.37
tonnes
carbon

Fraction 0.346 0.292 0.119 0.119 0.278 0.147 0.147 0.095

million metric 5.20 0,41 0.21 1.18 0.97 0.05 0.71 0.25
tonnes
carbon

0.075 0,072

0.29 0.31

Notes:
Conversion from production statistics to tonnes of production based on conversion factors in Reference 28 and
production statistics in Reference 27 (which were used to develop production-weighted con~.,ersion factors)

All products assumed to contain 50% carbon

Row and Phell~s decay curves used to estimate fraction of carbon remaining in use after 100 years [24].
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Table 3. Carbon sequestration in paper and paperboard products in 1998

1998 Paper and Paperboard Consumption [27] 101.1 million short tons

Carbon contained in 1998 consumption 46 million metric tonnes

Assumed half-life 1 year

Fraction remaining after 100 years 0.049

Tonnes carbon remaining in use after 100 years 2.25 million metric tonnes

Notes:

All products assumed to contain 50% carbon
Row and Phelps decay curves used to estimate fraction of carbon remaining in use after 100 years
[24].
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Draft Proposal to ICFPA
submitted by
Reid Miner

NCASI, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, USA
phone +(919) 941-6407
email rminer@ncasi.org

A project to
1. Develop a report- and spreadsheet-based calculation tool for estimating carbon

sequestration in forest products-in-use
and

2. Work with WRI and WBCSD to gain recognition of the tool under the GHG Protocol

Background:

In 2003, the International Council of Forest and Paper Associations (ICFPA) retained NCASI to
review options for estimating carbon sequestration in forest products. The objective was to
identify a method suitable for corporate, sector and value chain assessments of carbon
sequestration. The results of the review were summarized in a report that has been posted on
NCASI’s public web site, www.ncasi.org.

ICFPA used the review to identify the most appropriate method for corporate, sector, and value
chain assessments of carbon sequestration in products-in-use. The method selected by ICFPA is
known as the 100-year method because it estimates the amount of carbon that is expected to be
sequestered in forest products that remain in use for at least 100 years. The method was
developed by Dr. Sergio Galeano of Georgia-Pacific Corporation and has been used in Georgia-

9 and in an ISO report that illustrates its use in
Pacific Corporation’s greenhouse gas inventory
the context of LCA Impact Assessment.~°

ICFPA requested NCASI to pursue peer-reviewed publication of a paper describing, and
presenting the rationale for, the 100-year method. In response, in April 2004, NCASI submitted a
manuscript to the international journal Biomass and Bioenergy published by Elsevier.

ICFPA more recently requested that NCASI submit a proposal to ICFPA for a project wherein
(a) a report- and spreadsheet-based calculation tool be developed based on the 100-year method,

9 Georgia-Pacific Corporation. Protocol for the inventory of greenhouse gases in Georg~a-r’acific Corporation.

Georgia-Pacific Corporation, Atlanta 2002. Available on the Internet at
http://www.gp.com/enviro/strategy/protocol.pdf.
to International Standards Organization (ISO). Environmental management - life cycle impact assessment -

examples of application of ISO 14042. Technical Report ISOFFR 14047:2003(E). International Standards
Organization, Switzerland, 2003.
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and (b) NCASI work with WRI and WBCSD to gain acceptance of the tool for use under the
GHG Protocol. The following proposal has been prepared in response to that request.

Developing a report- and spreadsheet-based calculation tool:

NCASI will use the manuscript submitted to Biomass and Bioenergy as the basis for preparing
the report-based portion of the tool. The manuscript is appended to this proposal. The report will
describe the rationale for the 100-year method, how it works, and how to apply it.

NCASI will use the GPCarb~ Excel® spreadsheet as a starting point for developing the
spreadsheet-based part of the tool. GPCarb® was developed by Georgia-Pacific Corporation for
performing calculations using the 100-year method. It will be modified and expanded to address
a global audience and will be fitted with a Visual Basic interface to improve ease of use.
Georgia-Pacific Corporation has agreed to this use of GPCarb® and the company’s contributions
to the ultimate spreadsheet-based tool will be recognized.

Gaining acceptance of the use of the tools under the WRJJWBCSD GHG Protocol:

Based on NCASI’s past experience, it is recommended that the process of gaining acceptance of
the tool under the WRI/WBCSD GHG Protocol begin by contacting Ms. Janet Ranganathan of
WRI and Mr. James Griffiths of WBCSD. These organizations will probably undertake internal
reviews of the tools and provide ICFPA and NCASI with comments. NCASI will work with
ICFPA, WRI and WBCSD to address these comments.

The next step will be the WRI/WBCSD stakeholder peer review. Again, it will be necessary to
address comments that arise in this review process. Based on past experience, this process is
expected to take several months.

Following peer review and agreement by WRI and WBCSD that the comments have been
adequately addressed, the tools will be posted on the WRI/WBCSD GHG Protocol website
(assuming this is acceptable to WRI and WBCSD).

Approximate schedule:

We envision an 8-month process, much of which is devoted to the review activities in WRI,
WBCSD and the stakeholder peer review.                                     "

Month 1 : Convert manuscript into a draft report-based tool for the 100-year method and obtain
ICFPA approval to take the draft report to WRI and WBCSD.

Months 2, 3, and 4: Submit the report to WRI and WBCSD, allow them to review the report
and work with ICFPA to respond to their comments.

Months 5, 6, and 7:WRI and WBCSD perform their stakeholder peer review process and
ICFPA and NCASI respond to comments generated in that process. Also in
this time period, the draft spreadsheet-based tool is developed.
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Month 8: Deal with any remaining issues related to the report and perform final testing on the
spreadsheet-based tool. Work with WILl and WBCSD to post the report- and
spreadsheet-based tool on the GHG Protocol website.

Project staff:

The project leader will be Mr. Reid Miner, Vice President-Sustainable Manufacturing of NCASI
in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, United States. Mr. Miner will be responsible for
writing the report-based tool, managing the interaction with ICFPA, WRI and WBCSD, and
overseeing the project.

Computer programming work will be done at NCASI’s Statistics and Model Development Group
in Lowell, Massachusetts.

NCASI is proposing to complete this work for $US 10,000 assuming that all travel will be within
the U.S. (Note: Ms. Ranganathan and other key WRI staff are located in Washington, D.C.).

However, ifa trip to Europe is required to consult with ICFPA and/or WBCSD, to total cost will.
be $US 12,000.
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Georgia-R ific
Dr. Sergio F. Galeano
133 Peachtree Street NE
P.O. Box 105605
Atlanta, Georgia 30348-5605
Telephone (404) 652-4654
sfgalean@gapac.com

May 23, 2004

Docket Unit
California Energy Commission
Docket No. 01-GGE-1
1516 Ninth Street, MS 4
Sacramento, California 95814-5512
DOCKET@ener.qy.state.ca.us

RE: Comments on Proposal
Project Protocol

Dear Sir/Madame:

Georgia-Pacific Corporation, GP, is one of the leading global forest product
manufacturers with different forest products and chemical manufacturing facilities in
California. The corporation, for years, has been involved in all variables of the climate
change equation from development of technology and quantification methodologies to
management of systems and emerging policy issues. The proposal we are commenting
on appears to create an emerging policy issue about which we wish to offer our
comments and recommendations.

Because of GP involvement in the early development of the concept and quantification
of product carbon sequestration as a justifiable reduction element in the GHG inventory
of entities and projects, we are very appreciative of the Registry’s willingness and
initiative to recognize such as a valid element in an entity’s GHG inventory and registry.
This step of the registry, although not explicitly mentioned in any of the three enabling
pieces of California law- SB 1771,527 and 812, it is neither prohibited.

In this sense, California law differs from Georgia law, substitute of SB 356, which
establishes a registry for carbon sequestration but considers the registrant as any entity
involved in any of three different listed human-induced activities creating removals by
carbon sinks including product sinks since it adds "products" to ecosystem and crops in
the Act’s definition of sinks.

In spite of our support for the recognition of the concept and practice of product carbon
sequestration we have concerns and objections to specific concepts and requirements of
this draft proposal. Suffice to say that this announcement as it trickles down to different
stakeholders in the product value chain, is creating concerns and stresses not unique to
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GP’s. We would like to note that early on April 28 the author, partially aware of the
direction the drafting of Step 7 was taking, ale.rted the registry via e-mail to Ms. Jill
Gravender and Ms. Michelle Passero of these concerns, suggesting another alternative
based on the producer’s registration with a developed methodology on this approach far
superior in accuracy to the one proposed. No acknowledgement or response has been
yet received on it. We are attaching the ZIP file included in the above mentioned
communication since it is still pertinent to these proceedings.

In the following and in spite of the short time for commenting, we are submitting
important points for your consideration and action. We reserve the right given to us in
the announcement of May 13, to resubmit or add comments by the June 3 deadline.

Specific comments and suggestions.

This complex stage in the registry’s development and the issuance of the
proposal have been done in an accelerated fashion without proper involvement
of different stakeholders who will be directly affected by this action or who have a
reasonable interest on the issue.

The comment period for this proposal is extremely short without proper
preparation for commenting (May 24) for a workshop (May 27) and final
comments deadline by June 3. It is open for speculation the impact of biases that
could be generated on comments received because of these two different
commenting deadlines. As now scheduled, the practicality of the workshop to
reflect comments received is certainly very limited and its usefulness
questionable. In fact, it may help to perpetuate and reinforce misconceptions and
errors without proper analysis of differences in opinion.

The proposal, as it pertains to the recording of projects into the registry as well as
the calculation step No. 7, excludes without justification the manufacturers of the
biomass products on which the calculations are made. Only the ’~orest entity"
can register any quantity of the. product carbon pool based on very inaccurate
estimations. The rights of the manufacturer, who separately are encouraged to
register its direct emissions in the registry, are ignored when the. reporting and
crediting are defined, this in spite the fact that there has been a purchasing
transaction and discernable chain of custody. There is no reference about the
"forest entity" accruing for the GHG emissions of the manufacturers in the
production of those products. Thus this proposal structure penalizes the
manufacturer for its GHG emissions but provides no credit for their contribution to
the carbon product pool.

Nothing in the enabling statutes invoked by the registry seems [o support either
the granting to the "forest entity" the right of registration of credits or the
prohibiting the manufacturer of these products from registering the credits. In fact
paragraph 2) in the digest of SB 812 clearly states that the bill would "require the
registry to adopt procedures and protocols for the reporting and certification of
GHG emissions reductions resulting from a project or an action of the
participant." It seems obvious that the only actions leading to the creation of
products resulting in carbon sequestrations are those of the manufacturers.
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Further, section 42801.1 (a) provides a definition for" Annual emissions results"
Indicating that in addition to annual emissions results, the participant may report
data annually on emissions reductions from a project or other action, including
the sequestration of stocks of carbon in forest. Such definition, under its "other
action" language does not exclude the inclusion of sequestration in the carbon
pool. In fact, it reflects very accurately a forest product manufacturing facility with
the reporting of GHG emissions (direct, indirect, etc) and the product carbon
sequestration from its annual production.

6-Consequently, it becomes evident that the registry proposal fails to heed the
mandate in section 42823(c) by which the registry "shall adopt procedures and
protocols for the reporting and certification of GHG emission reduction resulting
from a project or an action of the participant". The registry has excluded the
manufacturing as a valid participant in contradiction and disregard to the mandate
of the statute.

7-Likewise, the manufacturers of forest products are deprived of receiving one of
the purposes of SB 1771, Article 2 (e); to recognize, publicize and promote
registrants making voluntary reductions.

8- These statements about interpretations on the enabling statutes are the result of
a reality not to be forgotten on these proceedings. It is that the product element in
the sequestration was not envisioned during the legislative proceedings as it was
clearly and explicitly discussed in the Georgia law. The proposal is an
afterthought. Such a situation raises the question about the appropriateness of
asking the legislature to clarify the controversy about the registration of this
element of sequestration.

There are no scientific or economical reasons to deprive the manufacturers of the
right to record in the registry. The harvested boles or Iongwood felled in the forest
floor would become one more element of the "lying in the soil" component of the
forest sequestration calculation were it not for manufacturing. It is the
manufacturer, its investments, labor, innovations and the registry of its GHG
emissions as a result of the manufacturing what makes possible the valid
justification for recording its production in the registry. We clarify here that we do
not see any damage to the forest entities by having the manufacturers register
the carbon sequestration estimates. The market will take care of any real or
perceived value added in the merchantable wood and reward the forest entities
with adequate compensation.

10-The implications of this proposal that deprives the manufacturers of the due
credit for its products are ecological, economical and political. An .important one
is the consideration of volumetric or material sustainability, one of the different
elements in forest sustainability. Traditionally, the balance of harvest v. growth
has been considered the criterion for this material sustainability. The proposal
changes this traditional balance, by providing an additional quantity of harvesting
to equate the new balance equation. The long-standing implications of this new
consideration are difficult to quantify or define entirely in the brief time allocated
for commenting but it appears significant. It is not difficult to anticipate unjustified
allegations and misperceptions to and about the forestry sector inn respect to a
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de facto additional logging. These misperceptions would not contribute to the
best utilization of resources and in the efforts for climate change amelioration.

11- We consider that the registration of both forest and product carbon sequestration
should be extended to products of agricultural origin that may have limited but
significant life cycle in use.

12- Regardless if the action by the state of California could be in theory limited to the
state, and many commenters may or may not be considered "forest entities", the
fact is that the California experiment demonstrates that regulations from the state
are frequently reflected beyond its boundaries affecting many other entities
outside the state or even those without facilities in California. This is important in
the consideration of who are the stakeholders on this issue and in the request for
extension on the commenting period. California is too big and important a state to
limit the stakeholders to a small circle.

13- A very preliminary review of the calculation step reveals quite a number of levels
of estimation in order to ascertain the final product carbon pool quantity for
crediting. Rather than starting at the manufacturer level, where production figures
are very accurate and official, since they are part of the accounting and tax
calculation and reporting, the proposal moves upstream without a tracking chain
of custody. There is a complete lack of chain of custody from harvesting to
production output. The levels of inaccuracy are compounded along the way from
the boles that are brought to the manufacturing site and there converted into
useful products. As proposed, questionable assumptions in the material or
volumetric conversion of wood fiber into products have been made. Proper
tracking into the different categories of forest products is also ignored. This
process will inevitably be less accurate in quantifying the product carbon pool or
would require excessive costs that will discourage prospective registrants.

14- Validators or certifiers of these credits in the manner proposed, and in view of
the chain of custody deficiencies indicated in the above, will be hard pressed to
provide a proper verification when so many different estimation steps are
staggered in time. They could be open to all sorts of objections and added
liabilities making the system unworkable by absenteeism.

15-The registry appears to have ignored other methods, more standing in Ionge~vity
and peer scrutiny that the proposed. Such method, with international recognition
by peers is available in an ISO publication, ISO 14047 and in other references on
the web, and through the AF&PA and NCASI organizations of the industry. It is
based on the accurate production output at the facility or entity and iP, r:.l,Jdes wide
variety of forest products, solid wood and paper. Such information was
advanced in a ZIP file to some members of the registry and review panel as
mentioned above.

16-As indicated above, during the drafting process of the registry, some of its
officials and members of the review committee, were alerted to such an
alternative that more accurately and fairly allows the registration of the carbon
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credits by the manufacturer. The accelerated manner and limited participation of
stakeholders in this process may have made the commenting not timely enough
for consideration in the initial draft proposal but certainly we respectfully submit it
must be considered seriously in the course of these proceedings.

17- While we support as valid the concept of registering product carbon
sequestration in products in use, and for a wide vadety of product categories
including paper and wood products, we firmly object to the manner in which
reporting and crediting have been arbitrarily assigned to the "forest entity".

18- We respectfully request the extension of the commenting period for 60 more
days and the re-proposing of this flawed proposal, at least in its. product carbon
sequestration element and pertinent links with the forest sequestration reporting.

We appreciate the opportunity to offer these comments and requests and stand ready to
answer any questions or additional information to help in the establishing of a fair,
practical and effective Protocol.

Respectfully,

Sergio F. Galeano, Ph.D.
Senior Manager, Product Policy and Assurance

Enclosure- Zip file as mentioned in item 15 and above
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tkr~4o-date agenda for Thursday attached

Cooney, Phil

From: Berg, David [David.Berg@hq.doe.gov]

Sent: Monday, August 02, 2004 5:28 PM

To" Cooney, Phil; Dobriansky, Larisa

Subject: up-to-date agenda for Thursday attached

Please find attached the up-to-date draft agenda for Thursday. Call me if you have any questions. --

David

<<New Homes RT v072704.doc>>

Page 1 of 1
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Climate VISION Roundtable for Energy Efficient Homes

Objective: Discuss how, by working together, government and the private sector can
transform the housing market so that builders construct and buyers demand cost-effective
energy efficient designs and features in both new and existing homes.

10:00

10:30

AGENDA
August 5, :2004

¯ National Association of Home Builders
1201 15th Street, N.W., Washington, DC

Hosted by NAHB and CEEP, Inc.

Opening (Context and Goals) & Introductions Larisa Dobriansky
Co-chairs: Kyle McSlarrow, Deputy Secretary, DOE

Joyce Mason, Vice President, Marketing, Pardee Homes
Peter Garforth, Advisor, Owens-Coming

Framing Comments on the Key Market Factors and Challenges
Overview of key challenges David Berg, DOE, policy office
Beyond RD&D: DOE as a partner Ed Pollock, DOE, buildings program

Roundtable Discussion Andy Paterson, moderator

12:00

1:00

Working ,lunch
Short Presentation: Ad Council Campaign on Energy EfficiencyKathy Crosby

Three Approaches to Transforming Housing Markets: Potential State Pilots
(Different climates, energy use patterns, policies.., drive different approaches)

Potential Pilot in Texas Malcolm Verdict, Texas A&M
Potential Pilot in New York State Rick Gerardi, NYSERDA

- Potential Pilot in California Art Rosenfeld, California Energy Commission

4:00

Discussion from various perspectives:             Andrew Paterson, moderator
Builders, Builders’ suppliers, Builders’ lenders, Energy raters,
Federal government agencies, State government, Local government,
Homebuyers, Mortgage industry, Realtors, Insurers, Utilities

Distilling the Key Points: Private-Sector Co-chairs and DOE
Defining the objective
(1) Supply / Build Side and (2) Demand / Buy Side

4:45 Wrap-up & Next Steps Larisa Dobriansky
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quest for inputs for US position in the UNFCCC onthe recommendations of the IPCC Third Assessmer
From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Moss, Richard H
[Richard.Moss@pnl.gov]
Sent: Friday, August 06, 2004 2:40 PM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
Cc: michael.hales@noaa.gov; wg_irc@usgcrp.gov; Linda Moodie;
wgcc@usgcrp.gov; ipo@usgcrp.~ov; ccsp info@us~crp.gov
Subject: [ccsp] Request for Inputs fo~ US posltion ~n the UNFCCC on the
recommendations of the IPCC Third Assessment Report

TO: CCSP Principals
cc: co-chairs of Interagency Working Groups
RE: Request for inputs for US posit~on on the recommendations of the IPCC Third
Assessment Report

A~ COP?I~, the UNFCCC Secretariat organized a~side event on "Research in Response to
tpe Third Assessment Report of the IPCC." The agenda for the event is attached to
this message. Three key considerations emerged from the event:
1)      The need to assess the adequacy of research activities and their
international coordination to meet the needs of the convention (as distinct from the
IPCC) ;
2)      The importance of social as well as natural sciences and the
interaction between the two in responding to the research needs arising from the
assessment reports of the IPCC;
3)      The enhancement of the capacity and participation of developing
countries to contribute to the global climate change research efforts, such as those
coordinated by the WCRP, IGBP, IHDP, and DIVERSITAS.

The US Government, as a party to the UNFCCC, is preparing a statement of its views
on these conclusions. Linda Moodie (NOAA) is coordinating this process and has
requested that the ccsP provide observations about these oints Please
a ’ ¯ , - - . . . P ¯ send ourgency s or working group s comments to L~nda Moodle <L~nda.Moodie@noaa.gov> ~y.
September 8. Please copy David Allen <dallen@usgcrp.gov>. My understanding is that
Linda will integrate the inputs she receives into a draft for the Department of
State, which will then finalize the statement for submission to the UNFCCC.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Richard H. Moss, Ph.D.
Director, Climate change science Program office (Incorporating the us Global change
Research Program and the climate change Research Initiative)
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrpogov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065

Page 1
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~equest for inputs for US position in the UNFCCC on the. recommendations of the IPCC Third Assessm~
From: Cooney, Phil
sent: Friday, August 06, 2004 2:50 PM
TO: Peel, Kenneth L.
Subject: FW: [ccsp] Request for inputs for US position in the UNFCCC on
the recommendations of the IPCC Third Assessment Report

original Message
From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov [mailto:ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov] On Behalf of Moss,
Richard H
Sent: Friday, August 06, 2004 2:40. PM
TO: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
Cc: michael.hales@noaa.gov; wg_irc@usgcrp.gov; Linda Moodie; wgcc@usgcrp.gov;
ipo@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov                    .              .
subject: [ccsp] Request for Inputs for US position in the UNFCCC on the
recommendations of the IPCC Third Assessment Report

TO: CCSP Principals
CC: co-chairs of Interagency working Groups
RE: Request for inputs for US positlon on the recommendations of the IPCC Third
Assessment Report

At COPTIX, the UNFCCC Secretariat organized a side event on "Researc.h in Response to
T "the. h~ rd Assessment Report of. the.IPCC. The a enda for the event ~s attached to

th~s message. Three key cons~deratlons emerged from the event:
1)      The need to assess the adequacy of research activities and their
international coordination to meet the needs of the convention (as distinct from the
IPCC) ;
2)      The importance of social as well as natural sciences and the
interaction between the two in responding to the research needs arising from the
assessment reports of the IPCC;
3)      The enhancement of the capacity and participation of developing
countries to contribute to the global climate change research efforts, such as those
coordinated by the WCRP, IGBP, IHDP, and DIVERSITAS.

The US Government, as a party to the UNFCCC, is preparing a statement of its views
on these conclusions. Linda Moodie (NOAA) is coordinating this process and has
requested that the ccsP provide observations about these points. Please send your
agency’s or working group’s comments to Linda Moodie <Li~da.Moodie@noaa.gov> by
september 8. Please copy David Allen <dallen@usgcrp.gov>. My understanding is that
Linda will integrate the inputs she receives into a draft for the Department of
State, which will then finalize the statement for submission to the UNFCCC.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Richard H. Moss, Ph.D.
Director, climate change Science Program office (Incorporating the US Global change
Research Program and the climate Change Research Initiative) 1717 Pennsylvania
Avenue NW, Suite 250 Washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065
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) Request for inputs for US position in the UNFCCC on the recommendations of the IPCC Third Asses~
From: Moss, Richard H [Richard.Moss@pnl.gov]
Sent: Friday, August 06, 2004 5:23 PM
To: Hannegan, Bryan J.
subject: RE: [ccsp_info] Request for inpu.ts for US position in the
UNFCCC on the recommendations of the IPCC Third Assessment Report

Hi Bryan-

Not sure what’s going on with the attachment. Its not all that informative, but here
it is--if it makes it through this time.

You asked a few days ago about the launch strategy for OCP. My understanding is that
Dr. Mahoney provided, information about this, but if not, please let me know and I
will do so on Monday.

Have a good weekend.

Ri chard

Richard H. Moss, Ph.D.
Director, climate change science Program office (Incorporating the us Global change
Research Program and the climate change Research Initiative)
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, suite 250
washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065

..... Original Message .....
From: Hannegan, Bryan J. [mailto:Bryan_J._Hannegan@ceq.eop.gov]
Sent: Friday, August 06, 2004 5:20 PM
TO: MOSS, Richard H
Subject: RE: [ccsp_info] Request for inputs for US position in the UNFCCC on the
recommendations of the IPCC Third Assessment Report

Richard -- no attachment was received. Also, Ken Peel
(CEQ-International) will respond for us with any comments. Thanks, Bryan

Original Message
From: ccsp_info-bounces@usgcrp.gov [mailto:ccsp_info-bounces@usgcrp.gov]
on Behalf of Moss, Richard H
Sent: Friday, August 06, 2004 2:40 PM
TO: ccsp@usgcrp.gov .
Cc: michael.hales@noaa.gov; wg_irc@usgcrp.gov; Linda Moo~ie; "
wgcc@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov .
subject: [ccsp_info] Request for inputs for US position in the UNFCCC on
the recommendations of the IPCC Third Assessment Report

TO: CCSP Principals
CC: Co-Chairs of Interagency working Groups
RE: Request for inputs for US positlon on the recommendations of the
IPCC Third Assessment Report

At COP-IX, the UNFCCC Secretariat organized a side event on "Research in
Response to the Third Assessment Report of the IPCC." The agenda for the
event is attached to this message. Three key considerations emerged from
the event:
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Request for inputs for US position in the UNFCCC on the recommendations of the IPCC Third Asses
1)      The need to assess the adequacy of research activities and their
international coordination to meet the needs of the convention (as
distinct from the IPCC);
2)      The importance of social as well as natural sciences and the
interaction between the two in responding to the research needs arising
from the assessment reports of the IPCC;
3)      The enhancement of the capacity and participation of developing
countries to contribute to the global climate change research efforts,
such as those coordinated by the WCRP, IGBP, IHDP, and DIVERSITAS.

The US Government, as a party to the UNFCCC, is preparing a statement of
its views on these conclusions. Linda Moodie (NOAA) is coordinating this
process and has requested that the ccsP provide observations about these
points. Please send your agency’s or working group’s comments to Linda
Moodie <Linda.Moodie@noaa.gov> by september 8. Please copy David Allen
<dallen@usgcrp.~ov>. My understanding is that Linda will integrate the
inputs she recelves into a draft for the Department of State, which will
then finalize the statement for submission to the UNFCCC.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Richard H. Moss, Ph.D.
Director, Climate Change Science Program Office
(Incorporating the us Global Change Research Program and the climate
change Research Initiative) 1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065
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Draft revised 1605(b) guidelines beginning formal interagency clearance i~.~-..~,:.~_~          Page 1 of 2

Hannegan, Bryan J.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status:    Flagged

Friedrichs, Mark [Mark.FRIEDRICHS@hq.doe.gov]

Tuesday, August 17, 2004 2:58 PM
Gayer, Ted; Adele Morris (Adele.Morris@do.treas.gov); Lee, Amanda I.; Arthur Rypinski
(Arthur.Rypinski@ost.dot.gov); Bill Hohenstein (whohenst@oce.usda.gov); Bill Irving
(irving.bill@epa.gov); Hannegan, Bryan J.; Bryce Stokes (bstokes@fs.fed.us); Dobddge,
Christine L.; Cristo Artusio (ArtusioCF@state.gov); Toy, Edmond; Joel Brown
(joelbrow@nmsu.edu); Josh Graft Zivin (jgraffzi@cea.eop.gov); Katie Bickel
(kbickel@oce.usda.gov); Ken Andrasko (Andrasko.ken@epa.gov); Lisa Hanle
(Hanle.Lisa@epamail.epa.gov); Marilyn Buford (mbuford@fs.fed.us); McDonald, Christine
A.; Pablo Valdez (ValdezPM2@state.gov); Reid Harvey (Harvey.Reid@epamail.epa.gov);
Richard Birdsey (rbirdsey@fs.fed.us); Richards, Richard (EIA); Anderson, Margot;
Anderson, Margot (EIA); Bowers, Mike; Calopedis, Stephen (EIA); Cobb, AI; Conover,
David; Karpoff, Peter; McArdle, Paul (EIA); Mondshine, Michael (EIA); Prince, Raymond

Draft revised 1605(b) guidelines beginning formal interagency cle arance process

All: It has been more than two months since you last heard from us on this subject. After an internal review and
clearance process, the draft guidelines are expected to be transmitted to OMB for formal interagency review later
today. We are hopeful that this interagency process can be completed over the coming weeks, so that the
revised guidelines can be published during September for 60 days of public comment.

<<Changes since May 26.doc>>

Electronic files of all of the draft guidelines are attached: General Guidelines, with Preamble [l~05(b)OMB.doc];
and Technical Guidelines [Chapter 1 Inventory guidelines, Parts A-I; Chapter 2 Reduction guidelines and
Glossary]. While we expect that all agency comments on these drafts will go through OMB, I would appreciate a
heads-up of any significant concerns.

Thanks for your continuing help.

<<1605(b)OMB.doc>>
<<TG Chap 1 Part A OMB.doc>> <<TG Chap 1 Part B OMB.doc>> <<TG Chap 1 Part C OMB.doc>> <<TG Chap
1 Part D OMB.doc>> <<TG Chap 1 Part E OMB.doc>> <<TG Chap 1 Part F OMB.doc>> <<TG Chap 1 Part G
OMBodoc>>    <<TG Chap 1 Part H OMB.doc>> <<TG Chap 1 Part I OMB.doc>>

<<TG_Chap_2_OMB.doc>>
<<Glossary OMB.doc>>

8/17/2004
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ccsp REMINDER--RESPONSE REQUESTED BY AUGUST 26 Draft Prospectuses and an update for CCSP Review
From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov onbehalf of Moss, Richard H
[Richard.Moss@pn].gov]
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2004 11:59 AM
TO: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
CC: wgcc@usgcrp.gov; ipo@usgcrp.gov; jhaynes@nasa.gov;

¯ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; Terry..McPherson@ssc.nasa.gov
Subject: [ccsp] REMINDER--RESPONSE REQUESTED BY AUGUST 26: Draft
Prospectuses and an "update" for ccsP Review

Dear colleagues,

This is a gentle reminder to please provide comments on the attached documents by
Thursday August 26 to Sandy MacCracken (smaccrac@usgcrp.gov). This message was
originally sent out on August 5..

THANK YOU.

Richard

original message-
TO: CCSP Principals
CC: Interagency working Group Co-Chairs

Attached to this email are three documents for your review:
1. A draft prospectus for synthesis and Assessment Product 2.1 (Emissions scenarios)
2. A draft prospectus for Product 4.7 (transportation sensitivities, potential
impacts, and response options); and 3. An "update" covering the approach to
~reparation of Synthesis and Assessment Product 2.3 (aerosol properties and their
impacts on climate).

comments are requested on these documents, which will then be revised.
Please note that this is an internal government review--do not circulate the drafts
to those outside government.

After revision, the prospectuses will be made available for public comment.

The ..........update for the aerosol product is the f~rst of ~ts k~nd and ~s intended to
provide information to the research community, stakeholders, and the interested
public on the general approach to preparing the product. It should not be confused
with a prospectus, since it is less specific; the prospectus for this product will
be-prepared and circulated for comment in the future. The update describes
scientific reviews that are being prepared as a result of the ccsP process. The
update also describes the relationship of the ccsP activities to assessments in
preparation through the IPCC process. As many of you know, the relationship of ccsP
products and the IPCC assessment has surfaced as an important issue within the
research community. The update will clarify the relationship and thus defuse
potential misperceptions that the ccsP products duplicate IPCC activities.

Please submit comments on the two prospectuses and the update by August
26 to Sandy MacCracken (smaccrac@usgcrp.gov). We will be preparing a separate
collation of comments for each document, so follow these steps to ensure that your
comments are collated correctly:

1. Submit comments on each document in a separate email message.

2. Include the prospectus number and a short qualifier in the email message (e.g.,
2.1 emissions scenarios).

3. List general comments first, followed by specific comment~; use page and line
number of each specific comment.

4. Include your contact information (email and phone) in case we need to reach you
Page 1
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ccsp REMINDER--RESPONSE REQUESTED BY AUGUST 26 Draft Prospectuses and an update for CCSP Review
for clarification.

Thank you.

Richard Moss

Richard Ho Moss, Ph.D.
Director, Climate Change Science Program Office (Incorporating the US Global change
Research Program and the climate Change Research Initiative) 1717 Pennsylvania
Avenue NW, Suite 250 washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065
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ccsp_info REMINDER--RESPONSE REQUESTEDBY AUGUST 26 Draft Prospectuses and an update for ccsP Re~
From: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Sent: Friday, August 27, 2004 4:43 PM
To: MOSS, Richard H
Subject: RE: [ccsp_info] REMINDER--RESPONSE REQUESTED BY AUGUST 26:
Draft Prospectuses and an "update" for ccsP Review

Richard, apologies,was on travel -- will review this weekend and provide comments.
Thanks, Bryan

Original Message .....
From: ccsp_info-bounces@usgcrpogoV [mailto:ccsp_info-bounces@usgcrp.gov] on Behalf
Of Moss, Richard H
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2004 11:59 AM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
Cc: wgcc@usgcrp.gov; jhaynes@nasa.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov;
Terry.McPherson@ssc.nasa.gov
subject: [ccsp_info] REMINDER--RESPONSE REQUESTED BY AUGUST 26: Draft Prospectuses
and an "Update" for CCSP Review

Dear Colleagues,

This is a gentle reminder to please provide comments on the attached documents by
Thursday August 26 to Sandy MacCracken (smaccrac@usgcrp.gov). This message was
originally sent out on August 5.                . .

THANK YOU.

Ri chard

original message---
TO: CCSP Principals
CC: Interagency Working Group Co-Chairs

Attached to this email are three documents for your review:
1. A draft prospectus for Synthesis and Assessment Product 2.1 (Emissions scenarios)
2. A draft prospectus for Product 4.7 (transportation sensitivities, potential
impacts, and response options); and 3. An "update" covering the approach to
~reparation of synthesis and Assessment Product 2.3 (aerosol properties and their
impacts on climate).

comments are requested on these documents, which will then be revised. Please note
that this is an internal government review--do not circulate the drafts to those
outside government.

After revision, the prospectuses will be made available for public comment.

The "u ........pdate for the aerosol product Is the flrst of ~ts kind and ~s ~ntended to
provide information to the research community, stakeholders, and the interested
public on the general approach to preparing the product. It should not be confused
with a prospectus, since it is less specific; the prospectus for this product will
be prepared and circulated for comment in the future. The update describes
scientific reviews that are being prepared as a result of the ccsP process. The
update also describes the relationship of the ccsP activities to assessments in
preparation through the IPCC process. As many of you know, the relationship of ccsP
products and the IPCC assessment has surfaced as an important issue within the
research community. The update will clarify the relationship and thus defuse
potential misperceptions that the ccsP products duplicateIPCC activities.

Please submit comments on the two prospectuses and the update by August 26 to sandy
MacCracken (smaccrac@usgcrp.gov). We will be preparing a separate collation of
comments.for each document, so follow these steps to ensure that your comments are
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ccsp_info REMTNDER--RESPONSE REQUESTED BY AUGUST 26 Draft Prospectuses and an update for ccsP Re’
col ] ated correctly:

1. Submit comments on each document in a separate emai] message.

2, Tnc]ude the prospectus number and a short qualifier in the emai] message (e,g,,
2.1 emissions scenarios).

3. List genera] comments first, followed by specific comments; use page and line
number of each specific comment.

4. Tnc]ude your contact information (emai] and phone) in case we need to reach you
for c] arification,

Thank you.

Richard Moss

Richard H. Moss, Ph.D.
Director, Climate change science Program Office (Incorporating the us Global change
Research Program and the climate change Research Initiative) 1717 Pennsylvania
Avenue NW, Suite 250 Washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065
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Message Page 1 of 1

Cooney, Phil

From: Greene, William

Sent: Wednesday, September 01, 2004 9:14 AM

To: Cooney, Phil

Subject: climate change memo staffing...

.,.is cleared.

9!112004
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Page 1 of 1

Hannegan, Bryan J.

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Lee, Amanda I.
Wednesday, September 01, 2004 11:08 AM

david.conover@hq-doe-gov

Hannegan, Bryan J.

Subject: 1605b

Hi David,

Here are some preliminary thoughts tO the informal draft of 1605(b). Please call me (395-5129) if you have any
questions or clarifications. Thanks,

Amanda

Greenhouse Effects/1605(b)
Technical Guidelines

004266

9/3/2004
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_info Follow-up to CCSP meeting on NRC-CCSP interactions -- Response requested by Thursday 9 sep
From: ccsp-info-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Moss, Richard H
[Richard.Moss@pnl.gov]
Sent: Thursday, september 02, 2004 5:33 PM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
Cc: staff@usgcrp.gov; Schwab, Margo; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov
subject: [ccsp_info] Follow-up to CCSP meeting on NRC-CCSP interactions
-= Response requested by Thursday 9 september

Follow Up Flag: Review      "
Due By: Thursday, september 09 2004 5:00 PM
Flag Status: Flagged           ’

On behalf of Ghassem Asrar, thanks to all for a productive meeting.

Attached are some notes from the meeting, cast in the form of a description of
advisory functions that we might ask the NRC to fill. key
The draft makes no assumptions about the structures that the NRC will need to
maintain or establish to provide this support--that remains a matter for discussion
with the Academy.

This list is now being circulated for comment by ccsP Principals. Please send
comments to smaccrac@usgcrp.gov, with copies to rmoss@usgcrp.gov; rpiltz@usgcrp.gov,
and seden@usgcrp.gov by COB Thursday september 9.
Please refer to page and line numbers in your comments.

THANKS.

Ri chard

Richard H. MOSS, Ph.D.
Director, Climate change science Program Office (Incorporating the us Global change
Research Program and the Climate change Research Initiative)
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065
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ccsp LAST CHANCE Draft Prospectuses and an update for CCSPReview
From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Moss, Richard H
[Richard.Moss@pnl.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 03, 2004 4:34 PM
TO: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
Cc: DAlbritton; Clarke, Leon E; Rickey Petty; ipo@usgcrp.gov;
jhaynes@nasa.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; Bork,Karrigan;
SA_leads@usgcrp.gov; wgcc@usgcrp.gov; JHoughton;
Terry.McPherson@ssc.nasa.gov                                    ¯
subject: [ccsp] LAST CHANCE: Draft Prospectuses and an "update" for
CCSPReview

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Reply
Due By: Thursday, september 09, 2004 5:00 PM
Flag Status: Flagged

Jim Mahoney and I have today reviewed the status of ccsP interagency comments
received relative to three documents being prepared for public comment or
distribution. These were initially transmltted to the full ccsP distribution on
August 5 with response requested by August 26. A reminder note was also sent to the
full ccsP list on August 23. We have received very few comments on these documents
and are preparing to release them after resolving the limited number of interagency
comments we have received.                                                     .

The prospectuses are for product 2.1 (emissions scenarios) and 4.7 (transportation
sensitivities, potential impacts, and response options).
The product "update" is for product 2.3 (aerosol properties and their impacts on
climate). The two prospectuses will be posted for public review on the CCSP website,
in accordance with the draft guidelines. The aerosol product ~pdate will be released
for public information. A copy of all three documents are agaln attached with this
note.

we estimate that the necessary revisions to prospectus 2.1 will be completed
quickly, and we plan to release this prospectus for public comment as quickly as we
can ensure that all comments are properly resolved, we estimate that approximately 2
weeks may be required to resolve comments relative to product 4.7. we received no
comments on the aerosol product update prepared by Dan Albritton and his team, and
are thus prepared to release this document during the week of september 6.

If you have comments on any of these three documents, please send them to me
(<rmoss@usgcrp.gov>), copied to Jim Mahoney
(<james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov>) and sandy MacCracken (<smaccrac@usgcrp.gov>), by COB
Thursday 9 september.                                         ¯

Jim has asked me to advise you that in order to maintain progress on the reports in
preparation, in the future we will take the absence of any response at the
expiration of the CCSP review period as your concurrence.

Please contact me if you have any immediate questions or concerns.

original August 5 message ................
TO: CCSP Principals
CC: Interagency Working Group Co-Chairs

Attached to this email are three documents for your review:
1. A draft prospectus for synthesis and Assessment Product 2.1 (Emissions scenarios)
2. A draft prospectus for Product 4.7 (transportation sensitivities, potential
impacts, and response options); and 3. An "update" covering the approach to
preparation of synthesis and Assessment Product 2.3 (aerosol properties and their
impacts on climate).
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ccsp LAST CHANCE Draft Prospectuses and an update for CCSPReview
Comments are requested on these documents, which will then be revised.
Please note that this is an internal government review--do not circulate the drafts
to those outside government.

After revision, the prospectuses will be made available for public comment.

ihe "update" for the aerosol product is the first of its kind and is intended to
provide information to the research community, stakeholders, and the interested
public on the general approach to preparing the product. It should not be confused
with a prospectus, since it is less speciflc; the prospectus for this product will
be prepared and circulated for comment in the future. The update describes
scientific reviews that are being prepared as a result of the ccsP process. The
update also describes the relationship of the CCSP activities to assessments in
preparation through the IPCC process. As many of you know, the relationship of ccsP
products and the IPCC assessment has surfaced as an important issue within the
research community. The updatewill clarify the relationship and thus defuse
potential misperceptions that the ccsp products duplicate IPCC activities.

Please submit comments on the two prospectuses and the update by August
26 to Sandy MacCracken (smaccrac@usgcrp.gov). We will be preparing a separate
collation of comments for each document, so follow these steps to ensure that your
comments are collated correctly:

1. submit comments on each document in a separate email message.

2. Include the prospectus number and a short qualifier in the email message (e.g.
2.1 emissions scenarios).                                                             ’

3. List general comments first, followed by specific comments; use page and line
number of each specific comment.

4. Include your contact information (email and phone) in case we need to reach you
for clarification.

Thank you.

Richard Moss

Richard H. Moss, Ph.D.
Director, Climate Change science Program office (Incorporating the US 61obal change
Research Program and the climate change Research Initiative) 1717 Pennsylvania
Avenue NW, Suite 250 washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065
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Fw CommwG Alert re heightened interest in the connection betweenhurricanes and climate change.
From: Holbrook, William F.
Sent: Sunday, september 05, 2004 5:55 PM
To: Cooney, Phil; Perino, Dana M.
Subject: Fw: [CommWG] Alert re heightened interest in the connection
betweenhurricanes and climate change.

..... Original Message .....
From: outreach-bounces@usgcrp.gov <outreach-bounces@usgcrp.gov>
To: JAMES MAHONEY (E-mail) <James. R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>; Richard MOSS (E-mail)
<rmoss@usgcrp.gov>; Rick Piltz (E-mail) <rpiltz@usgcrp.gov>; David Allen (E-mail)
<dallen@usgcrp.gov>; outreach@usgcrp.gov <outreach@usgcrp.gov>
sent: sun sep 05 17:47:00 2004
subject: [CommWG] Alert re heightened interest in the connection betweenhurricanes
and climate change.

There is a rapidly increasing level of chatter about the connectlons be
chan e and hurric                  ¯           .    .           "      tween climate¯ g ,,      . anes. Today,, the. ~§sue was raised ~n the NY "      "      , ,,
EdltlOn, and b the In                    _ . .             T~.mes, in CNN s Late

Y . . depenaent (UK]. In add~tlon, we are. seeing a surge intraTTIC tO our web sites by visitors interested in hurricanes
We shoul .additional in uiri .... d expect

q    es, espec~ally.~f Ivan h~ts the us mainland a     " " "global forecast models are hinting at).                         ( poss~bll~ty that

Among the notable developments regarding hurricanes over the last6 months are the
following:

5 SEPT 2004:. The National Hurricane Center says (11 am EDT) that Ivan, the fifth
hurricane of the 2004 Atlantic hurricane season, was "the strongest tropical
cyclone for such a low latitude in the Atlantic Basin records."
Later in the day (5 pm EDT) it reiterated that "it is unprecedented to have a
hurricane this strong at such a low latitude in the Atlantic Basin."

3 SEPT 2004: William Gray and Philip j. Klotzbach issue their "Forecast of Atlantic
Hurricane Activity for September and october 2004 and seasonal
update Through August " They say: "Since the start of Atlantic basin
aircraft reconnaissance flights into hurricanes at the end of world War II there has
never been a previous August to have three intense or major (cat.
3-4-5) hurricanes (Alex, Charley, and Frances) develop in the Atlantic basin, only
August 1995 (5) saw more Atlantic basin hurricanes develop...This will be a topic
for much future research...An important enhancing factor (that we a
un_deres.timated) w~as t.he influence of the unusuall,, stron~ ~o~’~-’..- _p_pea~r to.have
temperature anomaly ~SST^~ ~÷÷ .... .._ ~_          ~ .      .~.p ~,L~VU sea-~eve~~ - ,~ P~L=-,,~ ~, ~ne eastern Atlantic. A very similar warm
Atlantic SSTA pattern occurred i,n, 1995 when August also had one of the highestrecorded named storm totals (7).’

In this regards, it is worth noting the research findings of Mark A.
~aunders and Andrew R. Harris of University College (London, UK), published in
statistical Evidence Links Exceptional 1995 Atlantic Hurricane Season to Record Sea

warming~" Geophysical Research Letters (16 May 1997). They found that record
sea-surface temperatures in areas of the Atlantic "had statistically the dominant
influence" on hurricane development in 1995.
According to climate scientists at the University of East Anglia (UK), 1995 was also
the hottest year in records extending back to 1860. one reason for the record high
global average air temperature was the high sea-surface temperatures in the
Atlantic, Saunders told me in 1997. In the area where many of the 1995 hurricanes
develo ed, sea-surface temperatures in 1 ¯
~865. RIf one acce ts that t 995 we[~ the hlghest sinc9 records began in¯ ,, P ~e sea-surface warming caused the hinurr~canes, Saunders sai                 . _ .     . h number ofd, then there ~s a suggested llnk to g~obal warming."

Nevertheless, at the end of 1995, william Gray said "there is no plausible way that
Page 1
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Fw CommWG Alert re heightened interest in the connection betweenhurricanes and climate change.
increases in man-lnduced greenhouse gases can be even r
ear’                 .          .     _                   emotely related to thisy    s extremely actlve Atlantlc basln hurricane season."

similarly, Gray says in his 3 September 2004 report that, "the Florida landfall of
Major Hurricanes charley and Frances ... should not be taken as indicating that
Florida is experiencing anything different than what it has seen in the past...one
should not invoke global warming or any other special or unique climate change
processes to explain the two recent Flori,d,a landfalls of major Hurricane charley and
Frances occurring only three weeks apart.

MARCH 2004: tropical cyclone Catarina formed off the coast of southern Brazil. It
was the first recorded in the South Atlantic. The UK Met said:
"climate change scientists, working in the Met Office Hadley Centre for Climate
Prediction and Research, reqognised this as a feature they see in their climate
model. In a world made warmer by increased greenhouse gasses, their model shows that
this is one of the areas to ~atch in the future as there may indeed be more tropical
storms for the south Atlantic. The signal is not clear, however, as some as ects of
th~ mode] are pot realistic and don’t exactly match the current storm, but t~e
potential is there and the event is part of the climate chane "i. saw wh"
are piecing together. "                                        g J g ’ ~ch experts

I have often said that public interest in climate change depends on the weather.
vividly remember the summer of 1988 when extreme drought conditions and high
temperatures helped ignite public concern about climate change. Interest in the
issue since then has ~luctuated, often stimulated by extreme or unusual weather.

~vep F~orida’s.experience wi~h charley and Frances, Ivan’s looming threat just overne horizon, ana the unusual hurricane-related developments of the last 6 months, I
think we may be on the edge of one of those periods where we see a spike in public
interest in climate change.

Nick

Nick sundt
Program Associate
US Global change Research Program /
Climate change Science Program
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Tel: +1 202 419 3480
Mobile: +1 202 253 8524
Fax: +1 202 223 3065
Email: nsundt@usgcrp.gov
web: www.usgcr~.gov

www.climatescience.gov
www.gcrio.org

outreach mailing list
Outreach@usgcrp.gov
http://www.usgcrp.gov/mailman/listinfo/outreach
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CCSP Product 3.1 Prospectus Draft for Public Comment

1 Prospectus for Synthesis and Assessment Product 3.1
2
3 Climate Models: Their Strengths and Limitations, Sensitivities, Feedbacks, and Uncertainties
4
5 Lead Agency: DOE
6 Supporting Agencies: NASA, NOAA, NSF
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

1. Description of Topic, Audience, Intended Use, and Questions to be Addressed

Computer simulation models of the coupled atmosphere-land surface-ocean-sea ice system are
essential scientific tools for understanding and predicting natural and human-caused changes in
the Earth’s climate. Coupled climate system models (called "climate models" herein) provide
scientists a way to integrate their knowledge about elements of the climate system in a numerical
simulation laboratory that can then be used to conduct numerical experiments. The topic of this
CCSP Product is the strengths and limitations of climate models at different spatial and temporal
scales. Its purpose is to provide guidance for the appropriate application of climate models and
results of climate model experiments (CCSP Strategic Plan, page 19). This CCSP Product will
focus on natural and human-caused factors influencing climate variability and change, during the
period 1800 to 2000, and will characterize sources of uncertainties in comprehensive coupled
climate models. (Note: Discussion of future projections of climate will be limited in this Product,
because Product 3.2 will deal with climate projections. This Product will focus on the models,
sensitivity, feedbacks, and uncertainties, rather than future projections.)

The intended audience of this CCSP Product is decisionmakers and scientists that use climate
model output as input to studies or analyses in their respective, non-climatic disciplines (e.g.,
ecosystem science, hydrology and water resources, economics, human health, and agriculture
and forestry). In order to facilitate decisionmaking using climate model information for the
above-mentioned sectors, an evaluation and assessment of limitations of state-of-the-science"
coupled climate models is essential. This Product is directed towards this goal. Users often need
climate information at regional scales and Question 5 (see below) addresses issues related to
dynamical downscaling of climate projections.

The intended use of this CCSP Product is to educate those decisionmakers and scientists about
the uncertainty and limitations associated with using models to predict (project) the po, tential
effects of human activities on climate and sea-level rise. The product will be developed
addressing scientific issues through a comprehensive, objective, open, and transparent basis. It
will be based on rigorous results from the peer-reviewed literature; however, the final product
will be such that it is accessible, understood, and useful to the well-informed general reader and
decisionmaker.

Specific questions to be addressed by this CCSP Product are:

1) What are the major components and processes of the climate system that are included in
present state-of-the-science climate models, and how do climate models represent these
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1 aspects of the climate system? This section will include descriptions of the major feedbacks
2 in the climate system (e.g., clouds, atmospheric water vapor, surface albedo, and soil
3 moisture).
4 2) How are changes in the Earth’s .energy balance incorporated into climate models? How
5 sensitive is the Earth’s (modeled) climate to changes in the factors that affect the energy
6 balance? This section will explain current techniques (methodologies?) employed by
7 modelers to include changes in radiative forcing from both natural and human factors since
8 the pre-industrial era. These include changes resulting from greenhouse gas and trace
9 constituent emissions into the atmosphere, volcanic eruptions, and variations in the sun’s

10 intensity. This section will present a brief overview of the global mean response of the
11 climate system, as derived from climate model results, for the various forcings (e.g., solar,
12 volcanic, aerosols, anthropogenically derived greenhouse gases)..(Note: Product 2.3 will
13 focus on aerosols and their relationships to climate change, so aerosols will be treated
14 briefly.)
15 3) How uncertain are climate model results? In what ways has uncertainty in model-based
16 simulation and prediction both increased and decreased over time with increased knowledge
17 about the climate system? This section will be a discussion of the major sources of
18 uncertainty in climate model results including the identification of the major sources of
19 uncertainty in model assumptions and the characterization of radiative forcing. A description
20 (or acknowledgement) of how increased knowledge can lead to greater uncertainty by
21 increasing the number and complexity of processes included in climate models will be
22 included.
23 4) How well do climate models simulate natural variability and how does variability change
24 over time? This section will discuss the ability of climate models to simulate known modes
25 of natural variability, such as the Madden-Julian Oscillation, the E1 Nifio-Southem
26 Oscillation, the North-Atlantic Oscillation, and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation. Included will
27 be a section of how these modes of variability have changed over time.
28 5) How well do climate models simulate regional climate variability and change? This section
29 will discuss how changes in certain regions (e.g., the North Atlantic or Tropical Pacific) can
30 influence global climate change. It will also discuss limitations of "downscaling" ¯
31 methodologies, including regional climate modeling, used to obtain regional information
32 from global simulations.
33 6) What are the tradeoffs to be made in further climate model developnient (e.g., between
34 increasing spatial/temporal resolution and representing additional physical/biological
35 processes)? This section will consider the opportunities and constraints on future model
36 development (e.g., additional computational cycles and lack of process knowledge). It will
37 outline prospects for when we can expect models to be improved so that they have increased
38 utility in policymaking and drcisionmaking.
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Answers to each of these questions will include clear description of the spatial and temporal
aspects of climate models as they relate to each of the questions--for example, how uncertainty
at the mean annual global scale (e.g., mean annual global surface temperature) is related to
uncertainty at a continental or sub-continental scale. In addition to sea level, the two climatic
variables to be emphasized in this CCSP Product are surface temperature and precipitation,
because these are the components of the climate system most often considered by
decisionmakers and non-climate scientists concerned with climate variability and change.
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2. Contact Information for Responsible Individuals at the Lead and Supporting Agencies

Department of Energy (DOE), lead agency

Dr. Anjuli Bamzai
anjuli.bamzai@ science.doe.gov
(301) 903-0294

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), supporting agency

Dr. Don Anderson
dandersl@hq.nasa.gov
(202) 358-1432

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), supporting agency

Dr. Ants Leetmaa
Ants.Leetmaa@ noaa.gov
(609) 452-6502

National Science Foundation (NSF), supporting agency

Dr. Jay Fein
jfein@nsf.gov
(703) 292-8527

3. Authors and Reviewers

3.1. Author Qualifications

Lead and contributing authors of Product 3.1 shall be scientists or individuals with technical
expertise on successful development, evaluation, and!or uses of climate models to improve
understanding of effects of natural forcing and human activities on climate variability and
change on decadal to centennial time scales. These individuals shall be known through their
publications [or other accomplishments if publication is not standard practice in their field(e.g.,
engineering)]. Guidelines provided by the CCSP Office will be followed.

The list of lead authors is expected to include:

¯ Dr..David Bader/PCMDI LLNL (coordinating lead author)
¯ Dr. Curtis Covey/PCMDI LLNL
¯ Dr. Isaac Held/NOAA GFDL
¯ Dr. Jeffrey Kiehl/NCAR
¯ Dr. David Rind/NASA GISS
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Brief bios for each of the above are provided in Appendix A. Additional lead and contributing
authors will be f’malized by the lead agency contact, in consultation with the supporting agencies.

3.2 Expert Reviewers

The lead and supporting agencies will develop a pool of technical reviewers to review the draft
Product. The review will be equivalent to a journal peer review with each reviewer preparing an
independent review. At least 10 reviews will beconducted by scientific experts. Nominations for
reviewers can be made to the lead agency at any time prior to the expert review of the draft
Product.

At least three independent reviews will be obtained from non-climate scientists, selected by the
lead and supporting agencies, to comment on how understandable and useful the draft product is
to non-specialists.

All selected authors and reviewers will be provided with the information quality guidelines
issued by the Department of Commerce and NOAA, which also incorporate compliance with the
overall Office of Management and Budget (OMB) guidelines: OMB Guidelines for Ensuring and
Maximizing the Quality, Objectivity, Utility, and Integrity of Information Disseminated by
Federal Agencies. This CCSP Product will be an "interpreted product" as that term is used in the
NOAA guidelines. Namely, an interpreted product is one that has "... been developed through
interpretation of original data and synthesized products. In many cases, this information
incorporates additional contextual and/or normative data, standards, or information that puts
original data and synthesized products into larger spatial, temporal, or issue contexts. This
information is subject to scientific interpretation, evaluation, and judgment. Examples of
interpreted products include journal articles, scientific papers, technical reports, and production
of and contributions to integrated assessments."

4. Proposed Plans for Drafting, Reviewing, Producing, and Disseminating the Product

The lead authors--organized by the coordinating lead author:-will meet in person, through
email exchanges, and via teleconferences (as they see fit) to draft answers to, and discussion
about, the six key questions. They will also prepare an introductory section to describe the topic,
the audience, and the intended use of this Product. After this Product is drafted, the lead authors
(or coordinating lead author and the authors responsible for each of the six questions) ~,ill write a
non-technical summary of the Product.

The coordinating lead author may assign primary responsibility for drafting the text associated
with each question to a specific author. The lead authors will take information (text) from any
contributing authors and incorporate it into the draft Product as they see fit. Lead and
contributing authors will base all their writing on published, peer-reviewed scientific literature.
Lead authors will consider the full range of relevant peer-reviewed information. Both the main
Product and the non-technical summary will identify disparate views, where appropriate.
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The lead and supporting agencies will generate a charge statement, which will be distributed
with the draft Product and the non-technical summary for review by the identified specialist and
non-specialist experts.

Following this review, the lead authors will revise the draft Product by incorporating comments
and suggestions from the reviewers, as the lead authors deem appropriate.

Following this revision, the draft Product will be released for public comment following the
CCSP guidelines. The review period will be 45 days.

The lead authors will revise the draft Product to incorporate the public comments. The Product
then will be reviewed by the CCSP in tandem with a National Science and Technology Council
(NSTC) process. The product will be cleared for publication via the CCSP and NSTC processes.
Differences in interpretation will be reviewed by the National Research Council (NRC), as
described in the CCSP guidelines.

The final, approved, and cleared product will be turned over to the CCSP Office for production.
A communications plan will be developed by the lead agency, in collaboration with the
supporting agencies, and working with the CCSP Office.

5. Proposed Approach for Evaluation and Communication of Uncertainty and Confidence
Levels of Climate Model Output

A central theme of this CCSP Product will be uncertainty and confidence levels of climate model
output with respect to climate change and sea-level rise, caused by natural forces and human
activities during the period 1800-2000. Thus, no special approach will be needed!used to
evaluate and communicate uncertainty and confidence levels. They will be a central theme of the
Product and considered throughout its development.

6. Relationship to Other National and International Assessment Processes

This CCSP Product will build on previous Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
assessments (e.g., First, Second, and Third Assessment Reports) and NRC reports (e.g., Climate
Change Science: an Analysis of Some Key Questions). It is expected that this CCSP Product will
provide input to the Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC and to future NRC reports on climate
models.
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7. Proposed Timeline

2004
Jan - Mar
Apr
May
Late June
Sept - Oct
Nov
Dec

Dec-May2005

Lead agency produces draft prospectus [DONE]
Draft prospectus review/revision by agencies and IWG [DONE]
Draft prospectus submitted to CCSP Principals for initial approval [DONE]
Received comments from CCSP office on draft prospectus [DONE]
Draft prospectus posted for public comment on CCSP web site (45 days)
Draft prospectus submitted to CCSP Principals for final approval
Approved prospectus posted on CCSP web site, and lead and contributing
authors selected by lead agency
Draft Product written by lead authors, with input from contributors

2005

May - June
June
July
July
Aug - Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
Dec

Peer reviewers selected by lead and supporting agencies; product available for
public comment
Draft Product reviewed by specialist and non-specialist peer reviewers
Lead authors revise draft Product based on peer reviews
Revised draft Product sent to CCSP Principals
Draft Product made available for public comment (30 days)
Draft Product revised based on public comments
Revised Product submitted to CCSP Principals
Revised Product distributed for NSTC clearance
Final Product delivered to CCSP Office for production
Final Product produced and disseminated
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APPENDIX A--Bios for Potential Lead Authors

DAVID BADER

CURT COVEY

ISAAC HELD
Isaac Held is a Senior Research Scientist at NOAA’s Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory,
where he conducts research on climate dynamics and climate modeling, and is head of the
Weather and Atmospheric Dynamics Group. After receiving his Ph.D. at Princeton University,
and after a short stint at Harvard University, he joined GFDL in 1978 and has remained there
ever since. He is also a lecturer with rank of Professor at Princeton University, in its
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences Program, where he has supervised over a dozen Ph.D. theses.
He also serves as an Associate Faculty member in Princeton’s Applied and Computational
Mathematics Program and in the Princeton Environmental Institute, and has taught at Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution. Dr. Held is a Fellow of the American Meteorological Society
(1991) and the American Geophysical Union (1995), and a member of the National Academy of
Sciences (2003). He has received the Meisinger Award of the AMS (1987) for "outstanding
contributions to the study of climate dynamics .... "the Bernhard Haurwitz Memorial Lectureship
of the AMS (1999), the Rosenstiel Award from the University of Miami (1994) "for breadth and
incisiveness is attacking fundamental problems of geophysical fluid dynamics, the general
circulation of the atmosphere, and climate dynamics," and the Department of Commerce Gold
Medal (1999) "for world leadership in studies of climate dynamics."

JEFFREY KI~HL

DAVID RIND
Dr. David Rind is a climate modeler at the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, and an
adjunct professor in the Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences of Columbia
University. He received his Ph.D. from Columbia University in 1976, and has been working with
NASA since 1978. He has published more than 200 papers in the fields of climate modeling,
paleoclimate studies, and atmospheric dynamics. He’s received NASA awards for Special and
Superior Achievement, been on various NRC and AMS panels, and was an AGU Charney
Lecturer. His particular emphasis has been on the potential for climate change associated with
increasing atmospheric greenhouse gases and its associated impacts. He has also been working
on evaluating the importance of other forcing factors, such as varying solar radiation.
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ccsp_info Concurrence check for revised product 3.1 prospectus
~rom: ccsp_info-bounces@usgcrp.go.v on behalf of Moss, Richard H
LRichard.Moss@pnl.gov]
sent: wednesday, september 08, 2004 2:52 PM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov; wgcc@usgcrp.gov
Cc: ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; sA_leads@usgcrp.gov
Subject: [ccsp_info] concurrence~check for revised product 3.1
prospectus

TO: CCSP Principals and Interagency working Group co-chairs

I am forwarding a revised draft prospectus for S&A Product 3.1 along with a collated
set of CCSP comments with the annotated responses.
Anjuli Bamzai, the DOE lead for the product, indicates that the prospectus has been
revised in response to comments made during ccsP review prior to releasing the
prospectus for public comment, as described in the draft S&A product guidelines. I
note that biographical information is still to be added for a few of the authors
before the prospectus is posted.

Because some time has elapsed since the previous review, Jim Mahoney has asked me to
circulate this revised prospectus for a quick final check.
Please make sure your previously submitted comments have been acted upon in a
satisfactory fashion.

Please let me know by noon on Monday September 13 if there is any reason not to move
forward with posting the prospectus for public comment, we will do so early next
week unless we recelve comments to the contrary.
If you have other questions, please contact Dr. Bamzai directly at
<anjuli.bamzai@science.doe.gov> oh (301) 903-0294.

Thanks for your cooperation.

Richard

Richard H. Moss, Ph.D.
Director, Climate change Science Program office (Incorporating the US Global change
Research Program and the climate change Research Initiative) 1717 Pennsylvania
Avenue NW, suite 250 Washington, DC 20006
Email: rmoss@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 1 (202) 419-3476
Fax: 1 (202) 223-3065
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Hannegan, Bryan J.

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Gabriel, Clifford J.

Tuesday, September 14, 2004 12:42 PM

Hannegan, Bryan J.

Olsen, Kathie L.
Subject: Kathie’s modifications to the climate facts sheet
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AGENDA

MEETING OF THE SUB-PCC ON CLIMATE CHANGE

Monday, September 20, 2004
(2:30 - 4:30 p.m.)

Room 7516 - Department of State

Introductions and Purpose of Meeting

Preparations for COP 10

Harlan Watson

Harlan Watson

¯ Overview
¯ U.S. objectives and expectations
¯ Schedule
¯ High-Level Segment
¯ Side Events
¯ U.S. participation
¯ Comments

USAID’s Adaptation Compendium o,~" Franklin Moore

Bilateral and Multilateral Co.operation ~ Harlan Watson

Fourth National Communicataon (CAR4),/,!"/’~ ~," "),Dan Reffsnyder

IPCC                   ’~        "~)t~~ HarlanWatson

Upcoming Climate Change-Related Events/MeetingsHarlan Watson

Corrmaents and Wrap-up Harlan Watson
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Cooney, Phil

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Holbrook, William F.

Thursday, September 30, 2004 8:26 AM

Perino, Dana M.; Connaughton, James; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Peel, Kenneth L.; van Hoogstraten,
David; q’urekian, Vaughan C’; ’sowardsml@state.gov’; Boyd, Allison; Silverberg, Kristen; Cooney,
Phil

FW: AP - Russian Cabinet approves Kyoto Protocol, will send it to parliament for ratification

In case you missed...

.... Odginal IVlessage .....
From: Sherzer, David
Sent: Thursday, September 30, 2004 7:25 AM
Subject: AP - Russian Cabinet approves Kyoto Protocol, will send it to parliament for ratification

Russian Cabinet approves Kyoto Protocol, will send it to parliament for
ratification
By VLADIMIR ISACHENKOV, Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW (AP) Russia’s Cabinet approved the Kyoto Protocol on global warming
Thursday, clearing the way for the worldwide adoption of the document once the Russian
parliament ratifies it as widely expected.

The protocol must be ratified by no fewer than 55 countries that accounted for at
least 55 percent of global emissions in 1990, and Russia’s participation .would tip the scale.

The United States, China and some other big industrial nations have rejected the
treaty. It seeks to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide and other gr.eenhouse gases, which are.
widely seen as a key factor behind global warming.

In May, President Vladimir Putin pledged to speed up approval in return for European.
Union support of Russia’s bid to join the Wodd Trade Organization. Many of his advisers have
opposed, arguing that joining would stymie Russia’s economic growth and make Putin’s goal of
doubling gross domestic product in a decade out of reach.

A government official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said the ratification bill
would be submitted soon to the lower house of parliament, or State Duma, so it can be ratified
before the year’s end. The Duma is dominated by the Kremlin-directed United Russia party
and approval is almost certain.

Still, Russian Prime Minister Mikhail Fradkov said on a trip to Netherlands Thursday
that the Duma would likely have a "difficult debate" on the dqcument a statement that
appeared to signal that the Russian officialdom is still divided on the issue despite the
Cabinet’s support of the bill.

Putin economic adviser Andrei Illadonov voiced his opposition at the Cabinet
meeting.

"It’s a political decision, it’s a forced decision," Illarionov said, according to the
Interfax news agency. "It’s not the decision we are making with pleasure."

Some observers have speculated that Russia is jockeying for more favorable terms
when rules are worked out for a mechanism under which countries that come in with emissions
levels below the targets can sell pollution credits.

In its decision Thursday, the Cabinet said that government ministries and agencies
should come up with proposals on how best to fulfill Russia’s obligations under the pact.

Russia’s emissions have fallen by about a third since 1990, largely because of the
post-Soviet industrial meltdown. But pollution has started to rise again because of an economic
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revival in recent years.
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ccsp Fwd CCSP FY 2006 Budget Analysis
From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of James R. Mahoney
[James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov]
Sent: Thursday, october 07, 2004 11:53 AM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
subject: [ccsp] [Fwd: CCSP FY 2006 Budget Analysis]

TO: CCSP Senior Representatives

From: Jim Mahoney

Please see the attached email and the attached PDF file. This is the information
provided to the EOP senior representatives, except that the
FY06 budget information has been removed from the attached file. Thank you all for
your collaboration in preparing this information. Also, we will need to turn to the
issue of renewing priorities for development of
F¥07 budgets in the immediate future.
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PEW CENTER

Global CHAN~E

For Immediate Release
October 2004

Contact: Katie Mandes
703-516-4146

CLIMATE POLICY AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

New report examines bow climate policies affect
the cost of greenhouse gas mitigation

Advancing the
debate through
credible analysis
and cooperative
approaches.

2101 Wilson Blvd.
Suite 550
Arlington.VA 22201
ph (703} 516-4146
fax (703) 841-1422
www.pewclirnate.org

WASHINGTON, DC -- With Russian ratification of the Kyoto Protocol now
likely, the development and deployment of technologies to reduce global emissions
is mo~e critical than ever. While technological change occurs naturally as companies
compete in the marketplace, climate policies can spur additional or "induced"
technological change (ITC).

Induced Technological Change and Climate Polio, by Larry Goulder of Stanford
University, explores the use of ITC in climate policy, using state-of-the-art
economic modeling and analysis. Goulder finds that models that include ITC
produce loxver cost estimates for GHG reductions, and that costs are lowest when
climate policies are announced in advance. Furthermore, he finds that to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions most cost-effectively, both policies that boost
technological innovation, such as R&D funding, and policies that limit emissions,
such as a GHG cap-and-trade program, are required.

"This research Shoxvs us that the costs of meeting a long-term CO2 emissions target
using both R&D subsidies and a carbon tax (or cap-and-trade) is roughly 10 times
less than xvith R&D subsidies alone," said Eileen Claussen, President of the Pew
Center on Global Climate Change.

A crucial point is that although studies show different implications of ITC on the
overall timing of climate policy, all find that some abatement must begin now in
order to jumpstart the critical process of technological change. ’Timing is crucial
for dealing with this issue in a cost-effective manner; the longer we wait, the more
expensive it will be," said the Pew Center’s Claussen.

The full text of this and other Pexv Center reports is available at
http://www.p exvclimate.org.
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About the Author

LAWRENCE H. GOULDER

La\vrence Goulder is the Shuzo Nishiha-a Professor in Environmental and Resource
Economics at Stanford University. He is also a Senior Fellow at Stanford’s Institute for
International Studies and its Institute for Economic Policy Research; a Research Associate at
the National Bureau of Economic Research; and a University Fellmv of Resources for the
Future, a non-profit environmental and natural resource research fm-n located in
Washington, DC.

Goulder graduated from Harvard College with an A.B. in philosophy in 1973. He obtained a
master’s degree in musical composition from the Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris in
1975 and earned a Ph.D. in economics from Stanford in 1982. He was a faculty member in
the Department of Economics at Harvard before returning to Stanford’s economics
department in 1989.

Goulder’s research examines the environmental and economic impacts of U.S. and
international environmental policies. He has focused considerably on policies to reduce
emissions of "greenhouse gases" that contribute to climate change, and on "green tax
reform" - revamping the tax system to introduce taxes on pollu.fion and reduce taxes on
labor effort or investment. In other work he has examined connections between
environmental policies and technological innovation. His work often employs a general
equilibrium analytical framexvork that integrates the economy and the environment and links
the activities of government, industiT, and households. The research considers both the
aggregate benefits and costs of various policies as xvell as the distribution of policy impacts
across industries, income groups, and generations. Some of his work is interdisciplinary,
involving collaborations with climatologists and biologists. He has conducted analyses for
several government agencies and environmental organizations.

The Pew Center was established in May !998 {7 The Pew Charitable Trusts, one of the Un~ted States’ largestpldlanthropies and an infhtential
voice in efforts to improve the quali~ of the environmet~t. The Pew Center is an independent, nonprofit, and non-partisan organization dedicated
to providing credible information, straight answers, and innovative solutions in the effort to address global climate change. The Pew Center is led
~r Eileen Claussen, timer U.S. As~stant Secreta{7 of Slate fir Oceans and International Environraental and Sdentiflc Affairs.
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International Council for Capital Formation
t/igblig&s of Research and Event
~)r. Margo Thorning,
Managing Director

2002 ICCF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

¯ Established a constructive dialogue with the Commission Directorate General for the Environment and observed a real
cooperative effort made by DG Enterprise and DG Energy and Transport ICCF’S activities have recently also raised the
intent of DG Economic and Financial Affairs.The rdationships established with these various Se trices have allowed ICCF
to exert significant influence on the direction of the Commission’s internal debate on climate change and rdated issues.

¯ Found key supporters among European Parliament’s Members; made valuable contacts within the Permanent
Representations of the EU Member States in Brussels as a strategic vehicle to circulate ICCF’s message throughout the
Union. In consideration of the central role of, and influence wielded by, the holders of the EU Presidency; the ICCF fostered
strong relations with the Greek and the Italian Representations, both of whom showed great interest in ICCF’s activities and
research studies.

¯ Set up extensive contacts with various stakeholders induding industry representatives, trade associations, the press and
think tanks in Brussels, London, and several German cities.

¯ ICCF’s 2002 research activities focused on analysis of the Kyoto Protocol’s impact on the economies of EU countries.
Studies of four specific countries the United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, and Spain were undertaken. The
research illustrates how the economies of these countries would react to the implementation of the Protocol as foreseen by the
European Union.

¯ The ~esults of the studies were presented to policy makers, stakeholders and the media at an Open Forum entlded
Calculating the Costs of the Kyoto Protocol~How ~dl It Affect Europe’s Competitiveness. This opening event allowed the
ICCF to establish the foundations for subsequent work with EU institutions and stakeholders.

¯ The ICCF has setup strong links with European scholars and researchers with a view to developing effective
collaboration on ICCF research projects.

2003 ICCF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

¯ The ICCF played an important role in influencing the ongoing EU debate on climate change policy. The increased
flexibility in the European Commission’s Emission Trading Proposal is due, in part, to the publicity receiwd by the ICCF
analyms of the cost of carbon emission reductions for EU member states.

¯ The ICCF has provided comprehensive reports to policy-makers, which showed the overall economic effects of
emission cuts to GDP, employment and investment. This information has boosted the Commission’s willingness to allow
the use of the Clean Devdopment Mechanism and Joint Implementation to reduce the cost of cutting carbon emissions.

¯ In addition, a report released by the UK’s Department of Trade and Industtymakes reference to the ICCF’s studies
on the cost of meeting the Kyoto targets and the additional reductions planned for the second commitment period (see
www. dti.gov.uldenergy).

¯ AtSSTRALIA. The ICCF’s first series of programmes on climate change policy was hdd in Australia (Melbourne,
Canberra and Perth) in February and March 2003. These well-attended forums featured Hon. David Kemp, Australia’s
Minister for the Environment and Heritage, as well as prominent scientists and economists.

¯ BRUSSEtS. The ICCF and FORATOM co-sponsored a climate policy conference in Brussels on November 26. The
conference proved a valuable opportunity for policy-makers, economists and the media to discuss several key technical aspects
of global climate change policies immediatdy prior to the 9th Conference of the Parties in Milan.

The ICCF has also hosted three "Economic and Environmental Policy Evenings" in Brussels. The ICCF’s dinner series brings
together lea ,ding MEPs, business leaders and economists for lively discussions on a variety of economic and other policy issues.

International Council for Capital Formation ¯ Park Leopold, Rue Wiertz 50/28 B-1050 Brussels, BELGIUM
+32.2.401.68.44 TEL ¯ +32.2.401.68.68 FAX ¯ mthorr~ng@iccfglobal.org E-MAIL ¯ ww~.iccfglobal.org
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¯ ITALY. The ICCF’s second series of programmes, held in Italy in July 2003, was co-sponsored by the World Energy
Council. The ICCF released a new analysis of the economic impact on Italy of the Kyoto Protocol and the additional emission
reductions being discussed for the second commitment period. (This analysis is available at www.iccfglobal.org.) The forum
hosted among others the Director General of the Italian Minist qrfcr the Environment, Mr. Corrado Clini, as a key speaker-

Managing Director Dr. Margo Thoming also presented ICCF’s analysis of the economic impact of the Kyoto Protocol on the
Italian economy at a forum sponsored by the the Istituto Bruno Leoni in Milan at the end of November. The ICCF’s analysis
was extremely well receival by policy-makers, economists and media professionals. ICCF’s analysis recei~d extensive media
coverage and appeared in several Italian publications, including Avvenire, Corriere Della Serra and Finanza Mercati

¯ RUSSIA. ICCF analysis of the economic cost of Kyoto on devdoped economies was featured during the recent World
Climate Change Conference in Moscow (Sept. 29 to Oct. 3). Dr. Thorning’s presentation was consistent with the approach
taken by Russian President Vladimir Putin’s economic advisers.

¯ W~SE~NGTON D.C. The ICCF hosted an "Economic and Environment~l Policy Evening" on "Strengthening EU-US
Cooperation on EnergrSupply and Climate Change Polities" on October 29, 2003 in Washington, D.C. Guests included
the Honorable Giles Chichester, Member of the European Parliament’s Committee on Industry; ExternalTrade, Research and
Ener~ as well as high-ranking U.S. policy-makers and business leaders who focus on energy policy issues.

2004 ICCF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

¯ The ICCF continues to build upon the success it experienced in 2003 with a robust calendar of events, research
p rejects and other engagements planned for 2004.

¯ The ICCF hosted a widely attended pand discussion on the impact of CO2 reductions on global economic
development in Washington, DC on October 1. Dr. Andrei lllarionov, Senior Economic Advisor to Russian President
Vladimir Putin, Mr. Julian Morris, Director of International Policy Network and ICCF Managing Director Margo
Thorning, addressed the impact of climate policies on developing and industrialized countries before an andiance of media
repmsentati~s and think tank scholars.

¯ The ICCF has also demonstrated its effectiveness on a va rlety of economic issues, as evidenced by Dr. Margo
Thorning’s participation in three recent international conferences. Dr. Thorning traveled to Nassau, Bahamas, to
p artidpate in the Assodadon of Private Enterprise Education’s 29th Annual Conference, "Institutions, Culture, and
Ethics in a Market Economy." She moderated a panel at the "Liberal Agenda for the New Century:. A Global Perspective’
conference in Moscow, which was co-sponsored by the Cato Institute, the Institute of Economic Analysis and the
Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs. Dr. Thorning also presented at IBEs conference "The Ky~to
Protocol: Costs and Benef~s to Italy and Eu rope," which was held in Rome and co-sponsored by the European Enterprise
Institute and 21m°SE(3OLO.

¯ The ICCF co-hosted a forum with IBL on energy deregulation and climate change policy on May 22 in Milan. The
fo rum featured two panels of energy experts and economists from academic, business and political circles. Repom on the
fo rum appeared in "Finanza & Mercati, I1 Riformista and Libero."

Studies available an www.iccfglobal.org

LOOKING AHEAD IN 2004...

ICCF to Host Workshop in Brussds On Integrating Climate Change Policies in the Framework Of
Global Economic Growth Efforts.

Gil~s Chichester, MEP and Chairman of the EP Committee on Industry, Research and Energy, and Alejo ’.~.~ Quadros-
Roca, Vice President of the European Parliament, will open the ICCF’s workshop on Climate Change Polities and

Economic Growth: What. Way Forward to Ensure Both? in Brussels on Wednesda)~ November 24, at The European
Parliament. With discussions on possible strategies and solutions to combat the problem of global warming to be resumed at
the 10th Conference of the Parties to the Framework Convention on Climate Change in Buenos Aires in December, the ICCF
believes that great attention should be given to the debate surrounding the climate change problem and the proposed solutions.
The starting point of the ICCF workshop is that there is a need to integrate climate change policiesin the framework of global
economic growth efforts. The preliminary agenda for the ICCF workshop can be found at www.iccfglobal.org.
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International Council for Capital Formation
Highlights of Research and Event
t~r. Margo Thorning,
Managing Direttor

2002 ICCF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

¯ Established a constructive dialogue with the Commission Directorate General for the Environment and observed a real
cooperative effort made by DG Ente~rise and DG Energy and Transpot~ ICCF’s activities have recently also raised the
i ntemt of DG Economic and Financial Affairs.The rdationships established with these various Se Mces have allowed ICCF
to exert significant influence on the direction of the Commission’s internal debate on climate change and related issues.

¯ Found key supporters among European Parliament’s Members; made vahlable contacts within the Permanent
Representations of the EU Member States in Brussels as a strategic vehicle to circulate ICCF’s message throughout the
Union. In comideration of the central role ok and influence wielded by, the holders of the EU Presidency, the ICCF fostered
strong relations with the Greek and the Italian Representations, both of whom showed great interest in ICCF’s activities and
research studies.

¯ Set up extensive contacts with various stakeholders induding industry representatives, trade associadom, the press and
think ranks in Brussels, London, and several German cities.

¯ ICCF’s 2002 research activities focused on analysis of the Kyoto Protocol’s impact on the economies of EU countries.
Studies of four specific countries the United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, and Spain--were undertaken. The
zesearch illustrates how the economies of these countries would react to the implementation of the Protocol as foreseen by the
European Union.

¯ The results of the studies were presented to policy makers, stakeholders and the media at an Open Fo rum endded
Calculating the Costs of the Kyoto Protocol--How ~dl It Affect Europe’s Competitiveness. This opening event allowed the
ICCF to establish the foundatiom for subsequent work with EU institutions and stakeholders.

¯ The ICCF has set up strong links with Eumpean scholars and re.searchers with a view to devdoplng effective
collaboration on ICCF research projects.

2003 ICCF ACCOMPlaSHMENTS

¯ The ICCF phyed an important role in influencing the ongoing EU debate on climate change policy. The increased
flexibility in the European Commission’s Emission Trading Proposal is due, in part, to the publicity receimt by the ICCF
analyms of the cost of carbon emission reductions for EU member states.

¯ The ICCF has provided comprehensive reports to policy-makers, which showed the overall economic effects of
emission cuts to GDP, employment and investment. This irdormadon has boosted the Commission’s willingness to allow
the use of the Clean Devdopment Mechanism and Joint Implementation to reduce the cost of cutting carbon emissiom.

¯ In addition, a report rdeased by the UK’s Department of Trade and Industtymakes reference to the IGCF’S studies
on the cost of meeting the Kyoto targets and the additional reductions planned for the second commitment period (see
www. dti.gov.uldenergy).                                                        ~

¯ A~. The ICCF’s first series of programmes on climate change policy was hdd in Australia (Mdbourne,
Canberra and Perth) in Febraary and March 2003. These well-attended forums featured Hon. David Kemp, Australia’s
Minister for the Environment and Heritage, as well as prominent scientists and economists.

¯ BRUSSELS. The ICCF and FORATOM co-sponsored a climate policy conference in Bmssds on November 26. The
conference proved a valuable opportunity for policy-makers, economists and the media to discuss several key technical aspects
of global climate change policies immediately prior to the 9th Conference of the Pardes in Milam

The ICCF has also hosted three "Economic and Environmental Policy Evenings" in Brussels. The ICCF’s dinner series brings
together leading MEPs, business leaders and economists for lively discussions on a variety of economic and other policy issues.

International Council for Capital Formation ¯ Park Leopold, Rue Wiertz 50/28 B-1050 Brussels, BELGIUM
+32.2.401.68.44 TEL ¯ +32.2.401.68.68 FAX ¯ mthorning@iccfglobal.org E-MAIL ¯ ww~.iccfglobal.org
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¯ ITALY. The ICCF’s second series of programmes, held in Italy in July 2003, was co-sponsored by the World Energy
Council. The ICCF released a new analysis of the economic impact on Italy of the Kyoto Protocol and the additional emission
reductions being discussed for the second commitment period. (This analysis is available at www.iccfglobal.org.) The forum
hosted among others the Dkector General of the Italian Ministryfrr the Environment, Mr. Corrado Clini, as a key speaker.

Managing Director Dr. Margo Thoming also presented ICCF’s analysis of the economic impact of the Kyom Protocol on the
Italian economy at a forum sponsored by the the Isfituto Bruno Leoni in Milan at the end of Novembea~ The ICCF’s analysis
was extremely well receiv~l by policy-makers, economists and media professionals. ICCF’s analysis receixed extensive media
coverage and appeared in several Italian publications, including Avvenire, Corriere Della Serra and Finanza Mercat£

¯ RUSS~. ICCF analysis of the economic cost of Kyoto on developed economies was featured during the recent Wodd
Climate Change Conference in Moscow (Sept. 29 to Oct. 3). Dr. Thorning’s presentation was consistent with the approach
taken by Russian President Vladimir Putin’s economic advisers.

¯ W~mNGTON D.C. The ICCF hosted an "Economic and Environmental Policy Evening" on "Strengthening EU-US
Cooperation on EnergySupply and Climate Change Polities" on October 29, 2003 in Washington, D.C. Guests included
the Honorable Giles Chichester, Member of the European Parliament’s Committee on Industr~ External Trade, Research and
Energy; as well as high-ranking U.S. policy-makers.and business leaders who focus on energy policy issues.

2004 ICCF ACCOMI’LISHMEb,~

¯ The ICCF continues to build upon the success it experienced in 2003 with a robust calendar of events, research
p rejects and other engagements planned for 2004.

¯ The ICCF hosted a widely attended pand discussion on the in/pact of CO2 reductions on global economic
development in Washington, DC on October 1. Dr. Andtei 111arionov, Senior Economic Advisor to Russian President
Vladimir Putin, Mr. Julian Morris, Director of International Policy Network and ICCF Managing Director Margo
Thorning, addressed the impact of climate policies on developing and industrialized countries before an audiance of media
representati~ and think tank scholars.

¯ The ICCF has also demonstrated its effectiveness on a variety of economic issues, as evidenced by Dr. Margo
Thorning’s participation in three recent international conferences. Dr. Thoming traveled to Nassau, Bahamas, to
participate in the Assodation of Private Enterprise Education’s 29th Annual Conference, "Institutions, Culture, and
Ethics in a Ma rket Economy." She moderated a panel at the "Liberal Agenda for the New Century:. A Global Perspecti~’
conference in Moscow, which was co-sponsored by the Cam Institute, the Institute of Economic Analysis and the
Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs. Dr. Thorning also presented at IBEs conference "The K)~to
P~otocol: Costs and Benefas to Italy and Eu rope," which was held in Rome and co-sponsored by the European Fnterprise
Institute and 21m°SE(~OLO.

¯ The ICCF co-hosted a forum with IBL on energy deregulation and climate change policy on May 22 in Milan. The
fo rum featured two pands of energy experts and economists from academic, business and political circles. Repom on the
fo rum appeared in "Finanza & Mercati, I1 Riformista and Libero."

Studies available au www.iccfglobal.org

LOOKING AHEAD IN 2004...

ICCF to Host Workshop in Brussels On Integrating Climate Change Policie.~,in the Framework Of
Global Economic Growth Efforts.

Giles Chichester, MEP and Chairman of the EP Committee on Industry, Research and Energy, and Alejo Vidal Quadros-
Roca, Vice President of the European Parliament, will open the ICCF’s workshop on Climate Change Policies and

Economic Growth: What. Way Forward to Ensure Both? in Brussels on Wednesday, November 24, at The European
Parliament. With discussions on possible strategies and solutions to combat the problem of global warming to be resumed-at
the 10th Conference of the Parties to the Framework Convention on Climate Change in Buenos Aires in December, the ICCF
believes that great attention should be given to the debate surrounding the climate change problem and the proposed solutions.
The starting point of the ICCF workshop is that there is a need to integrate climate change policies in the framework of global
economic growth efforts. The preliminary agenda for the ICCF workshop can be found at www.iccfglobal.org.
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RUSSIAN CABINET CLEARS KYOTO FOR DUMA

1.    On September 30, 2004, the Russian cabinet approved sending the ratification of the Kyoto
Protocol to the parliament. The exact date for submitting the proposal to the Duma, the lower house,
was not reported. The upper house would also have to approve the proposal. The same day, Russian
Prime Minister Mikhail Fradkov met with acting Dutch Prime Minister Gerrit Zalm in The Hague, which
currently holds the EU presidency. Fradkov said that "we are not going to interconnect" Russia-EU
issues with the Kyoto Protocol decision "too rigidly". [If the parliament agrees, as expected by the end
of the year, the protocol would enter into force 90 days later, or by the end of March 2005. This would
clear the way for the first meeting of the Parties to the Protocol to take place during the 1 ith Conference
of the Parties to the Framework Convention on Climate Change, now scheduled for November 7-18,
2005.] (See www.interfax.com and www.pointcarbon.com)

PUTIN ADVISOR ILLARIONOV SAYS KYOTO DECISION WAS "POLITICAL"

2.    On October 1, 2004, President Putin’s special economic advisor, Andrei lllarionov, said, at a
forum hosted by the American Conference for Capital Formation at the National Press Club in
Washington, that he is still opposed the Kyoto Protocol on economic and scientific grounds, but that the
Russian government decision was taken for "political reasons", made necessary by "certain
circumstances", about \vhich he could not comment. He contended that "nobody among Russian
officials believes the Protocol is good for Russia". He said he felt that there was only a slight chance that
the Duma would not approve ratification. He noted that the legislative package for implementing the
Protocol in Russia, the details of which are due within three months by government agencies, would be a
separate, and possibly more controversial decision. He noted the present lack of a nationwide emissions
inventory system. In response to a question, lllarionov said he would consider resigning his position if
he thought it would impact the ratification decision. He also noted that under the terms of the Protocol,
ratifying nations must accept its terms without qualifications or amendments.
(See www.interfax.com/com?item=Rus&p~=0&id=575886&req= and www.acef.org)

UN CLIMATE SECRETARIAT SAYS RUSSIAN DECISION ’INSPIRING"

3.    On September 30, 2004, the executive secretary of the Framework Convention on Climate
Change, Ms. Joke Waller-Hunter, said the decision of the Russian cabinet to submit the Kyoto Protocol
to the Duma sends an "inspiring signal to the international community". She noted that the targets of the
first commitment period (2008-12) are "only a first step", and that "talks on commitments for the post
2012 period are to start in 2005". (See www.unfccc.int)
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U.S. KYOTO POSITION UNCHANGED

4.    On October I, 2004, the New York Times reported that the senior U.S. climate negotiator Harl~
Watson said that the Bush administration’s opposition to the Kyoto Protocol was unchanged and it
would, instead, continue to focus on long-range research to find new nonpolluting sources of energy or
ways to limit the buildup of carbon dioxide. An unnamed spokesman for the John Kerry campaign
claimed the administration had made a "catastrophic mistake" in not "fixing" the Protocol. [As noted
above, the terms of the Protocol must be ratified as agreed in 1997 without change.](See
www.nvtimes.com)

HOWARD GOVERNMENT POSITION ON KYOTO UNCHANGED

5.    On October I, 2004, industry minister Ian Macfarlane said the position of government of John
Howard in opposing ratification of the Kyoto Protocol was unchanged despite the decision of the Russian
cabinet. National elections are on October 9, 2004, and the opposition leader, Mark Latham of the Labor
Party has said he would ratify Kyoto if elected.
(See www.pointcarbon.com/article.php?articlelD=4682&categorylD=147)

JAPAN WELCOMES RUSSIAN KYOTO DECISION

6.     On October I, 2004, the new Japanese foreign minister Nobutaka Machimura issued a statement
welcoming the decision of the Russian government to ratify the Kyoto Protocol and added that Japan will
"cooperate with other countries to establish a set of common rules, in which all countries including the
United States of America and developing countries will participate".
(See www.mofa.go.jp/announce/press/2004/lO/1001 ,html)

CARBON MARKET SEES $10 BILLION FOR RUSSIA

7.    On October 1, 2004, Point Carbon estimated that Russia could realize up to $10 billion through
emissions trading under the Kyoto Protocol, but said that substantial work remains to be done before
Russia can reap these benefits, such as establishing emission inventories and registries, rules for joiat
implementation and who controls the sale of emissions. (See www.pointcarbon.com)
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APPROVAL OF EU NATIONAL ALLOCATION PLANS FACING DELAY

8.    On October 1.. 2004, Point Carbon reported that the announcement by the European Commission
approving the next group of national allocation plans under the EU emissions trading scheme, due to start
in January, may be delayed beyond October 13t". Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Greece have yet to
submit their plans, and France is revising its plan, which may not be submitted until November. (See
.ww\v.pointearbon.com)

CARB CLEARS AUTO GREENHOUSE GAS RULE FOR LEGISLATURE

9.    On September 24, 2004, the California Air Resources Board (CARB), at the end of a two-day
hearing, immediately announced unanimous approval of the proposed regulation to limit the emission of
greenhouse gases from new cars and light trucks starting in 2009. The CARB staff.estimates the costs of
meeting standards, rising in steps, in 2016 at $1050 per vehicle but which would be "more than offset"
by lowering operating costs" (fuel savings). The Board contends that this rule is not a "fuel economy"
requirement and therefore is not preempted by the federal Energy Policy and Conservation Act. The
Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers testified in opposition to the proposal asserting the cost would be
at least $3,000 per vehicle, could not be met even by zero emission hydrogen fuel cell technology, and
amounts to fuel economy regulation and is beyond the authority of California. The rule is expected to be
submitted in early 2005 to the California legislature for final approval, but which will be unable to make
amendments. (See www.arb.ca.gov and www.autoalliance.org)

UTILITIES CHALLENGE NY GLOBAL WARMING LAWSUIT

10. On September 30, 2004, several U.S. utility companies filed comments in response to a lawsuit
filed by New York State attorney general Richard Blumenthal last July seeking to impose CO2 emissions
reductions on the basis of a New York law. The utilities claim, in papers filed in the U.S. District Court
in Manhattan, that the court would usurp the role of Congress and the President.(See
\vww.pointcarbon.com/artricle.php?articleID=4679&categorylD=147)

UNION GROUP OPPOSES MCCAIN-LIEBERMAN BILl,

1 !. The September issue of the newsletter of Unions forJobs and the Environment, a group of I0
labor unions, including the Teamsters and Mine Workers, reports that it has lobbied the Senate not to
bring to a vote in 2004 the McCain-Lieberman bill setting a cap on greenhouse gas emissions. The group
says the bill would increase energy prices. (See www.uiae.org)
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CDM PROCESS CALLED "PURGATORY"

12. On September 30, 2004, Point Carbon reported that early applicants for Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM) projects are frustrated by delays in processing and changes in rules by the executive
board. Marcelo Junqueiro, a Brazilian bagasse project developer, who has called the CDM process,
"purgatory", said it took 18 months to get approval, in part due to changes in "additionality" rules that
did not exist when the project was first submitted. As a result of the changes required by the board, the
project must be re-approved by Brazilian authorities.
(See www. pointcarbon.com/article.php?articlelD=4671 &categorylD= 14_7)

DRAFT IPCC SPECIAL REPORT ON HFCS RELEASED

13. On September 22, 2004, the Federal Register contained a notice by the U.S. Climate Change
Science Program and the State Department seeking public comments on a dra~ special report prepared
jointly by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and the Technology and Economic
Assessment Panel of the Montreal Protocol, "Safeguarding the Ozone Layer and the Global Climate
System: Issues Related to Hydrofluorocarbons and Perfluoroearbons". Comments are due November 2,
2004. (See www.climatescience.gov)

GLOBAL DIMMING: THE NEXT CATASTROPHE?

14. The September 21, 2004 issue of EOS, the newsletter of the American Geophysical Union
contained a report, "Global Dimming Comes of Age", by Shabtai Cohen et al reviewing a May 2004
joint American and Canadian Geophysical Unions conference in Montreal which included research
showing "severe changes" in global solar radiation, a 12% loss over the past four decades, and calling for
a careful study of incoming radiation to determine the exact nature and causes of these changes. (See
www.agu.org)

SOLAR RADIATION CRITICS OF IPCC ACCUSED OF "STRANGE ERRORS"

15. The September 28, 2004 issue of EOS, the newsletter of the American Geophysical Union,
contains an article by Paul Damon et al, "Patterns of Strange Errors Plagues Solar Activity and
Terrestrial Climate Data", which reviewsthe work of several scientists who have argued for a greater
influence of solar activity in the global warming debate than credited by the Intergovemmental Panel on
Climate Change. In particular, the authors express concern about a 2001 Danish TV documentary, "The
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Climate Conflict", featuring the "misleading" research work of Hertrik Svensmark and Eigil Friis-
Christensen, which Damon says has had a "tremendous impact on public opinion in Denmark and other
countries" and won several awards. (See www.azu.org)

COMPUTER STUDY CLAIMS GREENHOUSE GAS-HURRICANE INTENSITY
LINK

16. On September 30, 2004, 7"he New York Times (Andrew Revkin) reported that a computer study
published in the Journal of Climate says global warming is likely to produce a significant increase in the
intensity and rainfall of hurricanes in coming decades, according to an ensemble of computer studies by
the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory in Princeton.

(www.nvtimes.com and
wxvw.gfdl.noaa.gov/reference/bibliography/2004/tk0401 .pdf’)

PIELKE     ASKS:      WILL     GREENHOUSE
HURRICANE INTENSITY?

GAS CONTROLS REDUCE

17. On September 29, 2004, Roger A. Pielke, Jr, University of Colorado, on his website journal,
Prometheus, said the real policy question raised by efforts to link global warming and hurricane intensity
is : "When compare to other available options, how effective are greenhouse gas regulations as a means
to modulate future impacts associated with hurricanes". He argues that energy policy changes would be
insufficient. (.http://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu./prometheus/archives/climate change/index.html)

THE CLIMATE CHANGE AND MALARIA DEBATE

! 8. The October I, 2004 issue of Science contains a letter to the editor by Indur Goklany and a
response by Sir David King, Prime Minster Tony Blair chief scientific adviser. Goklany takes issue with
King’s citing of the risk of spreading malaria to support his claim that climate change is a more serious
threat than terrorism. Goklany contends that efforts to reduce poverty and health measures to deal with
malaria would be more cost effective than reducing greenhouse gases. (wwxv.sciencema~.or~)
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EU THREATENS
CONSORTIUM

UNILATERAL ACTION ON NUCLEAR FUSION

19. The October 1,2004 issue of Science contains a report saying that’the European Union may scrap
its participation in the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) over a dispute among
the participants (EU, U.S., China, Japan, Russia and South Korea) on the location. The EU favors
Cadarche in France, while Japan, the U.S. and South Korea favor a site in northern Japan. The EU is
suggesting it may go it alone if the others don’t agree to the French site. (www.sciencemag.org)

GRAY    SAYS    HURRICANE    SEASON    UNPRECEDENTED    BUT    WITHIN
NATURAL VARIABILITY

20. On October 1, 2004, William Gray, the veteran Colorado State University tropical storm
forecaster, issue a revised report, which says the August-September period was "unprecedented in terms
of historical records going back 130 years, although they are well within the range of natural climate
fluctuations". He projected the October would not be active. He noted that Florida has been lucky over
the past 38 years in avoiding hurricanes that made landfall, and that if Charlie, Frances, Ivan and Jeanne
had not made landfall, little notice would have been of them. He added, "Florida residents should not
interpret the four damaging hurricane landfalls to their state in August-September to be related, in any
way, to the much publicized human-induced global warming hypothesis ... these events are a rare
combination of an above average season of major hurricane activity together with unusually favorable
broad-scale steering currents that drove mid-Atlantic tropical cyclones westward instead of allowing
them to recurve." Gray estimated the damage at $22.5 billion insured; $45 billion total. [The Reuters
story on Gray’s new report used only the "unprecedented" phrase without the caveats.]
(http://hurricane.atmos.colostate.edu/forecasts/2004/oct2004
www.planetark.com/dail~’newsstory.cfm/newsid/27482/storv.htm)

-6-
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PEOPLE, PAPERS & CALENDAR

PEOPLE

Yoriko Kawaguchi. On September 28, 2004, Prime Minister Juniehiro Koizumi announced
a cabinet reshuffle, naming Nobutaka Machimura as foreign minister replacing Kawaguchi,
who was appointed special adviser on diplomatic affairs. Kawaguchi, as environment
minister led the Japanese delegation at the 7t~ Conference of Parties at Marrakech. The new
environment minister is Yuriko Koike.
(http:ll~vw.mofa.~o.iplannonncelpress/2004/910928.html~

William O’Keefe, No Emissions Reductions with Russian Ratification. George C.
Marshall Institute. Press Release. September 24, 2004. (www.marshall.org)

¯ Jeremy Lovell, Scientist: Extreme Weather Will Kill Millions. Reuters. September 8,
2004. The views of Professor Mike Pilling, Leeds University.
(www.planetark.comldailynewsstory.cfmlncwsid1270061story.htm).                                                                 ,

¯ Jeffrey Ball, California, Russia Take Steps to Combat Global Warming. Wall Street
Journal. September 27, 2004. (www.wsi.com)

¯ Katie Hune, China’s Energy Crisis Blankets l-long Kong in Smog. Reuters. September
20, 2004. (w~v.planetark.comhlaih’newsstorv.cfmlnewsid1272091sto~’.htnQ

¯ Ralph Cicerone et al, The Ocean in a High CO2 World. EOS. American Geophysical
Union. September 14.2004.

¯ George W. Bush & John Kerry, Presidential Candidates Speak Out on Science Politics.
Physics Today. October 2004. (ww~v.physicstodav.oro.)
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¯ George W. Bush & John Kerry, Bush and Kerry Offer Their Views on Science. Science.
October 1,2004. (www.sciencema~.or~)

¯ Peter Foukal et al, A Stellar View on Solar Variations and Climate, Science. October I,
2004. (www.seiencema~.or~)

Richard A. Kerr, A Bit of Icy Antarctic is Sliding Toward the Sea. Science. September 24,
2004. (w~vw.sciencemal~.orl~)

¯

CALENDAR 2004

4-5

12

12

State Practices in Setting Mobile Source Emissions Standards
National Academy of Sciences (www.nationalacademies.org)

Irvine,
California

Climate Change, Wine Tasting and Science
National Academies Keck Center
(www.koshlandseienee.org/events/upcomingevent.jsp?id=63)

Australian General Election

FORUM: Risk, Science and Public Policy: The Copenhagen
Consensus
AEI-Brookings Joint Center
9-12:30, St Regis Hotel
(www.aei.org/event917)

ROUNDTABLE: Global Earth Observation System
George Marshall Institute
12:00 noon National Press Club
(www.marshall.org)

Washington

Washington

Washington

-8-
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12-
13

12-
13

13-
14

21-
22

TBA

Transportation and Climate Change Workshop
International Petroleum Industry Environmental Conservation
Association (www.ipieca.org)

17-
19

Conference on U.S. Climate Change Technology Program:
Opportunities FY 2005. (www.climateseience.go~)

Global Environmental Health in the 21st Century: From
Governmental Regulation to Corporate Social Responsibility
National Academy of Sciences Institute of Medicine
(www.iom.edu/event.asp?id=21301 )

Baltimore

Washington

Washington

BonnClean Development Mechanism
Executive Board 16t~ Meeting
(www.unfccc.int/cdm)

International Methane to Markets Partnership Washington
Ministerial Meeting
(~vww.state. _~ov/~z/oes)

2 U.S. Elections

3-5 Climate Change and Business Conference & Trade Expo Auckland, NZ
(www.climateandbusiness.com)

8-1 ! IPCC 22no Plenary Session New Delhi
(www.ipcc.ch)

9-12 Arctic Climate Impact Assessment Ministerial Conference Reykjavik

(www.acia.uaf.edu) Iceland

Global Environmental Facility Council Meeting
(www.ge fweb.org)

-9-
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17-
25

22-
26

29-
30

Third World Conservation Congress.
World Conservation Union (www.iucn.org)

Bangkok

Prague6m Meeting of the Parties to the Montreal Protocol
(www.unep.org/ozone)

Group on Earth Observations - 5th Meeting Ottawa

(www.earthobservations.org)

Clean Development Mechanism                               Buenos Aires
Executive Board 17t~ Meeting (www.unfccc.int/cdn)

6-17 FCCC 10m Conference of Parties (www.unfcce.int) Buenos Aires

13- American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting (www.agu.org) San Francisco

17

Luxembourg assumes Presidency of European Union               Brussels!

9-13

l0

12-
14

18-
22

American Meteorological Society Annual Meeting
(www.ametsoc.org/AMS)

First Review of IPCC Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture
and Storage. Comment period ends March 7, 2005.
(www.ipcc.eh)
IPCC First Expert Meeting on Emission Scenarios (closed)
(ww~v.i0ce.ch)

World Conference on Disaster Reduction
UN International Strategy for Disaster Reduction
(www.unisdr.org)

San Diego

Washington

Kobe, Japan
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14- Brussels
16

Earth Observation Summit
(www.earthobservations.org)

Final Review of IPCC Special Report on Safeguarding the Ozone
Layer and the Global Climate System. Comment period ends
April 1, 2005. (w~vw.ipcc.ch)

16-
27

...... . " : ’: . I ’::?::~:’::;~:!: il :""". ~ .... .’ ~ .’ . ..    ,.......!. ::" :- .,, .- , ~.. :, ,: .

Subsidiary Bodies of the Framework Convention on Climate Bonn
Change - 22"a Session (w~vw.unfccc.int)

29 IPCC Second Expert Meeting on Emission Scenarios Laxenburg,
(www.ipce.ch) Austria

., . ¯:" ,-’. " ¯ " :III.:,I:.. : :"i::’, ~ ;’.! ~,:°~" ’.."
.̄~.!:~.~i.: :’:" I, " .............̄  .... ’ ’ :: . ¯" ...."

1 UKAssumes EU Presidency

22 First Review of Fourth Assessment Report - Working Group II
Comments due September 16, 2005
(www.ipcc.ch)

Fina’i Review of IPCC Special Report on Carbon Capture and
Storage. Comments due September 5, 2005.
(www.ipce.ch)
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19

26-
30

I

7-18

First Review of IPCC Fourth Assessment Report - Working
Group I. Comments due November 11, 2005. (www.ipcc.ch)

lntergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 24tn Plenary TBD

(www.ipcc.int)

¯
.iI "~ ~.!.’...: ,: . . ,, ~...’:. ~ .... I.,,.~ ~, ~ -, . , :.. ,.~! ~ ....~’~

~, .~ .~..:~:. . ~...

1 lth Conference of Pa~ies Fr~ework Convention on Climate         TBD
Ch~ge. (~.~fccc.in3)
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Kenneth Peel

From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"william o’keefe" <okeefew@att.net>
"ken peel" <KLPeel@msn.com>
Tuesday, October 19, 2004 4:43 PM
Fw: Andrew Revkin’s How Science became a Partisan Issue

Ken
Please shara this with Phil. I had a lot more to say but the NYT limits are too constraining.
Bill
..... Original Message .....
From: william o’keefe
To: letters@ nytimes.com
Sent: Tuesday, October 19, 2004 4:34 PM
Subject." Andrew Revkin’s How Science became a Partisan Issue

How science became a partisan issue is more about policy than science itself. On environmental issues,
especially climate change, science is important but rarely definitive. Where science is not definitive, it
is just one of many factors that polic3i makers must consider.

There is something troubling about these complaints given the deafening silence during the
Clinton-Gore years. Vice President Gore repeatedly asserted’that climate science was settled even
though it is not. One distinguished scientist was fired for telling him that. Where was the out cry?

The Clinton EPA was the most politicized in memory. It pushed regulation that went beyond
what science and economics could justify. Where were the complaints then? That silence may be more
telling than today’s rhetoric.

How many of the 48 Nobel Laureates actually read the report that they endorsed or simply
signed the letter because a colleague asked? I know one who did exactly that.

Perhaps scientific elites are upset because their "opinions" are not given excessive deference.
William O’Keefe
President, George C Marshall Institute
1625 K St
Washington DC 20006
202-296-9655
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Kenneth Peel

From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"william o’keefe" <okeefew @ att.net>
"ken peel" <KLPeel @ msn.com>
Tuesday, October 19, 2004 4:43 PM
Fw: Andrew Revkin’s How Science became a Partisan Issue

Ken
Please share this with Phil. I had a lot more to say but the NYT limits are too constraining.
Bill
..... Original Message .....
From: william o’keefe
To: letters @ nytimes.com
Sent: Tuesday, October 19, 2004 4:34 PM
Subject: Andrew Revkin’s How Science became a Partisan Issue

How science became a partisan issue is more about policy than science itself. On environmental issues,
especially climate change, science is important but rarely definitive. Where science is not definitive, it
is just one of many factors that policy makers must consider.

There is something troubling about these complaints given the deafening silence during the
Clinton-Gore years. Vice President Gore repeatedly asserted that climate science was settled even
though it is not. One distinguished scientist was fired for telling him that. Where was the out cry?

The Clinton EPA was the most politicized in memory. It pushed regulation that went beyond
what science and economics could justify. Where were the complaints then? That silence may be more
telling than today’s rhetoric.

How many of the 48 Nobel Laureates actually read the report that they endorsed or simply
signed the letter because a colleague asked? I know one who did exactly that.

Perhaps scientific elites are upset because their "opinions" are not given excessive deference.
William O’Keefe
President, George C Marshall Institute
1625 K St
Washington DC 20006
202-296-9655
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The document(s) accompanying this FAX transmission may contain information, which is confidential and/or
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taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this faxed information is strictly prohibited, and that the
documents should be returned to this office immediately. In this regard, if you have received this FAX in error,
please notify us by telephone immediately so that we can arrange for the return of the original documents(s) to
I1S.
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]]¥ FACb-~MII~ ]~I,~CTRONIC IV~JL,
AND I~RST-CLASS MAIL

Mr. Abd L.opez
Ms. C~rolyn 7.azwsan
FO~A/PA Divis|oa, HE-73
Depnnmem of Energy
1000 Ind~laendc~e~ Avenu’~ ~W
Washington, DC 20585
Fax: (.202) 586-0575
F_,n~iI: carolyn.lawson @hq.doc,~ov

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQ~rE.ST                ,

Dear Mr. Lopez ~ Ms. Lawson:

0n behalf of the Nam~l Resotltc¢~ Defoe Coun~ (’~)
Fr~dom of Info~f!on A~ ("~L~’~, 5 U.S-C ~ 552, a~ ~=nt ~y (~

d~cri~d h~in m us at t~ sdd~s opiating on ~ le~e~- W~ mk
leith, in a~oz~ce with ~0~ and ~S ~ul~ous, ~in~n
~qu~sz~ ~s m ~ ~ you collar ~ m~ew ~ In o~
pmvlslon o[ ~y ~ ~ng t~ ~llsction nod ~view of any o~.

B~u~ zhls ~t ~ m zmlys~, the ~ults of wh~h
~low), w~ ~liev~ l~t non~ of ~ ~u~t~ ~s ~ ~ ~m
~. Should ),~ ~ mY requ~r~ ~d ~ ~ &~f ~s ~empz ~m ~dam~
dlsclo~r~ ws ask that ~u rxe~ yo~ di~i~ to di~lo~
~ or po~on ~of t~ you ~use ~o ~vids, ws ask ~t
~al, 1ncl~ng ~ od~inator~ dine. ~d I~ of t~ wield

and Un~p~es~ pay f~ m ~¢co~ance w~th I0 C.F~. ~
~on~u~ any wai~ of~C’s ~t m ~k ad~nisu~ or~udic~ ~vi~w of ~y d~ui~

www.nrdc.org
two hun~ doll.s.

~2~ N~ York A~nue. ~. ~ize L~ N~ YORK ¯ LOS ~GE~ " ~ ~N~

W~hingt~, ~ 2~5

~
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11. Description of Requcsted R~cords

Please provide al~ora~onsdtuling, concainh~8, descr;b~ng, or ~cntioning d’te "U~S, Cl[m~te
Change T~hnology Progntm Dt~ft Strategic PIN; Vision and Frame~r,~t cited in an article by
Scercc~ry Abraham published in Science m~a~-ine, J’uly 30, 2004 at pages 616-6t7, nolo 14 (as
=tt,~clu:d) item A. That article contains ~ figure (page ~17) displaying d~ rcsulr~ of analyse4
carried out as part ot the Climate Ch~nl~e Technology Program’s Stramgic P]an. The reconis we
RqUeSI include, but are no~ limi|ed ~o, [he analyses from w11ich r, heSe published results are derived.

l]l. Request for a Fee Waiver

We reclues~ that DOE waive �he f~e that it would otherwise charge for search and
production of [he records described abovc. FOIA dictates th0.t requested records b~ ~-ov~ded
without charge "W disclosure of the information is in the public interest I~aus~ it is likely tO
conuibut¢ significandy to public tmdet-st~nd|ng of the operations or uctivide~ of I11� government ,
and is no[ pr;m.,~rily in th¢ commercial interest of the requester." 2~ U.S.C, § 552(:tX4XA)(iii), See
al~o I0 C.FJL § ]O04.9(a)(S). Thc requested disclosure would m~t bodl or’these requirements,
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A. Firs[ Requirement

The disclosure rcqu¢scd twa’e would be"llk~ly to contribut~ sign;.ficantly to public
undcrs~aading of d~ operations o¢ activities of’the government." 5 U.S.C. §

The r¢qu~ted ~cords concern results of anaJys¢s urtdertaken as par~ of the U.S.
crnrnent’s Climat¢ Change Tcchnolo~ Program. As such, the reco ,~l,s ~lucsted herein

I(X)4.9(~XSXi)(A) (internal quotation marks omitted)-

The r~ueste~l disclosure is "’likely to contribute ~o an und~r~tanding of govenun~t
operations or ~ctivkles.’" tO C.V.R- § 1004.9(~)($~(i3(B) (intefl~al quotation marks omitted), as it
will provide infot-mazlon explaining zhe derivation of th~ analytical results published by Secrelary
Abraham in the ~oove-refercnced $~-ie~c~ maga2ine ~rdcle.

Currently, the general public d~s not know tl~ ~xmnt and p~ticulars of
between DO~ employ¢~s a~d ~pre~ata~iv~s of~hc rcgula~A conffnuniw on zhe subjcct of
Source Review. Disfigure of the records reques~l ab~� will thus "conu’ib’~[e] to
under-~mnding by the Bc~¢ra[ public ofth~ subject likely to re,ok from the digitate:" 10 C.F.R. §

Finally, ihe disclosu~ of tl~ reqaes~ document~ will "contrlhu~e "sig~ificandy" m public
understaadini~ of gov~-rnment operations or activities," I0 C.F.R. § 1004.9(1)(8)(i)(D), for HRDC
will dissemlnaI$ widely its summary and analy$i$ o~th¢ information conveyed in the records.
NRDC has u proven ability ~.o diges~ a~d disseminate information eff-~tively. In addition to its
web ake (WWw-nrdc.°r~_) which ig updated d~ily, HRDC has numerou~ o~he¢ meax~ to widvly
dis~e~i~tate |nforma~ion to the public including numerous and oat’teA publications, ¢ducational
prosraras, m~lia initiatives, and public intcxest litigation, l~or exampl% Nauu’e
publfshed and d|~xibuted five ~i~ a year by ~ to its approximately 450..000 active n~rn~rs.
N’~DC also publishe~ a magazin~ O~Earth, which is di~t~buted ~o 140,000 sub~cdbe~
distributed for sale to ne~s~and~ and bookst~$. OnE.arth is a,~ailable onlin~
htlp:liwww.nrdc.orglone~rthlO2spddcfault.asP- I~IPJ3C also ~gu~ly disabuses information and
alerts to i~ 490,000 online activists. See, �-3., Action Alert on At~dc National WildlLfe Refuge,
April 16, 2002 (Attaehmen~ I); Join Me in Signing th~ D~¢l ~tr~tion ~’f En~xgy Independ~mce,
February 11, 2002 (Attachmen~ 2).

NRDC roulir~ly ~es I:OIA to obtai~ information fi’om federal agenci=s ~hat NRDC legal
and scicndt~" experts analyze in order [o in|’orm the public about a vaxievj of issues including
energy policy, urban al~ pollution, water Doilution, clima~ change, and nucleai weapons. Some
specific exaJ’aplcs m= provided below:

I~IRDC obtained through a FOIA r~que~t a me~mndum ~
~xx~Mobll edv~ad~ the ~place~m of a highly r~
~tm~hefic scientist, Dr, Ro~ Wa~, as t~ ~d ofz~
Int=~ovcmmen~l P~ on ~B ~nge. ~ ~
this mcmo~ndum ~o help ~o~ ~e ~ubIic a~t w~t ~y
~ve b~n ~hind ~ d~idon by ~e B~h ~ist~ion to
replace ~. Wagon. ~ ~C ~s ~se, ~onfidcndal
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0)

(4)

Papers Show Exxon Hand in White FIottr~ Move to Oust Top
Sci,-ntL~t from Int=rnadonat Global Warming Panel;" Apzil 3,
200?-- (Auachm=nt 3)l E|izazb~th Shogrett, "Chaug~ Ry Over

AIg. (Attaching.at 4)

~ the Sulym~cr of 2OO0, ~TRDC obtained kffmlnat|on Lhzyough
FOIA mgazding th~ levels of arr~nic in drinking water
supplies across the country, lqI~C mad= roach of the
information available on dm ~ web sit~ a~l provid~
nnalysis d~scriblng its significance and guiding
members of the public on how to learn ~om about
thc~r own drinking water suppl~s. Sen St~v¢ LaR~I¢,
Aims to Cm Levels of Arsenic in Wall Wamr," ~an Diego
Union.Tribune, June 5, 2000, at BI. (Attachment 5)

I’TR.DC used i~formadon obtained through FO~ ~qucs=s
pmdu~ and dls~bu= a m~ ~yzing ~� imps= o[
manure potludon ~0m l~ liv~tock f~lols ~ fish and
wildlife, ~ well ~ hu~n ~alth- ~pills & KflI~ (Augus~
2~). (Atmchm~t 6)

~DC us~ in,oration obmin~ ~m n~us FOIA
.r~q~ m pnblish ~v¢ da~h~ ~n 19~ and
d~sn~bing ~ hh~ of n~l~ w~a¢ons ~g~ in
United S~, S~iet U~ Brita~. Fnn~ and
(Attachment ~)

NI{DC obtained through a FOIA request a Defense
Dcpartm¢nt docum~t, th~ H~$ror~ of th¢ Custody and
Deploym~.nt of Nuclear Weapom: July 1945 dwouSit
September 1977. The document attracted significant pw.ss
attention once it w~ disclosed. See, ¢.g.~Walter Pitmus,
"Study Says U.S. Secretly Piaet~l Bombs; Cold War
I~ployments Affected Mosdy Allies,’" Waxfting~on Post, Oct.
20, 1~99. at A3. (Attachment 8) On," of HRDC’S nuclear
scientists, golxrt Norris. published a detailed analysis of this
document explaining its sigttificanc= to the Imbli~. Robert S-
Norris, William ~ Addn. and William Bum "Where Thor
Were," Bulletin of Atomic Sci~ri~r* (lqov/De~ 1~9~).
(Attactmu:m 9)

NRDC regularly publishes a Nuclear Notebook. oftm usiug
information obtained through FOIA rexlUCStS, The Nucle,~r
Hornbook ptovid~ curr~nt irfformadon abou~ the nuclear
weapons programs o~ tht: United St~es aml other nations. It
is pub|i~hed in ,ach i~u~ of tim Bulletin of Ammi~ .~i~ntist~.
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In 1989. NRDC obtained through aTOTA mqu~t testimony
by fede~l ex~ w~ op~¢d oil drilling off~� �~s~ o~
C~tomb a~ RoHda. The Bash ~is~don h~
pre~ously suppres~d the ~o~. ~e ~ Lie~, "Oil
T~sdmony ~po~dly ~hed; ~nyi~n~nz~= Say
Feae~i £x~s ~sured by B~" 5~ FmncL~
Chro.~d~. ~t. 5, I989, nt A6. (A~ch~nt 12)

In 1988, NRDC obtained d~ot~h a FOL~, request = ~po[t by
¯ e U.S. FiSh a~ Wildlife seres.that ~1~ dmt ~�

Calif~i~ ~s incomplc~ a~ ov~ly ~ti~sfio. R~n
~nlstr~don o~¢iz~ h~ ~ m ~p th~ rc~rz ~= and
then repudia~ it up~ i~ ml~s~ ~ ~fic Lich~blau,

Times, June 4, L988, ~t A32. (A~ach~nt 13)

(1o) In 198:2, NR.DC obtained tbzo~h a FOLa, request a
~Bndum by t~ U.S. ~v~o~l ~don
~(8dng t~t most air ~l]utlon m~i~ have ~t~ly
~d~sti~[~ leve~ of toxic lead in t~ air. ~
~m~ndum m info~ th= public a~ut the c~e~
~PA’s pmpo~l to ~1~ ~s~¢tlom on lead in ~sollne. S~.
Suers Sugaw~ "~ad in Air ~ ~ad~eas~,
Section ~¢~s Memo Says," W~h~mn P~t, July ~ L
198L at A6. (Attaching[

In sum. 0n¢� DOE provides the z~juesz~l ~cords zo I~DC, the org~=ti~ will employ
its prov~ m~s and ~ise to edu~te ~ ge~[ public on t~ ~yz~ conduc~ f~
~uhs p~senlcd in ~� ~icle by Seedily ~r~ ThuS, NR~’s uS~ of the reques~
will slgnificanfly e~ance t~ general public’s und~ndlng of~ activities and ~[ionx of
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B. Second Req~iremen~

Disclosure in this ca~� would =dso satisfy th~ second propulsive ~ a f~ w~ ~ ~

I th~nk you in advance
~ny questiOns, please do no~ hesitate to conzact me by telephone at (202) 289~86g.

L.:.," /-’,// <""    "

Director
NRD~ C~imat= C=nter

Cc (w/ore =t~achmcn[s): David Ccmov~r

m
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POLICY FORUM
The Bush Administration’s

Approach to C|imate Change
Abraham

Fm~mvo~ C~wcndou ~ ~

mu~ ~Cd~: ~i~llUZl 0£

nomle gro~h, mid zn~U~ gloll ~r-

BuSh ~dnls~l;~ mcugn~ ~t thc~

Nlir-Tefm poUdei ilid I,’,uasurw~

to ~du~ ~e ~nha=c ~s in~zy (I)

~¢h ~cu~s on ~d~ci~.~sions

ncml~l m fi~cc invc~mnt in n~, el~

�~ cquival=ll (MMTCc) oF ~d~d

For =~plc, our Cllm~ VISION (~),

m~g hi ~ad~ p~s m
=n.i~nd~ fat ~s lhaz i~ e=bon

u~.~.

Ad~anclng ~imate ~:hange Science
In 2~1, P~d=i Bush c¢lm~io=d
Nudonil ~l~ ~un~l (N~t~
~ti~ ~� slmo of ~ ~owl~d~ and un-

~C~ ~ (~ m~cs cl~ dmi ~t =c
!till hnpv~et ~= ~ our Ibgl~ m m~

cli~ f~l~t. MaJ~ ad~nc~ ia und~-

~flu~ee a~os~� �~¢enr~Jon~ of
g~nh~ ~s ~d acm~ls, ~ well u

ity, u~ I1~ tO p~i= fumm dimtiic

(1~. ~m p~n ~ o~ani2cd ~d five
~o~: (i) i~W~ing ~r ~l=d~e ot �li-

our ~ifi~ to q~d~ ~cto~ ~t aff~

nmtc ~jcctio~ (iv~ ~pmv~g ~
dc~g of ~= zc~i~lzy a~d admi-

re cl~s= cht~ and (v) ~pln~g O~
dora �o m~e ~ A~Ily. ~lmosc $2

TedmuloZLy D~nt

hodc gm ~idans ~ m~ i

~1~ ~d Ip~# ~i~

cn~y.
By 21~, m~ ~m ~rof~

cn~y m~ h~ to come f~ I~ or

~mm ~ ~ ~h=u~ ~ ~i~

Pm~m (~ ~ ~ ~ ~m
and p~dt~ [ho [~ ~m~

mcn~ ~tlcn. md ~l~t

~0 JULY 2004 ~L ~ St~’IE/~E www.sciencernag.o~g
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reducing greenhouse gas
~ 400-omissions. Given [be uz.men-_

dous capitol invesm~nt in
i~in[~ energy systen~, ~he d¢-
sL,~d tnmsfurmafion of our
global energy system may
taks decades or more to ira- ~ :
plement fully. A ¢obust ...
RDD&I) effort can mak¢ ad- " ~e
v~nced tedmologies available

~ a~el~e~� modemiz~on
of ~piml stock at l~r cost ~
and with gre~zr tlexibiliW.

CCTP’s s~-~zgic vision has
six eomplemenmry Seals: (D
r~ludnB cmissious from ener-
gy use and infrasu’ucmze; (ii)
reducing emi~iens fi-om
gy supply;, (iii) capturing and
sequestering COt; (iv) reduc-
ing �:miSSiORS Of other green°
house gases; (v) measuring and monitoring
emissions; and (vi) bolsr~ing the �ontribu-
tions of basic scicns¢ (14).

Ten federal agencies suppor[ a portfolio
of activities within tlds framawork,
Annually. mo~e than $700 million is being
spent to advance energy efl’~ciency tech-
~ologie~ (plus $~00 million for ~cc~lerawd
dvploymenQ, and mor~ than $200 million
sul~po~ ~newable energy. Many activities
build on exi~n8 work, bu~ [he Bush
mlnlsu’afion a Jan ha~ expanded end ~-
aligned some activities and launched n~w
initiatives in k~y technology areas to sup-
pore the CCTP’~ ~o~18.

In his 2003 S~ of the Union addre~
Pw.siden~ Bush made a commRmen~ m the
development of a hydrogen
plr, dging $I.7 billion ov~r 5 years for his
Hydrogen Fuel lnirJatiw and Freedom-
CAR Parmershlp to develop hydrogen ~u¢!
cell--powered vehicles. The transition to
hydrogen as a major energy correct oyez ~he
n~¢ few decades could ~ra~stonn the
don~ oneq~y sysmm and ~z~ opportuni-
ties ~o increase energy s~cuHry by making
better use of diverse domes6c e~ergy
sources fo~ by&eg~ production and to re-
dace emissions of ale pollutants and CO~_
(l.r), Whm’e hydrogen is produced from
fossil fuels, w¢ nm$t also address carbon
capRu’e and sequesw~inn.

To help ~oo~ina~e and leverage ongo-
ing ws~ overseas, ~he Unimd States led the
~fl’ort to for~ the Interrmtio~al PRrtn~-ship
for the Hydrogen Economy (IPI-~). IPH~
will address ~e rechnologi~,
and ir, s~mdousl barriers to hydrogen and ¯
will devslop inmmationally, r~uol~ni~ed
stmldafd~ to speed mark¢l penelration
the n~v technologies.

Tl~e Rdminil~tr|~ also is purs~inl~
nex~-ganexation nuclear energy as a zero-

potential Itnge’,t of greenhouse gas emissions r~duetlons m
211:X) by category o~ activity foe ~ techno[o~ ~enados
~am~edzed by viab(¢ ca~on ~que~adon (s~enado 1}; dra-
mafi~Iiy ~and~ nuclear ~n~ rene~ble ~e~ (scenario 2);
and n~el and a~n~ teehnotogi~ (scena~o 3) (14).

cmissions ¢nrrgy su|~ply choice. Th~
Generation Iv International Forum, with
nine other nations as parnlers, is ~or~ng
on ~actor dcsi~s that ~ safe, economi-
cal, sect, and able to produce n~ p~d-
uc~, s~ch a~ ~gen. S~ p~s~g
mc~ologies have been scented ~
~ tbr ~mr~ dvsi~s and could be
~ady ~ ¢~ly ~ 2015. In 2003~ ~esident
Bush a~ounced ~ th¢ Unit~ Sums
~uld join zhe ~BR project to d~dop
~sion as an ¢nc~ souse. Al~ough &e
~=c~io~ hurdles are subst~tial,
p~miss of ~ion is simply too ~¢~r
i~o~,

~o~ capm~ ~d srqu~s~do~ is a

for ~ fore,able ~, fo~R f~Is
concur m ~ &e world~ m~ re~bl¢
~bcost ~ of =n¢~. It is
m ~pert co~e~p~cularly develop
lug co~~ ]~e retail ~s to
~o~o ~r use. A ~aHsd¢ s~ is to
f~ ~ to ~p~ ~d s[~ ~e CO~

~e D~¢m of Ener~ ~ ru~t~
~g on 65 c~n s~don pmj-

we have ~ased &¢ budg=t for ~h~
~id~ 23% ~ $49 million. ~e m~a~-
al Carbon Sequ~tion
Fo~, a w~idend~ ~ve indurated
~ ~une 2003 ~& 16 p~e~, ~H ~t
~mewo~ for ~o~I ~l[abo~on
on scqu~on ~olo~e~

~e fo~’s p~s ~ eH~bl¢
fi~pate ~ ~u~¢G~, a 10-y~, $I b~lllon
govcrnment-indusuy effo~ m
bu~ and op¢m~ th= ~rld~ ~
sions-free coal-fired ~ pi~r. T~s
pmj~ w~ch ~ a~ss m~y
s~esic ~oals, w~ employ the Is~

POLICY FORUH

R~fer~nce~ and Notes
1. Ple~sured ~ ~ ratia of gm~ ~ (~an

~uivalem) embed per mat ~s dement pmdu~
~ See ~.wh~eh~se.govlne~e~/2~02/

,ddendu~t
~, G~I ¢11~ ~nge

200~); avai~bie

4. See ~i~o~,

8- N~ionet Hi.way

~r~gs~_~L

1o. c~. ~
~ce ~g~m (~P,~.~ O~ ~ ~);
~flabte ~ ~.~~.

11. N~Io~L R~ea~ ~ciL Imp~ ~mat~
a~ Global Ch~e

~ff~ [cambdd~ Univ,

dlma~nol~.~,
lS. NaUonal ~sea~

OppO~tle~ C~ Sarde~ ~d R&D Ne~s

1~~P, ~ea~ and ~nenz Act~ (C~,
W~hin~n, DC, 2~3); ~alta~e a~ w~.
dimate~al~.
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PEW CENTER

CHA[o~GE

For Immediate Release
October 2004

Contact: Katie Mandes
703-516-4146

CLIMATE POLICY AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

New report examines how climate policies affect
the cost of greenhouse gas mitigation

Advancing the
debate through
credible analysis
and cooperative
approaches.

2101 Wilson Blvd.
Suite 550

Arlington. VA 22201
ph (703) 516-4146
fax (703) 841-1422
www.pewclimate.org

WASHINGTON, DC -- With Russian ratification of the Kyoto Protocol noxv
likely, the development and deployment of tecJanologies to reduce global emissions
is mo~e critical than ever. While technological change occurs naturally as companies
compete in the marketplace, climate policies can spur additional or "induced"
technological change (ITC).

Induced Technological Change and Climate Poliff, by Larry Goulder of Stanford
University, explores the use of ITC in climate policy, using state-of-the-art
economic modeling and analysis. Goulder finds that models that include ITC
produce lower cost estimates for GHG reductions, and that costs are lowest when
climate policies are announced in advance. Furthermore, he finds that to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions most cost-effectively, both policies that boost
technological innovation, such as R&D funding, and policies that limit emissions,
such as a GHG cap-and-trade program, are required.

"This research Shows us that the costs of meeting a long-term CO2 emissions target
using both R&D subsidies and a carbon tax (or cap-and-trade) is roughly 10 times
less than with R&D subsidies alone," said Eileen Claussen, President of the Pew
Center on Global Climate Change.

A crucial point is that although studies show different implications of ITC on the
overall dming of climate policy, all find that some abatemen~must begin now in
order to jumpstart the critical process of technological change. ’Timing is crucial
for dealing with this issue in a cost-effective manner;the longer xve wait, the more
expensive it will be," said the Pexv Center’s Claussen.

The full text of this and other Pexv Center reports is available at
http://www.pewclimate.org.
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About the Author

LAWRENCE H. GOULDER

Laxvrence Goulder is the Shuzo Nishihara Professor in Environmental and Resource
Economics at Stanford University. He is also a Senior Fellow at Stanford’s Institute for
International Studies and its Institute for Economic Policy Research; a Research Associate at
the National Bureau of Economic Research; and a University Fellow of Resources for the
Future, a non-profit environmental and natural resource research firm located in
Washington, DC.

Goulder graduated from Harvard College with an A.B. in philosophy in 1973. He obtained a
master’s degree in musical composition from the Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris in
1975 and earned a Ph.D. in economics from Stanford in 1982. He xvas a faculty member in
the Department of Economics at Harvard before returning to Stanford’s economics
department in 1989.

Goulder’s research examines the environmental and economic impacts of U.S. and
international environmental policies. He has focused considerably on policies to reduce
emissions of "greenhouse gases" that contribute to climate change, and on "green tax
reform" - revamping the tax system to introduce taxes on pollu.tion and reduce taxes on
labor effort or investment. In other xvork he has examined connections betxveen
environmental policies and technological innovation. His work often employs a general
equilibrium analytical framework that integrates the economy and the environment and links
the activities of government, industry, and households. The research considers both the
aggregate benefits and costs of various policies as xvell as the distribution of policy impacts
across industries, income groups, and generations. Some of his work is interdisciplinary,
involving collaborations with climatologists and biologists. He has conducted analyses for
several government agencies and environmental organizations.

The Pew Center was established in M~ t 998 ~ The Pew Chadtablo Trusts, one of the United States’ largestphilanthropies and an influential
voice in efforts to improve the quali~ of the environment. The Pew Center is an independent, nonprofit, and non-partisan organization dedicated
to prot~ding credible information, straight answers, and innovative solutions in the effort to addi~ss global climate change. The Pew Center is led
l~ Eileen Claussen, former U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for Oceans and International Environmental and Sdenti~c Affairs.
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CONFIDENTIAL - INTERNAL COMMISSION WORK PRODUCT- DO NOT DISTRIBUTE

Reducing Risks from Climate Change

To address climate change without disrupting the nation’s economy, the Commission
recommends:

Implementing in 2010 a mandatory, economy-wide tradable permit system
designed to curb future growth in the nation’s emissions of greenhouse gases
while capping initial costs to the U.S. economy at $7 per metric ton of carbon
dioxide-equivalent,
Linking subsequent action to reduce U.S. emissions with efforts by other
developed and developing nations to achieve measurable and effective emissions
reductions via a review of program efficacy and international progress in 2015.

The Commission believes the United States must take responsibility for addressing its
contribution to the risks of global climate change, but must do so in a manner that
recognizes the global nature of this challenge and does not harm the competitive position
of U.S. businesses internationally.

The Commission proposes a flexible, market-based strategy is designed to slow
projected growth in domestic greenhouse gas emissions as a first step toward later
stabilizing and ultimately reversing current emissions trends if comparable actions by
other countries are forthcoming and as scientific understanding warrants.

Under the Commission’s proposal, the U.S. government in 2010 would begin issuing
permits for greenhouse gas emissions based on an annual emissions target that reflects a
2.4 percent per year reduction in the average greenhouse gas emissions intensity of the
economy (where intensity is measured in tons of emissions per dollar of GDP).

Most permits would be issued at no cost to existing emitters, but a small pool, 5
percent at the outset, would be auctioned to accommodate new entrants, stimulate the
market in emission permits, and fund research and development of new technologies.
Starting in 2013, the amount of permits auctioned would increase by one-half of one
percent each year (i.e., to 5.5.percent in 2013; 6 percent in 2014, and so On).

The Commission’s proposal also includes a safety valve mechanism that allows
additional permits to be purchased from the government at an initial price of $7 per
metric ton of carbon dioxide (COz)-equivalent. The safety valve price would increase by
5 percent per year in nominal terms to generate a gradually stronger market signal for
reducing emissions without prematurely displacing existing energy infrastructure.

In 2015, and every five years thereafter, Congress would review the tradable permits
program and evaluate whether emissions control progress by major trading partners and
competitors (including developing countries such as China and India) supports its
continuation. If not, the United States would suspend further escalation of program
requirements. Conversely, international progress, together with relevant environmental
and technological considerations, could lead Congress to strengthen U.S. efforts.

NCEP DRAFT FINAL REPORT- 11/01/04 9
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CONFIDENTIAL - INTERNAL COMMISSION WORK PRODUCT- DO NOT DISTRIBUTE

Absent policy action, annual U.S. greenhouse gas emissions are expected to grow
from 7.8 billion metric tons of CO2-equivalent in 2010 to 9.1 billion metric tons by 2020
-- a roughly 1.3 billion metric ton per year increase. Modeling analyses suggest that the
Commission’s proposal would reduce emissions in 2020 by approximately 560 million
metric tons. If technology innovations in combination with efficiency initiatives proposed
elsewhere in this report produce lower abatement costs than current models assume, then
fewer permits will be purchased under the safety valve mechanism and actual reductions
could roughly double to as much as 1.1 billion metric tons in 2020.

The impact of the Commission’s proposed climate program on future energy prices
would be modest. Modeling indicates that relative to business-as-usual projections for
2020, average costs for electricity production would be expected to rise by 5-8 percent
(or halfa cent per kilowatt-hour); natural gas prices would rise by about 7 percent (or
$0.40 per mmBtu); and gasoline prices would increase 4 percent (or 6 cents per gallon).
Coal use would decline by 9 percent below current forecasts, yet would still increase in
absolute terms 20 percent relative to today’s levels, while renewable energy production
would grow more substantially; natural gas use and overall energy consumption,
meanwhile, would change only minimally (1.5 percent or less) relative to business-as-
usual projections.

Overall, the Commission’s climate recommendations are estimated to cost the typical
U.S. household the equivalent (in 2004 dollars) of $33 per year in 2020 and to result in a
slight (0.2 percentage point) reduction in expected GDP growth.

Improving Energy Efficiency

To improve the energy efficiency of the U.S. economy, the Commission -- in
addition to an increase in vehicle fuel economy standards -- recommends:

Updating and expanding efficiency standards for appliances and equipment.
Updating building codes to capture additional cost-effective efficiency
opportunities in new residential and commercial construction.
Pursuing cost-effective efficiency improvements in the industrial sector.

In addition, efforts should be made to address efficiency opportunities in the heavy-duty
truck fleet, which is responsible for roughly 20 percent of transportation energy
consumption, but is not subject to fuel economy regulation, and in the existing vehicle
fleet where a substantial opportunity exists to improve efficiency by, for example,
mandating that replacement tires have rolling-resistance characteristics equivalent to the
original equipment tires used on new vehicles.

In updating and implementing efficiency standards, policy makers should seek
wherever possible to exploit potentially productive synergies with targeted technology
incentives, research and development initiatives, information programs (such as the
federal Energy Star label), and efficiency programs sponsored by both electricity and
natural gas utilities.

NCEP DRAFT FINAL REPORT- 11/01/04 10
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FW CommWG Re Next CIWG Meeting NOV. 17-Info to read-Action Items!
From: Cooney, Phil
Sent: wednesday, November 10, 2004 7:22 PM
To: Hannegan, Bryan J.
Subject: Fw: [CommWG] Re: Next CIWG Meeting Nov. 17-Info to read-Action
Items!

-Original Message .....
From: Holbrook, william F. <william_F._Holbrook@ceq.eop.gov>
To: Cooney, Phil <Phil_cooney@ceq.eop.gov>
Sent: wed Nov 10 19:07:37 2004
subject: Fw: [CommWG] Re: Next CIWG Meeting NOV. 17-Info to read-Action Items!

Original Message ..... ’
From: outreach-bounces@usgcrp.gov <outreach-bounces@usgcrp.gov>
To: outreach@usgcrp.gov <outreach@usgcrp.gov>; cbell@usgs.gov <cbell@usgs.gov>;
patricia.klintberg@usda.gov <patricia.klintberg@usda.gov>; daytond@onr.navyomil
<daytond@onr.navy.mil>; povenmiresl@state.gov <povenmlresl@state.gov>;
craig.montesano@noaa.gov <craig.montesano@noaa.gov>; parker.kathryn@epaogOV
<parker.kathryn@epa.gov>; kentolaborde@noaaogov <kent.laborde@noaa.gov>;
ahshaotribble@noaa.gov <ahsha.tribble@noaa.gov>
cc: rmoss@usgcrp.gov <rmoss@usgcrp.gov>; james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov
<james.r.mahoney@noaa.gov>
sent: wed Nov 10 19:04:35 2004
subject: [CommWG] Re: Next CIWG Meeting Nov. 17-Info to read-Action Items!

Dear CIWG Members,

AS you are all aware, our next CIWG meeting will be held next wednesday, Nov. 17
from 2:30-4:00 PM at the CCSP office. This is an important meeting. Dr. Mahoney will
be joining us and there are several action items and decisions to be made. The
following information is attached for your review prior to wed.’s meeting:

1. sept. 22 Draft Meeting minutes
2. Draft Meeting Agenda
3. Draft Terms. of Reference (reviewed and approved by Dr. Mahoney) 4. Draft
Implementation Plan* (reviewed and approved by Dr. Mahoney)

* note that this includes two spreadsheets: the deliverables timeline and the
agencies inventory

we will be approving the documents #2 and 3 and sending them to the Principals for
final approval.

ACTION ITEMS-PLEASE COMPLETE PRIOR TO WEDNESDAY’S MEETING

A. Review of above documents
B. Complete agency inventory for your agency, focusing on November and December
activities, but also noting any activities for a "featured topic"
(as outlined in our implementation plan).
c. we will need input for FY2006 Our changing Planet. More to come on this.

Please attend in person. If you must call in, the number is:

1-800-516-9896 and the participant code (enter at prompt) is 418816, followed by #.

If you are unable to make it, please make sure an alternate representative from your
agency i~ present, we need everyone’s participation as we will be making several

Page 1
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Fw CommWG Re Next CIWG Meeting NOV. 17-Info to read-Action Items!
¯ important decisions.

Thank you and we look forward to seeing everyone next wednesday,

Kathryn (and Keya)

Page 2
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From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Peter Schultz [pschultz@usgcrp.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2004 2:41 PM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov; ipo@usgcrp.gov
Subject: [ccsp] Meeting of the CCSP Principals
CCSP Principals,

Dr. Mahoney would like to convene the nextmeeting of the CCSP Principals on Tuesday, November 30 fi’om 3
to 5 PM at the CCSPO at 1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 250. Please notify Sandy MacCracken
(smaccrac@usgcrp.gov, 202-419-3483) whether you or a designee will attend this meeting. The
agenda and briefing materials will be forthcoming.

Dr. Mahoney would like to begin to convene the CCSP Principals at a regular date & time each month.
We are considering Tuesday, .Wednesday, or Thursday of the 3rd week in each month from 3 to 5 PM.
Please let Sandy know which of these you prefer. If none of these work for you, please let her
know dates/times that would be suitable.

Cheers,
Peter Schultz

Peter A. Schultz, Ph.D.
Associate Director for Science Integration
Climate Change Science Program Office
(Incorporating the U.S. Global Change Research Program and the Climate
Change Research Initiative)
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Email: pschultz@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 202.419.3479
Fax: 202.223.3065

file://G:kFOIA - Climate\2004kDeliberative\l 1.04\ccsp Meeting of the CCSP Principals.htm 4/12/2007
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Hanne~lan, B~an J.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cooney, Phil
Tuesday, November 23, 2004 4:04 PM
Perino, Dana M.; Olsen, Kathie L.; Hannegan, Bryan J.
FW: Latest Reuters and CBC Stories on Arctic Council and Climate Change

..... Original Message .....
From: Watson, Harlan L (OES) [mailto:WatsonHL@state.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2004 3:41 PM

To: Peel, Kenneth L.; Cooney, Phil
Subject: Latest Reuters and CBC Stories on Arctic Counci! and Climite Change

> CBC.North. CA, Tuesday, November 23, 2004, 1:15 PM CST Marathon session
> ends with climate change consensus
>
> REYKJAVIK, Iceland - The Arctic Council’s eight member nations have
> averted a political crisis by reaching a deal on policy
> recommendations on climate change.
>
> <<...OLE Obj...>>
> ’We have ~xpected more but at least we have a policy document’ - Geir
> Tommy Pedersen
> After 18 hours of talks and numerous calls to Washington and other
> capitals, negotiators and their climate experts from all eight
> countries reached a consensus at the Reykjavik conference.
>
> The details of the recommendations, to accompany the Arctic Climate
> Impact Assessment released recently in Iceland, will be released
> Wednesday.
>
> For months, the United States has been at odds with the other seven
> nations over the content of the policy recommendations and how they
> should be presented.
>
> The recommendations address greenhouse gas emissions and mitigation,
> the need for additional research in some areas and public education.
>
> U.S. State Department spokesperson Sally Brandel defended the American
> position to date, saying the U.S. could only support policy
> recommendations it agreed with.
> <<...OLE_Obj...>>
> ’It’s an important step for the Arctic Council to have worked through a
> controversial issue’ - Sally Brandel
>
> Brandel says it was a give-and-take situation for all the countries
> involved.
>
> "It’s an important step for the Arctic Council to have worked through
> a controversial issue, political issue, and to have in a sense grown
> stronger for having survived, maybe our first, quite controversial
> issue," she says.
>
> Representatives of indigenous groups at the Arctic Council are
> welcoming the agreement on a policy document.
>
> They say .it’s not as strong as they wanted but it’s a beginning.
>
>       "We feel good about this because we have been promoting this
> document all the time from ICC," says Puju Christen Olsen of the Inuit
> Circumpolar Conference.
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~ "This is a step forward and of course, we have expected more but at
> least we have a policy document so there’s something to work further
> on," added Geir Tommy Pedersen, president of the Saami Council for
> Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russia.
>
> The policy recommendations still have to be approved by ministers from
> all eight nations.
>
> They’ll gather in Iceland for the meeting of the Arctic Council
> Wednesday.
>
> Details of the policy document will be released at that time.
>
> Reuters, Tuesday, November 23, 2004, 17:15:31GMT
> Arctic nations to make scant promises to slow thaw
> By Alister Doyle
>
> REYKJAVIK, Nov 23 (Reuters) - Eight Arctic countries will make scant
> promises to slow a rapid thaw of the region linked to global warming
> at a meeting in Iceland on Wednesday after U.S. opposition to firmer
> action, delegates said.
>
> A draft policy document to be adopted by foreign ministers at the
> Arctic Council makes no common call, for instance, to cut emissions of
> greenhouse gases widely blamed for warming the Arctic twice as fast as
> the rest of the globe.
>
> "The Arctic Council is not a forum for negotiating or making
> commitments" linked to global warming, Gunnar Palsson, the Icelandic
> chair of preparatory talks among senior officials, told Reuters on
> Tuesday.
>
> Delegates said the United States, the only Arctic nation outside the
> U.N.’s Kyoto protocol on curbing heat-trapping emissions from fossil
> fuels, had opposed stronger recommendations favoured by some nations
> and indigenous groups.
>
> Environmentalists said the meeting was a lost opportunity to slow "
> damaging climate change by nations with territory stretching into the
> Arctic - the United States, Russia, Canada, Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
> Finland and Iceland.
>
> Palsson said ministers would set no new binding commitments or dates
> for action in a document that has taken months of negotiations for the
> Arctic Council, set up after the Cold War.
>
> "They will.address the need for the countries and the communities of
> the north to adapt to climate change, to mitigate the consequences of
> climate change, to engage in further research and monitoring and
> education," he said.
>
> The Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA), by 250 scientists and
> issued two weeks ago, says warming could melt the polar ice in summer
> ~.2100, ruin the livelihoods of indigenous peoples and drive species
>’like polar bears to extinction.
>
> The Arctic is thawing fast partly because dark oceans and ground, once
> exposed, soak up more heat than ice and snow.
>
> LOST CHANCE - WWF
>
> "The report gives such a strong warning of the changes to come that it
> deserves a very strong response," said Samantha Smith, director of the
> ~FWF environmental group’s Arctic Programme.
>
> "If there are no new commitments then they will miss a chance to show
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"> leadership," she said. Nations around the Arctic account for almost 40
~ percent of world greenhouse gas emissions, mainly from cars, factories
> and power plants.
>
> The United States is the top global polluter. Washington wil! be
> represented by Paula Dobriansky, Under Secretary, World Affairs, while
> other nations send government ministers.
>
> Some delegates said agreement on common policy recommendations was a
> victory of sorts after months of Wrangling. Indigenous groups had
> wanted more but had won a far wider g!obal understanding of their
> plight.
>
> Norwegian Foreign Minister Jan Petersen said the ACIA report could
> help a drive to persuade Washington to rejoin U.N. efforts on climate
> change.
>
> "This study shows fairly dramatic consequences and willinfluence the
> debate," he told Reuters. "We should never give up hope that the
> United States will sign up for the Kyoto process for a more effective
> climate policy."
>
> U.S. President George W. Bush pulled out of Kyoto in 2001, arguing
> that it was too expensive and wrongly excluded developing nations from
> a first round of cuts in emissions.
>
>
>
>
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Industrial Minerala FlesoclaUon - North I~merica

November 23, 2004

Philip Cooney, Esq.
Chief of Staff
Council on Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place, NW
Wasnington, DC 20503

Dear Mr. Cooney:

On behalf of the Industrial Minerals Association - North America (IMA-lqA), thank you, and
Larisa Dobriansky, for taking time last week to meet with Richard Hodgson (Solvay), Steve
Harvey (FMC), Jerry Hurley and me (IMA-NA).

As we discussed at our meeting, IMA-NA is pleased to respond to President Bush’s challenge to
help reduce intensity of greenhouse gas emissions over the next decade on behalfofits member
companies in the soda ash, borates and sodium silicates industriesI. We look forward to
partnering with the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and the Department of Energy
(DOE) in the President’s Climate VISION program to address the global climate issue through
voluntary measures. We support this approach to achieve the environmental protection our
nation requires without unacceptable damage to our national economy.

To that end, we look forward to receiving feedback from you and your staffon the IMA-NA
Voluntary Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Program we shared with you during our
meeting.

If IMA-NA can be of assistance to you in these efforts, please do not hesitate to let me know. In
the meantime, we are preparing our Letter of Intent with a view to submitting it to DOE in the
next few weeks and formalizing our partnership.

Sincerely,

Mark G. Ellis
President

~ FMC Corporation, General Chemical Industrial Products, Inc. (including its Amherstburg,
Ontario plant), PQ Corporation, Searles Valley Minerals, Solvay Chemicals, U.S. Borax.
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Ms. Larisa Dobriansky
Richard Hodgson
S~eve Harvey
Jerry Hurley
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Indus, lal Mlnera!a R~J~iatlon - Noah Rmerfaa

No,:ember 23, 2(~1
Ms. Larisa Dobriausky
Deputy Assistant Secretary for
National Energy Policy

U.S. Department of Energy
Policy and International Affairs (Pl-60)
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Secrel~ry Dobda~nsky:

On behalf of the Industrial Minerals Association"-North America (IMA’NA), thank you, and
Philip Cooney, for taking time last week to meet with Richard Hodgson (Solvay), Steve Harvey
(FMC), Jerry Hurley and me (IMA-NA).

As we discuss~ at our meeting, iMA-NA is pleased to respond to President Bush’s challenge to
help reduce intensity of greenhouse gas emissions over the next decade on bdmifofits member
companies in the soda aslh tmrates and sodium silicates industries~. We look forward to
partnering with the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and the Department of Energy
(DOE) in the President’s Climate VISION program to ~ldress the global climate issue through
voluntary measures. We support this approach to achieve the environmental protection our
nation requires without unacceptable damage to our national economy.

7o that end, we look forward to receiving feedback frr a you and your staff’on the IMA-NA
Voluntary Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Program we shared with you during our

If IMA-NA can be of assistance to you in these efforts, please do not hesitate to let me know. In
the meantime, we are preparing our Letter of Intent with a view to submitting it to DOE in the
next few wee, ks and formalizing our partnership.

Sincerely,

Mark (3. Ellis
President

~ FMC Corporation, General Chemical Industrial Products, Inc. (including its ~aherstburg,
Ontario plant), pQ Corporation, Searlos Valley Minerals, Solvay Chemicals, U.S. Borax.

4061 PoLuder Mill Road. Suite 450, Calverton. MD 20705 I 301-595-5550 I fa~ ~01-595-3303 I uJwuJ.Ima-na.org
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Philip Cooney, Esq.
Richard Hodgson
Stev~ Harvey
Je .rr’,, Hv, rley
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Indu~ -!~1 Mlnera!s ~on - ~ Rrner~,ca

National Energy Policy
U.S. Departmem of Ener~
Policy and International Affairs (PI-60)
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Secretary Dol~r~3sky:

No,,ember 23, 2004

On behalf of the Industrial Minerals Assodafion"-- North Am~’rira 0MA-NA), thank you, and
Philip Cooney, for taking time last week to meet with Richard Hodgson (Solvay), Steve Harvey
(FMC), Jerry Hurley and me,(IMA-NA).

As we discussed at our meeting, iMA-NA is pleased to respond to President Bush’s challenge to
help reduce intensity of greenhouse gas omissions over the next decade on behalf of its member
companies in the soda ash, borates and sodium s~icates industriesI. We look forward to
partnering with the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and the Department of Energy
(DOE) in the President’s Climate VISION program to address the global climate issue through
voluntary measures. We support this approach to achieve the environmental protection our
nation requires without ~le damage to our national economy.

To that end, we look forward to receiving feedback fix a you and your staff on the IMA-NA
Voluntary Greenhouse Cras Emission Reduction Program we shared with you during our
meeting.

If IMA-NA can be of assistance to you in these efforts, please do not hesitate to let me know. In
the meantime, we are preparing our Letter of Intent with a view to submitting it to DOE in the
next few weeks and formalizing our partnership.

Sincerely,

Mark G. Ellis
President

~ FMC Corporation, General Chemical Industrial Products, Inc. (including its 2’~erstburg,
Ontario plant), PQ Corporation, Searles Valley Minerals, Solvay Chemicals, U.S. Borax.

406] PoLuder Mill Road, Suite 450, Calverton. MD 20705 I 301-595-5550 I fall :301-595-3303 I uJuJUJ.Ima-na.orgCEQ 006689
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CCSP PR!NCIPALS MEETING
Summary of Decisions/Actions and Discussi~ ...................

December 1, 2004
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

Climate Change Science Program Office
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250

James Mahoney, NOAA, Chair
Ghassem Asrar, NASA
Mitchell Baer, DOE
Ronald Birk, NASA
Karrigan Bork, DOT
William Breed, USAID
Margaret Cavanaugh, NSF
Mary Cleave, NASA
Margarita Conkright, NOAA
David Dokken, CCSPO
Jerry Elwood, DOE
William Fameth, DOS
Mary Glackin, NOAA
David Goodrich, NOAA
Bryan Harmegan, CEQ
William Hohenstein, USDA
Jack Kaye, NASA
Richard Moss, CCSPO
Patrick Neale, SI
Kathryn Parker, EPA
Rick Petty, DOE
Rick Piltz, CCSPO
Joel Schemga, EPA
Peter Schultz, CCSPO
Michael Slimak, EPA
Nick Sundt, CCSPO
Ahsha Tribble, NOAA
Harlan Watson, DOS

Attendance
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CCSP PRINCIPALS MEETING
Summary of Decisions/Actions and Discussi 

December 1, 2004
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

Climate Change Science Program Office
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 250

James Mahoney, NOAA, Chair
Ghassem Asrar, NASA
Mitchell Baer, DOE
Ronald Birk, NASA
Karfigan Bork, DOT
William Breed, USAID
Margaret Cavanaugh, NSF
Mary Cleave, NASA
Margarita Conkright, NOAA
David Dokken, CCSP0
Jerry Elwood, DOE
William Fameth, DOS
Mary Glackin, NOAA
David Goodrich, NOAA
Bryan Harmegan, CEQ
William Hohenstein, USDA
Jack Kaye, NASA
Richard Moss, CCSPO
Patrick Neale, SI
Kathryn Parker, EPA
Rick Petty, DOE
Rick Piltz, CCSPO
Joel Scheraga, EPA
Peter Schultz, CCSPO
Michael Slimak, EPA
Nick Sundt, CCSPO
Ahsha Tribble, NOA.A
Hadan Watson, DOS

Attendance
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From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behaifofJames R. Mahoney [James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov]
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2004 4:28 PM
To: ccsp@usgcrp.gov
Ce: Peter Schultz; Ahsha Tribble; Eric Locklear; Allandra Washington; Margarita Gregg
Subject: [ccsp] Update of CCSP Agency Budgets for OCP (FOR ACTION)
To CCSP Principals:

Please see the attached word document memo requesting agency inventory and budget information to be
used in preparation of the FY 2006 version of Our Changing Planet. Also, please see the attached excel
document containing spread sheet formats for providing the. requested information.

In order to keep the production of Our Changing Planet on schedule, we are requesting that you submit
this information no later than COB on Tuesday, January 4, 2005. Thank you for your prompt
attention to this request.                   -

Information copies of this request are also being sent to the Interagency Working Group on Climate
Change science and Technology (the deputy secretaries).

With best regards,

Jim Mahoney

Attachments (2)

file://G:~FOIA - Climatek2004kDeliberative\12.04\ccsp Update of CCSP Agency Budgets f... 4/12/2007
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FW Nat. Media Report - Financial Times climate change science
From: Holbrook, william F.
Sent: Tuesday, December 07, 2004 3:12 PM
TO: Hannegan, Bryan J.; Cooney, Phil
subject: FW: Nat. Media Report - Financial Times, climate change science

.original Message .....
From: Scott smullen [mailto:scott.smullen@noaa.gov]
sent: Tuesday, December 07, 2004 2:47 PM
To: Povenmire Susan L (OES); Hopkins, Robert; Holbrook, william F.
Cc : j ames. r. mahoney@noaa, gov
Subject: Nat. Media Report - Financial Times, climate change science

National Media Report

Dr. Mahoney’s off-the-record interview with Fiona Harvey of the Financial Times of
London

December 3, 2004 - via telephone

Background :
Fiona is the new Financial Times reporter to cover environmental issues. Referred
to NOM via State Dept. PA, Fiona was sent to washington, DC by her editors to gain
interviews with the various enviro, agencies and top managers, she will be covering
climate change and the COP10 proceedings in Buenos Aires. This interview should
help frame her coverage of us views on climate change science.

Line of Questioning:
Q. NOAA is one of the main agencies looking at this issue, what is the main
thinking about climate change in NOAA?

Mahoney explained his title and role at Commerce/NOAA and role with ccsP. He said
the President designated this 13 agency ’super group’ of federal offices to study
climate change - ccsP. cabinet level representation, it involves work and reporting
of these agencies. The budget for CC is large - $2 billion in FY04 and 05.
President said we won,t sign Kyoto, but said we will do all we can to accelerate the
sclence and make sure we get as much information we can at the earliest possible
time for whatever action appears to be appropriate. The policy of the
Administration is to 1) on science - advance and get as much science out as
possible, as quickly as possible, and 2) to invest very heavily in technology and
the anticipated market penetration of low or virtually zero green house gas emitting
technology. 3) development and implementation of a series of voluntary emission
reduction programs from virtually all the major industrial sectors of the country.
4) extensive international collaboration.
Administration is spending more than $4 billion on the steps I just outlined = $2B
science, $2B on tech, and $800M on incentives for consumers and manufacturing.

current thinking. I speak for all of the science agencies, not just NOAA. IPCC
third assessment was out when current Administration came on. Next report out in
2007. President asked NAS to review, give views in 2001. Assessment = likely some
of our observed cc phenomena is related to human activity, but there is likelihood
that conclusions may be poorly drawn too. Likely significant human contribution,
but the sense of significant uncertainty cannot be completely dismissed.
This is important because the resolution that may be required someday, in terms of
mitigation effects, has the potential to be a costly impacts on the entire world.
There is a humble realism to carefully examine, but also not jump ahead poorly
formed views.

science, we’ve increased the amount of attention paid to observation and climate
parameters in the us and throughout the world, we’re going to have to be able to
very carefully measure parameters in the world and deduce trends and what they mean,
now and in the future, we’ve been working on a big investment in ocean buoys,

Page 1
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FW Nat. Media Report - Financial Times climate change science
accelerated satellite programs, and most of all a 10-year program of cooperating
nations that was launched in ministerial level summit in the us a year and a half
ago - GEOSS - that is more aggressive system to be fully deployed in 10 years.
we’ve learned a lot more about the roles of aerosols and the heat balance in the
ocean. Now we’re dealing with lower atmosphere aerosols and carbon particles.
we’re beginning to get a betterunderstanding of the role of the oceans and how it
interacts with the atmosphere in terms of energy balance that in turn effects the
temperature profiles and carbon balance. In the last year or two we’re getting a
better idea about the rates in which there is a transfer of heat or energy or
temperature between the atmosphere and the oceans, and that other chemicals such as
carbon or a combination of substances. As often with research, the things that
we’re learning raise as many questions as we’re resolving. The best estlmate is the
oceans are accommodating something on the order of half of the net carbon flux. It
is a much more intense focus on observation so that we can identify where we are and
what the trends are. The role of aerosols and the coupling of oceans and
atmosphere. And exploration of effectiveness of climate modeling, with ccsP -
we’ve identified 21 synthesis and assessment reports, and are well in the process of
~ealing with these sclence guestions, extensive reports to come. Idea is to
Incorporate wide range of wews and agree on where we think we are.

Q. with all the science.., when will there be a big enough body of enough when we
can draw some conclusions?
There is no bright line where we. can say one month or one year. From the US
~erspe~tive, the commitment of more than $5 billion a year on science, tech,
~ncent~ves and collaborative programs represents a decision that this is serious
enough that a lot of action should be taken. That is response to those who say the
us isn’t doing anything. . .    . .
The US is doing a lot. we take the science seriously. As the President has
saidL.., as the science determines, other steps will be taken. The series of
documents CCSP is producing will all be out in three years from now. The rights
steps are being taken now. certainly in the upcoming years we should know
substantially more. we’re trying to make sure the science is carefully reported in
it§ own right. And that we don’t use the science or the interpretation of the
sclence to specifically make policy suggestions.

Q. what are you expecting this year. when Kyoto comes into force, will this have
an effect on us?
I’d rather not comment on that. As the science lead, I don’t want my comments to
establish a bias. But let me say that the us continues to be a significant
participant in the IPCC with a large number of scientists involved. And President
Bush confirms the us commitment signed in Rio in ’92 to prevent dangerous impacts
from human influences on the climate. The policy of the us is there.., there is ’
dispute about the details, we’re doing our science work, the us is making these
major investments, the President confirms that, and the US is contributing to
virtually every international effort other than Kyoto, and President conf~rms the
obligation to Rio.

Q. The science.., what’s happening with earth observation.
A great deal. Last week a substantial working group session in ottawa.- (Mahoney
gave background on Admiral Lautenbacher’s vision and leadership in GEOSS and
milestone expected in Brussels in February.
smullen offered to send her background and updates from ottawa).

End of interview.

POC: Scott Smullen, NOAA OPCIA, 202-482-1097

Page 2
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ccsp Summary of Decisions and Actions12-01-04 CCSP Principals Mtg
From: ccsp-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Peter Schultz
[pschultz@usgcrp.gov]
sent: wednesday, December 08, 2004 4:32 PM
TO: ccsp@usgcrp.gov; ccsp_info@usgcrp.gov
Cc: david.goodrich@noaa.gov; ipo@usgcrp.gov
subject: [ccsp] summary of Decisions and Actions,12-01-04 CCSP
Principals Mtg

Dear CCSP Pri nci pal s, ¯

Attached is a summary of the decisions and actions from the December 1,
2004 CCSP Principals meeting. Please review the summary and send me any comments by
December 15.

The summary lists three items for action by the ccsP Principals:

Action 2.iv. Agencies should review the list of S&A lead and supporting personnel
and send any corrections to Peter schultz by December 17,2004. [Note: The list is
attached to this email.]

Action 3.i. CCSP Principals should review the revised OCP production schedule and
send comments to Peter schultz by December 17, 2004. [Note:
The revised schedule is attached to this email.]

Action 7. CCSP Principals should review the communication IWG’s Terms of Reference
and Implementation Plan and send comments to Peter schultz by December 22, 2004.
The Terms of Reference, Implementation Plan, and nominations for CIWG Co-chairs will
be acted on at the January Principals meeting. [Note: The TOR and Implementation
Plan are attached to this email.]

Please indicate the document name, page number, and line number associated with each
of your comments.

cheers,
Peter

Peter Ao schultz, Ph.D.
Associate Director for science Integration climate change science Program office
(Incorporating the u.s. Global change Research Program and the climate change
Research Initlative)
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, suite 250
Washington, DC 20006
Email: pschultz@usgcrp.gov
Telephone: 202.419.3479
Fax: 202.223.3065
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Message Page1 of 2

.From: Hannegan, Bryan J.
~ Sent: Thursday, December 09, 2004 1:30 PM
To: Connaughton, James; Cooney, Phil; turekianvc@state.gov
Subject: US Event at COP-10 Summary

A description of the US "side event" yesterday at COP-10. Note the discussion at the end and the points raised by various
attendees ....

US actions to address climate change
Presented by the US

Ahsha Tribble, US Department of Commerce, said science should inform rather th~ dictate
policy making, and stressed that her Department’s scientific programmes are open and transparent.

Ahsha Tribble, US Department of Commerce, introduced the Strategic
Plan of the US Climate Change Science Programme, emphasizing that
the aim of the programme is to reduce scientific uncertainty relating to
climate change.

David Conover, US Department of Energy, noted the ambitious research
and development agenda of his department’s Climate Change
Technology Programme. He stressed that the programme aims to ensure
that a diverse portfolio of candidate technologies compete in the
market place. He noted that energy efficiency represents the largest
investment area, and said tax incentives are used to promote energy
efficiency.

Noting that the agricultural sector both contributes to GHG emissions
and is vulnerable to climate change, Bruce Knight, US Department of
Agriculture, stressed the need to mitigate the impact of climate change
on farmers and identify their role in reducing emissions. K.night indicated
that, while the costs of reducing GHG emissions fall on .~.~ agricultural
sector, the benefits are public. He stressed that farmers should
be able to recover these costs, and identified the need to value and
market emerging benefits.

Larisa Dobriansky, US Department of Energy, introduced Climate Vision,
a voluntary programme including 13 partner associations that represent
90% of US industrial emissions. She noted that the programme
aims to examine climate technology needs, evaluate possible funding
mechanisn~, and promote research and development (R&D) and technology
diffusion.

file://G:~FOIA - ClimateL2004kDeliberative\12.04\US Event at COP-10 Summary.htm 4/12/2007CEQ 006702



Message Page 2 of 2

Susan Wickwire, US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), described
the EPA’s voluntary climate change programmes, noting that
they seek to address inefficiencies in the market and provide information,
technical assistance, and recognition for environmental leadership.

Discussion:

Noting the high cost of the Climate Change Science Programme,
a participant questioned whether the US might not rather
have relied on science emerging from the IPCC and better spent the
money directly on mitigation efforts. Harlan Watson, US Department
of State, indicated that the IPCC’s outputs do not represent the final
word.

A participant highlighted the fact that, even if the US Presidential
Climate Change Strategy’s target to reduce GHG intensity by 18%
by 2012 is met, overall US GHG emissions will increase by 14% from
2002-2012, to reach GHG emission levels of 32% above the 1990
baseline.

A participant highlighted uncertainty among US corporations
concerning the status of early action credits and baselines for action as
a hurdle to their involvement in voluntary agreements.

file ://G:~FOIA - ClimateL2004kDeliberative\ 12.04\US Event at COP- 10 Summary.htm 4/12/2007
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Harlan says the magic words (in red)
sent: Thursday, December 09, 2004 5:39 PM
TO: Marburger, John H.; Cooney, Phil; Olsen, Kathie L.
subject: Harlan says the magic words (in red)

UN Framework Convention on Climate Change conf.
Thursday, 9 December 2004, 2:07 pm
Press Release-: US State Department

UN Framework Convention on climate change conf.
Tenth conference of the Parties to the UN Framework Convention on climate change

Dr. Harlan L. Watson, Senior climate Negotiator and Special Representative and
Alternate Head of the u. s. Delegation

Buenos Aires, Argentina
December 7, 2004

Dr. Watson: We welcome and congratulate the government of Argentina on hosting the
meeting here and for the excellent arrangements.they have made. we are certainly
committed to working constructively and to having positive outcomes of this
conference of the Parties..

The united states does remain committed to the Framework Convention and to
achieving its ultimate objective. However, we are taking a different path than
Kyoto, which many of the parties here are taking, with regard to the actions the
united states is taking, they are many, and I would challenge many of the Kyoto
Protocol Parties to match us in the activities we are taking both domestically and
internationally.

First of all, we have three prongs in our climate policy which President Bush
announced in February 2002. The first is to reduce our greenhouse gas intensity at
home, th6reby slowing the growth of our greenhouse gas emissions, second, we are
making substantial investments in science and technology and institutions designed
to address both climate change in the near term and in the long term. And, third, we
are engaging actively in international cooperation -- both on a bilateral basis and
on a multilateral basis.

with regard to our domestic program, we are committed to reducing our greenhouse
gas intensity by 18% over the ten-year period 2002-2012. This is a domestic
commitment the President made. we are doing this through a number of programs
through both incentives and voluntary programs, and through some mandatory programs
such as improving the fuel economy of our automobiles, improving the efficiency of
our appliances and so on.

with regard to science, the united states is spending some $2 billion annually on
the science of climate change, to address the uncertainties and help reduce these
uncertainties, we spent some $23 billion dollars since 1990 when the U.S. Global
Change Research Program was first initiated.

on the technology side, we spend approximately $3 billion dollars annually on a
variety of technologies, the implementation of which would allow us to reduce our
greenhouse gases over the long term. This includes both near-term options such as
solar, and other renewable energy technologies, energy efficiency technologies,
advanced fossil technologies -- and some longer-term technologies, such as advanced
nuclear, both in fission and fusion, as well as strong investments in hydrogen and
in carbon capture and storage.

Internationally -- we are engaged both, as I mentioned before, on a bilateral
basis as well as multilaterally. Bilaterally, we have established partnerships with
14 countries and regional organizations -- many of which are Kyoto parties and some
of which are not. we have well over 200 projects with our partners addressing
climate change science, clean energy technologies, earth observations and so forth.
we have also initiated, as I mentioned yesterday, some five multilateral initiatives
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Harlan says the magic words (in red)
-- science and technology initiatives:

The Group on Earth observations -- which is involving over 50 nations and 30
international organizations, as well as the European Commission, I might add, on
helping to design and implement, over the next ten years, a comprehensive earth
observation system which will provide data not only on climate change but also on
other environmental ~issues.

we have a very strong partnership among 10 countries and the EURATOM on the
Generation IV Internatlonal Forum which is working to develop a new generation of
nuclear reactors, which will be safer and more economic and secure, from a
proliferation standpoint.

. The carbon sequestration Leadership Forum, with some 16 countries and the European
Commission, is working on technologies that will allow the capture and storage, in a
safe and environmental manner,of emissions from fossil fuel burning plants.

The International Partnership for the Hydrogen Economy -- where again we have 16
countries and the European Commission -- is working to advance the global transition
to a hydrogen economy.

And most recently, the Methane-to-Markets Partnership where 13 countries joined
the united states this summer to launch an innovative program that will be targeted
on reducing methane emissions, which is the second most important greenhouse gas.
with regard to this latter partnership, the u.s. committed some $53 million to the
Partnership over the next five years.

I want to close my opening remarks by referring to President Bush’s .commitment he
made in June 2001 to develop with friends and allies and nations throughout the
world an effective and science-based response to address climate change. The united
states supports the development of an integrated approach to partnerships among
governments, the private sector and NGOs that promotes economic growth, improves
economic efficiency and productivity, enhances energy security, Increases the
availability of cleaner, more efficient energy resources and, of course, reduces
~o~lut~n all in ways that have the effect of reducing nations’ greenhouse gas
i ntensl ty.

we believe that economic development is absolutely key to addressing this issue,
because without economic development and economic growth around the world we are not
going to be able to afford the new technologies that we need to address the problem
In the long term.

And with that, I will be happy to stop and take any questions that you might have.
Thank you.
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Cooney, Phil

From: Hannegan, Bryan J.

Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2004 2:14 PM

To: Cooney, Phil; ’Conover, David’

Cc: Perino, Dana M.; Holbrook, William F.

Subject: PointCarbon.com: US power companies set voluntary GHG reduction targets

US power companies set voluntary GHG reduction targets

A group comprised of seven US power organisations and companies have signed a voluntary
agreement with the Department of Energy to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions in a move
towards meeting President Bush’ emissions intensity objective.

The US Department of Energy and Power Partners is made up by the American Public Power
Association, Edison Electric Institute, Electric Power Supply Association, Large Public Power Council,
National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, Nuclear Energy Institute, and Tennessee Valley
Authority. It is these actors who have now signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to cut their
emissions.

They have pledged to reduce collectively the power sector’s greenhouse gas emissions intensity by an
equivalent of 3 to 5 per cent (measured as emissions per unit of electricity produced) below 2000-2002
baseline levels, as measured over the 2010-2012 period.

The MoU signed today establishes goals for the public-private partnership, sets out general principles,
and proposes actions to further the partnership’s objectives, the Department of Energy announced.

Edison Electric Institute President Thomas Kuhn said in a comment that all the Power Partners "believe
this is a critical step in reducing greenhouse gas intensity in the United States."

"The seven power groups will collectively work toward achieving the goal for the sector, setting the
stage for significant progress in addressing greenhouse gases," he said.

The Power Partners is one of 13 trade associations or business groups taking part in the Climate VISION
(Voluntary Innovative Sector Initiatives: Opportunities Now) program, a US voluntary program set up
to meet the Bush administration’s target of reducing the greenhouse gas emissions intensity of the
United States’ economy (measured as carbon-equivalent emissions per unit of economic output) by 18
per cent between 2002 and 2012.
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From: Ahsha Tribble [Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov]
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2004 3:45 PM
To: Harmegan, Bryan J.
Subject: [Fwd: CCSP Guidelines Announcement]
Sorry Bryan. I made a typo in your email address.

.Ahsha

........ Original Message ........
Subject:CCSP Guidelines Announcement

Date:Fri, 17 Dec 2004 12:20:19 -0500
From:Ahsha Tribble <Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov>

Organization:NOAA
To:phil.cooney@ceq.eop.gov, "Gabriel, Clifford J." <Clifford J. Gabriel@ostp.eop.gov>,

kathie.olsen@ostp.eop.gov, bryan.hannegan@cep.eop.gov, "Wuchte, Erin"
<Erin_Wuchte@omb. eop.gov>, Margo.Schwab@omb.eop.gov

CCSP EOP Principals,

The NOAA Office of Legislative Affairs would like to have a
communications document to give to the Hill and other constituents
regarding the release of the Guidelines for Producing CCSP Synthesis and
Assessment Reports. The draft is attached for your review. We invite
your comments, if any, by next week prior to sending this document out.

Thank you,
Ahsha

Ahsha N. Tribble, Ph.D.
Technical Chief of Staff
Office of Assistant Secretary of Commerce

For Oceans and Atmosphere
HCHB/Room 5804
14th & Constitution Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20230
202-482-5920 (DOC)
202-482-6318 (Fax)

file://G:~FOIA - Climate~004kDeliberative\12.04kFwd CCSP Guidelines Announcement.him 4/12/2007 CEQ 006710
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From: ecsp_info-bounces@usgcrp.gov on behalf of Margarita Gregg [margarita.gregg@noaa.gov]
’Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2004 11:23 AM
To: CCSP_INFO@usgcrp.gov
Subject: [ccsp_info] [Fwd: Update of CCSP Agency Budgets for OCP (FORACTION)]
F.Y.I. - it has come to my attention that some of you are unaware of this request for an update of your
agency budgets for OCP FY06. As stated in the attached memo, once I receive a point of contact for
this request, I will send you the materials your agency has submitted throughout the year so all you
would need to do is update it.

Thanks and Happy Holidays
Margarita

........ Original Message ........
Subject:Update of CCSP Agency Budgets for OCP (FOR ACTION)

Date:Mon, 06 Dec 2004 16:27:58 -0500
From:James R. Mahoney <James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov>

To:ccsp@usgerp.gov
CC:Peter Schultz <pschultz@usgcrp.gov>, Ahsha Tribble <Ahsha.Tribble@noaa.gov>, Allandra

Washington <Allandra.Washington@noaa.gov>, Margarita Gregg
<Margarita.Gregg@noaa.gov>, Eric Locklear <Eric.Locklear@noaa.gov>

To CCSP Principals:

Please see the attached word document memo requesting agency inventory and budget information to be
used in preparation of the FY 2006 version of Our. Changing Planet. Also, please see the attached excel
document containing spread sheet formats for providing the requested information.

In order to keep the production of Our Changing Planet on schedule, we are requesting that you submit
this information no later than COB on Tuesday, January 4, 2005. Thank you for your prompt
attention to this request.

Information copies of this request are also being sent to the Interagency Working Group on Climate
Change science and Technology (the deputy secretaries).

With best regards,

Jim Mahoney

Attachments (2)

M.E. Conkright Gregg, Ph.D.
PPI/NOAA Climate Office
ii00 Wayne Avenue, Suite 1225
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Phone: (301) 427-2089 ext 109
Fax: (301) 427-2082
Email: Margarita. Gregg@noaa.gov

file://GSFOIA - Climatek2004kDeliberative\12.04\ccsp_info Fwd Update of CCSP Agency ...4/12/2007
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From: James R. Mahoney [James.R.Mahoney@noaa.gov] . "

Sent: Thursday, December 23, 2004 4:52 PM ~

To: Olsen, Kathie L.; Gabriel, Clifford J.; Halpem, David; Hannegan, Bryan J.; Cooney,

Cc: Richard Moss; Peter Schultz; Ahsha Tribble; Allandra Washington; James R Mahon~

Subject: Items we discussed in ourDecember 14 meeting

Attachments: Workshop 2005 description 12-23-04.doc; ClWG TOR 12-23-04.doc; ClWG Imp Plat
04.doc

To all

This email and its attachments respond to issues raised during our CCSP review meeting on E
14. Three items are covered:

As I write this, it is coming up to 5:00 PM on December 23. I wish you all and your families
best for the holidays.

Jim Mahoney

004338
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

1. Decisions/Actions from December 1, 2004 CCSP Meeting (Mahoney) (Approwd)
[Materials: 1. Decisions & Actions, 12-01-04.pdf]

Decision 1: The December 1, 2004 Decisions and Actions Summary was approved.

2. Synthesis and Assessment Products (Mahoney, Moss) (Information)

Report on Dec 20 meeting of S&A leads                          "

Mahoney and Moss reviewed the discussion and outcomes from a December 20 meeting
of approximately 30 agency personnel responsible for the 21 Synthesis and Assessmer[t
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